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ABSTRACT' 
"Never did reformer take 
Passion's way. 
But that both worlds he must stake 
In the play" 
-SAADI 
Food and agriculture have held a primarj^  position in human societies ever 
since the human race stopped wandering and settled down. Land thus gained prime 
importance, and agriculture became the main means of sustenance of all societies. 
The development of agriculture was soon to be affected by successive growth of 
urbanization and industrialization, and later by globalization and liberalization. 
It is a well known fact that both Iran and India are moving up the world 
industrial ladder at a fast pace due to Iran's oil reserves and fast growing policy of 
industrialization in India. Both India and Iran have gone nuclear. Apart from this, 
the late nineties saw the emergence of globalization and liberalization. These 
processes too had an impact not only on agricultural development but also other 
socioeconomic aspects of life. Yet, despite all these extraneous forces and continued 
efforts made by both these nations, vast agricultural areas of these two countries still 
remain underdeveloped and the pace of change is slow. 
This study therefore focuses attention on a comparative analysis of selected 
rural areas to understand the nature of agricultural development and change of both 
these societies. 
The focus of the present research relates to the province of "Sistan and 
Baluchestan' (Iran) and the state of Uttar Pradesh (India). The selected universes 
under examination are Qal'ehnow in the Sistan region and Hesaroo'iyeh in the 
BaluChestan region, of Iran. These areas of Iran are compared with Pilakhna in 
District Aligarh and Pindrawal in Bulandshahr District (Uttar Pradesh, India). 
For the purpose of this study Michael Todaro's characterization of rural 
development was used. Accordingly he designated them as: "improvement in levels 
of living, including employment, education, health and nutrition, housing and a 
variety of social services; decreasing inequality in the distribution of rural incomes 
and in rural-urban balances in incomes and economic opportunities, and the capacity 
of the rural sector to sustain and accelerate the pace of these 
improvements."(Todaro) The terms 'agricultural development' and 'rural 
development' are used synonymously in the present study. 
The objectives of the study, and the two hypotheses developed for this study, 
are examined in terms of the differences between the ethnic composition, system of 
land use, employment patterns, of relationships that exist in terms of the productive 
modes, the kinship framework and stratification structure of the villages, the nature of 
relationships between the inhabitants of the villages in view of the growing 
complexities of village life. In light of these questions, this study also focuses 
attention on the role of the governments to improve the development of the rural areas 
under study. 
Two hypotheses were developed on the basis of personal experience and 
available literature. They are: 
(A) Agricultural development leads to industrial development. 
'. After reorganization of the provinces Sistan and BaluChestan is known as "Sistan-0-BaIuChestan" 
and in the present thesis the latter form is used. It is also known as "Sistan-Va- BaiuChestan. 
I Todaro, Michael. (1977). Quoted in S. K. Dutta. (1991). Cooperative Societies and Rural 
Development, India. New Delhi: Patel Enterprises. 
(B) The processes of globalization and liberalization affect rural life in 
general and educational health, familial religious and stratification 
structures in particular. 
Besides the hypotheses stated above, in a nutshell, this study 
examines: 
1. The effects of abolition of ZamTndari system in India and 
"Landlord-Peasant System" (Nezam-E-Arbdb-0-Ra'iyyati, as it is 
known in Iran), land tenure and introduction of land reforms on the 
peasants residing in the rural areas under investigation. 
2. The effects of the Green Revolution and White Revolution on 
agricultural and related productions in Indian rural areas under 
study. 
3. The effects of the Iranian "White Revolution" in the selected areas 
under study. 
4. The impact of the processes of globalization and liberalization on 
agriculture and other related social institutions is also analyzed. 
The first chapter of the present thesis comprises of the Introduction which sets 
forth the tone of the thesis and is followed by Chapter II which is a detailed review of 
literature. The review begins with the history of landownership, power and status as 
elaborated in the works of Karl Marx and Max Weber. This is followed by the reviews 
of later and contemporary social scientists. Next I review the studies associated with 
agricultural development and change in India and Iran, with special reference to the 
role of local hierarchical systems, like the caste system, which forms a very important 
part of the Indian social strucmre. The pioneering studies of various sociologists and 
anthropologists are reviewed, to show how different caste groups with specialized 
occupations were able to exchange thek services through an extensive complex system 
of division of labor. This review also focuses on the misconceptions in the 
understanding of caste by non-Indians, and here the studies of eminent Indian and 
western sociologists and anthropologists are amply reviewed. Special attention is paid 
to the concepts of dominant caste. 
This is followed by appraisal of literature on land reforms, as agricultural 
activities revolve around land and its ownership. An overview of literature pertaining 
to the Zarmndari system in India and the "Landlord-Peasant System" (Nezam-E-
Arbab-0-Ra'iyyati) in Iran, and their subsequent abolition in both countries is 
substantially covered. 
The assessment of literature on India is followed by a review of literature on 
Iran. The case of Iranian agriculture, while similar in many ways to that of India, is 
rather different in some ways, and, therefore, a comprehensive assessment is 
included. Special attention is paid to Iranian land reform which is traced from its 
inception in 1962 which subsequently replaced the traditional landlord-peasant 
system to usher in a new agrarian system. 
At the same time, the tussle between oil and agriculture showing the 
socioeconomic foundation on which the Iranian agriculture stands is examined. 
Literature related to the irrigation system, both traditional and contemporary is given 
special attention in view of the natural and political calamities related to water 
resources in the region. 
Since the majority of the Indian population lived and continues to live by 
agriculture, and, since this is a study of rural areas of India, I have reviewed literature 
related to the Indian village, especially the publications of the early fifties onwards. 
This review provides valuable in understanding the life, problems and plight of rural 
India. 
At the same time, an examination of the processes of globalization and 
liberalization, which began to dominate the world since the early nineties, was 
necessary. 
The chapter that follows shows the historical and geographical details of the 
universes under examination. Details of population structure, effects of the White 
Revolution of 1962 and subsequently the Islamic Revolution in 1979 along with the 
fresh measures taken to boost the farmer's situation in terms of land reforms such as: 
stabilization of private ownership, improvement of the farmers conditions for 
betterment of farming activities are examined. I have tried to show the establishments 
of executive bodies like: "The Center for Extension of Production and Services" and 
"The Seven-man Teams for Transferring and Revival of the Lands." Their aim is to 
distribute land owned by big landowners to the landless poor and find a 
comprehensive solution for the landless and marginal farmers through revival and re-
cultivation of barren land. 
Similarly, some details of land reforms introduced in India after it's 
mdependence in 1947 and the Five Year Plans that were initiated in the nineteen 
fifties is followed by some details of the Green and the White Revolutions which 
paved the way to bring in a new era of agricultural promise and economic boon. 
This discourse is followed by some features of the onset of globalization and 
liberalization in both countries and their effects on various structural, cultural aspects 
of life styles of the people. 
To examine the above stated objectives and hypotheses, field research, which 
is an important aspect of empirical research, was conducted at the micro level. The 
field work, the research design are detailed in chapter IV. I show how the methods of 
participant-observation, open-ended interview schedule and fi-ee interaction were 
combined to help me to create a rapport and elicit information fi-om the inhabitants. 
These techniques enabled me to gain valuable insights into the lives of people in the 
studied area as well as into the current issues and problems related to the two 
economies of the four selected rural areas. 
When 1 began to undertake this field work research I did not find any 
literature on the four universes of discourse. Some statistical data that was published 
by the government departments of Iran and India were available, but these were not 
sufficient. Therefore, my field research is unique and original in several ways. First of 
all, I collected first hand data by living with the people, talking to them and making 
my own observations to verify their narrations. I compared two villages in Iran with 
one small town area^  (Pilakhna) and one village in India. This in itself is distmctive as 
sociological studies at the grass root level, of two major advancing countries, are not 
available. The present research then is an investigation of little known rural areas of 
Iran and India. The observations that I have recorded in this thesis fi-om the relatively 
new settlement of the Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster and the old village of Qal'ehnow, have 
previously not been published by other social scientists. Similarly, no sociological 
analysis of or Pindrawal is available. Some historical publications of both these rural 
\ Kasba. 
areas in Uttar Pradesh do exist and I was able to use this material fiuitfiilly. I, 
therefore, feel that I have been able to make a small contribution, especially about the 
plight of the peasants and farmers in both Iran and India, their changing lifestyles, 
social relationships, hierarchical structures and the like. I have tried to show how 
abolition of land tenure and introduction of land reforms aifected the peasants who 
earlier had spent generations as subservient beings to powerful (and many a times 
ruthless) land lords, Zammdars and the Arbab or Khan. I have shown how the 
traditional patron-client relationship had turned sour and whether they were given a 
break and whether the system which had eroded the very roots of humanity had 
changed. 
The present study therefore differs from the other studies as this is the first 
empirical effort to make a comparative investigation of agricultural development and 
social change in two selected rural areas each of the State of Uttar Pradesh, India, and 
the Sistan-0-Baluchestan Province, Iran. I made special efforts to specify the nature 
of agricultural development and change at the grass root level. 
I have tried to assess changes in terms of new landlord class that emerged after the 
abolition of the Zamindari system in India and "Landlord-Peasant System" (Nezam-E-Arbab-
O-Ra'iyyati) in Iran in terms of the nature and scope of landholdings among the farmers of 
the rural areas studied in the present research. This led to the investigation of the extent to 
which the present day farmers use modem agricultural technologies, and to identify 
inputs to improve agricultural activities. 
All this was possible because 1 was determined to complete this research 
despite the financial hardships and the difficulty in learning and familiarizing myself 
with the local languages in which I had to communicate with the residents of each 
area. In all I had to learn the local dialects of both the Sistan and the Balu5hestan 
regions, besides learning Urdu and Hindi to effectively communicate with the local 
populations. In this I was helped by my friends who were fluent in both the local 
language/dialect and English. My efforts were amply rewarded when the residents of 
all universes under investigation, welcomed me with open arms and extended not 
only their cooperation but also their warm hospitality. 
Chapter V which ensues gives detailed accounts of my fieldwork 
observations. I cover a large number of iiipoiuint social, economic, and cultural 
aspects of these villages. I have tried not only to provide detailed historical and 
geographic accounts of each universe that I studie4 but have also tried to weave in 
the socioeconomic and religious/ritual structure. 
Since land is of prime importance to the farmer especially in an area where 
agriculture is the main occupation, I studied the pattern of land ownership. I found 
that land had been equitably distributed in all the four areas, though I did fmd that in 
the Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster, the inhabitants were more prone to indulging in animal 
husbandry rather than farming. They continued to wander (as had been their past 
occupation), and now this had become easier with the development of good roads and 
availability of motored vehicles. In Qal'ehnow, besides farming, horticulture seemed 
to be more important. Residents indulged in growing grains required for personal 
sustenance. Likewise, in Pilakjhna and Pindrawal, only about thirty five percent of 
land was under cultivation while greater emphasis was given to horticulture, 
especially in Pindrawal. 
I observed that land ownership is associated with economic as well as social 
status these attributes are closely associated with power and authority. For example, 
the structure of authority and power hierarchy in Pilakhna exhibited this trend where, 
the dominant caste of Muslim Mewati owned most of the land. In Pindrawal the 
Lodha caste are the dominant caste. 
Following the fieldwork trends (with some modifications) set by eminent 
anthropologists and sociologists like Professor McKim Marriott and Andre Beteille, 
and, late professors M. N. Srinivas and S. C. Dube, 1 have tried to treat each rural area 
as a partially self-sufficient unit. I thus examined the role of the female population of 
each village and their status in society. 1 found that women are controlled by 
particular religious or caste groups. While they form an integral part of the 
occupational and stratification structure in the area. 1 found that each religious group 
and caste group is a sub-cultural entity with specific traditions, taboos, food habits, 
dress codes and other varied attributes. Despite these diversities they exhibit some 
form of unity. 
I examined the family, caste/stratification, religious and ethnic composition 
of each particular universe. I found that families in the Indian areas were all joint 
families where as the norm of nuclear families dominated the Iran rural areas. The 
incidence of polygamous marriages was almost absent in all the four universes urJ:r 
study. 
In both Iran and India, religious nonns and values were strictly adhered to 
and inhabitants exhibited religious solidarity. Caste stratification in the Indian rural 
areas was very prominent not only among Hindus but also among Muslims. All caste 
and caste-like groups were strictly endogamous. Among Hindu castes, special care 
was taken to demarcate the line of purity and pollution, especially when it concerned 
dining. At the same time, caste occupations were not adhered to in a very strict 
traditional manner. While I found many Dalits'' to be employed in the village 
chairman's office as office attendants, I also found that the cleaning staff, 
traditionally known as Bhangi (now known as Safai Walaf belonged to the scheduled 
caste. I also found, that the scheduled caste homes were situated somewhat outside 
the village boundary line. Their housing was mostly made of mud with thatched roofs 
(known as Kuccha houses) and the area appeared to be more of a slum as compared to 
areas occupied by the upper castes. The role of the Brahmin and the reverence 
accorded to him was universal. The Dalits were also not allowed to enter temples 
meant for high castes and now they have built temples for scheduled castes too. So 
the line of pollution is clear. The tribal population of the areas is marginal and 
generally stays away from the main flow of life. They cultivate vegetables which they 
sell in the market to make a living. 
Keeping in view the three criteria given by Todaro as indicators of 
development, my observations show that as far as inequality in the distribution of 
rural incomes and in rural-urban balances in incomes and economic opportunities 
are concerned results of all the four universes are almost at par. That is to say, 
that rural incomes and rural-urban balances are not being maintained in either of 
the two Indian universes. In Iran, however, more emphasis is given to the rural 
and the deprived areas, like the province of Sistan-O-Baludhestan. 
In addition, where the third indicator of development is concerned, none 
of the rural sectors under study have shown much capacity to sustain and 
accelerate the pace of these improvements. But in Iran, despite the successive 
droughts in Sistan-O-BaluChestan, the government has attempted to focus its 
attention on rural development. 
''. Dalit is considered a more respectful term to identify persons of low, untouchable caste, in the Indian 
caste hierarchy. 
.^ It refers to the cleaning person. 
As far as agriculture is concerned, both India and Iran have been moving 
forward towards the agricultural development. It seems that agriculture has been 
given high priority, especially the aspect of sustainable development in all the 
areas under study. This has resulted in the gradual decline of traditional 
agriculture and the move for agriculture to march forward on the path of 
achieving the modem and mechanized systems of farming. While agricultural 
farms in all areas studied have already become semi-mechanized, further 
development and change have not taken place. 
While there are a number of similarities in the agricultural aspects of the 
four rural areas under studies, I also found, that both the Green and the White 
Revolutions in India had to a great extent positively affected agricultural 
practices in both Pilakhna and Pindrawal. In Iran too, the effects of the White 
Revolution of the early sixties had brought in changes in landownership and 
agricultural practices and this was further given much greater impetus by the 
government after the 1979 Islamic Revolution. 
Despite the above stated similarities, I observed a number of 
dissimilarities in the "development" indicators of the two countries. One of these 
is education. To begin with, education, up to primary level is compulsory in both 
Qal'ehnow and Hesaroo'iyeh. In contrast, Pilakhna and Pindrawal have only one 
government primary school each, but education is not compulsory and hence all 
children do not attend school. In fact, only a small number of children attend 
school. Additionally, in Qal'ehnow, there are two high schools (one for girls and 
the other for boys); while in Hesaroo'iyeh there is none and neither is there a high 
school in Pilakhna or Pindrawal. 
I also found that both Indian and Iran villages under study have changed 
considerably as far as the material culture is concerned. But all the four areas, 
showed much similarity in maintaining their traditional values, norms and 
customs. I could even go to the extent of saying that I did not observe much 
change in their non-material life. 
I studied the impact of globalization on family and social life in general, 
gender ideologies, the elderly and work-family relationships and stratification in 
particular. This was necessary as some studies show the asymmetrical effects of 
globalization on global economy and ignore the positive effects of globalization on 
social life. 
Besides this a comparison of diverse aspects of rural life in India and Iran 
showed that globalization had partially affected some aspects of education and life 
styles of the inhabitants living in the various universes. There appeared to be vast 
changes in emphasis on liberalization and spread of education. For example, the 
inhabitants exhibited consumerism, especially the fast moving consumer products like 
use of toiletries, grocery items and food habits etc. At the same time the more durable 
items that they possessed include refrigerators, television sets, mobile phones and the 
like. I observed that globalization is not limited to economic liberalization only. 
Globalization had brought in information technology, culture, knowledge, new styles 
of life including family patterns, modes of behavior, language, cuisine and new sets 
of social relationships etc. from far ends of the world to mingle with existing cultures 
of the areas under study. 
I must however reiterate that no study, to the best of my knowledge reports 
the sociological analysis of Pindrawal and Pilakhna, U.P. in India or of Qal'ehnow 
and the Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster, Sistan-0-Balu6hestan in Iran. Moreover, no published 
work reports the comparative aspects of the nature of existing styles of life, social, 
familial and caste relationships, as they exist today in the twenty first century at the 
grass roots, within the ambit of agricultural scenario. 
The present field work was carried out by the present author, using the method 
of participant-observation combined with open ended interview schedule during 
2006-2009. Hence the study was limited in its scope. Based on the above stated 
observations the last chapter VI begins with a discourse and brings the study to a 
conclusion. This chapter highlights the fact that in both India and Iran land 
reforms have been implemented and that both countries have moved forward 
towards agricultural development. Hence, agricultural activities have been 
given top priority, and in fact, the key factors being those of sustainable 
development in both the countries. This resulted in a transition from 
traditional agriculture to traverse the path of modern and semi-mechanized 
systems of farming. It is interesting to mention that, some agricultural farms 
of both the countries, have already become fully mechanized; while, the 
attempts have been made to achieve mechanization in other agricultural areas 
too. 
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In Iran, for example, the decades beginning 1979 to 1989 and then 1990 
onwards were once again turning points in economies of both India and Iran. 1979 
ushered in the Islamic Revolution in Iran and the development policies took another 
sharp turn. In India, this was the period of the Green and the White Revolutions and 
development took different turns. Then in 1990, governments of both countries began 
to liberalize their economies; the post revolutionary government in Iran adopted 
agendas to acquire and maintain a self-sufficient national agricultural base. Therefore, 
changes were made in the system of foreign exchange. Impetus was given to the 
private sector so that an environment office and liberal trade may be established. All 
welfare effects were directed towards a free market. But while these reforms 
progressed, there was a decrease in the real income of households. The poverty rate in 
rural areas of India increased; but remained unchanged in urban areas. 
Similarly, the government of India brought in several reforms leading towards 
liberalization and its implementation. One of the early steps was to open the Indian 
gates to foreign investment; thus, bringing reforms to the capital markets. A number 
of changes were introduced in the industrial sector; thus, allowing greater incentives 
to industry and foreign trade. Soon, foreign investors established themselves; and the 
industry expanded. On the one hand, Iran's petroleum industry was booming and on 
the other, India was fast becoming an industrialized nation with heavy foreign 
reserves. While agricultural and rural development progressed, it cannot be said that 
these are at par with industrial development. 
Some scientists are of the view that, the ushering in of globalization arid 
liberalization have hampered and blocked development of the rural sector. The results 
of my study substantiate this statement as, in the Indian rural universes, tfte lacuna 
between the urban and the rural is very visible. As a result of lov/ agricultural 
productivity and lack of non-agricultural job opportunities, the residents are forced to 
migrate to larger towns and cities to seek employment. 
Despite this tremendous development, my observations show thai, agricultural 
and rural development in India does not match industrial development! Thus leaving 
the inhabitants at the grass roots to fend for them; is like building super structures 
without a sound of infrastructure. 
Taking account of various indicators of development, the comparative results 
show that the situation in Qal'ehnow and Hesaroo'iyeh with rf'gard to indicators of 
development for education, health, hygiene and housing are high, bu. hey fall 
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short in the other two indicators of development. On the other hand, both 
Pilaklina and Pindrawal lag behind in all three indicators of development. The 
slow pace of development is perhaps due to priorities given to the petroleum 
industry in Iran and Indian emphasis on improving its industry because of which 
it has gained new heights and recognition as an industrialized nation. But this 
recognition has been at the cost of agriculture. 
The present study shows that while educational and health facilities 
satisfactory in rural areas of Iran, the same cannot be said for India. At the same time, 
the lacuna between the rural areas and major towns and cities increased because of 
low agricultural productivity and the residents had to migrate to larger towns and 
cities are forced to seek employment. In these new urban setting, because of their lack 
of education or any other professional or semi professional skills, they are unable to 
find employment and soon become a part of the "urban poor." So they seem to have 
escaped from their rural fate only to land themselves in a worst situation. 
As compared to Iran, the study also shows that physical amenities like 
potable water supply, irrigation facilities, housing, electricity etc. are lacking in the 
Indian rural areas. 
Many changes have been observed in the lifestyles of the residents of all 
the four universes, and these are attributed to the effect of globalization and 
liberalization. But it was observed that the material culture has changed at a 
greater pace than the non-material culture. 
As a result, technological development (material culture) has not brought 
about the resultant changes in the non-material culture associated with values 
such as innovation, appropriate handling and maintenance of equipment etc. 
Not many changes, however, were observed in the caste and other social 
relationships. Age old customs, traditional beliefs and values continue to rule. 
While apparent changes seem to have occurred in the political structure of the rural 
areas where a woman was elected as the Sar Panch,^ the status of women continues 
to be subordinate to that of men, and women are confined to their homes with their 
traditional ascriptive roles. 
On the other hand, while mass media and patterns of communication have 
been revolutionized with the incoming of land-line and mobile cell telephones, 
, Sar Panch is the head of the local government (Panchayat). 
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television and radio sets, the masses have learned the new art of using the material 
objects, but there is no indoctrination of values associated with these material 
changes. All the above stated examples and analysis shows that the cultural lag, as 
visualized by Oghburn holds true for the universes that I studied. We could perhaps 
anticipate that once the material culture has been adopted the changes in the non-
material culture could not be far behind. In this aspect all the four universes under 
study are far off the mark. Thus, in this study, at the micro-level, Oghbum's theory 
of cultural lag seems to hold true. 
Similarly, I would say that the Parsonian model of pattern variables is 
applicable to the findings of this study. At the same time, this study also brings out, 
in no mean terms, the pattern of social behavior and relationships quite associated 
with Parsons' pattern variables as discussed earlier in this chapter. 
The parameters of development as enumerated by Todaro could not be fully 
substantiated by the findings of the study. Both the hypotheses set out to be 
examined were not supported by the data of the field study. For example, 
agricultural farming is semi-mechanized, and the irrigation systems in all the rural 
areas under study are almost similar. But such marginal development and change 
did not lead to industrialization in any of the areas under study. Thus, the first 
hypothesis was not supported by evidence obtained from the field study. 
As far as the second hypothesis is concerned, I did find that both the 
processes of globalization and liberalization have partially affected rural life, 
where there is a greater influence on possession of material culture as opposed to 
non-material culture in terms of the educational system, familial and religious life. 
As far as the role of governments is concerned, I noticed in all the rural areas 
efforts have been made by the respective governments to improve the iiiral areas; yet, 
it appears that they lack knowledge about the specific problems of the concerned areas 
and lack of effective communication have made these efforts ineffective. For example, 
there is a great deal of potential in Pilakhna for establishing fish trade, thus providing 
entrepreneur opportimities to enterprising inhabitants to set up fish cultivation. But, no 
such efforts have been made by the government in this direction. . Again the project 
launched in collaboration with the World Bank known as "Sabhee ke Liye Shiksha 
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Pariyojana Parishad, Government of Uttar Pradesh"^ has not been publiciz..<I 
among the residents of Pilakhna and Pindrawal. Similarly, despite of this World Bank 
Project on education, no inputs have been made for enhancing education in Pilakhna 
and Pindrawal. To date there are no high schools either in Pilakhna or Pmdrawal. In 
Pilakhna and Pindrawal, the infrastructural facilities of schools are extremely poor and 
the teacher-student ratio unbelievably low. 
On the other hand in Qal'ehnow education is up to high school level, while in 
the Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster there are schools in every hamlet, even though there is a very 
scanty student population. There is, however, no high school in the Cluster. It is thus 
seen that in India, private schools and intermediate colleges exist in large numbers. But 
even then, both in the urban as well as in the rural areas of Iran, the literacy rate is 
much higher than literacy rate in India, even at the level of the selected universes under 
study. 
The UP Road World Bank Project 2002-2010,* also did not seem to have made 
any improvement in the condition of roads either in Pilakhna or in Pindrawal. 
Similarly, the government of Iran in collaboration with the Italian government 
began a project on aquaculture in the Sistan basin, but again there is no publicity about 
this program among the residents of the area. This leads me to say that the above stated 
government projects have been misplaced and wasted, because the very people for 
whom they were launched have neither benefited nor have they any knowledge about 
these projects. 
To conclude I would say that in Iran and India, some changes and agricultural 
development have occurred in the rural areas studied in the present work, but larger 
government inputs are required to bring them at pax with 'developed' areas in their own 
countries. 1 think these findings are very significant but I must caution that I do not 
wish to make generalizations solely on bases of my findings which have a very 
limited scope. This area needs further investigation and I would venture to say that 
'. World Bank Report, "Uttar Pradesh Third District Primary Education Project" ( project ID P050667 ) 
•vas a project of the Uttar Pradesh Third District Primary Education to assist and make efforts towards 
building capacity for ensuring that all 6-10 year-old children in 42 districts of the state, especially from 
socially disadvantaged groups, complete a five-year primary education cycle of appropriate quality. 
*.http://web.worldbank.org/extemal/projects/main?pagePK=6431288l&piPK=64302848&theSitePK=40 
941&Projectid=P067606, Project ID: P067606. 
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many such field studies must be conducted in other rural areas to draw so^ tfie oraad 
generalizations. 
In the end, I would like to state that while advantages associated witbi the:e 
changes are highly welcome, ! cannot afford to overlook some of the drav/backs that 
hamper rural development. Keeping this in mind, I have made some suggestions and 
recommendations that might prove useful for further research and perhaps the planners. 
Briefly, these recommendations include training the villagers and acquainting them 
with various aspects of rural development, motivating and creatmg awareness abort 
education and health among parents and children. It is also necessary for *he 
government to provide basic cmenities like water, electricity and to improve the 
condition of housing and roads within the rural areas. It is also necessarj' to create or 
make provisions for non-agricultural occupations so as to alleviate the economic 
conditions in the rural areas. Protection of heritage and traditional craftsmanship is 
necessary to create a sense of history and belonging. The government must make 
special efforts in this direction. 
With these modest suggestions the thesis is concluded. 
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Agriculture is the main means of sustenance of both developing and 
underdeveloped societies. The study of development and change in these societies seems 
to be the need of the day, especially in view of the fact that the majority of the world's 
population continues to live by agriculture. Both man made and natural hazards like 
drought, global wanning and other such factors, have affected the ecological and 
environmental balance. This in turn, has affected agricultural production and growth. 
Additionally, the onslaught of industrialization followed by globalization, liberalization 
policies and political tensions, have led to agricultural deprivation and affected inflow of 
important resources necessary for its development. Today, despite of these powerful 
extraneous factors, agriculture continues to be the mainstay of most societies. While 
some believe that agricultural development leads to industrial development, others argue 
that industrial enhancement forces agriculture to take a back seat (Mousavi & Taheri, 
2008),' and Beheshti (2003).^ That both these processes of development go hand in hand 
cannot really be denied and, in fact, there continues to be a dire need to make more in-
depth and scientifically viable study of societies that are underdeveloped and, those that 
are known as developing societies (Balakrishnan, 2004).^  
The present research plans to make a comparative study of agricultural 
development and social change in Iran and India. The focus is on: "Sistan-0-
Baludhestan (in Iran^ and Uttar Pradesh (in India). Both Iran and India are moving up the 
world industrial ladder at a fast pace, Iran, due to its oil reserves and India because of its 
policy of industrialization; which is being pursued for more than fifty years. Both India 
and Iran have gone nuclear. Yet, despite of the efforts made by both these nations, vast 
agricultural areas of these two countries still remain underdeveloped and the pace of 
change is slow. This study therefore focuses attention on agricultural development and 
subsequent changes that might have occurred in various institutions in these societies. 
Apart from this, the effects of globalization and liberalization on agricultural 
development that may have taken place in the specific areas of the two countries are also 
examined. 
Before I proceed further it is important to examine the concepts of 'agricultural 
development and change.' A number of definitions of 'development' have been put 
forward, but I have selected three of these: 
According to Anker Desmond development refers to: 
"...strategies, policies and programs for the development of rural areas and the 
promotion of activities carried out in such areas ...(agriculture, forestry, fishery, rural 
crafts and industries, the building of the social and economic infrastructure) with the 
ultimate aim of achieving a fuller utilization of available physical and human resources, 
and thus higher incomes and better living conditions for the rural population as a whole, 
particularly the rural poor, and effective participation of the latter is the development 
process (Anker Desmond 1973:108)."* 
The World Bank, has defined rural development as: 
"...a strategy designed to improve the economic and social life of a specific group of 
people-the poor. It involves extending the benefits of development to the poorest among 
those who seek a livelihood in the rural areas. The group includes small-scale farmers, 
tenants and the landless. " Again, a World Bank publication defines rural development as 
"improving the living standards of the mass of the low-income population residing in rural 
areas making process of rural development self-sustaining (World Bank Report 1975).^  
Michael Todaro has viewed rural development as: 
"(1)... improvement in levels of living, including employment, education, health and 
nutrition, housing and a variety of social services; (2) decreasing inequality in the 
distribution of rural incomes and in rural-urban balances in incomes and economic 
opportunities, and (3) The capacity of the rural sector to sustain and accelerate the pace of 
these improvements (Michael Todaro 1977:29)."^ 
In the present study, the definition of development provided by Michael Todaro 
will be used and the terms 'agricultural development' and 'rural development will be 
used synonymously. 
As stated above, the focus is on the south-eastern Province of Iran (Sistan & 
Baluchestan) and Uttar Pradesh the northern state of India. [Henceforth referred to, as 
(Sistan-0-BaluChestan) and (Uttar Pradesh) respectively. The main locales selected for the 
purpose in Sistan-0-Balu6hestan are: "Qal'ehnow" situated in Sistan and "Hesaroo'iyeh" in 
Balucihestan region.The rural areas selected in India are: "Pilakhna" in Aligarh District and 
"Pindrawal" in Bulandshehr District situated in the northwest part of Uttar Pradesh. Both 
of these are adjoining districts of Uttar Pradesh. The period of the study is 1950 to 2008.' 
The province (Ostdn) of Sistan-0-Balu5hestan in Iran and Uttar Pradesh in India 
are underdeveloped as compared to other provinces and states in their respective countries. 
However, data taken from the Uttar Pradesh Census 2001 shows that Uttar Pradesh in 
comparison to Sistan-0-Balu<5hestan is agriculturally and industrially more developed. 
This fact directs attention to verify whether agricultural development and industrial 
development go hand in hand. 
The province of Sistan-0-Baludhestan in Iran is the driest area in Iran and has 
progressively receded to become what is popularly known as the "dry bowl"." Yet, despite 
this, there are presently many fruit packaging and food producing and processing 
industries. In addition to these brick, mosaic, cement plant and fuel refinery factories are 
also flourishing. 
In view of the similarities of the Iranian and Indian regions, it would be a 
challenge to make a comparative study of agricultural development in the specified 
rural areas of the province Sistan-0-Balu6hestan with those of Uttar Pradesh. 
Since it is proposed to conduct a comparative study of Sistan-0-Balu6hestan and 
Uttar Pradesh, a brief geographical and historical background of the areas under study will 
'. Field work in Iran was conducted in 2006 and in India in 2008. 
". This is discussed in detail in the thesis. 
be in order. It may be noted that a detailed account of the history, geography and culture of 
the areas, and "Review of literature" form the second chapter of the present thesis. 
Sistan-0-Balu5hestan is one of the thirty provinces of Iran. It lies in the 
southeastern part of Iran; and borders Pakistan, Afghanistan, and Oman Sea. This is the 
largest province of Iran and has ten townships {Shahrestan), 32 towns (Shahr), 37 districts 
(Bakhsh), 98 rural districts or sub-district (Dehestan), 10391villages among which 8143 
villages are residential and the rest 2248 are non-residential places (Soltanzadeh, 2006: 35-
36).^ The township of Zahedan with a population of 2.4 million is the administrative 
capital of Sistan-0-Balu£hestan. This province incorporates two sections, viz: Sistan that 
lies in the north and Baludhestan in the south. The combined province of Sistan-0-
Balu5hestan is one of the driest regions of Iran, except for partial rains in the east and the 
west. The south receives monsoon and this makes the coasts very humid. Despite the 
innumerable water resources originating from rivers, streams and lakes, Sistan-0-
Baluchestan continues to be the most underdeveloped, desolate, and poorest in Iran. The 
local population lives mostly by agriculture, aquatic animals, marine life as well as 
industrial, services, and business activities, and some by their aquatic skills.'" 
Sistan-0-Baluchestan Province covers 187502 Km ;^ while Sistan Region covers 
15197 Km and Baluchestan Region covers 172305 Km ; and the entire province is located 
to the south-east of Iran. The various townships of this province are: Zahedan, Khash, 
Saravan, Iranshahr, Nikshahr, Sarbaz, Chabahar, Konarak, Zabol, and Zahak (Soltanzadeh, 
2006: 3-5).^  
In the east it has common borders with Pakistan and Afghanistan. In the south is 
Oman Sea, to the north and northwest is South Khorassan (Khorassan-E-Janabi) province 
and to the west stand Kerman and Hormozgan provinces. 
On the basis of the 1966 Iranian Census the population of Sistan-0-Balu5hestan 
Province was 502626 (45496 person immoveable and the rest 47630 person moveable 
population). While, in the year 2005 the province had a population of 2290076 people 
among whom 1150519 lived in rural area and 1139557 people in urban areas. Sistan 
Region comprises of two townships: namely: Zabol and Zahak Townships (Soltanzadeh, 
2006:45-47).^ 
QAL'EHNOW VILLAGE 
The village (Rusta) Qal'ehnow is situated in Sistan region. The term "Qal'ehnow" 
in Persian means "New Fort". The inhabitants of Sistan, on the basis of their local dialect'" 
(Lahjeh or Guye'sh) pronounce it as "Qlanow". 
The village Qal'ehnow is situated in Zahak Township. It is selected for the 
present study. Qal'ehnow is almost 15 Km. from Zahak. This is the nearest city to 
Qal'ehnow. Zahak, with a population of 69835 persons" covers 945 Sq Km (5 
percent) land of Sistan-O-Baloehestan province (Soltanzadeh, 2006:14). Zahak is 
"'.http://wvm.absoluteastronomy.coin/topics/Iran 
V /aholi 
'•. Of which 60198 persons live in rural and the rest 9637 in urban areas. 
at a distance of almost 25 Km from Zabol. This (Zabol) is an ancient city with a 
very rich historical background and tourist attraction. At the same time, it is a well 
developed urban area, where the well known University of Zabol is situated. The 
distance between Zabol and Zahedan"" is about 215. Km. the inhabitants of both 
Zabol and Zahak are engaged in agricultural, aquatic and animal rearing activities. 
They are also busy in conducting various business and some are engaged in public 
services. Zabol is the capital of Sistan region where the construction of a cement factory 
had just been started. 
The main accessibility to the Qal'ehnow village is through a main road 
{Khiyaba), which connects the village streets leading to the Zahak Township. At 
the same time, there are some side {Far'i) streets leading to different farms. 
HESAROO lYEH CLUSTER 
Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster {Majmoeh) is the second rural area selected in province of 
Sistan-0-Baluchestan. It is situated in "BalflChestan region". The term "Hesaroo'iyeh" 
literally means walled or fenced or a place surrounded by a wall or Fence. 
Hesaroo'iyeh is not simply a village; but it is a cluster of rural areas in the 
Baluchestan Region. This Cluster was formed after the destruction of old 
Hesaroo'iyeh village. The Cluster of Hesaroo'iyeh has gradually shaped up as a 
rural area when the wastelands were distributed to the eligible farmers. In an 
effort to bring the Baloehi tribes into the mainstream of life, efforts were made to 
allocate land to them; so that they may settle down and cultivate the wastelands. 
This process began in the 1970s; after the Shah's land reform in 1962. In other 
words, Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster experienced both the White Revolution as well as the 
Islamic Revolution. Therefore, the Cluster basically consists of Balu5hi tribes 
who are quite different from the inhabitants of Qal'ehnow, which is a village with a 
very long history. In addition to the members of different Balu5hi tribes, some landless 
farmers, and other unemployed people also received land in the same cluster, and settled 
down there. They too began to till their land and grow agricultural products and in some 
cases they took up both agricultural and animal husbandry activities. 
Similarly, the state of Uttar Pradesh in India is the second largest state of 
the country with a population of 170 million people. It also has 59 million people 
living below the poverty line (in the year 2004-2005) a low sex ratio, high fertility 
and infant mortality. Agriculture provides 40 percent of Gross State Domestic 
Product (GSDP). While the state of Uttar Pradesh is the largest producer of food 
grains and oil seeds in the country and produces almost half of India's sugarcane, 
it has a lower literacy rate (57%) as compared to the all India average which is 
65%."' 
The state of Uttar Pradesh in India lies in the north. It borders Nepal, Tibet 
and China in the northeast, and is surrounded by the states of Himachal Pradesh, 
Haryana, Rajasthan and Delhi. Uttar Pradesh has three regions: Himalayan region 
' . This is the capital of Sistan-O-BaluChestan Province. 
"'. World Bank Folio in Uttar Pradesh 
in the north, the Gangetic plains in the centre, and the Vindhyan hills and plateau 
in the south. Two of the largest rivers of the country, the Ganges and Yamuna 
flow from the north to the south of the state. 
Its history dates back to 2000 B.C. when it was inhabited by persons called: 
''Dasas" by the Aryans. Uttar Pradesh was known as: "Brahma Fishi Deshi" 
(meaning the land of sages and saints) in the later Vedic Age because of the 
identity as a dwelling of spirituality. 
Later, during the turn of the fifteenth century A.D. the Mughal Empire 
made inroads into Uttar Pradesh. The famous Taj Mahal depicts the Mughal 
architecture. Thus, the culture of Uttar Pradesh is an amalgamation of Hindu, Jain, 
Sikh, Christian, Buddhist and Muslim cultures. The main spoken languages of the 
region are Hindi and Urdu. 
The western part of the state is rich in agriculture and has a great 
variability of climatic conditions. The main occupation of the people is agriculture 
and wheat, oil seeds, rice, sugar cane and pulses are the main crops cultivated in 
this area. Apples and mangoes are grown in plenty.™' 
The three most important industries of Uttar Pradesh are sugar, cotton fabrics and 
diversified food production industries. Goods carrier, chemical, polyester fiber 
and steel tube galvanized sheets are the other big industries of Uttar Pradesh. 
The two rural areas selected for the present study were: Pilakhna (town area), 
which is about 45 km., from the city of Aligarh in the Aligarh District, and Pindrawal. It 
(Pindrawal) is classified in the U.P. Revenue Records as a village. It has a population of 
about 6,000 persons. Besides, on the Pindrawal signpost its spelling is: "Pandrawal"; 
while in all the sources it is written: "Pindrawal" (a village in the neighboring 
Bulandshahar District border). 
Historically, Aligarh District has had a fair influence of Muslim culture. Apart 
from being the administrative centre of the district, Aligarh has also been a seat of 
learning for the Muslim community. Aligarii district is rather heterogeneous being 
composed of the city of Aligarh, and a number of towns. The important towns of Aligarfi 
district are: Tapal, Biswana, Chandaus, Brauli, Atrauli, Haduagunj, Jalali, Adrd)ad 
Gangiri, Dadon, Gorai, Hasangarh and Fatapur, and many others. The selected area of 
study, Pilakhna, is close to the town of Jalali, which is of great historical value. The 
distance between Pindrawal and Pilakhna is about 70 Kms. There is a historical 
connection between Pilakhna, Jalali and Pindrawal. 
Jalali is a historical town, situated in the central part of Aligarh district. 
Historically it was under the Mughal and British influence. During the 16* century, there 
was an inflow of Syeds from Iran. They occupied Pindrawal and became property owners 
and became landlords. It was perhaps due to their influence that Jalali has innumerable 
Imamharas and has an almost 90 per cent of Shia Syed population. Pindrawal was under 
Shia influence. Pindrawal too has contributed much to the Urdu language and well know 
poets hail from Jalali. Jalali produced ix)ets of international fame such as Ustad Qamar 
Jalalvi and Shakeb Jalali. Baqa Jalalvi wrote some marsiyas, nauhas and salams. Its 
''. htt://www.webindial23.com/uttar/economy/ec»nomy.htm. 
mosques represent examples of the Mughal architecture. There is a Persian inscription on 
Jama Masjid in Jalali. Besides the urban culture, Jalali is also famous for its fertile 
agricultural lands and horticulture. The well-known Moroccan Scholar Ibn Battuta in his 
famous travelogues, Rihla, mentioned the name of Jalali." This historical information 
probably explains the Shia influence in Pindrawal. 
As indicated earlier, Pilakhna is close to Jalali. The distance between Jalali and 
Pilakhna is about 7 Kms. Pilakhna had a population of 9,719 (5147 males and 4572 
females), Males constitute 53 per cent of the population and females 47 per cent.'^ 
Bulandshahr district is another important district of Uttar Pradesh. It is located 
between Ganga and Yamuna rivers and the land here is very fertile. This is situated on 
the western periphery of Uttar Pradesh. Bulandshahr district is one of the constituent 
units of Meerut Division. It lies between 28°4' and 28°43' north latitudes and 77° 18' and 
78°28' east longitudes. The District is about 84 km in length and 62 km in breadth. The 
district is 237.44 meters above sea level. Apart from many cities which are Sikandrabad 
Dibai, Shikarpur, Siyana, Anoopshahr, Jehangirabad, Khurja and Bulandshahr, there are 
many villages in this District. Bulandshahr District is situated in the south, Ghaziabad 
district in the north and Gautam Buddha Nagar District on the west. Pindrawal has the 
advantage of close proximity to Aligarh and has rich farmlands. The Nawab" of 
Pindrawal owned most of the farmlands until the abolition of Zamindarf by the Indian 
government. Most of the successors of the Nawab(s) of Pindrawal moved to Aligarh city 
and established themselves there.'^ ' 
The year 1950 was historically significant for both Iran and India. It was during 
the 1950's that Iran gained control of its petroleum industry through the efforts of Dr. 
Mossadegh. This step led to a political crisis with the Americans supporting the British. 
Subsequently, in 1952 "Operation Ajax" was to bring down the leadership of Dr. 
Mossadegh. This coup failed and the Shah was forced to flee to Baghdad and then to 
Rome. The Shah's return from Italy, supported by the British and American allies, the 
second coup was successful and Mossadgh was deposed. 
Zahedi was installed as Prime Minister. In the years that followed after the 
deposition of Dr. Mossadegh, the Shah returned to power, and, tried to usher in an era of 
socioeconomic change. This period of development and change was based on western 
ideology. The White Revolution, as it is popularly known, was embarked upon in 1962-
64 and progressed well into 1978 (This was referred to as the "White Revolution" 
because it was considered to be "bloodless). 
Major efforts were made to curb the power of the traditional elite landlords and to 
distribute their land to the farmers. A number of steps were taken towards modernization 
which included suffrage to women, participation of workers in factories through shares 
and other means, the improvement of educational system, and extension of literacy 
'^ The term "Nawab" refers to those Indian Muslims who were given land and authority by British; after 
1857; it should be added that if the same was given to a person of Hindu religion, he was called: "Raja". 
". The term Zamindari means: "Landlordism" 
'^. This information was obtained by me during the course of interview with several inhabitants. Later, in 
Aligarh, I confirmed this by contacting the sons/grandsons of the NawSb of Pindrfiwal). 
programs to the villages. Nationalization of irrigation was yet another feather in the 
Shah's cap! Such change and development notwithstanding, the Shah's regime faced 
great opposition first from the clerics and then from the "ex-landlord elite" along with the 
peasants and farmers. The white revolution proved to be a complete failure.'* 
Despite all these efforts, the Shah's regime came to an end in 1979 when through 
an Islamic Revolution he was overthrown, and Ayatullah Khomeni was installed as the 
new leader of the Islamic Republic of Iran. The new regime faced many political, 
economic and social problems. The internal political strife drew the attention of Iran's 
neighbors and, in September 1980 Iraq launched a ftill scale invasion of Iran, starting 
what became the eight-year-long Iran-Iraq war (September 1980 - August 88). In July of 
that year, Khomeini had to bow low and accept the verdict of the United Nations to call 
truce.'^ 
The war had left Iran short of millions of dollars and work force. It, however, 
slowly emerged from the disastrous aftermath. The new leaders took reigns to steer the 
country out of this crisis. The efforts bore fruit and soon the economic boon was 
underway. Land reforms were introduced, which followed with the introduction of newer 
farming methods, exports-imports increased and education flourished. New projects to 
improve the water resources were undertaken. The development of rural areas, especially 
those of Sistan-0-Balu5hestan progressed. Efforts were directed towards the restoration 
and protection of the Sistan lakes and for the sustainable use of the Sistan basin 
(Restoration of Sistan Basin). There had been a steep decline in the water flowing into 
the Sistan basin due to a combination of natural and manmade factors such as hazards of 
low precipitation, mismanagement of water resources and political instability for name a 
few. These factors rendered the wetland go dry. Projects were introduced to coordinate 
water management and sustainable development on the rivers flowing into the Sistan 
basin, so as to equalize the Sistan ecosystem.'^ 
Apart from this, with Italian cooperation, a project for the development of 
aquaculture in this area was also introduced in 2005. It aimed at reducing social 
imbalances arising out of the unequal distribution of income in the local population of 
the Sistan-0-Baluchestan region.''^  
Today, Iran has come a long way since the revolution, and one can see the 
multifaceted expressions and outward manifestations to political repression, instability, 
war, pervasive crisis and the chronic tension between modernity and tradition. The 
country's ethnic mosaic with changing social role and position of women, veiling, the 
educational system, sports, intellectuals, the arts and artistry, literary and poetic 
expressions are all too apparent. The reorganization of the judiciary, inroads of the 
internet into the lives of the Iranian people have brought about many changes. Other 
technological developments like mass communication systems, of broadcasting, Cinema 
etc., have had an immense impact on Iranians society. Globalization and liberalization 
too affected many aspects of social and economic life of the Iranian people. 
Thus, we see that the development in Iran has come a long way since the 1950s. 
The present thesis proceeds to examine, how far and to what extent this development 
touched the lives of people who are settled in Qal'ehnow and Hesaroo'iyeh, the small 
rural areas of Sistan-0-Balu5hestan. We need to examine various factors which are 
responsible for the lack of agricultural development in the selected rural areas of Iran. 
Earlier, the state was unable to successfully restructure the agrarian relations via 
equitable land relations, which might have led to a higher economic productivity and 
hence to a higher level of regional development. However, scholars have pointed out that 
perhaps the lack of grass root participation in the land reform programs, mismanagement 
of resources, state corruption, and insensitivity to the current mode of production this 
could not happen. These and other constraints had a negative impact on the mode 
production on landless peasants and small landowners who were supposed to be the main 
beneficiaries (Danesh, 1992).'^ 
Similarly, the year 1950 was significant for India as well, because India became a 
Republic that year and soon the first Five Year Plan was implemented. The first five year 
plan India (1951-1956) was presented by the then Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru to 
the Indian Parliament on 8th December, 1951(wiki).The architect of the Five Year Plan 
was the Planning Commission and its main objective was to improve the standard of 
living of the people by effective use of the country's resources. In India, the first five year 
plan's total outlay was estimated to have been worth Rs. 2,069 crore."" In the first five 
year plan, this amount was allocated for community and agriculture development, energy 
and irrigation communications and transport, industry, land rehabilitation and various 
social services. 
The first five year plan was hailed as a success because many projects related to 
irrigation like the construction of the Mettur Dam, Bhakra Dam, and Hirakud Dam was 
already underway. Apart from this, the targeted GDP (Gross Domestic Product), growth 
was 2.1% per year but at the end of the plan it was found that GDP growth was 3.6% per 
19 
year. 
While the five year plans were being implemented, the government made efforts 
and succeeded in abolishing the Zamindari system. The subsequent five year plans (right 
up to the tenth plan 2006)^° focused on innumerable projects like hydroelectric, steel, 
production of coal, development of railway tracks, defense, construction of dams, cement 
and fertilizer plants, education, literacy programs in rural areas. The management and 
implementation of the plans were quite successful and, India was able to march forward 
in developing a sound banking system, industrialization, and poverty alleviation 
programs. 
The Indo-Pak war of 1971 was a major set back to India's economy, but the funds 
raised for industrialization were used in this war. After the war India regained its losses 
and in the years to come was able to conduct nuclear tests in 1974. This placed India in a 
more powerful position than it had ever been before. 
The fifth, sixth and seventh plans that followed gave a boost to information technology. 
Indian national highway system, tourism, economic liberalization, price control, family 
planning and improved productivity by upgrading technology. This was followed by the 
modernization of industries. The years between 1997 and 2002 saw agriculture and rural 
development, provided food and nutritional security, empowerment of women. Growth 
"". The term "Crore" is commonly used in India and Pakistan. It (One Crore) is equal to ten million Rupees; 
which at present (Indian Rupees) is approximately equal to 450 million US Dollars. Therefore, Rs. 2,069 
Crore is equal to 931050 million US Dollars. 
rates were accelerated, and the basic requirements for health, drinking water, sanitation 
etc. were made. 
The need for reduction of poverty ratio, improving gender balance in the 
demographic structure and heavy increase in literacy rates were achieved during the tenth 
plan. At this point, infant mortality rate was reduced and there was a steady increase in 
economic growth and in forest and tree cover etc. 
The eleventh plan came into effect in 2007 and its major objectives are income 
generation, poverty alleviation, education, health, infrastructure, environment etc., 
experiments, and training in co-operative organizations. Increased provisions were also 
made for the improvement of roads, civil aviation, railways, telegraphs, and posts. For the 
development of the basic industry which includes the manufacture of fertilizers and 
electrical equipment. 
Notwithstanding the efforts, successes and some failures of the five year plans, the years 
following India's republic saw the new horizons ushered in by the green and the white 
revolutions. 
GREEN AND WHITE REVOLUTIONS IN INDIA 
The Indian experience of agricultural development was judged the worid over as 
a success and, the Rockefeller Foundation came up with the program of what was called 
the Green Revolution.^ ^ India was selected as one of the experimental nations. India then 
began its own Green Revolution program by expanding its farming areas, double 
cropping existing farmland and using seeds with improved genetics and of plant 
breeding, irrigation development, and financing of agrochemicals. By the late 1970s, the 
Green Revolution showed remarkable results and the rice yields grew by 30 percent. 
The Green Revolution helped in expansion of farmlands and double cropping 
became its primary feature. Thus, instead of one crop yield per year, farmers would grow 
two crops in a year; thus, doubling the yield. To meet this goal India needed not only the 
natural annual monsoon, but also other sources of water. This led to the development of 
irrigation facilities and the building of dams to conserve the rainwater. 
With a sense of urgency, the reorganization of the existing Council for 
Agricultural Research (ICAR) became imminent. This reorganization took place in 1965 
and again in 1973. The main function and aim of this Council was to develop high 
wielding varieties of wheat, rice, millet and com. It was through such efforts that the high 
yielding variety (HYV) wheat seed, K68 was developed by Dr. M. P. Singh. So while M. 
S. Swaminathan was the "father" of the green revolution. Dr. Singh is hailed as the hero 
of India's Green revolution.^ ^ 
The Green Revolution resulted in massive output of grain during 1978-79. It is 
reported that this surpassed the yields of other countries where Green Revolution had 
also been introduced. India thus became the biggest agricultural producer and exporter of 
grain during that time. 
With the tremendous increase in agricultural output, more fertilizers, chemicals, 
pesticides etc., were needed. This induced the growth of the local manufacturing sector 
leading to industrial growth and hence new jobs. Apart from the industry, the agricultural 
workers could also find jobs in the up coming factories and hydroelectric power stations. 
This chain effect improved the GDP. Thus, India, which had previously been regarded as 
a starving, nation now became an exporter of food grain. 
Though the Green Revolution was hailed as a landmark achievement, yet, it was 
not appreciated by all. One of the foremost criticisms that were at the forefront came 
from the leftist groups. One criticism against the Green Revolution, which they observed, 
was that the Green Revolution made the rich farmer and property owner richer while the 
peasants and tenants suffered and could not reap the fiill benefit of the revolution. 
Nonetheless, the green revolution did bring much relief to Indian agriculturalists in the 
regions of Punjab and western Uttar Pradesh where availability of water was in 
abundance^'' and Shiva (1991)'^ ^ States like Andhra Pradesh and Tamil Nadu did not 
show the same rates of agricultural production due to shortage of water.^ ^ 
Immediately following the Green Revolution (1979-1987), due to poor monsoon, 
a severe drought hit India. Eyebrows were raised and critics began to question the long-
term achievements of the revolution. The fact was, that while Punjab and Haryana and 
some eastern states showed the best results, the facilities of the green revolution could 
not be shared by other states. As a result, many Indian states, including Uttar Pradesh 
remained agricuUurally underdeveloped. 
The Green Revolution was the gift of the Rockefeller Foundation and was 
implemented by tireless efforts of M. S. Swaminathan. But the "Operation Flood" that is, 
the White Revolution was purely indigenous and its credit goes to Verghese Kurien. It 
was the India's National Dairy Development Board (NDDB), who conceived the 
program in 1970 and its main objective was to create a national milk grid. The 
implementation of this program made India the largest producer of milk and milk 
products; and this achievement came to be known as the White Revolution.^' With the 
advent of this revolution, the malpractices of merchants and milk traders were reduced 
considerably and alleviated poverty in many regions. 
The force behind this revolution was the Gujrat-based Amul (Anand Milk Union 
Limited) company. Amul has now become a household name all over India. The then 
young chairman of the NDDB Varghese Kurien utilized his managerial skills to form this 
impressive cooperative. 
This Operation Flood opened the gates to the dairy farmers to develop and control 
their own resources. A 'National Milk Grid' was formed and it linked milk producers 
throughout India with consumers in over 700 towns and cities. This reduced the seasonal 
and regional price variations; while ensuring a major share to the producer from 
consumer earnings. 
Operation Flood was implemented in three phases begirming from 1970-1980. In 
this phase wide networking of the major metropolitan cities like Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata 
and Chennai was established. This brought under its fold, the development of dairy 
animals from lands of rural areas. This move increased both production and procurement 
of milk. In order for higher yield of milk, foreign cow breeds were procured with the help 
of European countries. 
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The second phase of Operation (1981-1985) increased the network of milk sheds 
from a low of 18 to 136; and further expanded the local markets to 290. By the end of 
1985, a self-sustaining system of 43,000 village cooperatives with 42.5 Lakh"" milk 
producers were covered. 
In the third phase (1985-1996), the dairy cooperatives provided a strong 
infrastructure in order to procure and market increasing volumes of milk. Apart from 
this, inputs for veterinary health care services, and technologically sound education for 
animal husbandry and research in the direction of development of vaccines etc. were 
made. 
By the end of phase three India's dairy cooperative movement was consolidated; 
and 30,000 new dairy cooperatives to the 42,000 existing societies were made. By 1988-
89 numbers of women members and Women's Dairy Cooperative Societies increased 
significantly.^' 
When a country shows its mettle for innovations, the critics are never far behind. 
Criticism of the White Revolution disregarded the positive aspects and harped on some 
of the negative aspects. One of the criticisms was directed towards the decimation of 
Indian breeds of cows due to the import of high milk yielding foreign cows. They argued 
that the foreign cows require more feed and hence the Indian breeds became under 
nourished. Some pointed out that the White Revolution developed only the milk sector at 
the cost of development of other agricultural sectors, etc., (Ramdas and Ghotge, 2006).^° 
AGRICULTURAL SIMILARITIES BETWEEN INDIA AND IRAN 
Generally speaking, so far as the traditional agricultural aspects are concerned, 
there is a fundamental similarity between the two countries that have been studied. That 
is to say that agricultural activity in both India and Iran were traditionally based on 
domination of absentee landlords. Where in India it was the Zamindari System; and in 
Iran it was known as: "Landlord-Peasant System" (Nezam-E-Arbab-0-Ra'iyyati). It is 
interesting to note that both Zamindars in India, and Arbab(s) or Khan(s) in Iran, were: 
exploiting the poor farmers and subjected them to social injustice within the ^rarian 
systems of the two countries. In fact, both the Zamindari, and Arbab-0-Ra'iyyati 
systems, came to be known as the system of "absentee landlordism", where, "between 
the actual state and the tiller there grew an intermediary who was interested in the land 
only to the extent of extraction of exorbitant rent. The Zamindari tenure covered about 
57 percent of the area of India; while, the Arbab-0-Ra'iyyati system covered almost all 
the agricultural land of Iran, except a few plot of lands which owned by the small 
landowners or smallholders {Khordeh Maleldn)^" 
"'". One Lakh is equal to one hundred thousand. 
"'". Personal observations and the field work of the present author, conducted for this research work; as well 
as 25 years of his (present author) own experiences, woridng in different Public sectors of Iran, such as: 
Kerman Seven-Man Team for Distribution and Revival of Land (1983-1991), KermSn Planning and 
Budgeting Organization (1991-2001), Kermin Management and Planning Organization (2001-2003), and 
Sistan-0-Balu5hestan Management and Planning Organization (2003-2006). 
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Today, both India and Iran have moved forward towards agricultural 
development. Hence, agricultural activities have been given top priority, and in 
fact, the key factors being those of sustainable development in both the 
countries. This resulted in a transition from traditional agriculture to traverse the 
path of modern and mechanized systems of farming. It is interesting to mention 
that, some agricultural farms of both the countries, have already become fully 
mechanized; while, the attempts have been made to achieve mechanization in 
other agricultural areas too. 
It should also be pointed out that, all four rural areas studied in the present research work, 
can be called as semi-mechanized farming; due to varying reasons in both the countries. 
For example, the decades beginning 1979 to 1989 and then 1990 onwards were once 
again turning points in economies of both countries. 1979 ushered in the Islamic 
Revolution in Iran and the development policies took another sharp turn. In India, this 
was the period of the Green and the White Revolutions and development took different 
turns. Then in 1990, governments of both countries began to liberalize their economies; 
the post revolutionary government in Iran adopted agendas to acquire and maintain a 
self- sufficient national agricultural base. Therefore, changes were made in the system of 
foreign exchange. Impetus was given to the private sector so that an environment of free 
and liberal trade may be established. All welfare effects were directed towards a free 
market. But while these reforms progressed, there was a decrease in the real income of 
households. The poverty rate in rural areas increased; but remained unchanged in urban 
areas (Bakhshoodeh and Soltani, 2002).^' 
Similarly, the government of India brought in several reforms leading towards 
liberalization and its implementation. One of the early steps was to open the Indian gates 
to foreign investment; thus, bringing reforms to the capital markets. At the same time 
domestic business was deregulated. The public sector which had monopolized all 
business had to face the challenges of the newly established private sectors. A number of 
changes were introduced in the industrial sector; thus, allowing greater incentives to 
industry and foreign trade. Soon, foreign investors established themselves; and the 
industry expanded. "^  
On the one hand, Iran's petroleum industry was booming and on the other, India 
was fast becoming an industrialized nation with heavy foreign reserves. Both India (a 
little earlier) and Iran, a little later shocked the worid by declaring their nuclear strength. 
Today India ranks among the top ten industrial countries of the world and its 
GNP (gross national product) has reached new heights almost in consonance with other 
developed nations. India's economy is booming and the information technology sector is 
widely acclaimed the worid over. Alongside, while agricultural and rural developments 
have progressed, it cannot be said confidently, that this is at par with industrial 
development. Some scientist are of the view that the ushering in globalization and 
liberalization have somewhat hampered the development of the rural sector 
(Mohammadi, 2003).^ ^ Mohammadi reported that despite liberalization and 
globalization, there continued to be sharp disparities between the urban and rural areas in 
Iran. In many cases the rural areas were ignored and kept aloof fh)m the mainstream of 
national development. The educational and health facilities were extremely poor and they 
had no opportunities for employment outside their rural areas. The latter too, did not have 
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much to offer. The lacuna between the rural areas and major towns and cities increased 
because of low agricultural productivity and the residents had to migrate to larger towns 
and cities to seek employment. In these new places, because of their lack of education or 
any other professional/semi professional training, they are unable to find employment 
and soon become a part of the "urban poor." So they seem to have escaped from their 
rural fate only to land themselves in a worst situation (Mohammadi, 2003). 
In most Iranian towns and especially in small cities, there was a shortage of 
potable water supply first because of its dry desert climate, and secondly because of 
unhygienic environments.'"' The lack of facilities for garbage and sewage disposal is 
other problems threaten the urban poor and slum dwellers. Because of the lack of these 
amenities there are widespread diseases, which, otherwise could be prevented. In India 
too, and especially in Uttar Pradesh, the high rate of population growth has retarded 
development. It is but a fact, that the onset of liberalization and globalization has 
superimposed new economic structures on the prevailing economic structures of 
developing countries to enable the latter to compete in the global market. Cases in point 
were India and Iran, where, the existing subsidies to the undeveloped rural areas have 
been reduced to meet the demands set by these processes. As a result, for example, 
according to Mohammadi, the Iranian government had to reduce budgets in areas of 
health and education and other services, in order to encourage private investors to invest 
in Iranian economy. These cuts have affected the poor in Iran rather sorely (Mohammadi, 
2003).^ ^ 
The situations described in regard to Iran are similar to India as well. In 
innumerable towns and cities and in the rural areas as well, there is a dire shortage of 
potable water. The health and sanitary conditions are despicable and budge cuts are 
similar. One only has to take a look at the high rise seven star luxurious hotels and 
apartment buildings in all the metropolitan areas (as well as in major towns and cities) in 
contrast to the slums right below and close to the vicinity! Nothing is so blatantly 
evident, and needs no reference. In contrast again, there are rural areas where there are no 
clinics or qualified medical doctors to cater to the ill health of the people. No schools 
beyond class VIII (except Qal'ehnow, which has two High Schools) as observed by me in 
the universes that I studied for the present thesis. 
But globalization is not limited to economic liberalization only. Globalization 
brought in information technology, culture from far ends of the world to mingle with 
existing cultures. These include styles of life including family patterns, modes of 
behavior, language, cuisine and new sets of social relationships.^^ 
It is reported that these trends may possibly affect the urban poor adversely; or 
the urban rich favorably. In either case, they may threaten to further widen the gap 
between the privileged and the underprivileged in society. It is assumed that those with 
capital and access to information, coupled with the ability to translate that information 
into economic, political, and social gain will benefit from globalization. Since the poor 
'". I do not completely agree with the said statement, made by Mohammadi; so that, apart fitjm traditional 
institutionalization of hygiene as a religious belief among the people, modem hygienic conditions has also 
been introduced to the people gradually since 1962; which has extensively developed almost in 1965. 
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do not have capital and are often unable to access information, they are likely to be 
further impoverished and marginalized and alienated.^ ^ 
It has been pointed out that globalization of information also means greater 
exposure to consumerism and higher expectations among urban populations, which, 
given the above trends are unlikely to be met for a majority of the urban poor. Higher 
expectations that remain unachievable can become causes for social, ethnic, and religious 
violence. A press release of the World Commission has pointed out yet another 
component of globalization and this refers to the impact of globalization on the family 
life; the work situation of people, working conditions, income and social security, 
education, health and in fact their whole cultural milieu.^ * 
Yet another scientist, Sharif has focused on the effects of globalization on the 
family, and states that even today, family still remains the evergreen primary group and 
manages almost all social, emotional, and economic needs of its members. It is within 
families that decisions about work, care, movement, and identity are negotiated, 
contested, and resolved. In the same vein, Sharif continues that families are integrated 
into the global economy through formal and informal work, through production and 
consumption. Moreover, ever growing communication and information technologies 
allow families and individuals to have access to all kinds of information which creates 
awareness unknown earlier; and affects the lifestyles, identities, and ideologies even 
among those who may never be able to access them (Sharif 2001: 220). 
Sharif fiirther states that the lopsided emphasis of the effects of globalization on 
global economy ignores the effects of globalization on social life. Therefore, it is 
necessary to understand the impact of globalization on gender ideologies, work-family 
relationships, and conceptualizations of children, youth, and the elderly; and examine the 
relationship between globalization and families. 
Taking this aspect of globalization as the cue, I ventured to study the effects of 
globalization on the family and other aspects of social life as will be seen 1 With the 
impact of liberalization and globalization in India, its march towards development cannot 
be questioned, yet we have to examine, whether these influences have reached out to the 
vast rural areas. Thus, while India develops and subsequent changes have become quite 
visible, we must examine certain grass root areas to learn about the effects of 
development and change there. The point of reference here are the two areas of Uttar 
Pradesh, Pilakhna (Aligarh District) and Pindrawal (Bulandshehr District). 
It is quite obvious then, that both Iran and India have been on the path of 
development since 1950, as well as reeling under the impact of globalization and 
liberalization. As a result, socioeconomic changes have begun to surface in both 
countries. However, it remains to be seen, how far and to what extent the macro changes 
and development reflect at the micro levels of the two countries. 
In the present study then I have set out to make a micro level analysis of the four 
selected rural areas. I cover a large number of important social, economic, and cultural 
aspects of these villages. I have tried not only to provide detailed historical and 
geographic accounts, but have also tried to weave in the socioeconomic and 
religious/ritual structure. I have tried to compare the diverse aspects of the Indian rural 
life with that of the Iran. I have also tried to examine the effects of the globalization on 
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various social aspects, like education, health, family, religion, work, stratification system 
of the inhabitants living in the various universes selected for the present study. 
Following the trends (with some modifications) set by eminent 
anthropologists/sociologists like Professor McKim Marriott (1952),'*^ professors M. N. 
Srinivas (1952),'" S. C. Dube (1955),''^  and Andre Beteille (1965).''^  I have tried to treat 
each rural area as a unit, with a unity and, maybe, a partial self-sufficient entity. I also 
take into account the role of the female population of each village. I have tried to 
examine whether these women are controlled by a particular religious or caste group, and 
whether they form an integral part of the occupational and stratification structure in the 
area. I set out to examine whether each religious group and caste group was a sub-
cultural entity with special traditions, taboos, food habits, dress codes and other varied 
attributes; and despite these differences whether they are connected to each other. I have 
tried my best to explain some of the reasons that couple them and unite them despite 
their diversity. Conversely, it is possible that in some villages they may not be linked to 
each other despite their common cultural heritage. I expect to examine and analyze this 
complex situation. 
Each universe has its own special characteristics but this has to be compared with 
other areas in terms of size (whether, small, medium or large), its total population and 
land area. Besides these, I have examined the family, caste/stratification, religious and 
ethnic composition. 
Since land is of prime importance to the farmer especially in an area where agriculture is 
the main occupation, I have tried to study the pattern of land ownership. As is well 
known, with land ownership is associated economic as well as social status. The two 
latter attributes are closely associated with power and authority (Bendix, R, 1982).'*^  
Thus I ventured to study the structure of authority and power hierarchy in these villages. 
In Uttar Pradesh, the two rural areas, Pilakhna and Pindrawal have a mixture of 
Hindu, Muslim and tribal populations. Hindus are divided into different castes and 
Muslims into Sunni and Shia sects. Sunnis are further divided into caste like groups such 
as Syeds, Qureshis, Sheiks and the like. The tribes, who generally remain outside the 
mainstream, form a marginal group. It, therefore, became necessary for me to determine 
and analyze whether the occupational structure was governed by caste identity or sex or 
any other inscriptive attribute/s, or, whether it was based on criterion of achievement. 
I have tried to examine the pattern of inter-group and intra-group adjustments. 
But all the time, I tried not to forget that village is not entirely an independent entity but 
part of the larger social system (Talcott Parsons)^' be this in Iran or in India and is 
subjected to the legislative executive and judicial authority of that country. 
As is well known, the Indian union, for administrative purposes is divided into 
constituent states which are divided into districts. The district in turn is divided into 
Tehsils (Tahsil means the sub-divisional magistrate (SDM); SDM itself is also known as 
Pargna magistrate. For example, the boundary of Aligarh district is known as revenue 
boundary. Each district is further divided into Tehsils. All land under each Tehsil 
recorded in Tehsil or Taluqa records. (Tahsil and Taluqa can be used synonymously). A 
village along with other villages is a part of the Tahsil or Taluqa (Taluqa means 
subdivision of Tahsil); thus, while the Indian village is part of the Indian Union, and 
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governed by its laws of the land, it continues to have a sort of autonomy. I was curious 
about this and so 1 have tried to study the authority structure of the village by looking for 
answers to questions such as: who wields authority in the village? Is it the authoritative 
figure, the feudal landlord (even after abolition of the Zamindari system?) Or is it 
someone who has tried to usurp power and tries to run the village affairs? Or does the 
Indian village Panchayat council (elected locally) is the ruling authority of the village. 
But regardless of the latter, the village remains autonomous only in domestic affairs. 
The situation in Iran is almost the same as it is in India. The Islamic Republic of 
Iran is also divided into smaller units for administrative purposes. It is divided into thirty 
provinces (province in Iran is equivalent of state in India); and each province into 
townships or districts/counties? Each township is made up of a number of villages. At the 
same time, each village has its own Village Council (Showraye Deh or Showraye 
Rustay' 
As indicated earlier, land is an important commodity in Iran, as it is in India. The 
fact that it is of prime importance, gives the landowner a special power over the landless. 
In the pre-land reform program of 1962, the landlords owned all the land and the tenants 
and farmers were landless laborers. The landlords owned the water Qanat(s)^" and 
hence controlled the irrigation and reaped all its benefits. They were thus able to exploit 
both the material (land, human labor, water, cattle etc.), as well as non-material 
resources (ideas, knowledge, beliefs, values, norms etc.), and ruled the roost. The village 
in Iran is also a unit in the larger system as a whole. The villages in Iran too have their 
own special culture, norms and values. Some villages are more ethnically diverse than 
others. Because of the strategic position of the province of Sistan-0-Baludhestan, 
(flanked by Afghanistan and Pakistan) the infiltration of illegal immigrants makes for 
greater diversity. The division between the Sunni sect and Shia sect is also to be 
accounted for. The power structure in Iran is quite different fix)m that found in the Indian 
village basically perhaps due to the existence of the caste system in India. This aspect too 
is given space in the present thesis. 
Keeping all these forgoing facts in mind, I have tried to understand the structure 
of each rural area in its own right in terms of the effects of globalization, liberalization, 
industrialization, not only on the development of its agricultural sector, but also on the 
various social aspects. By so doing, I have attempted to develop an integrated approach 
to analyze the whole process of agrarian change in the targeted areas state of Uttar 
Pradesh in India, and the province of Sistan-0-Balu5hestan in Iran. The objectives of the 
study are discussed below. 
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 
As already stated, the main objective of the present study is to make a 
comparative analysis of agricultural development and change in Iran and India, with 
specific focus on "Qal'ehnow", (situated in the Sistan region), and "Hesaroo'iyeh", the 
'™. This is almost like Panchayat in Indian villi^ es, Iran's Villt^ e Council has three to five members. 
Membership is dependent on the population size of the village. 
'™'. It means a man made subterranean water canal. 
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second village situated in the "Balu6hestan" region. The villages selected in Uttar 
Pradesh, India are "Pilakhna", and "Pindrawal" and these are situated in the northwest 
part of (Uttar Pradesh). I have tried to focus on the differences between their ethnic 
composition, system of land use and employment patterns. Further, I have tried to see 
what type of relationships exist in terms of the productive modes. Does there appear to be 
a sort of alienation within the kinship framework of the villages? What is the nature of 
relationships between the inhabitants of the villages in view of the growing complexities 
of village life? Do these pose any challenges? In light of these questions, this study 
focuses attention particularly on the effects of the two processes of globalization and 
liberalization and their impact on agricultural development and change. 
The study also examines the role of governmental efforts to improve the 
development of the rural areas under study through various developmental projects. 
Further, this study examines: 
1. The effects of abolition of Zamindari system, land tenure and introduction of 
land reforms on the peasants living, in the rural areas under investigation. 
2. The nature of various indicators of development such as technological 
advances, increase in agricultural output, employment, education, health and 
nutrition. Besides this, various public amenities like, type of housing, roads and 
various social services, family power structure and division of labor are also 
examined. 
3. The effects of the Green Revolution and White Revolution on agricultural and 
related productions in Indian rural areas under study. 
4. The effects of the Iranian "White Revolution" in the selected areas under study. 
5. The impact of the processes of globalization and liberalization on agriculture and other 
related social institutions. The oft-quoted belief that globalization and liberalization 
hamper agricultural growth and pave way for industrial growth at the cost of agriculture 
is also investigated. 
Based on the available literature and my own experience and understanding I 
developed two hypotheses, viz: 
(A) Agricultural development leads to industrial development. 
(B) The processes of globalization and liberalization affect rural life in general and 
educational health, familial religious and stratification structures in particular. 
To examine the above stated objectives and hypotheses, field research, which is 
an important aspect of empirical research, was conducted at the micro level. I combined 
the methods of participant-observation, open-ended interview schedule and free 
interaction with the villagers to collect the data for this study. This enabled me to gain 
valuable insight into the lives of people in the studied area as well as into the current 
issues and problems related to the two economies. 
As I am an Iranian, living in the villages of Qal'ehnow and Hesaroo'iyeh, was not 
difficult for me to cope with the people there. In fact, I also learned a great deal about 
certain cultural nuances with which I was not familiar. I also habituated myself ftirther 
with the tribal vernacular spoken by the inhabitants of the Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster. For my 
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field work in Uttar Pradesh as well, I had little difficulty since I can understand and 
speak Urdu fairly well. I got along well with the inhabitants of PilakhnS and Pindrawal. I 
took along friends from Aligarh who belonged to these rural areas, so that I may get 
easily accepted into their community. My friends also helped me with some vernacular 
and cultural problems as we sometimes came across these. The details of my fieldwork 
ventures will be discussed at length in the chapter IV on Research Methods. 
Apart from field work, I had to arm myself with secondary data collection. The 
liberal access to the Maulana Azad library and seminar libraries of my own department 
and those of the departments of Geography and Advanced Study Centre in History, and 
Department of Agriculture (AMU) provided much material. Apart fix)m tiiese I visited 
the Delhi University library, Ratan Tata library, Nehru Memorial library. Planning 
Commission Library, Central Secretariat Library, and Census Publications Sales Depot. 
Office of The Registrar General Ministry of Home Affairs India; New Delhi. In Iran I 
had access to Sistan & Baludhestan Library of Management and Planning Organization, 
Zahedan-Iran, The State Library of Management and Planning Organization, Tehran-
Iran, and Kampoozian Library, Zahedan-Iran. And, of course, the innumerable visits to 
the rich websites helped immensely. All secondary data thus obtained is incorporated in 
this thesis. 
The present study based on "field research", was conducted personally by me. I 
collected all primary and secondary data. 
While studies on agricultural development in Iran and India are abounding Allen 
H. B. (1953),^ ^ Azkia, and Gafari, (1995),''^  Bandariyan (2001),'*^ Crown (2005),'" 
Eftekhari (2003),^° Gittinger(1965),^' Hooglund (1982)," and many more), yet, the 
present study is unique in many respects. First and foremost, very few studies have been 
conducted on the Sistan-0-Balu6hestan region. Of those which are available, they are 
mostly descriptive. So far, no sociological studies have been undertaken in Qal'ehnow 
and HesSroo'iyeh. On the other hand, while, many sociological studies of rural and 
agricultural areas of Uttar Pradesh and other Indian states have been conducted [see: 
Bhalla, and Tyagi (1989),^ ^ Binsinger, Deininger and Feder (1995),^" Bose (1972),^ ^ 
Brambly (1858),^ * Chakravarty and Rudra( 1973)" Chakravarti (2001),^ * Bhalla, and 
Tyagi (1989),^^ Chandra (1974)^, yet no sociological research of PilakhnS and 
Pindrawal is available. Apart from this, no studies of a comparative nature (between 
rural areas of Uttar Pradesh, and SistSn-O-Baluihestan have surfaced so far. The various 
great challenges to the agricultural and rural sectors of India and Iran in a comparative 
perspective are also not available. While some scholars have argued that the process of 
globalization has adversely affected rural development, others have shown the positive 
effects of globalization on agricultural development (references as cited above). Studies 
conducted in Uttar Pradesh were mostly undertaken in other areas and those too date 
back to the 20* century. At the turn of the century, the advent of globalization and 
liberalization has led to the ushering of a new socio-economic order. This in turn may 
have posed newer forms of challenges and may have affected the lives in the rural areas. 
Apart from this, it has been pointed out that to a certain extent; governmental 
efforts to improve the industrial sectors have hampered agricultural growth. This has led 
to the increase in raising the cost of agricultural operations. The commercialization of 
agriculture has affected the small and marginal farmers who, due to inaccessibility of 
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institutional credit liave become shoddier. This study also focuses on the role of 
government in the development of the respective rural areas under study. 
The present thesis then examines and highlights these very challenges in the four rural 
areas. This study is unique in the sense that, besides being a comparative study of two (so 
far unstudied) selected rural areas of Iran with those of India, it covers a large number of 
important social, economic, and cultural aspects of the four villages under investigation. 
It not only provides detailed historical and geographic accounts brought together fix)m 
various sources, but has also tried to weave in the socioeconomic and ritual structure. It 
has tried to compare these diverse aspects of the Indian villages and compared them with 
those of the Iranian villages. While each village is treated as a unit, the impact of the 
system as a whole has not been neglected. 
I have also described certain selected government aided projects which were 
implemented in Iran and in India; with an aim to develop the agrarian rural life of the 
villagers. Some of the questions that I pose relate to the affectivity of these projects and 
whether they have touched the lives of the villages that I have selected for the present 
study. In fact, I would humbly like to state that I have tried to make a small contribution 
at the micro level by collecting and analyzing first hand field data fi-om the four selected 
universes where almost none (in print) had existed earlier. 
The preparation of the present thesis was slow and an arduous task, but I am 
happy that I have been able to complete all the chapters that I had planned to. I felt it 
was necessary to give the format of the thesis to make it easier for the reader to follow. 
This thesis is divided into six chapters. Cha 
pter I is the Introduction, followed by Chapter II Review of Literature. In Chapter 
III, I discuss at length the Historical, geographical and cultural aspects of Sistan-0-
Baluchestan and Uttar Pradesh with special reference to the four areas under study. 
Chapter IV presents a detailed account of the research design and, chapter IV is followed 
by Chapter V, which gives an account of the research findings. Chapter VI presents the 
Discussion and Conclusion. These chapters are followed by references and bibliography, 
appendixes including the interview schedule. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
It is important to begin any research with the review of relevant literature. This 
allows a researcher to feel the intellectual directions create conceptual and 
methodological formulations and build the theoretical and empirical framework of 
his/her research work. Besides, it helps one to find adequate justification and to restrict 
the research design within suitable limits. The present chapter is thus devoted to examine 
some of the relevant and more prominent literature related to various aspects of rural 
agricultural communities of Iran and India. 
To begin with, I will first review the literature on land reforms, as I feel the 
agricultural activities revolve around land and its ownership. Both India and Iran have 
had to grapple with the problem of land ownership, especially because, in both countries, 
some form of feudal social structure is existed. The landowners formed a powerful group 
and the masses were either peasants or tenants. This will be followed by the review of 
studies related to agricultural development and social change in general and Sistan-0-
Balu(5hestan (S.B.) and Uttar Pradesh (U.P.) in particular. Since a plethora of research 
work is available on the subject, it was difficult to wade critically to select the most 
relevant literatures. 
While, according to Raup (1968)' agriculture plays a leading role in the socio-
economic life of many developing societies, the importance of land goes far beyond 
agriculture. Classic social scientists, like, Karl Marx (1998)^ and Max Weber (1920)^ 
have shown that land often is means political power and social status in the society as a 
whole. Therefore, land reform could involve the restructuring of patterns of wealth, 
income, social status and prestige. This aspect of land makes it a predominantly political 
issue. Politicians generally initiate the debate on land reform. That almost all human 
activities revolve round activates of production and Marx has showed consumption. 
Marx made it quite clear that the relationships between men, too, are based on production 
and consumption, as is the division of labor. 
According to Karl Marx human beings, unlike animals produce their "means of 
subsistence" (Marx, in the same vein; Marx goes on to show that the international 
structure of the nation depends on stages of development of production. The division of 
labor too, increases with the cultivation of firesh land. Thus, as division of labor develops, 
industrial and agricultural labor become divorced from each other. Marx pointed out, that 
various stages of development in the division of labor give rise to various types of 
ownership. Marx identified three main forms of ownership and believed that each form 
of ownership corresponded with each stage of production. Therefore, from an 
evolutionary perspective, humans lived by hunting and fishing, then by rearing animals 
and in the highest stage, agriculture. In this preliminary stage, the division of labor is 
rudimentary and involves only a division of labor within the family and its extension. 
The second form is that of communal ownership where private property is introduced 
and the powerful not only hold land, but also slaves. The third form was that of feudal or 
estate property. The structure of land ownership was hierarchical, where the nobility 
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wielded power over the serfs. The landed property and serfs went hand in hand. Primitive 
type of cultivation existed (Karl Marx, 1998).'* 
Towards the turn of the twentieth century, Max Weber put forth his theory of 
"class, status and power". He differed only marginally from Marx and defined class as a 
category of men who shared certain common components of their life chances, which 
were specifically represented by economic interests, by way of possession of goods and 
opportunities for income. Besides this, they were represented under the conditions of the 
commodity or labor market. However, to some extent, Weber's theory of stratification 
differs from that of Marx in that he introduced an additional structural category, of what 
he called the "status group" (Coser, 1956).^  
The status group, for Weber, is based on patterns of consumption; rather than on 
their place in the process of production. Thus, status groups are held together by shared 
life-styles in terms of honor and social esteem accorded to them by others. A status group 
then, exists only to the extent that others accord its members either prestige or degrade 
them, and this sets them apart from other social actors; whereby, it establishes the 
necessary social distance between "them" and "us".Weber also introduced a pluralistic 
notion of power. For Marx, power has its roots in economic relations. Those who own 
the means of production exercise political power either directly or indirectly. Weber 
agrees with Marx to the extent that economic power is the predominant form, but power 
could come from other consequences. For example, he showed that persons who 
command large-scale bureaucratic organizations might wield great deal of power even 
though they may be only salaried employees. Weber considers power as the chance of a 
man, or a number of men "to realize their own will in communal action, even against the 
resistance of others" (Coser, 1956: 228-230).^ 
We thus see that ownership of land or property could be a necessary criterion for 
wielding power, especially in agricultural societies, of which, India and Iran are excellent 
examples. The pioneering works of these two classical scholars have gone a long way in 
creating conceptual clarity regarding land/property /power, social and economic 
relationships. 
In the study of agricultural development and change in India and Iran, we also 
have to consider the role of local hierarchical systems, like the caste system, which forms 
a very important part of the India social structure. William H. Wiser^ (an American 
missionary) was one of the first scholars to enter the realm of village studies. He with his 
wife Charlotte Wiser (Wiser, Charlotte and W. H. Wiser, 1930)* contributed a great deal 
to the understanding of village life. Wiser (1969)'tried to conceptualize agrarian social 
structure by presenting a framework of exchange relationships. He showed how different 
caste groups with specialized occupations were able to exchange their services through 
an extensive complex system of division of labor. Wiser showed that each caste group, 
whether high or low, served each other. He showed that in the Jajmani system' all castes 
were related and interrelated to each other. 
' Edward B. Harper (1959:763) has aptly summarized the underiying principles of the Jajmani system 
stating that some or all members of some or all castes are involved in the system", the major emphasis 
is on "the relationship of artisan and service castes to members of the land owning or farming castes. 
"Jajmani alliances are between families, not between castes but the family alliances are heritable at 
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The British too understood the importance of caste and caste relations and, some 
of the British officers undertook the responsibility of understanding the caste system. The 
outcome of these efforts were the publications by Blunt (1931); followed by Mutton's 
study (1946);" both were officers of the British government. It was because of the 
misconceptions in the understanding of caste by non-Indians; Ghurye (1950)'^ showed 
that caste occupations were not rigid and that while there was a close relationship 
between caste and occupation in the early history of caste, it has, over the years 
weakened. Srinivas (1952)'^ through his concept of Sanskritization showed that the caste 
system was not as rigid as it was thought to be. The concept of dominant caste was 
introduced by Srinivas (1987)''' in view of the importance of caste and the caste system 
in village life especially associated with agriculture, it is necessary for the present author 
to review literature on land reforms, village studies as well as studies on caste system. 
Land, land reform, and agricultural development as well are so important, that 
even today, social scientists as well as States and Governments continue to find ways and 
means of creating equality in society and to alleviate the land problems of the 
downtrodden masses. It was perhaps for this reason that at the turn of the twenty first 
century the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) 
commissioned Roger D. Norton (2004:110)'^ extensively reviewed various aspects of 
agricultural development in developing societies. Norton's efforts led to the publication 
of his book titled "Agricultural Development Policy: Concepts and Experiences." 
Norton's work examines agricultural development policy with special reference to 
developing countries. It provides a comprehensive review of various policy issues of 
developing societies with the aim of focusing on international consensus on viable ways 
of tackling this issue. This text, besides summarizing a plethora of studies on agricultural 
development policies, also cites policy experiences and applied studies in innumerable 
countries. He has recorded successes and failures of agricultural programs and reviewed 
literature related to the formulation of strategies for their successful implementation. The 
role of agriculture in economic development along with the objectives and strategies of 
agricultural policy are examined. He examines the links between macroeconomic and 
agricultural policy, as well as policies for the agricultural financial system and 
agricultural technology development. According to Norton, land reform began as a 
liberal economic idea, based on willing sales of land to poor farmers, and only in the past 
century was it transformed into a concept based on coercion by the power of the State. 
Accordingly, modem concepts of agrarian and land reform probably have their most 
direct heritage in the agrarian transformation that began in Denmark in the late 1700s. In 
Britain as well as in France and Germany, reforms were introduced by initiating 
programs of consolidating the fields of their peasant. New technology was introduced 
and then the land was sold to the peasants. This type of reform, while apparently 
the lineage level..,.".Though alliances are between families, the level of exploitation is at the caste 
level.. It is seen that "certain occupations impinge upon concepU of ritual purity...."Payment for 
goods and services received under the Jajmani system is generally not in cash but in other goods and 
services, grain, rent-^ree land or other non-monetary benefits", (see his article: "Two Systems of 
Economic Exchange in Village India" American Anthropologist, New Series, Vol. 61 No. 5, Part 1, 
(Oct. 1959, p. 760-778). 
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appeasing the peasants, could not succeed without institutional protection. The idea of 
land reform that spread to Latin America, Asia and the Far East were derived from the 
models that appeared after the Russian revolution of 1917 (Norton, 2004: 110-143).'^ 
Reviewing the contributions of Binswnger, Deininger and Feder, Norton 
has shown, that for economic development land reform is a way to promote both equity 
and efficiency in rural areas, and coercion or government intervention of other types has 
been justified as necessary to make land reform work. These scholars believe that most 
redistribution land is motivated by public concern about the rising tensions brougjit about 
by an unequal land distribution. The common pattern is concentration of landownership 
among relatively few large owners in an economy where labor is abundant and land is 
scarce. Thus, the masses of landless laborers and tenants who derive their livelihoods 
from agriculture receive relatively less income because their only asset is labor. 
Redistribution land reform can also increase efficiency; by transferring land reform less 
productive large units to more productive small, family based units, land market will not 
typically effect such transformations of ownership patterns (Norton, 2004: 143).'^ 
Ghosh, however, examined the question of land reform from the whole spectrum 
of market and production relations. He shows that the notion of surplus is an appropriate 
concept in the context of developing agrarian societies. Thus, on the plane of production 
relation, two sets of mutually contradictory strategies (e.g. 'survival strategy' on the part 
of impoverished peasants and laborers and 'surplus appropriation strategy' involved 
direct intervention in production process by the part of landlords-traders-money lenders) 
may be in operation to provide the basis for identifying the general characteristics of an 
agrarian system. Bringing fundamental changes in certain indicators (e.g. growth, income 
distribution, employment generation etc.) may involve a transition fit)m one economic 
system to another. Land reform thus needs to be viewed as an instrument for affecting 
such transition (Ghosh, 1983).'* 
In India, as well as in Iran, the rich landlords (ZamTndars)" owned land and the 
poor were tenants, peasants or laborers. Obviously, the landlords or ZamlndSrs owned 
the entire means of agricultural production, as they were popularly known in India. Even 
before India gained independence, leaders like Nehru and Gandhiji made efforts to bring 
about some suitable type of land reform. 
More than a century ago, the struggle for India's independence from the British 
Raj had begun, and, the forerunners of Independence movement realized the importance 
of the village because the majority of the Indian population was involved in agriculture. 
Therefore, for the sake of rural development in general, and development of villages in 
particular, attention had to be paid to land reforms. India's leaders, while actively pursing 
their struggle for independence realized the necessity of developing versatile economic 
and political systems as well. The majority of illiterate and uneducated masses of India 
were an obstacle in their venture. During that period, only 35 per cent of the Indian 
population lived in urban areas whereas, 65 percent spent their lives in the under-
developed Indian villages. India was an agricultural society per se. The leaders, while 
struggling for independence also wanted to direct the attention of the public towards the 
importance of redistribution of land and wealth to allow the poor to gain access to land 
". In Iran they are called: "Arbab(s)", and "Kh5n(s)". 
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cultivation, or alternatively, to give the poor people an opportunity to land tenancy. This 
was no easy task. 
Historically, the ZamTndari'" system in India was a product of the rule of the 
Mughal era. During this period, the Zamlndars had varying amounts of landholdings and 
their power was weighed in terms of their landholdings. They were, in fact, the tax 
collectors for the Mughal kings. The Mughals had bestowed the ZamTndars (landlords) 
with powers to fine and to hold courts. These courts were called 'ZamTndari Adalat'"'. 
They also acted as magistrates. All such powers and authority rendered the ZamTndars as 
powerful "chiefs" of their area. The helpless peasants were an easy prey to the unwonted 
power of the ZamTndars. The former were constantly exploited by the ZamTndars (Habib, 
1963).'^ 
With the decline of the Mughal rule, and the onset of the British rule, the 
ZamTndars became the landlords (property owners) in colonial India. Through the 
ZamTndari system, the British government collected taxes. The ZamTndar was 
considered a lord, and would collect all taxes on his lands and then hand over the 
collected taxes to the British authorities. He was allowed to retain a portion of the taxes 
for himself It appears then that the ZamTndari system had only been passed down as a 
legacy from the medieval Mughal regime to the British Raj\ The similarities to medieval 
feudalism are but evident. 
In order to discuss the present agrarian structure in India, Joshi (1974:326-362)^° 
retrospectively analyzed the historical aspects of land relations during the pre-
Independence period. He argues that the land relations in a country are integrally related 
to the basic characteristics of its national economy, social structure and political system. 
In India, the most crucial influence on the development of agrarian relations in the 
modem period has been that of the colonial character of her economy. The main 
consequence of India's integration within the British Empire was that the historical 
process of evolution from a backward, pre-industrial economy to a developed, industrial 
economy was interrupted. On the contrary, this process was canalized into a new 
direction, which was designed to bring India closer into the British colonial system. 
Consequently, the transformation of pre-capitalist agrarian relations that took place in the 
independent countries of the West, could not take place in India in the same way. Her 
land tenures, on the other hand, were adapted and modified to suit the economic and 
political requirements of the British economy. In their attempt to reorganize India's 
agrarian structure the British rulers, established two main types of land systems in the 
country: 
"'. The Urdu term "ZamTndari" means: jurisdiction of a ZamTndar. 
". The term "Adalat", means justice and court; while in Persian it also means justice; but the pronunciation 
is different with that of Urdu language, so that in Persian language, the said term is pronounced as 
'"Edalat" 
- Sovereignty; government, The British Government of India, 1858-1947 (see, The Chambers Dictionary: 
n 1264). Also see, little Oxford English Dictionary: P. 568: The period of British rule inlndia. In addition 
in my field study I understood that it was also referred to English term: "controller". It also means: A 
principality or a kingdom" (see, Fatmi, S. N. 2003: 326; detail is given in the bibliography). 
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i) Zamindari"', and 
ii) The Raiyatwari. 
Under the Zamlndars tenure, the rights of property in land were conferred 
upon the native tax-gatherers, who had so far never taken any interest in actual 
cultivation of the soil. Because of this step, millions of persons who had been proprietors 
as well as cultivators of their lands from time immemorial were reduced to the position 
of mere tenants-at-will on their own fields. 
Under the Raiyatwari system, no intermediary proprietors were recognized, and 
the actual tillers of the soil were vested with a heritable and transferable right of property 
in their lands. 
However, the proprietary rights, either of the Zamlndars or of the Raiyats were 
not absolute. Under both systems the rights of the British Government were supreme in 
so far as it was free to determine the amount of revenue assessment on land that was 
payable to the State. Moreover, the British administration also assumed the power to 
auction all lands the proprietors who defaulted in the payment of revenue. The revenue 
demands were oppressive in both the Zamlndari and in the Raiyatwari areas. In 
Zamlndari areas, the consequent inability to meet these revenue demands let to the 
compulsory transfer of land on a vast scale from the traditional nobility to the more 
rapacious moneylenders and speculators. In the Raiyatwari areas also, the heavy pressure 
of revenue assessments let to the pauperization of the Raiyat^" and to the alienation of his 
land in the hands of merchants and moneylenders. Thus, in both the areas there 
developed a class of intermediary proprietors between the actual cultivator of the soil and 
the State, into a hierarchy of non-cultivating landed interests. They all claimed a share of 
the gross produce of land leaving the cultivator barely with subsistence, which drove him 
further into the clutches of the moneylender and of perpetual debt. During the whole 
course of the 19th century, this became a vicious circle, which denied the agriculturalist 
of the major part of the fruits of his labor. In other words, the exploitation of the 
agriculturalist was there to stay. 
Landed proprietors in India were thus, merely renters, who held landed property 
without ever being the managers of large-scale agricultural enterprises. The actual units 
of cultivation were in most cases the small parcel of land, largely cultivated for 
subsistence by poor and oppressed tenants. The landlords generally leased out their 
holdings to these tenants from whom they extracted the maximum surplus produce, in 
kind or in cash, and squandered it away in conspicuous consumption. In spite of the 
juridical and other types of significant dissimilarities between the Zamlndari and 
Raiyatwari, land systems in both areas and the pattern of land relations that developed in 
"' . Zamlndar in modem India usage means a landlord. Much controversy has centered on the question 
whether he is wholly a creation of British rule. The controversy has involved the fiirther question whether 
the word ZamTndar when used in the literature of the Mughal period bore the same sense that it now has. 
The word ZamTndar is a Persian compound, meaning literally the controller or holder of ZamTn or land. Its 
use originated in India, the word being practically unknown in Persia (see Irfan Habib, 1963; detail is given 
in the bibliography). , , „ , j •, • • 
"'. A tenant with permanent or 'occupancy' rights to his land (see, Fatmi, S. N. 2003:325; detail is given in 
the bibliography). 
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the wake of the British rule was characterized by semi-feudal land ownership, which 
obstructed the development of productive forces in agriculture. 
The landlord-tenant nexus was further consolidated by the pressure generated by 
the increasing penetration of colonial trade in agricultural produce. The growth of trade 
in raw materials in India and the flooding of the market with manufactured goods fk)m 
Britain, on the other hand, undermined the foundation of village self-sufficiency. This 
disrupted manufacture of indigenous handicraft in both the city and peasant homes. 
These changes created certain objective conditions and possibilities for the development 
of capitalist production and initiated the beginning of the destruction of village self-
sufficiency. The growth of the "commodity market" for capitalism, and the bankruptcy of 
large numbers of peasants and handicraftsmen created a "labor market" for it. These 
conditions, however, bore limited fruit and did not lead to the growth of a vigorous 
national capitalist system of production. The "commodity economy," accelerated by 
British rule enabled the British transfer India's agricultural production according to their 
needs and requirements. 
According to Jain (1981: 88-89)^' the task of Indian national leaders, was then 
two fold. Firstly, they had to be rid of the British Raj, and, while pursuing that goal, they 
had to gain the confidence of the masses and create a consciousness about the well-being 
of the masses to unite them. Leaders like Jawaharlal Nehru and Mahatma Gandhi 
spearheaded these tasks. However, both these leaders stood juxt£^sed in their opinions 
and approach regarding economic development of India, especially that of the Indian 
village. While Nehru stood for economic development through industrialization, and 
targeted the abolition of the Zamlndari system, Gandhiji wanted to make the ZamTndari 
system more benevolent by bringing about radical changes in the attitude of the 
ZamTndars. He wanted the ZamTndar to act as the trustee of the people. Gandhi expected 
the ZamTndar to identify themselves with the peasants and understand their plight. 
Gandhiji wanted to eliminate the in- built conflict between the peasants and ZamTndars. 
This could only be if the latter class showed genuine sympathy and understanding 
towards the problems of the peasants (Ryots or Raiyat). If the ZamTndars exploited the 
Ryots and bore an indifferent attitude toward their problems, the conflict and distrust 
between the two would be inevitable. The attitude of ZamTndars, therefore, should be 
humane and they should take upon themselves the responsibility of the village 
development by building roads, schools, canals and hospitals. While talking to the 
ZamTndars he warned them that they would invite problems for themselves if they failed 
to gain the confidence of the peasants (Jain, 1981: 88).^ ^ 
In this connection, Gandhiji told them ".... ownership of your land belongs as 
much to the Royts as to you, and you may not squander your gains in luxurious or 
extravagant living, but must use them for the well-being of Ryots (Bose: 1974:91). 
Once the Ryots experience a sense of kinship with the landlord, they will feel 
secure that their interests will never suffer at the hands of the landlord (Bose, 1974:91). 
This is somewhat in line of what Beteille has called a form of'harmonic* system which 
can be seen in terms of the existence of 'inequality in both principle and practice' and is 
legitimate (Beteille, 1971).'' In a harmonic system, the status inequalities that exist are 
also considered legitimate; whereas, in the disharmonic system 'people practice equality 
while professing its opposite.' 
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Gandhiji conceived of villages as self-sufficient units based on a harmonious 
relationship between the Zamlndars and ordinary villagers and visualized the raising of 
their standard of living through cottage industries. 
Nehru, on the other hand, believed that in modem times, a self-contained village 
economy cannot function in complete isolation and as such, it had to be linked up with 
the mainstream of country's economic development. Villages, thus, have to function as 
integral units of the country's industrialization. Gandhiji on the contrary, said that his 
"....idea of Village Swaraj (self governance) is a complete republic, independent of its 
neighbors for its vital wants, and yet interdependent for many others in which 
dependence is necessity. Thus, every village's first concern will be to grow its on food 
crops and cotton for its cloth (Bose, 1972: 73).^ ^ 
Diwakar, has stated that local governments known as Panchayats '^" govern the 
villages. The annually elected representatives of the villagers constitute these. Thus, 
Gandhiji viewed the village as an economic as well as a politically self-sufficient unit. 
Unlike earlier Congress leaders, Gandhji took keen interest in the peasant problem after 
his return from South Africa in 1915. He launched a movement in 1917 at Champaran in 
favor of cultivators who forced by the planters to cultivate indigo and underwent great 
exploitation at their hands. Later, he took up the cause of peasants at Kheda (Diwakar, 
1949: 56-60).^ ^ Moreover, the question of land reform has to be viewed from the whole 
spectrum of market and production relations. For that matter, the notion of surplus is an 
appropriate concept in the context of developing agrarian societies (Norton, 2004: 110).^ * 
AGRICULTURAL BEGINNINGS IN ANCIENT INDIA 
In the Indian Valley civilization of Mohenjodaro and Harappa, as early as 
4000 B.C., agriculture emerged as the dominant economic activity. According to Ray, 
Cummings, Jr, and Herdt (1979: 8-9)^' about 2000 B.C., the Aryans (related to the 
Greeks, Persians, and Romans) entered the northwestern region of the subcontinent. The 
Aryans remained nomadic until about 1000 B.C., when they moved east and south 
through the Punjab, and into continental India. During one of these invasions, Mohenjo 
Daro'" was apparently destroyed. The invaders adopts the agricultural practices similar 
to those of the people they conquered. It is assumed that they fought many battles to 
control water, a vital factor for successful agriculture. 
The history of India is replete with invasions, each having some impact, 
but life in the villages changed little. Agriculture continued as an overriding important 
factor. Villages were to a large degree self-sufficient; with the production, processing, 
and consumption of food and clothing were carried on almost entirely within the 
community. Each task was assigned to a caste: a village generally consisted of a large 
""' The Hindi term "Panchayat" derived from Sanskrit word "Panch" (five) refers to a village council in 
India; therefore, such councils originally consist of five members. 
'". Mohenjo Daro, or "Mound of the Dead" is an ancient Indus Valley Civilization city that flourished 
between 2600 and 1900 BCE. It was one of the first worid and ancient Indian cities. The site was 
discovered in the 1920s and lies in Pakistan's Sindh province. Only a handfiil of archaeologists have 
excavated here, described in the introduction and illustrated essay Mohenjodaro: An Ancient Indus Valley 
Metropolis; Quoted from: http://www.mohenjodaro.net/ 
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proportion of people belonging to a cultivating caste, a smaller proportion of artisans 
such as weavers, oil pressers, and Gur (Jaggery)" makers, and one or two artisans such as 
blacksmiths, carpenters, and potters.Each artisan was the traditional servant of a family 
or group of families and received payment in kind. The relative abundance of land kept 
the tax burden at a tolerable level lest peasants pack up, and they had relatively little need 
or occasion for contact with the outside world (Ray, Cummings, Jr, & Herdt, 1979: 8-
AGRICULTURAL FOUNDATION OF BRITISH INDIA 
In the seventeenth century, when the British East India Company first 
began operation in Madras, Bombay, and Calcutta, its purpose was to carry Indian spices, 
dyes, and fine cotton textiles to Europe. With the Industrial Revolution in the eighteenth 
century, the emphasis shifted, and, India became a vast market for British manufactured 
goods, especially cotton textiles, which by then were being produced by machine in 
Britain. At the same time, the colonial government discouraged the export of Indian 
handicraft goods. To stabilize the market, British extended their control over wider areas 
of the subcontinent. By 1767, British control had extended to Bengal, Bihar, and Orissa 
secure. Their next big step forward, taken about forty years later at the beginning of the 
nineteenth century brought them to the gates of Delhi. The third major advance took 
place after the final defeat of the Marathas in 1818. By 1849, after the Sikh wars, the 
British had firmly established themselves in India. The finances for the extension and 
consolidation of British rule were obtained by the "perfection" of the land revenue 
system. The East India Company experimented with several measures to collect revenue 
through intermediaries who bade for the privilege. They finally settled for the Zamlndari 
and the Raiyatwari systems. The former, beginning in Bengal and Bihar, made the 
Zamlndai responsible for the collection and payment of the land tax from an entire 
village or several villages. Their status gradually changed into landowners and was 
officially sanctioned by the Permanent Settlement. A map, which recorded the quantity, 
value and ownership of each field, was prepared. On the basis of this information, a cash 
land revenue payment was determined. In Bombay and Madras, the Ryotwari'" system 
made each peasant individually responsible for the payment of the land revenue of his 
own plot. The revenue system in the Ryotwari areas and in other areas later brou^t 
under the Zamlndari system provided for the determination of taxation at periodic 
intervals of 20-40 years, thus allowing the government to adjust its revenue as 
productivity changed over time. The imposition of these new land tenure institutions and 
their enforcement, based on British jurisprudence, destroyed the traditional system of 
customary tribute to the local ruler. Instead of flexibility in the face of drou^t, crop 
failure or social obligations, a formal system of fixed fees was enforced by the British 
". Gur (Jaggery) is a traditional product of sugarcane. It can be defined as a honey brown colored raw lump 
of sugar. It is the natural mixture of sugar and molasses's. It contains all the minerals and vitamins present 
in sugarcane juice and that is why it is known as healthiest sugar in the world. In some of the South 
American countries it is known as Panela, Quoted from: 
http://www.indianmba.com/Faculty_Column/FC1053/fcI053.html 
" Raiy'atwari or Ry'otwari, is a system of land-tenure by which each peasant holds directly of the state 
(see The Chambers Dictionary, p. 1340; detail is given in the bibliography). 
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courts. Population pressure gradually increased. The possibility of a peasant moving to 
new land became more remote and tenancy increased. Eventually as much as 50 to 60 per 
cent of the gross production was given to the landlords and intermediaries as payment of 
rent; this was in addition to rendering services to the landlord in exchange for being 
permitted to cultivate land (Ray, Cummings, Jr, & Herdt: 1979: 8-11). '^ 
PRE-INDEPENDENCE STUDIES IN INDU 
Historically, agriculture has been the most significant economic sector 
(most important industry) of India. At the same time, the history of Indian agriculture 
reveals a continuing series of significant changes such as: 
The development of permanent villages by nomadic people in prehistoric times. 
The domestication of animals, 
The invention and adaptation of the Persian wheel for irrigation, and 
The resili3nt adjustment to a long series of conquerors. 
Indian leaders inherited a stagnant agriculture system and had to face the task of 
reshaping and redeveloping it. The dimensions of the task can best be imderstood when 
considered in a historical context over a long period of gradual changes. A number of 
evolutionary changes shaped the structure of Indian agriculture. It had a pastoral 
beginning which gradually but slowly evolved to a low-income equilibrium based on 
low-yielding crops, animal power, and human labor. Its evolution though slow, continued 
to exploit relatively favorable, although exhaustible, natural resources (Ray, Cummings, 
Jr,& Herdt: 1979:8).^^ 
POST-INDEPENDENCE STUDIES IN INDIA 
Independence in 1947 brought with it the extreme dislocation of 
population and several years of domestic stress. During the first few years, free India had 
to direct most of her attention towards subsistence. By 1951, the nation had recovered 
sufficiently to embark on development. Planning was launched and serious governmental 
efforts to increase agricultural production began. It had brought with it the promise of a 
higher agricultural growth on the one hand, and increasing socio-economic tensions on 
the other. This had given rise to a new environment and the need for a reconstruction of 
Indian agriculture. India inherited a semi-feudal agrarian structure with difficult tenure 
arrangements over substantial areas. The ownership and cultivation of land was 
concentrated in the hands of the landlords. Following independence, it was therefore 
necessary to bring in land reforms and to abolish intermediaries. These were essential 
prerequisites for increasing agricultural production and for the establishment of an 
egalitarian society. The main aim of the Second Five Year Plan was to abolish the 
intermediaries and to protect the tenants. The agrarian system would then begin to 
flourish with the reduction of burdens borne by the tenants and peasant. This way the 
tenant-landlord nexus would end and would stabilize the rural economy. Complementary 
to this objective were the policies of land ceilings, consolidation of holdings, and 
encouragement of cooperative joint farming. An evaluation of the policies can never be 
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conclusive. Quoted in Khusro"" Ray, Cummings and Herdt, argued that land reform in 
the First Five Year Plan had probably increased the proportion of land in owner-operator 
systems from 40 to 75 per cent and lowered the proportion in undesirable forms of 
tenancy from 50 to 12 per cent (Ray, Cummings, Jr, & Herdt, 1979:22)." 
On the other hand, Dube quoted Gandhiji"'" to state that his main 
objective was obvious and that was to gain independence, not for the literate and the rich 
in India, but for the "dumb millions". Gandhiji wanted to work for India to make the 
poorest citizens feel that they too had an effective voice in the making of their country. 
Gandhiji wanted to make an India in which there would be no high class and low class of 
people (Dube, 1974: 2).-'^  Again, quoting Nehru"'" Dube says that agricultural classes of 
Indians had been deliberately suppressed in the past and denied all opportunities of 
growth in the name of religion and ancient practice. All over India, millions are seen 
toiling in fields and factories and starving in spite of their toil. How can the leaders of 
India rid these millions of their dire poverty and misery, and make them share in the 
freedom to come? India can get rid of the problem of poverty only by changing the 
system that produces poverty and misery. The first twenty five years of India's 
independence presented a mixed record of achievements and failures. In retrospect, they 
reflect some puzzling aspects of the country's inherent strength and weakness. On the 
agricultural and industrial fronts, the country's performance was not as poor as has been 
reported by foreign and Indian critics. Within the first quarter of achieving independence, 
agricultural production was doubled and solid foundations for the coimtry's industrial 
development were laid. India's record in these spheres was better than that of the most of 
the Third Worid Countries (Dube, 1974: 1-3)." 
Since the majority of the Indian population lived by agriculture, it was, obvious, 
that the British regime took much interest in the Indian village and the caste system. As 
stated earlier, even before the turn of the twentieth century, British officers with 
anthropological background conducted research on Indian soil with the aim of 
understanding Indian life and culture. I have akeady cited references of Blunt (1931)^^ 
who was an administrative officer of the British government. At the turn of the twentieth 
century, Radcliffe-Brown was posted as an administrative officer in the Andaman and 
Nicobar Islands. As a trained anthropologist, he became interested in the people of the 
Islands. Between 1906 and 1908, he collected field data and made his observations. This 
was Radcliffe-BrowTi's first field study and led to the publication of his classic: "The 
Andaman Islanders" in 1922 (Cipriani, 2000: 53-54)." This study is considered as an 
important contribution to the understanding of religion and human relationships. 
The eariy fifties onwards saw the publication of a large number of village studies. 
Special efforts were Ghurye (1950),^ * Desai (1955),^' Srinivas (1955),4o (1956),^' 
(1963),"' (1972),"^ (1976),^ and (2002),^ ^^  Dube (1955),^ (1958),"' (1971),"« 0973),"^ 
(1974)^° (1988),^' (1994)," Das (1977)," Redfield (1954),^ Rudolf 0967),' ' Lewis 
Oscar (1965)"" Wiser (1930 & 1969),'"' McKim Marriot (1955),''(1960),'' (1955),^ and 
"" Khurso, A. M. (1964). An Analysis of Agricultural Land in India by Size of Holdings and Tenure. 
Delhi: Institute of Economic Growth. 
"'" Gandhi, M. K. (1947). India of My Dreams. Navajivan, p. 6. 
"' Dorothy, N. (Ed.). (1965). Nehru: The First Sixty Years, Asian Publishmg House, Vol. I, pp. 163-64. 
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(1990),^ '^  Dumont (1970)," Lamb (1955)," Davis (1955),^ Beteille (1969)," (1969),^ 
(1971), and (1974). These contributions were very valuable in understanding the life, 
problems and plight of rural India. Both Indian and non-Indian social scientists 
concentrated on seeking a sort of scientific cognition of Indian society as one of the 
ancient greatest civilization of the world. In addition to being an ancient civilization, 
India is, at the same time, a society that possesses one of the most complex cultural 
amalgamations. At the same time, it stands out as a united society among cultural 
diversities Srinivas (1952),^ ^ and (1976: 129).^ ° 
As stated above, village studies by Indian sociologists and anthropologists were 
undertaken from the nineteen fifties, but the tradition of fieldwork perhaps goes to late 
Professor M. N. Srinivas who not only conducted fieldwork but also repeatedly reiterated 
the importance of fieldwork. A. R. Radcliffe-Brown inspired him. According to 
Srinivas, lack of fieldwork tradition has adverse results on their growth and development. 
It alienates the scientist from grassroots reality and leads them to make fanciful 
assumptions about the behavior of ordinary people. This results in ignorance of the 
complex interaction of economic, political, and social forces of the society, at the local 
levels Srinivas (1958).^' 
From the foregoing, it is clear, that among the western social scientists, William 
H. Wiser"' was the forerunner in village studies. Later, however, McKim Marriott was 
one of the early 20th century western social anthropologists to use the participant 
observation method to study the village in Aligarh district (Marriott, 1955: 106-121).^ ^ 
His contributions to understanding village life in India were not limited. He also tried to 
explore social science ideas, especially those of "caste" and Jati'^ from the standpoint of 
Indian rather than western cultural realities. Moffat has made an interesting commentary 
on Marriott's "ethno-sociology" (1990),^ ^ McKim Marriott's study was followed by 
many other western scholars who became much interested in Indian rural life (Redfield, 
1954),^ ^ Lewis Oscar (1965)," Rudolph, Lloyd I and Susanne Hoeber Rudolph (1967),''* 
Singer Milton (1968),"^ ^ Dumont (19701''* Charsley (1996),''' Foster and Rosenzweig 
(1996),*° Wade (1989),*' Mayer (1993),*^ to name but a few. 
As indicated above, one of the most important landmarks in the development of 
village studies in India was the publication in 1955 of a collection of eight essays edited 
" . A description of village cattle handling is contained in Charlotte V. Wiser and William H. Wiser, 
Behind Mud Walls (New York, 1930), pp. 77-92. Quoted from: Kuznets, S. and Moore, W.E. and Joseph J. 
Spengler. (Eds.). (1955). Economic Growth: Brazil, India, Japan. Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press. 
"' The English word "caste" corresponds more or less closely to what is locally referred to as: "Jati" or 
"Kulam".in addition to Jati and Quam, many of the villagers, particularly the Brahmins, arc fiuniliar with 
the concept of Varna, although the terms Jati and Varna, refer normally to different things, the distinction is 
not consistently maintained. Varna refers to one of the four main categories into which Hindu society is 
traditionally divided: Jati refers generally to a much smaller group. The English word "caste" is used to 
denote both, not only the foreigners but also by villagers who are familiar with English. There is no real 
contradiction in this, for the word Jati has a series of meanings, and by extension it is applied to what, 
according to traditional usage, should be designated as Varna. Thus, it is quite common for a person to say 
that such and such an individual is a Brahmin, or even a Kshatriya, by Jati. Within a given context such 
usage is intelligible, and does not generally lead to ambiguity (sec Beteille, A 1969, Castes Old and New: 
EsSys in Social Structure and Social Stratification. Bombay: Asia Publishing House p. 46. Detail .s given 
in the bibliography). 
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by Marriott which provides descriptive accounts of villages in different parts of India. 
Apart from this, Marriott's study raises important methodological questions in the study 
of village life. To what extent can the fact that it is not wholly isolated, what kind of 
strategy should the anthropologist adopt in order to provide a meaningful account of it? 
The book was clearly designed to answer questions whose roots lay in the intellectual 
discipline of anthropology. The studies brought together in Village India, not only raised 
important questions of methodology but also generated a number of valuable concepts. 
Marriott in his essay on Kishan Garhi fonnulated two related concepts of 
'Universalization' and 'Parochialization' with a view to interpreting the active 
relationship between the great and the little traditions. Marriott in his laudable work 
entitled "Social Structure and Change in a U.P. Village", states that "The social structure 
of many Hindu villages raises problems for concerted action which must be squarely 
faced by all who would speculate upon or plan for the real future of rural India. Kishan 
Garhi, a village in Aligarh district had a population of 850 persons. It is situated in the 
Agra division in the upper Ganges-Jamna Doab, and is a fair specimen of the complex 
village settlements, which crowd the most productive agricultural areas of the nation. The 
present situation there and the trends, which have created them, may well give pause for 
thought." According to Marriott, Kishan Garhi has 160 mud houses. It is again half as 
large as an average U.P. village. Its greater size allows it to include a fortress mound 
belonging to four former landlords, and a large number of specialists (forty-five houses) 
and traders (ten houses) who form a small but vital element of rural life. There is also the 
agricultural core of tenant farmers (sixty-eight houses) and landless agricultural laborers 
(thirty-four houses), (Marriott, 1990: 171-222)." 
According to Marriott, "Agrarian legislation over the past e i^ t years has made 
tenant holdings more stable and thereby eliminated some of the flexible old arrangements 
for sharing. Bitter experience with individual treachery based on technicalities of the 
altered land laws has now changed the extent of co-operation materially within many 
lineages. Under the ZamTndari abolition Act, joint holdings have been more frequently 
listed in the names of all male members of the group. Many cultivating families welcome 
such opportunities to register each individual's exact interest in the group holding 
without the costs of a court fight. Even names of minor are entered as individual sharers. 
In this way, popular changes in the agrarian structure have been quietly accomplishing a 
progressive division in family interests by cleverly undermining the provisions for 
feminine inheritance provided in the Hindu Code Bill; McKim Marriott, further argues 
that: The low state of co-operation that presently prevails among the kin groups of 
Kishan Garhi and the structural features that determine it, suggest that greater concerted 
action will be achieved in the future only by a more severe unsettling of basic structure 
than has occurred in age of the past. The energies of the kin groups are now devoted to 
securing their private prestige and prosperity, to advancing and fulfilling the claims of 
marriage. The inequalities that once separated the castes and lineages in woric and 
subordinated them to one another in wealth and power are seeking a level of equality. 
The ritual devices that set the castes in an agreed hierarchy of ranks are now partly 
confounded. The kinship groupings themselves remain a loosely linked by a few work 
relationships, by a handful of friendships, and by the ceremonies of an ancient oracle. To 
ask the forty-six lineages of Kishan Garhi, to continue to live by shifting alliances is to 
insure inaction or strife rather than co-operation. To entice them to delegate some of theu-
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loyalties for the work of the village as a whole is to lure the old social structure towards 
its sure destruction (Marriott, 1955: 120-121)."*^ 
Marriott, in another significant work, wrote "...Both sociological and historical 
studies of society in Indian sub-continent are plagued by the seeming uniqueness of the 
Hindu caste system and by the apparently unmanageable amount of variety within it. The 
caste system of India and Pakistan, taken as a whole in the world context, is no doubt 
unique in the large number of different groups arranged within it, and in the large number 
of ranks that are differentiated. At the same time, there is diversity among the many 
regional caste hierarchies, not only as regards the variety of groups present, but also as 
regards the number of ranks which are differentiated and the manner of their 
differentiation (1960:1)."^^ 
According to McKim Marriott, elaborate systems of caste ranking in South Asia, 
are seen to grow up not fortuitously, but in regular relation to the nature of their 
community contexts. Any elaborate development of caste ranking appears to be shaped 
and determined by at least four general dimensions of community structure, namely, (1) 
the number of ethnic groups within the local community, (2) the existence of correlative 
stratified interaction among those groups as wholes, (3) the consistency of stratified 
interaction among individual members of the different groups, and (4) the degree to 
which the community's hierarchy is separated from possibly inconsistent hierarchies 
elsewhere. Marriott shows that these four determinants are themselves shaped by certain 
elements of the social structure such as the size of local settlements, the degree of local 
centralization in economic, political, and religious organization, and the range and 
combination of extra local ties of marriage and descent. Marriott believes that knowledge 
of these four determinants can assist in exploring not only caste origins, but also in 
explaining differences and similarities among regional and local systems. They would 
also go a long way in understanding the concept of ethnic ranking, and the current trends 
of social change in South Asia (I960:66).** 
Similarly, in his essay on the concept of the dominant caste Srinivas (1987)*^ put 
forward these differences figured predominantly. Attempt has been made here to cover 
all the varied dimensions of agricultural development and change. As I began to collect 
review material way back in 2004,1 was aware, that by the time the present thesis would 
come to fruition more literature would be published. Hence, now that I have completed 
my fieldwork and, I am now in the final stages of completing my work, I felt it was 
necessary to update some of the newer literature available before submitting this review. 
As I begin to finalize my chapter on review of literature, I have incorporated the latest 
literature available to me. My efforts have been well rewarded, because I now find that 
this literature review is an asset for me. It not only helped me in the course of my writing 
the chapter on discussion, but I gained a better insight into the field material that I had 
collected. Apart from this, I feel satisfied that I have updated my review until 2009. 
Srinivas' innumerable contributions dating between: 1942 to 1999 have been 
most invaluable. His thesis regarding the myth of the self-sufficient Indian village 
(I960)** helped in understanding not only village life but also caste relationships and the 
social structure of the village. The concepts of "Sanskritization" and "Westernization" 
were developed by Srinivas in 1552, in the analysis of the social and religious life of the 
Coorgs of South India 1962: 42)*^ Professor Srinivas gave a new interpretation to the 
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understanding of mobility in the caste structure of Indian society. According to Srinivas, 
Sanskritization is a specific type of cultural assimilation by way of which lower castes or 
tribes seek upward mobility by imitating the rituals and practices of the upper or 
dominant castes. He elaborated that after a 'low' or middle Hindu caste, or tribal or other 
group, changes its customs, ritual ideology by emulating the style of life in the direction 
of a high and frequently 'twice-born' caste, it also stakes its claim to a higher position in 
the caste hierarchy (Srinivas, 1962: 42).^ By introducing the concept of Sanskritization, 
Srinivas explains that caste system is not a rigid system where position of each caste is 
fixed permanently. Movement within the hierarchy has always been possible and that 
caste was not a rigid system as Blunt (1931)^' and later Hutton (1946)^ before him had 
tried to show. Later studies on caste also showed that the process of Sanskritization was 
indeed a viable Cohn (1955)," Bailey (1957).^'' 
Srinivas' scholarship challenged the paradigm of dominant caste for a better 
understanding of the Indian village. This step taken by him ushered in newer intellectual 
frameworks for understanding Hindu society (See e.g. Marriott 1990,'^' and Dumont 
1970)."'"" Marriott explores ideas from the standpoint of Indian rather than Western 
cultural realities. He explores the variations in Indian society not through the south Asian 
values or social configuration, but rather through the multi-dimensional and dynamic 
nature of the social world as it exists in the south Asian society. Similarly, Dumont's 
work, which was hailed as a modem classic, examines the Indian castle system and its 
principles of organization in terms of the basis of their underiying ideologies. Dumont 
examines the ethnographic data of this hierarchical ideology as presented in ancient 
religious texts, which are considered as the governing conception of the contemporary 
caste structure. Yet, while analyzing it, he contrasts it with the western hierarchical 
system. In his other studies, he showed the importance of caste in the electoral processes. 
For Srinivas these caste alliances symbolized the dynamic changes that were taking place 
as democracy spread and electoral politics became a resource in the local worid of village 
society.^ ^ 
He believed in and practiced what is known as ethnographic research based on 
fieldwork, especially through the method of participant observation. He spent his time 
living in the village "Rampura" in south India and produced some of the most 
outstanding publications regarding dominant caste and joint family dispute (Srinivas, 
1976: 1, 144-145, 155-156 & 275)^. The concepts of "Sanskritization", "dominant 
caste", "vertical (inter-caste) and horizontal (intra-caste) solidarities", enable us to 
understand caste not a rigid system that it was made out to be, but rather as a dynamic 
system of social relationships and as a viable social institution (Srinivas, 1962: 
42).'^Again, a pioneer in forwarding the concept of "dominant caste" Srimvas(1965)'* 
points out that in village life, the dominant caste, besides being a 'twice bom' caste, also 
wields political and economic power over other caste groups. He gave four main criteria 
for classifying a caste group as "dominant caste" viz: economically strong, should have 
political power, should be ritually pure (meaning thereby that they should belong to one 
of the upper caste groups that are generally known as "twice bom', and lastly, should 
- Marriott, McKim, (Ed.). (1990). India through Hindu Categories. New Delhi|S^e Publications. 
""• Dumont, Louis. (1970). Homo Hlerarchicus. Chicago: Chicago University Press. 
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have numerical strength. If besides these characteristics, the caste has the additional 
qualification of being educated, it would be a definite advantage. At the village level, the 
dominant caste v^ /ould wield power to the extent that the matters of dispute would be 
settled within the village and villagers are to keep away from taking their grievance to 
the police or to the court (Ahuja, 1993: 352-356,'' Charsley,"^ Srinivas 1952,'°' 1962,'°^ 
wikipedia,'"^ and S. C. Dube'°^), as already stated, was yet another Indian sociologist 
and a contemporary of M. N. Srinivas, has contributed much to the understanding of 
Indian village life. While acknowledging the contradictions in Indian social fabric, shows 
that in developing societies, the presence of cultural, economic, social, and political 
contradictions have important consequences for the success of the planned economic 
development. He had used the terms "traditional" and "transitional" to denote "ideal 
types" of societies. He tries to show that India need not be classified as being in a 
transitional stage, because, no society is completely stable, and in this sense, any society 
at a given point of time may be regarded as a "transitional" society Dube examines the 
past and the present of Indian society. He traces the diversities and unities that exist in 
India, from the past and the present of Indian society. He then analyses the fiinctioning 
of Varna""' and Jati"" and the structure of family and kinship. Apart from this, he 
examines economic life, social organization, and customary law, myth, legend, ritual and 
religion. Dube, through his innumerable writings and studies (1955,'°^ 1958,'°^ 1971,'°^ 
,973 108 ,974 109 j^^^iio ^^gg in ,994112 , 9 9 , 1.3 ,99^114^ ^^ ^^ ^^  ^^ ^ ^ 
fundamental changes in the social and economic order-with radical alterations will make 
a qualitative difference in the structure and values of society. Such radical changes are 
intended in the underdeveloped societies. On the national level, the urge to change 
appears to be motivated by the desire for respectability, for stability, and for power. 
According to Dube, incentives to change are greater in societies whose orientation to 
change is somewhat overly restrictive. All cultures have "change prone" areas, but the 
general ethos of some is more favorable to change than that of others. Expectancy of 
change predisposes individuals and groups to adopt irmovations more readily. Marginal 
individuals and "subordinated groups" are perhaps more change prone. Immediate 
economic and psychic rewards are among the most potent motivations for change. 
"Investment in the fiiture" is a good and a necessary slogan, but it is human nature to 
desire some short-term benefits also. Economic development then, needs careful 
direction. By purposefully regulating its speed and by varying its strategy in the light of 
observed trends and consequences, many of its lethal effects can be avoided. Thoughtftil 
social planning alongside of economic planning is therefore necessary. 
Andre Beteille, another eminent Indian sociologist after intense fieldwork for ten 
months published his study on caste relationships in Tanjore village in south India 
(Beteille, 1969)."^ He examined in detail the physical and caste structure of the village. 
"". Any of the four great Hindu castes (see. The Chambers Dictionary, p. 1698. (see Fatmi, S. N. 2003: 
326; detail is given in the bibliography). 
"" Although the term "Jati" is now used by social scientists with a rather specific connotation, it must be 
understood that it's meaning in most Indian has at least as large a number of connotations as does the term 
caste in colloquial English. In Kannada, for example, «J8ti" most simple means "kind." A man may say for 
instance that he refers one Jati of cigarettes over another Jati. If an individual is asked "what is your Jatir 
he may respond with the name of the unit within which he confines his marriage relations, ^^ * e "ame of 
a cdlection of these units that are similar (caste category or caste complex in anthropological jargon), with 
his Varna affiliation, or even with the name of his religion, as for example, "Chnsban Jati. 
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His study shows the economic organization and its relationship to social class. His 
analysis of the changing patterns of stratification and distribution of power in a South 
Indian village is categorized as a classic piece in Indian sociology. He shows that almost 
until the end of the nineteenth century the social system was structured primarily on 
distinctions of caste, that is to say, that the Brahmins occupied the top level of the 
hierarchy, followed by the non-Brahmins and then the Adi-Dravidas. According to 
Beteille, the process of modernization had rendered some areas of village life caste-free, 
while others were still governed by considerations of caste. The rise of Panchayats and 
political parties also helped in shifting the locus of power from its traditional position. 
Availability of land in the market, helped in disassociating land ownership from caste 
hierarchy. While the intricately linked political and economic conditions were still in 
their formative stage, the social system became more complex and dynamic. In addition 
to this prime contribution of the study of changing power structure in a south Indian 
village, Beteille's later works (1969,"^ and 1974, ) are also very significant as they 
examine in detail the agrarian social structure and different forms of inequality as they 
exist in India. He focuses on the general nature of equality and uses the comparative 
method for discussion. His concern is also directed towards justice and equality. 
LAND RESOURCES AND MANAGEMENT 
On the issue of management of land resources Vohra (1974)"* is of the view that. 
It is passing strange that 25 years after independence we should still be without a policy 
for the management of our land and soil resources, let alone the organizations needed to 
give effect to it. Yet the soil constitutes the very basis of all agricultural, animal and 
forestry production and is without doubt the most important natural resources that we 
possess. Vohra argues that the management of land and soil resources is closely linked 
with the management of water resources. Irrigation is not an end in itself but only a 
means to greater production from the land. It is because such discipline has been absent 
in the past that so little attention has been paid by irrigation projects to the problems of 
sedimentation, water logging and proper water utilization. It will be necessary to ensure, 
in the fiiture, that while on the one hand no new projects are taken up which do not give 
enough attention to these aspects; energetic steps are also taken on the other hand to 
remedy such deficiencies in tiie case of existing and on-going projects. Such a policy will 
not result in any shrinkage of employment opportunities for engineers, as feared by 
some, but rather in their expansion. Vohra emphasized that a sound land policy would 
therefore automatically lead to a sound water policy which laid more emphasis on the 
development of ground water resources and insists on much more care with regard to 
surface water schemes. 
During the same year, a study conducted by Vyas (1974)'" aired concerns on 
problems of agriculturally backward areas. In this study he highlighted the problems of 
backward agricultural areas and urged on the improvement of their agricultural 
performance. He suggested that gains can come from the technological breakthr^gh in 
the production of wheat and Bajra.™ He showed that breakthrough in rice, Juwar™ and 
' The English term forBajra is pearl millet. 
" The English term for Juwar is millet. 
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pulses could provide an answer to the problem of the remaining backward agricultural 
areas. He emphasized that HYV"'" program could be used in lifting the level of 
agricultural production in the backward areas. 
Mishra (1982: 1-82)'^ ° on the other hand was concerned about dairy 
farming. In a case study, he examined the social dynamics of rural development in those 
areas, where the dairy development program had been launched. Mishra wanted to show 
how castes and classes figure in the process of rural development in villages covered 
under the scheme of dairy development. At the same time, he wanted to show how the 
benefits flow in favor of the dominant caste in general and the emerging capitalist class 
in particular. The latter, by the large, come from the land-holding group of the dominant 
caste. By analyzing this he wanted to show why the dairy development program did not 
benefit the poor, but rather all benefit accrued to the dominant caste at large and the 
capitalist class in particular. His investigation also highlighted the prospects of asset-
based income and employment generation for the poor through dairy development in 
rural areas. Mishra showed that formulating a strategy for rural development, and a mere 
display of articulate and sophisticated models and techniques are not sufiBcient to bring 
about development. The program had to be based on the experience of development 
strategies and efforts. The experience of planning for rural development shows that 
planning was done for the removal of poverty, inequality and unemployment. The rural 
development program succeeded because the 'growth-centered strategies' accelerated the 
sustained process of growth in Indian agriculture but was unaccompanied by a reduction 
in poverty, inequality and unemployment. According to Mishra, the 'percolation theory' 
of rural development "failed to bridge the gap between the rich and poor, though it led to 
some especial growth in rural areas. All such efforts have benefited the rural oligarch and 
strengthened their position in the rural power structure. As a result, the rural poor have 
become more dependent on them. The present agrarian situation, thus, depicts a dualistic 
picture wherein a handful is dominant and powerful in the economy and a bulk of the 
population is dependent on them. Such an agrarian scene also experienced the 
transitional process of agrarian capitalism with the expansion of commodity, labor, input 
and credit markets wherein the gains of development fi-om planning went in favor of the 
emerging capitalist class as against the landless labor, tiny tenants and poor peasants in 
rural society (Mishra, 1982: I)."'^' Mishra's case study of 'The Vishwantathapura Milk 
Producer Co-operative Society' (which is one of the most prosperous societies belonging 
to the Kamataka Dairy Development Corporation)' is very significant. This project area 
procures 1500 liters milk per day. During his investigation he learned that, all the 
members of the society, (registered and non-registered) consisted of 304 "milk 
producing" households. All these belonged to five villages; which formed a cluster and 
were part of the rural development program in the area. The cluster of five villages, 
investigated by Mishra is: (i) Viswanathapura, (ii) Solur, (iii) Devaganahalli, (iv) 
Bydarahalli, and (v) Shyanapanahalli. Mishra's case study showed that, the fimctioning 
of the 'dynamics of rural development' could not be understood correctly, unless the 
social structures of village society were taken into account in its changing perspective. 
The main source of household occupation of the villages was agriculture. The smdy 
found that caste and land relations were rather intermeshed and complex and formed a 
"'"" It is the abbreviation of: "High Yielding Variety". 
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pyramid. This pyramidal structure showed the concentration of land in the large farm 
sector occupied by the dominant caste. The Scheduled castes and tribes were largely 
marginal farmers and landless laborers. Mishra further states that land was the centre of 
gravity in the village economy, and, as a result, there was a spurt of other subsidiary 
activities like dairying and sericulture central to land. The distributional pattern of land 
which was in favor of the well-to-do farmers and the dominant caste, and this too 
correspondingly led to a burst of such activities. The result showed that those who 
operated relatively large holdings were in a position to carry out more subsidiary 
activities. The Vokkaliga who was the dominant caste, appeared to be the main 
beneficiary of rural development programs. In that way, caste-land-occupational relations 
were inextricably intermeshed and the character of agrarian relations was favorable to 
those who belonged to the dominant caste and operated large holdings. Mishra argues 
that, farming was the main sector and institutional complex of the village society. The 
characteristic features of commodity, input, labor and credit maricets showed that rural 
households were tied up to them and how they were dravm into the "vortex of 
capitalism". Moreover, it also showed that the households with large holdings 
commanded control not only over the supply of land and other resources but also over 
the commodity production economy (Mishra, 1982: 78-79).'^ 
Mishra also examined the significance of caste, land and occupation as the 
important constitutes of agriculture. He argued: "...there is long historical association 
among castes, land and occupation in Indian villages. Their historical association should 
be viewed in the institutional perspective of evolution in rural society. The institutional 
perspective of historical evolution shows castes, land and occupation as the important 
constituents of agriculture that have become fabrics of institutionalized social relations, 
generally called as agrarian social structure. Mishra's findings showed that the 
distribution of land holdings according to caste showed that some 82 per cent of the total 
number of large farm households belonged to the Vokkaliga caste. Similarly, 68 per cent 
and 73 per cent of the total number of households operating small and medium holdings 
were Vokkaliga and that only 24 per cent of the total number of households belonged to 
the marginal castes. The Scheduled Caste households were predominantly landless 
laborers and marginal farmers. Some 70 per cent of the landless households are of 
Scheduled Caste and 27 per cent of the households belonging to the marginal farmer's 
category are of Scheduled Caste. Thus 91 per cent of the Scheduled Caste households are 
landless and poor peasants. The four households (out of 45) operate small and medium 
holdings respectively. No one operates holdings of 10 acres and above. Some 73 per cent 
of the total number of Kuruba households was marginal and small landholders and the 
rest were medium and partly large landholders. According to Mishra, the agrarian social 
structure presented a pyramidal structure of castfr-land relations in villages; where in 
every village, there is a land relations pyramid and a caste pyramid and the two are 
intermeshed. Mishra also shows how castes and occupations are interlinked through the 
land relations that exist in the village (Mishra, 1982: 18-26^^  
According to Rahman, who took a critical look at the arguments given by 
Mishra suggests that radically redistributive land reform is not Utopian. It would be a 
misconcepdon to treat redistributive land reform and tenancy reform to be anti-empincal 
and anti-historical radicalism. The development of capitalism in agriculture appears to be 
flawed because highly unequal landownership patterns will invite absentee ownership to 
sustain capitalist development in agriculture (1995).'^ '* 
Konar and Khasnabis have individually argued that the concepts of non-
feasibility, non-viability and non-availability of land in the context of distributive land 
reform measures appear static and mechanical. In a land scarce economy, enough land 
will not be available. What is more important is not the amount of land, but number of 
peasants who would be the owners of land and would unleash their creative energy to put 
an end to the stranglehold of the anti-productive stake. This is a process, which helps 
complete the task of bourgeoisie democratic revolution Konar (1980)'^^' Khasnabis 
(1986).'^^ They conclude that it is, therefore, essential to rely much on the support of the 
peasantry and civil society. 
Siddique, Bose and Joshi in their independent studies have shown that drastic 
land reform followed by creation of cooperative may facilitate economies by introducing 
large-scale modem technology. This will also help in increased production and larger 
agricultural surplus. For the short run, in absence of such cooperative/collectivization, 
any land redistribution program may even promote small holding agriculture successftilly 
by providing credit and modem inputs effectively (Siddique, 1979),'^ ^ (Bose, 1974),'^ * 
and (Joshi, 1987).'^ ^ 
While social scientists writing in the twentieth century were concerned 
about drastic changes to be brought about by creation of cooperatives, the scientists 
writing in the twenty first century are trying to grapple with the onset of globalization 
and liberalization and how these processes affect and bring about change in society. One 
of such scientists is an economist, Chandrasekaran Baldcrishnan (2004).'^° He argues 
that, globalization began to dominate the world since the early nineties with the end of 
the cold war and the break up of the Soviet Union. With this, market economy moved 
towards private capital and resources and this brought new opportunities to developing 
societies. Boon in technology transfer opened newer opportunities and the financial 
market became volatile. The economic trade barriers between international borders were 
lowered and with increasing competition, the pace of globalization accelerated. India too 
felt the strong impact of globalization. Major governmental measures to induct 
liberalization and globalization strategy began in the early nineties and public sector 
began to grow. The liberalization of the domestic economy and the increasing integration 
of India with the global economy have helped to speed up growth rates. The GDP (Gross 
Domestic Product) growth rates swirled up from 5.6% in 1990-91 to an unprecedented 
level of 77.8% in 1996-97. In 2002-2003 due to droughts the growth rates dived down, 
but compared globally, India is now second only to china in this race. Since the 1980's 
the proportion of the world population living in poverty has been steadily declining and 
the absolute number of poor people has stopped rising. Yet we find that a population of 
215 million people live in extreme poverty in the developing societies. If India has to 
reduce its poverty it must achieve higher technological entrepreneurship, new business 
openings for small and medium enterprises, importance of quality management, new 
prospects in rural areas and privatisation of financial institutions. Balakrishnan believes 
that, there is hope for rural India as well, because the growth of Indian economy depends 
upon rural participation in the global race. He suggests that new economic policy must be 
implemented in the villages that have their own unique significance. Agricultural 
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products can be processed and packaged and this will give rise to new entrepreneurs who 
can then organise co-operatives to meet the global demand. He recognizes the fact that 
India clearly lags behind China, and takes account of a few indicators to prove his point. 
He states that the implications of globalization for a national economy are many. 
Globalization has intensified interdependence and competition between economies in the 
world market. This is reflected in interdependence in regard to trading in goods and 
services and in the movement of capital. As a result, domestic economic developments 
are not determined entirely by domestic policies and market conditions. Rather, they are 
influenced by both domestic and international policies and economic conditions. It is 
thus clear that a globalizing economy, while formulating and evaluating its domestic 
policy cannot afford to ignore the possible actions and reactions of policies and 
developments in the rest of the world. This constrained the policy option available to the 
government which implies loss of policy autonomy to some extent, in decision-making at 
the national level. However, there is hope for rural India as well, states Baiakrishnan. He 
believes that the growth of Indian economy depends upon rural participation in the global 
race. He suggests that new economic policy must be implemented in the villages that 
have their own unique significance. Agricultural products can be processed and packaged 
and this will give rise to new entrepreneurs who can then organise co-operatives to meet 
the global demand (2004).'^' 
While globalization has been hailed as an asset by some social scientists, the 
negative effects of globalization have been reported by others such as Landy and 
Chaudhuri. Their book examines the interaction of globalization and localization of what 
they consider the "progressive extension to the entire planet of exchanges of all kinds 
(2004: 7)."'^^ They highlight the increasing political power at the local level, and the 
challenges it poses to the national role in economic development. They try to seek 
answers to their affect on the developmental processes at all levels. Landy and 
Chaudhuri's interdisciplinary publication includes nine case studies each focusing on 
problems and developments in a specific economic sector. Of these case studies, one is of 
special importance for the present thesis. The case study in question was conducted by 
Heuze, and elaborates upon the complex nature of a large scale development project 
which cuts across the local to the global level. According to Heuze, this was the public 
sector hydro-plant on the borders of Uttar Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh. Heuze discusses 
the impact of the project which began in 1960, and affected the lives of peasants and 
tribes living in that area. According to Landy and Chaudhuri Heuze reported that eighty 
thousand local peasants were the first victims of the project as they lived their displaced 
lives without any provision of suitable agricultural land, or any project related jobs. The 
private companies, who were in charge of the project and moved in to that area, 
developed it into a new industrial region. Special Area Development Authorities replaced 
the old existing village and district councils. Such economic, social, and administrative 
changes led to the emergence of new actors on ail levels, causing conflict of interests. 
Thus, public and private sectors developed tension and infighting. 
In this whole process, the old power equations were not changed and remained in 
favor of local and regional elite, but no one cared much about the plight of former 
peasants and unskilled workers. While the entire industrial area was electrified and its 
residents enjoyed the modem boon of electrical power, the peasants of the villages 
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surrounding the giant power stations were deprived of electricity (Landy & Chaudhuri, 
2004: 160)!'^ ^ 
Hazra, another social scientist shows concerns about development after long 
years of India gaining independence. He states those fifty-two years after the first ideals 
of poverty and inequality mitigation were set before the country, nearly a billion- 39 per 
cent live below the poverty line-without the basic amenities of living. While total food 
grain productivity increased fourfold from 1950-51 to 1996-97, it is still considered to be 
performing below its true potential and will certainly fall inadequate for the burgeoning 
rate at which population is growing. In 1990-91, the bottom 59.99 per cent marginal 
farmers operated only 14.87 per cent of the total cropped area. As opposed to this, 1.59 
per cent of large farmers operated as much as 17.45 per cent land (Hazra, 2006: 6).'^ '* In 
the same study he states that in a predominantly rural country like India, where nearly 
three-fourth of the nation live in rural areas, most of those below the poverty line are also 
rural based. The poorest sections of Indian society belong to the landless and marginal 
rural-agricultural categories. Poverty as a situation has remained largely static over the 
decades of industrial development and green revolution, despite of the fact that it 
receives the widest political patronage and developmental coven^e in the country. An 
inadequate land reform feeds poverty in two ways-by lowering both productivity and 
motivational inputs for increasing of the domestic economy and the increasing 
integration of India with the global economy have helped to speed up growth rates. The 
GDP growth rates swirled up from 5.6% in 1990-91 to an unprecedented level of 77.8% 
in 1996-97. In 2002-2003 due to droughts the growth rates dived down, but compared 
globally, India is now second only to china in this race. Since the I980's the proportion 
of the world population living in poverty has been steadily declining and the absolute 
number of poor people has stopped rising. Yet we find that a population of 215 million 
people live in extreme poverty in the developing societies. If India has to reduce its 
poverty it must achieve higher technological entrepreneurship, new business openings for 
small and medium enterprises, importance of quality management, new prospects in rural 
areas and privatisation of financial institutions. India clearly lags in productivity. Of the 
total working population, 64.8 per cent are dependent on agriculture. This 64.8 per cent, 
however, contributes to only 27.4 per cent of the GDP. Various reasons can be cited for 
the relatively low productively of Indian farmers. Which are briefly classified as 
mentioned below: 
Inadequate irrigation facilities; 
Inefficient cropping pattern; 
Lack of mechanization and infliction of natural calamifies; and 
Lack of distribufion mechanisms for seeds and fertilizers. 
In addition to the above factors, Hazra pointed out another very important set of 
reasons for low yield are the outdated agrarian practices such as practices allowing large 
landholdings, unregulated tenancy, fragmented holdings etc. lower output, which in turn 
is linked to poverty. Apart from the issue of equity, he showed that continued emphasis 
was laid on Five-Year Plans and political agenda of the governments in power. This led 
to the obvious disparity between farmers, coupled with inequalities in accessing health, 
education and the rural power structures. He concludes that it could perhaps the disparity 
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in landholding patterns was one of the reasons for India's low ranking in terms of the 
human development. He shows that poverty, relatively low agricultural output and 
inequality revolve round the land rights and its use. Hazra states that the significance of 
the concept of land reforms in achieving India's goals of social life was recognized much 
before, but national level programs, policies, and legislation for land reform was given 
shape only after 1947. The implementation of such efforts left much to be wanted. Land 
reform as an issue fell into the background and did not receive the attention that it should 
have. Considering land reform to be the most vital need, he addressed this problem first, 
showing that all efforts at reform in land ownership have as their goal the more equitable 
redistribution of land. Land reform measures if coupled with land ceiling are likely to 
diffuse the uneconomic consequences of unequal (very small versus very large) 
landholdings. Levels of health, nutrition, education, access to irrigation and basic 
sanitation all show a positive relationship with land ownership sizes. Hazra further states 
that whenever rentals take up a major part of income from land, and land is held as a 
closed investment, tenants have very little incentive or opportunity to increase the 
productive capacity of land. Thus bringing state into direct contact with the tillers not 
only increase their self-worth, but also goes a long way into bettering the quality of land 
and crop growing practices, leading to increased productivity. Tl^ g small marginal 
landowners, tenants and the landless, quite often have unequal access to the use of 
common natural resources in the rural areas. In addition, tiieir involvement in the local 
decision making processes gets relegated to the background. They are also sometimes 
deprived from institutional facilities and developmental activities introduced by the 
government for the rural poor due to various reasons including non-awareness. 
Redistribution of land is thus widely looked upon both a goal as well as means to achieve 
greater equity, self-respect and self-confidence towards meeting livelihood needs for the 
poor rural families. At the same time it helps to serve the wider interests of increased 
food security and agricultural productivity for the nation as a whole (Hazra, 2006: 6-
8).'^ ^ 
The primary motivation of land reform is to reduce poverty by reducing 
inequality. This, however, cannot be achieved by less than distributive measures. The 
redistributive land reform is advocated, because smaller farms exhibit higher 
employment and output. Thus redistributed land reform measures are often justified on 
the ground of efficiency, equity and justice. On the ground of non-feasibility and non-
availability of sufficient land to distribute and non-viability of holding, redistributive 
land reform is often considered 'utopian'. For these reasons, some argue for structural 
reorganization, but come up with tenured reform. It is argued that tenancy reforms are 
inefficient in both static (production) and dynamic (saving/surplus utilization/investment) 
senses, hi fact, suggested tenancy reform in isolation cannot go for any desired change, 
so long as the high incidence of tenancy and the exploitative nature of land market 
emanate from highly unequal land ownership structure (Hazra, 2006: 3).'^^ 
Nonetheless, other social scientists observed that the role of globalization has 
affected rural life as well. While it is argued that globalization could affect rural life, we 
must ask whether globalization has, in fact affected rural life in India. It is observed that 
while impact of globalization is quite visible in urban hidia, no such visible elements are 
found in rural life. There are more challenges to development than the eye can see. One 
such challenge is that of natural elements as recently brought out by Dwivedi (2008).'" 
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According to Dwivedi, natural elements like climate also play an important part in 
agricultural development. In a recent study on climatic change and its effects on 
agricultural production in Uttar Pradesh, Dwivedi points out that U.P. has faced 
tremendous climatic changes over the past one decade. He cites the case of Eastern Uttar 
Pradesh that has faced severe floods, while Bundelkhand region has faced one of the 
worst famines of the last decade. He therefore, concludes that climate change has 
adversely affected agricultural production resulting in huge loss of various regional crops 
in the Bundelkhand area. All changes related to climate have in one way or the other 
affected agriculture. Dwivedi cites the 2001 census, to show that 62.12 percent of the 
state's total workers are engaged in agriculture. He points out that U.P. contributes on an 
average 21 percent to the national production of food grain, and ranks third highest 
among major states, with a food grain sinplus. Unfortunately, however, the plight of 
farmers in U.P. is far from satisfactory. Dwivedi argues that since U.P. is more prone to 
climatic changes, the government should formulate "interdepartmental approach and 
farmer friendly policies." At the same time, the government should restrict corporate 
interests and, instead enhance agricultural growth. Dwivedi also states that as poverty 
levels are high, the financial plight of the marginal farmers is most unsatisfactory. They 
are indebted to both moneylenders and government banks. Loan returns become difficult 
with the onset of hot summer, to the extent that in some cases farmers are so stressed that 
they fmd their freedom only through suicide. The brutal summer also encroaches on 
water supply, and with its scarcity, the survival of all forms of life is threatened. Further, 
such climatic changes make the lowly placed women farmers at a greater disadvantage. 
Their accessibility to livelihood resources and land holdings become even more difficult 
and scarce Dwivedi (2008). 
Apart from this, another problem which hampers agriculture is the problem of 
sodic soil.'"'" To overcome this problem, the Uttar Pradesh Sodic Lands Reclamation 
Project, was initiated by the Department of Agriculture, Government of India, and 
financed by the World Bank, was successfiiUy completed in 2007. The Project was 
initiated in 1998. Its main aim was to increase agricultural productivity in ten districts of 
Uttar Pradesh. This project was developed to arrest the rapid expansion of sodic land in 
large areas of Uttar Pradesh (World Bank Report, 2008).'" 
Yet, despite these shortcomings, newspaper reports indicate that Indian economy 
is booming. For example, PTl, Times of India (2009,29 May)'''" reports fix)m New Delhi 
that the monthly income of an average Indian for the first time in the country's history 
has crossed Rs. 3,000; the news attributes this success to the economic reforms coupled 
with a high growth rate of 9 percent which has been achievedbetween2005-06. 
The report also shows that the per cjq)ita income increased by 122 percent to Rs. 
37,490 per annum during 2008-09. According to the advance estimate for national 
income, released by the Central Statistical Organization (CSO), during 2007-08, the per 
capita income was Rs. 33,283 per annunL The CSO data fiirther reveals that the per 
""" "Sodic soils are characterized by a disproportionately high concentration of Sodium (Na) in their cation 
exchange complex. They are usually defined as consisting of an exchangeable Sodium percentage greater 
than 15%. These soils tend to occur within arid to semi-arid regions and are innately unstable, exhibiting 
poor physical and chemical properties, which impede water infiltration, water availability, and ultimately 
plant growth."< http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sodic_soil>. 
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capita income at constant (1999-2000) prices during the last fiscal rose to Rs. 25,494 per 
annum from Rs. 24,295 per annum in the previous year, recording a growth rate of 4.9 
percent 
The per capita income would have been higher but for the global economic crisis, 
which pulled down the country's economic growth during 2008-09 to 6.7 per cent fh)m 9 
per cent In the previous fiscal. The report concluded that the national income during the 
year went up to Rs. 43.26 lakh'""' crore'™"', showing a rise of 14.2%, while the population 
of the country increased by 1.6 crore to 115.4 crore. The CSO data further says that the 
national income at 1999-2000 prices increased by 6.4% to Rs. 29.42 lakh crore during 
2008-09. It is clear from the literature cited above, that development and changes are 
taking place not only in Uttar Pradesh but also in other parts of the country. It may 
however, be noted that the studies cited above mostly concentrate on the macro-level and 
not much has been published at the micro-level of small individual villages in Uttar 
Pradesh. 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE ON IRAN 
The case of Iranian agriculture, while similar in many ways to that of India, is 
rather different in some ways. I therefore, once again begin with a quote from K. S. 
Lambton, who stated: "The life of the peasant is largely governed by the agricultural 
cycle. The seasons follow each other with regularity and the periods during which the 
different crops are sown are clearly defined, though of course subject to dislocation by 
the failure or undue lateness of rain. Adequate rainfall between November and January 
and from the second half of February to April is essential to a good crop. Failure of the 
rains may mean starvation (Lambton, 1953: 366)."''*' According to Lambton the amount 
of land which a peasant can cultivate is limited by the primitive nature of the agricultural 
methods employed. Other factor such as the nature of the soil, the irrigation system, the 
relative plenty of the water-supply, and the nature of the draught animal used also affect 
the amount of land held by peasants (Lambton, 1953: 367).'*^ 
Thirty five years later, Keith Mclachlan, came up with another publication, "The 
Neglected Garden: The Politics and Ecology of Agriculture in Iran". She airs her views 
regarding the tussle between oil and agriculture. This is an in depth study about the 
socioeconomic foundation on which the Iranian agriculture stands. The author of this 
book (McLachlan) is concerned about the causes and effects of changes which have 
taken place in rural Iran during the twentieth century. She is fitful that with the 
incoming oil revenues and rapid development of communication the central government 
had imposed policies detrimental to agriculture. Tracing the history of development and 
planning in Iran, the author shows that during the first half of the century the conditions 
of insecurity had prevailed in many areas and only a few sections could be deemed to 
have had reliable or profitable tenure of their properties. The post Worid War II era saw 
the arrival of development and planning and efforts were made to improve Ae domestic 
economy; and made it easier for the farmer to access the urban markets as well as obtain 
agricultural credit. The inception of land reform in January 1962 fqjpeared to open the 
In India and Pakistan is equal to ten thousand. 
In India and Pakistan is equal to ten million. 
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way for a radical alteration in the structure of land ownership, and this had immediate 
beneficial effects the cultivating peasantry and small proprietors. But, simultaneously, 
the petroleum industry expanded at the cost of agriculture. McLachlan, points out that 
there was serious mishandling of traditional farming and a failure of modem agricultural 
enterprises to replace it. The advent of the Islamic republic brought promises of a new 
future for agriculture and the village communities. She believed that the fifteen year 
period 1963 to 1978 damaged. Not only has the water supply depleted due to the 
destruction of the Qanat^ """ system, but this has affected the agricultural management as 
well, thus adding to the problems of farmers. She said the increase in oil wealth, meant 
downgrading agriculture and thereby decreasing its role in national development. While 
after the Islamic Revolution, attempts to revive agricultural activities were not sufficient 
to arrest the decline of the farming industry (McLachlan, 1988: 2-8, 154-224, & 234-
266).'« 
While we take the view points of Lambton and McLachlan to show the 
differences in agricultural trends in Iran, it also becomes necessary to consider the 
presence of Collective farming in Iran which is well known and is widely practiced. In 
the post-revolution periods, the creation of jointly owned land, without demarcation of 
each shareholder's portion, is a typical unique feature of Iran's collective farms, and is 
known as: "Jointly Owned Farms.'"™"'" 
The creation of 'Agricultural Jointly Owned Farms Units""'" in the Islamic 
Revolution in Iran, came into existence on the basis of: "The Ratification of a Lawfiil 
Parliamentary Reforming Bill" (The Act of Transforming Land Ownership and Land's 
Revival in The Islamic Republic, Ratified in 1979; which exactly was on: (25.6.1358 
AHS)""". The said Reforming Bill was ratified in 1980 (26.01.1359 AHS)'°"'; and 
initiated in rural areas (Manateq-E-Rusta'i) (Vosuqi, 1989: 236).'''^ 
JOINTLY OWNED PRODUCTION COOPERATIVES 
A Jointly Owned Production Cooperative""" is defined as "An agricultural 
independent unit, in which a number of farmers in one or several specific plot of lands 
with the specific water resource and a capital (such as: means of labor, tools, instruments, 
equipments, and...) belong to the Jointly-owned Property (Melk-E-Mo§ha'), 
implementing the agricultural affairs. So that, agricultural operations such as plowing 
(Shokhm), farming (Kesht) activities, and the likes being implemented, collectively by 
the common tools and equipments belong to the jointly owned (MoSha') unit. At the 
same time, the consequence of each person as a member of Jointly owned cooperative 
'"'""'. Qanat is a unique traditional system of man-made subterranean and water canal. Details of the Qanat 
system are given in Chapter III of this thesis. 
"""". Tavoni-E-MoSa'-E-Ke5havarzi. 
'"" Vahed Ha Ye Tavoni-E-MoSha'-E-Ke5havarzi. 
"""^  Twenty fifth Sahrivar [(6th month of the Iranian solar calendar (31 days) corresponding roughly to 
September)] 1358AHS (Bist-0-Panjom-E-§ahrivar-E-YekHezar-0-Sisad-0-Panjah-0-Ha5ht Hejri-E-
§hamsi). 
'"'" Twenty sixth Farvardin [1st month of the Iranian solar calendar (31 days) corresponding roughly to 
April] 1359 AHS (Bist-0-§heShom-E- Farvardin-E-YekHezar-O-Sisad-O-HaJhtad-E- Hejri-E-Shamsi). 
"""'. Yek Vahed-E-Tavoni-E-MoSha'. 
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unit; goes back to himself; because, the outcome activity, that an individual affairs 
implements; as a member of Jointly owned cooperative unit, on the land that had been 
given to him; is the result of his personal attempts (MoSha', 1989: 32-33)."''*^ 
The seeds of the Iranian land reform were sown during 1962 when the Iranian 
peasants were given land and fertilizers to plough their land with the government 
supplied tractors. This was the beginning of a new agrarian system, which replaced the 
traditional landlord-peasant system,'""'" which it was believed hampered agricultural 
development. (Compare Jajmani system'^'^ in India as described by Wiser and others as 
cited earlier in this chapter. The traditional landlord-peasant system in Iran was similar to 
the landlord-peasant (Jajman-Kamin) relationships that existed in India. Both were 
traditional hereditary relationships. This Jajmani system ended with the land reforms. 
Unfortunately, for Iran, this change did not improve the plight of the majority of 
the peasantry. The traditional tenancy systems in Iran were based on sharecropping and it 
was believed that the shortcomings of the system were such that they were detrimental to 
agricultural development. According to Amid (1990: 49-56)'''^ there are two schools of 
thought, one arguing that the former is indeed more correct. Amid suggests that in view 
of various criticisms institutional changes are necessary to make way for improving the 
low standards of living the rural Iran, and to usher in agricultural growth. Such changes 
would come about with land reforms, and Iran has struggled to attain agricultural 
development through land reform. At the same time, it seems necessary to reduce 
corruption at the state level and minimize mismanagement of resources. Studies 
conducted by Danesh (1992)'''^ and Yaghmaian (2002)'''* are reviewed here to throw 
more light on the situation. Danesh's paper examines the political and social factors, 
which were responsible for the failure of the 1962 land reform in Iran. He argues that due 
to lack of participation by the rural masses, the state could not succeed in the 
restructuring of agrarian relations. Apart from failure of grass root participation, the other 
obstacles were mismanagement of resources, state corruption, and insensitivity to the 
current mode of production. These constraints had a profound impact on the landless 
peasants and small landowners who were supposed to be the main beneficiaries. Danesh 
provides a lucid description of agrarian social classes, land ownership and the pattern of 
cultivation prior to and after the reform. 
Yaghmaian (2002)"*^ provides a multi-level insider's look at the changes 
transforming contemporary Iran. He skillfully enquires and analysis his own personal 
experiences and couples them with accounts provided to him by eyewitnesses. He 
examines the challenges of the cultural and social mandates of the Islamic Republic, of 
the workers who are trying to work out a carving in the harsh economic conditions. He 
brings to fore human feelings and aspirations of his fellow citizens and women who may 
suffer violence at home and are subject to be misunderstood by foreigners. 
Land reforms notwithstanding, one must not forget that since time immemorial, 
man has been trying to gain control over nature and the natural environment, and, one of 
"'""" Nezam-E-Arbab-0-Ra'iyyati. 
'"""". The concept Jajmani system is a system of traditional occupational obligations. This system with the 
durable relation between a landowning family and the landless families that supply them with goods and 
services is called the Jajmani system (see Ahuja, Ram. (1993). Indian Social System. Jaipur: Rawat 
Publications, p. 160). 
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the ways of doing this is through sustainable development. There is no fully agreed 
definition of sustainable development. However, most people agree that sustainable 
development means undertaking development activities while improving and 
maintaining the well-being of people and ecosystems into the future. Such development 
is likely to be sustainable if it improves the quality of human life while conserving the 
Earth's vitality and diversity. Brundtland's definition is the most widely used, and it 
defines sustainable development as development, which "meets the needs of the present, 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs (World 
Commission Report, 1987)."'^° 
Some of the main problems that hamper agricultural development are both man 
made and natural. Iran faces many problems but some related to agriculture are 
concerned with the drying up of water resources in the Sistan-0-Balu6hestan region. One 
of these was the drying up of the Hamun Lake in the Sistan-0-BalQ6hestan region. It is 
therefore, necessary, to review this development here, in addition to the review of books 
and articles. This will form the background for further research in the area of agricultural 
development and change. 
As it is reported,'""" Sistan-0-BaluChestan is the southeast Province of Iran with 
an area of 187,502 square kilometers, which has 987 km., of borders with Pakistan and 
Afghanistan. The eastern border was drawn by the Border Commission assigned under 
the Goldsmith Plan in September 1871, and has separated parts of BaluChestan fi-om Iran. 
As it is already well known, the area of Baludhestan is divided into three neighboring 
countries Pakistan, Iran and Afghanistan. Majority Balu6hi tribes live in Pakistani 
province and are largest. A part of it falls in the Iran area. Because of its strategic 
situation, it has generated much interest of foreign scholars. Today, a majority of the 
Baluchi people (about 10 million people) lives in BaluChestan of Pakistan, which is some 
347,000 square km., and another group of Balu5hi people live in Afghanistan. The 
Iranian BaluChestan has the lowest position in the development indices of the provinces 
of Iran and stands at the 23rd rank. In the border area of Balu5hestan within Iran, 
Zahedan is the most important regional city of Sistan-0-BaIuChestan Province. It is 
reported that, despite of its potential capabilities for sustainable development, due to 
variety of reasons, like: its geographical conditions and bordering with Afghanistan and 
Pakistan, illegal export and imports of goods and commodities with the said neighboring 
countries, smuggling activities, etc., this region faces some problems concerning its 
development.™"' 
The most important factors contributing to this underdevelopment include 
separation of population centers from their social and economic hinterlands, common 
cultural, ethnic and religious characteristics of the people on both sides of border; 
'^ ''''''See•.<http•.//w^lvw.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=ArtideURL&_ud^=B6V9W-4KYY417-
2&-"«^ =10& coverDate=12%2F31%2F2006&_rdoc=l&_fint=high&_orig=search&_sort==d&_docanchor= 
&view=c& searchStrId=1356996658&_rerunOrigin=google&_acct==C000050221&_version=l&_urlVersi 
On=0&_userid=10&nid5=c4fd5b6760295dbb6feb4da7elf2640b> 
xxxvi . It has to be mentioned that the Government of Iran makes especial efforts to develop tiic region, 
both financially, and technically; and by introducing many plans, programs, and other strategies; for 
enhancement of standards of living conditions; and eradication of poverty, with especial priority to the rural 
areas. 
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different levels of border area development and immigration facilities potential for 
border exchanges. Although some of the above factors provide economic and job 
opportunities, under the existing conditions, they play a negative role in development. To 
assuage this situation, Iran tied up with Italy to develop aquaculture in the region. 
According to the Steering Committee Report # 4, (released in July 2007) the aim of the 
project was to develop Aquaculture in Sistan-0-BaluChestan region to reduce the 
economic imbalance. Therefore, the governments of Iran and Italy signed an agreement 
to carry out the project for aquaculture to bring some relief to the local population of the 
Sistan-0-Balflchestan region. Aquaculture Development in Sistan-0-BalQ6hestan 2005-
2008 is a project financed by Italian Cooperation Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 
The Technical Report of the Hamun Lake was published in 2006.'^' 
This project was undertaken to reduce poverty and accruing social imbalances 
found among the local population of the province of Sistan-0-Balu5hestan. The project 
aimed at providing technological support to enhance standards of living and for 
reinforcing and spreading the art of aquaculture of various target groups. 
The target areas for the Project are Zahedan, Zabol and the work is concentrated 
on Zahak'™''^ " freshwater hatchery. It now remains to be seen, how far this project has m 
fact helped the people. Apart from this, the United Nations Development Program has 
recently launched another program within the period of 2005-2008 to save the Sistan 
basin.'""'"'" Rivers from the central Highlands of Afghanistan feed the Sistan basin, 
situated in southeastern Iran. The basin is unique and consists of wetlands system 
consisting of three large shallow lakes and a series of smaller lakes and marshes with 
extensive reed-beds. In this otherwise arid region, this basin constitutes an excellent 
example of large, permanent, freshwater wetlands. At one time, these wetlands supported 
one of the most diverse forms of habitat consisting of a large variety of fauna and flora. 
These were vital for the sustenance of the local economy, and formed an integral part of 
the region's unique social and cultural structure. 
In Sistan legion, the Hamun Lake, in its hay days, was one of the most important 
wet zones in the Middle East, its production before the onset of drought was unmatched. 
It had an annual production of 3,500 Mt., of fish. Besides, this, close to two million 
cattle, goat and sheep basked in the luxury of fodder and water in the lake area. Not only 
did they sustain themselves but also supplied protein rich food for the local communities. 
Due to political disputes, the water supply from Afghanistan was cut off. This resulted in 
acute water shortage, and the lake dried up completely, leaving thousands without water 
to fend for them! 
Unfortunately, the amount of water flowing into the Sistan basin has been on the 
decline for almost forty years. Additionally other factors such as political instability, low 
precipitation and some sort of mismanagement of water resources have forced the 
wetlands to go dry. In view of this, the United Nations Development Program (UNDP) 
launched a project entitled: "Restoration, Protection and Sustainable Use of the Sistan 
Lakes Basin", to meet the short and long-terra needs of the area. The proposed project, 
addressed itself to water management and sustainable development of the Sistan basin. It 
Qal'ehnow village which is one of the rural areas studied in the present work is situated in Zahak. 
'. http://www.iranitaly.net/pdf%27s/hamun%20preliminary%20analysis.pdf. 
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is expected that this will ensure the fulfillment of the needs of the Sistan ecosystem and, 
thereby the communities that use the lakes.'^ ^ 
In the year 2005 a project was launched to ease the situation and provide 
livelihood to the people of the area. This project was an integral part of a coordinated set 
of small, medium and large-scale initiatives addressing water management and 
sustainable development. This was a necessary step to meet the water requirements of the 
region. To ensure that the medium and long-term needs of the Sistan ecosystem and 
those of the communities are met, the flow of rivers into the Sistan basin is expected to 
be resumed. This will be assured by establishing a coordinated management mechanism 
that ensures a regular, sufficient flow of water into the basin. Steps will also be taken to 
design and support specific measures to restore and protect these unique wetlands and 
rejuvenate its biodiversity. It also aims to maximize management capacity to face any 
possible future man made or natural ecosystem variations. All this will be achieved 
through the cooperation of development of a Strategic Action Program (SAP) jointly by 
Iran with the help of the United Nations. These programs will go a long way in 
remedying the situation and will help the communities living in the Sistan-0-Balu6hestan 
area lead a better life. Having reviewed the recent projects introduced by the Government 
of the Islamic Republic of Iran, I now begin with the review of Lambton's study which is 
considered as one of the landmarks in this area. Lambton eloquently, with provisions of 
statistical data, elaborates on the agrarian reforms and their impact on rural Iran. She 
examines land tenure and rural organization in Persia before the land reforms of 1962-
1979. She details an outline of the history of land tenure and land revenue administration 
from Islamic times down to the Iranian Constitutional Revolution in 1906, which ended 
the medieval system of land tenure. It also examines the Pahlavi periods, and covers 
topics such as legal codes, irrigation, large landlords, and peasant proprietors, 
sharecropping arrangements, agricultural methods and standards of living. Apart fi-om 
this, she reviews the administration of revenue and the break of the Mongols with 
tradition. Her monumental work also covers the Growth of Absolutism and the Afsharid 
Interlude: The Rise of the Qajars. The introduction of the Civil Code is explained. 
Additionally, she provides an excellent account of the intricacies of the irrigation system 
involving the Qanat system as well. An account of the Khaliseh,"™'" the Large Landed 
Proprietors and the details of tribal life and the detailed account of Crop-sharing Peasant 
and Security of Tenure are also most notable (Lambton: 1953: 230-257). ^^  
Issawi's edited work contains documents, statistical data, and commentary on 
economic conditions in Iran prior to World War I (1971).'^'' Hooglund, analyses the 
effects of land reform on the rural areas of Iran. He argues that: "...Shah's motivations 
for land reform were generally, to obtain some measure of popular legitimacy ; a 
desire to improve his domestic image idealism; a hope for national economic 
progress; a distaste for a system perceived as backward, rather than modem; sensitivity to 
world public opinion" (Hooglund, 1982:45).'^^ He further proceeds to highlight political 
advantages inherent in the land reform policy. For Hooglund land reform would be: 
Break up the traditional dominance of landlords over rural areas; 
'. Khaliseh (PI. Khlisejat) or better to be pronounced as "Khaleseh" refers to the crown land. 
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Neutralize oppositional forces on the left as well as among the intelligentsia and 
the urban middle class; and 
Create new bases of popular political support among the peasants themselves. 
Finally, Hoogland writes: "...redistribution would certainly appeal to the United 
States government of John Kennedy, which was pushing land reform — despite the fact 
that the United States had never had a land reform experience of its own — with almost 
missionary zeal as a panacea to developmental problems in Asia and Latin America 
(Hooglund, 1982:50)."'^* 
Najmabadi (1987) in her study of "Land Reform and Social Change in Iran," has 
studied the effect of land reform from 1962-72 on the socio-economic structure in the 
rural areas. She has taken into consideration various economic development programs in 
other Third World countries after 1950 and has shown that land reform formed part of 
economic policies adopted to develop capitalist economies. She examines the history of 
land reform in Iran, and shows how the changes in land ownership, tenure relations and 
the commercialization of agricultural production have been induced by the reform. She 
points out that in addition to land reform the state has established a networic of 
production cooperatives to integrate peasant production into the national economy. This 
step has helped in the integration of the rural population in the economic as well as. 
political and social life of the nation. These changes are thus to be considered as long-
term changes in the social structure and economic organization of Iran society. This 
policy of interventions in land and production relations appeared to lead to long term 
modifications in the social structure and economic organization of the rural population. 
This not only helped in their economic integration, but also in their social and political 
integration in society. She shows how an increased consciousness on agrarian issues 
evolved, and gave rise to peasant rebellions and movements (Najmabadi, 1987: 5-7, 104-
113, and 164-167).'" 
Alvin (1990)'^ ^ examines various aspects of the reforms introduced by the late 
Shah of Iran, Mohammad Reza Shah Pahlavi. The Shah had intended the revolution to 
bring about economic and social reforms through non-violence, and thereby rejuvenate 
the Iranian society. His ultimate long-term aim was to transform Iran into a global 
economic and industrial power. The Shah introduced novel economic concepts such as 
profit sharing for industrial workers and initiated massive government-financed heavy 
industry projects, as well as the nationalization of forests and pastureland. Most 
important, however, were the land reform programs that saw the traditional landed elites 
of Iran lose much of their influence and power. As a result, it is reported that nearly 90 
percent of Iranian sharecroppers became landowners. On the social platform, women 
were accorded more rights and money was poured into education, especially in the rural 
areas. 
The White Revolution, another project of the Shah consisted of 19 elements that 
were introduced over a period of 15 years, with the first six being introduced in 1963 and 
put to a national referendum on January 26, 1963. These are discussed in detail in 
Chapter III of this thesis. However, while the aftermath of the white Revolution 
contributed to the economic and technological advancement of Iran, the Land reform 
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programs failed and there developed severe antagonism towards the White Revolution 
and this led to the Iranian Revolution in 1979. 
Majd argues that land reforms of 1962-1971 helped in giving land to the peasant 
sharecroppers and benefited 74 percent farmer and 67 percent rural households. This 
radically transformed the very structure and nature of land ownership. Majd has also 
reported that at the time of land reform, there were 60,502 villages 22,933 farms (Majd, 
1987).'^ ^ 
Araghi''' in his effort to contradict Majd examines the land reform in Iran within 
the context of the changing structure of the international politico economic order as 
already elaborated by Najmabadi (1987).'^ Araghi argues that Majd's assumptions are 
based on his narrow conception of the "terms" and conditions" of land transfer which 
focuses on the form rather than on the content. Criticizing Majid, Araghi points out that 
Majd is unable to see the underlying political undercurrents of such a land reforms 
program. Additionally, Majd also does not focus his attention on the domestic and 
international forces that enabled the Shah to bring in the White Revolution and shqje its 
course. By such exclusion, Argahi concludes, Majd's analysis is narrow and misleading 
as it depicts the sharecropping system as if it had been organized on a capitalist basis. 
The real situation of the 'peasant land lord', goes undetected because the former had no 
authority and a landlord could deny this 'peasant landlord' the ri^t to cultivate, or even 
evict him from the village(F. A. Araghi)."' 
Hooglund (1982)'^' has demonstrated that the property owner could even demand 
free compulsory labor as reported by Lambton (1953),' Ke^ ddie (1968).'^' They have 
shown that between 1850 and 1950, the landlord peasant relations were those of 
domination and submission and the landlord grew more powerful each year with the 
rising world market. This is similar to the Indian Jajmani system (Wiser, 1960 
Mandelbaum, 1970'^ ^). Salmanzadeh (1980)'^ in his study of agricultural change in 
southern Iran has shown that during the last twenty years, the construction of large-scale 
dams and irrigation work has severely shaken the traditional southern Iranian society. To 
make way for agribusinesses run mostly by foreigners, the farmers have been uprooted 
and displaced. This situation began with the agrarian change from 1962 and ended in 
1970 with the development of the agro-industry. The local population was resettled in 
state-organized villages. This turmoil spread a great deal of discontent among the urban 
poor, and both these factors perhaps led to the downfall of the Shah's regime. 
Alain de Janvry (1981)'^^ has shown that land reform in Iran in the time of the 
Shah was of a limited nature. He states that 19 percent of the peasantry and 31 percent of 
farmland were included in the reform sector. 
As stated above, Metz n989) provides an overview of various aspects of 
Iranian society. Ajami (2005)'^ in his analysis has shown how, during the past forty 
years, the Iranian agriculture and rural society have undergone profound socioeconomic 
and political changes. Significant impact of urbanization, economic development and the 
integration of the rural economy in the world market notwithstanding; Ajami is 




the primary turning points in the rural transformation. Like Majd (1987),'^° Ajami 
(2005)'^' argues that land reform, through intense state intervention, dramatically 
changed the traditional landlord-sharecropping system. He shows how the peasant 
uprisings, the forcible occupation of large estates, and the agrarian policies of the post 
revolutionary regime have led to the downfall of the urban agricultural bourgeoisie, 
allowing the peasants to become empowered. There has been a disintegration of Large-
scale public and private agricultural production systems. This was true for rising business 
in agriculture and farm corporations. It also gave rise to agricultural production 
cooperatives under the shah's regime. 
As it has mentioned above, the seeds of the Iranian land reform were sown during 
1962 when the Iranian peasants were given land and fertilizers to work in their land with 
the government supplied tractors. This was the beginning of a new agrarian system, 
which had replaced the traditional system of landlord-peasant relationship. It is reported 
that the traditional system hampered agricultural development (Amid, 1990: 68-87)'^ ^ 
(Compare Jajmani system in India)."'" Unfortunately, for Iran, this change did not 
improve the plight of the majority of the peasantry. The traditional tenancy systems in 
Iran were based on sharecropping and it was believed that the shortcomings of the system 
were such that they were detrimental to agricultural development. As per report of the 
Iran Statistical Center (1975: 244-245), 6,236 villages had no agriculture and were 
abandoned or they served as seasonal residences for migrating tribes. 2,083 villages 
consisted of only orchards and vineyards. Of the remaining 52,201 villages were 
agricultural, and, of these only 1,232, were mechanized. 
Danesh (1992)'''^ examines the failure of the 1962 land reform, which he 
attributes to the failure of the state to restructure agrarian relations via equitable land 
relations, economic productivity and regional development. He enumerates the 
constraints as the lack of grassroots participation in the land reform program, 
mismanagement of resources, state corruption, and insensitivity to the current mode of 
production. He demonstrates these constraints by analyzing the impact of the reform on 
landless peasants and small landowners who were supposed to be the main beneficiaries. 
He provides detailed description of agrarian social classes, land ownership and the 
pattern of cultivation prior and after the reform. 
Yaghmaian (2002)'^ '* in his attempt to combine his scholarly study on social 
change in Iran, with eyewitness accounts and his own personal experiences, has 
elaborated on the life stories of the common men and won who challenged the cultural 
and social mandates of the Islamic Republic. He has shown how workers have to toil at 
multiple jobs to meet their economic realities. While he weaves the life stories of the 
ordinary persons, he presents a well-researched analysis of the widening political 
division within the state and the emergence of a movement for reform. 
At the turn of the twenty first century, globalization and liberalization were seen 
as major challenges to the third world developing societies. When the United Nations 
Fifty-sixth Assembly met on 15 November 2001, the agenda of the Third Committee 
"'" The concept Jajmani system consists of two words; namely: Jajman (landlord) - and Kamin (peasant). 
The said concept formed a traditional hereditary relationship. This has already been elaborated earlier in the 
present Chapter. 
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directed its attention to the Globalization process. Mr. Mahmoud Khani Jooyabad 
represented Iran. During the course of discussion, Mr. Khani Jooyabad pointed out that 
globalization, had increased poverty, underdevelopment and marginalization for the 
poorest countries in the world. He suggested that globalization process should be 
redirected so the entire human family could enjoy its benefits. This could be done by 
sustained efforts of the international community to target benefits to the common 
humanity so that globalization could be made fully inclusive and equitable. 
Khani Jooyabad said that while the process of globalization constituted a 
powerftil and dynamic force bringing people together to materialize the notion of a 
human family, it was up to the international community to harness development and 
prosperity of all countries, without exclusion. This, however, was not the case, as the 
benefits of globalization were shared lopsidedly. Developing countries run a handicapped 
race and are unable to respond to the challenge of globalization. Unless these negative 
effects are prevented, these effects could aggravate poverty, underdevelopment, 
marginalization, social exclusion, leading to economic disparities between States. As the 
process of globalization continues, there is an increase in the number of people who are 
marginalized. This is true not only in the Third world, but also in developed countries. 
Efforts directed at production rationalization have pushed the poor onto the margins of 
economy and society. Computerization and technological advancement of industry and 
services have marginalized non-specialized labor. The latter class has become 
superfluous and unemployment is on the rise. He said in the post-modem globalize 
societies the poor are stigmatized and held responsible for their own poverty. The 
suffering population of the third world countries are now often associated with 
everything evil overpopulation, epidemics, environmental destruction, drug trafficking, 
fanaticism, exploitation of child labor and crime. The rich have isolated themselves in 
private systems of security and economic prosperity leaving the poor to fend for their 
own destiny. It is therefore necessary to maximize the benefits of globalization through 
the strengthening and enhancement of international cooperation to increase equality of 
opportunities for trade, economic growth and sustainable development. The future of 
these societies can be saved only through sustained efforts to steer the process of 
globalization for the common good of all humanity (UN Third Committee 41st Meeting 
(AM) (2001).""" 
Social science scholars saw the need to research and publish studies on 
globalization. The outcome of these efforts was many and between the years 2000 
onwards, many studies appeared in print. It is not possible to review all studies, because 
most of them were concerned with aspects of globalization not related to the present 
thesis. However, some relevant studies are reviewed here. 
The edited work of Mohammadi (2003)'^ ^ on the problems and prospects of 
globalization in Iran examines current debates regarding democracy in Iran and explores 
important issues of economy, finance politics and communication networks and the 
"'"'. UN Third Committee 41st Meeting (AM) (2001) Iran's representative said his delegation had voted in 
favour of the resolution, but his delegation wished to re-emphasize that it would continue to maintain its 
longstanding position on the issue of the Palestinian people. It believed that a durable peace in Palestine 
would be possible through the end of the occupation, the return of all refugees and the establishment of a 
democratic Palestinian State with Al-Quos as its capital, among other things. 
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impact of globalization. The situation of Iran in the globalize world and the problems of 
political development are discussed at length. The concept of Islamization, globalization 
and Iranian women is examined thoroughly. Apart from this modernization and its effect 
on the daily life of the urban and rural populations and subsequent changes in urban and 
rural life of Iran are discussed and analyzed. Unfortunately, there is no specific essay 
relating to agricultural or rural development and the impact of globalization as such. 
Beheshti (2003) discusses the effect of globalization on rural Iran and shows 
the rise/fall in income. In this study of economic development and change in human 
resources in Iran, he shows that unemployment in Iran has increased from I O.I per cent 
in 1976 to 16.0 in 1986. In the urban areas, unemployment increased from 5.1 to 17.4 per 
cent, while in the rural areas it increased from 14.2 percent to 14.4 per cent. He points 
out that in the urban areas unemployment numbers increased whereas, the numbers in 
rural areas declined by 27,942. The increase in rural-urban migration saw a rapid 
increase in the unemployment in urban areas. Behesti reiterates that Iran continues to be 
underdeveloped because of the low capability of the woric force. He states that low 
capability of human resources stems from weak work consciousness, poor social 
discipline and lack of a scientific approach to the whole issue. He emphasizes that this 
problem continues to increase because of the inadequacy of the education system in 
training the work force for economic development. There is no inter-relationship between 
industries and the education system. 
Beheshti analyses data from 1976-1991 and shows that there is a steady increase 
in the "service sector" as opposed to agricultural or industrial sector. Between 1976 and 
1991, 1,009,712 employees were absorbed the professional groups and of these 88.9 
were engaged in community and personal services, while only 3.2 percent entered the 
financial services and 1.2 per cent went into transport etc. Thus, he shows that the 
service sectors increased tremendously. 
As stated above, Mohammadi's (2003)'^ ^ book on globalization in Iran is a 
collection of articles on economic, political, social, religious and rural life in Iran. The 
articles analyze the current state of Iran and look at a wide variety of issues of both urban 
and rural economy. He analyzes the affects of modernization on everyday life in urban 
and rural life in Iran and the subsequent changes. He discusses various aspects of 
modernization and draws examples of change in both urban and rural Iran. Other articles 
in this book look at other aspects of globalization not related to the subject of the present 
thesis. 
Ajami (2005)'^ ^ has shown that over the past forty years Iranian agriculture and 
rural society have undergone tremendous changes. The dramatic changes in 
socioeconomic and political life are a result of the land reform program of the 1960s and 
the 1979 revolution. He states that the traditional landlord-sharecropping system changed 
due to state intervention. The urban agricultural bourgeoisie were demolished due to 
peasant uprisings and their subsequent empowerment. As a result, the large-scale public 
and private agricultural production systems have been demolished. 
Mousavi and Taheri (2008)'^ ^ investigated the effects of globalization on income 
distribution among Iranian households. They had hypothesized that there was a sfrong 
relationship between globalization and income distribution in Iran. This hypothesis was 
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not supported and, instead their analysis revealed that there appeared to be a positive 
relation between inequality and globalization. 
While the global economic transformation progresses in Iran today, peasant 
populations continue to earn their living through traditional means. Some consider this 
mode of production as contradictory to "neo-classical "expectations..." so say Fami, 
Saimiee and Sadati (2009) in their recently published article. The peasant fanners in 
Iran today, are, however, not oblivious of their plight and, over the last decades have 
reflected on the international scenario despite their depleting production and sad living 
conditions that threaten their very survival. 
Fami and his colleagues further examined the various challenges faced by Iranian 
peasants. Even though the economic sector in Iran has developed considerably, yet a 
majority of farmers are peasants. These peasants continue to farm small plots of land 
using traditional and subsistence methods. It is ironic that the food grain contribution of 
these peasants to the general food supply is rather significant. Fami and his colleagues 
identify the main challenges of peasant farming system in Iran. Selecting a random 
sample of 71 extension officials at headquarter level of the Ministry of Agriculture, they 
use statistical techniques for data analysis. These scholars consider technical challenges, 
managerial challenges, economic and marketing-infrastructural challenges and 
geographical challenges as important factors of development. They show that peasant 
motivation for production is determined by not only profit, but also by family needs. 
Capital investment in production equipment is low since farms mainly exist to produce 
crops without any aim for expansion. On the other hand, peasants are dependent on 
members of other families for mutual economic, social and emotional help. 
Another important aspect cited in their study refers to the rudimentary division of 
labor which characterizes the peasant model of production. Each unit of production is 
relatively small because there is no product specialization. This mode of production does 
not develop the social forms of labor that lead to the socialization of production. This is 
too much of a risk for the peasant. Farms are small and the cost of running these small 
farms is high. 
The authors conclude that while peasant-farming systems are the pivot of 
agricultural and rural development, the peasants do not have access to new appropriate 
technologies and technical advice. This is an obstacle in bringing about perceptible 
changes in these systems. Apart from this, the technological advancement is not tailor-
made and hence, when some technologies are adopted they do not cater to the 
requirements of small-scale farming. Unfortunately, peasant-farming systems are 
considered as inefficient and unproductive. The authors show that one of the most 
important challenges in limiting the development and progress of the peasant fanning 
system is the technical-technological challenge. Besides this, improvement in the 
technical knowledge of financial management and understanding of the intricacies of the 
infrastructure are also necessary. Finally, the policy makers and legislators must consider 
the geospatial challenges faced by the peasants (Fami, Saimiee & Sadati: 2009).'^' 
It is clear from the foregoing review of literature, that while there is an abundance 
of literature of a general nature on land reforms in both India and Iran, as well as 
literature on agricultural change and development in both the countries, studies of 
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specific villages on the other hand, while a large number of empirical studies of Indian 
villages are available, no specific village studies or fieldwork has been carried out in 
either Pindrawal or Pilakhna, India. Similarly, no micro-studies are available on 
Qal'ehnow or Hesaroo'iyeh in Iran. 
The review of literature however shows that agricultural development and change 
have occurred in India and Iran to a certain extent. Various studies show that the 
processes of modernization and globalization have affected rural lives in a number of 
ways. Some studies have also shown that governmental and state efforts are being made 
both in Iran and India have made efforts to enhance the agricultural growtii, and 
development. For example, the project for the reclamation of sodic lands in Uttar 
Pradesh and the projects involving the Hamun basin in Iran are examples to support this. 
It however remains to be seen how far these processes and changes have affected the 
lives of the selected rural areas in India and Iran. There is indeed a need for grass root 
studies. 
The present study then, aims at examining all the relevant issues and hopes to 
make a comparative analysis of the development and changes that may have taken place 
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CHAPTER III 
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF IRAN AND INDIA 
A GLANCE AT IRAN 
Iran, the land of "Aryans", is situated in southwest of Asia. The geography and 
climate of the country play a decisive role in shaping the history and distribution of 
Iran's population. The country is fringed on all sides by high mountains that tend to give 
the Iranians a sense of isolation. The mountains are also responsible for the extreme 
climatic conditions. Due to its location on a high plateau surrounded on all sides by high 
mountains, four natural geographical regions may be distinguished; namely: the arid 
central plateau; the Zaagros hi^lands; the Alborz mountains and the Caspian lowlands 
in the North and Eastern lowlands (Majedi, 2002: 175).' 
Iran was typically an agricultural country where, traditional {Sonnati) agriculture 
was given priority over cultivation of food crops; and over various other agricultural 
products. Iran, like most of the developing countries, had a subsistence (Ma'ishati) 
farming system. As it is commonly known, traditionally, people believed in producing 
their own daily required nourishment (Qut) as the first agricultural product.' 
Iran lays between the latitudes 25 and 40 degreess north and the longitudes 44 
and 64 degrees east." Over 50 percent of the Iranian territory is occupied by mountains 
which surround the saline, sandy, and rocky deserts of the Central Plateau'", forming a 
closed basin. Iran is predominantly an arid and semi-arid country. The two major 
determinants of climate in the country are topography and geographic location. The 
meager rainfall comes mostly in the winter; except the northern part of the Alborz 
Mountains where the rainfall varies from 1,000 to 2,000 mm annually. At the same time, 
the tip of the Persian Gulf the amount of rainfall is somehow, more satisfactory 
(Mahmoudian Bid Goli, 1993:149).^  
Iran (Persian) is the 18th largest country in the world in terms of area at 
l,648,195sq.k\ She is officially known as "the Islamic Republic of Iran". The native 
name Iran has been in use since Sassanian era and came into international use in 1935, 
'. My own experience and the old tales (Hekayat) narrated by the predecessors. 
". According to some sources Iran lies in the semi south of Northern temperate zone 
between latitudes 25'00"- 39'47" North and longitudes 44'02"- 63'20" East (see for 
instance: 
http://www.sci.org.ir/content/userfiles/_sci_en/sci_en/iran/iran85/land.html). 
'". The Persian equivalent of Central Plateau is: "Falat-E-Markazr. 
". The Persian equivalent of the above mentioned term is ""Khalij-E-Fdrs". 
\ In some sources the area of the country is written l,648,000Km^ (636,300 sq. miles). In some other 
sources is written that, the said area is equal tol, 650,000 sq.km (see for example, Mahmoudian Bid Goli, 
1993:149); and even in some other is written 1,648,159 Km^ (see Pirbabaie, 1993: 227). In addition in 
some other sources is simply written: "over 1.6 million sq. km. (seventeenth in the worid), located in 
southwest Asia and is among the Middle East Countries"(see for example: 
(http://www.sci.org.ir/content/userfiles/_sci_en/sci_en/iran/iran85/land.html). 
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before which the country was widely known as Persia. Both Persia and Iran are used 
interchangeably in cultural contexts; however, the name Iran is used officially in political 
contexts. The name Iran is a cognate of Aryan, and means "Land of the Aryans." 
The total border lines are 8865 Km., with 2810 Km., water and 6055 Km., land borders. 
Iran is bound by the Arminestan and Caspian Sea, Azerbaijan and Turkmenistan on the 
North, Afghanistan and Pakistan on the East, Persian Gulf and Sea Of Oman on the 
South, and Iraq and Turkey on the West. 
Iran has the longest borders with Iraq (1605 Km.) and the shortest with 
Arminestan (48 Km.).Caspian Sea, being the largest lake in the world, located north of 
the country and makes maritime links with European countries through Russian 
waterways. 
The highest mountain in Iran with 5610 meters from sea level is Mt. Damavand; 
the longest river which stretches 890 Km. Is the Karoun River and is navigable. The 
largest domestic lake with an area of 4868 Sq. Km is the Orumieh Lake, whiles the 
biggest island with an area of 1891 Sq. Km, is the Qeshm Island. At the end of Iranian 
calendar year 1385"^ , according to the Administrative Divisions, Iran has 30 Provinces, 
336 cities, 889 districts, 1016 towns and 2400 rural areas.The average maximum and 
minimum temperature has respectively been Bandar Abbas with 27'C., and Shahre-e-
Kord with 9.6'C. 
Coasts 
Islamic Republic of Iran's coastal lines include 700 km long strip by the Caspian 
sea in the north and 2000 km long coastal strip in Persian Gulf, in the south, extending 
from the Arvand river by the Iraqi border all the way to the Indian ocean via the Oman 
sea, thus exposing Iran to an overall 2700 km of strategically significant coast line with 
unique natural features.'* 
Lambton shows that, the distribution of the rural population of Persia and the 
mode of life of the people was governed by two major factors viz: Geographical 
conditions and Political developments. This country has varied ecological features and 
the whole land area can be divided into five major regions: 
(a) Upland districts such as Azerbaijan; where there are no irrigation facilities for 
farming; 
(b) Other upland districts like Arak and Isfahan, where only oasis cultivation is 
possible, because of insufficient rainfall. 
(c) Inland depressions such as Sistan; and 
(d) The two narrow lowland coastal belts, one in the north along the southern 
shores of the Caspian Sea, and the other along the northern shores of the Persian Gulf. 
The former area has thick forest land and heavy rainfall, and the latter has an 
oppressively hot climate and is one of the most inhospitable hinterlands, (e) The greater 
"'. 2006-2007 A.D. 
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part of the country is situated on tiie plateau which falls away in the centre and east to the 
great central desert, an arid, uninhabited, untraced salt desert (Lambton, 1953:1).^  
According to Lambton, the history of Persia before the immigration of the 
Persian, or the Avestan people is little known except from sources of Elam and isolated 
references in Assyrian inscription. She notes that the earliest records show standing 
opposition between the settled and the semi-settled elements. It is reported that after their 
migration into east Persia fixed settlements were formed as the central point of their 
economic, religious, and political life. The dichotomy between settled and semi-settled, 
however, continued. Society was patriarchal and was based on the household {nmana-) 
the rural area {vis-), the tribe {zantu-), and the country (dahyu-). Gradually, as cultivation 
spread and fresh soil was won, certain families took considerable quantities of land into 
their possession. The population normally settled in the rural areas, and, single farms 
became the exception to the general rule in the east Persia. The people were grouped in 
tribes and the rural area of a clan formed the model according to which the new 
settlements were arranged and managed. Lambton believes that "...this type of 
settlement was largely imposed upon them by circumstances. In the course of time 
leaders whose power and influence derived on the one hand from their tribes and on the 
other hand from their territorial possessions emerged, and by Achaemenid times played 
an important role (Lambton, 1953:10)."^ 
Demography of Iran 
The first national census"" of Iran was held in November 1956, and the second in 
November 1966. Prior to 1956 the only official population^" records that existed were 
figures for an urban headcount (held between June 1939 and August 1941) and the 
statistics of the Civil Registration Office (C.R.O.)'", which started operation in 1928.^  
There was a dramatic increase in Iran's population during the later half of the 20th 
century, and by 2008 it reached to about 72 million. In recent years, however, Iran's birth 
rate has dropped significantly. It is reported that Iran's rate of population growth will 
continue to slow until it stabilizes above 90 million by 2050. In 2008, the number of 
households was 15.3 million with an average of 4.8 persons/ household. More than two-
thirds of the population is under the ^ e of 30, one quarter being 15 years of age or 
younger (wikipedia).* 
Ethnolinguistic Groups in Iran 
Approximately 70 percent of the people of Iran speak Iranian languages. The 
major groups in this category include Persians, Kurds, Gilakis, Mazandaranis, Pashtuns, 
Lurs, and Baludhis". Turkic speakers, such as the Azeri, Turkmen, and the Qashqai 
peoples, are in minority. Others are primarily Semitics such as Arabs and Assyrians or 
"". The Persian equivalent of the said word is: "SarShomarr. 
"'". The Persian equivalent of the above mentioned term is: Vam'tyyar. 
'". The Persian equivalent of the said word is: "Edareh-E- Sabt-E-AhvaP\ 
^ People who speaks the Baluchi language generally lives in SistSn-O-BaluChestan Province; where the 
present study was conducted. 
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Armenians. There are also small communities of Brahui in southeastern Iran. The 
Georgian language is spoken only by those Iranian Georgians that live in Fereydan and 
Fereydunshahr. All other communities of Iranian Georgians in Iran have already lost 
their language (wikipedia).^ 
Population Density 
The northwest half of the country is more densely populated in comparison to the 
rest of the country. According to the United Nation's Humanitarian Information Unit, 
besides the international migration pattern, Iran also exhibits one of the steepest urban 
growth rates in the world. According to 2005 population estimates, approximately 67 
percent of Iran's population lives in urban areas and these figures show a rise of 27 
percent from 1950 to 2005. According to the Iran's 2006 census the population of the 
country was 70,049,262. Of these, 90 percent are Shi'a Muslims, 8 percent Sunni 
Muslims, and the remaining 2 percent comprise of Zoroastrian, Jewish, Christian, and 
Baha'i"" population. Iran ranks as the fifteenth most populous country in the world, with a 
total population of 58,500,000 and has demonstrated an annual growth of 3.6 percent 
during late 1980s and early 1990s (Iran Yellow pages).'° 
As per information cited by some social scientists, the average rainfall for the 
country is roughly 300 mm per annum, i.e. it is only one-third of the average annual 
rainfall for the world. Figure 3.1 shows there are also great regional variations in 
average annual precipitation. For example, most of the central, southern and south-
eastern regions receive between 100 and 200 mm of rainfall a year while the average 
precipitation in parts of the Caspian littoral is from 1,500 to 2,000 mm (Amid, 1990: 5) ' 
Shortage of Water 
Since farming is the most stable form of economy, the prosperity of the Iranian 
inhabitants is generally determined by the availability of water for farming. It is reported 
that perhaps this shortage of water is responsible for the lack of cultivation, as only one-
tenth of the total area of the country is cultivable As per information cited by some social 
scientists, the average rainfall for the country is roughly 300 mm per annum, i.e. it is 
only one-third of the average annual rainfall for the world. Most of the central, southern 
and south-eastern regions receive between 100 and 200 mm of rainfall a year while the 
average precipitation in parts of the Caspian littoral is from 1,500 to 2,000 mm. As 
Figure 3.1 also illustrates that there are great regional variations in average annual 
precipitation. For example, most of the central. South-eastern regions receive between 
100 and 200 mm. of rainfall a year, while the average precipitation in parts of the 
Caspian area varies from 1,500 to 2,000 mm. (Amid, 1990:4-5)'^ 
xi. Bahi'i, is a non-authorized and illegal group in the country. 
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Figure 3.1 Annual Precipitations in Iran 
Source: Amid (1990: 6). 
HISTORY OF AGRARIAN REFORMS 
LAND REFORMS AND LAND RIGHTS 
In order to study development and change in societies that are mostly based on 
agriculture, it is important to understand the concepts of land and land rights. Land is the 
most important commodity for agriculture and, when land is owned by a selected 
minority, the majority of people suffer and though they are the cultivators and yet the 
exploited lot. Time and again, in all such societies efforts were made, especially with the 
onslaught of democracy, to make land available to the cultivators. Widespread positive 
results from redistributive land reforms have been experienced by well over a billion 
people since "World War 11", ended in 1945. While land reform is not a solution for 
eliminating rural poverty, in many countries it has been the foremost element for 
effective economic and social development. It is reported that there are about a billion 
potential future beneficiaries. Efforts in this direction are known as land reform, agrarian 
reform, and land right. 
Land Reform is a term used to mean a wide variety of specific measures and 
programs. It has been broadly defined by the "Encyclopedia Britannica" as "a specific 
integrated-action program to bring about more effective control and use of land for the 
direct benefit of the community as a whole". In a narrower sense, land reform comprises 
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of (i) the compulsory take over of land, usually by the State from the biggest land owners 
with partial compensation, and (ii) the farming of that land in such a way as to spread the 
benefits of the man-land relationship more widely than before take over (Hazra, 2006-
Land reforms"" can be interpreted as the means to bring about a change in the 
agrarian structure towards equity and increased productivity. This structure includes the 
man-land relationship (control over land), man-man relationship on land (i.e. between 
tenants and landlords) and "land development" as such (Hazra, 2006: 8).''* 
Agrarian reform is a term often used interchangeable with "land reform". It is a 
broader term embracing the entire agrarian structure, besides covering the elements of 
land reform, including measures for the "modernization of agricultural practices" and the 
"improvement of the living conditions of the entire agrarian population." Thus agrarian 
reforms covers the establishment of cooperatives and other institutions for supplying 
agricultural credit and other inputs; processing and marketing of agricultural produces, 
establishment of agro-industries; and agricultural workers(Hazra, 2006:9).'^ 
Land right is another related concept, defined as legally and socially recognized 
claims on land enforceable by an external legitimized authority. Rights in land can be in 
the form of ownership or usufruct, associated with different degreess of freedom to lease 
out, mortgage, bequeath, or sell. Land rights can stem from inheritance of an "individual" 
or "joint family", from community membership, transfers by the state, or from tenancy 
arrangements, purchase, and so on (Hazra, 2006: 9).'^ 
According to Darity, "The term "Land Reform", refers principally to the 
"redistribution of agricultural land" from existing "private " or "public landowners" to 
''tenant farmers, agricultural laborers", or ''collective farmers" who work on such land 
without owning it.. ." He adds "By confrast, successfiil "redistributive land reform" can 
confer a broad benefit, including increased crop production and improved nutrition, 
reduction of rural poverty, greater grassroots empowerment and a lessening of social 
unrest, reduced pressure for urban migration, better environmental stewardship and the 
creation of wealth in the beneficiaries' hands (Darity Jr, 2008: 341-342)."'^ 
I will now examine the course of action taken in Iran and India regarding land 
reforms. Here I would like to state, that, other than land, another equally important 
commodity for agriculture is water. Thus, both land and water resources form an 
important part of this section. 
Land Reforms in Iran 
To begin with I quote from Amid: "The Iranian land reform programme began in 
1962 under both internal and external pressures. This programme passed trough three 
different stages during the 1960s. During the first stage, the reform was pro-peasant 
although it suffered from certain shortcomings. The reform aimed at limiting large 
"" The Indian ideal of land reform is socialistic as well as democratic. The reforms are envisaged to be 
achieved through the following five measures: abolition of intermediaries, tenancy refoms, ceiling on 
landholdings, consolidation and encouraging cooperatives (see Hazra, 2006: 8). 
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landownership to one rural area and redistributing the rural areas in excess of this upper 
limit among the occupying peasants as quickly as possible. The relatively radical spirit of 
the law was generally supported by the government. Regulations for the execution of the 
law and interpretation of its provision were directed towards the peasants and most of the 
land reform officials did their job enthusiastically. There was considerable hope that 
subsequent stage would impose greater restrictions on the landlords and provide more 
land for the sharecroppers (Amid, 1990: 86)."'* 
However, Amid reported that the landlords were quickly able to regain sufficient 
strength to control the reform. The introduction of the second stage of land reform, which 
was the result of a new political situation, reversed the initial peasant-biased policy. In 
theory, the second stage extended the 'reform' to the retained lands and the lands which 
were unaffected by the first stage because their owners had one or less than one rural 
area. But, in reality, the new law largely secured the property rights of the owners of 
these lands and encouraged them to abandon the sharecropping system. They were even 
permitted to buy out their tenants. At the same time, the legislation for the first stage had 
gradually adjusted so that one rural area had increased. The landowners could now retain 
more land. These changes, which indicated the pro-landlord attitude of the decision-
makers, were accompanied by the weakening of the pro-peasant sympathies among land 
reform officials. The result of this could increase the benefits of the 'reform' for the 
landlord beyond the terms of the law. Meanwhile, large-scale modem farming was 
encouraged and this soon became an important element in the government's general 
agricultural policy. This was partly due to the belief that only such farms were able to 
increase agricultural production. As a result the small peasants had to face a growing 
coolness on the part of the government (Amid, 1990:86- 87).'^ 
On the whole, according to Amid, many factors seem to have been at work to 
create a bimodal agrarian system out of the process of the Iranian land reform. Some 
landlords were likely to take over a large and more fertile land, and cultivate it with the 
help of agricultural laborers. Some sharecroppers would receive land of varying, but 
generally small sizes. Some others were evicted legally, while, many more illegally, 
because the prevailing circumstances permitted the landlords to engage in such practices. 
Finally, the third stage of land reform was introduced to force those landlords who still 
hesitated to give up their old habits either to farm part of their lands themselves or to sell 
heir lands. Legally there was no place for any kind of tenancy (Amid, 1990: 87).^ ° 
It is reported that the shah's regime had hoped that the land reform would secure 
political gains, and would provide a stable social base in the countryside. However, this 
did not come to pass. Instead, as reported by Crown, great estates were broken up and a 
class of peasant proprietors emerged, but more than a million agricultural laborers 
received no land at all and, of those who received land, over 70 percent obtained too little 
even for basic subsistence. By 1978 the monarchy began to crumble under the pressure 
of an urban-based mass protest movement, and this movement was joined by the rural 
areas that were situated close to tovms and cities. This led to severe antagonism towards 
the efforts made by the Shah, and subsequently led to his downfall in 1979 (Crown, 
2005:37).^' 
After the Islamic Revolution, fresh measures were taken to boost up the farmer's 
situation in terms of land reforms {Eslahat-E-Arzi) as follows: 
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1. THE STABILIZATION OF PRIVATE OWNERSHIP, 
2. THE IMPROVEMENT OF THE FARMERS CONDITIONS FOR BETTERMENT 
OF FARMING ACTIVITIES, 
3. THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE CENTER FOR EXTENSION OF 
PRODUCTION AND SERVICES.""' 
1.3. Creation productive job opportunities for various levels of 
unemployed educational alumni; 
2.3. To bring about a fundamental solution for economic and political 
problems that unemployed alumni somehow used to create in the beginning of 
the Islamic Revolution in most regions of the country; 
3.3. To bring about a basic change from the white-collar jobs {Poshte 
Miz Neshini) to productive circumstances amongst the alumni; 
4.3. Extension and revival of cooperative culture; among different 
classes; 
4. ESTABLISHMENT OF "THE SEVEN-MAN TEAMS FOR TRANSFERRING 
AND REVIVAL OF THE LANDS,""*' with the aim of: 
1.4 The cession and distribution of the land owned by big landowners, 
in order to bring about a suitable balance among the farmers; 
2.4 Creation a comprehensive solution for the landless and marginal 
farmers; by revival and re-cultivation of barren lands (Arazi-Ye-Bayer); on the 
basis of: The Act of Temporary Cultivating, approved on: 8.8.1365 AHS (1986) 
by "The Islamic Consultative Assembly" (Qanun-E-Kesht-E-Movaqqaf).^ 
WATER RESOURCES 
One of the major hindrances in Iranian agriculture, as noted above, was and 
continues to be the limitation of water resources (Manab-E-Ab). Apart from water 
shortage, utilization of basin irrigation (Abyari-E-Garqabi) for different crops especially 
"'" . In Iran it was called: "MARAKAZE Gosteresh-E- Khedamat-E- Toulidee Va Omram^" It was created 
throughout the country, at the central part of each province. 
"". It was called: "Haiyat Ha ye Vagozari Va Ehya-Ye-Arazi." Its Headquarter was in Tehran; and at the 
same time, It was organized throughout the country, at the central part of each province. It is interesting to 
mention that those places where agriculturally were so rich, excluding the central part of the province, it 
was also established at the central part of the township where, the potentiality of agricultural activites was 
very high; like Kerman Province, where, there were three Seven-Man Teams For Transferring and Revival 
of the Lands, namely: (i) Kerman Province itself; (ii) Jiroft Township, and (iii) Kahnooj Township was the 
third one. 
'".This information is based on my own job experiences in different public organizations, such as: The 
Center for Extension of Poduction and Services, in Kermta Province (as a Controller of Agricultural Co-
operative Societies; Controller of Industrial Co-operative Societies; Services Co-operative Societies; and 
Statistical Experts fon Agricultural, Industrial, and Services Co-operative Societies). In addition, 
duringl982-1991, 1 was the Main Member as well as The Director of: "Kerman Seven-man Teams for 
Transferring and Revival of the Lands". 
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for growing pistachio (Pesteh) in parts of the Kerman province, followed by successive 
droughts (Khosksali Haye payapey) are also responsible for various irrigation problems. 
Additional scarcity of water was due to the illegal cultivation of national by 
profiteers. Over the past few decades, however, the government has made some 
provisions and taken especial steps to introduce and expand new methods of irrigation 
throughout the country. These include pressurized irrigation (Abyari-E-Taht-E-Fshar), 
spray sprinkler irrigation {Abyari-E-Barani) and drip feed irrigation (Abyari-E-Qatrehi). 
The necessity of basin irrigation {Abyari-E-Garqabi), especially in areas where there was 
a dire need for it, was unavoidable. It therefore, became necessary to introduce a new 
'Act of Temporary Cultivation of Wasteland' (Arazi-E-Mavat), which is the Land that 
had officially been registered; and owned by the Islamic government.'^ 
Lambton had shown that the limitation of water was one of the main factors that act 
as a major hindrance in agriculture. She pointed out that in Islamic law (Shari'a) sale of 
water was prohibited. But, there was no such ban on the sale of the channels through 
which the water flows, or the right to use it, after payment. She further pointed out, that 
according to Islamic theory source of water is divided into three categories:(l)rivers, 
(2) wells, and (3) springs. River sources are fiirther subdivided into what are generally 
called great rivers, such as the Tigris, the Euphrates. Next in line are other large rivers 
that are used for fulfilling the needs of cultivation. Individuals who cultivate their land 
are entitled to canalize water from these rivers to irrigate their land. These are owned in 
common by all Muslims. Secondly, there are lesser rivers, subdivided again into: (1) the 
water which is sufficient to flow without help of dams to irrigate the land situated along 
the river banks, and from which water can be canalized to irrigate other lands without 
prejudice to the position of lands situated along the banks of the river. This also includes 
those in which barrages have to be made, in which case lands situated higher up the river 
have a prior right to those situated lower down. The amount of water which can be taken 
off depends upon circumstances, local needs, and custom. Thirdly, canals are dug to 
bring water to dead lands. These belong to those who dug them. The water of a canal is 
divided: (1) by rotation by days or hours, (2) by a dam or channel dividing the water into 
the requisite number of shares, and (3) an opening or outlet hole through which the water 
flows from the main channel into each plot of land (Lambton, 1953:210-211).^ 
Natural Water Resources 
The utilization of natural water resources, such as rivers (Rudkhaneh Ha), springs 
{Cheshmeh Ha), water, and other places fiiU of natural springs and greenery {Cheshmeh 
Sar Ha), are associated with the ancient mode of food production, in Iran. The south-
eastern part of the country; and in the Provinces of "Esfahan, Pars, Yazd, Kennan, 
Khorasan-E-Jonubi and most predominantly in Sistan-0-Balu5hestan '^' there is an 
"' In addition to my experiences cited above (footnote No. xvi), I have a rich experience of working with 
the "Management and Planning Organization", both in Kerman and Sist5n & BaluChestan Provinces, since 
1991 onwards (Except one year between 1991-1992 when, I was working in KermSn Technical and 
Vocational Organization); Therefore, the above text is based on my own experience and knowledge. 
'"". It is the region under present study, in Iran. 
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•-' 
acute water shortage. However, inddition to Qanat(s) [subterranean water canals], wells, 
rivers and lakes are now being used for irrigation.'^" 
The Qanat System 
In ancient Iran, one of the most important underground water extraction systems 
for irrigation was through the Qandt^^^ This was an extraordinary invention of the 
ancient times. The Qanat is a sort of an underground 'canal' which was built by the 
distinctively exceptional skill of the well-digger'" who artfully cuts through the land to 
create subterranean water ways. 
Thus, in addition to wells, dams, rivers, and springs, water for irrigation was also 
supplied by underground channels (Qanavat)."" Until recently, Qanavat were by far the 
most important source of irrigation in Iran. By 1960, more than 75 percent of all water 
used for irrigation came from these underground channels came from these underground 
channels (Wulff, 1966:251)." 
According to Lambton, "The making of a Qanat is a highly skilled operation, and 
the trade of the Muqannf"" is often hereditary. The most skillful Muqannis are said to 
come from Yazd (Lambton, 1953: 217)."^* She points out, that: Qanavat^" or Kariz, 
underground water channels, "are a special feature of Persia. They are found in most part 
of the plateau, but especially in the neighborhood of Tehran, Qumm, Isfahan, Yazd, and 
Kerman. These Qanavat are underground conduits which, by using lower slope than that 
of the soil surface, bring water to the surface. The Qanavat start in a water-bearing layer 
at a dept of from 50-80 ft. to as great as 300 ft. In the upper section the Qanavat collects 
through one or more galleries; in the lower section, it conducts the water through dry 
layers to the spot where it reaches the surface. From this point it continues as an open 
channel. The cross section of a Qanat is some 4 ft. high and 2.5 - 3 ft. wide. The 
excavated soil is lifted to the surface through vertical wells in buckets made of animal 
skin by rope on a wooden wheel.(4) The wells also serve to provide fresh air for the 
Muqanni Where the water-bearing layer is deep and the slop of the country slight, the 
Qanavat are lengthy. Their discharge varies from a few Qanavat to some 21 gallons per 
second. The end well of a Qanat, i.e. that farthest spot away from where it comes to the 
surface, is known as the Madar Chah'""*" (Lambton, 1953: 217).^ ^ 
Lambton had reported that the cost of the upkeep of a Qanat was dependent on the 
type of soil through which it flowed, and the length of the Qanat from the source, or 
Madar Chah, to where it emerges above ground. The cost was almost always heavy. 
According to Lambton, if a Qanat flowed through soft soil, "... not only was constant 
cleaning required, but also hoops of baked clay had to be inserted in the tunnel to prevent 
'"'". It is my own experiences. 
"". The Persian term Qanat means Underground water channels. 
'". In local language in most parts of Iran like Yazed and Kerman it is called: ""Muqanni or Moqani or 
katdn; which refers to the person who digs the channel." 
'"'. It is the plural form of Persian word Qanat. 
"". It refers a well-digger man. 
•"'". It should be mentioned that the plural form oi Qanat is Qanavat or Qanai Ha. 
'^". The Persian term Madar Chah means the main well. 
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subsidence....'""" /""'". "In certain areas, notably Kerman, the length of the Qanat is very 
considerable and the cost of upkeep therefore relatively heavy. Long Qanavat, are 
occasionally found in other areas also. Thus, the source of the Gazabad Qanat in 
Burkhwar is some five Farsakhs^^"" from where it emerges above ground (Lambton, 
1953:220)."^^ 
/ . ^t**'' t>fdr '^ c; 
,Heaa v\f i 
Figure 3.2 Sectional View of a Qanat 
Source: WuIflF(1966: 249); Quoted in Amid Quoted from: Amid, M.J. (1990: p.7) 
In Sistan'""'" the official in charge of Irrigation is known as the Abya/'''^. Until 
recently there were two types oiAbyar, one who brought the water to the rural area and 
the other who saw to the distribution of the water within the rural area. They were paid 
1.5 percent of the crop yield. The latter type of Abyar has now been abolished and his 
functions transferred to the kadkhuda™ The remaining Abyar^' each receive 3 Mann 
(approx. 19 lb. 10 oz) of wheat per share of land under their charge. In each bulk there is 
a SarAbyar^" who is paid by the Department of Irrigafion (Lambton, 1953: 224). Figure 
3.2 below shows the sectional view of a Qanat. Sectional View of a Qanat is shown in 
Figure 3.2. 
The numbers given for Qanavat vary greatly. It is estimated that they might have 
numbered about 50,000, with an average length of 5 Km. i.e. an underground channel of 
250,000 Km. The first official statistics, held in 1954 estimated that, there were about 
21,000 Qanavat, 8,500 of them out of use. A large number of Qanavat lie in the 
""^  The hoops are known as kaval (kul) in Tehrdn.See Lambton, K.S. 1953: p 220 (full reference given in 
reference No. 31 
""". In some parts of Kerman Province, like: Kerman itself and Zarand they are simply called "Naa" in 
Fasa they are called GumI or (Nay is used for them in some areas 
""""'. Each Farsakh is equal to six Km., therefore, fwefarsakhs (better to pronounce xXfarsakh Ha; although 
in Persian conversation in such sentence it is simply pronounced in its singular {farsakh) form is equal to 
30 Km. As against to the said statement, the deepest Qanat of Iran is called: ''Qasabeh Qanat" in 
Khorasan-E-Jonobi with ten Farsakh (60 Km.) length 
""'" . Sistan is a part of Sistan-0-Baluchestan Province, where one of the villages (Qal'ehnow) under 
present study is situated. 
'""". The Persian term of "ityar" means the person in charge of the distribution of irrigation water (water 
bailiff), it is also referred to the farmer who irrigates his field or to water he trees. 
"'"'. Village headman 
""''. The plural form of ''Abyar" is Abyaran or Abyar Ha. 
•"""'. Sar Abyar is the Abyar under whose charge the water distribution is carried out. 
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central, eastern and south-eastern regions, i.e. the less rainy areas (Amid, 1990:6-7).^' 
The prosperity of the Iranian inhabitants is generally determined by the availability of 
water'"""" for farming (Amid, 1990: 4).^ * 
Rivers 
Most of the rivers in Persia are subject to great seasonal variations. For example, 
the volume of the rivers depends on the onset and conclusion of one of the four seasons 
viz: Spring, summer, autumn, and Winter. Therefore, during the winter, which is very 
cold and usually freezing with frost, and sub-zero temperatures, the volume of the river 
decreases? But with the onset of spring the weather gradually becomes warm and snow 
which had been accumulated during the winter in mountains begins to melt. Obviously 
then, water produced as a result of melting down the snow flows down to the rivers. Due 
to this, the rivers situated in the places which receive more rainfall, have more quantity 
of water and are likely to overflow. But again as the summer months progress, due to 
excessive heat as well as utilization of water for irrigation,(high amounts of water are 
needed for farming especially during summer as well as spring) the volume of water in 
the rivers decreases. Such rivers are known as "Seasonal Rivers" ""^(Lambton, 1953: 
212).^ ^ 
On the other hand, all the farmers, using river or Qanat water for irrigation, have 
a particular share of water, known as: water-right"™^ that is, the amount of irrigation 
water that a farmer receives from a river or canal or a Qanat, etc is his, by right. Hence, 
Lambton states that water has to be divided by rotation or by shares and this requires 
careful monitoring of distribution of water resources. To elaborate her point, Lambton, 
has cited the example of the Zayandeh RucT^ (Lambton, 1953:212).^° 
The administration of rivers falls under the Department of Irrigation, Ministry of 
Agriculture and water dues are collected by government officials at various rates. For 
example, in the Sistan'™"'" region, until 1948, the water dues, per share, paid to the 
Department of Irrigation were 15 ris.'™''"'"' Later, according to Lambton, "... these were 
doubled in order to earn extra money for building a dam at Bandi Zahak^ (Lambton, 
1953:215-216)."^' 
The maintenance of rivers and channels is the unwritten duty of the Imam"™" The 
banks and channels, were cleaned by labor furnished by corvees^ The State had the right 
"""". The word water in Iranian language means: "ylA"; while in Rmta Ha (villages), especially in most of 
the south-east, of country, is idiomatically called: "Ow". 
"""". The equivalent Persian word for Seasonal Rivers is RudKhaneh Haye Fasli. 
'""" . In Persian it is called: "Haqqabeh". 
'°"™. Zayandeh Rud: "Zayandeh", means: "Productive" and "Generative"; while the term "Rud", means 
a River in Persian. When both these words are combined we get: "Zayandeh Rud", which refers to a river 
that flews in Esfahan I Isfahan. 
'"""". Sistan is the region wher Qalehnow one of the villi^es under present study is situated. 
'"™". The "rls" is Iranian monetary denomination called Rial which was equivalent to the British 9d 
(pence) in 1948 
'°™Mniam is a religious leader 
'•' Corvees refer to: diggers of subten^ean waterways (Qanat Ha) and the well-digger, who cleaned the 
water canals, with roptsiTanaab) tied to accumulated dead leaves (Khaashaak) at bothends so that one side 
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to compel the owners of lesser rivers to clean and repair their own water courses. It was 
this principle, according to Lambton, which presumably led to the use of 'irregular 
troops' or Hashar for the cleaning and repairing of the irrigation channels (Lambton, 
1953:215).^^ 
Dams 
The construction of dams was undertaken first, in the 1950s when about fourteen 
large dams were built with the help of foreign engineers and advisors. In the post-
revolution era, Iran's dam building capacity increased significantly with the help of about 
200 contracting companies. In less than three decades, 70 consultant firms and 30 
corporations as well as hundreds of hydroelectric manufacturing units were established in 
Iran. In addition to the necessity of generating electricity, Iran needed dams to effectively 
control and manage a growing water shortage across the country. During 2007 it was 
expected that construction of 88 small and giant dams would be completed. As a result, 
on an average, close to two billion cubic meters of water are added to the country's water 
reserves annually.^ ^ 
Many artificial feeding dams have been constructed throughout the country. One 
of which is (Sad-E-Tagziyeh-E-Masnu'i) or an earth fill dam (Sad-E-Khaki) in 
Hesaroo'iyeh, known as, 'Kalk' artificial feeding dam {Sad-E-Tagzfyeh-E-Masnu'i-Ye 
Kalk). This dam is used for supplying water to feed the underground water of the dug 
wells, equipped with electro-pums or motor-pumps in the Hesaroo'iyeh region. 
Hesaroo'iyeh is a Cluster rural area, under present investigation. The Pishin and 
ZirdanDams, In Sistan-O-Baludhestan"'' are under constructions; while, approximately 
eighty per cent of the work of the later (Zirdan) has already been completed. 
Springs 
Apart from rivers, springs also form an important source of water. Springs are of 
three types: (a) Natural springs, which can be claimed as property by the one who first 
uses the spring; (b) Springs which have been made by individuals, and which belong to 
them along with the borders (Harim); while according to Islamic law the ownership of a 
property also involves a right over its borders {Harim) where necessary for its fiill 
enjoyment; and (c) Spring made on private property, which belongs to the owners of the 
property (Lambton, 1953: 199-227).^ ^ 
Later, Amid has stated that "Springs and wells were also main sources of 
irrigation water, next in importance to Qanavat. Usually, a channel dug on the soil 
surface led such water to farms. Springs water was sometimes conducted into the 
Qanavat rather than being used directly (Amid, 1990: 7)."^^ 
of the rope is passed throught the canal while the other side of rope is usee to be pull out the water from 
the canals by a "Digger"' who is also called: "Kashkash", in some places of south-east of Iran like Zarand 
a township of Kerman Province. 
xli It is the Province under the present investigation. 
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Wells 
Continuous efforts are being made to consolidate Iran's water resources. Wells 
also fall in this category. According to Islamic law wells are to be made available to 
public use as well as for private use. Wells in pastures are for public use where people 
have a right to use the well water to quench the thirst of the flocks. Wells are also used as 
personal property when they are dug on private land (Lambton, 1953: 227).^ ^ 
THE WHITE REVOLUTION 
A decade after the publication of Lambton's treatise on land and reform in Iran, 
the then Shah of Iran, Mohammad Reza Pahlavi in 1963, ushered in what popularly came 
to be known as the White Revolution . The main aim of the Shah was bring in 
socioeconomic reforms through a non-violent means and to immerse Iran's economy in 
the global race so as to allow Iran to emerge as an industrial power.^ ^ 
The concepts of profit-sharing for industrial workers were introduced and 
finances were poured into heavy industry projects. Forests and pasturelands were 
nationalized. Apart from this, and perhaps most importantly, land reform programs were 
introduced which led to the loss of traditional land holdings of the elite landlords. This 
step led to the shift of landownership from the elite to the sharecroppers who now 
became landowners.^* 
On the social front, large investments were made to raise the literacy and 
educational level of women and the rural population. This step allowed the men to fiilfill 
their compulsory military service by working as rural area literacy teachers.^' 
The White Revolution program was to spread over a span of fifteen years and 
consisted of about fifteen essential programs. However, only six of these could be 
introduced through a national referendum in 1963. These were: 
1. Land Reforms Program and the Abolition of "Feudalism" The feudal lords had to sell 
their land to the government at a fair price. The government then sold it to the peasants at 
30percent below the market value. Concessions were made to allow the peasants to pay 
the dues over a period of 25 years at very low interest rates. This made it possible for 1.5 
million peasant families, who had once been little more than slaves, to own the lands that 
they had been cultivating all their lives. 
2. Nationalization of Forests and Pasturelands led to the protection of national resources 
and stopped the destruction of forests and pasturelands. Besides, it also enabled the 
people to develop this land and cultivate it. Rapid plantation of trees on a war footing 
created "green belts" around cities and on the borders of the major highways. 
3. Privatization of the Government Owned Enterprises paved the way for the common 
man to participate in the industrialization process of the country. The shares held by the 
feudal lords were sold to the public and this gave rise to a new class of factory owners. 
4 Profit Sharing allowed the industrial workers in private sector to secure 20percent 
share of the net profits of the places where they worked. They were also entitled to get 
productivity based bonuses. 
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5. Women were extended the Right to Vote. This measure was widely criticized by the 
so called "traditionalist." 
6. Formation of the Literacy Corps enabled the young men to fight removal of illiteracy 
from the rural areas. In 1963 approximately two thirds of the population was illiterate, 
and of these one third lived in the capital city of Tehran. 
The years that followed were aimed at introducing other reforms such as: 
7. The formation of Health Corps, Reconstruction and Development corps and. Houses 
of Equity, continued to progress up until 1977. These reforms were intended to provide 
healthcare in the rural areas, alongside teaching of modem methods of farming and 
livestock keeping. They also sought to introduce a democratic type of arbitrations groups 
at the grass root level. 
8. Nationalization of all Water Resources, helped in conservation of water resources and 
many dams were constructed thus helping irrigation. 
9. Urban and Rural Modernization and Reconstruction led to the introduction of schools 
and libraries and provided water in the public baths. Water pumps and power generators 
for running water and electricity were introduced. 
10. Didactic Reforms were aimed at improving the quality of education by bringing the 
educational system at par with the modem world. 
11. Workers' Right to Own Shares in the Industrial Complexes, and Price Stabilization 
put an end to profiteering (1975). Owners of factories and large chain stores were heavily 
fined, with some being imprisoned and other's licenses being revoked. Sanctions were 
imposed on multi-national foreign companies and tons of merchandise stored for 
speculative purposes were confiscated and sold to consumers at fixed prices. 
12. Free and Compulsory Education and a daily free meal for all children from 
kindergarten to 14 years of age were introduced. 
13. Free Food for Needy Mothers and for all newbom babies up to the age of two. 
14. Introduction of Social Security and National Insurance for all Iranians. National 
Insurance system provided for up to lOOpercent of the wages during retirement. 
15. Stable and Reasonable Cost of Renting or Buying of Residential Properties (1977). 
Controls were placed on land prices and various forms of land speculation. 
16. Introduction of Measures to Fight against Corruption within the bureaucracy. 
Imperial Inspection Commission was founded, consisting of representatives from 
administrative bodies and people of proven integrity. 
Critics of the White Revolution pointed out that though the revolution may have 
contributed towards the economic and technological advancement of Iran, yet there were 
gross failures of some of the land reform programs. For example, the land reform 
programs failed to give most peasants enough land to live on, creating widespread 
discontent. The collapse of the vital Qanat system (traditional system of irrigation), 
which were the mainstay of agriculture, was another sore point highlighted by the critics. 
They argued that this was ruined because of lack of maintenance which was earlier done 
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by the elite landlords. The failure of the Qanat system severely affected agricultural 
productivity in the rural areas (Mackey, 1996:229).'" 
Critics complain that despite the many economic reforms, the White Revolution 
failed to include sufficient measures increasing democratic representation in Iran at the 
executive branch of government, though other democratic changes were implemented, 
such as extending suffrage to women. A number of the reforms were botched or fell 
victim to corruption.'*^ 
Land reform, instead of alleviating the position of the rural workers, left them 
jobless. So not only were the workers out on the street, the previous landlords too 
followed suit. The traditional landlord-tenant relationship which sometimes acted as a 
family-like bond was severed. It appears that a super structure was imposed on the 
people without first forming the infra structure. For example, land was in a way imposed 
on the workers who had no interest in it and perhaps neither the will to cultivate it. This 
led them to sell their land to multinational companies who often produced crops such as 
artichokes for export rather than domestic consumption Apart from this, no attempts had 
been made to bring in democratic reforms and instead of handing power to the people, 
the Shah became stronger. This led to severe antagonism towards the White Revolution 
not only from the clergy and landed elites, but from the masses themselves and 
ultimately led to the Shah's downfall during the Iranian Revolution in 1979 (Mackey, 
1996:229-230).^^ 
The Revolution of 1979 replaced the rule of the Shah and Ayatollah Ruhillah 
Khomeini, the leader of the revolution formed the Islamic Regime and tried to bring 
about rapid changes in the country. And, Iran became the Islamic Republic of Iran. 
One of the first steps taken related itself to socioeconomic factors on Land Use. 
The socio-economics aspects responsible for influencing land use in Iran can be briefly 
categorized as follows: 
POPULATION IMPACT 
As reported in the records of the Statistical Centre of Iran in the year 1986, Iran's 
total population was 49,445,010, since then it has increased with an annual rate of 3.28 
percent, in other word, the population of the country was approximately increasing 1.7 
million annually. Out of the country's total population (49,445,010), 45.4 percent were 
under the age of 15 years old; which is said to be a young"'" population."*'" In the same 
year, approximate to, 3 percent of old age group of the country was placed in the age 
group of 65 or above that, while the average age in the county was said to be equal to 
21.7 years old; and at the same time, the average age of urban areas were 22.2 and that of 
the niral areas were equal to 21.2 (Age Pyramid). In the year 1991, the total population 
of the country was equal to 57,110,227, at the same time; the population density was 
equal to 35.2 per Km sq. In the same year, 57 percent of the total population lived in 
urban areas and the rest 43 percent were rural inhabitant. The ratio of urban population as 
"'". In Persian it is called: "JavSn." 
"'"'. In Persian it is called: 'Jamieyat." 
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compared to the rural population growth, from 1.83 in the period of 1976-1986 reached 
to 2.13 during the years 1986-199l(Pirbabai, 1993: 228-237).'*^ 
During the years 1966-1991, the rural population of the country decreased from 
61.5 percent to 43 percent (Table-3.1): 
TabIe-3.1 The Ratio of Emloyment and Unemployment of 10 Years Old and Above That 

























Source: Statistical Center of Iran. Quoted in: Pirbabaie, M.T. 1993. 'Rural Land Use in Iran'. In APO 
(Asian Productivity Organization) (Eds.), Rural. Land Use in Asia and the Pacific. Tokyo: Asian 
Productivity Organization. 
Iran had an estimate of 23 million active populations in 2006 while the 
unemployment rate was 11.3 percent. According to statistics around 20 million people 
had jobs in the same year which indicated that an estimate of 6 million worked in 
country's industrial sectors.'*^ 
Literacy Rate 
In the year 1986 the literacy rate of the country for the 6 years old group was 
equal to 61.7 percent which increased to 74.3 percent in 1991. In rural areas, the literacy 
rate in the same year was 48.4 percent, which increased to 63.1 percent inl991.which 
was said to had been occurred due to the paying attention to some significant issues , in 
those areas (Pirbabaie, 1993: 229)."^ ^ 
The literacy rate was 77 percent in 2002. Iran is ethnically and linguistically 
diverse, with some cities, such as Tehran, bringing various ethnic groups together. 
Economic Situation 
Roughly speaking, out of 58.1 million population of the country 25.2 percent 
were active in economic activities, while among that, 22.3 percent were employed and 
2 9 percent were seeking jobs (Table-3.2)). This fact is not merely related to the 
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economic conditions of the country but is also dependent upon the age and gender 
structure of the country, on one hand and the high percentage of the younger groups, on 
the other! Meaning there by, the structural population of the country has been quite 
young (Pirbabaie, 1993: 229-238)/* 





Annual Population Growth 





















Source: Statistical Center of Iran. Quoted in: Pirbabaie, M.T. 1993. 'Rural Land Use in Iran'. In APO 
(Asian Productivity Organization) (Eds.), Rural. Land Use in Asia and the Pacific. Tokyo: Asian 
Productivity Organization. 
On the other hand, the rate of unemployment in urban areas had declined fix»m 4 
percent to 2.7 percent during the 1986 - 1991; period and the same figure had slightly 
decreased in rural areas. Hence, the unemployment rate in the country reduced from 3.7 
percent in 1986 to 2.9 percent in 1991 (Pirbabaie, 1993: 238).^ *^  
Urbanization 
Urbanization and industrialization have significantly influenced many aspects of 
socioeconomic life of Iran. It is reported that during the past fifty years the existing 
modem industries have no significant effect in the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and 
employment rate and employment generation until 1966 (Pirbabaie, 1993:232). 
The population of the country was 58,110,227 and a relative density of 35.2 per 
Kml while in 1996, about 61.5 percent lived in rural areas, and 38.5 percent in urban 
areas. So that, of the prevailing agricultural economy. 
As it has already mentioned above""', on the basis of the estimation in 2005 
about 67 percent of Iran's population lives in urban areas, meaning thereby, the rest (33 
percent lives in rural areas and in different tribes. 
"'". See Refrence No. 69. 
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The main important aspects of urban settlement after 1966 were the result of the 
following actions: 
1. Implementation of land reforms; in the 3rd phase of the five year plan of the previous 
regime 1962-1967.The objectives of which were: 
a) Creation of the basis of mechanization process of agricultural sector, 
b) Provision the employment opportunities for rural folks in urban industries, 
c) Provision of financial facilities to the agricultural activists owning a limited 
capital, and 
d) Provision of financial supports to the: Industrial Companies. 
2. Discovering, processing and exporting oil on large scale and making efforts to 
increase its prices; which had occuntsd after the year 1974, on the basis of which the 
flowing of foreign currency began to the country? 
Apparently, there was an increase in migration of rural dwellers towards the 
cities; while urbanization rate increased from 38.5 percent in 1966 to 54.2 percent in 
1986. 
The fourth 1967-1972, and fifth 1972-1977, five year plans followed the previous 
policies; which concentrated mainly on the development and industrialization. There was 
an intensive concentration on industries and population in the large cities. In this 
connection, Tehran, as an economic and political center, became highly industrialized 
thickly populated. 
The migration of a numerous number of inhabitants and cities dwellers as well to 
Tehran, its population increased from 1.8 million in 1956 to 8 million in 1991. 
Due to the rapid urbanization trend, out of the total population of the country; the 
population of a few cities increased from 31.4 percent in 1956 to approximately 57 
percent in 1991. Acording to 2005 population estimates, approximately 67 percent of 
Iran's population lived in urban areas (Pirbabaie, 1993:228-229). '^ 
Population and Manpower 
According to the "Population and Housing Census", conducted in October 2006, 
Iran had 70495782 population, while at the same time, the density was 43 per Km. and the 
annual average growth stood at 1.6 percent. Of the whole population, 50.9 percent were 
male (35866362) and 49.1 percent female (34629420).On the basis of the same census, the 
total number of families was equal to 17501771, out of which 5074866 families were 
residing in niral areas and 12405584 units in urban areas. While 21321 families reported to 
had been unsettled households.On the other hand, in accordance to, the said census, the 
population distribution of the country by age is shown in Table-3.3. 
The total births in the year 2006 had amounted to 1253506 of which 51.3 percent 
were boys and the rest (48.7) percent were girls (Statistical Centre of Iran). 
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Table-3.3 The Age-Wise Iranian Distribution of Population In Accordance with the 



































Source: Statistical Centre of Iran: file://: 1: population5.htm. 
CHARACTERISTICS OF RURAL POPULATION 
According to Majedi, the rural population of Iran was estimated at 23 million in 
1996 with an annual growth rate of 1.5 percent between 1956 and 1996. Of these, 1.7 
percent was above 10 years of age and the active group of rural population was 1.06 
percent. 
The growth rate of the active population was higher than that of the employed 
population; even as the later increased. This meant, for a period of 40 years, the 
unemployment rate in the country was approximately 5.4 percent. Majedi reported that 
according to the last census, the age structure of Iran's rural population shows that: 42.6 
percent were in the 10-14 age bracket; 52.6 percent in the 15-64 age group; and 4.9 percent 
on the 65 years and higher age group. On the other hand, in the gender structure of the 
same rural population, the proportion of males to females was approximately equal viz: 
50.4 percent for farmers and 49.6 percent for the latter in all age groups. On the literacy 
aspect, for the gender and adult groups, the trend rate rose from 6.0 percent in 1956 to 7.0 
percent in 1996 of the total population (Majedi, 2002:175)." 
About half of the employed population lives in rural areas, states Majedi, and their 
basic activities mainly include agricultural activities. However, he reports that during the 
last forty years (1956-1996), the employed rural population declined from 76 percent to 52 
percent of those who employed in agriculture. This, he considers as a natural phenomenon 
and explains it in terms of the rural-to-urban migration factor. He points out those women 
who constituted less than 10 percent of the rural employed population, increased in 
numbers, minimally, from 8.9 percent to 9.4 percent during the same period (Majedi, 2002: 
175)." 54 
Table-3.4 shows the characteristics population of Iran. 
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Table-3.4 Characteristics Population of Iran (2004) 








Average Population Density 41.0 (Pop/ km2) 
Natural Rate of Population Increase 
(2002) 
Crude Birth Rate 
Crude Death Rate 












Despite all efforts, the limitation and improper distribution of water resources in the 
country has rendered as much as half of the agricultural crop land to remain uncultivated. 
This weakness has been encountered mostly in eastern, southern and central regions of the 
country. In the year 1988 approximately 12 million hectares of the crop lands were under 
cultivation; while the same amount of land lay as fallow. Out of total arable land, 
approximate 47 percent of land was irrigated and the rest non-irrigated land (Pirbabaie, 
1993: 230).^ ^ 
The land under cultivation of strategic and mostly staple crops(wheat ,barley and 
paddy), had increased to the extent, that during the period of 1981-1988, the land under the 
above mentioned crops in the country increased up to 14.7 percent. Apart from some crops 
like paddy whose production has gradually decreased farming yields of other crops has 
increased (Pirbabaie, 1993: 231).^ * 
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According to the general agricultural census in 1988, about 73 percent of the 
farmers breed at least one cattle along with their farming activities, 35 percent breed sheep 
and goats and 33 percent raised cows, buffalos and camels. On the other hand, out of 130 
million livestock of the country, about 69.4 million units were owned by the above 
mentioned farmers (Pirbabaie, 1993:231).^^ 
During the period of 1979-1987, the agricultural sector had a growth of 5.3 percent 
which was appropriately 13 percent of the total allocated credits of the country. The credit 
growth of said period, as compare with that of previous one was about 80 percent and 26 
percent share of the fixed government investment (Pirbabaie, 1993:231).^* 
Basic Strategies in Agricultural Sector 
The planner's have taken some general policies in agricultural development, into 
considerations; which are classified as follows: 
1. Stressing on the non-interference of government in agricultural affairs; except in some 
necessary aspects, such as: Training, guiding and providing educational as well as research 
activities, in order to facilitates, the development of agricultural processes; 
2. Keeping full respectability to the private sector with providing financial and technical 
support, to the private sector, 
3. Making especial efforts for increasing the agricultural production in per hectare unit, 
4. Provision of insurance and other facilities to the farmer in order to support strategic and 
staple crops, 
5. Provision of especial facilities to those farmers, who suffer from various natural 
calamities, 
6. Organizing the agricultural crop markets, 
7. Increasing the irrigated farm lands to 12.5 million hectares and at the same time try to 
reduction the dry farming level to 4.5 million hectares by 2002, 
8. Providing the necessary supports to cultivate about 3 hectares irrigated lands in 
condensed farming, 12 hectares in expanded faring and approximately between 2 to 4 
(depending on the quality of soil in various regions) hectares in marginal farming, for each 
fanner household, 
9. Making especial efforts to carry on the provision of the necessary infrastructures such 
as: soil leveling, drainage activities and the improvement of water distribution network, 
10. Making the especial efforts to extension of the areas under cultivations by controlling 
and guiding the rivers and floods flowing water, 
11. Provision of necessary facilities to the farmers by artificial injection of water, and 
12. Provision and implementation of aquifer plans for development the areas under 
cultivation (Pirbabaie, 1993:231).^ ^ 
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PROVINCES OF IRAN 
Iran consists of 30 provinces {Ostan Haf^ among which Sistan-0-Balu5hestan Province, 
where the present study was conducted is the largest one. 
A GLANCE AT SISTAN-O-BAL0^HESTAN 
Geography and Topography 
The province of Sistan-0-Balu5hestan (S.B), with the surface area of 187502 square 
kilometers, constitutes about 11.4 percent of the Iran's territory. From geographical point 
of view S.B., is located between the minimum 25° degrees and 3 seconds, and maximum 
31° and 29' latitude and minimm58° and 51' to maximum 63° and 21' longitude. This is 
the largest of the thirty provinces of Iran. S.B., lies in the southeast, part of Iran; S.B., is 
flanked by Pakistan and Afghanistan, with 1100 Km., common earthen natural boundary, 
and 300 Km., water boundary with Oman Sea; which made a significant position in Geo-
economical, of the country. This province today is one of the most underdeveloped, 
desolate and the poorest of all the provinces of Iran. The government of Iran has been 
making its especial efforts to reverse the present undesirable situation by implementing 
new plans (such as creating: the "free International Trade Zone at Chabahar township), 
allocation more financial assistance, provision some other facilities, and various supports 
to develop the region for establishment a proper equilibrium and keeping a significant 
balance between S.B., and other regions of the country (Soltanzadeh, 2006:6).^ 
Climatic Conditions 
This region is characterized by a variety of climatic conditions. The climatic 
conditions range from severe cold to hot summers. Rainfall is scanty and, in the recent 
past, the area has suffered from severe draught (Khosksdli) that has been repeat(^ly 
menaced the region for almost, one decade. 
The area around the sea coast is, however, well known for its floating forests and 
is one of the main tourist attractions. The coldest city in the area is Zahedan and the 
hottest is Iranshahr. Whereas, the coastal regions of the Oman Sea are warm and have a 
higher percentage of humidity (Rotubat) 
With regards to the geographical location of this province, Sistan-0- Baluchestan 
comes under the influence of various air currents and high pressure of medium latitudes 
as well. So far as, the most predominant climatologically, phenomenon of the region is 
concerned; the heat (Garma), is the most significant indicator, having been mentioned, in 
throughout the region. 
In addition, the strong seasonal (Mosmi), sand storms (Tujan), torrential showers 
bring a high percentage of humidity, and moisture (Nam). These are some of the other 
factors to be considered as the main characteristic factors of climatic conditions in 
Sistan-0-Baluchestan Province. Basically this province experiences long, hot summers 
and short winters. 
"'". The Persian term "Ostan Ha" is plural form of: "Ostan", which means Province. 
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The combined Sistan-0-BalQ£hestan province today accounts for one of the 
direst, regions of Iran; with a slight increase in Rainfall, from The East, to The West, 
with an obvious rise in humidity, in The Coastal Regions. The province is subjected to 
The Seasonal Winds, blowing from diiferent directions; the most important of which are: 
1. The 120-day winds {Badhaye Sadobist Roozeh) of Sistan Region, Known as Levar, 
blow from Northeast, towards the Southwest, usually during the summer season, at a 
speed of 120 Kms per hour! They are the continuation of the seasonal winds, of The 
Indian Ocean (Oqyanus-E-Hend), these winds are hot and sometimes so oppressing that 
they become intolerable. 
2. The Qousse winds (Bad-E-Qousse), 
3. The Seventh Winds: they are the Wintry Winds, and are extraordinarily cold and blow 
almost throughout the year. These winds in native language are called ''Bad Haye Gav-
Kosh", 
4. The Humid and Seasonal Winds of Indian Ocean (Bad Haye Martub Va Mowsemi-E-
Oqydnus-E-Hend), they blow during the summers, from South-east, of Baludhestan, they 
usually blow along with a large quantity of the Torrential Rains, and heavy downpours, 
in The rejoin, 
5. The North Winds (Bad Haye Shomdt), known as Gurich; they blow fix)m the North to 
South, and cause the temperatures to maintain moderate temperature during the summers 
and winters, 
6. The South Winds (Bad Haye Jonub), they are icnown as Nambi winds; which blow 
from south direction, along with some amount of the Oman Sea Steams, which are said 
to be very usefiil for agricultural activities, and 
7. The Western winds: The western winds (Bad Haye Garbi), in native language they 
are known as Hooshak wind, they are also called: Guard Winds (Bad Haye Guard). 
These winds are also known as: The grand wind (Bdd-E-Farah Baxsh). 
In addition, the strong seasonal (Mosmi) sand storms (Tufan), torrential showers 
bring in a high percentage of humidity and moisture (Nam) and these are the main 
characteristics of climatic conditions in Sistan-0-Balu6hestan Province. Basically this 
province exf)eriences long, hot summers and short winters. 
It is mentionable that, in the south and the west parts of Sistan-0- Baluchestan, 
the people mostly belong to the Balufihi tribe and speak Baluchi language. The term 
Baluchestan in in Persian means: "The Land of the Balu6hi Tribes. While, similarly, the 
title of Sistan comes from the "Old Persian term of Sakastana", meaning: "The Land of 
Sakas"; the Old Persian term of Sakas, over the passage of time, had gradually changed 
to Sistan. 
The inhabitants of Sistan-0-Balu5hestan province continue to embrace their own 
norms and traditions. The said province is potentially capable of being one of the 
significant sights-seeing of the country. 
There are a number of tribes in Sistan-0-Baludhestan who earn their means of 
livelihood, retain their specific life style, their mode of dwelling, their customs, and tribal 
paths that are quite different from those of the Balu6hi tribe, and thus form a 
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comprehensive cultural background, which is unique in its kind (Soltanzadeh, 2006:18-
21)/' 
Among various tribes, of the province, some of the most important can be 
classified, into three categories, as mentioned below^": 
SistSn Tribes 
The most important tribes of Sistan Region are as follows: 
Shahraki, Dahmardeh, Kaykha, Sargazi, Karim Koshteh, Shahuzehe, Hussaini, Saravani, 
Shahryari, Mirshekar, Gholami, Bamedi or Bameri, Meri, Mer, Sheybani, Sargol Zaie, 
Lack Zaie, Gangali, Xamar (Khammar), Nooraie, Jorr, Kaval, Mish Mast, Sayad, and 
Rashki.'^ ^" 
BalQ£hestan Tribes 
The most important tribes of Balu6hestan Region can be classified in the 
following categories: Balu5h, BaluChi, Barahui, Mobaraki, Mir Balu5h Zehi, Gamshad 
Zehi, Yar Ahmad Zehi, Mola Zehi, Jamal Zehi, Noti Zehi, Saleh Zehi, Hashem Zehi, 
Malek Zehi, Kahra Zehi, Baran Zehi, Mohammad Zehi, Qanbar Zehi, Pad Shahi, Jadgal, 
Raisi, Gorgij, Daneshvar, Qlandar Zehi, Aramesh, Rende BaluiSh, and Bolaidehi.'^"" 
Common Tribes of Sistan and BaluihestSn 
In addition to the above mentioned tribes, some are further divided into sub-
tribes. Some tribes bear the surname in both the regions of Sistan-0-Balu5hestan. The 
most common tribes, with similar surnames in both the regions of Sistan-0-Balu6hestan 
are categorized as follows: Narooie', Narooie Nezad, Nooraie, Rigi, Bameri, Kord, 
Kordi, Arbab, Arbabi, Shah Baksh, Shahreki narooi, and Pordeli."''" They constitute 
various tribes in both the segments of the Sistan-0-Balu6hestan. It is interesting to note 
that genera'ly they don't have any kinship or family ties with one another! Besides, the 
tribes of Sistan are predominantly Shiite Muslims, while Baludhestan tribes are mostly 
Sunnite Muslims. 
So far as the population index is concerned, Sistan-0-Balu5hestan province has 
the lowest density of population as compared with all other provinces of the country. It 
comprises of two distinct segments from the point of view of its natural habitation -
namely: "Sistan Region", and "BaluChestan Region". Sistan is situated in the north of the 
province, and due to its strategic position and geographical location, has been considered 
as an important region throughout the history (Soltanzadeh, 2006: 3).^  
•*". It is a part of my field studies. 
"'"'. It is a part of my field study findings. 
"'"". rt is a part of my field study findings. 
"''". It is a part of my field study findings. 
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Sistdn Region 
Sistan region {Mantaqeh) with an area of 15197 Sq. Km. is situated in north-east of S.B., 
Province. It is located in the low and flat plain (Jolgeh) in the farthest point of eastern 
frontier of Iran, and is culturally very rich and civilized. The township of Zabul with an 
area equal to 14252 Sq. Km., constitutes approximately, only 7.6 percent of total land of 
the S.B., province. At the same time, Zabol is the administative center of Sistan. 
Sistan from South is bound by Hormak valley (Darreh), as well as Maiek Siyaah 
Mountains (Kuh). On the West coast, the Chehel Dokhtaraan Foothills (Kuhpayeh Ha), 
and the Palang Mountains form the natural boundry of Sistan. On the other side lies the 
'Khajeh Mountain' which is held in high reverence and is sacred to all inhabitants of 
Sistan. Though it is called a 'mountain, it is actually only a high mound {Poshteh) in the 
flat land region of Sistan. 
The township (Sahrestan) of Zabol, with an area of 14252 Km.Sq. is situated on 
the north-east (Shomal-E-Sharqi) S.B. province. Zabol is the central part, as well as the 
largest township {Sahrestan) of the Sistan Region. It approximately, consists of 7.6 
percent of the total land of S.B.' Province. 
The township of Zabol is latitudinally extends from the minimum 59055'15" and 
the maximum 61050'20" and longitudinally from the minimum 3005'15"and the 
maximum from 31028'. 
From the time immemorial, up to the present time, Sistan with its cultural 
(Farhangi) richness {Cana) and civilization (Tamaddoni) in the political, social, cultural, 
artistic, and other arenas is similar to a precious gem, coming out of the alluvium 
(Abroft) of the Hirmand River. 
Sistan region consists of six city centers, seventeen rural districts or sub-districts, 
five districts, and one thousand and five hamlets (Abadi)); among which eight hundred 
and eighty five (885) hamlets are residential hamlets and the rest (one hundred and 
twenty) hamlets are non-residential hamlets. 
The distance of central part of Sistan (Zabol) from the capital province 
(Zahedan), is approximately 213 Km. (Soltanzadeh, 2006: 3-4)." 
Climatic Conditions 
The plain of Sistan with its desert climatic conditions, and an average annual 
rainfall of 59.6 mm, and its average temperature in 2004 (1383 AHS/Solar year after 
hejira) fluctuated between 49 to -9.5 degrees (Celsius). 
The maximum absolute temperature of Zabol Township in an approximate period 
of 23 years (1983-2006) was equal to 49 degrees (Celsius); while its minimum absolute 
temperature was -10 degrees (Celsius); at the same time the average of its long-term 
temperature, in the same period (1983-2006) was equal to 22.1 degrees (Celsius). 
Khajeh Mountain is the most significant highland; the Hamun Lake, the natural 
cavities/ditches {Chah Nimeh Ha) as well as yhe Hirmand River are amongst its most 
important natural phenomenon of Zabol Township (Soltanzadeh: 2006: 7). 
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Sistan constituted a large part of South-east of the Iranian plateau (Falat). At 
present, very vast portions of Sistan, is located in Afganistan, and constituted the Nimruz 
Province {Velaayat-E-Nimruz) of Afghanistan. 
Sistan derives its name from "Sakastan", which Sistan was once the western most 
part of it. The Sakas, were native to Sistan, were driven to the Punjab during the Arsacid 
era (63BCE-220CE). The Saffaarids (861-1003 CE), one of the early Iranian dynasties of 
the Islamic era, were originally rulers of Sistan.In addition to that, Sistan, during the 
history and alternately used to be known as different names such as: "Zarank, Zaranka, 
Daraanjana, Sakastan, Sajestan, Sistan, Nimruz", and so on. Sistan not only had a 
valuable role in compilation of pre-lslamic religious history of Iran; but it had also 
played a very important role during the Islamic period. It was known as: Iran's 
"Granary" {Anbaar-E-6alleh), as well as Khorasaan's Bread Basket {Sabad-E-NaaN-E-
Khorasan). 
Sistan's title, mixed with the Iranian National and legendary stories; at the same 
time Sistan itself was formed on the basis of a mythical (Asatiri) place. It is said, that 
perhaps Sistan was the same land where some of the Avestan {Avesta'i) words like: 
"Fshuyant" meant sheep farming, "Vaster" meant shepherd; "Vastrya" means farmer, 
and "Vastryo Fshuyant", meant cattle breeder. It is an interesting point to note, that "cow 
or ox" (Gov) in ancient Sistan not only had a vital role in the religious symbols, but on 
the basis of the discoveries of Burned City (Shahr-E-Sukhteh), which is a historical 
sightseeing, close to the Zabol district, played an important role in the agricultural and 
livestock (Dami) economy of the Sistan region (Soltanzadeh, 2006:42).^^ 
Zabol 
The township of Zabol as mentioned above is the administative center of Sistan. 
Zabol or Zaboiestan in Pahlavi language is also known as Zavolestan. It is an old title of 
a hilly or mountainous (Kuhestani) area of the upper Hirmand or Helmand and Qandhar. 
It is important to mention that in Iranian fables Sistan and Zaboiestan (especially the 
surrounding areas of Ghazneh), are very renowned, because of Zal and Rustam whose 
honorific title is 'Zaboli'. It is said that its (Zabol) Pahlavi title is derived from a tribe 
entitled "Haftta Lian", who captured this area in 5th centur>' B.C. In addition to that, in 
the beginning of Islamic victories, Zabulestan or present Zabol was conquered by 
Abdulrahman Ibn-E-Samreh (Soltanzadeh, 2006: 42).* 
Baluchestan Region 
Baluchestan Region is situated in South part of Sistan-0-Balu6hestan Province. 
BaluShestan Region with an area equal to 172305 Sq. Km., covers nearly 91.9 percent 
land of the S.B., province. 
Baluchestan Region is bound on the north by Malek Siyah Mountains (Kuh), on 
the south by Oman Sea, on the east by Pakistan and on the west by Loot Plain {Dasht-E-
Loot) and Hamun-E-Jazmurian. It is constituted by the townships of Iranshahr, (^habahar, 
Khash, Zahedan, Saravan, Sarbaz, Konarak, and Nikshahr. 
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The Baludhestan region is a hilly and mountainous area in spite of being adjacent 
with Oman Sea and enjoying the fruit of seasonal winds, has diversified climatic 
conditions. The high average temperature and at the same time its low fluctuations are 
amongst its basic characteristics. 
The flow of running water and the rivers in BaluChestan Region, due to the lack 
of snowy mountainous resources, and low atmospheric precipitation are frequently, 
seasonal and temporary. 
The world famous volcano (Atashfeshan) mountain of "Taftan"; which rises 
abruptly 3941 meters (and according to some it is about 4045 meters high) above the 
surrounding plain area is situated in Baludhestan Region. "Tqftan" is situated in the North 
part of Central Balu6hestan; and about 100 Km. south of Zahedan, is an intennittently 
active volcano. Taftan Volcano Mountain, geographically, is situated in the Khash 
district, which has created a pleasant, and diversification of climatic conditions in the 
region. On the other hand, the ancient rural area of "Tamandan" is also located at the 
lower slopes of Taftan Mountain (Soltanzadeh, 2006: 5-6).^ ^ 
The ancient name of BaluChestan was "Moka" and through the passage of time it 
changed to "Mokran" which is known as the southern sector of BaluChestan. This 
territory came to be known as "Baludhestan " from the time that the Baludhestan tribes, 
settled down there. According to the relics discovered from the hillocks of Baludhestan, 
the history of this region dates back to 3000 BC. 
During the reign of The Second Caliph, this territory was conquered by the Arabs 
and an Arab commander was assigned as governor. In the year 304 AH, Baludhestan was 
conquered by Daylamits and thereafter the Saljuqis, when it became a part of Kerm 
Balu5hestan. 
After the reign of Nader Shah Afshar, BalQchestan formally became a part of 
Iran. Even with this change of status, it was denied a local self-rule. Mohammad Shah 
Qajar {Qajar) besieged the territory of Iranshahr and gradually the coastal region of 
Baluchestan came under the rule of the central government of Iran. 
Generally speaking, the inhabitants of the province of Sistan-0- BaluChestan 
embrace their own norms and follow their own traditions. These make them quite distinct 
from the other regions and other parts of the country. The region is well known for 
sightseeing. 
Two important tribes named as "Barahuie", and "Baluch or Baluchi" form a part 
of Sistan-0-Baluchestan population. The means of their livelihood, their life style, and 
mode of dwelling, the customs, traditions {Sonant) and fribal paths all form a distinctive 
cultural background. The distinctiveness of the province is not only marked by these 
tribes but also by the scholars, the orators, and literary personalities who have sprung up 
from this part of the country. Amongst these are the reputed "Farrokhi-E-Sistani, Yaqoob 
Lais-E-Saffar and Rustam". 
It has already mentioned that, Sistan-0-BaIu5hestan is culturally very rich; a 
variety of classical dances are common among different tribes of both the regions; the 
most popular classical dance of Baluchestan is known as Baludhi Dance. 
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The inhabitants of the province of Sistan-0- BalQ6hestan follow their own norms 
and traditions. It attracts tourists and is one of the important sight-seeing areas in the 
country. 
Much of the area is rural, and at the same time, the province, agriculturally and 
economically is an undeveloped area.^ * (See map of Iran in Appendix III). 
As per the decision of the Islamic Republic of Iran, the vast province of Korasan 
was divided into, three provinces: Vis: Korasan-E-Rezavi, and southern Korasan 
(Korasan-E- Jenobi), and northern Korasan (Kor Korasan-E-Shomali). Subsequent to 
this division. The province of Sistan-0-Balu6hestan, became the largest province of Iran 
covering 187502 square kilometer area (which consists of 11.4 percent of the total land 
of the country), out of the total area of 1348000 square kilo meters over v^ich the 
country is spread. Zahedan is the central part and Ae administrative division of the 
province of Sistan-0-Balu5hestan; with an estimated population of 580,071 heads.' 
It is interesting to note that Zahdan is not an old city and came into existence just 
less than a century ago. Popular folklore and ancient tales of the Qajar {Qajar) rule, 
indicate that there was a clear (Zolal) water well (Chah), surrounded by an accumulated 
forest liill of Saxaul (Tag), and tamarisk (Gaz) trees on the same site where Zahdan is 
now located.'' In 1898, one of the inhabitants of the vicinity of the said place, dug a man-
made subterranean water canal (Qamt), and started developing activities on the lands, 
adjacent to the said place. Therefore, under such developmental conditions, gradually a 
small hamlet named Dozdab was formed. Due to the rich and upward tilt of the level of 
underground water in the region, and the ease with which water could be recovered from 
the said well, the digging of some new shallow wells became easy. Thus, water began to 
flow from the newly dug wells and, gradually, as the water flow increased and reached 
the sandy lands it reached to the area of "Dozdab". In 1930, Reza Shah, while passing 
through Brigand, came across the newly developed "'Dozdab'", and changed its name 
from "Dozdab" to Zahedan, which had previously been the name of a place which had 
been earlier destroyed. Since then, the said place gradually developed to have become the 
present Zahedan. Zahedan is now the central part and the capital of Sistan-0-
Baluchestan Province (Soltanzadeh, 2006:37).*^ 
Sistan-0-Baluchestan, province basically consists of both hilly and plane areas. 
The Sistan region is basically a plane area with only the small mound of Khajeh Mountain. 
The north part of the province (Baludhestan) is mostly hilly where most of the crops and 
'. My job experiences, in Kerman and Sistan & Baludhestan Management and Planning Organizations: 
Kerman and Zahedan, Iran. Zahedan 
''. According to The Chambers Dictionary, 10"^  Edition, page. 1559: "Tamarisk is a plant of the genus 
Tamarix giving name to a family (Tamarica'ceae/-n-ta 'si-el) of Xerophytic pants with slender branches 
and pink and white flowers, one species a naturalized shrub of S English seashores. [L tamariscus, tamarix] 
(The Chambers Dictionary, lO"* Edition, p. 1559)." The Persian: term ""Tag or Taq" is a Persian word; 
which in English means: "Saxaul or Saksaul". It is very resistant to heat, aridity, and drought, and needs no 
water! Therefore, it is a diehard tree; which is usually planted in Salty land where no other plants grow! 
The term "Tag or Taq" is a Persian word; which in English means: "Saxaul or Saksaul". It is very resistant 
to heat, aridity, and drought, and needs no water! Therefore, it is a diehard tree; which is usually planted in 
Salty land where no other plants grow! Brookes, Ian. (Editor-in-chief). (2007). The Chambers Dictionary. 
(10th Edition). New Delhi: Allied Chambers (India) Limited. 
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plants are grown. The main irrigation sources for agricultural activities in BaliK9iestan 
depend on the deep wells. Farming activities are maintained by the help of the powerful 
motor pumps and electric-pumps, extracting water from the depth of the wells. 
In addition, due to the great efforts made by the public sector for improvement and 
development of agricultural sectors of the country, especial attention has been paid to the 
agricultural sector, which has been considered as, "a key to independence", as emphasized 
by the late leader of the Islamic Republic of Iran, Imam Khomaini. 
In the past, Sistan-0-Balu5hestan, enjoyed a lake-based culture with vast amounts 
of wetlands with immense biodiversity and natural resources because of the famous 
Hamun lake, whose main source of water was the: Helmand or Hirmand RivetiRood-E-
Helmand or Hirmand). This river derives its name from an ancient Persian word meaning 
"abundant in water", and indeed, it was so, but now, no more! Unfortunately, today, due to 
unending political tensions between Afghanistan and Iran, the man made disaster has 
turned the area into what is known as: "a dustbowl" (Murray Wilson).'" 
The Hamun Lake region, which had three interconnected lakes in south-eastern, of Iran 
and south-western Afghanistan, can now, no longer is considered as wetland. No water 
has reached the lower river basin in Sistan for many years and nor has there been any 
rainfall for the last ten years, thus the destruction of the environment is almost completed. 
Agricultural land has degraded due to the advance of desert. Inhabitants have been forced 
to leave their homeland to seek greener pastures. All this has been affected by the lack of 
supply from the Helmand or Humun River which is Afghanistan's longest river which 
flowed down into this (Sistan) Iranian region. The central Hindu Kush Mountains are the 
main source of the Helmand or Humun River which flows 1,300 km. in a southwest 
direction crossing more than half the length of the country before flowing northwards for 
a short distance through Iranian territory. It then empties into a number of landlocked 
lakes {Chah Nimeh), and marshy, and lagoons or wetlands. The Helmand or Humun has 
several tributaries, and drains more than 160,000 square km. It is one of Afghanistan's 
most important rivers, and provides vital irrigation and water not only for millions within 
Afghanistan but also to Iran, across the Iran-Afghan border. 
For years, Iran had claimed a portion of the river water and the long dispute between 
Kabul and Tehran had, and continues on Iran's claim to a portion of the Helmand's 
waters. The Afghans control the river's flow by a number of dams which were 
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constructed in the 1940s, with US assistance. These dams lie deep inside Afghanistan. 
In 1973, Afghanistan and Iran signed a treaty to let at least 26 cubic meters of water 
per second flow from the dams into Iran. And while control over the flow has long proven 
a source of contention between the two countries, in 1999, the Taliban turned the taps off 
completely. As a result, the lake which sustained the populations of thousands has been 
destroyed, affecting the extensive environmental degradation of productive agricultural 
land. Drought has further pressurized Iranian territory. This has led to other social and 
cultural problems, ushering in unemployment which led to illegal drug trafficking, weapon 
proliferation and other illegal activities. 
Today, the people are struggling with occupations such as fishing, cultivation of 
wheat, sesame, reed, and rug and mat making and pottery. The rich tradition in handicraft 
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continues to exist, but is dwindling away for want of raw material as also because of the 
fact that artisans find it hard to make a living off their artistry. 
At its peak, the lake area was home to huge ecological diversity, including 150 
species of birds. As it was one of the only sources of fresh water for thousands of 
kilometers around, it was a main stopping point for birds migrating from Russia in the 
north to the Indian Ocean. Additionally, there were 140 species of fish in the area. 
Unfortunately, today, due to unending political tensions between Afghanistan and Iran, the 
man made disaster has turned the area into what is known as "a dustbowl" (Murray 
Wilson). ^ ^ 
The Hamun, area, is spread not only over the historic state of Sistan, situated in the 
northern parts of Sistan-0-Balu6hestan Iran, but also includes the Afghan provinces of 
Nimrods, Farah and parts of Holman. The Hamun area was thus, an important centre for 
Persian culture and agriculture for thousands of years. Because of its very rich soils with 
high yielding productivity, it came to be known as the bread basket of Iran. The 
productivity of this area was so high, that no other area in South Central Asia could match 
it. It had an annual production of 3,500 metric tons offish and 1.7 million cattle, goats and 
sheep living around the lake. This provided an ample income for the people in the area to 
sustain themselves, and also gave them a highly nutritious protein diet. 
Today, according to a recent Iranian Ministry of Health study, the population of 
the area suffers from malnutrition due to shortage of protein and this has affected the birth 
weight, average child size and growth rates of children. This problem is doubled as 
unemployed refugees from the surrounding Afghan areas have poured into Iran and have 
settled in in the Sistan-0-Baludhestan area. 
According to Wilson, there are 400,000 Afghans living in Sistan-O-Baloehestan alone. 
These refugees have fled war, landmines, insecurity, and remain along the border areas as 
ultimately they want to return to their native land, but, unfortunately cannot do so because 
they have nothing to fall back on. They continue to stay in Iran and feed themselves on the 
already scarce resources, by this factor too has led to the collapse of agriculture in the area 
by cutting firewood and grazing their animals in and around the border areas. This has also 
lead to further degradation of the vegetation cover, as more and more sand blows into the 
remaining agricultural lands and supports the advance of the desert.''^  
The refugee influx has forced the Iranian populations out of the area. Wilson calls this:"... 
as a kind of double displacement". It is clear, that the cutting off the river flow from 
Afghanistan into Iran has resulted in the displacement of Iranian pastoralists, arable 
farmers, fishermen and nomads who have moved out in large numbers, only to be replaced 
by Afghans. This has also affected reed harvesting, which was once a rich source of 
income for many, and has now been wiped out completely. This has created a vicious 
circle...as more and more sand from the dry river and lake beds blows over agricultural 
lands and rural areas, more and more people are being driven out. All these displaced 
people are dependent on assistance in one way or another. The few artificial lakes which 
were created for the purpose of drinking water had also been dependent on the same river's 
flow. These lakes too will go dry quickly; if the river water is not released. It is feared that 
the cities of Zabul and Zahedan have only six months of drinking water supply. What will 
happen next (Wilson)?^'' 
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Demographic Profile 
The demographic composition of the population in Sistan-0-BaIu5hestan province 
is multifaceted. It consists of a number of tribes as well as persons of other origins. 
In 1956, the population of Sistan-0-Balu5hestan province was 428363, which 
increased to 2405742 people in 2006. The trend of increasing of Sistan-0-BaluChestan 
Province, as compared to the population of the country is shown in Table-3.5. 
Table-3.5 The Growing Population Trend of Sistan-0-Balu5hestanprovince, as Compare 
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Source: 1. Iran Statistical Center. 2007. "Presidential Iranian Statistical Year Book. Deputy for Planning and 
Strategical Controlling." Tehran: Statistical Center of Iran . 
2. Office of Statistics and Information, Deputy for Planning, Sistan-0-Balu6hestan Governor-Generalship, 
Ministry of the Interior. (2007). Sistan-0-Balu5hestan Statistical Year Book. Tehran: Iran Statistical Center. 
Most of the Western areas, and southern of the province are Baludhi tribes, and 
they speak Baluch local language, but Persian (Farsi), and Zabuli are also important 
languages spoken in the province - especially in Sistan Region. 
In 2006, the province had a population of 2405742, out of which 46.1 percent 
resided in the urban areas, 52.8 percent in the rural areas and the rest (1.1 percent), 
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accounted as non-residents. 
The province of Sistan-O-Baludhestan has a higher rate of illiteracy, and suffers 
from cultural poverty (Faqr-E-Farhangi). The inhabitants of the Province lead a totally 
traditional (Sonati) life. The province has also, the highest birth rate in the country and, as 
a result, it has the highest rate of population growth amongst all 30 provinces of the 
country, and the mortality (Margomir), rate is also very high. 
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GENERAL PERSPECTIVES OF SOUTH-EAST IRAN 
Generally speaking, some of the houses of the rich were constructed on a vast plot 
of land and the entire building was surrounded by trees. These trees helped in keeping the 
inside of the house cool during the summer. During the winters, the doors were kept closed 
and when the fireplace (Ojaq-E-Hizomi), was lighted with wood, the temperature within 
the house was warm.'" 
Residential houses in some other rural areas of the country were constructed of two 
parts: (i) the residential rooms, and (ii) the open areas for maintaining the animals during 
the summers. In close proximity to these were different shed(s) (Agol) for penning the 
sheep {Gusfand), and goat(s) {Boz) in them, during the winters; and also some stable(s) 
(Tavileh), in order to penning up the cows, the bulls, the bullocks, and the oxen. These 
sheep pens and cowsheds were usually built behind the residential rooms. 
At present, however, in most of the rural areas, instead of sheds, farmers build a 
garage in their houses for parking their pickup truck, or their pickup (Vdmt), or even their 
pickup truck with an extended cab. In some cases they have their own private cars; while 
some fanners have both pickup trucks and private cars. 
SELECTED RURAL AREAS FOR THE PRESENT STUDY 
As indicated earlier, two rural areas in Iran were selected for the present study. 
They are Qal'ehnow and Hesaroo'iyeh, in Sistan-0-Balu5hestan. It is necessary here to 
present the geographic, climatic and various socio-cultural aspects of these two areas.''^  
I. QAL'EHNOW 
As it has mentioned above, Qal'ehnow is a very old and ancient rural area. It is 
historically very rich. So that it's historic beauty, its geographical location'"" and its 
traditional Iranian architecture are some of the tourist attractions (Jazebehaye 
Gardeshgari) of the country. The term Qal'ehnow literally means "New Fort" or "New 
Castle". The inhabitants of Sistan Region as a whole, and those of the rural area 
Qal'ehnow in particular, with their heavy Zaboli accent simply call it Qlanow. In the 
present thesis, it will be called Qal'ehnow. ^ ' 
Qal'ehnow is situated in Zahak Township. Zahak Township which has 
recently developed from a district (Baksh) to a township (Sahrestan) is one of the 
two townships of Sistan Region. The other township of Sistan Region is Zaboi, 
which is the central part of Sistan Region. It is a very ancient place, with a rich 
historical, social and cultural legacy."" 
'". It is a part of my own observations and job experiences. 
'"'. It is a part of my own observations and job experiences. 
''". It is a part of my own observations. 
'''. It is situated only 5 km from Zahak township 
'"'. It is apart of my own observations. 
'"". It is a part of my own observations. 
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Geographical Location and Landmarks 
As mentioned above, Qarehnow is situated in the Zahak Township, it is 
almost seven Km from the central part of Zahak township. It is also about 35 Km 
from the central part of Sistan (Zabol) Region. Zabol is approximately 213 Km. 
from Zahedan Township. Zahedan lies in the central part of Sistan-0-Baluchestan 
Province. 
The rural area of Qal'ehnow is geographically situated at a distance of four 
kilometers from the very old, ancient, and historical building (Bana) of Dahaneh-E-
Golaman, which belonged to the Achaemenid {Hakhamaneshian) period. It is situated near 
the Water Cavities {Chah Nimeh Ha) of Sistan. 
Qal'ehnow is bounded on the north by Zahak-Jezinak Road (Jaddeh); on the south 
by the plain (Dasht) of Water Cavities (Gowdal Ha) of Sistan which are known as Chdh 
Nimeh Ha. It is bounded by the two other rural areas known as: Qal'eh Kohneh (The old 
Fort) on the west and by Water Cavities or Water Ditches (Chah Nimeh) of Sisan in the 
east. 
The Qal'ehnow rural area is the heaadquarter of nine other rural areas, where, each 
of them, have their own mosque; each rural area has its own mosque.'^'" 
Pattern of Internal Arrangements 
Roads and Streets 
The main road, which connects Qal'ehnow to the Zahak Township, is a 
macadamized (Asfalteh) road. All the alleys and lanes {Kucheh Ha) between the 
residential places have recently been repaired to maintain the traditional set up, 
and have been paved with concrete and square shaped resistant bricks (Ajor), 
which give a beautiful appearance. 
-•*xp!^«c; 
lix Photograph 3.1 A Dusty Unpaved Road; Before Renovation 
Iviii It is a part of my own observations. 
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However, there continue to be some dusty (Khaki) minor roads (Rah-
E-Fari) or unpaved road {Jaddeh-E-Khaki) leading to different residential 
areas as well as different farms'^ whis is shown in Photograph 3.1. 
Houses and the Residential Places 
Physical Structure 
Residential places of Qal'ehnow are located adjacent to each other. They are all 
made of mud bricks (Khesht) with clay (Gel). Such materials in technical terms are called 
''Khesht-0-Ger. It is interesting to mention that most of the old buildings in Iran as a 
whole, and in Qal'ehnow in particular, were previously constructed with these building 
materials. At the same time, in some places, instead of pure clay, people used a mixture 
of clay and slaked lime, this mixture was known as "'Gel-Akal^\ and was more 
impervious to water. In addition to the above mentioned building materials, some rich 
people usually built their houses with bricks (Ajor) and clay or clay and slaked lime. 
These materials were more expensive than mud and clay bricks. The interesting point 
was the fact that the walls of the rooms were between 80 Cm to one meter wide; and the 
ceilings were high being built in domed form. Such type of buildings did not really 
require any system of heating (Garmayesh) during the winters (Zemestan Ha) nor any 
cooling system during the summers (Tabestan Ha)\ The physical structure of the 
buildings was such that the rooms were constructed on all four sides of the house, so that 
each side could be used during a specific season. Thus, some rooms could be used in the 
winter, some in spring, and the rooms built in other two sides were using during the 
summers and autumns.'"' This is similar to most of the traditional Persian 
architecture especially in desert regions, where most of the rooms have been 
constructed in all four sides of the house. 
Efforts are made to structure houses in such a way that, they coincide 
with the environmental as well as climatic conditions of the area. During the hot 
summer (Tabestan), the inside of the houses are cool (Khonak) and fresh, and in 
winters the indoor conditions are warm (Gram). 
It should be pointed out that Qal'ehnow is a very close-knit community of 
relatives, being related to each other either through blood as cognates or as affines 
through marriage. 7 herefore, the physical structure of the rural area is, in some measure, 
a reflection of its social structure. The distribution of population is not haphazard, but 
they are more or less located with a specific conscious arrangement. 
At present the inhabitants of Qal'ehnow are economically at par. They have their 
own land, and some of them are employed by the government, and work outside 
Qal'ehnow, in neighboring towns and cities like Zahak, Zabol, Zahedan; and some other 
parts of the country as well.* "^ 
''". All photographs attached in the present thesis have been taken by me during my stay in the respective 
rural areas under study. Some photographs are pasted in the text while others in the Appendix as stated. 
''^ . It is a part of my own observations. 
'". It is also a part of my own observations; and my job experiences. 
''"'. It is also a part of my ovm observations; and my job experiences. 
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Since, Qal'ehnow possesses a very rich historical background; the 
government has recently refurbished all the houses with the same traditional 
building materials and they look as if the new traditional houses have been 
recently constructed.'""' See photographs of complex Qal'ehnow houses below 
(Photograph 3.2-3.5). 
Photograph 3.2 A View of Complex Residential Areas Before 
Renovation 
P ^ ' 
Photograph 3.3 A View of an Unpaved Alley before Renovation 
Ixin 
. It is a part of my own observations. 
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Photograph 3.4 A View of Qarehnow before Renovation 
I 
i 
Photograph 3.5 Two Perspectives of Residential Area under 
Construction (Right), and after Renovation (Left) 
Worship Religious Places 
The entire population of Qal'ehnow is Muslim {Mosalman) with a 
majority of the population being Shiite and a very small Sunni minority, as 
opposed to the Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster, where the entire population is Sunni 
Muslims. 
There is a very splendid Mosque (Photograph 3.6 & 37) in Qal'ehnow, 
which is recently constructed. All Muslims are allowed to pray in the mosques 
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vixiv (Masjed) . The Shiite and Sunni sects follow their own prayer timings but use 
the same mosque for prayers.'"^ 
Photograph 3.6 Main Entrance Gate of Recently Constructed 
Mosque 
Photograph 3.7 A Perspective of Recently Constructed Mosque 
Educational Institutions in the Past 
While there was only one High School for girls and none for the boys 
(either at the high school or secondary school levels) the region did not lack 
educational facilities. Primary, middle, and high schools provide education to 
'"'". The Persian pronounciation of the English term "Mosque" is ''Masjed", and ''Masjed Ha" is its 
plural form. It is mentionable the in India the said word is pronounced as "Masjid". 
'"^ My field Study. 
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both boys and girls. Given below are the various institutions to facilitate 
education for both boys and girls. 
1. There were two primary schools; in Qal'ehnow, viz: The Girls Primary School 
and The Boys Primary School; 
2. There was a Middle School or A Guidance School or A Junior High School, 
where the girls, and the boys study, attend their classes, separately, in different 
shifts. 
3. There was a Girl's Secondary School or The Girl's High School, in 
Qal'ehnow; while the boys had to continue their studies (after Middle School, 
either in a High School in Zabol or Zahak. It is to be noted that there are no 
coeducational schools.*^' 
Educational Centers (2008-2009) 
So far as Regional Education, in Sistan-0-Balu5hestan, is concerned, Qal'ehnow 
rural area is included in the Shahraki Narooi Region (Mantaqeh), which is itself a part of 
the Jezinak that is situated in Zahak township.'"^". 
Primary Schools 
The Girl's Primary Schools 
There still continues to be just one Primary School for girls, in Qal'ehnow rural 
area. 
The Boy's Primary Schools 
There is also only one Primary School for boys, in Qal'ehnow rural area. 
It should be noted that both the Primary Schools, have been constructed, before 
Islamic Revolution, during the year 1951 (1330 AHS)}""'"' 
Middle Schools 
The Giri's Middle Schools 
There is just one Middle School (The Junior High School) for giris, in Qal'ehnow rural 
area. 
'"'". My field study; in Iran after Primary Schools (beginning of Middle Schools) up to the end of Pre-
University level the educational centers are saperated; meaning thereby there is no co-educational 
institutions at the Middle Schools, High Schools and Pre-University levels in Iran. 
'•"". It is my own observations. 
'""". It is my observations. 
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The Boy's Middle Schools 
There is also one Middle School (The Junior High School) for boys, in 
Qal'ehnow rural area. 
It should be mentioned that both The Middle Schools (The Junior High Schools), 
have been constructed, after the Islamic Revolution. 
It is an important point to note that one of The Middle Schools (The Junior High 
Schools) is running in two shifts, one shift is particularly for girls and the other for 
boys.'™ 
High Schools 
The Girl's High Schools 
There is just one Girl's High School for girls, in Qal'ehnow rural area. 
The Boy's High Schools 
Now there is also one Boy's High School for boys, in Qal'ehnow rural area. 
It should also be mentioned that, both the High Schools, have been 
constructed, after the Islamic Revolution 
Basically, all the educational centers in Iran are being separately managed; in 
other words, the girls and boys study in separate educational centers; and there is no any 
co-educational center, up to the end of pre-University level, in most of the Universities, 
and at higher educational levels, the medium of study is mixed and run in co-educational 
systems. 
Further Discussion 
It is interesting point to mention that, in Qal'ehnow like most of other educational 
centers of Iran,'"" the same style (Non-mixed or non-coeducational system) system is in 
vogue. But in Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster due to the administrative issues the co-
educational system of education in all the seven primary schools of the cluster 
are implemented. 
As it has already mentioned in the portion of one of The Middle School (The 
Junior High School), it is an important point to be mentioned, that in some places of the 
country, the educational centers are running in two separate shifts; in which, one shift is 
in the morning, and the other shift in the afternoon both any of the two gender; or one 
shift may be specialized to the girls and the other to the boys accordingly. The same 
method is existed in one of the Middle School (The Junior High School), of the 
Qal'ehnow village; where a Middle School is managed in two shifts.""' 
"*". It is a part of my own observations. 
'""^ . The non-coeducational system of education is running from Primary to the end of Pre-university level. 
'""". It is my own observations. 
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Religious Schools 
There is no Religious School or Seminary (Howzeh-E-'Elmiyeh) in Qal'ehnow. 
But there is only one cleric {Rowhani or Ruhani) man, who is involved in some religious 
and cultural activities, and solves the religious problems of the people in Qarehnow.*^' 
The Teachers 
The teachers in Qal'ehnow, like other parts of the country are very punctual, and at 
the same time they are so committed with a sense of responsibility towards their duties. 
The numbers of teachers in Qal'ehnow rural area are totally 19 persons, on the 
basis of the following divisions: 
The Primary Schools Teachers: Four persons; 
The Middle Schools (The Junior High School) Teachers: six persons; and 
The High Schools Teachers: there are nine teachers.*^". 
The Students 
The number of students in Qal'ehnow village is 340, who are studying at the following 
educational levels: 
The Primary Schools Students: 120 students; 
The Middle Schools (The Junior High School) Students: 100 students; and 
The Number of High Schools Students: 120 students.'"''" 
Infrastructurai Facilities 
All the required infrastructurai facilities like electricity, water supply, 
telephone system, health services, roads, etc. are provided in Qal'ehnow. 
The Rural Administrative Office (Dehdari) is accountable for the repair, 
maintenance, control of public streets, roads, alleys, and the public 
thoroughfares.'"^" Besides guarding the borders of the area, the Police Post 
(Pasgah-E-Nirooye Entezami) of Qal'ehnow, which was constructed between 1951-
1956 {1330-1335AHSJ^'''' also maintains the security. 
Center for Training and Hygiene and Sanitation (Behdasht) and 
Therapeutics (Darmdni) has been established with the aim of providing health 
and sanitation facilities (Photograph 3.8 & 3.9). 
'"""'. It is my own observations. 
'""'". It is a part of my own observations. 
'"""'. It is a part of my observations. 
'^ ""^ . It is also a part of my own observations. 
'•""'. It is a part of my own observations. 
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To facilitate the farmers in the purchase of chemical fertilizers and other 
agricultural commodities, the government established rural Co-operative Society 
{Sherkat-E-Ta'avoni-E-Rusta'i) of Qal'ehnow.''"^" 
X 
Photograph 3,8 The Entrance Gate and a View of the Fa9ade of the Center 




Photograph 3.9 A Portion View of the Fafade Center for Training and 
Sanitation-Therapeutic of Qal'ehnow 
Ixxvii 
. It is a part of my own observations. 
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Other provisions for amicable settlement of local disputes, a Dispute Center 
{Showraye Hale Extelafe) have also been established.''"^" 
Almost all the population of Qal'ehnow, enjoy telephone and the rural 
mobile {Telephone Hamrah-E-Rusta'i) facilities. 
The rural area is governed by an administrative office with the help of the 
police. 
Since Qal'ehnow is historically a very ancient rural area, where mud bricks 
(Khest) and clay (Gel) were used for building construction, the government has 
undertaken renovation of houses so as to preserve the rich cultural heritage. Thus, 
after the" Islamic Revolution Housing Foundation"''"" complete restoration of the 
traditional architecture has made this area an important landmark in tourism.''^' 
Style of Life 
Traditional Style 
The traditional agrarian life style dominated this rural community in the past, when 
the system known as the landlord-peasant system (Nezam-E-Arbab-0-Ra'iyyati) prevailed. 
The inhabitants of Qal'ehnow, like most of the other inhabitants of the rural aieas 
throughout the country were landless. They woriced on the lands of the landlords, who 
were mostly absentee landlords. They came to the rural area during the harvesting time. It 
is interesting point to mention that some of them had their own agent (Mobasher) who 
controlled the poor farmers. Some middle class farmers owned some very small plots of 
land which were not enough even for subsistence (Ma'ishati) farming.''™"' 
As Amid has rightly stated, the Iranian landlord-peasant system was in fact a 
traditional tenancy system. Most of land ownership was concentrated in the hands of a few 
landlords and was cultivated by tenants in the form of small farms. He noted that a large 
majority of the Iranian tenants were sharecroppers which meant that, they paid a share of 
the crop to the landlords for farming the land (Amid, 1990: 8).^ ^ 
Present Situation 
It is a well known fact, that 1962 was the year when attempts had begun to bring 
about some reforms and when the Iranian land reform program was introduced, Iran saw 
that the traditional agrarian system, based on the landlord-peasant relationship {Nezam-E-
Arbab-0-Ra'iyyati) was gradually be abolished. 
Amid, states that, the land reform succeeded in redistributing only about fifty 
percent of the agricultural land among the farmers. A large amount of the redistributed land 
'""""". It is a part of my own observations 
'"""'. It is a part of my own observations 
In Persian it is called: "Bonydd-E-Maskan-E-Enqeldb-Esldmi. 
It is a part of my own observations. 
. It is a part of my own observations; and my job experiences. 
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belonged to the small landowners. It was the first stage of land reform that affected large 
landed property when the law was enforced rather vigorously. However, even then, the 
large landowners evaded the law and took full advantage of its loopholes. They managed to 
retain a great part of their land. This was the best land with easy access to water sources in 
the majority of the affected rural areas. On the whole, a small group of people still 
controlled a large proportion of the land and water sources (Amid, 1990: 109).' 
In connection with the first stage of land reform, Amid argues''°°"" that, the land 
reform law was passed by the cabinet in the form of a decree, without any explanations. It 
was generally understood; and stated by some authorities that basically land reform aimed 
at increasing agricultural production, raising the income of the rural people, improving the 
distribution of agricultural income, and liberating the peasants from the control of the 
landlords (Amid, 1990: 72).'^ 
Amid further added that large owners generally took over their land rather than 
leasing it to others, which was a common practice in the pre-reform era. There was an 
increasing tendency among this group to form large and/ or medium-sized farms and 
cultivate that under their direct or indirect management. This was the main reason for the 
sharp increase in the number of large farmers and the land they occupied. Part of the 
increase in the number and size of the large farms might have resulted from bringing new 
land under cultivation. At the same time, the number of very small farms grew rather 
quickly. However, the increase of the land-holdings of such farms fell far behind the 
increase in their number (Amid, 1990: 110).*° 
After the Islamic revolution, in Qal'ehnow, approximately, 814 hectares land that 
belonged to some landowners was distributed among 379 landless farmers on the basis of 
The Provisional Law or The Temporary Act (Qanun-E-Kesht-E-movaqqat). The landlords 
of Qal'ehnow rural area, whose land was distributed on basis of the Act, are as mentioned 
below: 
(i) The inheritor(s) {Vares) of Sardar Mohammad Hussain Narooei Nezad, who had about 
1000, hectares of land; out of which 507 hectares were eligible for distribution among the 
farmers, 
(ii) Sardar Mohammad Hussain Narooei Nezad's Mother whose 101 hectares of land was 
distributed among the 61 eligible farmers, 
(iii) About 122 hectares of Amir Sanjarani's land were distributed among 72 farmers, and 
(iv) About 84 hectares of parviz Sanjarani's land were also distributed among 29 
farmers'""". 
Table-3.6 shows the distribution pattern of lands, on the basis of The Provisional Law or 
The Temporary Act, among the eligible farmers in Qal'ehnow: 
''"""". Amid refers to the analysis of the: Research Group 1970; 'An analysis of the law governing the first 
stage of land reform in Iran', Tahqiqat-e Eqtesadi, No. 17. 
Ixxxiv. This information is based on my personal interview with "Secretary of Sistan & Baludhestan 
Land Affairs Management, Zahedan Iran, in 2006. 
I l l 
Table-3.6 Land Distribution of Big Landlords Among the Farmers on the Basis of Ifhe 
Provisional Law 
Landlord's Name 
The inheritors of Sardar 
Mohammad Hussain Narooei 
Nezad 
Sardar Mohammad Hussain 
























Source: This table was constructed from the information given to me by the "Secretary of Sistan & 
Baludhestan Land Affairs Management, {Modiriyat-E-Omor-E-Arazi-E-Ostan-E>-S\s&m-0-B^u&\tstBn 
Zahedan Iran, on 05.06.1386 A.H.S. (= A.H. solar) This year roughly corresponds to: 27.08.2006. It may be 
noted that Shahrivar [6th month of the Iranian solar calendar (31 days) corresponds roughly to later parts; of 
August and September]. 
Population 
Due to a variety of reasons, especially, sever successive droughts (Khosali) the 
population graph of Qal'ehnow shows fluctuating influx and exodus.*' However, no 
proper data in this regard is available between 1955 and 1966. Besides, the population of 
1273 persons in the rural area in 1986 decreased to 1180 persons in 1996. This is a 
decrease of about 0.9 percent. This decrease can be explained in terms of increasing 
employment opportunities in the public sector which led to migration to cities outside the 
rural setting of Qal'ehnow. Due to rising demand for higher education some young 
people, migrated to the cities for fiirther education, and after completing their studies, 
sought employment opportunities in some administrative and educational institutions. It 
is mentionable that there are very few people, who are teaching in the Universities. Even, 
recently one of them was the Vice-Chancellor of The Islamic Azad University, Zahedan 
Branch.'"""' Population of Qal'ehnow during 1956-2006 is shown in Table-3.7. 
obtained this information during the course of interview with the inhabitants of Qal'ehnow. 
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Source: My personal interview with "Secretary of Sistan & Balu6hestan Land Affairs Management, 
(Modiriyat-E-Omor-E-Arazi-E-Ostan-E'SlstM-O-Balulihestm Zahedan Iran, on 05.06.1386 A.H.S. (= Ail . 
solar), it is corresponding roughly to: 27.08.2006. It is mentionable that Shahrivar [6th month of the Iranian 
solar calendar (31 days) corresponding roughly to later parts of August and September]. 
Irrigation Resources 
Natural Cavities 
There are three Natural Cavities or Ditches {Gowdal{s), known as Chah Nimeh, 
in Qal'ehnow rural area. 
Man Made Cavities 
There is just one man made Cavity (Gowdal), or Chah Nimeh, in Qal'ehnow 
rural area. It should be mentioned that the natural and man made Cavities {Gowdal{s), or 
Chah Nimeh, receive water from the River Hirmand. In addition, the irrigation is being 
done without using any pump; because the land sloping is such that the water can easily 
flow from Cavities {Gowdal{s), or Chah Nimeh, to the agricultural farms. But for 
drinking water, has to be obtained by pumping the water to the rural area Drinking Tank, 
from where it goes to the Drinking Water Network, of the rural area.'""^' 
Sporting Places 
There is no any suitable public sport place in Qal'ehnow. But all the educational 
centers of the rural area, like almost other places of the country, have their own sporting 
fields; especially, Volleyball, and Football grounds.''™""" 
2. HESAROO'IYEH CLUSTER 
Ixxxviii Before formation of Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster (Majmoeh) , there was a rural 
area with the same name, having had just two Qanavat " and belonged to the then 
'''^ '"^ '. It is my own observations. 
''"""". It is my own observations. 
ixxxviii j ^ ^ Q-jiz^cx date of its formation is not on hand. 
''""'". It is the plural form of the Persian word ''Qanaf, which means subterranean water canal. 
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landlords - "Morad Khan and 'Elm Khan". These landlords had roughly 50 hectares land 
under cultivation. The Hesaroo'iyeh plain {Dasht) is surrounded by some mountains, 
namely (i) Rud Mahi, (ii) Pir Suran, and (iii) Howl and Gelak. The well-rich drainage 
areas, on the lower slopes of the said mountains, made it possible to have a considerable 
capability for agricultural activities in Hesaroo'iyeh Region. The main sources of water 
for irrigation (Abyari) and potable water {Ashamidani) in old Hesaroo'iyeh (Rustaye) 
rural area, like most of other rural areas of the country, was traditionally from the same 
Qanavat. After the drying out of the above mentioned two Qanavat and migration 
(Kuch) of the inhabitants (Ahali) to other places, the population of the old rural area 
decreased substantially. Although, a very few people, such as some of successors of 
Morad Khan and 'Elm Khan families , as well as some of the rural area elders continued 
to live there, the rural area came to be known as a desolate."'^  
Formation of Hesfiroo'iyeh Cluster 
After destruction of old Hesaroo'iyeh village (Rusta), the Cluster of 
Hesaroo'iyeh gradually took shape. Geographically, it is situated in Nosrat Abad 
district (Bakhsh), which is a district of Zahedan Township (Shahrestan). It is 
mentionable that, Zahedan is a township, as well as a city which is the capital of 
Sistan-0-Balu6hestan Province. Since, 1976, some data regarding the population of 
Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster is in hand. It should be added that, the said Cluster due to 
various factors like political as well as security issues were gradually formed. 
The process of formation of Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster can be classified as mentioned 
below: 
Resettlement of Nomadic Tribes 
A project known as 'Nomadic Tribes {'Ashayer) Resettlement Plan' was 
implemented with the specific aim of: 
1. The improvement of quality of life of nomadic tribes; 
2. The enhancement of socio-economic conditions, of nomadic tribes; 
3. The establishment of political stability, especially in those regions which 
were more vulnerable; 
4. Creation of security, in exposed regions; 
5. Creation of productive job opportunities and other related steps to help the 
nomadic tribes. 
Consequently, Nomadic Tribes Resettlement Plan could be considered as 
the initial step towards the creation of Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster.'"^' 
"". It is the result of an interview with the Secretary of Sistan & BaluShestan Land Affairs Management, 
Zahedan, Iran; on 27.08.2006. 
""". It is a part of my own experiences; in Planning & Management Organization, for more than fifteen 
years (1991-2006) in both Kerman as well as Sistan-0-BaIuChestan Provinces. In addition, I did not find 
any references to these details and on interviewing the elders of the village I obtained this information. 
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Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster is the second rural area chosen in Sistan & Baludhestan 
Province. It lies exclusively in the BaluChestan region. It should be noted that the term 
Hesaroo'iyeh, literally means: "walled or fenced" or a place surrounded by "a wall or a 
Fence". As it has already been noted that Hesaroo'iyeh is not simply a rural area 
but it is a Cluster of rural areas of Baludhestan region known as: Hesaroo'iyeh 
Cluster.''^" 
Irrigation System 
As it has already been noted, two Qanavat had already existed in the old 
Hesaroo'iyeh village. Those were more than sufficient for supplying water for 
different requirements of Hesaroo'iyeh. Like most of other rural areas, Qanavat 
were typically being used for a variety of purposes such as: drinking water, 
washing, cleaning, various agricultural activities, and so on. When the Qanavat 
of Hesaroo'iyeh village got completely dried, wells {Chah) had to be dug to 
replace these Qanavat. The wells were later equipped with a motor pump (a 
motor pump well) in the rural area to draw water for irrigation and other daily 
requirements of old Hesarooieyeh. 
Main Factors Responsible for Destruction of QanavSt 
It has to be noted that reasons for the destruction of the Qanavat was due to 
some factors like: 
1. Digging different types of wells (deep or half deep, etc.) in their outer limits 
or scope (Harim) of the Qanavat thus destroying its flow, 
2. Lack of dredging {'Adam-E-Layrubi) of the Qanavat at regular intervals and 
this was due to a variety of reasons, such as: 
2.1. The emigration of inhabitants from rural areas to the city centers, 
2.2. Increasing of labourer's wages, due to inflations, etc. 
2.3. Non-availability of skilled {Maker) labor ™" and 
2.4. The easy access to the false (Kazeb) glamour of illegal jobs (Shogal) such 
as: like fuel smuggling {Qachaqy"", selling dried bread" and the like."'^ '' 
"". It is a long experiences and observations of mine. 
"""". The spicific term for Qandt skilled worker, is Moqanni (a digger of subterranean 
waterways {Qanavat/Qannat Ha), or a well-digger {Chah Kan); while in some parts of Kerman 
Province like Zarand they are also called Kakin. 
""'"As per my interviews the respondents informed me that such activities began with the influx of refugees 
fi-om Afghanistan and Pakistan, through the common border. 
"". Over the past several years a high quantity of wheat, right from the harvesting until the production of 
bread have continuously been wasted (Soltanzadeh, A., 1997:. Rainfed Agriculture in Iran. In A.P.O. 
(Asian Productivity Organization), Rainfed Agriculture in Asia (pp. 150-179&267-276). Tokyo: Asian 
Productivity Organization. 
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3. And also because of unforeseen disasters such as: earthquake {Zekeleh or 
Zaminlarzeh), floods, inundations, and torrential rains, deluges led to further destruction 
of the Qanavat thus rendering them useless and unproductive."*^ '^ 
Agricultural Joint Cooperation 
The establishment of Agricultural Joint (Mosa') Cooperatives (Ta'avoni), 
as a part of land reforms (Eslahat-E-Arzi) was a measure taken by the Islamic 
Republic of Iran. 
With the policy of land distribution among the qualified or eligible 
landless and small farmers, as a pre-condition, it was necessary to provide 
equipment and the financial facilities to those farmers who had been given land."*^ '^ 
The policy of land distribution was a suitable way for some further 
development strategies in the field of agriculture. It helped both the government 
for fulfilling its objectives, as well as providing the nomadic tribes a place to 
settle down like that of Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster. Therefore, most of The Nomadic 
Tribes in general, and those of Hesaroo'iyeh Region in particular, benefited 
receiving land in this regard; as they received land for their decision to be 
resettled. Therefore, the strategy of distribution land among the Nomadic Tribes 
as a whole, and those of Hesaroo'iyeh Region, in particular, gained benefits from 
this policy, taken by the government. This was the second major step towards the 
development of Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster. It is to be noted that, due to the settlement 
of the nomadic tribes and other steps, taken to improve the quality of life, 
creation of political stability, and security arrangements in exposed and 
susceptible regions etc. Helped in the gradual development of the Hesaroo'iyeh 
Cluster. Under the same scheme about 60 wells (Chah) were made in the 
Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster, just as those found in the Hesaroo'iyeh plain {Dasht). 
Similarly, Agricultural Joint Cooperatives with the membership of qualified or 
eligible farmers created. This also included: 
a) The cattle or sheep or livestock {Dam), and the nomadic tribes of Hesaroo'iyeh 
region, 
b) The landless inhabitants of old Hesaroo'iyeh village (Rusta), 
c) The landless inhabitants of other closed places, like some inhabitants of urban 
areas who immigrated to Hesaroo'iyeh; as the members of Agricultural Joint 
(Mosa') Cooperatives. 
""'. See: footnote No. xcvi. 
'"^ •". My village study, see footnote No. xcvii. 
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It should be noted that all of the Agricultural Joint Cooperatives, created in 
Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster have been busy with both agriculture, as well as livestock 
farming activities.'"^^"' 
Infrastructures 
The Gelek Earthen Dam 
The earthen (Khaki) Dam (Sad) of Gelek (Photograph 3.10) is one of the 
21 earthen dams that have already constructed in Sistan-0-Baluchestan Province. 
Apart from these, nine more earthen dams have been under construction in 
Sistan-0-Baluchestan Province. While it is expected that in future, fourteen such 
dams will be built. 
^ - • « ^ - \^ .--
. -vt 
Photograph 3.10 The Earthen Dam of Gelek 
The term Gelek is derived from a Seasonal (Fasli) River (Rud), under the 
same title (Gelek Seasonal River), over which the Gelek dam has been 
constructed; and that is why it is known as The Earthen Dam of Gelek. The main 
reasons for construction the earthen dam of Gelek was to: (i) control the waste 
water of the region during the rainy season, especially to control those of the 
Gelek Seasonal River; (ii) Nutrition of the underground water of the region; 
especially for enrichment of agricultural motor pump wells; of Hesaroo'iyeh 
Cluster."'^ "' 
'". It is a part of my field work. 
\ My field work. 
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Characteristics of the Gelek Earthen Dam 
l.The height is equal to 26m, 
2. The length of the crown is equal to 127m, 
3. The width of the crown is equal to 7m, 
4. The capacity of accumulation of water is equal to 2.8 million cubic meter 
(m^), and 
5. The main purpose is nutrition/ feeding of the Hesarooieyeh Plain (Dashty 
Road Network of HesSroo'iyeh 
The main road of the central part of the Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster is accessible 
from two sides to Zahedan Township. The first road runs through the Cheshmeh 
Zyarat Rural area, and the second one goes through Nosrat Abad, and connects 
the central part of the Hesaroo'iyeh with Zahedan which is the central part of 
Sistan-O-Bal05hestan Province. 
A number of footpaths and walking paths are formed in the flat dusty area 
on different sides of the Hesaroo'iyeh to Zahedan. The said paths and footpaths 
are mostly, dusty (Khaki) and are between 3 to 8 meters wide. Life in this area is 
not easy especially with the shortage of water and the dwindling agricultural 
resources (Planning and Budgeting Organization, N.d. 11).*^  
Geographical Location 
Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster is situated in South-east of Nosrat Abad sub-district 
or rural district. While Nosrat Abad, itself is a part of Zahedan Township. 
Hesaroo'iyeh Rural Cluster, is bound on the South and the West by the Nosrat 
Abad Cluster, on the South by the Koreen and Shoro Clusters and on the East is 
bounded by Chesheheh Zeyarat rural area. (Planning and Budgeting 
Organization, N.d. 1)^ ^ 
Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster, lies between the longitudes of 60° to 60° and 25' of 
eastern, and the latitudes of 29° and 15' to 29° and 40' of north. It is bounded on 
the north by Nosrat Abad drainage area, on the east by Domak drainage basin, 
and on the south-east by Koreen and Shoro drainage basin, and on the west and 
south-west, is bounded by Pirsuran highlands (Planning and Budgeting 
Organization, N.d. 1).^ 
" I visited the Geiek Dam several times during the course of my field work. The details of measure- ment 
cited above were taken fi-om the foundation stone of the Dam. 
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Environmental Characteristics 
The boundary lines of the Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster almost conforms to the 
boundary line of the Hesaroo'iyeh drainage basin; with a surface area of 
850Sq.Km. Out of this, 750sq.Km is covered by highlands and the remaining 100 
Sq.Km forms the alluvial area. The central flat meadowland area is equal to 
20Sq.Km. The average altitude of the meadowland is equal to 1550m. The 
quality of the soil of this flat area is light and sandy and while it is penetrable it 
has a low capability of maintaining moisture. In addition, the soil of the area 
possesses a high degree of saltiness and alkalinity (Planning and Budgeting 
Organization, N.d. 1).*^  
Climatic Conditions 
Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster, on the average receives approximately 75mm, 
rainfall annually. While the evaporation amount of the plain was estimated above 
2500 mm.annually. The maximum moisture or humidity (Rotubat) on the plains 
is about 40 percent. The hottest months of the year are khordad (3rd month of 
the Iranian Solar Calendar, it has 31 days, and it roughly corresponds to June.) 
Tir (4th month of the Iranian Solar Calendar, it is also has 31 days and 
corresponds roughly to July). While the coldest months of the year are Dey (the 
10th month of the Iranian Solar Calendar, it has 30 days, and it corresponds 
roughly to January), and Bahman which is the 11th month of the Iranian Solar 
Calendar (30 days); it corresponds roughly to February. 
The winds in Hesaroo'iyeh mainly blow from the north and northeast and 
usually brings with it, dust and haze and occasionally storm (Tufan) and gravel 
(Shen). 
Gelek Seasonal River is the only river flows into the Hesaroo'iyeh plains and 
is completely dependent on the atmospheric precipitation, with approximately, out 
flowing (Debi) of 30 liter per second. Due to the structural condition of the soil as 
soon as it receives atmospheric precipitation it is absorbed into the soil. 
The pastures (Marate') of the Hesaroo'iyeh plain are mostly impoverished 
(Faqir), or unusable. The prevailing vegetables grown on the meadowlands are: (i) 
Variety of spinach (ii) Wormwood (Dermaneh), (iii) A type of shrub tree known 
as Qeych, (iv) Saxaul (Tag), (vi) Kid leather (Shevrow), and (v) A type of shrub 
trees, called Eskanbil (Planning and Budgeting Organization, N.d. 1-2). 
Population and Rural Life 
A comparison of the gradual transformation of rural patterns of life and 
population changes in Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster shows that during the period 1976-1986 
no change had taken place in seven hamlets (Abadi) out of the nine hamlets. 
During the same period, two hamlets, were completely evacuated {Takhliyeh). At 
the same time, three new Hamlets were established. It means that in 1986 there 
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were altogether ten hamlets in whole Hesaroo'iyeh's Cluster. On the other hand, 
according to the 1991 census there were as many as three hamlets in the Cluster. 
In addition, due to the variety of reasons, Hesaroo'iyeh itself had been 
planned to be situated at the central part of the Cluster. At the same time, since 
Hesaroo'iyeh hamlet is surrounded by other hamlets of Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster, it was 
chosen as the centre of Clusters, too. 
The gradual transformation of rural pattern of life and its population 
changes in the Cluster of Hesaroo'iyeh are shown in the Table-3.8. 
TabIe-3.8 Transformation of Rural Patter of Life & Population Changes in the 














Source: 1. Planning and Budgeting Organization. (No Date). Khadamai-E-Rusta'i Dar Ostan-E-Sistan-0-
Baluchestan-Zaheddn;Majmoeh-ErHesarooieyeh [Rural Services Systems Program in Sistan-O-
Baludhestan Province; Zahedan Township, Hesarooieyeh Cluster], 2^edan: Sistan & Baluihestan 
Budgeting and Planning Organization Press. 
2. Sistan & BaluChestan Land Affairs Management, Zahedan Iran (1996-2006). 
Production Resources 
The boundary of Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster is located in the Hesaroo'iyeh plain; which is 
itself surrounded by the highlands. The said geographical location has been the 
cause of enrichment of the reservoir of the underground water. 
In the past, Hesaroo'iyeh meadowlands had only two man-made subterranean 
water canal (Qanavat). In 1980, The Seven-man Team {Haiat-E-Haft Nafareh 
Vagozari VA Ehya-E-Arazi) was established. This Team was entrusted with the 
task of distributing the wastelands among the eligible landless farmers, reviving 
(Ehya), the uncultivated land through redistribution to eligible farmers or other 
eligible farmers who met the conditions of receiving land; and to issue the official 
permission for sinking /digging wells, on the Hesarooieyeh plain area. This further 
led to the further utilization of a substantial part of the land of the same area. 
The aquifers and the underground water of the Hesaroo'iyeh plain possessed 
better quantity and quality as compared to the other parts of the Zahedan district. 
The existence of vast plots of plain and cultivable lands, along with the 
enriched reservoir of the underground water, made it possible to sink in a number 
of farming wells. As a result, vast plots of land came under cultivation. In viev/ of 
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the above mentioned potentialities of the said plain area, the prime aim of the 
authorities was targeted at building the necessary groundwork for creating and 
extending employment to the inhabitants of the said area (Planning and Budgeting 
Organization, N.d. 6).*^ 
Agricultural Activities 
The main economical activity of the Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster, is farming 
(Zara'at) activities; and then animal husbandry (Damdari) activities. 
Table-3.9 The Agricultural Irrigation Resources in Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster (1991-
2007) 
Hamlet'Name 





























Sources: 1. Planning and Budgeting Organization. (No Date). Khadamat-E-Rusta'i Dar Ostan-ESistan-0-
Baluchestdn-Zahedan;Majmoeh-E-Hesdrooieyeh [Rural Services Systems Program in Sistan-0-
Balu5hestan Province; Zahedan Township, Hesarooieyeh Cluster], Zahedan: Sistan & BaluChestan 
Budgeting and Planning Organization Press. 
2. Sistan & BaluChestan Land Affairs Management, Zahedan Iran (1996-2006). 
According to the results of the 1988 Census of the country, the total areas 
under cultivation, in the Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster was equal to 423.6, hectares. Out of 
which, 191.7 hectares were under cultivation of wheat (Gandom); 106 hectares 
under cultivation of barley (Jow), and the rest 125.9 hectares, were under 
cultivation of alfalfa (Yunjeh) or Lucerne. 
The yielding average in per hectare of wheat was equal to 1.3 tons, and that 
of barley was 1.5 tons, in per hectare of the said plain. While the yielding average 
of the whole province was 1.57 tons and the same for the barley, was equal to 1.51 
tons. 
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The total number of the livestock of the Cluster was equal to7637 head 
(Ras). Out of which, the largest number belonged to the sheep (Gusfand) and lamb 
(Bareh) which was equal to 4144 heads; and the rest (3491 heads); were possessed 
by goat(5oz) and Goat's kids (Boz Galeh). 
The number of the big livestock of the Cluster, was equal to 402 heads; out 
of which 67 heads, were traditional cow and calf, and the rest of 335 Nafar 
individual {Nafar) were camels (Shotor) and kids of camel (Korreh Hasi). 
The main communicate road of central part of the Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster is 
accessible from two directions to Zahedan. The first line, goes through Cheshmeh 
Zyarat, and the second one through Nosrat Abad, connect up the central part of the 
Cluster, with Zahedan. 
The soil material of the plain, and the flatness of the area, caused to create 
a number of paths and footpaths, from different sides of the Cluster to Zahedan. 
The said paths and footpaths are mostly, dusty, having between 3 to 8 meters wide 
(Planning and Budgeting Organization, N.D. 7).*^ 
The agricultural irrigation pattern of Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster during 1991-2007) 
is shown in Table-3.9. 
Electricity in the Past and Present 
In 1988, only the central part of the Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster, known as 
Hesaroo'iyeh hamlet, was electrified (Planning and Budgeting Organization, 
N.d.rll).*^ At present, however, the whole area (Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster) is 
electrified.* '^ 
A GLANCE AT INDIA 
General Background 
It is a well known fact that India is now a union of States ?nd Union 
Territories, and is a sovereign, secular and democratic republic with a 
parliamentary form of government. India became an independent nation on 15th of 
August 1947; and is governed by the constitution adopted on the 26th of January 
1950. After independence India began to restrict its economy to face the acute 
food shortage. India's rural economy was very much affected as farmlands that 
supported cultivation of wheat and cotton fell in the geographical region of West 
Pakistan while rice and jute growing areas went to East Pakistan (now 
Bangladesh). According to Pathak "...this political administrative partition of the 
Indian Sub-Continent had a great impact on the rural agrarian and urban-industrial 
economy of both India and Pakistan (East and West) (Pathak, 1993: 207)".^° 
The State Reorganization Commission (SRC) in 1956 reorganized the 
state units and, as such, centrally administrated Union Territories were created. 
'. It is a part of my field work, and observation. 
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While recommending reorganization of the states, the Commission took into 
consideration the main language spoken, as well as economic and geographical 
contiguity and cultural affinity into consideration. The process of states 
reorganization did not end with the submission of the SRS report but opened up 
many avenues to further sub-divide the country. In 1990 there were 25 States and 7 
Union Territories. The states were further subdivided into Districts, and each 
district was divided into Sub-divisions called Taluks which were further divided 
into Community Development Blocks (CD) in administrative hierarchy (Pathak, 
1993: 207).^' Today there are 28 states and seven Union Territories.''" 
Initially, India had two levels of government viz: the Central 
government and State government, including Union Territories (U.T.)But as the 
process of decentralization of power and developed, local governments have been 
created at the levels of the Districts, CD blocks and rural areas which as reported 
by Pathak, are popularly known as Zilla Parishad, Anchal Parishad and Gram 
Sabha (i.e.Mandal Parishad in Andhra Pradesh).Generally, the local Govt, has 
three tiers; but in some cases there are four (Pathak, 1993: 207).'^ 
Geograhical Background 
Physical Frame 
That India is a nation of contrasts and covers an area of 3,287,263 sq. km. 
extending from the Snowclad Mountains of the Himalayas in the north to the 
tropical forests in the south, tapering off in the Indian Ocean between the Bay of 
Bengal on the east and the Arabian Sea on the west, is known to all. The northern 
hemisphere latitudinally extends from 8°4' to 37°6' N and longitudinally from 
68°7' to 97''25'E with a north south length of 3,214 km. and 2,933 km. from east to 
west. The land frontier of the country extends to 15,200 km, and the coastline of 
7,516.6 km is inclusive of Laskhadweep and Andaman, and Nicobar Islands. The 
bordering countries of India, like those of Iran are Afghanistan and Pakistan on 
the West, whereas, China, Bhutan and Nepal lie on the northern border, and 
Myanmar (Burma) and Bangladesh on the east (Pathak, 1993: 208).'^ 
Physical Features 
The valleys of the Ganga, Brahmaputra and the tributaries of the Indus, 
along with the Desert Region, the Peninsula, and the Himalayan system form the 
great lowland plains. The Himalayas comprise three parallel ranges and are 
interspersed with large plateaus and valleys like Kashmir and Kullu valleys. The 
Indo-Gangetic Brahmaputra plain extends over 2400 km. with a width of 240-
320km and is considered as the greatest stretch of fertile alluvium and slopes 




The desert region extends from the Rann of Kutch beyond the Luni River 
northward and the little desert from the Luni to Jaisalmer and Jodhpur up to 
northwest Rajasthan. The Peninsular India is separated from the Indo-Gangetic 
plain by a mass of hills and mountains varying from 460 to 1220 meters in height 
with Aravalli on the west, Vindhya, Satpura, Maikal and Ajanta and Chotanagpur 
hills on the south and east. 
The five tributaries of the Himalayan system are the well known tributaries 
of the Indus, the Ganga-Jamuna, Ghaghra, Gomti, Gandak, Koshi, flow down the 
Himalayas and Chambal, Betwa, and some from the Peninsular India. The 
Brahmaputra-Barak in the North East flows east to west to join the Ganga system 
in Bangladesh (Pathak, 1993: 208).^" 
Climate 
India also has four climatic seasons, viz: winter (Jan.-Feb.), summer 
(March-May), south-west rainy monsoon (June to Sept.) and post Monsoon (north 
east monsoon) (October to December). The climatic conditions are controlled by 
the two seasonal winds which blow from north east in winter and south-west in 
summer (Pathak, 1993: 208).^ ^ 
Flora and Fauna 
It is obvious then, that the wide range of soil and climate conditions and 
spatial variations encourage the rise to various vegetative growths and a wide 
variety of natural species of animal life. The plains and peninsular India are 
covered with tropical deciduous trees and the rain forests of Andaman and Nicobar 
Islands are well known. India has a wealth of floristic variety and includes 45,000 
species of plants and, as many as 75,000 varieties of animal species. There are 67 
national parks, 394 wild life sanctuaries, and 35 zoological gardens covering about 
4 percent of the land area (Pathak, 1993: 209).^ ^ 
People of India 
As reported by Pathak, in 1971, India's population was 547 million and 
grew to 685 million in 1981, with the rate of 24.75 percent during 1971-81. In 
1991, the total population has gone up to 844,324 million of which 74.3 percent 
rural and 25.7 percent urban. The over all population density increased from 182 
in 1971 to 216 in 1981 to 267 in 1991. The literacy rate was 29.45 percent (39.45 
percent male and only 18.69 percent female) in 1971 and 36.17 percent (with 
46.74 percent male and 24.88 percent female) in 1981 which increased to 52.11 
percent (63.56 percent male and 39.42 percent female) in 1991(Pathak, 1993: 
209).'^ 
The provisional 2001 population reports show that India's population rose by 21.34 
percent during 1991-2001. The gender ratio (i.e., number of females per thousand males) 
of population was 933, rising from 927 as at the 1991 Census. Total literacy rate in India 





That is to say that, with the above mentioned number (1,027,015,247) 
India became only the second country in the world after China to cross the one 
billion mark. In other words, India is the second most populated country in the 
world.^^ 
Structure and Dynamics 
Population of India 
Although India occupies only 2.4 percent of the world's land area, it 
supports over 15 percent of the world's population.Only China has a larger 
population. Almost 40 percent of Indians are younger than 15 years of age. 
About 70 percent of the people live in more than 550,000 rural areas, and the 
remainder in more than 200 towns and cities. Over thousands of years of its 
history, India has been invaded from the Iranian plateau. Central Asia, Arabia, 
Afghanistan, and the West; Indian people and culture have absorbed and changed 
these influences to produce a remarkable racial and cultural synthesis.^ 
Religion, caste, and language are major determinants of social and 
political organization in India today. The government has recognized 18 official 
languages and, Hindi is the most widely spoken language."^ 
Although 83 percent of the people follow the Hindu faith, yet, India is also the 
home of more than 120 million Muslims. In other words, India has one of the world's 
largest Muslim populations. The population of India also includes Christians, Sikhs, 
Jains, Buddhists, and Parsis.'"' 
Traditionally the Hindu population was, and to some extent still is, divided into a 
hierarchy of four Varna"" viz: the Brahmins: who are scholars and clergy or priests; the 
Kshatriyas who are warriors and administrators; the Vaishyas: who are agriculturists, 
artisans and merchants the Shudras: laborers. Each Varna then is traditionally divided 
into castes*^ '^  (known a&Jati, which according to Ghurye (1950)'°^ and Srinivas (1962)'°^, 
is the flinctional unit of the Hindu structure of stratification. Each caste is further divided 
into sub castes. A number of theories regarding the hierarchical structure of Hindu 
society have been forwarded, but since this is not the main thrust of this thesis, I would 
like to state that this hierarchical system, in one way or the other reflects divisions based 
on occupations which are divided into two broad groups of 'clean' as opposed to 
'unclean' occupations. The former are 'pure' while the latter are called 'polluting' 
occupations, whose base is the belief in the Dharma and Karma'^. A caste is a unit that is 
'"'. Varna means 'color' <http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vama_%28Hinduism%29> 
"\ Caste originated from the Portuguese word "casta" which meant 'race' 
<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vama_%28Hinduism%29> 
". Dharma has Sanskrit origin and is a multivalent term of great importance in Indian philosophy and 
religions. In the context of Hmduism, it means one's nghteous duty, < ^ > t^arma 
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associated with particular occupation, culture and a style of life quite different from 
another caste. Each caste, sub caste down to the smallest unit was traditionally 
endogamous.'^ "' Within this unique system there are thousands of castes and sub castes, 
whose relative status varies from region to region. Despite economic modernization and 
laws countering discrimination against the lower end of the class structure, the caste 
system remains an important source of social identification for most Hindus and a potent 
factor in the political life of the country.'°^ The category of outcastes, which were 
earlier known as "untouchables" but now commonly referred to as "dalits" still continue 
to exist despite economic modernization and laws countering discrimination against the 
lower end of the caste structure, which remains an important source of social 
identification for most Hindus and a potent factor in the political life of the country.'"^ 
During the course of discussion in this thesis I will draw attention to caste as it exists in 
the areas under study. 
Agriculture in India 
History 
According to social scientists, at the time of independence in 1947, the 
Indian economy was predominantly agrarian and in a stagnant state. The level of 
poverty was high and the level of human development low. The first tasks that 
the policy makers had to combat with were the acceleration of growth and ensure 
social justice. It was due to meet these goals that India followed the path of 
planned economic development within the mixed economy. The broad objectives 
of India's development strategy have been to establish a socialistic pattern of 
society through economic growth with self-reliance, social justice and 
alleviation of poverty (Saran, 2002: 152).""°^ I now proceed to examine the 
historical, geographical, social and economic aspects of Uttar Pradesh, the state 
of India, within which lie the two rural areas of this study. 
LAND USE CHANGES AND BALANCES 
Land Use Pattern 
According to Pathak, land use pattern evolved over the ages and the 
patterns that emerged show the physical exploitation of land resources. This 
exploitation lay within the geographic, economic and social frame, and helped in 
the extension of irrigation to meet the increasing needs of the growing 
population. 
The availability of land resources being rigid, depend largely on the 
relative demands for a particular use that is set by the changing needs of the 
nation. If agricultural area is to be expanded, its availability will have to be 
also has Sanskritic which refers to "act, action, performance and "in Indian religions is the concept of 




increased either by converting non-agricultural land to agricultural land or by 
intensification of crop production through multiple cropping techniques and 
management inputs. "Such changes vary regionally depending upon the inputs 
and the physio-climatic-soil characteristics," says Pathak (Pathak, 1993: 209).'°^ 
Land Use Classification and Changes in Land Use 
Land use is broadly categorized into: (a) Forest, (b) Land not available for 
cultivation, (c) Permanent pasture and other grazing lands, (d) Land under 
miscellaneous tree crops and groves (not included in net sown area), (e) 
Cultivable wasteland, (f) Fallow land including current fallow land, (g) Net area 
sown, and (h) The area sown more than once. The other categories include grass 
and scrublands and the area not used for cultivation purposes. 
India has 328,726 million hectares land, of which only 304,580 million 
hectares are under use. Pathak further states that the unreported areas of about 
24 million hectares are primarily the mountainous and inaccessible areas of 
Arunachal Pradesh, Jammu and Kashmir, Uttar Pradesh and Himachal Pradesh 
(Pathak, 1993:209).'°* 
Almost since the nineteen seventies, land use pattern has not altered 
significantly. The forest land increased from 63.9 million to 66.75 million 
hectares during 1970-71 to 1985-86. There was also a gradual decline in area not 
available for cultivation, tree crops and cultivable wasteland, while there was a 
slight increase in pasture and grasslands. Moreover, agricultural land increased 
by 3.62 percent, that is, from 160 million to 166 million hectares. 
The year 1985 saw tremendous variations in agricultural land use. These 
varied from 3.63 percent in Arunachal Pradesh, 5.70 percent in Andaman and 
Nicobar Island, 6.33 percent in Manipur to as high as 86.11 percent in Haryana 
and 84.4 percent in Punjab. The low figures for the hilly and forested regions 
were due to uneven rainfall distribution, availability of irrigation facilities, and 
topographic limitations. Also, the regions with irrigation facilities had large 
coverage of agricultural lands and cropping. 
Nevertheless, efforts were extended to increase agricultural lands by 
converting forest and cultivable wastelands. However, there was a serious 
limitation in geographic extension of agricultural land and efforts were made to 
intensify crop production by extending irrigation and other inputs for 
agricultural purposes (Pathak, 1993: 210). ^ 
Distribution of Agricultural Land 
Due to population pressure, distribution of arable land in 1970-71 was 
0.30 hectares and it declined to 0.22 hectares in 1985-86. Some states like 
Andhra Pradesh, Arunachal Pradesh, Gujarat, Haryana, Karnataka, M.P. 
Maharashtra, Orlssa, Punjab, and Rajasthan had above national average per 
capita arable land while the other states remained below the national average, in 
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1970-71. In 1985-86, the above states maintained their position higher than the 
national average with reduced per capita arable land. The states which had lower 
national average declined further during this period. There was a drastic decline 
in densely populated (Pathak, 1993: 210)."° 
Land Settlement 
An increase in urban land from 4.36 million hectares in 1971 to 5.26 
million hectare in 1981 was recorded. This increase of 20.6 percent pointed to 
the rate of urbanization of various states. In the union territory of Goa, and states 
of Haryana, Jammu and Kashmir, Madhya Pradesh, Manipur, Meghalaya, 
Nagaland, Punjab, and Uttar Pradesh & Delhi, the decadal growth was very high. 
There had been net decline in urban settlement land in Maharashtra (8 percent) 
and Orissa (29 percent), while the remaining states increased at the national rate. 
The per capita availability of urban land by state/union territories 
declined from 0.04 hectare to 0.03 hectare during 1971-81. Everywhere, per 
capita urban land declined in spite of its increase during 1971-81 because urban 
population increased faster (Pathak, 1993: 211).'" 
Land Use and Economy 
It is reported that with the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of $ 73.876 
million in 1970-71 the following sectional contributions of 48 percent, 21 
percent and 31 percent for the primary, secondary and tertiary sectors were 
made. There was a general decline in the share of primary sector during the last 
two decades. During 1980-81 and 1985-86, the GNP, NNP and per capita NDP 
(with the base of 1980-81 = 100) increased to 126.5, 125.5 and 112.8, 
respectively. Per capita income had slowly risen from US $ 135 in 1970-71 to $ 
171 in 1985-86. 
During 1970-71 the economic development plan budget was $ 31 billion 
and was raised to 150 million during the Seventh plan (1985-90). Of this, during 
the fourth Plan, 14.7 percent was allocated to agriculture in comparison to 
sectors like rural development, special area program, environment and forest and 
wasteland development. Irrigation and flood control had separate allocations. 
As a result of externa! debt, mode of payment, high interest rate, import 
of mineral oil, etc. India's foreign exchange was adversely affected. During the 
Sixth Plan (1980-85) the trade deficit was $ 7.3 billion which was mainly due to 
the rapid increase in the import of industrial goods. 
In 1990, the foreign exchange reserves fell to a low record of $ 10 million 
(Rs.lO, 000 million) due to rupee devaluation in July 1991 (Pathak, 1993: 211). 
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Population Growth 
Unfortunately, India's population has shown rapid growth with an annual 
growth rate of 2.3 percent during 1971-81 which dipped to 2.0 during 1981-91 
with an absolute figure of 548 million in 1971, 685 million in 1981, and 844 
million in 1991. In 2001 the population rose to 1028737 million'"^ ' and then to 1093 
million in 2005.'""' 
Landless agricultural workers are increasing at fast rate while the non-
agricultural gained 27.9 percent in 1971 to 33.5 percent in 1981 and during that 
period absolute gain was 20 million workers or 42 percent increase (Pathak, 
1993:211-212)."'" It is mentionable that in 2001, Work participation was 
39.1 percent.'"* 
A glance at Table-3.10 (illustrated above) shows that the population 
of whole India in 1991 was 846421 and with 20.54 percent growth reached to 
1028737 persons. While during the same period the population of Uttar 
Pradesh increased to 166198 persons showing an increase of 17.72 percent. 
Meaning thereby that, the growth rate of population in Uttar Pradesh as 
compare to whole the country was approximately 2.82 percent higher."^ 

























Source: Office of the Registrar General of India, Ministry of Home Affairs. Quoted fom: 
http://indiabudget.nic.in/es2006-07/cha2007/tab97.pdf 
Land Ownership 
A Brief Historical Sketch 
Land being a state subject is governed by the state laws and regulations; 
and still need to be ratified by the centre. Preceding India's independence, a 
number of land tenancy and rent regulation laws were passed by the states 




The enactment on abolition ''Zamindarf"System" and introduction of "Land 
Reform" in January 1951 in U.P., was extended to 1953 in most of the states. 
Also, the sharing of the products between the landlords and tenants was legislated 
in many states to prevent unfair reaction of tenants and confer ownership right to 
the actual tillers. Security of tenure, distribution of land among the landless, 
resumption of personal cultivation and encouragement towards cooperative 
farming were the other programs that were introduced. The ceiling of land holding 
on irrigated land was suggested for a family of five between 4.05 hectares and 
7.08 hectares if land was used to cultivate double crops and otherwise it would be 
10.93 hectares. On the other hand, for orchards and gardens, the ceiling was 21.85 
hectares. However, the land ceiling legislation had many loopholes and could 
easily be violated and the government was not very stem in its implementation, as 
it feared that it may affect production in the face of widespread food shortage 
(Pathak, 1993:214-215)."* 
Patterns of Land Distribution 
As the number of farming families increased, and land inheritance 
progressed, the size of land holdings decreased from 1.32 hectares in 1971 to 1.19 
hectares in 1981. On the other hand, as land holding size decreased, the number of 
landless farmers increased from 50 million to 75 million. 
Since land distribution was a social issue, a number of legislative measures 
had to be taken to restore land to the cultivators. In West Bengal, a legislation 
called "Operation Braga" was introduced to provide security to tenancy. 
According to Pathak, in other parts of the country, the continuation of feudalistic 
pattern of production made land reform unsuccessful (Pathak, 1993: 215)."'' 
Jajmani System 
Another stumbling block in agricultural and land reform and land 
distribution was the existence of the Jajmani system. Wiser*^ " (1936)" was 
perhaps the first social scientist to have noted the working of this system at some 
length. According to more recent social scientists, the term Jajman originally 
referred to a client for whom a Brahmin priest performed rituals. Later, however, 
Jajman literally meant "patron" or recipient of specialized services. The Jajmani 
system then was a system of traditional caste occupational obligations. The 
traditional caste structure was such that there was an economically 
interdependence of one caste to another. This specialization of occupations led to 
the exchange of services in the rural society. This relationship between the 
'Patron" and the 'Client' or what was called the 'served' and 'serving' castes was 
hereditary in such a manner that the system sustained durable relations between 
landowning families and the landless families by way of a barter system of 
exchange of goods and services (Ahuja, 1993: 322-323)." 
. In some sources, it is also written Zammdary or Zemindari or Zemlndary. 
. See Chapter II of this thesis for more information. 
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Changes in the Jajmani System 
As seen in Chapter II of the present thesis, the Jajmani system was closely 
associated with landownership, kinship and the caste system, and, in a way, 
supported the political structure of the rural area. As such, changes in the 
socioeconomic and political systems have affected the functioning of the Jajmani 
system in the present day India. The important changes in society that have 
affected the Jajmani system in the last five or six decades are: 
1. Reduction in powers of the rural area elders' councils, 
2. Effect of the factory system and industrialization on the quality of 
services rendered by the Kamins (lower castes), 
3. Changes in the rigidity of the caste system, 
4. Spread of education, 
5.Migration of people of intermediate and lower castes to cities in 
search of jobs and material amenities, 
6. Abolition of the Jagirdari system,"' 
7. Introduction of land reforms, 
8. Better employment opportunities in urban areas, 
9. Feasibility of market transactions due to the availability of modem 
transport. 
All the above stated factors, forced the Jajmani system into the oblivion in 
many rural areas, and, in some areas it has completely disappeared. With the 
diminishing use of barter, and emerging cash economy, the service castes 
preferred money in return of their services and goods. Cultivators and landlords 
too began to prefer to buy things of quality from the market place by paying in 
cash. Thus, both the Zamindari and the Jagirdari systems began to weaken until 
they almost disappeared (Ahuja, 1993: 330-33l)'^°and Ahuja (1999: 167-168).'^' 
LAND REFORMS 
The important land reforms introduced after India gained independence can 
be classified as mentioned below: 
I. Abolition oiZamindari system 
"'. Form of land tenancy introduced in India by the early sultans of Delhi in the early 13th century. Under the 
system, land, its revenues, and the power to govern it was assigned to an official of the state. The land 
reverted to the government on the official's death, but heirs could renew the land assignment by paying a fee. 
Feudalistic in character, the jagirdar system tended to enfeeble the central government by setting up quasi-
independent baronies. Periodically abolished, it was always renewed. After Indian independence, measures 
were taken to abolish absentee landownership: (http://encyclopedia2.thefreedictionary.com/jagirdar+^ystem). 
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2. Accepting the fundamental principle that lands belonged to those who do 
the tilling, 
3. Enacting Land Ceiling Act, 
4. Encouraging Bhoodan and Sarvodyay movements,'^ '"' and 
5. Devising suitable rational basis for obtaining land revenue. The proposal 
'land belongs to the tiller' was meant to redistribute rural income to the 
advantage of those who worked in the fields and to the disadvantage of 
those who did not (Ahuja, 1999: 321).'^ 
THE GREEN REVOLUTION 
William Gaud, former director of the USAID program used the term "Green 
Revolution" in 1968, to highlight the spread of the new technologies and other 
developments in the field of agriculture, which he felt should be given a new 
appellation as this was a different brand of revolution, viz: the Green Revolution.™" The 
term refers to a series of research, development, and technology transfer initiatives that 
occurred between 1943 and the late 1970s, and increased industrialized agricultural 
production in India. As reported, in 1961, India was on the brink of a mass famine. With 
government of India collaboration, the Ford Foundation began to import wheat seed from 
CIMMYT*^ "'^  and Punjab was selected by the Indian government to be the first site to try 
the new crops. The selection of Punjab was based on reliability of water supply and its 
history of agricultural success. Thus, India began its own Green Revolution program of 
plant breeding, irrigation development, and financing of agrochemicals."^ 
In the 1960s, rice yields in India were about two tons per hectare and after the 
implementation of the Green Revolution, by the mid-1990s; they had risen to six tons per 
hectare. In the 1970s, rice cost about $550 a ton; in 2001, it cost under $200 a ton. India 
became one of the world's most successful rice producers, and is now a major rice 
exporter, shipping nearly 4.5 million tons in 2006.'^ "^ ' 
"" Sarvodaya ('The Awakening and Welfare of All'). Buddhist-based rural self-development movement 
initiated in ^ri Lanka and mainly found there. The movement is based on Sramadana, community work 
projects, and is sometimes known as Sarvodaya Shramadana. The concept was endorsed by Gandhi, but the 
specifically Buddhist movement began in 1958, when a young teacher, A. T. Ariyaratne, encouraged his 
pupils to engage in a fortnight's holiday work camp, starting from the needs as perceived by the destitute 
villagers themselves. Many other schools and colleges followed this example, and before long bhik$us were 
involved. As the movement grew and became formalized, it took care to keep decision-making 
decentralized, establishing Village Awakening Councils (samhiti) which administered their own budgets 
and decided their own programmes. About a third of all ^ri Lanka's villages became involved; and in 1981, 
Sarvodaya Shramadana International was instituted, with a concern, not only for Third World development, 
but for errors in developed societies as well (http://www.encyclopedia.com/doc/10101-Sarvodaya.html). 
""'. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Green_Revolution 
"". The International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center (commonly called by its Spanish acronym 
CIMMYT for Centre Inlernacional de Mejoramiento de Mat y Trigo) 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ClMMYT 
^''\ http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Green Revolution 
"""http://en.wikipedia.Org/wiki/Green_Revolution#cite_note-4 
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The Green Revolution which aimed at increase in agricultural productivity was 
brought about in 1966'='^ '. The introduction of high-yielding varieties (HYV) of wheat, 
rice, maize, millet, etc., benefited the larger landowner more than small landowners. This 
was because it required a reliable supply of water, costly fertilizers, high quality and high 
yielding variety of seeds, and pesticides, and use of machinery. These could be afforded 
only by the richer farmers (Ahuja, 1999:322).'^^ 
THE WHITE REVOLUTION 
While the Green Revolution came about as a result of the Ford Foundation, the 
White Revolution, which is popularly called "Operation Flood", was purely the invention 
of the renounced Varghese Kurien, who in 1970, conceived of the program in 
collaboration with the India's National Dairy Development Board (NDDB). Its main 
objective was to create a national milk grid. The implementation of tihis program made 
India the largest producer of milk and milk products; and this achievement came to be 
known as the White Revolution.'^'' 
The Gujarat-based Amul (Anand Milk Union Limited) Company, "Amul" which 
is now a household name in India took the driver's seat. Its then young chairman Mr. 
Kurten combined his mind and management skills to create this cooperative.'^^ 
This Operation Flood brought inputs to the dairy farmers so that they may 
develop and control their own resources without the middlemen who were the milk 
traders and indulged in malpractices, thus leaving the dairy farmers with scanty earning. 
As a result, poverty was alleviated in many regions. 
To ensure continuity and stability a 'National Milk Grid' was formed and its aim 
was to create a network of milk producers from one comer of India to the other, with 
consumers in over hundreds of towns and cities. This benefited not only the producer 
but also the consumer and reduced the seasonal and regional variation in prices. 
The first phase of this was initiated in 170 and lasted up to 1980. In this phase, 
major metropolitan cities like Delhi, Mumbai, Collate and Chennai were linked. 
Gradually, the rural areas around these cities were targeted and the development of dairy 
animals from these rural areas was included in the program. As a result, milk production 
increased and, the procurement of milk became easier. It then became necessary to aim 
for high yielding milk animals. To this end, foreign cow breeds were obtained from 
European countries. 
Towards the end of the first phase, the second phase of Operation began in 1981 
and lasted up to 1985. This phase saw a tremendous increase in the network of milk 
""'. In some sources, it has been indicated that, "The introduction of high-yieiding varieties of seeds after 
1965 and the increased use of fertilizers and irrigation are known collectively as the Green Revolution, 
which provided the increase in production needed to make India self-sufficient in food grains, thus 
improving agriculture in India. Famine in India, once accepted as inevitable, has not returned since the 
introduction of Green Revolution crops. This movement is now under fire, and is blamed for the spread of 
Land Degradation in India due to excessive use of Fertilizers, Pesticides, etc. (Wikipedia). 
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Green Revolutionjn India)." 
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sheds from a low of 18 to 136. The local markets expanded to 290, and by the end of the 
second phase, (by the end of 1985), 43,000 village cooperatives with 42.5 Lakh*^ "^ " milk 
producers entered the self-sustaining system. 
Notwithstanding the growing criticisms, the operation entered the third phase 
(1985-1996), during which period, the dairy cooperatives had already strengthened itself 
with a strong infrastructure. This led to an increase in milk procurement. Side benefits of 
veterinary health care services, introduction of sound technologically education for 
animal husbandry and research in the direction of development of vaccines etc. were 
introduced. 
By 1996, the dairy cooperative movement had spread beyond imagination to 
42,000. The numbers of women members and Women's Dairy Cooperative Societies also 
mcreased significantly. 
Yet despite this tremendous progress, criticisms were made but regardless of 
these one has to appreciate the fact, that the operation flood provided means of livelihood 
to thousands of inhabitants of the India nation. It should be noted that despite criticisms, 
both the Green and the White Revolutions brought about lasting changes in the Indian 
agricultural economy. 
PLANNED RURAL DEVELOPMENT 
Generally speaking, Sagar states that followed two types of policies are 
likely to affect rural life in India, namely: 
(i) Production-oriented activities targeting production and services, 
e.g., subsidized fertilizers, providing irrigation, credit, locating 
rural area industries, and so on; and 
(ii) Non-production oriented activities targeting living standards. 
The first type of activities is defined as rural development 
measures. These activities may affect either the whole 
community or a particular section of the community. Examples 
of the former type of activities are community development 
projects which were implemented in 1952, Panchayti Raj'^" 
""'". One Lakh is equal to one hundred thousand. 
"'". The term Panchayat means a village council in India (Government, Politics & Diplomacy); in which 
the Hindi term panch (from Sanskrit) means five, because such councils originally consisted of five 
members 
(http://www.thefreedictionary.com/Panchayat). The Panchayat is an Indian political system. 'Panchayat' 
literally means assembly (yat) of five (panch) wise and respected elders chosen and accepted by 
the village community. Traditionally, these assemblies settled disputes between individuals and villages. 
Modem Indian government has decentralised several administrative functions to the vill^e level, 
empowering elected Gram Panchayat (http://dictionary.babylon.com/Panchayati%20Raj). While, Gram 
Panchayats are local governments at the village or small town level in India. As per 2002 there were about 
265,000 gram panchayats in India. The gram Panchayat is the foundation of the Panchayat System. A 
gram panchayat can be set up in villages with minimum population of Panchayat 300. Sometimes two or 
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during 1962, land reforms during the fifties, poverty alleviation 
programs (PAPs) like Integrated Rural Development Program 
(1978), etc. Later type of activities are Tribal Development 
Program (1959), Drought-prone Area Program (1979), Desert 
Development Program (1977), Food for Work Program 
(1977),National Rural Employment Program (1980), Training 
of Rural Youth for Self-Employment TRYSEM (1999), 
(Sagar, 1990:251-261)." 
Ahuja noted that some of the said programs aimed at increasing assets and 
production and thereby provided economic benefit to the poor. Some examples 
are the introduction of schemes like the IRDP""', Minimum Agricultural Wage, 
Rural Employment Program, etc., while other programs aimed at social uplift of 
people, e.g., Zamindari abolition, land reforms, Panchayati Raj, TRYSEM, etc. 
Some other programs aimed at poverty alleviation, such as the self-employment 
programs of NREP"™", DPAP, and training program of TRYSEM. Certain politically 
motivated slogans like Garibi Hatao'^^'" and 20 point program.*^ '™^ However, Ahuja 
lament, that the basic aims of achieving community participation, removal of social evils, 
and improving the quality of life are a far cry (Ahuja, 1999; 323).'^ ^ 
Five Year Plans 
In order to improve its economy, and to rid the country out of poverty 
through planning, the Indian government introduced the five year plans which 
were to be monitored by the Planning Commission. The first five year plan was 
more villages are clubbed together to form group-gram Panchayat when the population of the individual 
villages is less than 300 (http://en.wikipedia.org/wikiyGram_panchayat). 
""''. The scheme - TRYSEM aimed at providing basic technical and entrepreneurial skill to the ruralpoor in 
the age group of 18-35 years enable them take up income generatingactivities (self/wageemployment). It 
had been laid down that the coverage of youth from SC/ST communities should be at least 50% of rural 
youth trained. Out of the total beneficiaries, at least 50% should be women. The scheme April, 1999 
{planningcommission.nic.in/reports/sereporL'ser/maker/makchtlb.pdf). 
"" ' . It is abbreviation of: "Integrated Rural Development Program" (1997). 
""". It is abbreviation of: "National Rural Employment Program" (1980). 
""'". Garibi Hatao (Meaning "Abolish Poverty" in Hindi) was the theme and slogan of Indira Gandhi's 
1971 election bid and later also used by her son Rajiv Gandhi. The slogan and the proposed anti-poverty 
programs that came with it were designed to give Gandhi an independent national support, based on rural 
and urban poor. This would allow her to by-pass the dominate rural castes both in and of state and local 
government; likewise the urban commercial class. And, for their part, the previously voiceless poor would 
at last gain both political worth and political weight. The programs created through Garibi Hatao, though 
carried out locally, were funded, developed, supervised, and staffed by New Delhi and the Congress Party. 
All in all, Garibi Haiao did little and accomplished less: only about 4% of all fiinds allocated for economic 
development went to the three main anti-poverty programs, and precious few of these ever reached the 
'poorest of the poor', but it did help secure Gandhi's election (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Garibi_Hatao). 
""'" The 20 Point Programme is a selection of Plan schemes with the aim of achieving certain selected 
targets and objectives within the Annual year Annual Plan and Five Year Plan of the States/Uts. The basic 
aims of this program is genrally to achieve community participation, removal of social evils, and improving 
the quality of life etc.(see <http://megpied.gov.in/tpp.html>). 
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presented to the parliament by the first Prime Minister, Mr. Jawaharial Nehru in 
December 1951.'^'^ The first plan aimed at the agrarian sector with special 
emphasis on building dams and improving irrigation, energy, community 
development transport facilities etc. In other words, the main aim was to 
substantially increase the gross domestic product (GDP) to bring India out of the 
morose of the aftermath of partition. Progressively these five-year plans opened 
avenues for the introduction of institutes of technology, the University Grants 
Commission, industry, educational planning for the primary school sector with 
the aim of reducing illiteracy, infant mortality and poverty. Subsequently it was 
during the fourth plan period that the green revolution had transformed the face 
of agriculture in India. Now, India is the phase of the eleventh plan (2007-2012) 
and aims at increasing income, further reducing poverty by doubling the per 
capita income and accelerating GDP from 8 to 10 per cent. The next emphasis is 
on education and increasing the literacy rates, targeting health, women and 
children, and improving the infrastructure by providing electricity connections to all 
villages with round -the- clock power supply. The improvement of roads and their 
widespread network is also on the agenda, with special emphasis on environment'^ "'^  
(Ahuja, 1999: 327).'^^ 
UTTAR PRADESH 
Prior to independence, Uttar Pradesh was known as United Provinces and 
was India's most popular state with a population which is more than the 
combined population of some of the West European nations. (Bhatt, 1998: 
391).'^° While Uttar Pradesh continues to be the most populous state it is also 
the fifth largest state of India.'^ '""" According to Jain, "...this northern state is a 
microcosm of India. It is in fact a cornucopia of tourist attractions....being 
known throughout the world for the exquisite beauty of the Taj Mahal, the 17' 
century poetry in marble "(Jain, 2005:1).'^' It attracts pilgrims of all major 
religions to its innumerable places of worship, eco-tourism and adventure sports 
in the Himalayas, the rivers Ganga and Jumna, which attract the adventurous on 
these new vistas. It is rich in historical architecture and a place where the course 
of Indian history was decided. 
Uttar Pradesh has a very ancient and colorful history. The great epics, the 
Ramayana and the Mahabharata find their roots in this state. Jainism and 
Buddhism were the two religions in the 6'*' century B.C. Lord Mahavira breathed 
his last at Doora and it was Sarnath that Lord Buddha preached his first sermon. 
It was Kushinagar that Buddha breathed his last. It is the land of great sages like 
Bharadwaja, Vajnavalkya, Vasishta, Vishwamitra and Valmiki and the land of 
great scholars like Sri Shankaracharya. The medieval period passed under the 
Muslim rule that led the way to a new synthesis of Hindu and Islamic cultures. 
The period gave us many intellectuals like Tulsidas, Birbal, Ramanada and his 




disciple Kabir. Later the state came under the British administration as the 
United Provinces of Agra and Oudh until after independence it was renamed 
Uttar Pradesh in January, 1950 with 83 districts. On 9'*' November, 2000 the 13 
north-western hill districts were separated to form the new state of 
Uttaranchar'"""' thus leaving Uttar Pradesh with 70 districts (Jain, 2005: 1).'" 
Geographic Details 
The State of Uttar Pradesh covers a surface area of 240,928 square 
kilometers and ranks fifth in terms of area in the country. Uttar Pradesh is one of 
the border states of India, sharing India's Frontier with Nepal in the north. 
Uttaranchal (now known as Uttarkhand), forms it's boundary on the north, 
Haryana on the northwest, Rajasthan on the southwest, Madhya Pradesh and 
Chhattisgarh on the south, Jharkhand on the southeast and Bihar on the east. 
Administratively, Uttar Pradesh is divided into 70 districts. It lies between 
31°52' and 30°25' North Latitude, to 77°06' and 84°39'East Longitude, and is 
divided into (i) The Himalayan region in the North, with its rugged and varied terrain 
has now been transferred to Uttrakhand. It has a varying topography and the elevations 
range from 300 to 5000m while slopes range from 150 to 600 nVkm. (ii) The Gangetic 
Plain with its highly fertile alluvial soils has a flat topographic surface which is 
interspersed by numerous ponds, lakes and rivers; and forms the centre of the state. The 
Gangetic Plain stretches across the entire length of the state from east to west. 
This vast homogeneous alluvial plain is one of the largest in the world'^ ^ (iii) The 
Vindhya Hills and plateau border the southern part of the state and, due to existence of 
hard rocky strata its topography is varied and is a mixture of hills, plains, valleys and 
plateau with limited availability of water."'"" Because of the deep alluvium strata the 
region is almost devoid of minerals. On the other hand its high fertility has led 
to heavy pressure of population on land. About 70 percent of the area is 
cultivated (Jain, 2005: 1)."'^" 
Both in terms of geography and in political and administrative terms, the 
state could also be divided into five zones: the western zone, which is 
completely well developed and better off than the rest in terms of agriculture and 
industry, the eastern zone which is not so well developed, and the centra! zone, 
the hills region, which may emerge as a separate state from the rest of U.P.'^ "'" 
and the Bundelkhand region in the south close to Madhya Pradesh (Bhatt, 1998: 
391)."'^^ 
Climate and Temperature 
Uttar Pradesh enjoys three distinct climates, viz: summer, which is very 
hot and dry with temperatures ranging between 30 - 45°C moving up to 49 
"™". http://persmin.nic.in/EinployeesComer/Acts_Rules/SR/UP_Act2000.pdf 
""'". http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geography_of_Uttar_Pradesh> 
""". In the year 2000 Uttar Pradesh was reorganized and the hilly portion was designated as 
Uttranchal as stated elsewhere in this chapter. 
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degrees centigrade under extreme conditions. Summer months are from March to 
June. This is followed by the Monsoon season (June-September) and 
temperatures range between 40-50 degrees centigrade. The average annual 
rainfall is 990mm. winter begins in October and end in February. Temperatures 
range between 20°C- 4°C and, sometimes, the needle may dip to a cold frosty -1 
centigrade! The best months for tourism fall between Septembers to March.'^ '°°" 
Religions and Languages 
Almost all the major religions of India are represented in Uttar Pradesh. 
Apart from the Hindus, who form the majority, and Muslims who are the 
largest minority, followed by Christians, Sikhs, Jains and Buddhists. Hindi and 
Urdu are the main spoken languages""™" of the state (Jain, 2005: 2).'^* 
Culture 
The historical and geographical position of the state has given it a 
pioneering position in the field of art, dance and drama. The Kathak"^'" dance 
style is one of Uttar Pradesh's outstanding contributions to the cultural heritage of 
India. This dance form was patronized by the Mughal emperors and the 
Nawabs.'^ '™"' According to Jain, this tradition goes back to the establishment of 
the first theatre by Raja Nahusha of Pratishthan, and the first drama referred by 
Panini as 'Kanshadh' was staged in Mathura, one of the important religious 
centers of Uttar Pradesh. The different folk dance forms are reflected in the dance 
festivals conducted in major cities. Of these, Rasleela"""^" in Braj Bhumi'^'°°"^\s still 
the most popular and the most elaborate. 
"""<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geography_of_Uttar_Pradesh> 
"""". It is mentionable that like most of other parts of India, many people, especially the 
educated people also speak English. 
cxxxni "j)^pg ^Qj^ |vj j^jjjg j^d Pakistan. Its name comes from hatha meaning story and it originates from the 
kathaks or storytellers who used to give religious and moral instruction in narrative form. Music, mime, and 
dance became important features of their technique and when this mingled with the decorative dance styles 
introduced by the Moguls (14th-17th centuries) kathak became a complex movement form capable of dealing 
with the themes of Hindu myth as well as more human stories. Subsequently its narrative content became 
highly refined (that which remained dealing primarily with the stories of Radha and Krishna) and dancers 
focused on music and rhythm. Kathak performers are noted for their virtuosic fast turns and stamping 
footwork, whose rhythms, exaggerated by ankle bells, develop into highly complex metrical sequences. 
Today's dancers may be pure classicists or, like British-based Nahid Siddiqui, develop the language into a 
more contemporary style of dance" (http://www.answers.coni/topic/kathak-3). 
cxxxiv „^ Na^ab or Nawaab (Urdu, and Hindi) was originally the subedar (provincial governor) or viceroy of 
a subah (province) or region of the Mughal empire. It became a high title for Muslim nobles 
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nawab). 
""'" . One of the most important aspects of the festival Janmashtami is Rasleela. Rasleela is a divine sport 
(Kreeda), which Sri Krishna played with his gopis on the banks of river Yamuna in Vrindavan. Radha was 
the most important gopi and closest to the Lord. Her love for Lord Krishna was complete and in its purest 
form. Sri Krishna was ten years old when he performed Rasleela. Rasleelas are particularly performed in 
thecity of Vrindavan." (Imp: wwvs.krishnajanniashtami.com/perform ing-rasleela.html). 
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The Ahirs'^'^", Kahars, Pasis and Chamars,""^'" each have their own 
peculiar dance forms and styles. The Banjaras,'^""^'^ a nomadic tribe, have their 
own folk dances performed by their womenfolk perform with great vigor and 
vitality by the roadside (Jain, 2005: 3). '" 
Population Trends 
The Planning Commission reports, that with its population of 16.605 crore 
strong population, Uttar Pradesh continues to be the most populous state in the 
country and accounts for 16.17 percent of India's 102.702 crore population. The 
report states: "...an economically strong Uttar Pradesh, with its huge market could 
be an important engine of growth for the rest of the country. It has a large 
agricultural base, fairly well-spread industrial activities, and some of the best 
learning centers in the country. However, the economic performance of the state 
over the years has fallen behind the rest of the country. During the post-reform 
period of 1993-94 to 2000-01, the real GSDP at factor cost (1993-94 prices) in 
divided Uttar Pradesh had an average annual growth of 4.22 percent as against all-
cxxxvT 'Brajbhoomi the land where Lord Krishna was bom and spent his youth has today little towns and 
hamlets that are still alive with the Krishna- legend and still redolent with the music of his flute. Mathui-a, a 
quiet town on the River Yamuna was transformed into a place of faith after Lord Krishna was bom here. 
Vrindavan, a vill^e - once noted for its fragrant groves, is where he spent an eventful youth. There are 
numerous other little spots in the area that still reverberate with the enchantment of Lord Krishna" 
(http://www.dentotourism.net^raj_bhoonli.htm).. 
"•""" . This north Indian dance form is inextricably bound with classical Hindustani music, and the 
rhythmic nimbleness of the feet is accompanied by the table or pakhawaj. Traditionally the stories were of 
Radha and Krishna, in the Natwari style (as it was then called) but the Moghul invasion of North India had 
a serious impact on the dance. The dance was taken to Muslim courts and thus it became more entertaining 
and less religious in content. More emphasis was laid on nritta, the pure dance aspect and less on abhinaya 
(expression and emotion)" 
(http://www.maharashtraweb.comAJttarPradesh/UttarPradeshculture.htm). 
cMxv.n "(;'j,jn,aj. ("tanner"; from the Sanskrit Charmakara) is a prominent occupational caste in India and 
Nepal. Chamar is a Dalit sub-caste mainly found in the northern states, such as Punjab, Haryana, Himachal 
Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Delhi and in Nepal at least north to the Himalayas. The traditional 
occupation of this caste was processing, manufacturing and trading in leather and leather goods, but 
agriculture is another important occupation in which they engage, either as owners or as tenants who farm 
property on a share-cropping basis, in which they get 'A, 'n or Vz of a farm's produce per their agreement 
with the land owner" (http.7/en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chamar). 
cxxxix "j^ QQj Qf Banjara or Banjara seems to be colloquial form of Sanskrit origin, meaning Vana chiu^ 
wanders in forests. The Banjara are a community in India spread in Andhra Pradesh, Kamataka, 
Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh and other states of India. About half their number 
speaks Lambadi, one of the Rajasthani dialects of Hindustani, while others are native speakers of Hindi, 
Telugu and other languages dominant in their respective areas of settlement. They are a Scheduled Tribe: in 
Andhra Pradesh (where they are listed as Sugali) and Orissa, a Scheduled Caste in Kamataka, Haryana, 
Punjab, and Himachal Pradesh" (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Banjara). 
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India average growth of 6.3 percent. During the most recent period of 2001-02 to 
2002-03 the average growth has been just about 2.24 percent as against all-India 
average of 4.88 percent (Planning Commission, 2007: 37)."'^^ 
THE AGRICULTURAL SECTOR 
The Planning Commission report points out that Uttar Pradesh has an agricultural 
economic base and engages about 65 percent of its workforce, most of whom live below 
the poverty line. It is obvious that the performance of this sector has been far from 
satisfactory. Agricultural growth in the State during the 1990s was 2.3 percent per annum, 
which was lower than the all-India growth. The natural resources had come under great 
pressure due to the growing population, which coupled with poverty has led to 
fragmentation of landholdings. During the last two decades (1980-2000), there has been no 
significant change in the land use pattern, except a mere one percent shift in favor of non-
agricultural uses from unutilized land. There has been no change in land use patterns across 
all regions. The cropping intensity too has not displayed any significant change in the state. 
Excessive soil moisture due to high rainfall in irrigated areas is some of the principle 
constraints to low cropping intensity (Planning Commission, 2007:51).'^' 
Yet, Uttar Pradesh remains a major food grain producing state, where rice and 
wheat as well as chick pea and pigeon pea are the important food grain crops. Sugarcane is 
another important crop, the cultivation of which has increased with the expansion of 
irrigated area. Today, about 90 percent of sugarcane in the state is irrigated. However, in 
terms of per capita production and yield per hectare, Uttar Pradesh exhibits an average 
production. There is enormous scope for increasing agricultural productivity and growth. 
With respect to the regions, rice and wheat are the important crops in the Hill and Eastern 
regions. In the Western and Central regions, rice, wheat, and sugarcane are the principal 
crops. Bundelkhand has emerged as a pulse and oilseed producing region. Overall, the 
western region is far ahead as compared to other regions with respect to production 
performance of different crops. It is reported, that the performance of the livestock sector is 
very impressive which has grown at an annual rate of 5.5 percent during 1990s, as opposed 
to 4.8 percent during the 1980s. This sector has vast potential that needs to be harnessed. 
The Commission reports that the reasons for higher agricultural growth rate are: 
i)Declining investment in agriculture, ii) Small and declining size of landholdings, iii) 
Inefficient irrigation system, iv)Crumbling seed sector, v) Weak credit sector, vi) 
Deteriorating quality of land and water resources, and vii) Supply-driven research and 
technology transfer. Agro-processing is yet to develop in the state, but the private sector is 
not very enthusiastic for value addition of agricultural commodities (Planning 
Commission, 2007:51)."*° 
Cropping Pattern 
The Commission cites several reasons for low cropping intensity and states 
that while the problem is region specific, it is largely linked to water-related 
issues. Besides this, other reasons include I.Excessive soil moisture in surface 
irrigated areas 2.Inadequate power supply in tube well irrigated areas, and 3.Water 
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stress in the rain fed areas. Besides cropping intensity, an additional problem was 
that of choice of the most appropriate crops to be grown in a particular region. In 
this context three issues need intensive study: 
1. Experience shows that farmers resist change and prefer to grow traditional 
crops so that they are able to meet their basic food needs, which, otherwise would 
have to be purchased from the open market.*^ The remedy for this problem is to 
identify the most economically viable crop for each region and to educate the 
farmer not only in use of new technology, but also about the crop that will bring 
him high returns. This exercise has to take into account the yield of various crops 
in each district, cost of cropping, cropped area available and the market price of 
the crop. 
2. Another exercise could be to determine which other crops are suitable for the 
specific regions. If this is the case, then these crops should be promoted. 
3. It was found that irrigation intensity and cropping intensity in the state do not 
match. As a result, the land is over-stressed, leading to fall inland productivity. 
Therefore, irrigation projects should be focused on areas that can support multiple 
crops. Simultaneously, new areas need to be explored for multiple cropping 
(Planning Commission, 2007: 145-146)."" 
Irrigation 
Since farmers in Uttar Pradesh have done fairly well in developing their 
own irrigation facilities, (in spite of the fact that landholding in Uttar Pradesh is 
small), government inputs have been very limited as compared to other major 
agricultural states (Table-3.11), (Planning Commission, 2007: 145-146).'''^ 































Source: Planning Commission. 2007. "Uttar Pradesh Development report". (Vol. No. l)New 
Delhi: Academic Foundation (.P.146) 
cxl 
. This is similar to the attitude of fanners in Iran. 
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The impact of lower investment in irrigation is reflected in v/ide 
variations in gross irrigated area across circles. Faizabad, Gorakhpur and 
Lucknow are least-irrigated circles. 
Tenancy Law and Property Rights 
According to the Commission report, the 1995/96 Agricultural Census 
showed that there were about 21.5 million landholdings. The average size of a 
landholding in the state was 0.86 hectare (ha) in 1995-96, as against 1.01 ha in 
1980-81. About 90 percent of landholdings in the state were small and marginal, 
comprising 58 percent of the total land held in 1995-96. Of these 75 percent of 
total holdings were marginal and 14.5 percent of the total holdings were small, 
measuring about one to two hectares. 9.9 percent were more than 2 hectares in 
size. Most marginal and small holdings were found in the eastern zone, while 
western, central and Bundelkhand regions had relatively larger holdings. 
According to the Report, in general, Uttar Pradesh had smaller average holdings 
compared to most other agricultural state. In view of this statistical data, the 
Commission recommended that the state should develop policies to motivate all 
segments of the farming community to increase yield. To achieve this, change in 
tenancy laws should also be introduced. Changes in tenancy laws are also essential 
for the development of the credit market. Unless these laws are initiated, most 
banks may find it difficult to extend credit if the creditor does not have clear 
property rights of landholdings. Additionally, if collaterals are not well defined 
(because of multiple ownership), the banks will not be able to invoke clauses 
related to this. Extensive computerization and regular updating may also be 
necessary to clearly define property rights. One these laws come into force, the 
marginal farmers can rent their farms at a premium to either the small farmers or 
to those who might take up commercial farming (Planning Commission, 2007: 
146-149).'^ ^ 
Introduction of Technology in Farming 
Mechanization and scientific knowledge about seeds, fertilizers and land 
management are necessary prerequisites for commercial farming. Punjab and 
Haryana, the two states with highest yield, have the highest level of 
mechanization. In these two states, the posses 115 and 76 tractors per thousand 
hectares respectively, as compared to 40 tractors per thousand hectares in Uttar 
Pradesh during 2000-01. Apart from these, adequate supply of electricity is 
necessary for efficient farming and good living conditions in rural areas. In the 
year 2002, only 30 percent of rural areas were electrified in Uttar Pradesh. This 
was far less that the electricity supply in other states. Besides, the other states 
supplied electricity to the agricultural sector on a priority basis, but Uttar Pradesh 
was far behind. Hence, because of lack of extremely poor electricity supply, less 
mechanization and dependence of people more on conventional methods of 
farming and sources of energy, are some reasons for lower farming yields. If 
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agricultural sector has to develop at par with other states, then Uttar Pradesh needs to make 
improvements. 
But the findings and suggestions of the Commission as stated above cannot be 
easily implemented. To begin with, it is important to note that it is difficult to arrange 
capital inputs. Farmers who can produce more are in position to generate surplus for 
fiirther investment, but this is not true for farmers with smaller landholdings. While 
Punjab and Haryana produce much higher food grain per capita than Uttar Pradesh 
these states, they are able to generate surpluses, which are reinvested to improve 
farm technology. In the case of Uttar Pradesh this does not happen as most farmers 
are on the edge of subsistence and struggle to minimize the cost. This is a vicious 
circle and can only be broken through state intervention, and provision of proper 
training and creation of higher levels of awareness. Beside, rural people need 
alternative sources of income, and this can be provided only through industrialization. 
Thus, governmental efforts to adopt policies which could promote large-scale rural area 
and town industries would help in meeting this goal (Planning Commission, 2007: 145-
,49) "144 
Poverty 
Uttar Pradesh has seen a fall in the incidence of poverty from about (fix)m 
55 percent to 41.6 percent) while rest of the country achieved a reduction in poverty 
by 16.6 percent.*^  ' The difference in poverty levels with respect to national figures 
are more pronounced in urban areas as compared to the rural areas. Rural poverty 
has gone down by 11 percentage points as against a fall of 4 percentage points in 
urban Uttar Pradesh. The Commission reports that there has been a consistent 
growth in agricultural sector as against a decline in the growth rate in tertiary and 
industrial sector. Approximately 44 percent of total poor people in divided Uttar 
Pradesh during 1999-2000 lived in eastern part of the state. "The corresponding 
figure for Western, Central and Bundelkhand were 28, 24, and 4 percent 
respectively. In terms of reduction of poverty, Bundelkhand has been the leader 
where percentage of poor people below poverty line went down from about 69 
percent in 1993-94 to 24 percent in 1999-00. During the same period, poverty in 
the Eastern region went down from about 48 percent to 36 percent, in Central 
region from 47 percent to 40 percent and in Western region from 30 percent to 24 
percent (Planning Commission, 2007:37-38).''*^ 
STRENGTHS, WEAKNESSES AND THREATS 
As per reports of the Commission, Uttar Pradesh has a strong agricultural 
base as well as a diversified complex which includes a naturally developed 
industrial sector across several regions and a stronghold of tourist centers. The 
industrial sector of U.P. has progressed well and has produced high export quality 
goods. According to approximate estimates, about 8 percent of India's export in 
2000-01, originated from Uttar Pradesh. This is likely to grow further as Uttar 
.http://unpanl.un.org/intradoc/groups/public/documents/APCITY/UNPAN015022.pdf 
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Pradesh, leads in art ware, and is capable of bringing in huge dividends by 
modernizing the processing techniques and diversifying the products according to 
the changing market trends (Planning Commission, 2007: 38)."'''^ 
Along with the strengths stated above, the Commission highligjited several 
weaknesses and threats to the progress of Uttar Pradesh. Although Uttar Pradesh can claim 
to be largest producer of food grains in the country, yet the yield and per capita production 
is much lower than other food grain producers like Punjab and Haryana. This aspect has 
been dealt with in detail above. Rural people need alternative source of income, which can 
be provided only through industrialization. It was suggested that policies which could 
promote large-scale rural area and town industries, should be introduced to achieve this 
goal. In addition Uttar Pradesh is landlocked, and this is a disadvantage as it caimot easily 
compete with other states, particularly in exportable goods. Additionally, the Commission 
noted that industrialization in Uttar Pradesh is not only marked by low-level operations, 
but is also concentrated in a few industrial centers of western Uttar Pradesh. Worker 
emoluments also vary considerably across regions. "The eastern part of the Uttar Pradesh 
needs special attention, as it remains the least industrialized region," the Commission noted 
(Planning Commission, 2007: 38).'*'' 
DISTRICT BULANDSHAHR 
Location and Area 
For the present study, two rural areas, viz: Pindrawal, in Bulandshahr district 
and Pilkhana in Aligarh district of U.P. were selected. I would first like to give a 
brief account of the district of Bulandshahr and then an historical account of 
Pindrawal. This will be followed by the history of Aligarh District and of 
Pilkhana. 
Bulandshahr, is situated on the western periphery of Uttar Pradesh, and is 
one of the constituent units of Meerut Division. It lies between 28° 4'and 28° 43' 
north latitudes and 77° 18' and 78° 28' east longitudes. The district is situated in 
the upper Doab (two rivers) of the Ganga and Yamuna which form the eastern and 
western boundaries respectively separating it from districts Omarabad and Bedaub 
in the east and the State of Haryana in the west. It is bounded by district 
Ghaziabad on the north and district Aligarh on the south. The district covers a total 
area of 4353 sq. Km. with an average of about 56 Km. from north to south and 
about 88 Km. from west to east. The district headquarters is located at 
Bulandshahr (Bhatt, 1988: 547)."'^ 
History of Bulandshahr 
According to Bhatt, the district of Bulandshahr has a legendary early 
history. It is believed that this area was a part of the Pandora kingdom whose 
capital Hastinapur, an ancient city of great importance and now lies buried in the 
present district of Meerut. It is also said that after the destruction of this city by 
the flood-fury of the Ganga, the tract was administered by a governor with his 
headquarters at the ancient town of Ahar. The Ancient name of the Bulandshahr 
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town was Barah which is a derivation from a Tomar Raja Ahibaran who as the 
tradition goes, built a fort here to protect the town. Whatever, credence can be 
placed in these myths. Some of the inscriptions show that the district was 
inhabited by Gaur Brahmins and was ruled by the Gupta dynasty in the fifth 
century AD. Detailed history of the region can, however, is traced only after the 
advent of Mohammedans. As per historical sources, a native prince, Har Dat ruled 
Barah. Muhammad of Ghazni arrived at Baran in 1018. In 1093, Qutub-ud-Din 
appeared at Barah and later captured it. The fourteenth century is marked as an 
epoch when many tribes now inhabiting the district first gained a footing here. A 
number of Rajput adventurers poured into this region and forcibly displaced the 
defenseless local inhabitants from their land. This was also the period of the early 
Mangol invasion. The Mughal dynasty under the rule of Akbar the Great, brought 
peace to this harassed inhabitants. After the decline of the imperial power, which 
dates from the accession of Bahadur Shah in 1707, the country around Baran was, 
like all the more fertile regions, exposed to misfortunes. The Gujars ant Jats, who 
are reported to have exhibited their usual turbulent spirit, began to take over the 
land and divided it among themselves as their own principalities. Baran at that 
time was a dependency of Koil and it continued to be administrated from Koil 
under the Maratha rule. Bulandshahr and the surrounding country were 
incorporated in the newly formed district in 1803 when the town Baran along with 
adjoining fort of Aligarh was captured by the British (Bhatt, 1988: 547).'''^ 
Bulandshahr took the pride of joining the first battle of independence in 
1857 by the revolt of the 9th Native Infantry which took place on May 21, shortly 
after the outbreak at Aligarh. However, the district continued to take an active part 
in the liberation movement of the country till the achievement of independence in 
August 1947. The name of the district, Bulandshahr signifies a 'high town' as it is 
located on the high bank of the Kali Nadi. This town is situated almost in the 
middle of the district on the Grand Trunk Road and is a place of considerable 
ancient history (Bhatt, 1988: 547-548).'^° 
In the year 1823 this district was spread over just about a score of 
Parganas. In 1844, the district was divided into four Tehsils, namely, Sikandrabad, 
Bulandshahr, Khurja and Anupshahr which continue till today with some 
territorial changes. The latest jurisdictional change took place in the year 1977 
when 172 rural areas and one town (Dadri) of Tehsil Sikandrabad covering an area 
of 572.12 sq. Km., was surrendered to the newly created district of Ghaziabad. 
The Sikandrabad Tehsil was thus reduced to less than half of its original size 
(Bhatt, 1988:548).'^' 
Geography and Physical Features 
The general surface of the district Bulandshahr is an almost uniform level 
plain with a hardly noticeable gradual slope from north-west to south-east. The 
central portion forms an elevated plain, surrounded by low-lying Khadar°''" strips 
cxlii 
. river alluvium soil 
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on the banks of the rivers Ganga and the Yamuna. Because of these two great 
rivers, there are fertile deposits which are regularly cultivated. The Yamuna 
Khadar on the west is more fertile and wider tract about 8 to 16 Km. wide. The 
Kali Nadi'^'"' flows through the middle of the central upland and forms a well 
defined valley which is vulnerable to flooding during the rains. The western half 
portion contains a sandy ridge, now marked by the Mat branch of the upper Ganga 
canal and two drainage channels known as the Patwai and the Kairon or Karwan. 
The river Hindon also enters the district in the north-west region and flows down 
to join the Yamuna near Dankaur. The eastern portion is drained by the Nim which 
flows paralled to the Ganga. Except for the occurrence of some depressions and 
Usar land areas, particularly in parts of Sikandrabad, Khurja and Baran 
parganas, the entire plain is marked by large fertile tracts. Due to vast drainage of 
rivers named above, the soil in this area is extremely fertile (Bhatt, 1988: 548-
549).'^ ^ 
The Alluvial soil mixed with Kankar'^^" embedded in abundance and the 
surface occasionally bears saline appearance. The local names of the soils are 
sceta, Dakra, Pilota, Khadar, and Reh.'^''" Loam serves almost 60 percent of land, 
followed by 20 percent sandy loam and 5 percent clay. The land capable of 
producing salt and saltpeter is mostly found close to the Yamuna but small patches 
are noticed along the low banks of the Kali also (Bhatt, 1988: 549).'^ ^ 
AGRICULTURE AND IRRIGATION 
As indicated earlier in this chapter, besides land, water is the next important 
resource for agriculture. In this section I will discuss various sources of water necessary for 
agricultural purposes. 
Rivers, Canals and Waterways 
Ganga and Yamuna are main rivers of the district. The river Hindon enters 
the district in the north-westerii sector and after running a short distance meets the 
Yamuna near Dankaur. The eastern portion is drained by the Nim which fiows 
parallel to the Ganga (Bhatt, 1988: 549).'^" 
'"''"'. Nadi is Hindi word for river 
"''". Uttar Pradesh with 18.57 percent of Vsar (sodic) land ranks first among the 15 Usar prone states of the 
country. Meaning thereby, the Usar land is abut 4.36 percent of the entire geographical area of the state. Out 
of 11.51 lakh hectares of Usar land in U.P., only 37 percent was reclaimed by the end of March 2001, while a 
sizeable portion of 63 percent remained reclaimable. It was also seen that most of the land allotted to the 
marginalized and landless farmers was sodic wasteland requiring special attention for reclamation to boost 
the socioeconomic status of the allottees. Out of total 70 disytricts of U.P., 46 are recognized as Usar 
pronedistricts which are situated in the basin of Ganga and Gomti Rivers (see Jharwal, S. M. Deshpande, R. 
S. Sharma, Vijay Paul (Eds.). (2007). Glimpses of Indian Agriculture (2-Volume Set): Macro and Micro 
Aspects. (P. 509): New Delhi: Academic Foundation. 
'^''''. Kankar is a term used for small stone/pebbles covered with soil. 
" " . Sueta is a good, firm loam soil found in the uplands, while dakra is ordinary clay found in 
depressions, pilota is the yellow, light sandy loam, bhur is mostly sand, khadar is the river 
alluvium and reh is the diseased sceta and dakra. 
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Rich in agricultural practices, tiie district Bulandshahr provides sustenance 
to almost seventy percent of the population. Household industries provide a living 
to about four percent of the population. Of the total area of the district, eighty two 
percent is cultivable and is irrigated. The most extensively cultivated Tehsil is 
Bulandshahr with 90.04 percent cultivable area. The main crop seasons are a 
Kharif, Rabi and Zaid. The area under Rabi crops account for 48.75 percent as 
against 47.22 percent under Kharif crops of the total cropped area. Zaid crop 
claims 4.00 percent of total cropped area which is sufficiently high in comparison 
to the state average. The most important crop is wheat which is grown in 2.15 lakh 
hectares and accounts for 54.02 percent of the area under cereals and 37.72 
percent of total cropped area. Maize follows next, and is grown in 1.16 lakh 
hectares. These two crops claim nearly three-fifths of the total cropped area. 
Sugarcane is the third important crop grown in an area of about 54 thousand 
hectare. The area under pulses accounts for about 29000 hectares claiming merely 
5.09 percent of the total cropped area. No pulse crops are raised extensively. Tur 
Daf^"", which occupies the largest area among pulses, is grown on an area of 5.5 
thousand hectares. Oil seeds are not important crops n the district. The district 
produces about 5.22 lakh tonnes wheat, 1.71 lakh tonnes of maize and 27.3 lakh 
tonnes of maize and 27.3 lakh tonnes of sugarcane (Bhatt, 1988: 549-550).'^^ 
Animal Husbandry 
Animal husbandry plays an important role in supplementing the income 
of the rural population. The district has a live-stock population of 8.7 lakh. 
Rearing of cattle, particularly the milch cattle, is an important secondary industry 
of the rural folk. 
Photograph 3.11 Milking Buffaloes Photograph 3.12 A Sheep Cattle 
The nearness of the metropolitan city of Delhi has given a great fillip to the 
proliferation of dairies in the rural areas, particularly in Sikandrabad Tehsil. The 
"" ' . It is a yellow pulse similar to split pea (locally known as chana dal). 
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largest number is of milking buffaloes (Photograph 3,11) followed by bullocks 
which are largely used for agricultural purposes. Good breed of cattle (Photograph 
3.12) are found in this area and, further efforts are underway to improve their 
strain. The district is almost totally deprived of grazing ground and the cattle are 
generally supported by cultivation (Bhatt, 1998: 550).'^ 
3. FINDRAWAL 
Historical Background of Pindrawal 
Giving the historical background of Pindrawal'^ ''"', Nevill stated that after the 
death of Nahar AH Khan, his estates were restored to his son, Akbar Ali Khan, 
who resided at Pindrawal. His only son died in 1844, and his widow, Karim-un-
nissa, held the property. Subsequently, land disputes arose between her daughter, 
Latifunissa and her (Karim-unnissa's) daughter-in-law, Fahimunisa, wife of 
Saiyed Talqudar of Kutaya in Umballa district, who left 24 out of 38 rural areas 
which constituted the Pindrawal estate to her son Baqir Ali Khan. Most of the 
estates belonged to the Hindu Badgujars of Buldnadshahr district. The Badgujars 
lived lavishly but were lazy and extravagant. This resulted in their rapid decline 
and they fell into debt. They were forced to mortgage or sell their lands and 
estates (Nevill, 1922: 102).'" 
Pindrawal, Pai^ ana Pahasu, Tehsil Khurja 
Pindrawal is a small rural area situated in the district Bulandshahr and is of 
considerable importance. It lies in the south-east of the Pargana, between the Kali 
Nadi on the south, and west, and the Dibai Pargana on the east. About a mile and a 
half to the north-west runs the metalled road from Aligarh to Anupshahr. From this 
point, a branch metalled road takes off leading through the town to the Atrauli 
railway station in the Aligarh district. Pindrawal lies at the district of nine miles 
south-east of Pahasu and thirteen miles from Bulandshahr. It is reported that 
Pindrawal was founded by a Rawal of the Mewati tribe about the twelfth century. It 
was included in the Lalkhani Taluqa of Pitampur, and is now in the hands of the 
heirs of the Raja Baqir Ali Khan, C.I.E., who was the son-in-law of Akbar Ali 
Khan, the former proprietor, and who died on the 20th January, 1902. The Raja 
was an honorary magistrate and one of the largest proprietors in the district. He 
lived at Pindrawal and took a great interest in the welfare of the town. He 
established here an Anglo-vernacular school, which was supported at his own 
expense, and also a dispensary. Besides this school, there is an upper primary 
school attended by 46 pupils, a post office, and a considerable bazaar in which 
markets are held weekly, on Wednesdays. The Raja was a prominent member of 
the Shia sect, and on the 27th of the month of Safar large number of Shia from all 
parts of neighboring towns and villages assembled there and were entertained at 
the expense of the Raja. This custom is still observed by his heir, the eldest of 
"'"". In some sources and even on the Sign (Board) of Pindrawal village ithas been spiled as: "Pandrawal' 
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whom is Kunwar Jafar AH Khan. The family landholdings are considerable and 
cover a total area of 804 acres assessed to revenue of Rs. 1,100. 
The population, which in the year 1865 was 2,514, and raised to 3,059 in 
1872; according to 1901 census the figures rose to 3,777 persons, of whom 1,545 
were Muslims and 150 Aryas and Jains. The Hindu castes at that time were 
Banias, Kachhis and Brahmans. 
The town was administrated under Act XX of 1856, the income in 1901 
being Rs. 581, giving the very moderate incidence of Rs. 1-1-4 per assessed house. 
The expenditure for the same year was Rs. 531/- of which Rs. 300/- were devoted 
to the upkeep of the town's five policemen. The place was prosperous and the 
population was on the increase. According to Nevill, the high rate of growth was 
due to the favorable situation for export trade (Nevill, 1922: 281-282).'^^ 
ALIGARH DISTRICT 
Aligarh district headquarters, formerly known as Koil, was the site of an 
important fort. This ancient city has traces of Buddhist and Hindu temples of great 
antiquity. Apart from the fort, the city is also famous for its Aligarh Muslim University and 
a mosque. The place is of historic importance as the Aligarh movement for the betterment 
of the community caught in difficulties after the Revolt of 1857 is reported to have been 
initiated by some Muslim leaders. It is also an important center for handicrafts and Aligarii 
locks are the most famous (Jain, 2005: 9)."'^' 
Location and Area 
It is a well known fact that Aligarh district is located in the western part of Uttar 
Pradesh. It is bounded by the district of Bulandshahr in the north, Mathura in the 
west and south west, Hathras in the south and Etath in the east. The extreme north 
eastern boundary formed by the River Ganga, separates the Badaun district from 
Aligarh whereas the extreme north-western boundary, formed by the River 
Yamuna, separates Aligarh from Gurgaon district of Haryana State (Siddiqui, 
2008: 25)."^° 
The district has a total area of 3700.4 Sq. Kms., with a population of 667732 
persons in 2001 .'^ '''"'. The maximum extent of the district from east to west is 116 Kms. and 
the maximum extent from north to south is about 62 Kms. With the carving out of a large 
part of Aligarh district in 1998 to form the newly created district of Hathras, the shape of 
Aligarh district is now dominated by an east west partition. From the administrative point 
of view, the district has been divided into five Tehsils, namely: Atrauli, Gabhana, Khair, 
Koil and Iglas. These Tehsils are ftirther sub-divided into 12 development blocks namely, 
Atrauli, Gangiri, Bijauli, Jawan, Chandaus, Khair, Tappal, Dhanipur, Lodha, Akrabad, 





Unlike the district of Bulandshahr, which lies in the Meerut division, the 
district Aligarh comprises the northernmost part of the Agra division, and, like the 
district Bulandhahr, lies in the Doab (two rivers) of the Ganga and the Yamuna. 
But, Aligarh district is bound by these tv/o rivers only for short distance. Ganga 
separates the district from Budaun for a few kilometers in the extreme north-east, 
while Yamuna constitutes the dividing line in the north-west between Aligarh and 
Gurgaon district of Haryana. To the north, the boundary is formed by the 
Anupshahar and Khurja Tehsils of Bulandshahar. On the west and south-west, the 
district stretches with Chhata, Mat and Sadabad Tehsils of Mathura district, while 
to the south-east and east lie Jalesar, Etah and Kasganj Tehsils of Etah district. 
The extreme parallels of latitude are 27°28' and 28° 10' north and of longitude 
77°29' and 78°36' east. The greatest breadth is about 112 Kms. from the Yamuna 
to Ganga nearing the northern border and the maximum length from north to south 
to about 72 Kms. The total area of the district is 5019 sq. Kms. The district 
headquarters are located at Aligarh (Bhatt, 1998: 413).'^ ^ 
The Name 
Until the 18th century, Aligarh was known by the earlier name of Koil or 
Kol. After the British occupation of Aligarh in September 1803, the present 
Aligarh district was formed in 1804. The district headquarters of Aligarh district is 
Aligarh. Earlier, during different periods, Aligarh city was also known as 
Muhammadgarh, Sabitgarh, and Ramgrah. Before entering into the historical 
account of Aligarh, the various names by which Aligarh was known should be 
discussed with a view to better understand its history. There are many 
controversial legends and theories regarding the origin of the name of Koil and, 
according to a popular legend, the name was given by Balaram, brother or Sri 
Krishna, who it is believed to have slain a demon Kola (Asura). In this venture he 
was assisted by the Ahirs*^ ' living in that area. According to Siddiqui, other 
interpretations were recorded by Hutchinson and Fuhrer. Hutchinson claimed that 
its earlier name was Kosam, after the name of Raja Kosambi. Kosam later on 
changed into Kol. This, however, was rejected by Fuhrer as being far- fetched, for 
the latter argued that Kosambi is itself a well-known place near Allahabad on the 
bank of the Yamuna. According to William Foster* '^, Kol, the earliest name of 
Aligarh, covered not only the city, but the entire District, though its geographical 
limits kept changing from time to time. The origin of the name of Kol (Koil) is 
obscure. In some ancient texts, Kol has been referred to in the sense of a tribe or 
caste, name of a place or mountain and name of a sage or demon. According to 
Shanda Purana, Kol was a Melechha tribe that wandered in the forest of the 
"^^ The Ahirs (Yadava) are a subcaste among the of the District, who are now concentrated in the south-eastern 
part of the Tahsii Atrauli, contend that once they dominated the District. They are devotee of Sri Krishna and 
Balaram and worship the cow. Formerly their main profession was animal husbandry. However, a large number 
of cow and calf may still be seen in i\\mghers (enclosures of cattle). 
'^ ''. Early Travels in India, (1583-1619), edited by William Foster, p: 179; and : The Travels of Peter Mundy in 
Europe and Asia, II, Travels in Asia (1628-1634), edited by R.c. Temple, p. 76. (Quoted in: Siddiqui, 1981: 
22 as cited in Endnote: 182). 
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Himalayas. According to Bramhavaivarta Purana, Kol was a mixed caste 
{Varnasankar). According to Padma Parana, Kol was an aboriginal caste. Kola 
appears in the Siva Purana as the name of the capital of the kingdom of Saurath, 
which was ruled by the son of king Virath. Kolagir has been mentioned in 
Mahabharat as the name of a mountain in the south, which was conquered by 
Sahadeva on his Digvijaya (conquest of the world). Kol was also the name of a 
Rishi (sage) of Kushik Gotra (Kushikgotra Ka Ek Mantrakar). Kolasur appears as 
the name of demon, which was killed by Kahoda. Kol has frequently been referred 
to in medieval sources. It occurs for the first time in the Taj-ul Ma'asir of Hasan 
NizamI and then the Tabaqat-I-NasirJ-, in connection with its capture by 
Qutubuddln Aibek in 1192 A.D. Abul Fazl lists Kol among the mahals of sarkar 
Kol. The spelling in these texts as well as in all the Persian works up to the 18th 
century is written as Kol. In the 17th century European records, it is also spelt as 
Cole. But the name is now generally spelt Koil. The present town of Aligarh was 
earlier known as Kol (Koil) though the name is now applied only to the Tehsil of 
which Aligarh is the headquarters (Siddiqui, 1981: 22-23).'" 
About the Koris or Kolis, Crooke'^ '" states: "Their name has been derived 
from that of Kol caste, of whom they have, by some, been assumed to be an off-
shoot."Crooke further states that according to the Census of 1872, there were 
some 35,081 Kolis in this district. They are still fond in large number as 
professional weavers. It is just possible that a settlement of these tribes some time 
before the Turkish conquest, gave Koil its name (Siddiqui, 1981: 24).'^ 
According to Fuhrer,* '^"' Atkinson,* '^'^  Hodiwala,* '^" and others, during the 
time of Ibrahim Lodi, when Muhammad, son of'Umar, was the Governor of Koil, 
he built a fort at Koil and named the city after his own name as Muhmmadgrah in 
1524-25; and Sabit Khan who was the Governor of this region during the time of 
Farruh-Siiyar and Muhammad Shah rebuilt the fort and named the town after his 
own name Sabitgarh. After the occupation of Koil by the Jats in 1775, it was re-
named Ramgarh and finally, when a Shla Commander, Najaf Khan, captured Koil, 
he gave it its present name of 'AlTgarh. According to these authorities, the name of 
the town also changed the name of the forts. But there does not appear to be much 
evidence in support of the name of Muhammadgarh, except a solitary epigraphic 
slab and even that was, as reported by Desai,^^' wrongly deciphered. The 
fortification was constructed not by Muhammad but by Mittha" '^"" who was then 
Shiqdar at Koil. It is also reported that Babur, who frequently mentions Koil in his 
Memoirs, refers to it as Koil everywhere. It is also reported that Emperor Akbar 
"'". See Siddiqui, J.M. 1981: p. 24. 
"'"'. See Siddiqui, J.M. 1981: p. 25. 
' ' ' \ See Siddiqui, J.M. 1981: p. 25. 
' ' \ See Siddiqui, J.M. 1981: p. 25. 
'^ '". Desai, Z.A. 1955. 'Arabic and Persian Inscriptions From The Indian Museum Calcutta',£A4/'S 
(Epigraphia India, Arabic and Persian Supplement), 1955-56, PP. 22-23. 
"'"" See p. 23, Plate, XVIII in -Z.A. Desai, 'Arabic and Persian Inscriptions from the Indian Museum 
Calcutta', EIAPS {Epigraphia India, Arabic and Persian Supplement), 1955-56, PP.22-23. (In the revised 
edition suggests Mittha instead oi Muhammad). 
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and Jehangir have narrated their hunting episodes in Kol where they hunted 
wolves (Siddiqui, 1981: 25).'^^ 
Sabit khan, who was the governor of this region during the time of 
Farrukh Siyar and Muhammad Shah, rebuilt the fort and named the town after his 
own name Sabitgarh. He built a fort some three miles north of the center of the 
town of Koil; and it is this fort, which is now, known as Aligarh Fort. Chaturma 
Ra'i, author of the Chahar Gulshan and, Chaturma Ra'i, author of the Talunas 
Noma, mentioned the construction of a fort at Koil by Sabit Khan, known as 
Sabitgarh. There is however, no mention that the name of the town Koil was also 
changed after the name of the fort. In Akhbar-ulJamal'^^'*' written in Sabit Khan's 
time, it is not Sabitgarh but Koil that has been invariably mentioned as the city. In 
the summer of 1707 A.D., Ahmad Shah Abdali is reported to have come to Koil 
and stayed at Sabit Kasra? (Qasra) .S.H. Hodivala argues that "Sabit Kasra is an 
error for Sabitgarh, one of the many names of Koil now known as Aligarh. 
Likewise, it is reported that the name Ramgarh too, was the name of the fort, and 
not of the city. Chaturman mentions that Koil wherein Sabitgarh of Sabit Khan 
stood has been now named Ramgarh by the Jats.'^ ''" It is also reported that Ramgarh 
fort and Koil were two separate places. According to Khare, this is substantiated 
by a News letter; dated 11th June 1761.The letter shows that Surajmal Jat was 
staying in the fort of Ramgarh which is three miles off Koil (Khare, Ed.)'=''' In 
Renell's Bengal Atlas''^', Koil has been shown as the city and Ramgarh to the north 
of it as the fort (Siddiqui, 1981: 25-26).'^ 
Afrasiyab Khan, one of the trusted lieutenants of Mirza Najaf Khan, 
besieged the fort of Ramgarh in 1775. At last the Jat Qila'ar was forced to vacate 
the Fort. Afrasiyab Khan after entering it renamed it as 'AlTgarh and a feast was 
arranged to celebrate the occasion. It is, therefore believed that since Afrasiyab 
Khan and his master, Mirza Najaf Khan, were ShT'a; they gave the fort the name of 
'AlTgarh after the name of the Prophet Muhammad's cousin and son-in-law, 
'AlT.'^ '"" Therefore, it is argued that A.S.Tritton's observation that Aligarh is 
derived from 'All (high) + garh (fort) is absolutely erroneous (Siddiqui, 1981: 
26).'^^ 
It is generally spelt Aligarh, but the British authorities have sometimes 
spelt it, Allygurh.'^ ''"" During the Maratha occupation of the Fort, its name 
remained unchanged. After the British annexation, the entire territory of the 
United Provinces was reconstituted and in 1804 for the first time Aligarh as a 
district was formed. In the Mutiny records of 1857, we frequently get the city 
referred to as Koil. According to Siddiqui, Brambly observed, "Coel is the name 
''"'". SeeSiddiqui, 1981: p. 25: Ra.ie Muhammad KoWi A khbar-ulJamal, (written in 1940). 
''". Chaturma Ra'i, Chahar Gulshan, f. 146 b (See Siddiqui, 1981: p. 26). 
'^ '''. Itihasik Farsi Sahitya, edited by Ganesh Hari Khare, V, part 1, p. 63, News letter, No. 22 (See Siddiqui, 
1981: p. 26). 
'^ ''". SeeSiddiqui, 1981: p. 26, for more information on: Rennell, James, 1781, A Benga/y4//as, Sheet No. 
X, (A Map of Oudh & Allahabad with part of Agra and Delhi). 
'''"'.5<M(//e5/>j/n<j?o-A/Ms//>n7//5torv, pp. 691-2 (See Siddiqui, 1981: p. 26). 
"''"" See the text of the epitaphs of the Anglican Cemetery of Aligarh city, E.A.H. Blunt, Christian Tombs 
and Tablets of Historical Interest in The United Provinces of Agra and Oudh. 
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of the city and Allygurh properly is the name of the fort and cantonment only.""'^ 
Even in 1909, the tradition of the name of Koil was so deep rooted that H.R. 
Nevill remarks, "The headquarters of the district are located in the civil station of 
Aligarh, a name originally applied to the famous fortress situated at some distance 
to the north and now commonly employed to denote not only the old cantonment 
and civil line but also the city of Koil, though the latter name is still in general use 
(Atkinson E.T, 1875)."""^ was thus after a long passage of time that the name of 
Aligarh was adopted for the entire city''''"" Koil then became the Sadar Tehsir^' 
of Aligarh district,''""" with its headquarters at the old site of Koil. This is the position as 
it also exists at present, and its headquarters are at the old site of Koil (Siddiqui, 1981: 21-
27^168 
History 
There does not appear to be any authentic history of the Aligarh district. 
Briefly, Aligarh was an agricultural area. All income came from agriculture. 
During the 12'*' century, the Tomar rulers in 12 century 1193 AD Qutubuddin 
Aibak captured Aligarh fortress. It was then invaded by Turks and Afghans and 
they called it Aligarh. The Jats took over from the Afghans and then the Marathas 
took it over from the Jats. In 1804 the British occupied Aligarh and divided it into 
6 Tehsils (Atkinson, E.T. 1875).'^' Industrial development took place and glass 
industry was introduced and later in 1907 brass and iron lock industry came into 
existence in 1875 Sir Syed Ahmad Khan founded the Anglo Arabic Oriental 
School and in 1920 by an Act of Parliament the Aligarh Muslim University was 
founded. Aligarh became a Municipal Corporation and in 1981 the Aligarh 
Development Authority came into existence. The early history of the district is 
rather obscure and controversial. The earliest legends and its history from 1200 
AD are given below. According to some legends, the district formed part of 
Pandavas kingdom after their relocation to Ahar in Bulandshahar district from 
their dilapidated kingdom of Hastinapur. It is also reported that certain towns in 
the district were once inhabited in Buddhist times. Buddhist remains have been 
found in Balai Qila at Koil, (and were deposited in the Aligarh Institute and 
Scientific Society formed by Sir Syed Ahmad Khan, in 1864).'^ ° Some other 
remains have been unearthed from the great mound called Gohan Khera to the 
east of Sasani and are reported to be remains of ancient temples. Availability of 
some other materials reveal that in second B.C. the area was under the Mathura 
''"". Note in the letter of W. J. Brambly, Magistrate and Collector, to A. Cocks, dated 17* November 1858, 
vide, Freedom Struggle in Uttar Pradesh, V, p.659n. 
''"". Atkinson, E.TDistricl Gazetter, VI, p. 197(quoted in Siddiqui, 1981: p. 26 Endnote:182). 
'''^ '". In fact, it was after the establishment of the M.A.O. College and its further expansion and development 
to the status of the Aligarh Muslim University, that a settlement of population gradually came into existence 
in this area. Previously, except for cantonment buildings and official bungalows mostly of the Europeans, this 
area was almost uninhabited. 
"'"". Sadar tehsil refers to the Central Tehsil of the district. 
cixvM. ^iiygj^f.^ Statistics, p. 112. It can even now be observed that the longa-walls coming from Barahdvari (a 
locality of the old city) to the Collectorate announce their destination to be Aligar'a, while on their return 
journey from the Collectorate; they announce Koil to be their destination. 
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region whose coins have been found at various places of Buiandshahar district. 
Later evidences show the possession by the great Kushanas. After the decline of 
Kushanas, the power came under Samudra Gupta in the middle of 4"* century A.D. 
Tomar Rajputs established themselves at Delhi and its surrounding areas including 
Kol. They were subordinate to the paramount rulers, the Dor Rajputs of Baran of 
Buiandshahar who held local power and whose genealogy over ten generations has 
been preserved. Dors were dislodged by Prithvi Raj Chauhan who is said to have 
built a fort in Loni and General Govind Rao made Dehra his headquarters. With 
the defeat of Prithvi Raj in 1192, the district was captured by Qutub-ud-Din 
Aibak. It later passed under the undisturbed possession of Shams-ud-Din 
Altamash. The area gradually came under the empire of Lodi Bansha. The then 
king of Lodi Bansha, Sikandar Lodi gave the Koil and its surrounding areas to 
Umar Khan, the son of Suri Afghan, but in the beginning of the reign of Ibrahim 
Lodi, the Zamindars of Jatrauli a rural area in pargana Tappal, rose in rebellion and 
defeated Umar Khan who was killed in fight. Thereupon Qasim Khan of Sambal 
proceeded to Tappal and inflicted a severe punishment to the rebellion. Koil was 
then given to Umar's son Muhammad Khan who built the fort of Muhammadgarh 
in 1526. It remained part of Delhi sultanate till the establishment of Mughal 
dynasty when Ibrahim was overthrown by Babar, the first emperor of the Mughal 
dynasty. Emperor Babar was appointed Kachak Ali governor of Kol in 1526. 
Under the third Mughal emperor Akbar, Koil, the then capital of sarkar formed a 
part of Agra province. The Sarkar was divided into four Dasturs: Koil, Akrabad, 
Marhara and Farida (Atkinson, Edwin T. 1875).'^' Aligarh Fort (also called 
Aligarh Qila),'^^^^^ as it stands today, was built by French engineers under the 
control of French officers BenoTt de Boigne and Perron. The fort later came to be 
known as Aligarh in 1804 after British occupation. Before coming to the full 
garrison of the British, the district envisaged many ups and downs. During the 
Mutiny of 1857, the history of Aligarh was full of incidents, but the Mutiny was 
crushed. Since the mutiny, the peace of the district was maintained (Bhatt, 1998: 
413-414).'^^ 
Population 
Quoting the 1991 Census, Bhatt (1998: 414)'^^ reports, that the total 
population of Aligarh, district was 3295982 persons, comprising 1507102 females 
and 1788880 males. Rural population of the district is 2467484 persons (1345184 
males and 1122300 females) and urban population is 828498 persons (443696 
males and 384802 females). The Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes 
population of the district as per 1991 Census is 758308 persons and 127 persons 
respectively. The rural-urban breakup of these populations is indicated below: 
Rural: (I) Scheduled Castes: 611929 
II) Scheduled Tribes: 71 
'''^ '^  In local parlance Qila is Fort (its origin is Persian). 
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Urban: (I) Scheduled Castes: 146379 
II) Scheduled Tribes: 56 
Population of Aligarh District (2001) 
As it has mentioned earlier, the total population of Aligarh district in 
2001 Census was 2992286 (1,384,884 females and 1,607,402 males). Meaning 
thereby that, the population of the district decreased from 3295982 persons 
(approximately, 9.2 percent) in 1991, to 2992286 persons in 2001 because of the 
reorganization of the district area, with the formation of Hatras district. Earlier, 
Hatras was part of the Aligarh district (Siddiqui, 2008: 25).'^ '* 
While Table-3.12 shows the Gender and Gender Ratio of the Aligarh 
population; Table-3.13 and 3.14 show total numbers of households and population 
of Aligarh District in 2001. 






















Source: Census of India 2001. Primary Census Abstract. Uttar Pradesh. (In CD). Designed & 
Developed by C- Three- 1 System Pvt. Ltd. New Delhi: Office of the Registrar General, India. 
Table-3.13 Number of Households, Population of Aligarh District and 


















Source: Census of India 2001. Primary Census Abstract. Uttar Pradesh. (In CD). Designed & 
Developed by C- Three- 1 System Pvt. Ltd. New Delhi: Office of the Registrar General, India. 
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Source: http://aligarh.nic.in/tahpopu2001 .pdf 
Language and Religion 
Bhatt also states that the main languages spoken in the district are Hindi and 
Urdu. He gives the religion-wise breakup of population as indicated below. According to 
the 1981 Census India had a Hindu population of 22,25,531, Muslim population of 
3,39,047, and the remaining were in minority including Christians, Jains, Sikhs and other 
religions and persuasions, and persons whose religion is not stated (Bhatt, 1998:414).'^^ 
Geography and Physical Features 
The district is level plain conforming to the topography of the Doab. It may be 
divided into three natural divisions: (i) low land or Khadar of the Ganga which shows a 
sharp rise in the high sandy uplands (ii) area lying in between the rivers Ganga and 
Yamuna, and (iii) area lying in between the rivers Ganga and Kali Nadi. The Ganga and 
the Yamuna are Perennial Rivers whereas Kali Nadi is a seasonal stream. The major t;ypes 
of soil found in the district are clay, sandy clay, and Sandy soil. The main rivers, Ganga 
and Yamuna pass through the district of Aligarh and on to the district Bulandshahr (Bhatt, 
1998,414-415).'^^ 
Towns and Rural Areas 
The district at present comprises of 6 tehsils and 17 Community Development 
Blocks. It has 20 towns and 1750 rural areas (1706 inhabited rural areas and 44 
uninhabited rural areas).Table 3.15 shows the gender ratio (females per 1000 males) and 
density population of the district in relation to the state. 
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TabIe-3.15 Gender Ratio (females per 1000 males) and Density Population of the District 



















Source: Bhatt, S. C. (Ed.)- (1998). Introduction, Aligarh, & Bulandshahr. The Encyclopaedic District 
Gazetteers of India; Eastern Zone. (Vol. 6, pp.391-404,413-422 & 547-556). New Delhi: Cyan Publishing 
House. 
Agriculture and Irrigation 
Agriculture based economy in predominant in the district. Agriculture district is 
somehow well-developed with extensive cultivation and availability of irrigation 
facilities. Harvesting of Rabi, Kharif and Zaid crops are cultivated in die district. The 
main crop seasons are, however Rahi and Kharif. Rabi crops claim 53.8 percent Kharif 
crops 40.0 percent and Zaid crops 6.2 percent of the gross cultivable area. Wheat is the 
most important crop of the district, which claims a little over one-third of the total 
cropped area. The second largest area is occupied by Bajra that shares 14.97 percent of 
the total cropped area, followed by maize (10.15 percent), barley (8.61 percent) and 
Moong (.87 percent). The crops that cover 3-2 percent of the cropped area are pea, rape 
seeds and mustard, Arhar, paddy and gram in that order. As much as 67.5 percent of the 
net area cultivated is harvested more than once in an agricultural year making the 
cropping intensity of 167.5 percent (Bhatt, 1998: 415-416).''" 
Animal Husbandry 
Animal husbandry has an important role in the rural economy of the district. It 
provides draught power for cultivation as well as supplements the income of the farmers 
by animal husbandry products. According to the live-stock census, there are 8.99 lakh 
heads of live-stock out of which 2.34 lakhs account for milch cows and 1.89 lakh for 
milch buffaloes. Sheep number 13.9 thousand heads and goats 98 thousand heads and 23 
thousand horses. As many as 219 milk co-operative societies with a membership of 
12035 thousand are functioning especially in rural areas of the district. There are 23 milk 
collecting centers in the district. Through these societies 133 lakh liters of milk has been 
supplied in a year. Average milk production in the district is very low, though milch 
cattle are accounted for 47 percent. For improving the stock and providing care for live-
stock, 31 veterinary dispensaries and 116 stock-man centers are functioning in the 




Pilakhna, Pargana Akrabad, Tehsil Sikandra Rao 
General Background 
Pilakhna is about 14 miles (20 km) from the city of Aligarh and lies at 27° 50' N. 
and 78 ° 16' E. on the northern border of the Pargana f""" Akrabad, and some 12 miles 
north-west from the Tehsif^' Sikandra Rao. A short distance away to the west runs Ihe 
metalled road from Nanau to Dadon. On the east it is connected to an unmetalled road 
running northwards from Akrabad to join the road leading to Kasganj. Though hardly 
any historical accounts are available, Pilakhna is said to be a town of considerable 
antiquity. It gave its name to a Taluqa'^'^", which at the commencement of the British 
rule, was farmed to Daya Ram Hathras; but in 1817 it was broken up and the rural area 
settled with the original proprietors. 
On the south side of Pilakhna we see the crumpled remains of a mud fort, and a 
small mosque with a very beautifully carved doorway. 
In 1853 Pilakhna had a population of 3,964 persons. The population pattern 
varied greatly, and while it decreased to 3,809 in 1865, it once again increased to 4,500 
by 1872. It once again fell to 3,798 in 1881, but ten years later it was 3,976. The last 
census of 1901, however, shows that there were a total of 5,109 inhabitants, of whom 
2,771 were Muslims, and, a large number of these were Mewatis.''^" The Mauza''^ of 
Pilakhna is 3,119 acres in extent, of which 2,495 are cultivated, and was assessed at Rs. 
7,165; it is held in Bhaiyachara'^'^ tenure by Sheikhs, Saiyids and Kayasths. The area 
was almost wholly agricultural, though small markets were held twice a week (Nevill, 
1926: 282-283).'^^ 
Since 1861, under the Act XX of 1856, Pilakhna was extended to an area of 65 
acres for purposes of administration. Between 1907 and 1908, there were 1,192 houses, 
of which 624 were assessed for house tax, and the income from the house-tax for that and 
the two previous years averaged to about Rs. 963/= It may be noted that the incidence of 
taxation was Re. 1-8-10 (approx. Re. 1.60 today) per assessed house and Re. 0-3-0 
(About Re. O.I8/= today) per head population. Including the opening balance and 
miscellaneous receipts, the total annual income was Rs. 1,481 and an expenditure of Rs. 
1,375, was incurred from that income. Of this, expenditure on principle items such as 
upkeep of police force was Rs.508/= while Rs. 287/= were spent on the maintenance of a 
conservancy staff and Rs.470 for minor public work of importance (Nevill, H.R., 1926: 
283).'^° 
' '^. Pargana means a limit of Tahsil / tehsil in the same area. 
"'"'". Tahsil means the sub-divisional majistral (SDM); SDM itself is also known as Pargna majistrate. For 
example, the boundry of Aligarh district is known revenue boundry. While, each district is further divided 
into Tahsih, every land under each Tahsilis recorded in Tahsil. 
cixxn f^ij^Q means a sub-division of Tahsil. 
''''""". Mewatis are the sub-caste of Muslims; who belonged to the lower class of the society; and their main 
profession was connected with the musical activities. 
'^""'^  Mauza is an Urdu word which means the village; while in Hindi language the term. '"Gaori" refers to 
the English term of "village". 
^^''''. Bhaichara means brotherhood. 
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Population 
As it has already been stated, population of Pilakhna in 1901 was equal to 5109, 
while it decreased to 4198 in 1911, after ten years (1921) it again fell to 3894, while in 
1931 the population of Pilakhna increased to 4483, which once again fell to 4041 in 1941 
(Census of India, 2001).'^ '^ '^  According to the 2001 Census, Pilakhna had a population 
of 9692. Of these, males constituted 53 percent and females 47 percent. Pilkhana has an 
average literacy rate of 28 percent, lower than the national average of 59.5percent. The 
male literacy is 37 percent while the female literacy is 17 percent. 22 percent of the 
population is under 6 years of age.'"''"^' The total number of households'^ ''"™"' of Pilakhna 
urban area according to 2001 Census was 1239; which is shown in Table-3.16. Table-
3.17 shows the population of Pilakhna by gender and gender ratio. 
TabIe-3.16 Number of Households, Populatin and Household Size of Pilakhna (2001) 






Source: Census of India 2001. Primary Census Abstract. Uttar Pradesh. (In CD). 
Designed & Developed by C- Three-1 System Pvt. Ltd. New Delhi: Office of the 
Registrar General, India. 









Source: Census of India 2001. Primary Census Abstract. Uttar Pradesh. (In CD). Designed & Developed 
by C- Three- 1 System Pvt. Ltd. New Delhi: Office of the Registrar General, India. 
''^^. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pilkhana,_India 
"^"^. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pilkhana, India 
cixxvni y\'[jousehold' is usually a group of persons who normally live together and take their mealsirom a 
common kitchen unless the exigencies of work prevent any of them ftx)m so. Persons in a household may 
be related or unrelatedor a mix of both. However, if a group of unrelated persons live in a cesus house but 
do not taketheir meals from the common kitchen, then they are not constituent of a common household. 
Each such person was to be treated as a separate household. The important link in finding out whether it 
was a household or not was a common kitchen. There may be one member households two member 
households or multi-member households (see Banthia, 2004:xvi). 
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Further Characteristics of PilakhnS 
Apart from the forgoing historical account, the present researcher, with the help 
of scholars in the Center of Advanced Study in History, Aligarh Muslim University, found 
some more recent publications on Pilakhna. These findings are recorded below. 
According to Jamal Muhammad Siddiqui, Pilakhna Jami Masjid constructed by 
Shaikh Ghuran, contains an inscription of Babur's reign dated, 1529 A.D. Pilakhna also 
contains an inscribed well belonging to the reign of Humayun dated, 1533, M.B. 
Akbarabad, 56, records for 1833, the domination of the Shaikh ZamJndars, who are mostly 
descendants of Shaikh Ghuran (Siddiqui, J.M, 1981:201-202).'*' 
There also seem to be various meanings to the origin and meaning of the name 
Pilakhna. It is reported that Pilakhna is a Pilkhun tree, its botanical name being Fiaiss 
Cordifolia. According to Raja Muhammad Kovi, who had close connections with the 
natives of Pilakhna of his times and belonged to the same clan of the Shaikhs, Pilakhna 
was otherwise known as PiplTnval. PiplTnval is simply a Persian form of Plpal Vala, 
derived from the Plpal tree, Ficus Religosa The name PiplTnval is no longer known in the 
area. 
According to the local tradition, Pilakhna is the corrupt form of Jilkhana, 'stable of 
elephants'; thus, Filkhanah''''"''' > Pilkhana > Pilakhna. Shaikh Ghuran, reputedly, 
maintained here the establishment of elephants for Emperor Babur. A dilapidated building, 
partly underground, is still shown as the stable (Siddiqui, 1981: 201-202),'*^ 
Pilakhna inscription-1, a.d. 1528-29 
Pilakhna, a well known rural area of the District of Aligarh, is approachable both 
from Nanau bridge on Grand Trunk (G.T)., road and directly from Aligarh-Chharrah road. 
The Jami' Masjid"^ '^ "" of this rural area contains a beautiftilly carved inscription, which has 
been edited by Z.A. Desai, from a rough draft left by the late Maulvi Ashraf 
Husain.'^ '"'"'Between the stone lintel and the small window above, there is a slab of red san-
stone, measuring 1.33 m. by 36 cms. This contains a three-line epigraph, assigning the 
erection of the mosque to Shaikh Ghuran, son of Muhammad, son of Islam, in A.H. 
935/1528-29 A.D. during the reign of Emperor Babur. "The introductory portion of the 
epigraph, comprising Bismillah and a tradition of the Holy Prophet, is in Arabic, while the 
historical portion consists of a fragment of two couplets in Persia (Siddiqui, 1981: 234),"'*^ 
cixxix jj^g inhabitants of Pilakhna, especially the aged-group and elderiy people reside in the area, are of the 
view that: "Pilkhana was previously knowrn as Filkhdnah or Pilkhdnah (Elephant Home). In the same 
connection, Mohammad Afzal Khan, in his article entitled: ""A Monument of the Early Mughal: The Jami 
'Masjid of Pilakhna {Aligarh District)", pointed out that: According to the local tradition, the place was 
originally called Filkhdnah or Pilkhdnah (Elephant stable), since the early Mughal rulers kept elephants there 
(Afzal Khan, 2003: 91). 
cixxx j ^ ^ j^jj^j, ^gjj j j (yjjg Friday Nosque or The Congrgational Mosque) is a mosque where Friday prayers 
are held. Althoughit is used for other prayers and Muslim's religious rituals. 
''""". Late Maulvi M. Ashraf Husain, "Inscriptions of Emperor Babur', EIAPS, 1%5, pp. 63-65, PL. XVIII-C. 
See also, Haroon Khan Sherwani, 'Babur's Inscription Near Aligarh, Second Mughal General', PIHC, Sixth 
Session (1943) Aligarh, p. 408, In. 8,9; ARIE, 1952-53, C-130. 
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This brings me to the end of the historical account, geographical and climatic 
features, and cultural aspects of the rural areas of Qal'ehnow and Hesaroo'iyeh in Iran and 
Pindrawal and Pilakhna, in India that have been selected for the purpose of the present 
study. The following chapter IV is the chapter on Methodology. 
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"No one will deny that in questions of historic authenticity hearsay does not equal 
eyewitness; for in the latter the eye of the observer apprehends the substance of that 
which is observed, both in the time when and in the place where it exists, whilst hearsay 
has its peculiar drawbacks." 
[(Abu Rayhan Biruni (973-1048)]."' 
The present study made a comparative analysis of agricultural development and 
change in Iran and India, with specific focus on "Qarehnow" in the Sistan region, and 
"Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster", the second village situated in the "Baludhestan" region. The 
rural areas selected in Uttar Pradesh (U.P.), India were "Pilakhna"' situated in District 
Aligarh, U.P., and "Pindrawal" in Bulandshehr district. Both these districts are situated 
in the northwest part of (U.P.). 
The focus of this study was mainly on agricultural development and change; and 
the impact of the two processes of globali2ation and liberalization on development and 
change. The study also examined the two hypotheses and the role of governmental 
efforts to improve the development of the rural areas under study through agricultural 
growth. The challenges posed by globalization and liberalization on other socio-cultural 
aspects of these societies were also examined. The oft-quoted belief that globalization 
and liberalization hamper agricultural growth and pave way for industrial growth at the 
cost of agriculture was also investigated. 
To this end, it was necessary to select carefully the areas of the study. 1 would, 
therefore, like to present the criteria used for the selection of the villages for comparison 
and the research methods used for the purpose of this study. 
THE RESEARCH SETTING 
In order to make a comparative study of change and development in Iran 
and India, four specific agricultural areas in Sistan-0-Balu£hestan and Uttar 
Pradesh were selected. 1 will first discuss the criteria for selection of the 
respective universes for the present study. 
In the last twenty years the traditional society in south-eastern Iran (Sistan-0-
Baluchestan) had been severely traumatized by the construction of large-scale dams and 
irrigation work. Agri-business, mostly controlled by foreigners, had led to the uprooting 
of farmers. This situation had actually begun in 1963; when the then Shah completed 
' . It is actually a town area. 
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the construction of the Dez dam." This was considered as the beginning of agricultural 
upheaval, and agrarian change culminating in agro-industrial development in the 1970s. 
These changes had a powerful impact on the local population of Sistan-0-Baludhestan, 
where the population had to be resettled in state-organized villages. The province of 
Sistan-0-Balu(5hestan was the most economically and politically sensitive area of Iran, 
due to its proximity to Afghanistan and Pakistan. The influx of refugees from 
Afghanistan, coupled with the water dispute, further enhanced the deteriorating 
socioeconomic situation of this region. Within this province, due to the long period of a 
sever drought, despite of especial efforts made by government, agricultural areas of 
Qal'ehnow and Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster are underdeveloped and have remained so, for over 
a decade or more. So, to begin with I selected rural areas which were underdeveloped 
with little promise of change. 
Another criterion for this selection was based on proximity of these areas 
to cities. Studies have shown that there is a mutual dependence of agricultural 
areas situated close to the cities. In this regard, Qal'ehnow lies in close proximity 
to Zahak and Zabol; at the same time, Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster situated near Nosrat 
Abad, and Zahedan respectively. 
Theoretically, these areas should have developed at a faster rate and should 
have proceeded towards development in industry, science, technology and 
education. Yet, except for the education, this was not the case. I therefore, tried to 
locate the underlying reasons for this underdevelopment of these areas. Apart 
from this, there were other reasons for selecting these areas. An additional reason relates 
to the unique environmental and socioeconomic degradation of all these two areas in Iran. 
It must also be pointed out that governmental efforts in Iran are being made towards 
agricultural development in these selected universes. The selected universes shared many 
commonalities as noted earlier in this study. Certain other important characteristics of 
these areas are elaborated below. 
QALE'HNOW AND HESAROO!IYEH CLUSTER 
It is important to state that the Baluchestan area in northwest Pakistan is divided 
into three neighboring countries Pakistan, Iran and Afghanistan. A majority of Baluchi 
tribes live in the Pakistani province which covers the largest part of the Baluchestan area. 
A smaller part of the area falls in Iran. The remaining area falls in Afghanistan. Because 
of its strategic situation, it has generated much interest among foreign scholars. Here, the 
important point of focus is the Sistan basin, which in its past glory provided livelihood to 
a very large population. Today, however, due to reasons discussed earlier in this thesis, it 
". The Dez Dam is a large hydroelectric dam built in Iran in 1963 by an Italian consortium. The dam is on 
the Dez River in the Northwestern province of Khuzestan, the closest city being Andimeshk. It is 203 
meters high, making it one of the highest in the world, and has a reservoir capacity of 3,340 million cubic 
meters. At the time of construction the Dez Dam was Iran's biggest development project. It is also 
possible to visit powerhouse which is located at the east side of the dam in the mountains. The 
powerhouse has eight vertical Francis turbines. The dam's current problem is the annual loss of reservoir 
capacity due to the erosion of soil in upstream areas (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dez_Dam). 
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is now a "dry bowl". This basin at one time had certain rare features like the wetland 
system consisting of three large shallow lakes and a series of smaller lakes and marshes 
consisting of reed-beds which were widely spread. While this region is today known for 
its infertile parched characteristics, at one time the presence of this basin constituted an 
excellent example of large, permanent, freshwater wetlands. These wetlands were once 
well known for the existence of the most diverse forms of habitat with a large variety of 
fauna and flora. Such multiplicity of natural forms of life, at one time sustained the local 
economy, and formed an integral part of the region's unique social and cultural structure. 
Today, however, the slow decline of the water flow over the years has taken away the 
past glory from the Sistan basin. Political factors too, combined with low precipitation 
and also perhaps of careless management of water resources have forced the wetlands to 
go dry. This unfortunate plight has left the economy of Sistan in a poor state. 
It is fortunate that the United Nations Development Program (UNDP) has 
launched a project "Restoration, Protection and Sustainable Use of the Sistan Lakes 
Basin" to improve the water management and address itself to sustainable development 
of the rivers flowing into the Sistan basin. The UNDP, when completed is expected to 
ensure that the needs of the Sistan ecosystem will be met and thus help the communities 
to take full advantage of the lakes.^  
A study, such as the present one, will examine the effects of projects on the lives of the 
people living in this area. In the meantime, however, it is important to find out how the 
local population is surviving under these conditions and what are the developmental 
trends and changes that have taken place. This is a matter of great interest to the present 
research. 
Similarly, Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster is the second rural area chosen in Sistan-0-
BalQchestan Province. It is situated in the "BalQShestan region." The term 
"Hesaroo'iyeh" literally means: "walled or fenced" or a place surrounded by "a "wall" 
or a "Fence." 
As it has already been noted, Hesaroo'iyeh is not simply a village; but it 
is a Cluster of rural areas of BalOchestan region known as Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster. 
As it was seen in Chapter III in greater detail, in the pre-revolution era, 
there was a village named: "Hesaroo'iyeh", in which there were just two 
Qanat(s)."' Which belonged to Morad Khan and 'Alam Khan; who were the 
landlords (Malekin) of Hesaroo'iyeh village. The total area under cultivation of 
both the Qanat{s), in Hesaroo'iyeh village, under the ownership of Morad Khan 
and 'Alam Khan were roughly estimated about 50 hectares. The said village 
(old Hesaroo'iyeh) was almost destroyed. At the same time, approximately since 
1970, the Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster was gradually formed; in the plain of 
Hesaroo'iyeh, which is closed to the old Hesaroo'iyeh village. It is mentionable 
that, the main sources of water supply for the irrigation system for agricultural 
activities and for drinking water in old Hesaroo'iyeh village, like most of other 
rural areas, have traditionally been Qanat(s). These two Qanat(s) running 
'". It refers to a man-made subterranean water canal. The Plural form of Persian term Qanat is Qanat 
Ha or Qanavdt. 
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through Hesaroo'iyeh village were more than sufficient for supplying different 
water requirements of the region. 
In the old Hesaroo'iyeh village, Qanat(s) were typically multipurpose 
and used for drinking water, various agricultural activities, and so forth. 
However, when the Hesaroo'iyeh Qanat(s) got completely dried up, a 
well was dug and equipped with a motor pump (i.e. it was now a motor pump 
well). This well was used for agricultural activities and other purposes to meet 
the daily water requirements of the village. Some factors responsible for the 
drying up of the Qanat(s) were: 
1. Digging different types of deep and shallow wells in the outer limits or scope 
of the Qanat(s), 
2. Non-dredging of Qanat(s) at the proper time, due to a variety of reasons, 
such as: 
1.2. The emigration of villagers from rural areas to the urban centers, 
2.2. Increasing labor wages, 
3.2. Non-existence of skilled workers, for digging the Qanat(s), 
4.2. Existence of illegal activities, which have commonly been in circulations, 
5.2. Different types of smuggling, brokering, or different types of middleman 
activities, coupon black marketing or illegal tobacco sale through public 
platforms or public thoroughfares, etc.'" 
3. Destruction of Qanat(s) was also due to the different unforeseen disasters such as: 
earthquakes, floods, inundations, torrential rains, deluges, and so forth. 
At present, the old Hesaroo'iyeh village consists of only two distinct classes of people, 
viz; (1) the successors of Morad Khan and 'Alam Khan, and, (2) the old and respected 
laborers of the village or those considered as the village elders. 
Formation of Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster 
Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster which gradually took its full form after the revolution 
is basically a Cluster of hamlets in the in the Hesaroo'iyeh plain. It is geographically 
situated in Nosrat Abad district; which is a district of Zahedan Township. While, 
Zahedan itself is a township and at the same time it is the capital of Sistan-0-Balu5hestan 
Province. 
In the post revolutionary period Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster was basically 
formed with the aim of settling the nomadic tribes and to distribute land among 
them. Apart from this, the government also sought to establish agricultural 
cooperatives. 
As a result, the Nomadic Tribes Resettlement Plan (NTRP) was implemented in order to 
improve the quality of life of the nomadic tribes and to enhance their socioeconomic 
". It has been observed that due to free access to Afghanistan, the unemployed persons have begun to 
indulge in illegal trade as it brings in quick money. 
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condition by providing productive job opportunities. The project also aimed at the 
establishment of political stability, and to provide security in vulnerable regions. Thus, 
the Nomadic Tribes Resettlement Plan (NTRP) could be considered as the initial step 
towards the creation of Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster in Sistan-0-Balu5hestan Province. 
Agricultural Joint Cooperation 
As a matter of fact, in can be argued that, the establishment of Agricultural Joint 
Cooperatives'^  as a part of land reforms was a measure taken by the Islamic Republic of 
Iran, based on the Islamic Principles. Obviously, the strategy of land distribution policy, 
among the qualified or eligible landless and economically weak farmers on one hand, and 
provision of necessary equipments, along with financial supports, was the pre-condition 
of land distribution, to the above mentioned poor landless groups. Which would 
confidently, be a fundamental step towards the reduction of poverty among the said 
groups. 
Basically, land distribution strategy could be considered as a suitable 
method to move towards agricultural development. Besides, it helped the 
government to fulfill its different objectives, such as: maintenance of security, 
eradicating poverty, and the resettlement of the nomadic tribes in some 
wasteland regions that had sufficient farming potential. 
Therefore, most of the Nomadic Tribes in general, and the Nomadic 
Tribes of Hesaroo'iyeh Region in particular, have also benefited from the same 
strategy. In other words, the nomadic tribes also enjoyed the right to own land 
just like the other non-nomadic landless farmers. This was a great achievement, 
bringing the nomadic and non-nomadic landless farmers to own land, and this 
was the second step towards the formation of Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster. 
In this regard, about sixty wells were dug on the plains of Hesaroo'iyeh 
which, were complemented by the introduction of the same number of 
Agricultural Joint Cooperatives. The membership to the Hesaroo'iyeh's 
agricultural cooperatives was given on the basis of some laid down 
qualifications or eligibility of the farmers. For example, the landless farmers in 
the old Hesaroo'iyeh village, and the cattle or sheep livestock breeding farmers, 
as well as the nomadic tribes of Hesaroo'iyeh region, were given more priority 
over others; to receive land. In addition, the landless inhabitants of other 
neighboring places, like some inhabitants of urban areas who had immigrated to 
Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster as the members of Agricultural Joint Cooperatives were also 
given land. This consolidated the formation of the Cluster. 
It is interesting to point out that, some infrastructure amenities like asphalted 
roads (especially to Zahedan), and an earth-fill dam of Gelek River, which was built 
to provide nutrition to the agricultural motor pump wells of Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster, 
were provided to the new settlement of Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster. 
In Persian it is called: ''Ta'avoni Haye MoSa'-E-KeShavarzir 
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This Cluster has a considerable dispersion of residential hamlets in the 
geographical territory of Sistan-O-BaluChestan. Most of these hamlets are 
sparsely populated and at the same time excessively poor. Additionally, the 
absence of a sound economic foundation made it very difficult to provide 
different services and supplies to support the inhabitants of these hamlets. 
Based on the above stated criteria, and because studies highlighting development and 
change in respect of agriculture in Qal'ehnow and Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster have not been 
conducted prior to this study, I selected Qal'ehnow and Hesaroo'iyeh as universes of the 
present study. 
PILAKHNA AND PINDRAWAL 
Likewise, Uttar Pradesh in India, like Sistan-0-BalQ5hestan in Iran is one of the 
more underdeveloped states. Despite India's successful Green and the White Revolutions, 
the State of Uttar Pradesh did not progress as it should have with the rest of the States. 
What are the underiying commonalities and differences in the selected areas of study? 
Are there any common factors responsible for their specific situations? 
Geographically, India too is flanked by Pakistan and Afghanistan, as its neighbors 
on the northwestern side. The state of Uttar Pradesh, shares many similarities with the 
province of Sistan-0-Balu5hestan. While the latter is the largest province of Iran, Uttar 
Pradesh (U.P.), known before independence as United Provinces, "with its 16.605 crore 
strong population, continued to be India's second largest state and is the most populous 
state in the country and accounts for 16.17 per cent of India's 102.702 crore with its huge 
market could be an important engine of growth for the rest of the country (Planning 
Commission, 2007: 37);"3 its huge population is almost equivalent to the combined 
population of some of the West European nations. With the Tibet region bordering China 
and partly Nepal to its north, Bihar to its east, Haryana to its west, it runs along with the 
National Capital region of Delhi, some parts of Rajasthan, and is bordered with Himachal 
Pradesh to its north-west. It occupies a central position in India and along with some 
other major states like Madhya Pradesh, Bihar and Rajasthan. It is completely 
landlocked; which creates disadvantage in competing with other states, particularly in 
exportable goods. On top of that industrialization in Uttar Pradesh is marked by low-level 
operations (Planning Commission, 2007: 38).4 Uttar Pradesh covers a large part of the 
densely populated Gangetic plain. If it were a country, it would be the worid's seventh 
largest. As it is stated above, U.P. is the most populous state of India and is host of one-
sixth of the country's population (Planning Commission, 2007: 61).^  
While BaluChestan is known for growing dry fruits and the Sistan basin at one 
time supported agricultural lives of the inhabitants, the western region of U.P. too is 
advanced in terms of agricultural as well as industrial production as compared to other 
regions. The eastern region, along with which it constitutes the large majority of the 
state's area and population, is however, not as advanced. The farmers in the western 
region are enterprising, with a total irrigated area of 72.36 against the state's average 
which is 54.89 per cent. It has the advantage of the Ganga canal, which is the backbone 
of the irrigation system. This was, so to say a gift of the British rulers who developed it in 
the nineteenth century, but much more has been added by the successive governments in 
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the years of freedom and by the farmers themselves by way of their irrigation pumps. 
Unfortunately though, soil erosion, along with the onward march of the Rajasthan desert 
in some parts and insecurity due to on and off invasions of dacoits renders some parts of 
the province underdeveloped. Neither all districts nor all villages in every district enjoy 
the fruits of development. 
The rural areas selected in U.P. for the present study, viz: Pilakhna and Pindrawal 
fall in this category of rural areas which are under developed. Both these rural areas, like 
Qal'ehnow and Hesaroo'iyeh in Iran are underdeveloped and show a very slow rate of 
change. 
Both Pilakhna and Pindrawal are also situated in close proximity to urban areas 
like Aligarh and Bulandshehr respectively. The unique environmental and socioeconomic 
degradation of these two areas in U.P. are also somewhat similar to those in Iran. For 
example, while the Sistan basin wet lands had dried up due to various reasons, we find 
that over ten percent of cultivable area in Uttar Pradesh (over 1.2 million hectares) had 
been rendered un-arable by high sodicity."' To overcome the problem of the Sistan basin, 
the United Nations stepped in to launch projects to remedy the situation. Likewise, in 
U.P., to overcome the problem, of sodicity, the World Bank launched a number of 
projects to reclaim sodic land and consequently help in rural development. The U.P. sodic 
lands reclamation project aimed at sustainable reclamation of sodic land to prevent 
further increase in sodicity in districts of Aligarh, Hathras, Azamgarh, Allahabad, 
Bulandshehr, Etah, Etawah, Auraiya. It may be noted that both the districts of Aligarh 
and Bulandshehr are included, and this is very pertinent to the universe of the present 
study. The Project seeks to increase agricultural productivity in Aligarh and Bulandshehr 
districts in addition to other districts (Worid Bank Report, 2004).^ 
It may flirther be reiterated that the universes of the study, Pindrawal in district of 
Bulandshehr and Pilalkhna in the district of Aligarh and Qal'ehnow in Sistan Region and 
Hesaroo'iyeh in Baluchestan Region are also similar in their characteristics of 
underdevelopment.Like the government of Iran, the government of India too is making 
efforts towards agricultural development in these selected universes. The selected 
universes share many commonalities as noted earlier in this study. Certain other 
important characteristics of these areas are elaborated below. 
While the central administration has made strenuous efforts to spread the message 
of better agriculture and the Green Revolution to all parts of the state although the 
". Sodic soils are those which have an exchangeable sodium percentage (ESP) of more than 15. Excess 
exchangeable sodium has an adverse effect on the physical and nutritional properties of the soil, with 
consequent reduction in crop growth, significantly or entirely. The soils lack appreciable quantities of 
neutral soluble salts but contain measurable to appreciable quantities of salts capMe of alkaline 
hydrolysis, e.g. sodium carbonate. The electrical conductivity of saturation soil extracts are, therefore, 
likely to be variable but are often less than 4 dS/m at 25 °C. The pH of saturated soil pastes is 8.2 or more 
and in extreme cases may be above 10.5. Dispersed and dissolved organic matter present in the soil 
solution of highly sodic soils may be deposited on the soil surface by evaporation causing a dark surface 
which is why these soils have also been termed as black sodic soils. Quoted from: 
http://www.fao.org/docrep/x5871 e/x5871 e05.htm. 
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western region leads in farm production and per hectare output. More than 72 per cent of 
the State's total population of 139112287 (Bhatt, 1998: 393)^ living in an area of 291411 
sq. Km. depends on farming as its main occupation. At the same time, out of the total 
population of Uttar Pradesh (2001 census), the density of population was 689 (persons 
per square kilometer) in 2001. Wheat, rice, sugarcane, pulses, oilseeds and potatoes, are 
its main products. As is to be expected, food preferences vary from region to region and 
while the people in the western region are predominantly wheat consumers those in the 
eastern region prefer rice to wheat. Sugarcane is an important cash crop almost 
throughout the state and sugar mills and other cane crushers, who produce Gur"^ and 
Khandsar,™' are common throughout the state (Jain, 2005:2).* 
Uttar Pradesh is also an important state insofar as horticulture is concerned. While 
apples are produced in the hill districts, it is the luscious mango, which is the prized 
product of the state, both for internal consumption and for export. The U.P. farmer is well 
advanced in cultivating and marketing mangoes and many of its ripening varieties, as 
compared with the early ripening mangoes of the west, south and some eastern states, 
have acquired a big name for themselves among mango lovers and bringing rich 
dividends to the state (Bhatt, 1998: 391- 393).'' Unfortunately, such is not the case in all 
agricultural villages of U.P. 
Despite the colorful picture painted above, I am sorry to say, U.P. also has some 
of India's lowest human development indicators: such as literacy rate (57 per cent) as 
opposed to 65 per cent at the national level; female literacy is at 43 per cent as opposed to 
54 per cent at the national level, maternal mortality per 100000 live birth 707 as opposed 
to 408 at the all India level;. Infant mortality per 1000 in 1999 was among the hi^est in 
India at 85 (World Bank report, 2004).'° 
Urbanization in the state is 19.84 as against the all-India figure of 25.73 (Bhatt, 
1998: 360)." While the State's poverty rate fell from 40.9 per cent in 1993-94 to 32.8 per 
cent in 2004-05, there are still 59 million people living below the poverty line (World 
Bank Report, 2004).'^ Birth rate in U.P. is much higher than that of the national figure, 
351.1 per cent. It is second highest in the country. The all-India figure is 29.3 per cent. 
The crude death rate is 11.1 against the national average of 9.8. The increase of 
population growth rate is obviously higher, 24 per 1000 of population as against the 
national figure of 19.5 (Bhatt, 1998: 396);'^ it is perhaps due to this high birth rate and 
high rate of mortality that U.P. lags behind. At the same time, total fertility rate of the 
State is 3.8., the infant mortality rate is 67 and maternal mortality ratio is 440 (SRS, 2004 
- 2006) which are higher than the national average. The sex ratio in the State is 898 (as 
compared to 933 for the country).''' 
There are four Regions, seventeen Circles, and seventy two Districts in Uttar 
Pradesh Planning Commission Vol.1, 2007: 29).'^ See also (Planning Commission, Vol. 
2,2007: 23).'* 
The entire State is fertile as both the rivers Ganga and Yamuna run across the 
district. The river Hindon too enters the district in the north-western sector and after 
running a short distance meets the Yamuna near the town of Dankaur. The eastern 
Gur is crude form of sugar and is hard & light brovm in color. 
' . Khandsar is also a crude form of sugar and is sticky. 
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portion is drained by the Nim which flows parallel to the Ganga. The district at present 
comprises of 22 towns and 1451 villages (1359 inhabited villages and 92 uninhabited) 
villages (Bhatt, 1998:549).'^ 
Agriculture provides sustenance to the majority of the population of the State. 
Almost seventy per cent of the population is engaged in agriculture. Apart fk)m this, 
household industries also provide a living to about four per cent of the population. Eighty 
two per cent of the total area of the State is irrigated. It also has the distinction of being a 
mango growing area (Bhatt, 1998: 549-550).'* 
Animal husbandry plays an important role in supplementing the income of the 
rural population. The district has a live-stock population of 8.7 lakh. Rearing of cattle, 
particularly the milk cattle, is an important secondary industry of the rural folk. This 
district is close to the metropolitan city of Delhi (Bhatt, 1998: 550).'^ 
Pindrawal, the universe of this study, lies in the Bulandshehr district, and is about 
40 kilometers from the city of Bulandshehr. Pindrawal was founded by a Rawal of the 
Mewati tribe about the twelfth century." The Raja" was an honorary magistrate and one 
of the largest proprietors in the district. He lived in Pindrawal and took a great interest in 
the welfare of the town. He established here an Anglo-vernacular school, which was 
supported at his own expense, and also a dispensary. Besides this school, there is an 
upper primary school attended by 46 pupils, a post office, and a considerable bazaar in 
which markets are held weekly, on Wednesdays. This Raja was a prominent member of 
the Shiite"' a sect, and on the 27"" of the month of Safar"" large numbers of Shiite 
assembled from all parts and were entertained at the expense of the Raja. This custom is 
still observed by his heirs, the eldest of whom is Kunwar Jafar Ali Khan. In 1865, 
Pindrawal had a population of 2,514 inhabitants, which rose to 3,059 in 1872, and 
according to the 1880 census it had a population of 3,777 persons. Of these, 1,545 were 
Musalmans and 150 Aryas"'" and Jains.""^ The prevailing Hindu castes are Banias,"^ 
Kachhis""* and Brahmans."'" 
'". ?/leo or Mayo or Mewati (Hindi) refers to the Muslim Rajput community in Pakistan and India. Meo 
also pioneered the Tablighi Jammat. Meo is a prominent Muslim Rajput tribe from North-Westem 
India, some of whom migrated to Pakistan after independence in 1947. Representing the largest part of 
the Muslim population in Rajasthan, the Meos number approximately 2,000,000 (according to 1984 
data). They are crowded into the Alwar and Bharatpur districts in the northeastern part of the state, as 
well as in the Gurgaon District of the adjacent state of Haryana. The areas of the three districts where 
they live are collectively called Mewat, a reference to their supremacy in the area. Meos speak Mewati, 
a language of the Indo-Iranian part of the Indo-European Family and live in a tribal culture therefore 
majority is uneducated and backward (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Meo). 
" . It referred to a prince or king in India (http://www.audioengHsh.net/dictionary/raja.htm). Raja or 
Ra'jah is an Indian prince or king; a Malay or Javaese chief (see, The Chambers Dictionary, p. 1264). 
"'. It refers to the follower of the Shia branch of Islam (see Little Oxford English Dictionary). 
"". It is 2"^ month of the Islamic lunar calendar. 
"'". Arya (Sanskrit: Irya, old Persian: ariya, Avestan: airya) is an old Indie and old Iranian language 
self-designator that first appears in the ancient religious literature of the Indians and of the Iranians. The 
adjective is significant to Hindus, Zoroastrians, Jains, Buddhists and Sikhs. Quoted from: 
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arya). 
"". A member of a religious group in India that believes people should not be violent towards any living 
creature (see MacMillan School Dictionary). 
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According to the Census of India in 2001, the population of Pindrawal is about 
7,000 persons'"^". The total number of houses are estimated about one thousand five 
hundred and eight. The population comprises a well balanced mixture of Hindus and 
Muslims, both: Sunnis and Shiites. 
It is said that in 1947, there were about 250 Shiite houses but due to migration to 
Pakistan and other places, in 1990 they were reduced to 20 and slowly but steadily they 
reduced to only about 10 houses/'" 
Similarly, Pilakhna, the well known village'" of Aligarii District, can be 
approached either from the Nanau bridge on G.T. road or directly from Aligaiii-Chharrah 
road. The presence of the Jami Masjid"" of this village contains beautifully carved 
inscriptions, indicating that the village existed during the reign of the first two Mughal 
rulers, Babur and Humayun (Siddiqi, 1981:234-237).^° 
As it has already been recorded, in India, the Zamindari system was abolished and 
the lands were distributed among the landless farmers, most of who belonged to the 
Hindu Scheduled castes.'"" 
Since 1861, under the Act XX of 1856, Pilkhana was extended to an area of 65 
acres for purposes of administration. Between 1907 and 1908, there were 1,192 houses, 
of which 624 were assessed for house tax, and the income from the house-tax for that and 
the two previous years averaged to about Rs. 963/= It may be noted that the incidence of 
taxation was Re. 1-8-10 (approx. Re. 1.60 today) per assessed house and Re. 0-3-0 (About 
"". Bania is a generic term used to refer a diverse set of Hindu communities. In some cases, 
communities from the Vaishya social order of the Indian caste system are generally known as Banias; 
while in other cases, it is used as an occupational term referring to various businesspeople and other 
traders irrespective of their caste. Bania is derived from the Sanskrit word Banijya which means trade 
and commerce. The modem usage of the term was popularized by the Rajputs 
[(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bania(caste)]. 
'*'". The Kutchi people (also spelt Cutchi, Kutchhi or Kachchhi) traditionally reside in the Kutch region 
of the northwestern Indian state of Gujarat and Sindh province of Pakistan. Modem day Kachhis have 
moved out of Kutch to nearby commercial havens such as Ahmedabad, Baroda, and Mumbai, and to 
neighboring states such as Rajasthan, Maharashtra, and Punjab. While in Pakistan, Kutchi people have 
migrated from rural areas and settled in Karachi and Hyderabad 
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kutchi_people). 
""'. English word coined from the Sanskrit term Brahmana (from which is also derived the 
Anglicization 'Brahmin') meaning a member of the Indian priestly caste. The term 
Brahmanism is best reserved for the eariy phase in Indian religion (roughly 800 CE to 
500 CE) in which ritual sacrifices offered by the priestly caste were the dominant form 
of orthodox religious practice. The term thus denotes the early form of the religion 
subsequently known to the West as 'Hinduism'. Quoted from: 
(http://www.answers.com/topic/brahmanism). 
"'". Data was collected from the records maintained in Seminar Library of Department of Geography, 
Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh (U.P.), India. 
"'". This information was directly given to me by the elders of Pindrawal during my field study. 
"". Pilakhna, presently has developed to a town area. 
'"". It means: The Congregational Mosque or Friday Mosque. 
'"'". This information was given to me by the elders of Pindrawal during my field study. I cross checked 
this information with the Shia Nawab families living in Aligarh, and they too endorsed this information 
as being correct. 
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Re. 0.18/= today) per head population. Including the opening balance and miscellaneous 
receipts, the total annual income was Rs. 1,481 and an expenditure of Rs. 1,375, was 
incurred from that income. Of this, expenditure on principle items such as upkeep of 
police force was Rs.508/= while Rs. 287/= were spent on the maintenance of a 
conservancy staff and Rs.470 for minor public work (Nevill, 1926:282-283).^' 
At present, both the State and the U.P. governments, make especial efforts to 
maintain the economic balance among the farmers through the distribution of the surplus 
land of those farmers who possess more land to the requirements of their livelihood, to 
the needy farmers of scheduled castes.'™'" 
Like the selected universes in Iran, very little literature is available on the selected 
areas in India. Thus, the present study hopes to bring out the developmental features and 
that of change, (if any) in the universe of the present study. Having identified the 
universe of the study, I would like to present in greater detail the objectives of the present 
study. 
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 
The main objective of the present study was to make a comparative analysis of 
agricultural development and change in Iran and India, with specific focus on Qal'ehnow 
and Hesaroo'iyeh on the one hand, and "Pilakhna" and "Pindrawal" on the other. 
The present study first examined the hypotheses that, agricultural development 
leads to industrial development and subsequent changes in educational, religious, and 
family structures leading towards development of society as a whole. The second 
hypothesis, that the processes of globalization and liberalization have affected the 
agricultural sectors and other economic sectors of the villages selected for this study was 
also examined. 
The study further focused attention on the effects of the two processes of 
globalization and liberalization and their impact on £^cultural development and change. 
It also examined: 
1. The effects of the Green Revolution in the selected areas under study, 
2. The effects of the White Revolution in the selected areas under study, 
and 
3. To identify dependent and independent variables effecting agricultural 
development. 
•""". This information was also given to me by the elders of Pindrawal during my field study. 1 cross 
checked this information with the Shia Nawab families living in Aligarh, and they too endorsed this 
information as being correct. 
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RATIONALE OF THE STUDY 
The theoretical rationale for the present study was provided by the work of 
Balakrishnan (2004: 30)^ ^ who believes that the growth of Indian economy depends 
upon rural participation in the global race. He pointed out that in the early nineties India 
began to see the rise and spread of globalization and liberalization. That was the time 
when the Soviet Union had broken up and the cold war ended. Definite changes were 
observed in the market economy which had begun to move towards private capital, 
ushering in newer resources and opportunities, especially in developing societies. The 
windfall of technology transfer fiirtiier opened newer avenues and the financial market 
became unpredictable. Competition across borders increased, and, international trade 
barriers were lowered resulting in acceleration of the pace of globalisation. I found this 
aspect to be similar to that of Iran, where, according to various social scientists at the turn 
of the 1990s, the processes of liberalization and globalization had made inroads into 
Iran.^ ^ Some other social scientists have also examined the onset of globalization and 
liberalization in Iran showing the growth of Iranian economy on the one hand, and the 
decline of agricultural development on the other (Beheshti, 2003).^ '* 
As a result of liberalisation of the Indian domestic economy grew to new heights. 
Additionally it should be noted that the proportion of the world's poverty stricken 
population began to decline, while the number of poor people has stopped rising. 
Nonetheless, it has been reported that even now, 215 million people live in extreme 
poverty in the developing societies (Balakrishnan, 2004).^ ^ 
This impact was thus felt not only by India but also by all developing countries in 
general and Iran in particular. This was shown by social scientists studying Iran 
(Nawazish, 1998),^ ^ and (Mohammadi & Ahsan: 2002).^'' 
The governments of both countries began to take measures to induct liberalization 
and globalisation strategy to allow growth of the public sector. But the processes of 
globalization and liberalization proceeded at different pace and directions in both these 
countries. 
Other studies, however, highlight the negative effects of globalization. They show 
the interaction of globalization and localization, which is not always fruitful. They argue 
that the increasing political power at the local level, and the challenges it poses to the 
national role in economic development affect the developmental processes adversely 
(Landy and Chaudhuri, 2004). They cite the case study presented by Heuze who 
elaborates upon the complex nature of a large scale development project which cuts 
across the local to the global level. This was the public sector hydro-plant on the borders 
of Uttar Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh. Heuze discusses the impact of the project which 
began in 1960, and affected the lives of peasants and tribes living in that area. He reports 
that eighty thousand local peasants were the first victims of the project as they lived their 
displaced lives without any provision of suitable agricultural land, or any project related 
jobs. It was ironic that in this whole process, the old power equations were not changed 
and remained in favor of local and regional elite. Moreover, no one cared much about the 
plight of former peasants and unskilled workers. A greater anomaly could be seen when, 
while the entire industrial area was electrified and its residents enjoyed the modem boon 
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of electrical power, the peasants of the villages surrounding the giant power stations were 
deprived of electricity (Landy & Chaudhuri, 2004:160).^° 
Studying the impact of globalization and liberalization in Iran, some scholars have 
also concluded that there are more disadvantages than advantages for the Iranian 
economy and polity. They consider that globalization and liberalization as major 
challenges to the third world (Mousavi «& Taheri, 2008).^' 
Beheshti (2003)^^ shows that, the effect of globalization on rural Iran in terms of 
the rise/fall in income. He shows that unemployment in Iran has increased fix)m 10.1 per 
cent in 1976 to 16.0 in 1986. In the urban areas, unemployment increased from 5.1 to 
17.4 per cent, while in the rural areas it increased from 14.2 percent to 14.4 per cent. He 
points out that in the urban areas unemployment numbers increased whereas, the numbers 
in rural areas declined by 27,942. The increase in rural-urban migration saw a rapid 
increase in the unemployment in urban areas. Beheshti reiterates that Iran continues to be 
underdeveloped because of the low capability of the work force. While the global 
economic transformation progresses in Iran today, peasant populations continue to earn 
their living through traditional means. Keeping all these studies in mind I developed my 
thesis. 
METHODS AND METHODOLOGY 
Participant Observation 
An attempt has been made to develop an integrated approach to analyze the whole 
process of agrarian change in the targeted areas: state of Uttar Pradesh (U.P.), in India, 
and the province of Sistan-0-Baludhestan in Iran. I expected to achieve my objectives 
by observing the inhabitants in their own local setting, and by collecting data through 
personal discussions and open ended interviews. I felt that this procedure will enable me 
to understand the situation in each area and then to interpret the relationship between 
local events and broader social situation in the country. To this end, I have tried to 
compare various events within the context of their local settings. I have particularly tried 
to investigate and to identify an aggregate pattern of that relationship by making a 
comparison of events that occurred in both the locations of my study. I have done this by 
using qualitative information. Some quantitative data from various census reports were 
also obtained to show a glance of similarities and differences between some important 
features of the locations studied. The qualitative information that 1 used was helpful as it 
allowed me to explore an in-depth meaning of the quantitative data that I had obtained 
from secondary sources. This allowed me to connect them with the feelings, sentiments 
and other types of emotional experiences gained by me when I mingled and joined the 
people in the course of their daily activities within their natural setting. I found this study 
to be particularly difficult because 1 had ventured to devote myself to collect both 
qualitative and quantitative type of data from four diverse locations so as to make a 
comparative study through discussion of problems among areas, with a view to observe 
their commonalities and variations. This was also an expensive enterprise as I had no 
scholarship to fall back on. 
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To achieve my goals, I found it imperative to use the method of participant 
observation. I have been much inspired by the experiences recorded by Srinivas (1952," 
1969,^ '* 1987^ )^, McKim Marriott (1952),^ ^ Beteille (1969)," Mayer (1971),^ * and T.N. 
Madan (197166).^' These readings provided much insight into the way in which a 
researcher should conduct himself and this enabled me to decide the choice of method to 
be used for the present study. Hence, for the purpose of the present study, I felt that it 
would be fruitful to combine the method of participant observation with direct 
observation, and informal open ended interviews as suggested by other social scientists 
such as Kaminski (2004).''° 
Before deciding on the method that I should use for the purpose of this study, I 
acquainted myself with some of the available literature. I found that most social 
scientists who undertook the study at the micro level had a soft comer for the method of 
participation. For late Professor Srinivas, village studies were of great importance. Very 
early in his career, he conducted fieldwork in Rampura, a village in Mysore.*' He 
addressed issues related to various facets of village studies. Pointing out that village 
studies in India were inspired by anthropological method of fieldwork, he elaborated that 
this meant spending long periods in villages to learn the local language, win the 
confidence of the people, and then, confirming their facts by using various method of 
interviewing or using questionnaires etc. as and when necessary. At certain sensitive 
issues, an attempt could be made to look "at the world from the point of view of the 
villagers (Srinivas, 1997)."''^  As I have stated earlier, the late Professor M. N. Srinivas 
was a staunch advocate of the method of participant observation and himself collected 
data in Mysore for his village studies from 1948-49 and then again 1952. He stressed that 
essential path of participant observation was empathy, and capacity to see things from the 
informant's points of view. He advocated that the scientist to collect information in each 
category and then examine their role and relationship to the total system.In his essay 
"Some Thoughts on the Study of One's Own Society", Srinivas emphasized the 
importance of taking into consideration methodological issues which may stem from 
studying one's own society, especially those societies which are undergoing "rapid 
fransformation" (Srinivas, 1969: 155-17149).'*^ He showed, for example, the merging 
boundaries between urban and rural in the process of urbanization and urban migration. 
Srinivas was acutely aware of the differences of his own caste identity of his middle class 
Brahmin home. These differences were so sharp that one would think they were written 
by a western scholar and yet, as his writing progressed one could see original identit}'. 
Such instances show the differences and continuities of his life experiences. I felt excited 
because this is what I really wanted to do. The writings of Professor Andre Beteille 
(1969)'** too inspired me. He had made inroads into a Tanjore village, and, using the 
method of participant observation captured the power structure of that society. He 
examined in detail the physical and caste structure of the village. His study shows the 
economic organization and its relationship to social class. His analysis the changing 
patterns of stratification and distribution of power in a South Indian village is categorized 
as a classic piece in Indian sociology. T.N. Madan during the sixties made a study of 
rural Kashmiri Pandits. Being a Kashmiri Pandit himself, he could perhaps have grasped 
the Pandits point of view with greater clarity (1966).'*^ While I studied the sociological 
literature during the course of my M.A. years, I became aware that the method of 
participant observation, as 1 had also studied during my graduate year, has a number of 
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advantages as well as disadvantages. I also found that the tradition of this method in fact 
originated in Iran itself; when Abu Rayhan Biruni,""* a Persian scholar of the late tenth 
century, became interested in the customs and religions of the Indian subcontinent. This 
interest brought him to India where, as if wearing the garb of an anthropologist, he 
learned the language, studied their literature and lived among them to achieve his goal. 
He presented his findings objectively and with brevity by using cross-cultural 
comparisons. The method of participant observation that Biruni used to understand the 
culture of India, became an important tool in the western world in the later part of the 
nineteenth and earlv twentieth century, and was used widely by both anthropologists and 
sociologists alike. Social scientists like Malinowski (1929), Evans-Pritchard (1937),''* 
Mead (1928),''^ and Whyte (1943)^° used this method extensively. In India, Srinivas 
(1952),^' Beteille (1969),^ ^ Madan (1990)" to name but a few, used this method 
fruitfully. The outcome of their research was rewarding, to say the least. This method of 
participant observation helped these scientists in developing personal acquaintances with 
local informants so as to learn about their culture and social life. By living within their 
universe of study, these researchers were able to formulate first hand accounts of the lives 
of the people they studied and gain novel insights. The nineteen seventies saw a shift 
from participant observation toward the observation of participation. While using the 
method of participant observation the scientists tried to become emotionally engaged as 
participants who would observe lives of others in a dispassionate manner. But the method 
"observing participation" expected the scientist not only to experience and observe their 
own behavior, but also the behavior of other co-participants within the same frame. Thus, 
rather than writing about the "others", this shift from one methodology to the other 
entails writing both about the 'self and the 'other' in a single stroke.'"™ 
Another variety of participant observation is what Kaminski (2004)^ called 
"observing participation". As a political prisoner in communist Poland, he explored the 
prison subculture as an "observant" while fully participating as a prisoner. This type of 
fieldwork is also undertaken by social scientists who themselves belong to a particular 
group or category of persons (as part of a subculture) such as prisoners, or a person of a 
sexual minority group, such as "gay or lesbian or bisexual." Such participation enables 
them to describe fieldwork in minority subcultures as they have fiill membership in the 
community/subculture that they are researching. This allows them a different sort of 
access to the community and also shapes their perceptions in ways different from a full 
outsider.""'" See also Kaminski (2004).^ ^ 
xxiv. Abu Rayhan Muhammad ibn Ahmad BTrunT, often known as Albenmi, Al Beruni was a 
Persian Muslim scholar and polymath of the 11th century. He was not only a scientist and physicist, but an 
anthropologist and comparative sociologist, and is attributed to have been an astronomer and chemist, a 
critic of alchemy and astrology, an encyclopedist and historian, a geographer and traveler, a geodesist and 
geologist, a mathematician, a pharmacist and psychologist, an Islamic philosopher and theologian, and an 
scholar and teacher. He was the first Muslim scholar to study India and the Brahminical tradition, and has 
been described as the founder of Indology, the father of geodesy, and "the first anthropologist". He was also 
one of the earliest leading exponents of the experimental scientific method, and was responsible for 
introducing the experimental method into mechanics and mineralogy, developed comparative sociology 
and experimentation in psychology, and the first to conduct elaborate experiments related to astronomical 




While the method of participant observation has many advantages, there are 
however, some disadvantages too, such as the danger of the researcher to become 
subjective. Participant observation relies heavily on the integrity and honesty of the 
researcher because those experiences cannot be replicated by others. It is therefore, the 
least objective of all methods. Apart from this, documentation of the data can be rather 
tricky. Sometimes, field notes contain too much confidential information and cannot be 
shared publicly and hence the word of the researcher has to be taken as true. 
I however, felt that I should weigh the advantages of this method of participation 
observation for my own study. I found that the supporters of this method argue that it is 
usually undertaken over an extended period of time, to enable the researcher to obtain 
more detailed and accurate information about the people he/she is studying. Apart fix)m 
observing details of the lives of the people performing daily chores, it also enables the 
researcher to observe the more hidden details (not likely to be observable in ordinary 
cases such as hidden feelings towards government subsidies/loans to farmers for 
improving farming etc.). These are more easily observed and understandable over a 
longer period. This also enables the researcher to discover discrepancies between what 
participants say - and often believe (the current practice) as opposed to what should 
happen (the official formal stance), and, what actually does h^pen. The method of 
participant observation thus helps in examining different aspects of the formal system; in 
contrast to a one-time survey of people's answers to a set of questions which may be quite 
consistent, but, in all likelihood, may not reveal the conflicts between different aspects of 
the formal social system or between conscious representations and behavior (DeWalt & 
DeWalt, 1998).^ ^ Some social scientists feel that participant observation per se may not 
always be usefiil. One would have to assess the situation and, where necessary could 
combine with other methods such as interview/questionnaire etc., Kaminski, 2004),^' and 
J. D. Douglas (1976),^ ^ but there is innumerable methods for field study and it depends 
on the researcher to make an assessment of his/her own choice depending on the nature 
of the study, the availability of time and other resources and the requirements of research. 
No single method can suffice by itself, nor, is it necessary that it should do so. Often, 
researchers weigh the utility of method/methods pragmatically and make combinations of 
various methods to best elicit the information that they seek. 
METHODOLOGICAL STRATEGIES 
1 would now like to focus on the methodological strategies as well as experiences 
that I gained and followed during the process of the present research in Iran and India. 
The fieldwork exercise for this research began in 2006 and ended in mid-2009. The 
research was focused on the theme of agricultural development and change in Iran and 
India. 
Before proceeding to the field, I collected secondary data from various libraries, 
institutions, and websites as well as from district /official gazettes and records, besides 
surveying the available literature on the areas under study. All these efforts are recorded 
in the chapter on Review of Literature. I, however, felt the need to collect or cross-check 
more secondary data later, during the course of field work. 
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The primary data for the study was obtained through field work by using the 
method of participant observation and through the administration of a structured and 
unstructured interview schedules. These schedules were prepared prior to entering the 
fieldwork, but, sometimes I found it necessary to alter and/or redesign my interview 
schedules to suit the needs as and when they arose. 
I spent almost two years, intermittently, in the specified areas of Iran and India. 
The experience of living in these areas was both challenging and interesting. By and large 
the local population was friendly and most cooperative. At times I had to request a fnend 
to accompany me to the village, so as to understand some of the colloquial intricacies. 
Though I am well conversant in Urdu and Hindi, yet, at times I was unable to understand 
the idiom and dialect of the local people. In a foreign land, I felt that certain problems of 
dietary and hygienic nature could crop up, and it would be easier for me to tackle these 
with the help of my companion. I lived in each village to observe and participate in the 
daily life schedule of the villagers, to learn and understand their lives better. During the 
course of my stay the interview schedules prepared by me were administered as tactfully 
as possible. 
I went into the field in the year 2006 in Iran. I lived in the two villages Qal'ehnow 
and Hesaroo'iyeh for several months intermittently. That is to say, I lived in the villages 
for a total of three months each, but not continuously."^' In the villages of India, that is 
in Pindrawal and Pilakhna where I spent several months during 2008. Here too, due to 
ongoing survey of literature, 1 did not stay continuously for more than a month at a time. 
Many a times I had to return to Aligarh to consult the library or to consult my supervisor. 
My first step in fieldwork was to make a survey of the village that I was to study. 
I then proceeded to locate acquaintances/fi-iends in nearby towns that had contact with the 
village. In Iran I had no problem because I have lived in and around the area and had 
many friends in Qal'ehnow and Hesaroo'iyeh.'"'"" During the first week I moved around 
the village with my friends who introduced me to the village elders. Through the latter, I 
was able to sit around with men and talked to them about their work and sundry matters. 
Soon I began to feel that people came around to see me and sometimes even seek my 
advice. I remember that once a villager was walking to a nearby hospital with a sick 
child. I began to walk with him enquiring about the boy's health and gave him some little 
advice. He was so touched by my concern that the next day he along with some friends 
came to the house where 1 was staying and invited me to join them. 1 gladly did so 
because it meant that I was being accepted in their society. From then onwards I felt I had 
become one of them and no longer felt estranged. This was necessary to build a rapport 
with the people and become intimate, so that they could fi-eely discuss their problems 
with me. From my graduate studies I remembered that strange investigators are looked 
upon suspiciously and the inhabitants would be reluctant to give truthfiil answers to 
questions put by me. Once the barrier came down, I began to move among people while 
they were on their farm or at work or even sitting idle talking about their interests and 
'"'"". 1 would like to state that I have the practical experience of field study in most of the rural areas of 
Kerman Province, as well as some rural areas of Pars and Esfahan/Isfahan Provinces of Iran. 
'"''"". Though I was absolutely unfamiliar with both the local languages (Zaboli spoken by the inhabitants of 
Qal'ehnow; and Baluchi the local language of Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster), of the two rural areas under study in 
Iran. 
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began to take note of what they said and wrote down the points when I returned home. I 
tried to move with different groups so that 1 could talk and gather information. I had 
formulated an interview schedule so that I could ask questions of prime importance to my 
research (See Appendix II). My questions were primarily focused on the effects of 
globalization and liberalization, Green and White Revolutions, industrialization and 
urbanization and how these might have affected the social structure and social 
stratification, with special reference to the economy, polity, educational system, 
health care and family structures of the selected villages. 
I was able to elicit more information than I thought possible through their 
cooperation. This enabled me to understand the extent to which development had taken 
place. The interview schedules will be formulated by using various indices of 
development and change. But I continued to be wary and cautious. I had to ensure that 
the responses to my questions were truthful. I therefore, made it my business to question 
and cross question others on the same information that I had gathered. Because I had a 
complete set of secondary data from the survey and other records, I was able to cross 
check their answers. I realized that some subjectivity could creep in, but that did not deter 
me from pursuing my goal as I was already aware of this. I wanted to provide a detail 
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CHAPTER V 
FINDING AND RESULTS 
In the preceding chapter IV, I have described the research methods used for collecting 
field data. In the present chapter I record the findings as observed personally and through 
the use of an open-ended interview schedule and informal interviews conducted 
personally. The results obtained give a detailed account of my findings in the four 
universes of the present study, viz: Qal'ehnow, Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster in Iran and 
Pilakhna and Pindrawal in India. 
1. QAL'EHNOW 
The village Qal'ehnow is situated in the Sistan Region. It is a very old and 
ancient village with a rich historical background, and a traditional style of 
housing which have become tourist attractions. It is very interesting to note that, 
its rich historical background coupled with the unique physical structure of 
residential houses made of mud and brick dried in the sun or adobe houses, built 
in style of traditional Persian architecture, has placed it on Iran's list as the best 
attractive rural area of the country for sightseeing and tourist village. And, yet, it 
is surprising, that not much has been written about this beautiful village. There 
is no record of its history, only narrations remembered from the past and handed 
down from one generation to the next. One such narration about its more recent 
history, as obtained by me from the local population is given below. 
The history of this rural area dates back much farther, but what I record 
here are certain observations narrated to me by the inhabitants and date back to 
the latter half of the twentieth century. It is believed that in 1962, there were 
three central feudal estates in Sistan Region, namely: (1) Qal'ehnow, which was 
the central feudal estate governed (Molukottavayefi) by Sardar Mohammad 
Amin Khan Narooi, (2) Bakhsh-E-Shib Ab, which was the central feudal estate 
governed by Sardar Mohammad Reza Khan Sarabavandi, and (3) Dastak, which 
was governed by Sardar Mohammad AM Khan Shahraki. 
It is stated that in this area provisions of different social facilities were 
made on a priority and thus, the first outpatient clinic (Darmangah), the first 
library (Ketabkhaneh), and the first public bath (Hammam-E-'Omumi), were 
constructed. 
I visited Qal'ehnow, for the first time in summer 2006. As I moved along 
the alleys and saw the houses, I felt that the condition of the adobe houses 
showed the antiquity of the village. These houses were built over the only 
existed hill {Tappeh) of the region. The network of the passageway appeared to 
have been formed on the basis of its topography. Because of this shape, during 
the rainy seasons, water easily flowed out of the residential areas. The alleys 
measure about 6 to 8 meters in width. Windows of the houses are very small to 
protect the houses from the gushing currents of wind. 
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I saw a very large building with very high and elevated walls; it was just 
like a fort or castle (Qal'eh), unfortunately, I could not enter in it as it was 
private and exclusive. This was the residence of the former Qal'ehnow headman 
(Kadkhoda), late Mohammad Narooi. The building is presently owned by his son 
Anvar Narooi. I also saw another splendid building similar to the previous one, 
and this was owned by one Mr. Rigi. 
I re-visited Qal'ehnow in 2007, where I was invited to take part in a 
marriage party. When lunch was served I thought that I was at a wedding party 
in an urban area! Everything was so different from what I had heard about the 
past. The variety of food dishes, the flow of cold drinks, and the use of 
disposable plates, bowls, cups, glasses and other utensils, were almost like those 
which are used in the cities. My participation in this marriage party was a great 
opportunity for me to get acquainted with more villagers as well as their 
relatives who had come from other rural and urban areas. I found this union 
educative as they shared their experiences and memories with me. I was soon 
able to befriend them and they began to treat me just like a member of the 
community. They talked to me freely and answered my questions which 1 wove 
into the conversation. 
Population Pattern in the Past 
As it has been mentioned in chapter III, due to a variety of reasons, 
especially, sever successive droughts (Khoshksdli) that led them to emigrate to 
other parts of the country. The population of Qal'ehnow, therefore, like other 
parts of Sistan-0-Baluchestan Province, has always been fluctuating. Besides, no 
records of population data, for 1955-1966 are available. 
The population of Qal'ehnow village in 1986 was 1273; which decreased 
to 1180 (0.9 percent) persons in 1996 probably because of migration to cities to 
seek employment in public sectors.' The population that immigrated to the urban 
areas did not wish to return to their village, which they felt had nothing to offer. 
It is interesting to note that very few people, who originally belonged to 
Qal'ehnow, are teaching, at different levels in schools and Universities. A well-
known example of such people is that of Dr. Seykhuleslam, former Vice-
chancellor of The Islamic Azad University, Zahedan Branch; who was originally 
born and brought up in Qal'ehnow village. After completing his studies, 
however, he settled in Zahedan. 
Population Pattern at Present 
On the basis of the result of the last census, in 2006, the population of 
Qal'ehnow village was 1200, persons. Table-5.1 
'. It was narrated by the elderly inhabitants of Qal'ehnow. 
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Table-5.1 shows the population of Qal'ehnow village, during 1956-2006, 
although, the population of the two decades of 1956-1966, was not available. It shows 
that there was an increase by about 8.8 per cent over a period often years. 













Source: Sistan & Baludhestan Land Affairs Management (Modiriyat-E-Omor-E-Arazi-E-Oslan-E-
Slstan-O-Baluchestan). Zahedan: 2006. 
Land Reforms and Land Tenure in the Past 
The traditional agrarian system, landlord-peasant system {Nezam-E-Arbah-0-
Ra'iyyati) was dominant in Qal'ehnow as other parts of Iran. The inhabitants of 
Qal'ehnow were poor landless farmers. They worked on the lands of the landlords who 
were mostly absentee landlords. They rarely came to the village, if they did; they used to 
come only during the harvesting times. It is interesting to point out that, some of them 
had their own agent (Mobasher) who controlled the poor farmers. At the same time, 
some middle class farmers had very small plots of land which could hardly allow them to 
make a reasonable amount of subsistence (Ma'ishati) farming. 
Since 1962, when the Iranian land reform program began, the traditional 
agrarian system, based on the landlord-peasant system was gradually abolished. 
Initially, during the years 1933-1937 the entire land of Sistan Region, where, 
Qal'ehnow is situated, belonged to the Crown (Arazi-E-Khaleseh)" or was owned by 
The State. This land was however, divided into equal shares {Saham).md was given 
to its relevant leaseholders (Mosta'jerin). The leaseholders were all those who had 
been cultivating the land; such as: "farmers, tribal chiefs {Khavanin) and all other 
inhabitants of Sistan Region, who were demanding the land, for farming activities. 
The leaseholders paid the rent/lease (Ejareh) to the State, under the title of: 
landlord's share of the harvest (Bahreh-E-Malekaneh). 
In 1937, the State (The Cabinet) passed a legislation, on the basis of which the 
above mentioned shares were sold off to those who had already leased the land. The 
total amount of the land was 36,000 Zar'-E-Morabba'"'; which was approximately 
equal to 33.3 hectares. Each share (4 hectares) was sold off at the cost of 500, Rials in 
''. The Crown (Arazi-E-Khaleseh) was also called "Khalesehjaf\ or "AmlaK-E-SaltanaW" 
'". Each Zar'-E-Morabba in Sistan Region was approximately equal to 33.3 hectares. 
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cash; or in installments of 10 years, at the cost of 800 Rials. While, the records were 
registered in a registration notebook named: "Daftar-E-Modiri." 
In 1962, when the Iranian land reform (Eslahat-E-Arzi) program started, the 
then Shah of Iran, tried to introduce certain reforms in order to modernize Iran. Since 
then the traditional agrarian system, based on landlord-peasant system was gradually 
abolished. I have dealt in detail with this aspect in Chapter III of this thesis. In 1%5-
1966 as a special case for Sistan Region, the Council of Ministers implemented a 
decree No.:585.4 dated: 18.2.1344 AHS (1965) and then made an amendment. No.: 
5844 dated on: 23.7.1345 AHS (1966) As a result of this, amendment, approximately 
80 percent of the Landowners of Sistan Region, were being given directions as to the 
various farm activities that they were to undertake. Apart from this, certain decisions 
under the title of: "The Decision of Three Man-Team Investigation Feuds & the 
Division of Sistan Region Crown Land", was issued. This "Information sheet" as 
shown in Table-5.2 contained various particulars of the landowner, as shown in the 
said Table.'^ 
Five copies of this information sheet were made, and sent to various 
persons/offices along with a copy of the related Village Map. The persons/offices that 
were sent the copy were as follows: 
1. The first copy was given to the farmer, 
2. The second copy was submitted to the Zabol District (Township) Court, 
3. The third copy was submitted to the Office of Land Registry of Zabol District 
(Township), 
4. The fourth copy used to be sent to: "The Agency of Crown Land & the General State 
Land Reform Organization, and 
5. The fifth copy used to be recorded in the Archive of the Decision of Three Man-
Team Investigation Feuds & the Division of Sistan Region Crown Land. 
All the past efforts were galvanized and took new form after the Islamic Revolution and 
land reforms were finally implemented on the basis of Islamic laws; in Qal'ehnow as a part of 
Sistan Region. A copy of the said sheet (s) is appended (see Appendix III). 
". Result of interview with the manager of: Sistan & BaluShestan Land Affair Management (Modiriyyat-E-
Omur-Arazi), Zahedan- Iran. A copy of the said sheet (form), had directly given to me by the same 
manager (See Appendices IV, Page Ixxviii and Ixxix). 
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Table-5.2 Information Sheet 
Required Informatioa 
Name of owner 
Surname of owner 
National Identity Card Number 
Name and Address of Dweller 
The Quantity of Land: 
Name of Village 
Acreage 
Remarks 
Including other particulars of land Regist 
Including other particulars 
Source: Sistan & Baludhestan Land Affairs Management {Modiriyat-E-Omor-E-Arazi). Zahedan 
Iran. 2006. 
Land Reforms and Land Tenure at Present 
After the Islamic Revolution, on the basis of The Provisional Law, or The 
Temporary Act (Qanun-E-Kesht-E-Movaqqat), approximately, 814 hectares land which 
belonged to four landowners was distributed among 379 landless farmers in Qal'ehnow 
village. The landlords of Qal'ehnow village, whose land, on the basis of said law 
distributed among the farmers, were as mentioned below: 
1. The inheritors {Vorras or Varesin) of SardSr Mohammad Hussain Narooei 
Nezad, who had about 1000, hectares of land; out of which 507 hectares 
qualified for distribution among farmers, 
2. Sardar Mohammad Hussain Narooei Nezad's Mother whose 101 hectares of 
land distributed among the 61 eligible farmers, 
3. About 122 hectares of Amir Sanjarani's land were distributed among 72 
farmers, and 
4. About 84 hectares of Parviz Sanjarani's land were also distributed among 29 
farmers. 
Table-5.3 shows the distribution pattern of land, on the basis of "The Provisional Law or 
The Temporary Act," among the eligible farmers in Qal'ehnow village: 
Apart from this, certain changes and improvements have taken place in the 
traditional land tenure system, in Qal'ehnow village, like other parts of Sistan Region. As 
it has already been stated, a special legislation was passed by the government in 1966 for 
the Sistan Region. On the basis of this, a newly established council, known as: "The 
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Decision of Three Men-Team Investigation Feuds & the Division of Sistan Region 
Crown Land", the Crown Land of Sistan, was formed and Qal'ehnow village became a 
part of that, by virtue of which the relevant leaseholders, who had been cultivating the 
land were given the land that they were cultivating. 
Table-5.3 Land Distribution of Big Landlords Among the Farmers on the Basis of the 
Provisional Law 
Landlord's Name 
The inheritors of Sardar 
Mohammad Hussain Narooei 
Nezad 
Sardar Mohammad Hussain 




























Source: Sistan & Baluchestan Land Affairs Management (Modiriyat-E-Omor-E-Anzi). 
Zahedan- Iran. 2006. 
Agriculture in the Past 
Non-mechanized farming system and pattern of agricultural crops in the past 
Since time immemorial, Qal'ehnow was part of the fertile (Haselkhiz) land of 
Sistan, where due to its rich, fertile soil wheat production was so high that it came to be 
known as: "Granary" (Ambar or Anbar-E-Galleh) of Iran. At that time the farmers were 
more interested in substance (Ma'shati) farming (Keshavarzi), as climatic conditions 
allowed cultivation of daily food requirements. The farming activities in traditional 
agrarian landlord-peasant system in Qal'ehnow village, like other rural areas of the 
country, used to be implemented by manpower, with the help of animals and elementary 
means of production; while, the animals usually belonged to the farmers. In the said 
traditional agrarian system, wheat (Gandom) was the main agricultural product, barley 
(Jow), Grains, Cereals (Gallat) and fodder {'Olufeh), summer crops, especially melon 
(Kharbozeh), and watermelon (Hendavaneh), can be classified as the main agricultural 
products of Qal'ehnow in the past. 
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In addition to the above crops and various kinds of fruits stated above, a vjist 
variety of other fruits such as apples, apricot, and pomegranate orchards flourished in this 
area. Various kinds of mulberry (7M/), like: white mulberry (Tut-E-Sefid), black mulberry 
(Tut-E-Siyah or Shah Tut), were grown in large areas of the basin. One of the most 
important fruits were different kinds of grapes (Angur), the most sought after being the 
seedless grape variety (Angur-E-Bihasteh), gooseberry (Angur-E-Farangi), champagne 
grapes (Angur-E-Yaquti). These vineyards were the pride of the Sistan basin. 
Agriculture at Present 
Semi-Mechanized Farming System and Pattern of Agricultural Crops at Present 
Generally speaking, in Qal'ehnow, like most of the other rural areas of the worid, the 
pattern of the agricultural crops depends upon three main factors, namely: 
1. Climatic conditions, and environmental compatibility with the variety of crops, 
2. Marketing, conditions, and demand and supply issues, and 
3. Paying more attention to produce the prior crops needed for daily consumption, 
of the household. 
As stated earlier in this thesis, the Sistan Basin that was once known as the granary 
of Iran began to dry up because of hostile climatic conditions and environmental 
degradation and natural disaster of successive droughts (Khoshksali Ha).'' This not only 
threatened agricultural activities but almost destroyed this fertile land, and the farmers 
could not pay any attention to their horticultural activities because their main concern was 
survival, for which they had to concentrate on their subsistence needs, and they therefore, 
concentrated on growing a variety of grains. They are now making serious efforts they to 
recover and reorganize these irreparable damages to bring the region back to its past glory. 
Today, heat remains the main agricultural product followed by bariey, cereals and 
fodder. Summer crops, especially melon, and watermelons continue to be grown, but in 
limited areas and in limited quantities. Unfortunately, fruits such as various varieties of 
grapes, pomegranate, mulberry, apricot and a variety of apples are not grown as they have 
completely dried out. 
In 2007, however, which was the tenth year of severe droughts the rains revived 
and cultivation of crops was renewed with a new zeal. The farmers are making sincere 
efforts to replant apple, apricot and pomegranate orchards (Bag-E-Miveh), and vineyards 
(Takestan). Greenhouse farming too, in the form of cultivation of plants inside a plastic 
tunnel was another type of farming which they found to be a profitable model of 
agricultural activities. 
The inhabitants of Qal'ehnow were of the view that after the white revolution, and 
the gradual disappearance of the traditional Iranian land tenure and landownership system, 
agriculture took a new turn. They were introduced to new machineries which they had 
never seen, and chemical fertilizers which they had never used. The new modes of 
irrigation helped them a great deal with their farming activities. Additionally, other new 
. The singular form of the above mentioned Persian term is "Khoshksair\ 
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agricultural equipment had become the starting point of an evolutionary process of 
mechanization of farming activities. As a result of these additions, the agricultural 
activities in Qal'ehnow village have changed from traditional style to the semi-mechanized 
farming. This has helped the farmers to acquire more income, by using less human labor. 
Thus we see that there are significant differences in forms of land tenure and ownership 
and cultivation patterns in the Qal'ehnow village of the past and the present. 
The changes in the land tenure system, and creation of a new farmer class, who iire 
the owners of the land on which they work is a very significant development. This has 
changed both the structural pattern of relationships as well as the processes. The powerful 
landlord has been replaced by many new landlords who now own the land that they till. 
The traditional agent who extorted rent and harassed the tenant has b^n completely 
eliminated. This means that the new owner was free from the exploitation of the landlord. 
All the traditional values associated with the landlord-tenant relationship were no more. 
The traditional landlords have no control either over the land or on the lives of these "new 
peasant landowners." 
Loan and Subsidy 
To further assist the farmers, the government created the Rural Co-operative 
Society (Sherkat-E-Ta'avoni-E-Rusta'i) of Qal'ehnow Through this Society, the 
villagers are provided various consumer and agricultural products at reasonable 
prices. The supply of subsidized chemical fertilizers (Kudhaye Shimiyai), 
agricultural pest control poison, seed grain, saplings and so on, cut down the 
cultivation price for farmers and helps them to make higher profits. When the 
income of the farmer increases, he is able to invest in other necessities of life. 
Loan and subsidies were being given to the farmers, for almost past four decades, through 
different channels. The establishment of the "Agricultural Bank" has been the most 
significant development to provide financial support to the farmers. In addition to this, 
after the Revolution the "Benevolent Fund for Small Interest-Free Loans" {Sanduq-E-
Qarzulhasaneh), was created. These provided subsidies to the farmers, and other eligible 
people (non-farmers). 
Apart from these, the government has implemented a variety of plans for rural 
development. These include construction of irrigation networks, construction of irrigation 
canals and other activities associated with farming and rural development for the 
enhancement of rural life. 
It may however, be noted that the plans for development of the Sistan basin and the 
aquaculture project in collaboration with the Italian cooperation had not reached 
Qal'ehnow until the time that I had last collected my field data in 2007.1 also spoke to the 
farmers and inhabitants but they had no idea about this project. 
Rural Crafts in the Past 
Generally speaking, so far as the rural crafts are concerned, in the past, Qal'ehnow, 
like other villages was self-sufficient. The traditional and subsistence farming which 
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dominated the rural areas was undertaken through the use of non-mechanized traditional; 
which were mostly hand made equipments. All this equipment was made by the villagers 
themselves. 
Besides agricultural paraphernalia, .cloth was woven by hand in the village. 
Carpet(s) (Qali) and rug(s) (Gelim) v/ere also woven at home. This very special craft 
required the services of all family members. 
Rural Crafts at Present 
Today, all farm equipment is mechanized and is imported from the cities. While 
this trend has helped the farmer a great: deal, it eliminated the traditional equipment made 
by hand. Since machine made cloth arid ready-made garments are easily available in the 
city market, the tradition of cloth weaving has also died out. The only craft now left is the 
weaving of rugs and carpets. This trade has now increased and a big export market has 
been created. This has helped in escalating the income of the villagers. 
Women's Occupation in the Past 
In addition to housekeeping women in Qal'ehnow village, worked on the farms. 
During the three phases of agricultural activities, namely: "planting, nursing the 
plants to maturity and harvesting", women, were actively working in the farms, 
orchards and vineyards. 
Besides, they also produced different kinds of handicrafts, like: cloth weaving, rugs 
and carpets weaving. 
Women's Occupation at Present 
The Qal'ehnow women still carry out most of the same activities as they did 
in the past, like working in the fields. But some changes are quite noticeable and 
need to be placed on record. 
Some women, especially those of the younger generation, have acquired 
education and work in different public and private sectors in the cities. For 
example some teach or, work in educational and health centers in the cities. Some 
of them work in different public and private sectors in the cities too. Some women 
are reported to have gone to the cities snd have created co-operative companies, producing 
different varieties of sweets etc. For example some teach or work in educational and 
health centers in the cities. Some of them work in different public and private 
sectors in the cities too. Some women are reported to have gone to the cities and have 
created co-operative companies, producing different varieties of sweets etc. They also 
work as dressmakers, mat weaving, embroidery, and various coin tailoring crafts (a special 
craft in which they sew coin on cloth, almost like sewing buttons). 
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Infrastructure of Qarehnow (Present) 
As per strategy of rural development, after the Islamic Revolution in Iran, 
almost all the required infrastructural (Zirbana'i) facilities in Qal'ehnow, have 
been provided. Among these, electrification {Barqrasani), water supply, or 
(AbrasaniY^ for drinking and irrigation, telephone network, road construction, are 
most noteworthy. 
In addition, as it has mentioned above, since Qal'ehnow is historically a 
very ancient rural area, constructed with old building materials of mud bricks 
(Khest) and clay {Gel); government has repaired the whole village in order to 
protect the buildings and rich cultural heritage of the village as well. Qal'ehnow is 
an important area, so far as its, historical, cultural, and traditional architectural 
fapade and interiors are concerned. The entire set of buildings of the village has 
recently been fully renovated by the "Islamic Revolution Housing Foundation" 
{Bonyad-E-Maskan-E-Enqelab-Eslami). The Foundation has ensured that the old 
buildings be renovated in the same style as the local traditional architecture. This 
renovation program is very successful and has beautified the village to an extent 
that it appears as though a new village has been constructed. The wall fa9ade of all 
the buildings have covered with fine granite-like material {Masaleh-E-Riz Daneh). 
This is a mixture of chaff (Kah) and puddle clay (Gel-E-Ros), which is plastered 
on the external facade of the houses. 
Apart from the new splendid renovation of residential areas of Qal'ehnow 
village, other amenities such as water, electricity etc. has been provided to ensure 
a good agricultural production and subsequently a happy and comfortable life for 
the villagers. 
Irrigation Systems in the Past 
There were three Natural Cavities {Gowdal HaY", known as Chah Nimeh, in 
Qal'ehnow village; which have been the main sources of irrigational activities in 
Qal'ehnow village. 
Irrigation Resources at Present 
In addition to the above three Natural Cavities (Chah Nimeh), in Qal'ehnow, 
another man-made Cavity {(^hah Nimeh), has been constructed. 
It is mentionable that both the above mention natural and man made Cavities (Chah 
Nimeh HaY^" receive water from the River Hirmand. It is also interesting to mention that, 
the irrigation is being done without using any pump; because the land sloping is such that 
the water can easily go from the Cavities (Chah Nimeh Ha) to the agricultural farms. 
" . It refers to supplying of drinking water to the areas, especially the rural areas. 
" ' . Gowdal Ha is the plural form of the Persian term '•"Gowdar, which means a cavity. 
"'". It is the plural form of the local Zaboli term "Chah Nimeh"; used throughout the Sistan-0-Balu6hestan 
Province. 
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Drinking Water Supply at Present 
Supplying of drinking water (Ab-E-Ashamidani), and providing the sanitary 
drinking water, is one of the other facilities, that like most of other villages, has 
been provided to the Inhabitants (Ahali) of Qal'ehnow. The drinking water has to be 
pumped in from the "Village Drinking Tank" to the Sanitary Drinking Water Network, of 
the village. 
Conditions of Alleys and Roads in the Past 
The alleys in the past were dusty, unpaved and in a very bad condition. Thus, the 
inhabitants of Qal'ehnow, like most of the other Iranians, especially the villagers, had to 
clean the alleys themselves. This was the custom of the past. Early morning, and on 
everyday one could see the women sweeping the front area of their homes regularly. It 
should be indicated that, most of house's yards like alleys, were unpaved and dusty! 
Therefore, the inhabitants of the houses had to clean both the yards and outside of their 
house entrance every day before sunrise. The said admirable sense of cleanliness, which 
since time immemorial, can be found everywhere, especially in rural areas, was called: 
"Broom and Sprinkling the Water" (Ab-0-Jaru/Jarub). Men and women would sprinkle 
water in front of the gate of their residence and then sweep so that the dust remains settled 
on the ground. Besides, even if the condition of the alleys, and lanes was good, people 
especially the inhabitants of rural areas habitually continue to clean outside yard of their 
houses (just in front of their own houses); every day. The same is repeated in the inside 
yard of the houses. 
The main roads were also unpaved, and there were no cars or motor cycles running 
on the roads, almost until 1970; except that of the landlords who occasionally visited the 
village. 
Conditions of Alleys and Roads at Present 
At present, the main road, which connects Qal'ehnow to Zahak Township, is 
a macadamized (Asfalteh) road. In addition, all the alleys and lanes {Kucheh Ha)^ 
between the residential places; have recently been repaired in a traditional manner 
and paved with concrete and the square shaped resistant brick (Ajor), which are 
beautifully structured and laid in an artistic manner. But still there are some roads 
that continue to be dusty (Khaki), especially the minor roads (Rah-E-Fari) or that 
are sometimes called unpaved road (Jaddeh-E-Khaki) leading to different farms. 
Electrification at Present 
Electrification (Barqrasani) and supplying electricity to Qal'ehnow, like 
most of the other villages of the country, is implemented by the government. The 
villagers enjoy using electricity 24 x 7 without any cutting and power failure. 
' . It is also the plural form of the Persian term "Kucheh'''; means alley and lane. 
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Education in the Past 
From the time immemorial, and before emergence of the modern school 
system, most of the people in Sistan (like almost every part of the country) and, 
Qal'ehnow, as well, were making their attempt to send their children to the 
traditional schools known as Maktab Khaneh Ha". In this Maktab, there was just 
one teacher, and all the pupils regardless of their age sat together to learn the Holy 
Qur'an. Some times, after completing their Qur'an, some of these students, were 
taught other religious and poetry books, like: ''Busian'' (orchard), or "Golestah" 
(Rose Garden) prologue to Saadi"" (who was the seventh century of Iranian poet). 
It is an interesting point to be discussed, that the classes of such traditional 
schools, were usually held in one of the teacher's own home. It is also worth 
mentioning that while the rich students only studied, the students from the lower 
socioeconomic strata were responsible for cleaning their teacher's house and for 
running small chores like providing drinking water etc. The teacher was known as 
the Molla [(he was either a cleric (Rowhani or Akhond or Molla) or a person 
(either a man or a woman, who could read and teach the Holy Qur'an)]. 
This tradition of sending children to the Molla to learn the Holy Qur'an 
continues to date, and, in spite of innovation new and easy methods, of learning 
Holy Qur'an; some people, even in big cities, prefer to send their children to the 
traditional Maktab, prior to their attaining the school going age. 
It should be noted that, Maktab Khaneh is different from the Religious School 
(Howzeh-E-'Elmiyeh); where the seminary students {Talabeh HaY" study theology at 
different levels. 
Therefore, it can be said that education in Iran has traditionally been 
institutionalized. But in ancient times, the lower classes due to their poverty and 
unsuitable economical conditions couldn't educating their children or to even 
make them literate. 
Therefore, it can be said that education in Iran has been institutionalized. 
But in ancient times, the lower classes due to their poverty and unsuitable 
economic conditions could not educate their children or to even make them 
literate. 
Unfortunately, no data regarding the numbers of the pupils attending the 
Maktab Khaneh Ha in Qal'ehnow is available. 1 was able to collect the foregoing 
information from the elders of the village with whom I interacted. 
". Khaneh Ha is the plural form of the Persian term "Khaneh"; means the traditional school. 
"' . Abu-Muammad MuSlih al-DTn bin Abdallah ShTrazT (1184 - 1283/1291?), better known by his pen-name 
as Sa'dT or, simply, Saadi, was one of the major Persian poets of the medieval period. He is recognized not 
only for the quality of his writing, but also for the depth of his social thoughts 
[http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saadi (poet)]. 
•"'. It is the plural form of the Persian term ''Talabeh", means a seminary student, or a student of theology. 
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The Girl's Primary Schools in the Past 
One of the aims of the White Revolution was to provide free education to children 
up to the age of fourteen years and to provide a free meal during school hours. Apparently, 
this was also implemented in Qal'ehnow. Where, there was just one Girl Primary School, 
in Qal'ehnow village. 
The Boys' Primary Schools in the Past 
There was also one Primary School for boys, in Qal'ehnow village. It should be 
noted that both the Primary Schools were constructed in the year 1951 even before the 
White and the Islamic Revolutions. 
There is no precise data on the number of teachers and students then. 
Although, the related data might be available in the old documents of the Sistan-0-
Balufihestan Educational Organizations; but I was unable to procure this 
information. 
Primary Schools at Present 
Basically, all the educational centers in Iran are single sex. That is to say, 
the girls and boys study in separate educational centers; and there is no co-
educational center, up to the end of pre-University period.'"" However, most of the 
Universities, and institutions with higher educational levels, are co-educational. 
There are now two primary schools, one for boys and one for girls. In the 
past, there was no middle school but now there is just one Middle School (The 
Junior High School) for girls. There is also one Middle School (The Junior High 
School) for boys, in Qal'ehnow village. 
It should be mentioned that both The Boy's and The Girl's Middle Schools 
(The Junior High Schools), have been constructed in Qal'ehnow village, after the 
Islamic Revolution. The Middle Schools (The Junior High Schools) run in two 
shifts, one shift is particularly for girls and the other shift for boys due to shortage 
of space or shortage number of the students. 
In the past, there was no High School in Qal'ehnow. But today High School 
buildings have been constructed and established in Qal'ehnow village, after the 
Islamic Revolution. There is now one Girl's High School and one Boy's High 
School, in Qal'ehnow. 
There are a total of nineteen teachers in Qal'ehnow and they are divided as 
follows: 
1. The Primary Schools Teachers: Four 
"" . In some villages due to the administrative issues such as the insufficient numbers of the students, co-
educational system of education at primary school level is implemented. 
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2. The Middle Schools (The Junior High School) Teachers: Six 
3. The High Schools Teachers: Nine 
Number of Students at Present 
The number of students in Qal'ehnow village is 340, who are divided in 
different educational levels, as follows: 
1. The Primary Schools Students: 120 students; 
2. The Middle Schools (The Junior High School) Students: 100 students 
3. The Number of High Schools Students: 120 students. 
Religious Schools at Present 
There is no Religious School or Seminary (Howzeh-E-'Elmiyeh) in 
Qal'ehnow. There is only one male cleric (Rowhani or Ruhani or Akhond), who 
is busy organizing religious and cultural activities. He also solves the religious 
problems of the village inhabitants. 
Religious Places at Present 
Almost, all the inhabitants of Qal'ehnow are Shiite Muslims; at present, 
there is one Shiites Mosque (Masjed), which has been constructed after Islamic 
Revolution a very splendid Mosque has constructed in Qal'ehnow. 
Women's Participation in Religious Rituals (Past and Present) 
I observed that, Shiite females in Uttar Pradesh, and Sunni females in 
both the areas under the present investigation (Uttar Pradesh as well as Sistan-0-
Baluchestan), in contrast to Shiite women in Iran, did not participate in 
congregational prayers, such as Friday and other congregational prayers or 
prayers for the Feast of Breaking the Fast, (at the end of Ramadan, which is 
known as Id-ul-Fitr) or prayers for the Feast of Sacrifice (known as Id-ul-
Zoha). on the other hand, Shiite women, in Sistan-O-BaluChestan, like other 
parts of the country attended congregational prayer meetings in the Mosques of 
Iran and continue to do so even now. The only time that they are forbidden to 
enter the Mosque is when they are in a state of ritual impurity. They are, 
however, expected to veil (Hejab) themselves and maintain the Islamic dress 
code in order to enter the mosques. They can freely enter the mosque for 
offering prayers and participating in different religious meetings, religious 
rituals, and different classes like listening to religious edicts (Ahkam-E-Shar'i), 
and commentary (Tafsir) of Holy Qur'an. The Shiite females even participate in 
congregational prayers (Namaz-E-Jama'at), Friday prayers (Namaz-E-Jom'eh), 
this is usually held in the main mosques. It is, however, interesting to note that 
while Shia women in Sistan-0-Balu5hestan frequent the mosque on all 
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occasions, the Shiite females in Uttar Pradesh, like Sunni women in Iran and 
India (in the areas under the present study) do not participate in congregational prayers in 
the mosques. That they exclude themselves, or are excluded by the religious elders has 
nothing to do with any religious edict or ordinance. In Islam there is no ordinance that 
forbids entry of women into the mosque. In Arab countries, and especially in Saudi 
Arabia, women participate in all the prayers held in the mosques. In response to my 
question [in Aligarh (U.P.), India; and Sistan-O-Baloehestan (Iran)] regarding the reason 
why the females do not participate in different congregational prayers, I was told it is 
merely due to the lack of facilities! I feel it is rather difficult to accept this reason, 
because firstly, in Saudi Arabia, the original place where Islam first took birth, women 
offer their prayers in the same mosque as men but are segregated by the drop of a curtain. 
At the time of Hajj, women pray alongside men in Kaba Shareef. When I tried to argue 
this with the inhabitants they could not really answer or give any further explanations. It 
is very interesting to mention that in Iran, even non-Muslim women tourists are allowed 
to enter the courtyard of the mosques, but they are to follow the Islamic dress code.'*' I 
can then say that as per my observations and for reasons unknown, both Sunni and Shia 
women of Pilakhna and Pindrawal and Sunni women of Qal'ehnow and the Hesaroo'iyeh 
Cluster do not attend the mosque for prayers, while the Shia women of Qal'ehnow and 
Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster take part in prayers in the mosques along with the males. 
Religious Assembly Hall 
There is just one Assembly halls especially built for ceremonies commemorating 
the mourning the martyrdom of Imam Hussein (Hoseyniyyeh); it is what is called: 
"Imam Bara", in India. Here, the inhabitants of Qal'ehnow perform prescribed rituals 
during the month of Moharam (the first month of the Islamic lunar calendar) period of 
mourning for Imam Hosein or Hussein. 
Health and Nutrition at Present 
There is one Health Center or Hygiene House (Khaneh-E-Behdasht), in 
Qal'ehnow, which provides the primary health services. For fijrther treatment, the 
patients have to consult the hospitals (Bimarestan Ha), elsewhere, such as Zahak, Zabol, 
and Zahedan. 
Training and Sanitation-Therapeutic Center at Present 
The Center for Training and Hygienic or Sanitary (Behdashti) and Therapeutic 
(Darmani) of Qal'ehnow, or the "Village Public Health Center" is also another health 
"'". As a rule, Hejab (Chador or Chadur) are available in all the mosques, especially in the 
old and historical mosques which are tourist attractions. This provision has been made so 
that tourists are not turned away because of the impropriety of their clothing. It is 
necessary for every woman to wear the prescribed Islamic dress before entering the 
mosque. 
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service or sanitary facility, which provides training to the villagers for maintaining 
hygienic conditions in the village. The trainees are, especially women and children. At 
the same time it provides different primary health services to the inhabitants of 
Qal'ehnow. The houses were constructed side by side, with mud or clay bricks (KheSht), 
and other muddy material. The ceilings had built-in domed or cupola (Gombadi) s h s ^ 
and have either high or low domes. Due to the climatic conditions of the village as a 
part of the Sistan Region, and blowing the strong winds, known as: "120 days 
winds" (Bad Haye Sad-0-Bist Ruzeh)^ the windows were made in small size, and 
subject to current of the winds, and in the south of the village or on the back of the wind 
blowing, which protected the houses and the households against the said strong and 
frightful winds. 
Houses and Residential Places at Present 
Fortunately, houses and residential places of Qal'ehnow village are quite 
in contrast to most houses of other villages of the country. Their physical 
structure has remained the same, as they were built long ago but they retain the 
traditional architectural style. Qal'ehnow continues to possess a very rich 
historical background; that is why, government has recently renovated the 
houses. 
The beautiful and splendid perspective of newly repaired residential 
places of Qal'ehnow has made it possible to attract tourists from far and near. 
This is a special attraction for foreign tourists (Gardeshgaran) who bring in 
revenue for the village. 
Distribution of Population at Present 
It has already been stated, that majority of Qal'ehnow's population is 
Shiite Muslims. Population distribution is not based on ones religious sect. Thus, 
the Shia and the minority of Sunnis live together in plots of land that belong to 
them. From time immemorial, residents of Qal'ehnow have purchased plots of 
land to build their houses. The size of the landholding and type of the houses 
depend on the economic conditions of the people. 
It is worth saying that, the houses have been built side by side, and in 
such a way that one can easily walk over one roof to another. Most ancient 
residential areas of the country had the same type of housing structure, 
especially, in south-east of Iran. 
XV. These are very strong and frightful winds. The duration of the said winds is one hundred 
and twenty days; that is why they are called: "120 days winds". The intensity of these winds is 
beyond measure! When the wind blows it becomes dark and managing the traffic becomes 
almost impossible. At the same time, public places and buildings, farmlands, and agricultural 
areas, and vehicles are severely damaged. 
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Style of Dress in the Past 
In the past, women wore a pair of loose-fitting trousers (Shalvar or Koteh) 
with a long dress over it. This was beautifully embroidered with needlework 
(which was originally a sort of BaluChi handicraft). Besides, they used to cover 
their hair with a scarf {Lachak or Charqad), indoors. In addition to that, they 
used to wear a long clad or a bright flower-patterned fabric, covering whole of 
their body, known as: ''Chador or Chadur" in the presence of outsider(s) 
(Namahramy' and during prayers. The same Chador was worn outdoors, too. 
At the same time, men's dress which was known as: "Koteneh" consisted 
of a long shirt worn over a pair of loose-fitting trousers. They also either worn a 
sort of hat, made of the lamb skin (Kolah-E-Barrehi), or a knit-wearing hat, over 
which they worn a long cloth (Logoteh). 
It is mentionable that during the winters they would wear a kind of 
waistcoat made of felt (Namadi) over their clothes as protection from the cold 
winds. 
Style of Dress (Past and Present) 
The Sayyeds (Seyyeds), in Qal'ehnow, in the past, wore either a green hat {Kolah-
E-Sabz) or a long black cloth (Lowngoteh) over their head, or a green shawl (§hal-E-
Sabz) on their neck. This indicated that they belonged to the Seyyed Sh'ia sect. 
The non-Seyyeds on the other hand, wore either a white or colored or a long 
white cloth (Lowngoteh) over their head. This was the way one could make a distinction 
between a Seyyed and a non-Seyyed. Some Seyyeds, especially the older generation 
farmers, follow the same style of head-wear as in the past; and either wears a green hat 
(Kolah-E-Sabz) or a long black cloth (Lowngoteh) over their head, or a green shawl 
(Shal-E-Sabz) around their neck. Those who do not adorn this garment, they usually wear 
the traditional green color during religious ceremonies. 
The people of the young generation usually don't follow either of the above 
mentioned traditions of wearing hats (Lowngoteh) or shawls. They usually wear western 
style of clothes most of the time. 
The religious head is now an important leader in Qal'ehnow and everyone 
respects him and seeks his advice on religious matters. He gives religious 
instruction as and when required. 
At present, almost the same clothes are being worn by both women and 
men. But some changes have taken place on the style of clothes; which women, 
especially the young women usually wear blouse and pants, at home. But when 
they go outside their homes, they wear the traditional dress. The long gowns 
with bright flower-patterns, however, have been substituted by black colored 
gowns. In addition, some women, especially the new educated generation, wear a 
sort of loose outer garment coat or (Manto) and a pair of pants (Shalvar); a 
Namahram refers to persons with whom marriage can be contracted. 
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combination of which is called: "Manto-Shalvar". This has become fashionable 
after the Islamic Revolution in the country. 
On the other hand, men wear the traditional clothes. While some of them, 
especially those who frequently visit the cities and have a governmental job, 
wear western style suits. 
Style of Living in Past 
In past, the inhabitants of Qal'ehnow village, whose main occupation was 
agriculture, had a very hard life. They were landless, and had to work on the 
lands of others. Where, their wives and children were at the service of the 
landlords too. They hardly could maintain their lives. They did not receive any 
education and other social services. The exploitation by the landlord and his 
agent has been discussed earlier. 
Style of Living at Present 
Since early 1962, the starting point of Iranian land reform program, the 
traditional landlord peasant system was gradually abolished. At the same time, 
some changes took place in the living conditions of the people. At present, 
farmers work on their own land, they try to educate their children, and they 
receive good social services. Their socio-economic conditions have improved to 
a certain extent. This can be assessed by observing the introduction of consumer 
products in their lives. For example, I observed that they use Fast Moving 
Consumer Goods (FMCG) like, toothpaste and tooth brush to clean their teeth, 
soap, powder and other toiletries. Most of the families have refrigerators. At 
least the drawing room(s) (Otaq-E-Paira'i), and in some houses all the rooms 
are furnished either with hand-woven rugCs)""^ " or with machine-made carpets, or 
a pile less hand-woven (Gelim). 
They also, generally posses two wheelers like motorbikes and some of 
them own private car(s) (Khodru-E-Sakhsi), pickup truck(s) (Vanet); pickup 
truck(s) with an extended cab {Vanet-E-Dokabineh). 
Transportation in the Past 
In the past, the main means of transportation in Qal'ehnow village, like most of 
other rural areas of the country was animals, mostly camels, and donkey(s) {Olag or 
Khar), while the rich people used horses. It is interesting to state that, some middle class 
people used donkeys as means of transportation. {Olag-E-Savari or Khar-E-Savari). The 
donkey ride was a very fast, and whenever necessary one could make the donkey 
walk or run. The rich, and the tribal chiefs (Khavanin), however, used horses. Apart 
from this, because Qal'ehnow is a windy {Bad Khiz) area, some people would use camels 
In Persian it is called: "Farsh-E-Dastbaf. 
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that are well-known for the capability to resist strong winds and heat (Garma). No 
wonder they are generally called "ships of the desert". 
It is obvious then, that, there was hardly a car or a van that entered the 
village, except the ones that belonged to the few landlords. 
Transportation at Present 
Accessibility to the main roads, employment opportunities in different private 
and public sectors, trading and other economic activities along with the improvement of 
socio-economic conditions of the villagers; have brought a lot of changes on 
transportation systems. Some farmers have their own motor vehicles as discussed above. 
So their accessibility to the marketplace and supplying the production to the market has 
become very easy. Additionally it gives them an added advantage to travel fast to cover 
long distances. 
Mass Media and Telecommunication in the Past 
In the past, there was hardly a radio and transistor in a villager's house, 
not only because of lack of economic resources, but also from a religious point 
of view.""" Radio and transistor sets were generally possessions of the rich. 
Besides, it should be added that, up to the end of 1970, only inhabitants (Sakenin 
or Ahali) of very big and metropolitan cities (Kalanshahr), like Tehran could 
enjoy a few hours, television viewing in the evenings, during the past. There 
were no mobile cell phones; but telephone lines were available in big cities. 
Mass Media and Communication at Present 
Today however, besides radios and transistor sets, color television sets 
are available in almost all the homes. People enjoy radio and television 
{Sedavosima) programs; and various internal and external serials, feature films, 
and other TV programs on the Islamic Republic of Iran Broadcasting (IRIB) free 
of cost. Some people, especially the young generations even use their own video 
sets. Some people use computer, and most of the inhabitants of Qal'ehnow, enjoy 
using the mobile(s) (Hamrah) and telephone facilities. 
Social Structure of Qarehnow (Past and Present) 
The Majority of Qal'ehnow's inhabitants were and continue to be Shiite 
Muslims. These are divided into Seyyed Shia (the descendants of the Holy 
prophet) and non-Seyyed Shia. Apart from a predominance of the Shia 
community, there are the Sunni Muslims who are in a miniscule minority. Apart 
""'. People considered the music and the musical instruments (Alat-E-Tarab), as a religious 
taboo {Fe'l-E-Haram). 
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from these communities the Clergy forms an important part of the village's 
religious sector. For all other matters, it is the village headman, who takes care 
of the local disputes and matters related to agriculture as well as family life. 
There was no apparent hierarchical ranking among Seyyeds and non-Seyyeds or 
Sunni minority. Inter-marriages were permissible but the religion of the 
offspring depended on the type of marriage alliance that was contracted. 
At present, I did not observe any form of a hierarchical division in 
Qal'ehnow. As in the past, the Shiites continue to be divided into two groups; 
one is the Seyyed sect the other non-Seyyed sect. Their different origins do not 
create any form of hierarchy of higher or lower rank. They also inter-dine and 
mix socially and also have marriage alliances. One interesting point to note is 
that while there is no apparent hierarchy, the religion of the offspring depends 
on the "hypogamous" or "hypergamous" nature of marriage. A Seyyed is 
considered of a higher rank that a non-Sayyed. Thus, if a Seyyed Shiia woman 
marries a non-Seyyed male (this would be considered a hypogamous alliance), 
their offspring are allowed to follow either of the religions. But in a 
hypergamous alliance (where a non-Seyyed woman marries a Seyyed man), their 
offspring will be a Seyyed. Similarly, when a Shia marries a Sunni, then the 
offspring will take the religious identity of the father. But, this is not necessarily 
the rule, because either at the time of marriage they could have a mutual 
understanding about the religion of the offspring or, at a later age, the children 
are free to practice either Shia or Sunni religion. While Sunnis have been known 
to convert to Shiaism, no Shia has converted to Sunnism. But despite this, I 
found that people respected each other regardless of their religion or sect and 
displayed no difference of a superior or inferior status on basis of their family 
status, occupation, or economic status. 
While there is a very small percentage of Sunnis in Qal'enow, the Sunnis too are 
divided into Seyyeds who are considered to be the descendants of the Holy Prophet, 
Mohammad (PBUH) through Holiness (Hazrat) Ali and his wife: Her Holiness Fatemeh 
Bibi, The others are non-Seyyed Sunnis. If a Sunni male Seyyed marries a Sunni non-
Seyyed, the children are considered Sunni Seyyeds and, like the Shia Seyyeds, they do 
not have any specific title. 
If a non-Seyyed Shiite male marries a Seyyed female a prefix Mirza is added 
before the name of their male children. 
If a Sunni male marries a Shiite female or vice versa, the children don't have any 
specific title, and if a Sunni male marries a Shiite female or vice versa, the children 
become either Shiite or Sunnis, and there is no fixed rule. 
If a Sunni man marries a Shiite woman, the children usually follow their father's 
religion and are brought up as Sunni Muslims. On the other hand, some times there is an 
agreement before the wedding, in which that some Sunnis become Shiites; but the Shiites 
usually, don't convert or follow the Sunni edict. 
If a Shiite man marries a Sunni woman, their children usually follow their father 
and become Shiites. 
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It is interesting to mention that the entire Shiite Muslims of Qal'ehnow village, 
like other parts of Sistan region, believes in Twelve-Imam (§hi'eh-E-Esna'ashari). 
I however, found that as a matter of principle, the main bases of 
hierarchy was related to ownership of land, and it was the landlord class that 
could be said to be at the top of the socioeconomic hierarchical order. The 
landlords controlled all the land and its produce, and were represented by the 
headman of the village {Kadkhoda).\i\ some cases they were represented by the 
Mobasher^" who was their agent and looked after the landlords' interests. All 
activities and social relationships of the village revolved round the landlords. 
Groups of nuclear families were associated as tenants to each landlord. These 
nucleated families were close and well-knitted units. Each family was associated 
to one landlord who was their patron or master and mentor. The lives of these 
families depended on the landowner on whose farms they worked and lived and 
made their livelihood. Their dependence of the landowner was complete and 
generation after generation they served their masters. The men of these families 
worked on the agricultural farms or in the orchards and many a time were made 
to work as laborers for building houses etc. The women of the family had to 
work inside the house of the landlord. There was no payment for this work and 
their toil and labor were repaid by way of minimal daily food supply and food 
grain at harvesting. Not much was done for the children. These families lived a 
subservient life and under dire poverty and exploitation. 
Despite these hardships family norms and customs were stringently 
followed and respected. Youngsters were taught to revere and respect their 
elders. Though usually, the grandparents lived separately in their own homes, 
they were constantly visited by their married children, especially their daughters 
and daughters-in-law. Family relationships were built on the basis of mutual 
trust and polite behavior towards people, especially towards the elders. Besides, 
paying respect, people were friendly and amiable and expressed love and 
affection. They also had a sense of responsibility towards their children and 
elders. Children were taught to respect the elders regardless of family 
relationships. Special respect was given to the father and grandfather, but this 
did not mean that they respected their mother and grandmother less. 
Generally, in the old days, as a rule, especially in all villages of pre-land 
reform period Iran, the landlord was mostly absent from the village. He was 
known as the absentee (Gayeb) landlord. It is reported in various studies, that he 
left behind a representative known as Kadkhuda (Lambton, 1953: 190).' 
The latter was responsible for looking after the interests of the absentee 
landlord. The position of the Kadkhuda was hereditary and was handed down 
from father to son by choice of the landlord. However, the landlord had the right 
to appoint anyone else if he so felt the need. 
As the personal representative of the landlord, the Kadkhuda owed his allegiance 
first to the landlord and not to his fellow villagers. The functions of this representative 
". It was referred to the agent of landlords. 
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were many and varied and mostly revolved round the land owned by the landlord. He 
was empowered to distribute his patron's land to tenant farmers and to collect dues at 
harvest time. In 1934 by an Act of Iran parliament the Kadkhuda was answerable to the 
gendarmes and the landlord. He had to discharge his responsibility of maintaining order 
in the village. He was empowered to sort out local disputes and also to award punishment 
as he deemed fit. He could either have them flogged or fine or imprison them (Lambton, 
1969:338)2 & (Craig, 1978:141-154).^ 
Among the landlords, the one who owned most land was considered superior to all others 
and, was a powerful man in the village. His word was the law and everyone followed his 
orders. This landed aristocracy tried not only to control the district officials but the 
central governing bodies as well. It is reported that it was perhaps due to this stron^old 
of the aristocracy that led the then Shah to initiate the White Revolution so as to rid the 
landed aristocracy of its power and to appease the peasants so that they may become the 
Shah's allies (Craig, 1978:141-154).4 
With the abolition of the land tenure system and the introduction of land reforms, 
I observed many changes in Qal'ehnow. The absentee landlord is absent altogether and 
their land has been distributed to the families who, for years toiled on it. Now, the entire 
harvest is their own. The government has developed cooperatives which provide all 
essential commodities for farming and has established a village court (Showrtaye Hale 
Ekhtelafat)xx for solving different problems of villagers. As a result, the authority of the 
local headman has been curtailed. 
Though there appears to be a great deal of homogeneity (Hamgeni) in Qal'ehnow, 
yet, some differences that indicate subtle "class-like" divisions seem to have crept in. For 
example, some enterprising farmers have not only exported their farm produce, but also 
have begun small trade. Their children have acquired higher education and they have 
entered the global job market thus bringing in more money. These additional incomes 
coupled with farm inputs have given them an edge over the others. They are now 
regarded as the upper class and their lifestyles are quite different than those who 
remained less educated and continue to live in the village itself Such "class-like" 
differences have, however, not affected the social relationships. So while the economic 
base has remained agricultural, the super structures have changed. But, regardless of the 
socioeconomic base, the nuclear family continues to be the basis of relationships. There, 
however, appears to be some slackness on part of the younger generation in their attitude 
towards the various customs and norms of the past. In other words, there appears to be a 
slight careless attitude towards the older grandparents than there was in the past. Yet, 
considering the influences of urban and industrial life, as well as globalization and 
liberalization, 1 would say, there is but a marginal change. To some extent families 
continue to behave in the same manner. Some small distances seem to have 
appeared among different people, and, this has undermined the behavior of 
people. But, nonetheless as compared to other parts of the country, in rural areas 
"''. In Pre-Islamic Revolutionary period, there was a center for solving different issues of 
villagers known as: "House of Equity" {Khaneh-E-Ensqf) in Qal'ehnow, like other rural areas 
of the country; though, people usually tried to solve their problems with the help of a village 
elder {Risk Sefid). 
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in general, and Qal'ehnow village in particular, families continue to remain close 
to each other and have truthful and cordial interactions. 
Leadership in the Past 
Then there was someone, who possessed larger area of land; who was 
regarded as being of a higher social status in the village hierarchy. Apart from 
the high status landowner, people would pay respect to the most honest and 
trustworthy villagers, who were more acceptable to everybody and, the oldest of 
these was considered their leader. At times when they faced any problem (related 
to the interaction with one another, even family feuds,"" family disagreement 
regarding the formal visiting of a suitor to a girl's house in order to ask for her 
hand in marriage; family disagreement related to marriage) the irrigation and 
land issues) or wanted advice, they would go to this person to get their matters 
resolved. 
It is also interesting to mention that, there were some headmen 
(Kadkhudas), who were oppressive and would be destructive to the interest of 
inhabitants of their respective villages. . But in Qal'ehnow, like most of the other 
parts of Sistan region, people were satisfied with the headman (Kadkhuda) and 
his performance. 
Leadership at Present 
The head (Ra'is) of the village council {Showraye Rusta), who is officially 
elected by the people, is presently, the most powerful leader of the village. At 
present, village councils have been established in all the villages, throughout the 
country. The members of the said council vary from three to five""' people and 
they are elected by the villagers. It should be added that Village Council 
{Showra-E-Rusta) is like Village Panchayat in India. However, the Village 
Council which is socially, and politically powerful, is responsible for socio-
economic development of the village. It also actively participates in the process 
of general elections, such as: parliamentary elections (The Islamic Consultative 
Assembly), and presidential elections. 
Dispute Center of QaTehnow in the Past 
As in other rural areas of the country, there was a center for solving 
different issues of the people known as: "House of Equity" (Khaneh-E-Ensaf) in 
Qal'ehnow as well. In addition to that, people usually tried to solve their 
problems with the help of a village elder {Risk Sefid). 
"'" . In Persian it means "Ekhleldfdt-E-Khanevadegi." 
"". The quantity and numbers of the Village Council depends on the size of population of the village. It 
should be mentioned that the number of Qal'ehnow Village Council, are at present three people. 
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Dispute Center of QaTehnow at Present 
Presently, Dispute Center {Showraye Hale Extelafat) has been set up in 
Qal'ehnow. This is a center where villagers bring various problems and seek 
counseling on various issues. The Centre provides social services to the people 
of the village. 
Rural Administrative Office of Qal'elinow 
The Rural Administrative Office (Dehdtdh) of Qal'ehnow is officially 
rural-governor's office. The administrative of the village (Dehdtar) is the direct 
agent of the district-governor; and has the responsibilities of taking care of 
political, environmental, socio-economic aspects of the village. The Rural 
Administrative Office is also responsible for the repairing, maintaining, 
controlling of public streets, roads, alleys, and the public thoroughfares. 
Economic Status (Past and Present) 
It has already mentioned that, before initiation of land reform Program in 
1962 in Iran, and gradual abolition of landlord-peasant system, the poor villagers 
of Qal'ehnow, like farmers of other rural areas of the country, were generally 
landless. They were working on landlord's estates; under the traditional landlord-
peasant system. It is interesting to point out that, in addition to the farming 
activities, the poor landless farmers for sustaining a very severe life; had to work 
as unpaid hard and forced laborers, for the landlord. Their life was drudgery, and 
many times, instead of working on the farms they were forced to perform more 
arduous tasks like carrying building material etc. Besides, their family, 
especially their wives had to work for the landlords and their families, as unpaid 
maidservants (Kolfat). Therefore, they were living in absolute poverty. At 
present, however, after land reforms, the previous landless farmers have become 
landlords. They now work on their own farms. They have their own advanced 
agricultural equipment, such as tractors, threshing machines and harvesters, and 
most of them have their own pick-up trucks. The hardworking farmers made 
more money and also invested their time and money in horticultural activities, 
whereby, they were able to improve their economic status. 
Style and Stages of Marriage in the Past 
1. Proposal 
The first stage of marriage contract was the initiation of the proposal 
(Khastegan).'^'"To pursue these elders from bridegroom's (Shah) side would 
formally take the proposal and visit the girl's house in order to ask for her hand 
in marriage. 
xxiii. It is the formal visit of a suitor to a girl's house in order to ask for her hand in marriage. 
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2. Determination of the Price of Mother's Milk 
If the proposal was accepted the elders of both the families (bride's and 
the bridegroom's) had to determine the price of the milk which bride had taken 
during her infancy. This was known as: "Shirbaha". In other words, the groom's 
family was expected to repay the "cost of milk" suckled by the female infant. The 
amount of Shirbaha payment was dependent upon the economic condition of the two 
families. It varied between 100 Tuman or Rls. 1000, Iranian currency (one Rls. Was 
approximately equivalent to Rls. 11.0). 
3. Determination of the Bride's Marriage Portion 
After the Shirbaha was accepted, the next step was to settle the amount 
that the bridegroom had to promise to give to the bride a marriage portion known 
as: ""Mahriyyeh" (among Muslims in India, this is called Mehr). This was usually 
a plot of land, some share of his house or his orchards, etc. 
4. Henna Ceremony 
Henna {Hand) ceremony was another stage, in which henna was prepared 
for bride {Arus) and other women who were closely associated with the bride's, 
and the bridegroom's families. They also prepared it for bridegroom and for the 
close male associates of both the families. It is interesting to point out that in the 
henna ceremony; people put money in the henna- container. It should be 
mentioned that the money which dropped in the henna-container of the bride, 
was given to the bride's hairdresser, and that which was put in the bridegroom's 
container was given to the barber (Dallak). This ceremony was known as: "Hand 
Bandan'\ 
It is interesting to mention that, henna ceremony for bride and bridegroom had to 
take place separately. The bride's father would throw money on the head of his daughter 
(bride) and bride's mother would do the same with the bridegroom. 
5. Hairdressing Ceremony 
The fifth stage which took place in the afternoon of wedding day was 
hairdressing, or haircutting {Sar^'" Tarashak^ ceremony. During this ceremony the 
male invitees would drop some money, into the length of red cloth (Long) tied around the 
groom's neck while his hair was being cut. This cloth which used during hair-cutting is a 
pinafore (Pisband). During this ceremony a woman would play the traditional Iranian 
tambourine (Dayereh). In some parts of Iran it has also been called: ''Daryeh" or 
''Daryeh Zangf. 
In those days, the close relatives as well as close friends of bridegroom used to 
take him to a river (Rudkhaneh) near the village, for taking a bath {Hammdm). They used 
'""". It means the head. 
"'"'. h means to shave. 
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to take him there, on horseback (Savar Bar Asb); then a barber (Dallak), who in ancient 
times was working both as a public bath worker, whose duty was to clean the people, as 
well as used to work as a barber, helped him to take bath. It is interesting to mention, tiiat 
in those days early in the mornings the public bath was specific only for the men, while, 
in the afternoon it was used merely by the women. This ceremony used to be called: 
Damad/ShaH""' Ru^^" Ow"""' Bereh,'"'"' which means taking the bridegroom to a place 
where a river or a stream (Nahr) flows; in order to be taken a bath. Then he used to have 
his haircut and would be shaved by the same barber (Dallak) who had cut his hair. 
At the same time, bridal make-up and hairstyling was done, by a lady hairdresser, 
who was usually barber's wife (Zan-E-Dallak), and she was given money by the bride 
and bridegroom's relatives. 
Sword dance {Raqs-E-^hemshir) was a traditional dance, performed by a group of 
men. Each dancer held a real sword in his hand. This in addition to the beauty and 
loveliness of its performance symbolized the strength, courage and bravery of the men 
(group of dancers). 
6. Wedding Feast in the Past 
The most common and famous food in daily use of Qal'ehnow village, like most 
of the other parts of the country (both rural and urban areas) was known as: "Abgushr. 
This is a popular stew made with mutton, certain pulses, onions and potatoes. As 
per tradition, the "Abgusht" was served in special bowls made of nickel or 
copper or porcelain. Villages with a weak economic background served it in 
nickel plated bowls, (Kaseh-E-Nikeli), while the middle class served it in copper 
bowls (Kaseh-E-Mes'i). The upper class, however, used porcelain bowls (Kaseh-
E-Chini). It is mentionable that, people traditionally irrespective of economic 
conditions used to eat their meal (Gaza) with their fingers, similar to the pattern 
in India. 
In the past, the typical marriage food consisted of, a bowl of Abgusht 
containing four pieces of mutton along with some potatoes and pulses and, four thin 
flat bread pieces known as: ''Nan-E-Lavash", were served to two people. These two 
people were guests, and not necessarily related to each other. They shared and ate from 
the same bowl, with hand. This was a symbol of friendship and respect for each other, 
and, also saved the expenses of buying more bowls. 
Once all these ceremonies were complete, and the couple was married they would 
move to their new home, away from those of the parents because the family structure was 
almost strictly nuclear. The custom of neo-local residence after marriage was a 
significant affirmation and continuity of the nuclear family system. 
'""". In Sistan Region it means bridegroom. 
""""'. To be taken (in the above Zaboli language). In Persian it means: "the face; surface; the top side of 
something." 
""'". In Zaboli language it means: "water". 
"""". To be taken by someone (over here: a bridegroom). 
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Style of Marriage at Present 
Almost the same ceremony procedure, barring minor changes, continues to be 
practiced in Qal'ehnow even today. The first observable change is that of the payment 
of Shirbaha. This practice has been completely banned. The promised payment of 
Mahriyyeh by the bridegroom to the bride continues, but instead of a plot of land 
or some share of house or orchards, the groom can promise money or some 
pieces of gold or coin {Sekkeh"" TalcT' or Sekkeh Bahar-E-Azadf^). Although, 
Mahriyyeh is prescribed by religion, yet usually no female accepts it! But if the 
amount of Mahriyyeh is high, and if the wife wishes to proceed to Mecca, then 
the husband would use the amount, as part of his religious obligation, to send his 
wife on a pilgrimage for Hajj. 
But the custom of playing music by the women tambourine players 
continues, as does the sword dance. However, the women play tambourine among the 
women guests who sit separately from the men. At the same time, a group of traditional 
Persian music plays rural traditional music during the ceremony. The sword dance 
(Raqs-E'Shemshir) which is still performed on different occasions such as wedding 
ceremony has seen a slight change in the replacement of a real sword with that of 
wooden sticks. 
The bathing ceremonies of the bride and the groom has also changed to the extent 
that in addition of using the river or the stream they sometimes use either the 
public bath {Hammam-E-'Omimi), or their private bath in their own residences. 
Wedding Feast at Present 
At present, the pattern of food has changed, in Qal'ehnow and everywhere else in 
the country, even in the rural areas. In Qal'ehnow during marriage parties, and even for 
daily use people prefer to take rice with chicken (Chelow Morg), or rice with mutton 
{Chelow Gusht), kebabs served on steamed rice {Chelow Kabab), and steamed rice 
served with a juicy mutton stew {Chelow Khresht). 
I found that people of the same economic status would usually use melamine 
utensils. Though, sometimes they still use the traditional bowls of nickel, copper, or 
porcelain However, in social gatherings for dinner or lunch they usually use porcelain 
utensils (Zoruf). While, in larger gatherings and wedding ceremonies, they mostly use 
disposable {Yekbai^"' Masraf") utensils. 
It should be pointed out that, at present people irrespective of their 
economic conditions take their meal with spoons and forks. 
As in the past, once these ceremonies were over, it was time for the married 
couple to leave for their new home. Before the marriage, right after the proposal is 
" \ It means: "a coin, a piece of silver or gold". 
""". Tala: means: "gold". 
""""'. Bahar-E-Azadi: it is name of a gold coin issued by the Islamic Republic of Iran. 
"'"". The Persian term: "Yekbdr" means: once. 
"'""''. Masraf means to consume. 
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accepted by the bride's family; both the father and the son get busy in building a place of 
abode for the son and his bride-to-be, away from the home of the parents. So after 
marriage, the bridegroom and his bride are ready to move into their new home. The 
custom of neo-local residence after marriage which was a significant affirmation of the 
nuclear family system still continues in Qal'ehnow. It is interesting to mention that, 
traditionally, as a custom people before shifting fix)m one residence to another take a 
volume of Holy Qur'an, with a mirror (Ayineh) to their new residential place; no 
matter, whether it is a rental (Ejareh'i) house, or an estate or landed property 
(Melki). 
Polygamy in the Past and Present 
In past times, polygamy (Chand Hamsari) was practiced in a very limited 
manner and was mostly confined to certain traditional set of persons in positions 
of power. This was however, not of general occurrence. 
At present too, the practice of polygamy is extremely rare, and none of 
the villagers could point out any case of polygamous families to me. In fact, it is 
embarrassing to ask any one about their second marriage. 
Divorce 
Divorce (Talaq) is extremely rare in Qal'ehnow village. Husband and wife 
live, work and co-operate with each other happily throughout their lives. 
Typically, divorce is considered as an unpleasant and disagreeable act among the 
people of Qal'ehnow, similar to those in other rural areas of the country. The 
foundation of family structure is very strong. I did not hear about any incident of 
divorce. 
2. HESAROO'IYEH CLUSTER 
Like that of Qal'ehnow village, I had visited Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster after my stay at 
Qal'ehnow in summer 2006. As I arrived to the village a very large splendid modem-
looking building greeted me. 
It appeared to me that I was entering a city of Iran and was about to enter a 
residential palace of a very rich wealthy person. I was so attracted by this site that as I 
disembarked from the jeep, which belonged to my friend who had accompanied me 
there, I walked towards the site to make my first investigation. To my utmost 
disappointment, the house was locked but my curiosity got the better of me and I tried to 
peep through the windows to get a feel of the inside decor. It was not possible to see 
much because it was dark inside and then a farmer, who was the caretaker of the 
building, came around. He looked at me curiously and I enquired about the owner of the 
house. He informed me that it belonged to Mr. Changiz Narooi, who was one of the 
heads (Sar Mosa') of the "Agricultural Joint Cooperative" (Ta'avoni-E-Mo§a'-E-
Keshavarzi) of Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster. He also informed me that Mr. Changiz Narooi 
owned another house in Zahedan too. On my next trip to Zahedan I ventured to visit Mr. 
Noori but in vain! 
In the Cluster, I visited Mr. Noori's agricultural lands and those of others as well. 
I also visited residential places of the other farmers and the Installed motor pumps. The 
Geiek Earthen Dam (Sad-E-Khaki-E-Geiek) was something very different than what I 
had seen before (See photograph 5.1). 
Photograph 5.1 A Perspective View of GeIek Earthen Dam 
General Background 
As against Qal'ehnow, which is situated in a plain area, like all other 
places of Sistan Region, the Hesaroo'iyeh plain {Dasht) is surrounded by four 
mountains, namely (i) Rud Mahi, (ii) Pir Suran, (iii) Howl, and (iv) Gelak. 
In 1956, the old Hesaroo'iyeh village, with a population of 993 (674 
women and 319 men) and two Qanat Ha {Qanavat)^^^^ belonged to well known 
landlords, "Morad Khan and 'Elm Khan" as already stated in Chapter three. 
Formation of Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster 
As discussed in detail in chapter three, after destruction of old 
Hesaroo'iyeh village, the Cluster (Majmu'eh), of Hesaroo'iyeh has gradually shaped 
up as a rural area when the wastelands were distributed to the eligible farmers. 
This process began after the Shah's land reform in 1962.'™ '^ In other words, 
Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster experienced both the White Revolution as well as the Islamic 
Revolution. Therefore, the findings and the results are not truly comparable to 
Qal'ehnow, which is a village with longer history. The changes in the Cluster can then be 
""". Qanavat and Qanat Ha are the plural forms of the term: ''Qanat'". This means: "man-made 
subterranean water canal". 
""*'. The exact date of formation of the Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster is unknown. 
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seen as a process of gradual development of a newly developed rural area. The 
development of the Cluster is then to be considered separately and not in light of the 
traditional landlord-peasant system that was predominant in other rural areas of Iran. The 
population records for the Cluster are available from 1976 onwards.^ 
Due to various political, security and other factors, the Cluster was formed 
gradually and its formation can be classified on basis of the following trends: 
Nomadic Tribes 
In order to improve the quality of life of the nomadic tribes {'Ashayer) 
and to enhance the socioeconomic conditions, the Nomadic Tribes Resettlement 
Plan was introduced. The Plan was also to take into consideration political 
stability and security of the vulnerable regions occupied by these tribes. 
Consequently, Nomadic Tribes Resettlement Plan could be considered as the 
initial step towards the creation and the gradual development of Hesaroo'iyeh 
Cluster. 
Creation of Agricultural Joint Cooperation 
Later on, after the Islamic Revolution, The Agricultural Joint {Mosa') 
Cooperatives (Ta'avoni Ha) was formed as a part of land reforms program. 
Through these Cooperatives, the Islamic Republic introduced the policy 
of land distribution among the qualified or eligible landless persons who did not 
own farm land. They also provided the necessary equipment and financial 
facilities to the same farmers as a pre-condition of land distribution. 
The strategy of land distribution was a three pronged effort through which 
the government could fulfill its socio-political objectives; maintain security, and 
could thereby provide a settlement for the nomadic tribes. It was a suitable way 
for some further agricultural development of the area. Therefore, most of the 
nomadic tribes in general, and the nomadic tribes of Hesaroo'iyeh Region in 
particular, were benefited by receiving land to resettle, in their related areas. In 
another word, they enjoyed possessing their own land just like the qualified or 
eligible landless or insufficiently owned land farmers. Meaning thereby, that 
land distribution among the nomadic tribes of Hesaroo'iyeh Region, on one hand 
and other qualified or eligible landless or insufficiently owned land farmers on 
the other; was the second step towards the development of Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster. 
To achieve these goals, about sixty wells ((^hah //a)'™'^ " were dug in 
Hesaroo'iyeh plain over a period of time. Apart from this, the same number of 
Agricultural Joint Cooperatives was formed. The membership to these 
cooperatives was extended to the cattle farmers or sheep farmers or livestock 
farmers (Dam Daran), and the nomadic tribes of Hesaroo'iyeh region the landless 
inhabitants of old Hesaroo'iyeh village, and the landless inhabitants of other 
The Persian term of: ''Chah Ha", is the plural form of "^hak", which means: "a welT 
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closed places, like some inhabitants of urban areas who immigrated to 
Hesaroo'iyeh; as the members of Agricultural Joint Cooperatives. Thus, in this 
manner, the development process of Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster was completed. It 
should be noted that all of the Agricultural Joint Cooperatives, created in 
Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster have been busy with both agriculture, as well as livestock 
farming activities. 
Population in the Past 
1. Population of Old Hesfiroo'iyeh Village 
In 1956 the population of old Hesaroo'iyeh, which was just a single village, with 
two Qanavat, was nine hundred and ninety three persons. Out of whom there 
were 674 females, and the rest 319 persons were males. In the years that 
followed, from 1956 to 1976, no statistical data of the old Hesaroo'iyeh village 
was available. The old Hesaroo'iyeh village, due to the variety of reasons, such as 
political and security issues, was evacuated. With the cession of land to its 
inhabitants in the Hesaroo'iyeh plain, the new Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster gradually 
developed. 
2. Population of Hesfiroo'iyeh Cluster in the Past 
Population of Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster, in 1976 was 681, and gradually increased to 
988 in 1986 and 896 in 1991. In 1996 it dived down to 600 people. This 
fluctuation in population number of Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster was due to variety of 
factors listed below: 
1.2. The Baluchi tribes like most of the nomadic tribes by nature are traditional 
travelers and continuously set up camps wherever they go. It was therefore, 
difficult for them to settle down in a particular place. Therefore, despite of the 
provision of many facilities to lure them to resettle in suitable areas, and tie 
them down to take up agricultural activities, they continued to travel. For this 
reason they were almost continuously in and out of their settlement. 
2.2. These tribes, apart from their love for travel, also immigrated to other places 
to educate their children and to teach them religion and religious values. 
3.2. Temporary immigration to other places both inside the Sistan-0-BalQchestan 
Province, and outside of it was another pastime for these tribes. 
4.2. Sometimes they traveled to some foreign countries, especially Afghanistan 
and Pakistan, where members of some Baluchi tribes have their own relatives. 
These relatives were either cognates (blood relatives) or, they were affine 
(relationship through marriage). Some members of the tribe also maintained 
polygamous relationships and had one wife and children in one place and 
another wife and children in another country. So, in order to maintain their 
congnatic or affinal ties, they had to travel. 
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5.2. Temporary migration was also sometimes necessary in pursuit of trading and 
business activities, or for exporting and importing different goods and 
commodities, etc., to the neighboring countries of Afghanistan and Paicistan. 
Thus, we see that in the past, the tribes, despite efforts of the government 
to encourage them to taice up agricultural activities, kept moving around and 
migrated from one place to another for a variety of reasons. This was why, the 
population in the past, fluctuated. 
Population of Hesdroo'iyeh Cluster at Present 
The population of Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster, on the basis of the data given by 
Sistan-0-Balu6hestan Land Affairs Management, Zahedan Iran, was equal to 1600. 
Table-5.4 shows Population of the Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster during 1976-2006. They 
occupied only 57 out of 64 hamlets of Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster. Meaning thereby, 
seven hamlets were non-residential (Khali Az Sakaneh) areas, and their 
inhabitants were living in other hamlets, or elsewhere out of the cluster. 














Sources: Data from 1976-1986 and 1991 was obtained from: Planning and Budgeting Organization. (No 
Date). Khadamat-E-Rusta'i Dar Ostan-E-Sistan Va Baludhestan - Zahedaan; Majmoeh-E-Hesaroo'iyeh 
[Rural Services Systems Program in Sistan-0-BaluChestan Province; Zahedaan Township, Hesaroo'iyeh 
Cluster], Zahedan: Sistan & Balu5hestan Budgeting and Planning Organization Press. 
Data for 1996-2006 was directly obtained from office of the Sistan-0-Balu5hestan Land 
Affairs Management, Zahedan, Iran. 
Land Reforms (Past and Present) 
Since the government aimed at resettling the nomadic tribes, it was decided that' 
the government owned cultivable wastelands known as "Natural Resources Lands" 
{Arazi-E-Manab'-E-Mellif"""\ should be distributed among the nomads and other 
landless persons in the Cluster.'^"' 
xxxvni n j. |^.gj^ ^^  j^^ g l^^j which had officially been recorded under the ownership of the State; in the 
related administration office (The State Organization for the Registration of Deeds and Properties). These 
land areas were transferred in pre-revolution era. 
'"""'. That is based on my own knowledge and experience in land distribution department (1983-1993). 
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After the Islamic Revolution, the land, which had been transferred to the eligible 
people, for different purposes, like agricultural activities, were either included in the 
above mentioned land records (Natural Resources Lands), or those cultivable wastelands 
which originally had never been cultivated (Mavat-E-Belesaleh).^ It should be pointed 
out that, some of these lands have never been officially recorded in the name of the State, 
neither in pre-revolution nor in the post-revolutionary period. In addition, according to 
the Islamic Law such lands belong to the Islamic State, and are a part of the natural 
resources, which also belong to the Islamic State, such lands in Islamic technical term 
are known as: "Anfal". According to the Islamic Law, these lands can be handed over to 
the eligible persons in accordance with the Islamic Law. 
It is interesting to note that after the Islamic Revolution the amount of land which 
has been given to each member of an "Agricultural Joint Cooperative" depended on 
the place and the expenditure of the household where they lived. Thus, the said 
amount of land was distributed among each member, on the basis of their 
efficiency and productivity capability and capacity to use the land area in a 
profitable manner. Therefore, distribution of land and the criteria for its 
distribution varied from one region to another. This meant that, the amount of 
land given to each member of an Agricultural Joint Cooperative had to be 
sufficient for fulfilling the daily requirements of each family. The said amount 
of land given to each farmer as a member of an Agricultural Joint Cooperative, 
in technical term, was known as: '"Orf-E-Mahar. Therefore, each unit of it 
{'Orf-E-Mahal) was between 8 to 10 hectares in the Sistan region; while it was 
between 4 to 20 hectares in Balu6hestan Region. At the same time, in Hesaroo'iyeh 
Cluster 'Orf-E-Mahal was four hectares,""' to each member. 
Land Tenure (Past and Present) 
As it has already been stated, since Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster is perhaps only about 
forty years old, and, earlier the area had a mobile tribal population, it is not 
possible that these tribes would have experienced the Iranian traditional landlord-
peasant systems, or traditional tenancy systems. These nomadic tribes were initiated into 
fanning activities, only after they were given land and made to settle down in the 
Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster. 
At present, all farmers, the settled nomadic tribes or other inhabitants of this 
newly established Cluster, work on their own land. As it has mentioned above, 
each farmer has received four hectares of land in Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster. 
"'. In Islamic technical term, it refers to the land that could have been possible to distribute among the 
eligible people, after the Islamic Revolution. 
"''. As it has mentioned above, the land in Hesaroo'iyeh is very fertile. Besides, the land in 
Hesaroo'iyeh is favorable for cash and commercial crops and even planting trees, especially 
planting pistachio. 
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Agriculture (Pastand Present) 
Almost all the inhabitants of Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster have been busy with 
agricultural activities, along with the animal husbandry. In the past, their 
nomadic ventures, took them from place to place selling their animals and 
animal related products like milk, butter and the like. While, in the beginning of 
formation of the Cluster, in addition to animal husbandry, they began to focus on 
farming and later on gradually they started horticultural activities and began to 
maintain fruit orchards (Bagdari). 
Initially, grains and cereals {Oallat), especially wheat, and barley, as well 
as fodder {'Olufeh), particularly alfalfa (Vunjeh), were the main crops that they 
cultivated. 
At present, fundamentally, while they continue with animal husbandry as 
it had always been their main occupation, they still continue the old pattern of 
crop cultivation. In addition to that, more recently some kind of tree-planting 
activities (Drakhtkari), like cultivation of pistachio (Pesteh) was introduced. 
Pistachio, however, is slow to grow and mature and takes up to seven years 
before it bears fruit. With this slow growth, the export of pistachio is a far cry. 
However, it is hoped that in future the returns would be good. But, 
unfortunately, the good returns will depend on the Baludhi tribal farmers, who, 
generally do not believe in too much hard work on land. 
Rural Co-Operative Societies 
In 1993, a Rural Co-operative Society (Sherkat-E-Ta'avoni-E-Rusta'i), in 
the central part of Hesaroo'iyeh cluster (Hesaroo'iyeh hamlet)"'" was established. 
This Cooperative was responsible for the distribution of agricultural 
requirements to the farmers; such as: chemical fertilizers, vegetable post control 
poisons, and so forth. 
In addition to the said Rural Co-operative Society, there were three Rural 
Co-operative Stores (Forushgah-E-Ta'avoni-E- Rusta'i), in the Cluster. The first 
one was situated in central part of the Cluster (Hesaroo'iyeh hamlet), the second 
was situated in 'Alam Abad hamlet, and the third one in Mir Abad hamlet. 
In the same year, there were two stores or agencies for distributing oil or 
naphtha (Naft), as well as gas (Gaz) were established in the Cluster. The first 
one was in Gur Chah hamlet, and the second in Da§ht-E-Mal (Planning and 
Budgeting Organization, No Date: 17-18).^ The establishment of these facilitated 
for the farmers was a great deal. 
"'". It has to be mentioned that, Hesaroo'iyeh is the title of the cluster, as well as the name of a 
hamlet situated in the central part of the same cluster. 
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Non-Mechanization Farming System (Past and Present) 
Since Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster, is a newly developed cluster, its inhabitants 
did not have to work hard or labor on their farms, as did the older areas where 
there was no mechanized farming. Farmers in the area initially started 
agricultural activities with new agricultural equipment 
According to the report published by Sistan-0-Baludhestan Planning and 
Budgeting Organization (No Date), there were eleven tractors, and six combine 
harvester in the said Cluster. While, at the same time there were thirty six motor 
pumps over there in the cluster (Planning and Budgeting Organization, No Date: 
17-18).^ 
The system of semi-mechanized farming continues to date in the 
Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster. Like inhabitants of Qal'ehnow village, the inhabitants of 
Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster, have also just been freed from a decade of severe 
successive droughts. But the difference between the two mentioned rural areas 
(Qal'ehnow and Hesaroo'iyeh) is that, the former, is more dependent on 
atmospheric precipitation, besides it is a very old, ancient and historical village, 
so obviously, it suffered a series of heavier losses than the latter which is a 
newly developed rural area, besides, it is dependent upon underground water. 
However, farmers of Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster, like those of Qal'ehnow village 
and other rural areas, have been receiving financial assistance, along with free 
training and agricultural extension services, by the government. In addition, they also 
work on their own land with the help of modem machineries, and also receive various 
other agricultural services. 
Agricultural Products 
After the formation of Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster, the main economic activity of 
the people, has been farming (Zara'at) and animal husbandry (Dam Dari) which 
was their traditional occupation. 
According to the 1988 Census of the country, the total areas under 
cultivation, in the Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster were equal to 423.6, hectares. Out of 
which, 191.7 hectares were under cultivation of wheat (Gandom); 106 hectares 
under cultivation of barley (Jow), and the rest 125.9 hectares, were under 
cultivation of Lucerne or alfalfa (Yunjeh). 
The average yield per hectare of wheat was equal to 1.3 tons, and that of 
barley was 1.5 tons, in per hectare of the said plain. While the yielding average 
of the whole province was 1.57 tons and the same for the barley, was equal to 
1.51 tons. 
The total number of the livestock of the cluster was 7637 heads (Ra's). Of 
these, the largest number were herds of sheep (Gusfand) and lambs (Bareh Ha) 
totaling to 4144 heads. The remaining 3491 heads were goats (Boz Ha) ' and 
Goat kids (Boz Galeh Ha). 
IIA 
The number of the big livestock of the cluster, was equal to 402 heads; 
out of which 67 heads, were traditional cows and calves, and the rest of 335 
individuals'^'" (Nafar) were camels {Shotor Ha) and kids of camels (Korreh Hasi 
Ha) (Planning and Budgeting Organization, No Date: 7).* 
Horticulture (Past and Present) 
There were 295,950, nurseries for plants or nursery gardens 
(Qalamestan), in Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster, in 1988. At the same time there were 
265,716, grapevines, with 42, 41 Kilograms, in 1988 (Planning and Budgeting 
Organization, No Date: 8-10).' 
Not much has changed in the horticultural situations of the Hesaroo'iyeh 
Cluster, after 1988. So those, only some more grapevines have been planted on 
small plots of land. In addition, very small plots of land have also come under 
pistachio tree-plantation. 
Differences in Cultivation 
As it has already been stated, there is no considerable difference in the 
pattern of cultivation crops. The farmers have mainly been cultivating wheat, 
barley, and alfalfa. But, so far as the tree-plantation is concerned, they have 
included pistachio tree-planting, in addition to the previous vineyards. 
Loan and Subsidy 
Like that of Qal'ehnow village, loan and subsidies are easily available to 
the farmers, for different agricultural activities, through different public and 
private financial organizations; and different banks. 
Besides, government has been supporting the farmers, through 
implementation of different developmental plans. Self-help (Khodyari) is another 
way of enjoying the fruits of public facilities by the farmers and the villagers. 
Through this facility, if a farmer or a group of farmers prepare a project and 
invest forty percent then the government will meet the balance payment to 
complete the implementation of the project. 
Rural Crafts (Past and Present) 
There is no mention of the existence of any handicraft in the Cluster 
either in the past or in the present. I tried to find out from the residents, and, I 
was told that, there was some handicraft such as: embroidery {Golduzi), 
needlework (Suzanduzi), coin-work (Sekkehduzi), which was produced by the 
Baluchi women. At the same time some handicraft items such as black tent weaving 
"'"'. The unit of counting the camels is "individual" which in Persian is called: 'Wa/ar" 
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{Gedan)r mat weaving (Hasirbaji), and rug weaving (Gelimbqfi), was commonly 
produced by both Baludhi men and women. The said crafts are still being produced in 
more or less the same manner by Baludhi people. My observations by and large show 
that this traditional craft is now almost on its way out. 
Womea's Occupation in the Past 
Since most population of Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster were originally nomadic 
tribes, women were usually engaged in helping their husbands, fathers, and their 
brothers in livestock breeding and animal husbandry activities; or other activities 
related to the livestock breeding. It is mentionable that, in addition to the 
strategy of nomadic resettlement of the government, both in pre and post-
revolution periods, due to successive droughts, the Nomadic Tribes, preferred to 
sell off their livestock (Dam), and settled down in different regions, like 
Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster. Here they mostly, despite of their own interest"'" started 
farming and, alongside, maintained small scale animal husbandry activities. At 
the same time, their wives helped them, in different activities. 
Women's Occupation at Present 
Just like that of Qal'ehnow village, women help their husbands in 
different agricultural and animal husbandry activities. Recently though, the only 
change that I noticed was that a very small minority of women have acquired 
education and obtained academic degrees. These women travel to the nearby 
towns and cities and work in public and private sectors. This trend is more 
visible in other parts of Iran as compared to the Sistan-0-BalQ5hestan region. 
However, establishment of many Universities and Higher Educational Centers 
during post-revolutionary period has positively encouraged the Baludhi females 
and males to acquire more education. In addition, recently, many Baludhi males go 
abroad, to foreign countries, like India (even at Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh), and 
elsewhere for continuing their higher education. As per observations of my study, I was 
not able to locate any women from the Cluster who had traveled abroad for higher 
studies. 
Infrastructure 
The Geiek Earthen Dam 
The earthen (Khaki) Dam (Sad) of Gelek in Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster is one of 
the 21 earthen dams that have already constructed in Sistan-0-Balu£hestan 
Province. Apart from these, nine more earthen dams are under construction in 
"''". The English term 'black tent' which in Persian is called 'Siyahchdctor\ and in Baluchi is called 
"Gedan\ has been used for living purposes by BaluChi nomads; it has also been used by some of other 
Iranian nomadic tribes, especially in south-east of the country. 
"'". They are usually interested in nomadic tribal life. 
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the Sistan-0-Balu5hestan province. Besides these, fourteen other earthen dams are 
expected to be constructed in the near future. 
The term Gelek is derived from a Seasonal River, over which the Gelek 
Dam has constructed; and that is why it is known as The Gelek Earthen Dam. 
The main reasons for construction of the earthen dams of Gelek were: 
1. To control the waste water of the region during the rainy season, 
especially to control those of the Gelek Seasonal River; and 
2. To nourish and refurbish the underground water of the region; especially for 
enrichment of agricultural motor pump wells; of Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster. 
Irrigation Systems in the Past and Present 
From the inception of the Cluster, the main source of irrigation system in 
Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster, have been underground water which was pumped up by 
force of motor pumps. 
Today as well, the main source of irrigation system in Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster 
continues to be underground water with the difference that, at present both motor pumps 
and electro pumps are being used for pumping water. The agricultural, and irrigation 
resources in Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster during 1991-2006 are shown in Table-5.5. 





























Sources: i Data for 1976-1986 and 1991 was obtained from: Planning and Budgeting 
Organization. (No Date). Khadamat-E-Rusta'i Dar Ostan-E-Sistan-O-Baloehestan - Zahedan; 
Majmoeh-E-Hesarooieyeh [Rural Services Systems Program in Sistan-0-Balu5hestan Province; 
Zahedan Township, Hesarooieyeh Cluster], Zahedan: Sistan & BaluChestan Budgeting and 
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Planning Organization Press. P.6.2. Data for 1996-2006 was obtained from the office of Sistan-
O-Baloehestan Land Affairs Management, Zahedan Iran 
Drinking Water Supply (Past and Present) 
According to the records of the Planning and Budgeting Organization, there was 
no provision of potable water in the Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster. Today, like other villages of 
the country, provisions have been made for supply of potable water to the Cluster. 
The only problem is that this water has a salty (Shur) taste (Ta'm). 
Nonetheless, it is clean and potable (Planning and Budgeting Organization, No 
Date: 6).'° 
Conditions of Alleys and Roads in the Past 
The main connecting road from central part of Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster was 
accessible from two directions to Zahedan. The first one led to Zahedan through 
Cheshemeh Ziyarat, which was a gravel road (Jadeh-E-§huseh). This was the 
most preferred road for traveling to Zahedan for the inhabitants of Hesaroo'iyeh. 
The second road which connected the central part of the Cluster, to Zahedan, 
passed through Nosrat Abad. This road was in a bad condition, as it was unpaved 
and covered a distance of sixty kilometers from the central part of the cluster to 
Nosrat Abad. The distance between Nosrat Abad and Zahedan was about 100 
Km. and this road was an asphalted road (Jadeh-E-Asfalteh), and in a good 
condition. 
Apart from these main roads, the Cluster could be reached from various 
hamlets (Abadi) by, what in India are called ''kuccha" roads or paths. Due to the 
particular type of soil in the area, and because the land was mostly flat, many 
paths have been created by continuous travel of people from one hamlet to 
another. These paths were mostly, dusty {Khaki), and were between three to 
eight meters wide (Planning and Budgeting Organization, No Date: 11). 
Conditions of Alleys and Roads at Present 
Today, the main connecting road from the central part of Hesaroo'iyeh 
Cluster continues to be accessible from two directions to Zahedan. But both the 
roads leading to Zahedan through Che§hemeh Ziyarat, are paved and in very 
good condition. The second road which connected the central part of the Cluster, 
to Zahedan, passed through Nosrat Abad is in a very good condition. The 
distance between Nosrat Abad and Zahedan is about 100 Km. and this road is an 
asphalted road with a good condition. 
Apart from these main roads, even today, the Cluster can be reached from 
various hamlets by, what in India are called ''kuccha" roads or paths. Roads and 
alleys in Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster are secondary to the farms and irrigation resources 
(electro-pumps or motor pumps). The members of each Agricultural Joint 
(Mosa") Cooperative have constructed short cut roads to link up their farms to 
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their residential places; and to the main roads, as well. All the said roads and 
alleys are unpaved, and covered with gravel. 
Electriflcation in the Past 
During the past, there were only two hamlets (Hesaroo'iyeh hamlet'^ '" 
which has been the central part of the cluster), and Eslam Abad hamlet, which 
were electrified (Planning and Budgeting Organization, No Date: 11).'^  
Electrification at Present 
At present all the hamlets of Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster, like most of the rural 
areas of the country are electrified. As per government policy to replace all 
motor pumps with electro pumps throughout the country, in line with this policy 
most of the motor pumps of the Cluster were converted into electro-pumps. The 
installation of these pumps have made a tremendous difference in the irrigation 
of fields and hence the production of the cluster. 
Apart from providing water for irrigation, electricity is used to light up 
the houses and streets of the Cluster. This also encouraged the inhabitants to 
indulge in consumerism and most of them have television (TV) sets, 
refrigerators, and the like. Unlike the dwellers of Pilakhna and Pindrawal in 
Uttar Pradesh where there are long electricity cuts), the inhabitants of 
Hesaroo'iyeh enjoy the television programs, like those of Qal'ehnow, free of cost; 
and drink cold refrigerated water in the summers! 
Education in the Past 
As it has been mentioned above, due to the short historical background of 
Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster, little data related to educational and other services is 
available. 
The only data related to the educational services provided to the 
Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster, since 1993 is provided by the Planning and Budget 
Organization. According to this, enrolment in the primary schools was 174 
students. Of these, fifty students were females, and the remaining 124 were male 
students. In the same period, out of the above four Primary Schools, one didn't 
have a suitable public educational building. The three other schools were in a 
bad condition and to be repaired in those days (Planning and Budgeting 
Organization, No Date: 13).'^  
Table-5.6, shows the necessary data in connection with the primary schools in 
Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster; in the academic year 1993. This is the only data available 
about the past in the Cluster. 
''^'". As it has stated earlier, Hesaroo'iyeh hamlet is name of a hamlet situated in the central parts of 
Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster; in other word Hesaroo'iyeh is a "hamlet" as well as number of hamlets 
which formed the "Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster". 
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It should be mentioned that, previously Baludhi tribes rarely opted for 
modern education. They preferred to have the nomadic style of life. That is why, 
the employed population of Baludhi people in public sector, as compared to non-
Baludhi employees, in Sistan-0-Balu5hestan Province, until recently were very 
low. 














































Source: Planning and Budgeting Organization. (No Date). Khadamat-E-Rusta'i Dar Ostan-E-
Sistan-0-Balu5hestan - Zahedan; Majmoeh-E-Hesarooieyeh [Rural Services Systems Program 
in Sistan-0-Balu£hestan Province; Zahedan Township, Hesarooieyeh Cluster], Zahedan: Sistan 
& Baludhestan Budgeting and Planning Organization Press. P.13. 
Apart from the primary schools, which as I have mentioned above, there 
was neither a middle nor a high school in the Cluster. In other words, the only 
educational facility available to the inhabitants of the Cluster, were four primary 
schools, of which only one was truly functional (Planning and Budgeting 
Organization, No Date: 14).''* I will now proceed to discuss the trend of 
educational development at present. 
High Schools at Present 
Today, in the Cluster, there are seven primary schools. All schools have a 
co-educational system. The number of students at the above seven mentioned 
primary schools are 198 (100 girls and 98 boys)."'"" It may be noted, that the 
ratio of girls, as compared to the past educational statistics, is slightly higher. In 
"'"'. The above mentioned data was directly obtained from: The Deputy Director General, Sistan & 
BaluChestan Educational Organization, and Zahedan, Iran. 
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the past, there were less than fifty per cent girls attending primary school. 
Today, the split between boys and girls is fifty-fifty. 
There is only one Middle School for boys in Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster. The 
number of students, studying in the said Boys Middle School is totally 54 boy's 
students."'"'' 
So while there are seven co-educational primary schools, there is no 
middle school for girls in the Cluster. Also it should be noted that there is still 
no High School in the Cluster. 
Religious Schools at Present 
At present there is just one Sunni religious school (Madreseh-E-Dini), in 
Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster. It is situated in the central part of the Cluster. Where, 
students are taught the Holy Qur'an, and other religious books. 
Health and Nutrition in the Past 
Traditionally, in Iran, there were generally few private baths which were 
constructed, inside the homes of rich people. While, only a few rich people had 
their own private baths, at home, almost all rural and urban population used, 
public baths, which were built for the convenience of people in both urban and 
rural areas. These baths were privately constructed and functioned well. Yet, 
during the summers in addition to the public baths, people used the rivers, the 
shallow part of the lakes, and Qanavat, which was known as: ''Payab"'"'\ for 
bathing. Additionally, in most regions of Iran, health services were also 
available. 
There was only a Center for Public Health, and Medical Care Services 
{Markaz-E-Behdashti-O-Darmanit), in Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster with 144 Sqm of 
land. But due to lack of personnel' this was closed (Planning and Budgeting 
Organization, No Date: 16). 
Health and Nutrition at Present 
At present the inhabitants of Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster enjoy using all kinds of 
health services. There is a Health Center or Health House, in Hesaroo'iyeh 
Cluster, which provides the primary health services to the inhabitants of the 
"'"'" . Deputy Director General, Sistan & BaluChestan Educational Organization, Zahedan, Iran." 
the said data is the latest one given to me directly, thus, the same is unpublished; and not 
written in any source. 
'"^ Payab, which was a part of a Qanat, where could be accessible for using the Qanat'% water, 
for daily requirement water of the people, and taking bath during the summers too. 
. Before Islamic Revolution there were many foreign Physicians fh)m India, Pakistan and Bangladesh 
working in rural and urban areas of Iran; but after revolution following the strategy of self-sufficiency they 
left the country. 
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Cluster. For further treatment, the patients have to travel to other hospitals 
{Bimarestan Ha), in Nosrat Abad, and Zahedan. 
Potable water is easily available, and all the residential places, now have 
their own baths at home. But the tradition of bathing the groom in the river or 
public bath still continues. 
Housing Conditions in the Past 
Since the majority inhabitants of Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster were nomadic and 
members of different Baluchi tribes, therefore, they did not have any permanent 
residential places. Meaning thereby, wherever they wished to take rest, they 
would make their camp and stay for a few days before moving on to another 
destination. Once the Cluster was formed, the need for building permanent 
houses arose. Therefore, the houses that were built were based on modern and 
contemporary architectural style. 
Housing Conditions at Present 
At present, there are 64 Agricultural Joint Cooperatives in the Hesaroo'iyeh 
Cluster. In other words, there are 64 electro-pumps and motor pumps, in the 
Cluster. As each of these developed, they were considered as a hamlet. Out of 
these, seven hamlets are non-inhabited; meaning thereby, the members of the 
said seven hamlets or members of seven Agricultural Joint Cooperatives, are 
living elsewhere (either they have constructed their houses side by side with 




Photograph 5.2 A Farmer's House (Mr. Changiz Narooi) 
Contrary to the houses and residential places of Qal'ehnow, houses in 
Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster are mostly made of red bricks (Ajor) and cement. As the 
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houses are newly built, they have flat roofs. While the ceilings of the houses in 
Qal'ehnow village which have constructed long ago, in the old, ancient, and 
traditional Persian architecture style, were cupola. The design and plan of the 
houses in Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster depict the new architectural style. It is interesting 
to note that there are good and luxurious houses in the Cluster. An example of 
this is the palatial residence of Mr. Narooi. (See photograph 5.2). found that 
though, other houses of the cluster are built satisfactorily; so far as the 
designing, style and the building materials are concerned; yet, these houses are 
not matched with that of Mr. Narooi; which is unique, and one of its own kind. 
Distribution of Population at Present 
There is a Sunni majority in Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster; as against Qal'ehnow 
village, where the majority of the population is Shiite Muslims. At the same 
time, there is no division on the basis of sect or class. The entire population, as 
members of various Agricultural Joint Co-operative Societies, has received equal 
plots of land; so, their income depends upon their own efforts and managerial 
skills. 
Most of the houses are built side by side, in close proximity to one 
another. There are only a very few houses, which overlook the farms of the 
farmers. It is interesting to mention, that the plots of land on which farmers 
have built their houses, were given to them free of cost by the Government. 
Besides, the Islamic Revolution Housing Foundation {Bonyad-E-Maskan-E-
Enqelab-E-Eslami), have been supporting them in the construction of their 
residential places, both financially, as well as technically. 
Religious Expressions (Past and Present) 
Almost simultaneously with the resettlement of the people in Hesaroo'iyeh 
Cluster, the inhabitants of the Cluster, faithful as they were to their religion, 
started the construction of the mosques They built two mosques {Masjed //a)'', 
in the Cluster. The Baluchi tribes have been very religious and followed their 
Quranic scriptures closely. They also taught their children to respect their 
religion. 
As mentioned above, two Sunni Muslims mosques were built in 
Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster just as the tribes began to settle down. I did not see any 
additional mosque in the Cluster when I went to live there to collect my research 
material. 1 did however; notice that a majority of the Baluchi were Sunni 
Muslims with a miniscule minority of Shias. The Sunnis performed their rituals 
of prayers regularly in the mosques. There was, however, no assembly hall for 
ceremonies commemorating the mourning the martyrdom of Imam Hosein or 
Hussein; which in Iran is called: ''Hoseyniyyeh"; and in India, it is known as: 
''Imam Bara". This was due to the fact that the Shias were in minority and did 
''. Masjed //a means: the Mosque; while, its singular form is: ''Masjed" (mosque). 
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not build the Hoseyniyyeh. I noticed that there were no cultural differences 
between the Sunnis and the Shias. The latter also joined the former in their 
prayers in the Sunni mosque itself. 1 learned that there were mixed marriages and 
the concerned families were quite comfortable with the idea. 
Style of Clothing in Past 
Typically, the term: "clothes" and "dress", in Baluchi' language, for both 
the men and women has been called: ''Poch". While, Baluchi' women in 
Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster, like most of other parts of BalOchestan region, wore a long 
full-sleeved dress {Pock), covered up to the lower part of their knees. At the 
same time, they wore a loosely-fitted pair of trousers. The long sleeved dress 
was beautifully embroidered (Golduzi). The embroidered portion was worn like a 
smock and separate embroidered piece of cloth was sewn on the front part from 
the neck down, known as: "Z/". At the same time, there was another hand made 
(separate hand made embroidery), sewn round, the lower part of the same cloth, 
called: "'Goptan'\ The same embroidery appeared on the lower part of the long-
full-sleeves. The pocket of the same Baluchi' female clothes, which separately 
sewn on the lower middle part of their clothes was also embroidered in the same 
manner. The pocket was long with almost half meter length. It is also 
mentionable that, another hand made embroidery clothes have been used to be 
sewn round the lower part of their trousers towards the ankles. 
In addition, Baluchi' women as a whole, and women of Hesaroo'iyeh 
Cluster in particular, used to wear a light printed fabric with a floral pattern veil 
(Chadery" over their clothes. 
Men in Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster like other Baluchi' people usually wore a long 
shirt (Jamak) over a loose-fitting pair of trousers (Pa Jamak). At the same time, 
some Baluchi' men, wore a sort of waistcoat {Vasket) over their long shirt too. In 
the winter, some men also, wore a coat over their long shirt. At the same time, 
some other wore an overcoat over their long shirts. 
Style of Clothing at Present 
At present, the same style of clothes is being worn. The only difference 
appears in women's clothing, instead of hand embroidered motifs, the women 
are buying clothes made by machine embroidery. This they told me was due to 
the very high expenses of production of hand made embroidery. It is obvious, 
that only a very few rich BalOchi' people, can afford hand embroidered clothing. 
Besides, recently a new type of computerized ready-made Baluchi' female 
embroidered clothes are available at a cheaper cost in the market. 
'". It was usually made of a light printed fabric with a floral pattern worn by most by women (over their 
clothes) in the south-eastern parts of Iranian. It was worn everywhere, especially at home when saying their 
prayers. It used to be called: ''Chador". Almost the same was worn over all Baluchestan and the women 
of Hesaroo'iyeh too wear the same Chador. 
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In addition, instead of wearing a light printed fabric with a floral pattern veil 
{Chader or Sirig), the Baluchi' females, like most of other Iranian women usually 
wear a black veil, over their clothes; when they move outside their home. 
However, all women, regardless of being Baludhi or non-BalQdhi still wear a 
light printed fabric with a floral pattern veil at home and while offering prayers. 
They believe that black color is disapproved {Makruhf" according to Islamic 
religious norms. 
It is also interesting to note that, nowadays, some Baluihi' women, 
especially the young generation, like most of other Iranian females wear a loose 
outer garment or manteau {Manto) over their clothes, when they go outdoors. It 
should be added that, the Manto has come into fashion after the Islamic 
Revolution in the country. 
It has to be mentioned that almost the same style of old Baludhi'dress as that of 
the past, are commonly worn by Baludhi'men not only in Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster, but also 
throughout the Sistan-0-Balu£hestan Province. Meaning thereby, men in Hesaroo'iyeh 
Cluster like other BalO^hi' people usually wear a long shirt {Jamak) over a loose-fitting 
pair of trousers {Pa Jamak). At the same time, some Baludhi'men, wear a sort of 
waistcoat (Vasket) over their long shirt too. Besides, some of them also wear a coat over 
their long shirt; especially during the winter. At the same time, some others wear an 
overcoat over their long shirts. 
Style of Living in the Past 
Since the majority of inhabitants of Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster were members of 
nomadic tribes therefore, they had a sort of non-residential life traveling 
intermittently during the summers seeking cooler climates. These places (the 
summer quarters of the nomadic tribe or a summer resort are known as: 
''Yeylaq". On the other hand during the winters they used to live in a winter 
quarter of the nomadic tribe; or a region with a mild climate, known as: 
"'Qeshlaq". Thus, they were unable to receive different social facilities like 
education etc. easily. 
Style of Living at Present 
Due to the government's policy to resettle the nomadic tribes on one 
hand, and the personal interests of some nomadic tribes on the other, they 
stopped wandering and settled down in the Cluster. They were able to overcome 
severe successive droughts which occasionally occur in Sistan-0- Balu£hestan 
province, and threaten their lives. Like other tribes who settled down in other 
clusters throughout the region, these Baluchi' tribes found the Hesaroo'iyeh 
Cluster comfortable and involved them with educating their children, sustaining 
themselves with agricultural and horticultural production. They try to uplift 
their economy. But, their love for wandering, takes the males out of the Cluster, 
It is not absolutely forbidden; but is only disapproved. 
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and, as it has been pointed out, the ratio between male and female population is 
somewhat skewed. Some inhabitants confided that some of the men are generally 
away from the Cluster because they have second wives in another location! But 
of course, there was no way 1 could confirm this, because, it is considered 
extremely impolite to ask any one about the number of wives they have! 
Transportation (Past and Present) 
Since a majority of the inhabitants of Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster were nomadic 
tribes, they sported a tribal {'Ashirehi) life style, fhis meant that even in the 
beginning of their resettlement in Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster they used animals, like 
"camels" (Shotor Hdy'and donkeys {Khar Ha or Olag Hay for traveling. 
Although, tribal way of life is an inherent part of the existence of the 
inhabitants of Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster; yet, urbanization and modernization have 
affected their way of life too. They have given up travel by animals and have 
learned to travel in their own pickup truck or pickup (Vanel), or their pickup 
truck with an extended cab (Vanei-E-DoKabin), or their own motorcycles. 
Mass Media and Communication in the Past 
In the beginning of formation of the Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster, there was 
neither any post office nor any telecommunication (Mokhaberdt) center. In fact 
they never seemed to have needed one, because instead of roaming around, they 
had all settled down in one place. Their social circle was limited and well within 
the Cluster. 
Similarly, they did not have any use for other means of mass 
communication like radio or transistors. Besides, the inhabitants of Hesaroo'iyeh 
Cluster like those of Qal'ehnow and other rural regions, due to their religious 
beliefs'" (especially), or their economic condition, could not afford these sets. 
Hence they lived a secluded life quite unaware of the happenings in their own 
country and outside of it. 
It should be indicated that, in spite of their religious beliefs about music, 
the inhabitants of Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster, like other Baluchi' tribes, play their own 
traditional musical instruments, like: reed flute (Ney), drum (Tabl), the base 
drum {Tabl-E-Bozorg), and kettledrum (Dohol); at the same time the males 
perform a very beautiful Baluchi' dance collectively in wedding parties, and 
other festivals {Jash Ha), like: "feast of circumcision" held for a newly-
circumcised boy. It is interesting to mention that, the Baludhi' dance is almost 
like the sword dance of the inhabitants of Qal'ehnow and other parts of Sistan 
'". The Persian suifix: "//a", is the plural sign of some nouns like: "5/jo/or", which means a 
camel; and Shotor Ha, means the camels. 
'" The Persian suffix: "A/a", is also the nlural sien for the term: ''Khar or 0/ae". means a donkey. 
'"'. In the past all the musical instruments and the musical instruments were considered religious taboo 
(Haram), among most of the Iranians; especially among the villagers. 
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Region. In addition, the said musical instruments are played by the people in 
Sistan too. On the other hand, the Baluchi females also perform a collective dance 
in different ceremonies and celebrations. 
Mass Media and Communication at Present 
At present, a post office and a telecommunication centre has been set up 
in the Cluster. The inhabitants of Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster like those of Qal'ehnow, 
and most of other rural areas of the country, enjoy using: "post office and 
telecommunication" services. Because of electricity connections they have 
purchased color television sets and enjoy watching their favorite programs 
throughout the day if they wish. Generally the men go to work so the women 
relax and watch various programs. It seems that they also to a certain degree do 
not hold on to their old religious values. They also enjoy having telephone 
connections and possessing their own mobile cell phones. All these 
communication facilities are used for making contact with their tribal fellows 
outside the Cluster. 
Social Structure of Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster (Past and Present) 
The majority of the inhabitants of Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster, are "Hanafite" 
Sunni Muslims. The Hanafi school is one of the four sects of Sunnite Muslims, 
the others being Shafaii, Hanbali and Maliki. 
Besides, as it has already mentioned, almost all the inhabitants of 
Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster had received the same amount of land (four hectares). 
Therefore, there are hardly any socio-economic differences among them. 
Although, there are a very few people who have got some business or perhaps, 
other jobs; and up to some extent their standard of living conditions are better. 
But I did not see any discrimination or distinction on the basis of their 
socioeconomic status. 
Unlike the inhabitants of Qal'ehnow, the Cluster residents had not 
experienced the hardships associated with subjugation to the rich and haughty 
landlords. They enjoyed their freedom as a nomadic tribe free from the cares of 
land and its ownership. Their values of mutual respectful interaction, especially 
paying respect to the village elders (Rish Sefidan), and mutual assistance and co-
operation among people were similar to the inhabitants of Qal'ehnow. They 
lacked the security provided to a village and were exposed to both natural and 
man-made hazards. Perhaps, due to this they seemed to have unified with other 
Baluchi' tribes as well. Their main allegiance is to their tribal leader, who was 
generally the oldest male member of the tribe. He was considered their leader 
and everyone showed great respect to him. The next in line was the head of the 
individual family, that is, the oldest male member of the nuclear family. He too 
was shown great respect as was his wife. Then they showed respect to each other 
and to members of all other families not only to their own tribesmen and women 
as also to that of the other tribes. The main characteristic pivot around which all 
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relationships revolved was tlie notion of "respect" towards the elders. This 
pervaded all other distinctions like wealth, or the tribal-non-tribal differences or 
region or religion or kinship relationship. The children were especially 
socialized regarding this and they showed utmost respect to the elders. 
Although, like that of Qal'ehnow village, the values of urbanization, 
industrialization, liberalization and globalization, have percolated into the 
Cluster and have exposed its inhabitants to it, yet, this has not undermined their 
notion of "respectful behavior" towards the elders and each other and towards 
others. Their tribal leader continues to be the most powerful person in the tribe 
and due respect is given to him. Even those Baluchi's who reside outside the 
Cluster in urban areas continues to regard the oldest male member of the tribe as 
their elder and comply by his orders. When the administrators wish to introduce 
any change, it is customary for them to take the tribal leader into confidence. 
Without the cooperation of the latter, it is almost impossible to introduce any 
changes. Apart from deferential behavior towards the elder, mutual respect 
among the people and respectful behavior of the youth to the elders is still being 
noticed. This is a sign of the survival of traditional norms and values handed 
down from the past. They continue to be closely associated with each other, and 
hold their family in high regard. 
It is mentionable that during the festivals and during mourning, or other 
types of gatherings, the elders are seated in prominent places of the gatherings. 
If they arrive late and there no seat is available, the younger members offer their 
seats to them. This is not only practice in Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster, but almost among 
all other communities in Iran; although in Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster and other Baludhi 
tribes it is practiced more conscientiously. 
Patterns of Leadership (Past and Present) 
Inhabitants of Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster, like other BaluChi' people exhibit 
typically tribal tradition of allegiance to the headman. Each tribe had its own 
tribal head {Espeet /J/i/?''"" or Sardar). The tribal head was a powerful and 
respected man and was considered as the leader of that particular tribe. The said 
leader was the head in both the rural and urban areas. But this tribal head mostly 
resided in the rural areas and everyone paid affectionate respect to him. 
Today, the tribal head continues to be the powerful leader among the 
inhabitants of Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster, like that of other Baludhi' communities. 
But at the same time, the public administrative authorities, like "Islamic 
Village Council" {Showraye Eslami-E-Rusta), which is elected by inhabitants of 
each village is officially the most recognized public leadership body in each 
village. However, regardless of the Council, the tribal head has an edge over the 
'""'. The Baluchi tribe term: ''Espeet", means wliite, and the common Persian and Baludhi term: 
"/?/i/j", means beard; thus the combined terms of: ''Espeet Ri'sh'", "Sefid Risk or RiSh Sefid", 
thus, the mentioned combined term: "Sefid Risk or Ri'sh Sefid", or better to say: "Espeet Ri'shT, 
in technical terms means: "the elders'". 
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former. Many a times, the Council members have to consult the tribal head 
before taking any major decisions. 
The Family 
Like that of Qal'ehnow, the norm of family life in Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster is the 
nuclear family. The size of family on an average is seven people. The most powerful 
person in the family is the oldest male member, the husband, and the father. But, despite 
the fact of the family being nuclear, greater respect is paid to the grandfather, even 
though he lives in a separate house of his own. His word and command are carried out by 
all members of the family. At the same time, in the absence of grandfather, the eldest 
member of the family is the most powerful member of the family. It is mentionable, that 
everyone pays respects to the head of the family. 
While the norm is that of a nuclear family, with the newly wed couple moving 
into their neo-local residence, a "temporary joint family" can exist among the Baludhi 
tribes. But the structure and functions of this "joint" family are quite different from that 
of Indian joint family system. This joint family comes into existence because of 
economic constraints faced by the family after marriage. Meaning there by, that if the 
bridegroom himself or with the help of his parents is unable to provide a rental or 
personal accommodation after marriage, he can live in this temporary abode with his 
wife. Otherwise they (new couple) live temporarily with bridegroom's family, until after 
the construction of their new home. During this temporary residence, they become a part 
of the "Joint Family" but they make their own arrangements for their meals. They use 
this residence simply to use it as "roof over their heads!" While in residence there, they 
follow all the norms of the family as prescribed. But once their own house is constructed 
or sale deed for new accommodation is complete, they would shift to their new home. 
The Baluchi's are deeply religious and follow the instructions of their religious 
leader (the Imam of their Mosque). Within the family, the younger ones follow the 
advice of their elders and the latter in turn follow the advice of the Imam, who is called 
Mowlavi, among the Sunnite Muslim. They usually offer their prayers in congregation. 
Even if two Baluchi's offer their prayers together; one of the two acts as the leader of 
congregation and the second one prays behind {Eqteda') him. 
Though, through their own hard work and entrepreneur skills some of the 
families have acquired wealth and have built lavish residences, yet they live with 
humility. On special occasions such as marriage, or childbirth all near and dear, 
irrespective of their economic status are invited to participate in these events. It 
seems as though the Cluster has no divisions and are all equal, except in respect 
of their age. Their network of social relationships is wide and they make it wider 
on special occasions. 
It can be concluded that the Baluchi' tribe inhabiting the Hesaroo'iyeh 
Cluster, are bound by close familial relationships where the behavior of 
members is guided by age. 
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Marriage Allaince in the Past 
1. Proposal 
As in Qarehnow, the first step in marriage was the stage of the proposal. 
(Gofteguy" The suitor, bridegroom {Zamasf'' along with the family elders would go to 
the family of bride {Banoorf'' to ask for the bride's hand in marriage to their son. When 
an agreement was reached, the groom made a commitment to pay a certain sum of money 
to the bride at the time of marriage {Mahriyyeh). This promised amount may be in form 
of money or a number of gold coins, or a property etc. While the men decided the 
Mahriyyeh, the women from the groom's family took all the jewelry, clothes, etc., to the 
bride's home. This was called Sanag. Once the proposal was finalized, the next step was 
to perform other marriage ceremonies, the first being the 'Henna 'ceremony. 
2. Marriage Ceremonies 
1.2. Henna Ceremony 
Henna ceremony {Hem Bandan) was performed almost in the same manner as 
that in Qal'ehnow village. The pronunciation of the term "henna" is different 
among inhabitants of Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster, who pronounce it as: "//e«a"; while the 
inhabitants of Qal'ehaow pronounce the same word: "•Hana^ At the next stage, the 
women close to the bride prepared henna for the bride {Aros) and for the bridegroom's 
family. They also prepared it for bridegroom {^hah) and the men close to both the 
families. It is interesting to point out that as in Qal'ehaow, during the henna ceremony; 
people put money in the henna-container, but unlike the inhabitants of Qal'ehaow, this 
does not happen in the bridegroom's henna-container. Neither do these Baludhi tribes 
follow the other rituals and fan fare followed by the Qal'ehaow residents. 
2.2. Bathing Ceremony 
This was also almost similar to that of Qal'ehaow village. In which the relatives 
and close friends of bridegroom take him to a river (/Cor)'"' close to the residential place 
of the bride, where the wedding used to take place, for cleaning, washing, shaving, and 
taking bath, and finally wearing his new wedding cloths; which the bride's family had 
provided him. This stage is known as: "Sambaheng". It is mentionable that, member of 
Baluchi tribes, rarely took the bridegroom to the public baths. 
'"'". As it has mentioned above, the perfonnance of proposal or suitor, in Qal'ehnow village like most 
other parts of Iran is called: ''Kastegarr, while in Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster and most of the other 
Baloehi tribe it is called: "Goftegu". 
''". The BaluChi term "'Zamas", refers to bridegroom; except on the day of wedding which he is called: 
''shah". 
' \ The English term "bride" among the Baludhi tribes, of north part of Baloehestan Region, where the 
Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster is part of it is called: "'ArusT. While, in south part of BaluChestan it is called: 
''Banoor". 
'". The English term "River" in BaluChi accent is called: "Kor"; while in Persian it is called: 
''Rudkhaneh". 
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Style of Marriage at Present 
The same marriage ceremonies continue at present in the Cluster. The proposal is 
followed by the henna ceremony and then, as practiced in the Qal'ehaow village, the 
relatives and close friends of bridegroom take him to a river (in BaluChi accent, it is 
called: "Kor"), or a motor pump pool to brush his teeth, shave, clean, and dressing 
him in a white Balu6hi' dress. It is interesting to mention, that all the facilities 
required for bridegroom's bathing ceremony (Sambaheng), like: shaving cream, safety 
shaving razor, shaver, toothbrush, toothpaste, wedding clothes (even under-wears), 
shoes, etc., had been provided by bride's family before; and packed in a very good 
suitcase. 
After henna ceremony {Hena Bandan), bathing ceremony {Sambaheng), and 
dressing the bridegroom, he is taken to the wedding ceremony by a car or pickup for the 
official bearing the marriage contract ('Aqdkonan), ceremony; or ''Nekah", which among 
Indian Muslims is pronounced as: "Nikka". 
Traditional Styles of Cuisine and Service at Weddings 
The most common and famous gastronomical delights at weddings in 
Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster, was Bat''". This was a mixture of Mmg'^" bean (Mash), cooked 
with rice (Bat) to form a steamed rice like substance; it is almost like Vegetable Beryani 
in India; in which in stead of vegetables, there are some mung beans. It is interesting to 
mention that, Bat, was served in plates. This is quite distinct from the food served 
previously in Qal'ehaow which consisted oiAbgusht, that is, meat mixed with potatoes 
and chick pulses, onions, and cooked almost like soup. This was the only dish that was 
served and everyone relished it. All the invitees regardless of their relationship were 
served and all ate together. These portions (Abgusht) were served in bowls made of 
copper, or porcelain bowls. While, usually, among poor people (mostly, at home it used 
to be served in nickel bowls); while, in marriages it used to be served in copper or 
porcelain bowls. It is mentionable, that even poor people, in marriages tried to serve 
"Abgusht", in copper or porcelain bowls; not only in Qal'ehaow, but in other places 
too. At the same time, among the Baluchi' people, in weddings the meal, which 
was known as: "Bat", used to be served in either copper or porcelain plates. It is 
also interesting to mention that, the poor people like those of Qal'ehaow usually, used 
nickel plates for serving "Bat". 
Present Styles of Cuisine and Service at Weddings 
At present, the type of food served at weddings has changed in the Cluster. They 
follow the same new style adopted by the inhabitants of Qal'ehaow village. 
Preparations of rice and chicken (Chelow Morg), or rice with mutton (Chelow 
Gusht), kebabs served on steamed rice {Chelow Kabab), and steamed rice served 
'"". The Balu5hi term: "Baf\ refers to a dish used to be served usually in Balu6hi' wedding parties in the 
past. The said food in Persian is called: ''MaSh Po/ow". 
'""'. Mung is type of lentil or pulse. 
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with a juicy mutton stew {Chelow Khresht), are same as in Qal'ehaow, and other 
places of the country. BalQdhi' Kebab (Kabab-E-Baluchi'), and also its Chicken 
Kebab (Jujeh-E-kabab), which are both prepared, with a specific skewer (Sikh-
E-kabab); this is commonly used by BalQ6hi' people for making '•'Kabab-E-
Baluchi". Each specific skewer has three long branches, on fire made of charcoal 
(Zogal), and are eaten with Baludhi' bread (Nan) which is very delicious. 
It should be pointed out that, at present people irrespective of their 
economic conditions usually, take their meal with spoons and forks. 
But the fan fare of dances by women trampoline dancers and the sword 
dance performance by men is absent here in the Cluster. Instead, the Balfl5hi' 
dance is performed collectively, by men. At the same time the women also 
perform collective, dance but in the separate women's enclosure. 
It is mentionable that during the festivals and during weddings the elders 
are seated in prominent places of the gatherings. If they arrive late and there no 
seat is available, the younger members offer their seats to them. 
Style of Marriage Clothes 
The main difference between the clothes of Balu6hi' brides {'Arus), with 
those of ordinary BaluChi' female clothes were the background of bride's clothes, 
which was white. The same is true for the bridegroom's {Shah')^", dress, which 
is just like that of ordinary Baluchi' male dress except that it is white. It should 
be added that, the educated women in Hesaroo'iyeh wear clothes with a white 
background, whereas ordinary women wear all colors. In addition, in 
Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster, the background of female's clothes is white. 
Polygamy 
Polygamy system was commonly practiced among the Balu5hi tribes 
previously. At present, however, it is mostly practiced by men who are over fifty 
years of age. But still there are some people, who have more than one wife. 
It is interesting to note that in polygamous alliances, the co-wives and their 
children maintain good relation with one another, regardless of whether they live in same 
house or in separate houses. Some men like to maintain two houses for their co-wives. 
The second marriage takes place in accordance with Islamic laws and the husband is 
expected to maintain the wives with equity. It is very interesting point to mention that, 
some Baluchi' females, pay the formal visit of a suitor to a girl's house in order 
to ask her for her hand in marriage with their own husbands. I also observed in a 
'"'. It is interesting to mention that the term: "Shah" is merely used only on the wedding day! But prior to 
the wedding, and at the time of making a formal proposal for marriage, the bridegroom is commonly 
addressed as ''Zamas" by everybody, both in his father-in-law's family and by the other people. 
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Balufihi' residential village* "^ (not in Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster), where, a very old man 
married with a very young girl. 
Divorce 
Divorce is uncommon and a rare phenomena, because the base of family 
structure is very strong. They believe (like most of the families of other parts of 
Iran; especially the inhabitants of rural areas) the bride who goes to 
bridegroom's house wearing white clothes (wedding clothes)*^"'; can only leave 
her husband's house in white cloth - that is, the coffin. As per Islamic rules, the 
coffin for a Muslim is a white sheet wrapped around the dead body. In this case, 
white, which symbolizes "purity", is worn on two occasions, viz: at the time of 
marriage the bride and the groom wear white clothes (only the bride's clothes 
have floral patterns) and, at the time of death, both husband and wife are draped 
in white cloth. This was a common tradition among most of the Iranians; 
regardless of their residential place, whether it is a rural or an urban area. But at 
present it is still practiced in the rural areas throughout the country. This is true 
today in both Qal'ehnow and Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster. 
A very interesting point is that, by merely uttering the word "divorce" thrice 
(thrice-divorced) a Balu5hi male, has religiously, and practically divorced his 
wife. Once he pronounces the divorce for three times, he expected to mean what 
he says. But, later if he decides not to divorce his wife, then as per religious 
interpretation it is incumbent on him to maintain the divorce and it is Harram, 
(strictly forbidden by religious law) to maintain nuptial relationship with his wife. For all 
purposes the husband and wife are religiously divorced whether or not he has officially 
divorced his wife. 
Changing Standards and Styles 
As it has already mentioned above, the nomadic tribes who once 
wandered in the Baluchestan region, have now been resettled in Hesaroo'iyeh 
Cluster. They were given land so that they could utilize it for farming and other 
activities associated with farming. At the same time, some of the landless 
farmers living in the region were also given land in the same Cluster and, like 
the tribal they too become landlords. Thus, at present they work on their own 
farms. They have their own technologically advanced agricultural equipments; 
such as tractors, threshing machines and harvesters, and most of them have their 
own pick-up trucks too. 
Today, the inhabitants of the Cluster continue to maintain some of their 
traditional culture, and as observed earlier, they have strong family bonds and 
'""•. It was Temendan village, which is situated in Khash Township. This village (Temendan) is situated m 
the lower slops of Taftan Volcano Mountain. The distance between Zahedan and Temendan is 
approximately 170 Km., and that of Khash is 50 Km. . ^ r, i-xv,-
'™. The white bride's clothes are worn, by non-BaluChi brides only; while, the clothing of BaluChi 
brides are different as discussed above. 
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respect for the elders. These bonds maintain the solidarity not only of the family 
and the whole tribe, but also of the individual couples. It is interesting that 
where Islamic marriage is a contract and can be broken under certain conditions, 
divorce in the Cluster is almost unheard of. Even, polygamy which is proclaimed 
as an Islamic tradition is rarely practiced''™" in the Cluster. Tribal and non-tribal 
marriage alliances though practiced are quite common. It seems that while the 
BaluChi' tribes have settled down, and occupy themselves with harvesting and 
horticultural activities, they continue to love their traditional occupation of 
animal husbandry. 
3. PILAKHANA 
I traveled to Pilakhna via the Grand Trunk road (henceforth referred to as GT 
road) """ from Aligarh. Pilakhna has the advantage of being in close proximity to Aligarh 
city. While the road connects Aligarh to Pilakhna, I noted with surprise that the condition 
of this 35 km stretch of GT road was rather dusty and unpaved. 
The Northern Gate 
When I arrived at Pilakhna for the first time, I was amazed to see that I was 
standing in front of what was called the 'northern gate' of the chief mosque of Pilakhna. 
This is a small sized square building with a dome and this is known as "Humayun's 
well". Most of the square was in a dilapidated condition and the broken walls formed a 
well-like structure filled with water. This well-like structure serves the purpose of 
Karbala (a place where local mourning or lamentation {Tazis) is immersed).* '^" . 
Pilakhna Inscription-2, A.D. 1532 
At the height of approximately two meters from the ground level, on its northern 
side, there is a small door. Just above the lintel of the entrance, a red sand-stone slab 
measuring 46 x 36 Cms with an epigraph written on it. Besides the introductory line in 
Arabic text, the epigraph on the slab shows that the well was constructed by Sheikh 
Mahmud, son of Sheikh Ghuran, on Friday, the 3'^  January 1533, during the reign of the 
second Mughal emperor Humayun. It is believed that, this is the only inscription of 
Humayun's reign found so far in the Aligarh District. The inscription comprises of four 
''" '^. The elders informed me that in the past, there were very rare cases of polygamous marriages, and, 
when it was practiced it was done without creating any family tension. I was told that in some 
cases, the wife herself paid a formal visit to the girl's house in order to ask her for her hand in 
marriage with her own husband. At present, however, I did not come across any polygamous 
family in Pilakhna. 
'""". GT road stretches between Lahore (now in Pakistan) all the way to Kolkotta. 
''"^ Karbala is a place where local mourning of Imam Hussain is held. The term "Tazia", also means: "to 
mourn for the death of somebody"; but in this context it refers to the period of mourning for martyrdom of 
Imam Hosein or Hussein. Which, is on 10* day of Muharram (Ashora); this is the anniversary of his 
martyrdom (Imam Hosein). It should be added that, both the 9'*' (Tasu'a), and 10 (AShora), of Muhairam 
are days of solemn mourning for Shiites. 
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lines, the first one is in Arabic, and the following three lines contain three Persian 
couplets, written in Naskh!" The letters are engraved in bold font, but have been 
damaged at places (Siddiqi, 1981: 236-237).'^ 
The translation of the text, as given by late Maulvi M. Ashraf Husain and edited 
by Z. A. Desai,''"' is as under: In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, and the Mercifiil. 
The Prophet, may Allah's blessings and salutations be on him, has said, 'Hasten to prayer 
before the expiry (of its time), and hasten to repentance before (death) overtakes you'. 
1) This mosque (which is) like Kalia, an asylum for all, was buih by the noblest 
of the nobles Ghuran, son of Muhammad, son of Islam. 
2) The Reckoning of the year from the Migration was nine hundred and thirty 
and five (A.H. 935 which is 1528-29 A.D.), in the reign of Zahiru'd—Din 
Muhammad Babur, the noble Ghazi (Siddiqi, 1981:234-236).'^ 
From the foregoing description it is clear, that Pilakhna is more than six hundred 
years old and was basically an area dominated by Mughals and the Muslim culture. The 
presence of the well and the fact that Moharrurrh" mourning (Tazias), were immersed in 
it indicates the dominant presence of the Shiite community as well. 
The Panchayat hall is another important land mark of Pilakhna. The other places 
of historical significance are the Jami Masjid (Jami' Mosque or The Congregational 
Mosque), traditional Villas, owned by the Seyyed ZamJndars, and the Pilakhna. -fort 
(Quila), the latter unfortunately, has been destroyed. 
I was happy to see the green fields and I felt 1 was in the country side. Farmers 
were busy in their fields while some women were walking towards the fields with small 
children trailing behind them. I found out later that these women were carrying food for 
their husbands or other male members of the family; who were in the fields. A little 
farther up I saw women making cow dung cakes. Some women were collecting firewood 
while some others were picking up their dried cow dung cakes. This was a perfect area 
setting, but soon, at a distance 1 could see smoke from chimneys- a sure sign of urban 
pollution. When I enquired, I was told that those were the brick Bhattafs)-!"^" I was soon 
to see some more form of urban life (like petrol pumps, a large number of motorcycles 
and some refrigerators, computers, telephones, TV sets and all consumer items so 
peculiar to urban life, in homes of some persons whose homes 1 visited; and then I could 
understand why, this almost typical area setting was called a "A!^ fl5Z>a."'""^  
1 enquired about the ownership of the agricultural farms that 1 saw and 1 give 
below the verbal history that was narrated by the inhabitants. 
'"". Naskh or A'osx refers to a style of writing. While Naskhi or Neski or Neskhi refers to an Arabic cursive 
handwriting. It is a calligraphic style widely used for copying Arabic religious texts and also in typesetting. 
For example: the calligraphic script of the The Holy Qur'an is the Naskhi script by Osman Taha. 
'""'. Late Maulvi M. Ashraf Husain, 'Inscriptions of Emperor Babur', EIAPS, 1965, PP. 6 & 63-65, pi. 
xviii-c. 
'"". Muharram is the first month of the Arabic or Islamic calendar. 
'""". Bhatta is a kiln for baking bricks. At the same time, it is illegally used for making local alcohol. 
'""'^  Kasba is a small town. 
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Zamlnddri in PilakhnS 
As [ have mentioned earlier, the gazetteer shows the rise and fall of Piiaichna's 
population from 1853 to 1881. The Census of India 1901, (according to Nevill), shows a 
population of 5,109 inhabitants, of whom 2,771 were Muslims, and a large section of 
Muslims were Mewatis.''""' The Mauza''""' of Pilakhna was 3,119 acres and out of these 
2,495 acres was cultivated. This was assessed at Rs. 7,165; and according to Nevill, was 
held in Bhaiyachara' tenure by Sheikhs, Saiyids and Kayasths. The main occupation here 
was almost wholly agriculture, though small biweekly markets were held. At that time 
the place possessed a post office and an upper primary school (Nevill, 1926:283).'* 
Prior to the abolition of Zammdari^""" system the poor landless fanners of 
Pilakhna, like most of the other rural areas of India, were dominated by the 
Zamindars}'"^™ The Zamindars exploited the poor farmers and subjected them to all 
kinds of social injustices both within and outside the agrarian system. In fact, the 
Zamindari system came to be known as the system of "absentee landlordism," where, 
"between the actual estate and the tiller there grew an intermediary who was interested in 
the land only to the extent of extraction of exorbitant rent. The Zamindari tenure covered 
about 57 percent of the area of the country (Bhatt).''™" 
As stated earlier, in chapter IV, between 1907 and 1908, Pilakhna was a rather small area 
with 1,192 houses, of which 624 were assessed for house tax (Nevill, 1926:282-283).'' 
Since 1951 onward the population of Pilakhna has gradually been increased, so 
that, it was than (1951) 4,737 persons; while after 20 years''"™ in 1981, it was 5,877, and 
in 1991, increased to 7,379 persons (Census of India, 2001).''^ In 2001, Pilakhna with 
4,572 females and 5,147 males had totally 9, 719 persons. In the same year the total 
population of Scheduled Castes was 1,401 (including 650 females and 751 males). 
Meaning thereby that, during the period of 1991-2001, there was 31.71 percent increase 
in total population of Pilakhna (Banthia,''™'" 2004: 115).^ ° 
'"'"'. Mewat is a region and, Mewatis is referred to the people who belong to that region. The elders of 
Pilakhna informed me that the Mewati families of Pilakhna had come there as farm laborers about 150 
years ago. They worked on the land of the earlier landlords. After abolition of the Zamindari system, the 
landlords sold their land in the open market and the Mewati purchased the land at fair prices. Most of the 
landowners in Pilakhna are Mewatis. 
'•""". Mauza is a cultivated land in a rural area. 
'""". Zamindari or Zamindary or Zemindari or Zemindary, refers to the jurisdiction of a Zamindar, the 
system of land-tenure and taxation involving Zamindars (see, The Chambers Dictionary, P. 1794). 
'""'''''. Zamindar or Zemindar: Under the Mogul emperors of India, a tax fanner responsible for collecting 
revenue from land held in common by the cultivators; later, the actual native proprietor paid revenue 
directly, and not through any intermediary. 
''""^ Jayant Bhatt. Tenancy Reforms in India. Quoted from: 
(http://www.legalserviceindia.com/articles/tena_agr.htm). 
'"'^ The data for 1971 was already declassified. 
''"'" The data for 1971 was already declassified. 
'""'. Quoted in: Jajant Kumar Banthia (July, 2004).Registrar General & Census Commissioner, New Delhi, 
India. 
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The total number of households''"™'" of Pilakhna town area according to 2001 
Census was 1234, as shown in Table-5.7: 
Table-5.7 Number of Households, Population and Household Size of Pilakhna (2001) 






Source: Census of India 2001. Primary Census Abstract. Uttar Pradesh. (In CD). Designed & Developed 
by C- ITiree- 1 System Pvt. Ltd. New Delhi: Office of the Registrar General, India. 
Table-5.8 shows the sex ratio of the Pilakhna population. 
Table-5.8 Population of Pilakhna by Sex and Sex Ratio 









Source: Census of India 2001. Primary Census Abstract. Uttar Pradesh. (In CD). Designed & Developed 
by C- Three- 1 System Pvt. Ltd. New Delhi: Office of the Registrar General, India. 
Present Population Structure of Pilkhana 
The population of Pilkhana on the basis of the ^ ra/n''"""' register record is 20,000. 
While according to the voter's list, only 30 percent of the population (6,000) cast their 
votes. The population structure is mixed, consisting of almost 75 per cent Muslims, and 
of these, 10 per cent are Shiites. The remaining population is that of Hindus. The Sunnis, 
the Shias and the Hindus live in a cordial harmonious relationship. 
IXXXIM 
. A' household' is usually a group of persons who normally live together and take their meals fixjm a 
common kitchen unless the exigencies of work prevent any of them from doing so. Persons in a household 
may be related or unrelated or a mix of both. However, if a group of unrelated persons live in a census 
house but do not take their meals from the common kitchen, then they are not are not considered as 
members of the common household. Each such person was to be treated as a separate household. The 
important link in finding out is that, whether it was a household or not was a common kitchen. There may 
be one member household, two member household or multi-member household (see Banthia, 2004: xvi). 
Pindrawal, the universe of this study lies in the Bulandshahr district, and is about 40 kilometers from the 
city of Bulandshahr. 
''""'". Gram is a Hindi word; which means a village. But the inhabitants of Pilkhana pronounce it as: 
"Gao/i", and believe that it is a mixture of Hindi and Urdu languages. 
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The Hindu population is basically divided into four castes, viz: Brahmins, 
Kshatriya, Vaish and Shurdra. There is now only a small minority of Scheduled castes 
(14.4 percent or 1401 persons), in Pilakhna. The main occupation in Pilalkhna continues 
to be agriculture. At present, other than agriculture, horticulture and fisheries are other 
occupations which the residents indulge in. Some of the population lives by handicrafts 
and a small minority own milk and brick industries. Another large section of area is 
simply laborers working on farms and in industries. These are generally the scheduled 
castes. 
The effects of the abolition of the Zamlndari system in India also applied to 
Pilakhna. After the abolition, the government distributed the land to landless farmers, 
most of who belonged to the Hindu Scheduled castes. The Zamindars were left with little 
land of their own. Being used to lavish living, the demise of the Zamlndari system left 
them with little of their luxurious life styles, and they began to move out of Pilakhna. 
Around that time, the Sheikhs began to sell off their land at low rates to the Mewatis. 
This was narrated by the Mewati landlords of today. The Mewatis had moved into 
Pilakhna more than a hundred years ago and were either tenants or served the Sheikh and 
other landlords in many capacities. Once they began to till the land their economic 
condition improved a great deal. I found that the Mewatis today are a powerfiil 
community in Pilakhna; where they control not only the land but also are in an 
authoritative position. The present Chairman of Pilakhna is a Mewati lady. 
The Aligarh Gazetteer statistics show that during the first quarter of the twentieth 
century Pilakhna had an administrative set up consisting of a police department as well as 
a tax department. These records indicate that Pilakhna already had one upper primary 
school, a police department and a post office (Neville, 1926: 283).^' 
Today, the post office continues to be the mainstay with an added 
telecommunication system of land lines and mobile phone system which has a wide 
communication network. Apart from this, by way of side business, there are many STD 
(Station Telephone Dialing) booths available for making long distance calls all over India 
at a very reasonable cost. I was surprised to see how efficiently this STD system worked 
and how it readily connected the area to any place in India within a matter of seconds. 
This, 1 found to be several steps towards development. 
Land Reforms in Pilakhna 
Land Tenure at Present 
In India, efforts made for many long years bore fruit with the complete abolition 
of the Zamindari system in 1955. Today, both the central and the State Governments, 
make especial efforts to maintain an economic balance among the farmers {Kisan or 
Krishak); through the distribution of the surplus land of those farmers who possess more 
land than their requirements of livelihood, to the needy farmers of low and scheduled 
castes. This step towards reorganizing land ownership was a positive step forward to 
bring in some form of equality between the very rich and the very poor. 
The main occupation of people in Pilkhana even today is agriculture and almost 
all inhabitants who own land, cultivate it themselves. The amount of land owned by each 
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farmer varies from one Bighci'''"'"' to 50 Bighas on an average. Some have vast 
agricultural lands which they inherited from their ancestors within the limits of 
iandownership allowed by the Government. It is said that, an amount plot of 15 to 20 
Bighas of land can provide the daily requirements of each household family with 4 
members. Those who have more than 20 Bighas of land generally tend to employ 
temporary labor to implement their work. So now, the old landowning class has 
disappeared and their land has been distributed to the landless farmers and tenants. 
Irrigation (Past and Present) 
Apart from land, water is the second important resource requirement for 
agriculture. Previously, in Pilakhna irrigation facilities were not easily available to the 
farmers. The farmers were completely dependent on seasonal rainfall to fill the smaller 
canals {Bambai™"' which generally run all through the farms. The farmers also used 
wells from which water was drawn either by hand or, they used a bullock to draw the 
water from the well. The Bamba was fed by rivers and its tributaries which brought water 
to still smaller Nahar^""^". Both the water level in the well and the rivers and, 
subsequently the canals depended on the monsoon. Besides, the farmers had no technical 
or mechanical support to plough their land. All agricultural activities were done by 
physical labor. Hard physical work did not bear fruit and despite their efforts, the yield 
was very low. 
From 1950 to 1980, the traditional canals (Nahar), and the wells progressively 
became dry due to shortage of rain. The canals (Nahar) depended on rains and, when the 
monsoon failed or when there were floods the Nahar irrigation system tended to fail. 
The agricultural production obviously took a dive and affected the livelihood of the 
fanners. 
Today there is a main Irrigation Canal which is nearly 8 Km., from the Area. 
Water is transferred through the Bamba, into the farms of Pilakhna. From the Bamba 
water is distributed through narrower canals known as Nali, into the farms. The farmers 
are required to make a yearly payment for the irrigation water. A charge of Rs. 40 for 
each Bigha of land is paid to the government for a period of six months; by those farmers 
who wish to avail of irrigation facilities. This service coupled with the replacement of 
traditional canals; with the motor pumps, has led to the improvement of irrigation 
systems. The process of transforming the traditional farming systems to the modem, as 
well as the commercial farming has rapidly accelerated growth and development in 
Pilkhana. 
Certain farms lying beyond the canal irrigation area have become self-sufficient 
as the landlords have installed electric water pumps. 
'""". Bigha is a land measure. One bigha is equal to 0.4 hectare. 
'"" ' . Bamba is a small canal that runs through the village and is connected to larger canals which bring 
water from the river. • « x- t „ 
'"'"'"" Nahar is a traditional water canal that was dug along side the fields to facilitate flow of water from 
the river tributaries into the fields. The nahar usually flows into the bamba which is a still smaller 
localized water canal and used for distributing water into the nail which is a much smaller water way and 
takes the water into the fields. 
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Agricultural Activities at Present 
The period of low farm productivity slowly began to disappear after 1980 when 
irrigation facilities began to improve. The old system of irrigation providing water to 
farmers from canals and wells was replaced by the bore-well and other water pumps 
which could draw up water from the ground. This was the initial step of moving from a 
traditional system of farming to a non-traditional one. When the fields are watered at the 
required time and weather conditions are at their optimum, then the yield of grain tended 
to be high. This became possible with improvement in irrigation facilities. Thel980s 
brought in the bore-well era and the farmers began to dig wells on their farmland too. 
Some of these were equipped with motor pumps, and a few wells were equipped by 
electro-pumps (so that shortage of electricity on one hand and the accessibility of the 
diesel engine with ease to the farmers, on the other hand, was the main factor of 
equipment the wells by motor pumps). Therefore, the production gradually increased, as 
a result of which, the living conditions of the Pilkhana's farmers improved too. 
But apart from irrigation, the farmers were also able to procure High Yielding 
Variety (HYV) grain which was also disease resistant at a subsidized rate. This meant 
that the effects of the Green Revolution had percolated into Pilakhna, which is but a 
small unit of India. The Green Revolution of the seventies which was targeted for only 
in the States of Punjab and Haryana, led to continued research in agriculture. The end 
products were most fruitfiil with the development of hybrid varieties of high yielding 
wheat and other food grains. Successful attempts were also made to develop varieties that 
were resistant to disease as well. This victory led to revolutionizing agriculture in India, a 
suitable example of which it appears is Pilakhna. The farmers feel that the affects of the 
Green Revolution have long last come to Pilakhna. A large number of high yielding 
varieties of wheat land rice are available at subsidized rates to the farmers. The 
approximate cost of high yielding variety of wheat is Rs.lOOO to cover an area of 4 bigha 
land. This is a low investment because the yield of wheat at the end on the season is 40-
50 Quintals'"'"''''' (100 kg is equal to one Quintal). 
Since I wanted to asses the situation myself, I went around Pilakhna, observing 
the conditions of the fanners by the state of their land, the water facilities available to 
them, the extent of mechanization and by enquiring about the type of grain seed that they 
were using. As per my estimate (though I did not use any quantitative measurements) I 
felt that the standard of living conditions of the farmers was quite good. Almost about 60 
percent of the fanners in Pilkhana area have their own bore- wells, and at the same time, 
they have their own land, on which they are busy cultivating and participating in other 
agricultural activities. 
Besides, the farmers had begun to use modem equipment like tractors, threshers 
and other mechanized farm equipments. All farmers did not own tractors, but then, 
tractors were available for rent and many farmers rented the tractors to plough their land. 
This advent of technological and mechanical support took the physical burden off 
the farmers and led to enhancement in their living conditions. With fewer family 
members busy in farming, they found time to either begin their own business (like 
'"™". Quintal is 100 kilograms; formerly, a hundredweight (The Chambers Dictionary, 10*^ , Edition, 2007: 
1255). 
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managing a small shop) or seeking jobs in nearby towns. I saw that early morning many 
over-loaded buses with Pilakhna residents, moving out of the area. When I enquired 1 
was told that these buses were headed towards Aligarh with commuting passengers who 
had found jobs of various kinds in Aligarh. Some buses moved towards Sikandrarao, 
Hatras and other neighboring towns and cities. 
In addition of farming activities some enterprising farmers have their own shops. 
They supply the daily requirements of the people. Due to mechanization of farming, 
many of the male members of many families were able to educate themselves and had 
found jobs both in private and public sectors. These people would either commute to 
nearby cities where they worked or they have settled there and visit Pilakhna, whenever 
there is a family call or for special occasions. 
All in all, due to various strategies, policies and programs introduced by the 
government, a lot of positive changes in connection with the improvement of living 
conditions of the people have taken place, in Pilkhana. 
Apart from the agricultural farmers and craftsmen, a minority of rich businessmen 
have invested in brick industries, which have cropped up in a big way in Pilakhna. Some 
of the landlords who had sold their houses and land are the ones who have set up brick 
factories. The common man considers these businessmen as "millionaires" and lives in 
awe of them. Interestingly, the owners of these brick industries do not generally reside in 
the area. Their business is managed by their subordinates. There are as many as twenty 
five brick factories that have provided work to the minority of landless laborers as well 
as imported labor from Bihar, Orissa and even Bangladesh! These factory owners own 
tractors for transporting bricks far and near. The entire brick industry is mostly owned by 
the Hindus while only about ten per cent are owned by Muslims. 
Because of the brick industry, two petrol pumps have come up in the Pilakhna area. This 
has in turn made it easier for people to buy scooters and motorcycles. While the brick 
factories flourish and with them their owners, the unfortunate effects of environmental 
pollution are but too apparent as will be seen a little later in this section. 
Pattern of Agricultural Crops (Past and Present) 
The pattern of cultivation of crops in the past was merely based on subsistence 
crops such as; rice, wheat, barley, bean {Phali), and millet (Bajra). Sugar-cane was one 
of the crops which were being cultivated previously; but due to the lack of marketing 
facilities and non-existence of any factory its production has been stopped. 
The pattern of cultivating crops which previously was based on subsistence 
farming has now changed to growing commercial crops. At present the farmers give the 
highest priority to cultivation of rice and then wheat. Some other grains, such as oat, 
chickpea, in addition to green sweet peas, are also being cultivated. 
Non-Mechanization Farming in the Past 
In the past, farming required large manpower inputs. They had to work hard and 
their yield was far less. They also used animals for their farming activities, as there were 
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no tractors and other mechanized fanning equipment. Therefore, farming was a difficult 
tasic which tooic away the landless laborer's strength and gave them little to live by. 
Semi-Mechanization Farming and the Impact of the Green Revolution 
Although, a lot of changes have taken place in Pilkhana; since 1950, the 
inhabitants of the studied area, are of the view that nothing has been done by the 
government for the development of their area! The farmers believe that no specific 
strategy has been undertaken for agricultural development. They said that some people 
have privately engaged themselves in some activities affiliated to agriculture; such as 
fisheries. I sought out these people and found that they had entered the business of 
fisheries and was taking contracts of supplying fish to nearby cities. 
Since 1980 the agricultural production has improved; so that the living conditions 
of people have also become much better. It was heartening to see that the earlier landless 
laborers have become farm owners with land of their own and freely use mechanized 
farming methods. At present, most of the agricultural activities are implemented by 
tractors; meaning thereby the farming has become semi-mechanized; in Pilakhna too. 
Talking to the farmers I realized that they were now leading a better life than had their 
forefathers. Many families had enough to eat and also sell the surplus in the market. A 
small percentage of farmers who had the foresight and whose relatives were educated, 
were able to obtain high yielding seeds for wheat. They were using fertilizers to 
strengthen their land for better yield. To me it appeared that at long last some effects of 
the Green Revolution had perhaps begun to appear here as well. The farmers with whom 
I spent time told me that things were much different now, than they were in the past. 
Besides, they were sowing and performing all other agricultural activities by 
physical labor; while, at present they practice most of their farming activities by tractor, 
other mechanical machines for winnowing are being used. This means that the laborious 
physical labor of the farmers and their families has been replaced by machines and, has 
thereby, caused to enhance the agricultural production and improvement the living 
conditions of the villagers. According to some farmers, the improvement in irrigation and 
provision of HYV seeds has increased crop production by about 400 percent. 
I found that some of the residents had made artificial pond on their farmland and 
maintained them for breeding and raising fish. They not only consumed the fish but also 
had enough to sell in the local market. 
Agricultural Products 
The main agricultural products grown in Pilkhana can be classified as follows': 
1. Wheat, 280 Kg., per Biga or 930 Square meters of land. 
2. Barley is almost same figure as that of wheat. 
3. The production of rice is round about 40 Kg. per 930 square meters. 
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Horticulture 
Apart from agriculture, cultivation of fruits is another important occupation 
followed by the areas. The main fruits produced in Pilkhana, are Mangoes, guava, melon 
and water melon. The residents informed me that because of environmental pollutants 
that are emitted from the brick kilns the mango crop gets severely damaged. Since then 
mango production has gone down considerably. It is therefore not economical to grow 
mangoes on a commercial basis. 
The other fruits, apart from local consumption, find their way into the city markets far 
and near. Due to the roadways connecting Pilalkhna to the GT road, transportation is 
easily available. 
In addition to the horticultural activities, There have been other tribes in Pilkhana, such 
as: "Bhar Bhuje", whose main occupation was frying and baking grams {Chana); "Bhat", 
this tribe were praising the rich people, mainly: "Kshatriyas", and "Zamindars", "Nat", 
whose main occupation was artisans, and "Mallah" , tribe whose traditional occupation 
was to row the boats in the canals. 
Loan and Subsidy 
According to Pilkhana's farmers there is no financial assistance in any form by 
way of government subsidy to help the farmers. The only assistance available to them is 
bank loans which can be given to them for a single season. The maximum limit of the 
loan is Rs. 20,000/- per farming season. I spoke to many farmers on this issue and they 
were very sad that the government had not extended any help. They also told me that 
many times they are unable to return the loan especially when crop yield failed or there 
was a shortage of grain production. 
Effects of the White Revolution 
India, as it has already been stated earlier, is the largest producer of milk (Dud) in 
the world. White Revolution, with the objective of increasing the production of milk, not 
only increased the quantity of milk, production in the country; but it improved the 
standard of living of the milk suppliers. Government extended financial support to the 
Pilalkhna milk suppliers by giving loans. As a result, they were able to increase the 
number of their hybrid (Ummatishit), animals which gradually led to the increase in milk 
yield. 
In Pilkhana, the milk business is quite successful and suppliers sell their product both to 
the residents and sweet business shops in the area itself and partly send the milk to the 
cities. Because of good yield of milk, Sweet shops have come into business. 
Rural Crafts 
As is seen in other Indian areas, rural crafts also form an important part of 
Pilakhna economy. Some of the very common crafts are carpet weaving (Dari), Clay 
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pottery by way of making water containers, like Surahi, Matka (water containers) and 
clay pots for cooking etc. 
Lock-Making and embroidery are among the other important handicrafts, in Pilkhana. 
The Infrastructure 
We have seen that in order to support agricultural and other productive activities, 
it is necessary to have infrastructural support. The latter includes provision of not only a 
sound and lasting irrigation system, but also provision of drinking water, electricity, 
roads for transportation and schooling, with an education system and health care 
facilities. 
Drinking Water 
Apart from irrigation it is important to provide drinking water. It is said that till 
1974, the provision for drinking water was made by the people themselves. It was a 
difficult task then; because the people had to carry water from the canal (Nahar) on 
animal backs. Camels and donkeys were used for this purpose of transporting water from 
the canal to the homes of people. Today however, government has made provisions for 
water. I also noticed that most wells were sometimes quite shallow and hence their water 
was not fit for drinking. With the help of government aid, hand pumps were installed and 
a central water tank supplied running water to most of the houses. Besides, hand pumps 
are available in all the houses and were purchased by the owners. Water hand pumps are 
also situated at various public thoroughfares and roads. 
The Roads 
Another important aspect of development is the provision of roadways to make 
travel and transport easier. As per information gathered from Pilkhana's inhabitants, the 
roads, alleys, and lanes were unpaved in the past. It is said that, before the mid 1960, 
only Mud Breaks and Mud Roads were available. 
There are now seven narrow streets in Pilkhana; which are badly covered by cold asphalt; 
and they need to be repaired. The last repairing time of the said streets took in 2005, by 
the chairman of Panchayat Raj. The condition of roads is not satisfactory. When I 
discussed this problem with the inhabitants, it appeared to me that the residents believed 
that the budgets allocated by the government for the development of the area roads were 
not being expended in a proper manner! It was for this reason that the area roads have not 
developed satisfactorily. 
Another group of people with whom I mingled informed me that the government 
has already been started repairing the roads under the "Pradhan Mantri Gramin Sadak 
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Yojna (PMGSY)"''""" scheme. Apart from this I was informed that the Prime Minister 
Fund for the area road construction was under way. 
Provisions for making roads were part of the last Five Year plan. After almost 
two and a half year only 100 long and small lanes have been constructed and the rest are 
expected to be constructed by the end of the present five year plan. The UP Road World 
Bank Project 2002-2010,^^ also did not seem to have made any improvement in the 
situation. 
Electrification 
One of the important features of development in India was the electrification of 
areas. Luckily, Pilkhana is already electrified. However, due to acute shortage of 
electricity in the state of U.P., electricity supply is regulated through shifts. In Pilakhna; 
electricity is supplied by a weekly schedule. One week electricity is provided during the 
night, between 12 midnight to 9 A. M. The following week electricity is available during 
the day time between 6 A. M. to 6 P. M. In addition, it has to be noted that, in spite of 
these provisions, there is mostly no light and when the electricity is available, the voltage 
is so low, it is as good or as bad as not being there! 
Education in the Past 
While I lived and intermingled with die people of Pilakhna, I could not gather 
much information regarding the existence of school facilities there. I, therefore report 
what Nevill (1926) has mentioned of the existence of one Upper primary school. 
Education at Present 
Government Schools 
Unfortunately, even today, the scene is not quite different. There continues to be 
only one government school (Sarkari), or what is generally referred to as a Public School, 
is situated in the area concentrated with the Scheduled caste (Anusuchit Jati), population. 
This primary school is up to class eight and is co-educational. Apart from this, there are 
five more coeducational private schools, that are dispersed in different localities of 
Pilakhna but impart education only up to class Vlll. There is still no high school in 
Pilakhna. 
'"""\ The Pradhan Mantri Gram Sadak Yojana (PMGSY) is a nationwide plan in India to provide good all-
weather road connectivity to unconnected villages. It is under the authority of the Ministry of Rural 
Development and was begun on 25 December 2000. The goal was to provide roads to all villages (1) 
with a population of 1000 persons and above by 2003, (2) with a population of 500 persons and above by 
2007 (3) in hill states, tribal and desert area villages with a population of 500 persons and above by 2003, 
and (4) in hill states, tribal and desert area villages with a population of 250 pereons and above by 2007. 
<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pradhan_Mantri_Gram_Sadak_Yojana>. 
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Public School Teachers 
There are four teachers in the pubh'c school, which has an enrolment of 1500 
students. The residents informed me that the teachers are not well qualified; therefore, 
the quality of teaching in public schools is unsatisfactory. I then visited the schools and 
found that it was almost in a state of chaos. The student-teacher ratio is dismal, i.e. to 
say, a ratio of 1: 380! It was interesting to see that though there were many rooms in the 
building, students were packed to a capacity of about a 150-200 in each class room with 
one teacher sitting in a chair! Some students were playing outside and others were 
running around helter-skelter. No doubt, I could understand why it was difficult to 
maintain any educational standards. Apart from this, on pj^r , the teachers were 
qualified but, perhaps due to their own poor schooling and a different background, they 
were not up to the mark. All four are lady teachers who commute daily from Aligarh city. 
Each teacher's monthly salary is to Rs. 18,000/-
Though education is not compulsory; but a small fee of Rs. 5/- per month is charged by 
the school. The school going age is set at five years. They are allowed to go to school 
voluntarily. But in spite of this parents generally do not like to send their children to 
government schools. The only reason that they go to school is to receive the government 
subsidy. I inquired fiirther into the reason for overwhelming number of children 
attending the school. I was informed that each child who attends school is supplied 
breakfast and later in the day lunch is served. Once a child attends school for six months 
a subsidy of Rs. 500/ per student is doled out. Thus, each school going child is given a 
total subsidy of Rs. 1000/- per school year. This is the incentive given by the state 
government to encourage parents to send their children to school. I was also told that 
school attendance is at its highest when the time for receiving the subsidy approaches. 
Private Schools 
Among five private co-educational schools, Jaikissan School and Shivaji School 
are the more prominent and older ones. The private school buildings are more elaborate 
and well maintained but there too, only four teachers in each school are available for 
teaching. These teachers too belong to the fair sex and are locally employed. Their salary 
is much less compared to the government school teacher. The organization and 
management of these schools is better and there are fewer students attending these 
schools. According to the residents the teaching standards are better. Each student pays a 
fee of Rs. 50/ per month to the school. Each school has twelve rooms where, the students 
study up to 8th class. After passing class eight, they have to go elsewhere to continue 
their studies. 
1 noticed that there was a higher attendance in the private schools as compared to 
the public school, even though the tuition fee in the latter was much lower and the school 
provided meals as well as scholarship subsidy to each student! The parents felt that the 
facilities and conditions of the private schools were much better and the teachers there 
were more punctual and are regular in attending the school. 
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High Schools 
There is no High School in Pilkhana. The nearest facility for high school is about 
four km., from Pilakhna. This area is well connected by road and buses run regularly on 
this road. Some students travel as far as Aligarh to attend schools. 
Religious Schools 
While schools for secular modem education are not flourishing in Pilakhna, there 
appear to be more emphasis on religious schools. While almost 75 per cent of the 
population is Muslim, of these ten per cent follow the Shia religion. There are three 
Sunnite Religious schools called Madrasa. Here, children below the age of ten years 
study Sunni theology and learn to read the Holy Qur'an. Besides the Madrasas where a 
large number of students study, the mosques (Masjid) too have Qur'an reading classes 
early in the morning where children flock to study before they proceed to their schools. 
To me it seemed that the Pilakhna inhabitants were very particular about religious 
teachings. The Hindus too have Patshalas where Hindu children go for religious training. 
Shiite Religious School 
There is only one Shiite Religious School {Madrasa) in Pilkhana; where, the 
small children, study the Shiite theology (Diniyat); in Urdu language. In addition, 
learning and memorizing The Holy Qur'an similar to those of the Sunni religion is 
another religious educational training to the students. When I visited the Madrasa, I 
found that there were about 25 students (both boys and girls) were present. 
Health and Nutrition in the Past 
As per records of the Gazetteer of 1926 compiled by Nevill there were no health 
services in Pilakhna. 
Even today, there is no hospital in Pilakhna, where the residents can go for medical 
treatment. The medical services in nearby Jalali (at a distance of 5 Km) or in Akrabad (8 
Km) have to be availed. Even in these small towns, there are no hospitals and for very 
serious illness the patients have to be taken to Aligarh. There are, in Pilakhna, one Ved 
(local Hindu medicine man), one Hakeem (local Muslim medicine man) and one or two 
"doctors", generally quacks who pose as doctors and bring some small medical supplies, 
like crocin, asprin etc. and make a little money off the ignorant residents. 
The really sick person must go to Jalili for treatment. In the Jalali Health centre, 
a visit to the physician is almost free of cost; because, each patient has to pay only Rs.l/-
physical diagnosis. But the medicines have to be bought by the patient. In case of 
epidemics, the government dispatches some physicians, doctors and other medical 
facilities to the area. 
The lack of hospital facilities was attributed to the non-availability of a suitable 
plot of land, on which a Hospital could be constructed! According to the Panchayati Hall 
employees no one was ready to donate a piece of land for building a Hospital! I was also 
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informed that the sitting Pradhan has allotted land for building a Veterinary hospital for 
the animals! The hospital building will be completed soon. 
Food {Khana), clothing {Kapdaf^, and shelter (Makan), are the three staple and 
basic needs of all human beings. And now education and health have also been added as 
basic needs. We have seen above, that food in Pilakhna is procured through agriculture 
and education up to class eight is provided to some children. Unfortunately, education 
has not been made compulsory. Nonetheless, marginal facilities do exist for those who 
wish to educate their children. 
I will now deal with the housing and clothing as I observed in Pilakhna. 
Housing Conditions in the Past 
In the olden times only a few rich landlords had splendid buildings to live in, 
while the poor people survived in either small mud or clay houses or they lived in 
thatched huts. When it rained the water poured into their small huts. During the i:»ld 
winter they huddled themselves to keep warm. Since they could only afford a small 
thatched room, cooking was an out door activity. There were no toilet facilities and the 
huge farmlands and by lanes were their latrines. For bathing temporary curtain like cloth 
was used for marking the bathing section and water drawn from the well was used for the 
purpose. The children often waded in the Bamba^^ or Nalf^"' to bathe. 
Housing Conditions at Present 
Pilakhna houses can be divided into three main types, viz: brick houses with 
latrines and bathing space provided within the house, mud houses with thatched roofs and 
small huts. The latter two types do not generally have their own latrines. The residents 
use the fields in the very eariy hours of the morning or late night. At present there are 
about forty per cent brick houses built by the owners without any government subsidy. 
About sixty per cent of the population lives in either mud houses or in huts. Today, these 
thatched huts are covered with plastic sheets to prevent the rain water from percolating 
into the hut. The very poor people too who have make shift living arrangements do not 
have latrine facilities in their homes either because they live in one-room or because they 
cannot afford them. These people use open fields for the purpose. There are no public 
latrines, but when I talked to the Chairman's husband he informed me that the 
government has approved the project for public latrines which are now being built. 
Distribution of Housing at Present 
Pilakhna exhibits an interesting housing pattern. The Pilkhana population in some 
areas is of a mixed nature where by and large Muslims and Hindus live side by side. But, 
'"'. Some people pronounce it as: ''Kapra". 
''". Bamba is a small canal which carries water for irrigation and transfers water ftom main Irrigation Canal 
{Nahar) to the village fields. 
"'"'. Nali is a narrower canal than Bamba which is used for transferring water from Bamba to the farm. 
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near the mosques or temples, the population seems to be divided with the Muslims living 
near the mosques and the Hindus living near the temples. The Scheduled Castes live a 
little away from the main area. In fact, the Primary School is located in the Scheduled 
Caste area. This, does not however, prevent the movement of either of the communities 
from going into these areas. In other words, though they appear to be almost distributed 
in a religious-wise manner, they do not adhere strictly to these divisions. One can 
demarcate three localities namely: 
Sunni Muslim Locality 
Roughly, about 70 percent of the Pilkhana's population is Sunni Muslim. There 
are almost 170 houses; including the huts (Jhonpri), that belong to the Sunni Muslims 
and these together constitute the Sunni residential locality generally known as a Mohalla. 
Every Mohalla has places of prayer, and, there are as many as seven Sunnite 
Mosques {Masjid), where Sunnites Muslims offer their prayers. Each Mosque has its 
own religious leader (Imam). 
There are eight mosques in Pilkhana area (seven Sunni Mosques, and one Shiite); 
while, the ninth one is under construction. Since Shias are in a minority, they pray 
exclusively in their own mosques, since their way of prayer, timings and other norms 
differ quite a bit. The mosques are maintained by the Sunni community. 
Shiite Muslims Locality 
About 10 percent of the Pilakhna is Shiite. There are twenty four houses in Shiite 
locality. Of these, twelve houses belong to the Shia Sayyeds (the descendant of the Holy 
Prophet Mohammad). The other twelve houses belong to non-Sayyed Shiites. 
The only one Shiite mosque in Pilkhana is situated in the Shia housing area where 
the members of the Shiite community worship and perform some of their religious 
rituals; such as offering the prayers learning and reciting the Holy Qur'an. 
Present Imam's House 
At present there are eight Imam Bara(s). The Imam Bard is an assembly hatl, 
especially built for ceremonies commemorating the mourning the martyrdom of the third, 
Shiite's religious leader, Imam Hussein. It should be noted down that the Shiite believers 
follow twelve religious leaders. 
Hindu Locality 
Hindus, constitute about 20 percent of the Pilkhana's population. There are 
almost 45 houses (including the huts which in Hindi means: ''Jhonprf) in Pilakhana 
area, belonged to the Hindu communities. 
There are fifteen temples in Pilkhana town area; out of which ten temples belong 
to the Brahman Caste; and the rest five belong to the Banyan Caste. There are ten priests 
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(Purohit) guiding people in their prayers and solving the religious problems of the 
Hindus and perform their religious rituals. 
I observed that the Lower Castes also have a temple of their own. They are not 
allowed to enter the Higher Caste's temple. Hence they pray in their own temple and a 
Brahmin conducts their prayers. The upper caste Hindus are very particular about 
maintaining their purity. Generally speaking, Hindu communities, who constitute about 
20 percent of the total population of Pilkhana, were completely vegetarians in the past. I 
observed that the lower castes too have a temple of their own. They are not allowed to 
enter the high caste temples. Hence they pray in their own temple and a Brahmin 
conducts their prayers. The upper caste Hindus are very particular about maintaining 
their purity. Generally speaking, in the past, Hindu communities were completely 
vegetarians. Nowadays some Hindus, especially those of new generation, occasionally 
take meat. But there are some Hindus who are very strict vegetarians and even avoid 
taking some 'root' vegetables like: onions and garlic. Most Hindus also do not eat eggs. 
As opposed to Hindus, Muslim inhabitants of Pilkhana, no matter whether they 
belong to the Sunni or Shiite communities, they both usually, take Chapattt^^™ or Nari^" 
with both vegetables and meat. The meat shops belong to Muslims who belong to the 
caste-like group called Qureshi. The goats and buffaloes are slaughtered in accordance 
with the Islamic rules {Halal). While all Muslims are non-vegetarians, they also enjoy 
vegetarian food, especially in these expensive times when meat is very dear. Muslims 
also eat buffalo meat as it is less expensive. Today, some Hindus, in the company of their 
Muslim friends also enjoy mutton and chicken. They however, do not eat buffalo meat. 
Some of the "untouchables" eat pork, while others of their caste have given up pork and 
enjoy chicken. 
The Present Style of Dress 
Clothing as 1 have stated earlier is an important part of human life. Traditionally, 
types of clothing symbolized a person's status that is, whether a priest, a Brahman, a low 
caste, a widow, a bride, etc. People of different tribes, castes, usually wore their 
traditional clothes. But all such distinctions have almost vanished, except for few, like 
brides (Dulhan) grooms (Dulha), or Hindu priests (Purohits) on holy auspicious or other 
occasions, widows to a certain extent, then party clothes, school clothes, college clothes 
etc. But today one can no longer make caste identification on bases of clothing especially 
because most traditional dresses have been replaced by western clothes or the all 
acceptable Kurta Pajama for men and Shalvdr Kurta or Sarees^^^ for women as well as 
jeans, skirts etc. for women. 
"'". Chapatti or Chapati [PI. Chapatti (t)'i, Chapatti (t)'is or Chapatti (t)'ies] is a thin flat piece of 
unleavened bread (Hindustani) (The Chambers Dictionary, 10"' Edition, 255). 
"''"'. Nan or Naan is a type of slightly leavened bread, as baked in India and Pakistani cookery, similar to 
Pitta [{Pitta or Pita) (also Pitta bread or Pita bread)], is a type of slightly leavened bread, originating in the 
Middle East, usually made in the form of flat hollow ovals; one of these ovals (see. The Chambers 
Dictionary, pp. 1000 &1158). 
"". Sari or Saree (plural Saris or Sarees) a length of fabric draped around the body, worn by women fiom 
the Indian subcontinent (see Sara, Hawker, 2009: 615). 
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Today, the main style of dress, among women in Pilkhana area is known as: 
''Shalvar suits" or ''Shalvar Kameez". At the same time. Sari is also worn by isome 
women; especially the Hindu women. It is but clear, that a majority of the Muslim 
women in Pilakhna wear Shalvar^'^^^ Kameez and, this it appears is a distinction between 
Hindu and Muslim women because the former wear Saris. It is mentionable that, mostly 
among the Hindu females, §halvar Kameez is usually worn by unmarried girls and after 
marriage they wore Saris. I also observed that some educated young and unmarried 
females (even some unmarried Muslim females), who work or study in the cities wear 
Saris in wedding parties. 
On the other hand, the men's dress is mostly a long shirt (Kurta), with Pajamas; 
though, sometimes they (especially the youth of the area) wear pants and shirts. 
During the rituals, Muslim women wear a long dress known as Gharara; and 
Hindu women also wears a long dress known as Lengha. It is mentionable that, at present 
some Muslim women wear Lengha, for ritual occasions too. It is worth mentioning that 
the style of clothes among those inhabitants of Pilkhana who visit the cities regularly or 
the young people who go to the cities for further educations, and also those who migrated 
to the cities and come to see their relatives quite often, has changed to the latest fashion 
or fashionable garments. 
Style of Marriage Clothes at Present 
During marriage (Shadi) ceremonies and wedding parties, both the traditional and 
new fashionably designed clothes are worn. People wear their best clothes for the 
wedding parties. 
The Muslim brides wear red or pink or maroon Gharara, which is a very 
traditional dress from Lucknow worn by the Muslim Nawab^'^'"' ladies. It is generally 
made of thick satin in beautiful colors and it has very wide flair and trails behind it. It is 
worn with a short Kurta a length just above the knees, and with an ornate and beautifully 
embroidered Duppatta^'^^"' covering the head it is gorgeous). The Sharara is like a 
Lehanga but with a greater flair and also trails behind. On the other hand, the Gharara 
has two legs but the Sharara has only one. Red, pink or maroon Sarees; Lengha^"^ are 
worn by Hindu brides. 
The Muslim bridegrooms wear a long Jodhpuri like long coat length down below 
the knee, known as Sherwani; and sometimes, some bridegrooms wear some traditional 
clothes. Hindu bridegrooms (Dulha) also wear Sherwani; at the same time, sometimes 
they wear western style men's suits; their brides mostly wear Saris; although, 
"'" . It should be added that. Pants worn by girls under a kurta or kameez (tunic); also commonly as spelled 
as Salwaar or Saivar. 
""'. The term ''Nawab" refers to those Indian Muslims who were given land and authority by Britishers; 
after 1857. 
""'". Dupatta is a scarf or wrap worn with most Indian girls' and boys' outfits. It can be worn in countless 
ways - for example, it can be draped over one or both shoulders (for both girls & boys) or can be used to 
cover the head like a veil (for girls only). 
'"^ "'. It is long skirt which reaches up to the ankles. Usually has embroidery or some other work on it. It is 
also spelled as Lehnga or Lehanga or Lengha. 
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sometimes they wear Lehanga too. The type and style of wedding clothes depends on 
the economic status of the individual. 
Traditionally the Muslim brides (Dulhan) wore Gharara, or Sharara, while only 
as their wedding dress. The bride had to wear a ftill length Ghmgat.'^ The bride had to sit 
with her face down covering the entire face with her Ghungat. She was not allowed to 
speak and even if she wanted to, she was too shy to say anything. She was heavily 
adorned with gold and other jewelry. No males were allowed in the area where the bride, 
her friends and other female guests were present. There was strict segregation between 
the male section and the female section. Only male children below the age of 10 years or 
servants were allowed to enter the female section. 
The marriage ceremonies were long drawn and preparations began as soon as the 
engagement was formalized. The main person involved in arranging the marriage 
alliance was the Barber {Nai) and his wife (Naun). Since the barber was a regular visitor 
to homes of people for shaving and haircutting, the prospective proposals were sent 
through him and in turn he would tell his wife to go and meet the ladies of tfie house. 
Neither the bride nor the groom was asked their consent for marriage. This was common 
for both the Hindus and the Muslims. However, among the Hindus, the bride's father, 
mother, brother, mother's brother would formally go to the perspective groom's father's 
house for seeking an alliance with his son. Among the Muslims, the boy's father, wife, 
son, wife's brother and other male members would go to the bride's father's house with 
the proposal. Once the proposal was finalized, preparations for the wedding would begin 
and gifts would be exchanged. As the wedding date came closer, the bride's movements 
outside the house became restricted. At least two weeks before marriage, the bridal 
preparations would begin. A paste of turmeric powder, mixed with different kinds of 
mud packs is applied all over the arms, legs and face of the bride-to-be. This beauty 
treatment is given every day and then the bride is bathed in scented water. It is believed 
that this treatment beautifies the complexion and gives a healthy look. Each day the giri's 
friends would come and sing various wedding songs and there would be lots of food and 
sweets. This of course was how the rich celebrated. The poor farmers on the other hand, 
hardly had anything to celebrate, but while the procedure for the proposal etc. was the 
same, all these pre-wedding celebrations were absent in the poor families. Generally, 
among poor families, the girl's friends would come and apply the turmeric treatment but 
because of the high cost of these, this could be done only for a day or two. The actual 
wedding ceremony was quite different among Muslims and Hindus. The groom rode a 
horse to arrive at the bride's house for the wedding. But among Muslims, only the men 
accompanied the Barat (wedding procession) rather silently. Among the Hindus the 
Barat was accompanied by both men and women and there is a lot of music and dancing. 
On arrival they were greeted by the bride's male family members and friends. The 
wedding dress (which consisted of red Ghara suit including the Kameez and Duppatta 
embroidered in gold, complete with shoes and paraphernalia for face makeup and 
jewelry) for the bride was given to the bride by the groom's party after arrival. The bride 
would then be dressed up for the actual wedding ceremony. 
^ It is a portion of a Sari, which the Hindu brides (and even some females) use it as the veil (Par'da) to 
hide herself from the male elders. 
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Among Muslims, marriage is a contract. Hence, a Qazi (representative of the 
marriage registrar) was pre-arranged by the bride's side (this is not a strict rule, but 
generally this was so). In the presence of two male witnesses the Qazi would first go into 
the Zenana (female section) with the bride's mother's brother and two witnesses, and ask 
the girl three times whether she accepts the groom as her husband who has promised to 
pay a Mehr (dower). This question is asked thrice and once the bride accepts the offer 
thrice, then the Qazi extended the Nikahnama (the marital contract paper) for her to 
append her signatures along with the signatures of the witnesses from the bride's side. 
Then the Qazi goes to the groom and asks him whether he accepts the bride as his wife. 
Again this is repeated three times. Once this is done, the Qazi extends the Nikkahnama to 
obtain the signature of the groom next to the signature of the bride. The two witnesses 
from the groom's side sign the marriage contract paper. Thus, ends the short ceremony 
with a prayer and some advice to the newly wed. 
Among Shiites, an additional ceremony, called the Mutd (it is a temporary 
marriage which is called Sigeh in Iran; and rarely practiced among the Shiites over there 
in Iran,) takes place. So among Shias, both Sigeh and Nekah (which is the marriage 
contract itself and is pronounced as Nikkah among the Muslims in India) are performed. 
Among the Hindus, marriage is a sacrament and the ceremony begins with 
recitation of the holy scriptures with the Pandit or Pundit " (priest) performs this 
religious ceremony and the bride and the groom take vows and walk around a fire seven 
times while scriptures are chanted to solemnize the marriage bond. After this, the groom 
applies a small quantity of vermillion (Sindoor) on the forehead of the bride and then 
puts the Mangalsutra (a necklace of black and gold beads) around her neck. The 
vermillion and Manglasutra are the two signs which every Hindu woman adorns until 
she dies or her husband dies (if a married woman dies before her husband's death, she is 
cremated in her bridal dress). But if the husband dies before the wife's death, the wife 
has to take off her Mangalsutra and should not wear the vermillion. 
The wedding feast was yet another important event. In the past, the entire village 
was invited for the feast. Hindus served only vegetarian food consisting of potato dish, 
pumpkin dish and hot puris (small flattened flour rolled into rounds of about six inches 
circumference and deep fried) and GUr Laddoos {Gur is unrefined sugar and is mixed 
with dry desiccated coconut, raisins and iSb«/(carminative) for sweet and also believed to 
act as digestive for the oily preparations. The rich Hindus have many more vegetable 
dishes and served some extra sweets. Food was served on leaf-plates called {Patrol). 
Sweets, depending on their consistency were served either in small earthen bowls or 
bowls made of leaves. Water and tea were served in earthen cups called Kullar. The 
lower caste people were made to sit in a separate section away fi-om the main guests and 
were served food in the same type of leaf plates. Afterwards this earthen-ware was 
destroyed. In a way, this was the traditional method of using disposable dishes! 
". Pan'dit: Pan'dit or Pundit means a Hindu learned in Sanskrit and in Hindu culture, 
philosophy and law (see the Chambers Dictionary, pp. 1088 & 1237). 
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For the wedding feast, the poor Muslims served either buffalo meat (Gost) and 
bread {Roti) and sweet rice (Zarda) for sweet or buffalo meat Biryani^" and Zarda. The 
rich Muslims would serve mutton qorma (a special preparation of meat and spices with 
flavors of kewra and saffron), Biryani (meat cooked with fine quality rice), bread {Roti), 
salad (mostly sliced onions and pickles) and gur sweet plus other sweets. Muslims served 
food in enamel (Tamchini) plates and bowls. For water, earthen cups were used. The 
enamel serving plates and bowls were brought to the house of the bride by the groom's 
party. Before the departure of the Barat (wedding procession), a big feast was organized 
by the groom's parents. All neighborhood and relatives from far and near were invited 
and food, as described above was served. This was called Manda. The Hindus too had a 
Manda in a similar manner, except their food was vegetarian. 
The Hindu guests were served vegetarian food in a separate enclosure. Leaf plates 
and earthen bowls and cups were used to serve them as they would not eat in enamel 
plates. 
Today the basic style of marriage remains the same, but the bride is not restricted 
to the house and the period of the Turmeric Ceremony is much curtailed but the henna 
(Mehndi) ceremony is celebrated with the same zeal as in the past. For the henna 
ceremonies, all the giri's female relatives and friends are invited. The groom and friends 
are also invited and henna is applied to all guests. The girl's henna is very elaborate. 
Clothes and other gifts are exchanged between the bride and the groom through their 
families. 
The wedding food remains almost the same. Some rich families try to serve ice-
cream and fruit cream and sometimes cake which have become very popular. They are 
also foods to which a "prestige" is attached. It is also considered very "western" (Visdesi 
means alien). Food is served in porcelain dishes and plastic glasses are used for water. 
These dishes are rented from local rental tent houses. Some tent houses also supply 
Melamac dishes. Today, the Hindus serve food in disposable paper plates and cups \hat 
have now flooded the market. These modem disposables have replaced the leaf plates 
and earthen ware. 
The untouchables in the past served pork {Janvar as they call it even today) and 
local drink made of Bhang which is made of herbs mixed with mild. This drink is highly 
intoxicating, though it is not alcoholic. Country made alcohol (Tharra) was also served. 
The wedding party was celebrated a day in advance before the Barat departed to the 
bride's house. Today their food habits have changed under influence of the urban and 
more affluent persons of the area. They now serve chicken, which has a higher prestige 
value than the pork which was served in the past. Pork is now considered as inferior 
meat. Many serve mutton too. They now use plates etc. rented from the tent house and 
their style of dress too has taken the western look. The Pilakhna residents informed me 
that now it is difficult to identify a person by his or her clothes. In the past one could do 
that easily because each caste had to follow a dress code. 
"'. Biryani is rice cooked with mutton, buffalo meat or chicken. This dish is rich in auromatic herbs and the 
rice is generally colored with saffron color. It is considered a delicacy and is cooked for various festive 
occasions, especially marriage. 
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As it has stated above, the Muslim bridegrooms {Dulha) wore a long coat known 
as Sherwani; and sometimes, some bridegrooms wear some traditional clothes. While, 
Hindu bridegrooms wear men suits; although, the brides and bridegrooms cloths among 
all the communities, no matter whether they are Muslims or non-MusHms; depends on 
their financial capabilities. In fact, there is not much diversity on the style of marriage 
clothes, in both Pindrawal and Pilakhna. 
The Hindu bride groom wore silk (Dhoti) and Kurta while the bride wore 
Lehnga or Saree. Some upper caste groom wears "western" clothes pant, shirt tie and 
coat. The brides too wear the same clothes as other upper caste Hindu girls. 
The Style of Clothing for Leaders (Past and Present) 
There does not seem to be much difference in the style of dressing of leaders in 
different groups and communities, of Pilkhana area. They usually wear their traditional 
clothes like Dhoti (an elaborate loin cloth of silk or fine cotton going down to the ankles 
and then coming up to the waist where it is tucked in), along with a silk or cotton Kurta 
and a cap. After Independence, Khadf''^ material became popular among the leaders 
trying to emulate Gandhiji's simple life style. The Gandhi cap also became a part of the 
leader's attire. I did not see or meet the lady Chairman of Pilakhna. 1 knew she was a 
Muslim lady but every time I went to the Chairman's office I found a bearded gentleman 
sitting there. I thought he was the Chairman of Pilakhna. I was soon to find out that I was 
wrong, and that he was actually the Chairman's husband. So I really cannot tell what the 
lady Chairman wore. 
A religious leader also wear their traditional dress of Dhotf^ and Kurta, and, 
among leaders aligned with the BJP (Bharatiya Janata Party) saffron color Kurta or off 
white Kurta with a saffron muffler is worn. 
Sunni Muslim religious leaders wear a long shirt {Kurta), with pajamas; and wear 
a sort of cloth, round their heads known as 'Ammameh. 
Shiites Muslim leaders (Molanan) wear a long dress, open in front (Qaba), and a 
sleeveless outer garment over it (Qaba), and named 'Aba, with turban which is a long 
peace of cloth over their head known as: '"Ammameh". It should be mentioned that, the 
Sayyeds (a male descendant of the Holly Prophet Muhammad) Leaders (Molanan), wear 
block 'Ammameh; while the non-Sayyed Molanans, wear white 'Ammameh round their 
heads. 
The Style of Living in the Past 
In the past, people of Pilakhna led a simple life sitting around either on the floor 
or on what are generally known as Charpoy" made of bamboo and jute. Charpoys are 
light and easy to move around. People of the same caste would cluster together smoking 
"". Khadi or Khaddar is a Hindi word, which means: a hand woven cloth. 
'"". The traditional Indian dress for males for the lower part of the body, consisting of a piece of unstitched 
cloth draped over the hips and legs, worn in various ways in different parts of India. 
" . It is a bedstead of woven webbing or hemp stretched on a wooden frame on four legs, common in India. 
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and sharing the same Huqqa^"^ (hubly bubbly). The division of labor was based on sex 
and women never mingled with the men. The former remained inside the house doing 
household chores and looking after their children. They would send food and drink 
through their children to men outside. Such an area where men gathered together in one 
part of the house, usually the outer courtyard, was called the Chowpal. Meals were 
served on the Charpoys. Food was served either on leaf plates {Pattar). (These plates 
were made of Bidf™ leaves joined together with small sticks, like those of the match 
sticks. 
Style of Living at Present 
Not much seems to have changed today by way of continuing Chaupals'^^^ and 
Charpoys. People continue to sit on the floor, except now, in the brick houses the floors 
are cemented and their courtyard has a water hand pump. For the richer inhabitants, an 
area is marked out where they have some wooden and cushioned furniture. 
Consumerism seems to have caught up with Pilakhna. I was rather surprised to 
see television sets and refrigerators in some rich homes even though there is a shortage of 
electricity and their refrigerators remain non functional most of the time, especially 
because of the low voltage the electricity trips or cuts. 
It should be mentioned here that the only source of entertainment was the area 
drama or music troupe. There were no radio towers and at most, the rich could afford 
bicycles while a very small minority owned motorcycles. 
Today there are innumerable bicycles and motor cycles, though the bullock carts 
and Ekkas (a wooden cart with horizontal planks on both sides for seating passengers) are 
pulled by a horse. It is therefore, faster to take an Ekka instead of the bullock cart. 
Tractors have also become a common sight in Pilakhna. These are also used for 
transporting crowds especially at times of weddings or festivals. Because of these 
tractors, there are two petrol pumps in Pilakhna. Buses are available to carry the 
passengers to nearby towns and cities for work. 
Mass Media, Communication and Transportation in the Past 
In the past, only a very few rich people had transistor radio or radio sets. Only 
two channels, Delhi 'A' and 'B', were available for listening. These were considered as 
luxurious commodities. Telephone lines were not available nor were there any television 
sets or cell phones. Communication was a big problem as one could not even send 
cvi. It is called: "Qalyan" in Iran. It was previously very common in Iran; especially among middle and 
upper classes, it is still more or less used in the country. 
""'. The term Bidi, Beedi, or Beedie is also referred to a cheap thin Indian cigarette, sometimes fruit-
flavored (see, The Chambers Dictionary, p. 146). 
"'". The term Chaupa! is very ancient, from Vedic times. It is a place which holds great sanctity and offers 
space for social, political, judicial and medical activity in the village. It is a place, which belongs to all 
people irrespective of caste, creed, religion, social status, etc. 
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telegrams. To convey messages a messenger had to be sent either by cart or Ekka or 
bicycle in rare cases. 
Mass Media, Communication and Transportation at Present 
At present most of the people in Pilidiana area like other rural areas have their 
own television sets. Besides, television is available almost everywhere, especially, in 
public places; such as: in general shops, in road side tea shops, where people can sit and 
watch T.V. shows to pass their free and spare time. Telephones are now in plenty and 
station to station dialing [STD (Subscriber Trunk Dialing)] facilities are available at 
almost every cross road and market place. Mobile phones are in plenty and it seems all 
and sundry have taken to them in a big way. While individuals have their own computers 
there are no cyber cafes. 
Social Structure of the PilakhnS: Muslims and Hindus 
Nevill describes in detail the existence of various Hindu castes quoting the figure at 64 
castes and many others unaccounted for. He also states that the Chamars (leather 
workers) were the largest group in the Aligarh district. He also shows the visible 
presence of butchers (Qasabs) and bhishtis as prominent Muslim castes. He also 
mentions the lobars, the ghosis whom he says were the "Musalman Ahirs, faqirs, julahas 
and bhangis. Nevill uses the term "Musalman castes" (1926: 73-83).^ ^ He however, did 
not specifically talk about caste in Pilakhna or of the existence of any hierarchy. 
My reflections at present from the information that I gathered from my own 
observations and from the inhabitants, 1 found that Hindu caste distinctions were quite 
elaborate and members of the upper castes did not mingle with those of the lower castes. 
The latter were also not allowed to enter the temples, or draw water from the wells. Their 
houses too were built at a distance from the area. They were not invited for ceremonies 
or festivals as active participants. The power was held by the upper castes. 
Among the Hindus, I noticed that almost all castes were represented. The 
Brahmins, who form the top echelon of the hierarchy continue in that position and serve 
the people as their priests. They are now very few in number. These are followed by the 
Kshatraya, then the Vaishya caste (traders or business persons). Their numbers are high 
and they seem to have taken over not only part of the land for farming, but also have 
been responsible for the development of the brick factories. Pilakhna has a predominant 
population of Vaishya caste, who not only farm, but also maintain other businesses like 
daily supply stores, and brick factories. They are considered as the economically rich 
community in Pilakhna. Then there are the barbers, washer-men (Dhobis), blacksmiths, 
who form the service castes, but, they are considered as lowest in the caste hierarchy 
within the pale of caste system and are considered as Shudra. The latter are not allowed 
mingling with the upper castes, but only serving them. The scheduled castes, now known 
as Harijans or Dalits lie outside the pale of the caste system. In Pilakhna, they are 1 fewer 
in number and earn their livelihood as laborers, rickshaw pullers or cleaning persons 
{Safai Karamcharis). Some of them pull bullock carts to transport bricks locally fiiom the 
brick factory. 
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The scheduled caste, which consists of leather workers, Bhangis (persons who 
clean toilets and latrines), and the like are still considered as polluting castes and are not 
allowed to enter the high caste temples. They have a separate temple where they pray and 
the prayer is conducted by a Brahmin priest. They are neither allowed to enter tfie upper 
caste temples nor are they allowed to draw water from the wells that serve the upper 
castes. 
So we see, that even today, caste status continues to be important among the 
Hindu community of Pilakhna. Notwithstanding the abolition of Zamindari, or the 
constitutional provisions protecting the rights of all individuals regardless of caste, color 
or creed, I noticed that the lower Castes (Scheduled Castes) are prohibited to enter the 
Higher Caste Temples {Mandir). Marriages between lower and higher castes are not 
practiced in Pilakhna. To me it appeared, and this was confirmed by the inhabitants, that 
the upper castes consider themselves as the 'rulers' while the Lower Castes are regarded 
as their " obedient servants and underlings." 
Some lower caste individuals, through their personal efforts have attained middle 
class status and have moved out of their traditional "caste residence". Instead of residing 
in poor mud houses, they have built their own Pukko^^ houses. Such persons are 
'honored' by invitation to certain upper caste parties such as weddings or birth 
ceremonies. While they mingle freely with the upper caste guests, they are segregated at 
meal time and separate arrangement is made for their food service. The upper castes eat 
in another quarter while the new set of "middle class" are served separately. 
Marriages in Pilakhna are endogamous and I did not come across any inter caste 
marriage, and nor was such an incident narrated by the residents. 
Among the Muslim groups of Shiite and Sunnites there does not appear to be any 
hierarchical divisions as such, but they do make distinctions especially when selecting 
their marriage partner. Both these communities too are endogamous. 
Broadly speaking, as it has mentioned above, there are two Muslim communities, 
in Pilkhana namely: "Sunnis and Shiites". In addition, Hindu inhabitants of Pilkhana 
constitute about 20 percent of the Pilkhana's population. Literature on caste among 
Muslims shows that Muslims are divided into Ashrafs (noble bom and Ajlaf or non 
Ashrafs (considered to be converts from Hindus), and Arzal (excluded or degraded 
persons and considered as Muslim Dalits) (Ansari, 1960) '^' and (Ahmad, 1973).'^  
Keeping in mind these studies, I paid special attention to the caste-like divisions in 
Pilakhna and Pindrawal. I, however, did not find any caste-like division among the Shia 
community of Pilakhna. But I did observe that they maintain their own traditions and do 
not marry outside their own community. So far as I could gather, there were no Shia-
Sunni marriage alliances in Pilakhna. 
Among the Sunnis, however, I did not specifically find a hierarchical division, 
but I did find out that in the past the Sunni Syeds were revered highly and were Imams of 
the mosque or ran the Madrasas. The other castes were Sheikhs, who in the pre- partition 
"". Traditionally, houses in the Indian rural areas were built of mud mixed with cow dung and a thatched 
roof covered the four walls. Such houses were known as Kaccha houses. Now-a-days, rural folk build 
PutJia houses, which mean they use solid material like bricks and cement. 
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days were rich landlords and lived in large lavish houses called Haveli. They also owned 
large mango and guava orchards and cultivated other seasonal fruits like water melon etc. 
The Merwati were peasants and laborers and worked on the farms owned by the Sheikhs. 
According to Nevill, the Mewati came from Mewat after famine struck in the 18* century 
(1926:283).^^ 
This structure has changed quite drastically, and today, there are hardly any 
Sheikh families left in Pilalkhna. Towards the turn of nineteen fifties when the land 
reforms were being deliberated, and 1947 had seen the partition of India, the Sheikhs 
slowly began to dispose off their lands gradually and at a very low rate and moved out of 
Pilakhna. These lands were purchased mostly by the Mewatis who had been tilling the 
land of their masters for over a century. Today, therefore, there is a predominant 
presence of Mewati land owners. 
The other occupational category of Qureshi, who traditionally worked with 
sheep, goats and buffaloes, and, during the British period, also cows continue in the meat 
business. They are basically butchers. This group is basically endogamous. The Qureshi 
group that took to farming is set apart from the Qureshis who continue the meat business. 
This group too is endogamous and no marriage alliances are made with the Qureshi 
families who are in the meat business. The landowning Qureshis, though few in number, 
consider themselves as "superior" to the meat business group. This exemplifies what 
Srinivas had shown to be the process oi Sanskritization!^^ 
Apart from these there is what the residents generally address to as "service 
castes." These include the washer men/women (traditionally known as Dhobi, which is a 
sub-caste both among Muslims and Hindus), potters or earthenware makers {Hatali or 
Ghara), shepherds (Gaddi), oil makers {Tail Wala), and the barber (Naaie). 1 did not 
observe any hierarchical order except that they were clubbed together as "service castes" 
who serve the area community. These people mingled easily with the other caste groups 
and I did not see any apparent discrimination against them. I, however, observed that 
each caste group was an endogamous group, and this rule of endogamy is followed 
strictly in Pilakhna among Muslims. 
Though Hindus and Muslims enjoy a cordial relationship, and participate in each 
others ceremonies and festivals, as Aqiqa ceremony of a baby, or welcoming pilgrims 
from Mecca after Haj^ , or attending the funeral, yet, the Hindus are not allowed to enter 
the mosques. 
Leadership Pattern in Pilkhand 
While law and order is maintained by the State police, the area leadership is a 
different domain. The police is generally confined to the police station (or what in local 
parlance is known as Chowh'} which is located rather conspicuously in the centre of the 
area. Here I often saw a constable or two hanging around trying to be watchful and, 
presenting themselves as managing security of the area. 
". See Srinivas, M.N. Social Change in Modem India, where he deals with Sanskritization in detail. 
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Leadership in Pilakhna is not confined to any one particular person. Of course, 
the formal leader is the administrative head, or the chairman (Gram Pradhan) who is 
elected the people living in that rural area for a period of five years. The Chairman is 
considered to be the most powerful authority in the area. Since he or she is elected by the 
residents of the area, it is necessary that he or she should be a local resident. The 
selection of the candidate comes from within trustworthy persons of the area. The tenure 
of the chairman is five years. 
The administration office of the Chairman which constitutes of twenty six 
employees and staff-members is situated in the central part of the area. The employees 
have to clean the roads, drainage the canal {Nali)\ and so on. The main duty of the 
Chairman is to solve different problems and issues of the areas. He or she is also the 
liaison between the area and the district. While the Chairman does not have any salary, 
he or she appoints a deputy who controls the activities of the staff-members. The 
Chairman is the chief person who gives suggestions to the district administration for 
various development and other aspects of betterment of the area. If these 
recommendations are accepted, a budget is allocated for the implementation of the work. 
It is the duty of the chairman to monitor and control the developmental activities. 
While the Chairman manages the area affairs, the religious leaders manage their 
communities. Among Muslims, there is a Sunni leader or leaders and Shia leader or 
leaders too. Similarly, the Hindus have their own leader or leaders. These religious 
leaders are sometimes quite powerful and control their own communities. Deviation fix)m 
the traditions and norms of the community are dealt with severely. During the past two 
years, the Chairman of Pilakhna is a lady from the Mewati Muslim community. I, 
however, did not know this because every time I visited the Chairman's office 1 only saw 
a bearded gentleman in the office surrounded by others. I was later told that this 
gentleman is the Chairman's husband and runs the area! So while a woman holds this 
high office it is her male counterpart that runs the affairs of the area as if by proxy. 
Sunni Leaders 
While the Sunnis are in a majority, among them the Mewati caste group is most 
powerful. The description that the inhabitants gave me, and the observations that I made, 
reminded me of what late Professor Srinivas had called "the dominant caste." ' The 
Mewatis appeared to me as the dominant caste because they were greater in numerical 
strength, they own a larger share of land than any other caste, and they are rich and have 
muscle power too. They are both feared and respected by all. One such Mewati person, 
who owns much land, as well as muscle is the "real boss" (locally known as "Dada") of 
the area it seemed to me. He was feared even by the chairman and her husband and all 
other members of the Gram. The chairman is compelled to follow his orders. Such is the 
power of this man. While the residents feared him, they apparently have no respect for 
him, because his various attempts to contest the elections did not get him votes and he 
lost each time. It is obvious that the residents can distinguish between the "good" and the 
"bad"! But they fear his muscle power. 
While there are seven Sunni Muslim leaders in Pilkhana area, the leader of the 
main Sunni Mosque (Immam-E-Masjid), is the most powerful religious leader among the 
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Sunni Muslim Community in the area. He is highly revered and Imams of all other 
smaller mosques are under his subjugation. 
Shiite Leader 
Shiite's Muslim leader (Molamn) is the most powerful religious leader among 
the Shiite Muslim Community in Pilkhana. 
Hindu Leaders 
At present there are 10 Hindu priests (Pujari), in Pilkhana town area. They 
apparently wield the same power as do the Molanan among the Muslims. But whether 
Sunni, Shia or Hindu clergy, say is limited to religious and perhaps socio-religious 
problems. 
Socio-PoIitical Rights in the Past 
According to the statements made by some of the Pilkhana's inhabitants, 
especially some aged people, the inhabitants of Pilkhana didn't have the rigjit of 
participating in elections before 1951. I informed them that, the first Lok Sabha°° 
election in India took place in 1952 and hence it was obvious that the residents could not 
participate in the electoral process in 1951! I reminded them that India was the largest 
democracy in the world; and that every Indian citizen regardless of gender, caste, 
religion, creed or race was allowed to participate and vote at election time, provided he 
or she had attained the age of eighteen years. Some of the elders were rather bewildered 
as to why they had misunderstood this earlier. They informed me that they participate in 
the electoral process regularly and are politically very conscious. When I discussed some 
political issues and agenda with the younger generation, they seemed quite well aware of 
the political situation. 
Family Structure of the Pilkhana at Present 
Since no record of family life in Pilakhna in the past was available, I had to rely 
on the versions and details given to me by the members of the Pilakhna community. I 
was informed, that there has always been, very close family relationships in Pilakhna. 
Joint families had existed in the past, and the same types exist even today. The whole 
household revolves round the senior most male member of the joint family, who from 
time immemorial has been given greatest respect. As far as possible, marriages in the 
past have been endogamous, that is, mostly cousin marriages. People of Pilakhna were 
wary of outsiders and did not want their daughters to be sent out of the area. They 
however, did not mind if brides for their sons came from other areas. But these brides 
should preferably be first or distant cousins. Outsiders were not to be trusted. 
". It refers to the lower house of the Indian parliament. 
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As per my observations, the main form of family continues to be the traditional 
joint family. I did not find any nuclear families in Pilalkhna. In the joint family system 
the oldest male member is the head of the family. In the absence of the grandfather or 
father, the oldest or an earning member is the head of the family. The average size of 
family is between six to eight people. This small size of the joint family was rather 
strange; but I found out that most of the male members had moved to the nearby towns 
and cities to find work or to study. They always returned for various festive occasions, or 
holidays or when there might be some bereavement in the family. All earnings are 
handed over to the oldest male member and food is cooked in a common kitchen. 
The members of the joint family interact closely with each other in a very loving 
manner. They are extremely cooperative and are very close and fiiendly with one anther 
accommodating. Usually problems or conflicts within the family are easily resolved by 
intervention or mediation of other members. The word of older people, especially the 
elder members of the family is held in high esteem. 
To me it seemed that the rural people are very kind not only to each other but to 
others as well. They are very hospitable and warm. 
Women's Occupation in the Past 
Generally speaking, Indian women did not formally figure as part of the Indian 
economy. It was believed that those women who did not earn and had no income earned 
by them, did not really contribute to the economy. Thus, it was generally men who were 
the bread winners and women were simply housekeepers or housewives. Women worked 
unobserved behind scenes. Men needed them for procuring children and also to nurse and 
nurture the children. All the credit went to men. No one considered their labor within the 
household as "economic labor" and they were considered more of a liability than asset. 
Their household responsibilities and commitments and very sensitive areas of 
responsibilities, towards their children, their husbands, in fact towards all family etc., 
were ignored, and considered externa! to the economic structure of society. 
In Pilkhana the women, in addition to housekeeping, also worked on the farms, 
helping their husbands in their fields, such as looking after animals, making cow dung 
cakes (Oopla). Their entire life revolved around their household and yet they were 
considered subservient to men. 
Women's Occupations at Present 
The most important occupation of the women in Pilkhana in addition to housekeeping is 
to look after the animals, cattle, cows, buffalos, just as they did in the past. 
Approximately, fifty percent of the women population, both Hindus and Muslims, 
inevitably labor on their farms and also make cow dung cakes. These cakes when dry are 
stored and used in the winter to warm their homes and to use as cooking ftiel. Though, 
cow dung can be used more efficiently and very hygienically for making cooking gas, I 
did not see any home where this was being done. Neither the local government nor the 
state government had tried to implement the gobar-gas plant. 
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Polygamy 
The area elders did not seem to recall the existence of polygamy in the past. They 
informed me that polygamy was rare in the past. They could not specifically recall any 
polygamous alliances. 
At present, I found that only two men had two wives each. Both the co-wives 
lived in the same house with all their children. The parents of the husband also lived in 
the same house as these were joint families. As far as I could see, and, also reported by 
others, there was no conflict within the said families. The co-wives cooperate with each 
other; in such a way that there rarely have any conflicts between them. At the same time 
the relationship between children of both the wives, is said to be quite normal. 
Socio-Cultural Relationships at Present 
Today, however, generally speaking, so far as the socio-cultural relationships are 
concerned, there are hardly any differences between the Sunnis, and Shiites, living in 
Pilkhana. Mostly during all festive occasions, ceremonies, and festivals, like the feast 
marking the end of Ramadan {Id-ul-Fitr), and the Feast or Festival of Sacrifice {Id-ul-
Zuha), birth ceremonies (Aqiqa) all members of the Shia and Sunni communities join 
together celebrating these festivities. On the Aqiqa ceremony day, they shave the head of 
the newly bom baby and sacrifice {Qorbani) a goat; then invite their close relatives to 
feast. This traditional rite of passage continues to date. 
The other common practice among both the Sunnites, and Shiites, is visiting 
those who have made a pilgrimage to Mecca {Hajj\ they (who have made pilgrimage) 
are called: "Hajr. People of the area make a big fLiss over those who depart for Hajj and 
on their return, they are all garlanded and feasts are arranged to welcome the Haajis. The 
Hindu members of the community also visit the Haajis and congratulate them on their 
successful return home from Hajj. 
With all the good times during various festivities, the sad social gatherings are not 
uncommon. Funeral ceremonies are sad occasions on which all Muslim, Sunni as well as 
Shia, gather to mourn the dead and pray for their souls to rest in Heaven, seeking God' 
forgiveness. The funeral procession (the fianeral), which is a recommended or desirable 
{Mostahab) affair for all the Muslim to participate, is a sad ceremony in which, members 
of both the communities (Sunnis, and Shiites), usually take part in it. Bereaved families 
of Shiite have clad themselves in black or black-robed and wear black clothes; while the 
Sunnis wear their same clothes but usually they wear white color clothes. Therefore, the 
death ceremonies are the other occasions which member of Muslim communities 
regardless of their sects take part. I noticed that, non-Muslims also participate in the 
Muslim's funeral ceremonies too.^"' People of the area, regardless of their religion visit 
the homes of the bereaved to pay condolences. The Shiites hold a ceremony, three days 
after a dead person; it is socially called "Soyam''; meaning thereby "The Third". On that 
day (Soyam or the Third day after the dead person), all those who attended the funeral 
"•'. The same case (participation of non-Muslims, in Muslim's funeral procession and vice versa) is also 
true in Iran as well. 
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{Majlis or Tashyi') and especially the poor people {Oarih Admis) are invited for lunch or 
dinner. 
They (Shiites) have the same ceremony 40 days after the dead person; which is so 
called fortieth day called Chelum. Among both Sunnis and Shias this is an age old 
tradition and continues to date. 
While the Muslims bury their dead, the Hindus bum the dead bodies. After the 
death of a Hindu, the close relatives become 'polluted'. The period of pollution comes to 
an end at various intervals depending on the nature of proximity of the relative. For 
example, for the wife or husband, son or daughter the period of pollution is much longer 
than for distant relatives. This was reported by Srinivas (1987)* almost fifty yeare ago, 
and even today, this practice continues. After the fimeral and the death ceremonies of 
Hindus the dead person's son is required to shave {Darhi Banana) off his hair (Mundan). 
The fiineral pyre is lighted by the eldest son. If a dead person does not have any son, his 
or her body (Asthif"" has to be burned, by his or her daughter or by the priest {Pujari). 
Among Hindus (especially the Higher Castes who are financially well off), on the 
thirteenth day after the death of a person, which is called: "Teroveew", food and clothes 
are distributed to the poor people. This is generally known as: ''Dan Dakchana". This is a 
common practice even today. 
Hindu and Muslim Festivals 
It is said that Hindus usually have a festival everyday! This may be a somewhat 
exaggerated statement, but it is true that Hindu festivals out number the Muslim festivals 
Among the prominent festivals are Holi^" Rasksha Bandan,"^ 
Janmashtami,^''^'Dusshera,^'''"' Diwali or Deepawali,°''"" Govardha,"'''' Bhaya Duj or 
Bhai Dooj,^^ and innumerable local festivals. 
"'". In Hindi it (Asthi) means the dead body; while in Urdu it means: "Lash or LaasH". 
"'". Hoii, also called the Festival of Colors, is a spring festival celebrated by Hindus, Buddhists, Sikhs and 
others. It is primarily observed in India, Nepal, Srilanka, and countries with large Indie Diaspora 
populations, such as Suriname, Guyana, South Alirica, Trinidad, UK, USA, Mauritius, and Fiji. In West 
Bengal of India it is known as Dolyatra (Doul Jatra) or Basanta-Utsav ("spring festival"). Holi is one of the 
major festivals of India and is the most vibrant of all. It is a festival of colors which generally falls on a full 
moon in March. It is also a festival of love and unity and celebrates the triumph of good over evil. Holi is 
celebrated with vibrant colors. Hindus believe that, these colors are actually colors of joy, colors of love 
and colors that fill people's life with happiness to the core of their hearts. In hich, 
they try to wash away all the evils in their hearts along with the colors and allow the color of love to stay 
there forever and ever. This is the true spirit of Holi 
(http://in.answer8.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20100302103636A A3MCMF). 
"". Rakhi is basically a sacred thread of protection embellished with the love and affection of a sister for 
her brother. This day is also known as Raksha Bandhan and celebrated on the lull moon day of the Hindu 
month of Shravana in India. This frail of thread of Rakhi is considered as stronger than iron chains as it 
binds the most beautiful relationship in an inseparable bond of love and trust. Rakhi festival also has a 
social significance because it underiines the notion that everybody should live in harmonious coexistence 
with each other (http://www.raksha-bandhan.com/). 
""'. Janmashtami is the joyful celebration of Lord Krishna's birth. Major celebrations of Krishna 
Janmashtami takes place at midnight as Krishna is said to have made his divine appearance in that hour. 
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Muslim festivals that are celebrated are Eidul Fitr (after one month of Ramadan), 
Ediul Zuha (popularly called Bakra Eid), then the celebrations of Yome Nabi (birthday of 
the Holy Prophet). The Moharram begins after Eidul Zuha and the three months that 
follow are months of sorrow in remembrance of the martyrdom of the grandsons of the 
Holy Prophet, Hassan and Husain. 
Socio-Cultural Differences at Present 
Typically Muslim hospitality dominates life of all the communities! Whether, 
they are Muslims or non-Muslims. All members of the Shia, Sunni and Hindu 
communities have been influenced by the traditional Muslim hospitality. I visited the 
homes of all the three communities and, had I already not known their identity, it would 
have been difficult for me to know whether I was being entertained by a Muslim family 
or a Hindu family. 
Apart fi"om this influence, the religious differences are quite apparent. The Hindus of 
course confine themselves to the Temples (Mandir), but so far as the religious beliefs are 
Fasting, bhajans, Pujas and many other rituais mark Janmashtami celebrations in India 
(http://www.iaishnajanmashtami.com/). 
""". Dussehra is a popular festival celebrated by Hindus all over India. This festival has been given many 
names such as Vijayadashmi ('Vijay' meaning 'victory' and 'Dashmi meaning 'tenth day), as it is believed 
that it was on this day that Lord Rama killed the demon-king, Ravana and rescued his abducted wife - Sita. 
It signifies the triumph of good over evil. The legendary triumph is reenacted to the day. In the northern 
parts of India, huge effigies of Ravana, his giant brother Kumbhkama and son Meghnath are placed in vast 
open grounds. Fireworks and crackers are placed inside the effigies. 
<http://festivals.iloveindia.com/dussehra/> 
'^'""'. Diwali is one of the biggest festivals of Hindus, celebrated with great enthusiasm and happiness in 
India. The festival is celebrated for five continuous days, where the third days is celebrated as the main 
Diwali festival or 'Festival of lights'. Different colorful varieties of fireworks are always associated with 
this festival. On this auspicious day, people light up diyas and candles all around their house. They perform 
Laxmi Puja in the evening and seek divine blessings of Goddess of Wealth. The festival of Diwali is never 
complete without exchange of gifts. People present diwali gifts to all near and dear ones 
(http://www.diwaiifestival.org/). 
"'". Govardhan (Sanskrit) is a hill located near the town of Vrundhavan in India, considered as sacred by a 
number of traditions within Hinduism. It is especially important to those traditions which worship Krishna 
or Vishnu as the Supreme God (Ishvara) such as Vaishnavism and Gaudiya Vaishnavism, which are 
popular around the Govardhan area. A great number of pilgrims visit Govardhan each year and perform 
parikrama, circulating around the area of the hill whilst praying, singing (bhajan) or performing japa 
meditation. The hill and surrounding area are believed to be the sites where Krishna and Balarama 
performed specific pastimes (lilas) during their last incarnation on the planet Earth 
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Govardhan_hill). 
"" . Bhai Dooj is one of the major festivals of India, also spelt as Bhaidooj, Bhaiduj or Bhai Duj. The 
festival is celebrated between brothers and sisters to strengthen the bond of love they share. On this 
auspicious day, sisters put tilak on their brother's forehead and pray for their long life. In return, brothers 
pamper their sisters and promise them to stand by their side in all hardships of life 
(http://www.bhaidooj .org/). 
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concerned, there are some prominent differences among the Sunnis and Shiite. One of 
the more outstanding differences is in the structure of the places of worship. For 
example, all the Sunni mosques have seven doors whereas the Shia mosque has just one 
door. But the Imam Bara has as many as eight doors. On the other hand, the Hindu 
Temple has as many as fifteen doors. There are ten Brahman Temples, and as many as 
five Banyans Temples in Pilkhana. 
One of the main features of relationships between inhabitants, I observed that 
men and women are segregated from each other. Men and women, neither Hindu nor 
Muslims mingle with each other freely. Muslim women do not appear before men, nor 
do they communicate directly with men who are their Mahram (i.e. men with whom they 
can not have a marital alliance). They also follow an Islamic dress code, which they wear 
when they move out of their homes. This is what is generally known as the Borqa. This 
is a long cloak usually made of black material and covers the whole body, from head, 
face up to the lower part of the legs. I found that most Muslim women wear the Burqa or 
Borqa and during ceremonies or various social occasions men and women are separated 
from each other by either a curtain or, they are segregated in different portions of the 
Shamiyana'^' while I moved around and mingled with the residents, I felt that women 
who did not observe Purdah^^" or wear a Burqa were looked at in a suspicious manner. 
On talking to some young men I was told that women who wear the Burqa are 
"respectable". Those women who do not wear Burqa, are either uneducated or come 
from poor background, where the importance of Purdah is not known to them. They said 
that non Burqa wearing giris get married into the same type of families; meaning 
thereby, that a respectable man would not marry a woman who does not wear a Burqa. 
While the Hindu women do not observe Purdah or wear a Burqa, they cover their 
heads to the extent of veiling their faces partially. They avoid speaking to men in general 
and men of different communities in particular. During social gatherings they too are 
segregated from men. They maintain what Radcliffe-Brown called a "relationship of 
avoidance" with strangers and elderly men in their own families, such as father-in-law 
(1952).^ ^ When talking to my Hindu friends in Pilakhna, 1 was informed that their wives 
do not address them directly by their name. They prefer to talk indirectly without calling 
out to them by their names. 
Muslim inhabitants of Pilkhana no matter whether they belong to the Sunni or 
Shiite communities, they both usually, take Chapattf^'" or Nan""" with both vegetables 
and meat. The meat shops belong to Muslims and are slaughtered in accordance with the 
Islamic rules (Halaf). While all Muslims are non-vegetarians, they also enjoy vegetarian 
""'. Shamiyana is a large temporary structure made of bamboos and heavy cotton material. This is 
generally erected on large vacant plot to accommodate marriage parties. 
"""". Purdah, In India, esp. formerly, in Hindu and Muslim communities, the seclusion of women from the 
sight of strangers, by means of a screen or curtain in the home or by a veil worn in public; the screen, 
certain, etc. used for this; seclusion generally [Urdu and Persian pardah curtain] (see. The Chambers 
Dictionary, lO"^  Edition, p. 1238). 
"""". Chapatti: Chapatti or Chapati: [(pi. Chapat (t)'i, Chapat (t)'is, or Chapat (t)'ies)], is a thin flat piece 
of unleavened bread. [Hindustani] (See The Chambers Dictionary, 10th Edition, p. 255). 
"""". Nan: Nan or Naan: A type of slightly leavened bread, as baked in India and Pakistani cookery, similar 
to pitta bread. [Hindi] (See The Chambers Dictionary, 10th Edition, p. 1000). 
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food, especially in these expensive times when meat is very dear. Muslims also eat 
buffalo meat as it is less expensive. 
Having lived, and to have visited and revisited Pilakhna was quite an experience 
and I made a number of friends there. They continue to call me on my mobile phone and 
I enjoy talking to them. More recently 1 had a call from one of my fi-iends in Pilakhna 
inviting me for a wedding. Since I was busy with writing up my thesis I could not go. I 
extremely felt sorry; but 1 remember nostalgically the marriage that I did attend while I 
was there. It gave me an opportunity to learn about their ways of marriage. I now proceed 
to Pindrawal which is the last of the four rural areas under study. 
Pindrawal is about 70 km from Pilakhna and lies in the district of Bulandsheh; it 
is about 40 kilometers from the city of Bulandshahr. Pilkhna is 7 Km from Jalali, and 35 
Km. from Aligarh. 
4. PINDRAWAL VILLAGE 
It was one of the hottest days of June, when I was going for the first time to 
Pindrawar""" village. 
Photograph 5.3 The Statue of Dr. Bhem Rao Ambedker 
On the main road, going from Aligarh to Anupshahr, before, turning to the right 
side road, which leads to Pindrawal village, there was a statue of Dr. Bhem Rao 
Ambedker""""' (photograph 5.3) who belonged to the Scheduled Caste, and prepared the 
""". In some sources, and even on the sign board of Pindrawal, it is written: "Pandrawal". 
'"'™. Dr. Bhim Rao Ambedkar [1891-1956] was a great modem social thinker, a bom fighter, who was the 
famous advocate of human rights and a humanist. Dr. Ambedkar who was bom in an ''untouchable'" or 
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first Indian Written ConstittJtion; attracted my attention. I inquired about that, and then I 
was told that he was a great man, and almost all members of Hindu Scheduled Castes 
love him in such as if, they worship him. 
Land Teoure in the Past 
In the past, in Pindrawal village like that of Pilakhna and also most of the other 
rural areas of the country, the landless poor farmers were being dominated under landlord 
tenure system {ZamJnddri). This was in fact a form and means of exploitation and social 
injustice within the agrarian system in Pindrawal village too. 
Land Tenure at Present 
On the basis of the statement made by some inhabitants, unfortunately about 
seventy five percent of Pindrawal population is landless. Of these, about fifty percent are 
low caste Hindus and the rest i.e. twenty five percent are Muslims. It is due to the fact that 
the broad-based farming activities in Pindrawal village are basically directed towards tree-
plantation and maintenance of iruit, especially mango and guava orchards. 
Like that of Pilakhna and other Indian villages of the country, ZamJndah system, 
has completely been abolished in Pindrawal about 40 years ago. As it has mentioned in the 
section on Pilakhna, the U.P. government, makes special efforts, to distribute the surplus 
land of those farmers who have more than they require to the Scheduled Castes. But as 
against Pilakhna, the main problem regarding the distribution of land in Pindrawal is the 
extension of the orchards which have taken up all the land. There, is, therefore not much 
farming land to be given away. 
Agriculture in the Past 
In the past, all the agricultural activities were being implemented by physical 
labor, in Pindrawal, like that of Pilakhna and the other parts of the country. Animals were 
being used for doing all the three phases of farming; meaning thereby that, the 
implementation of planting, nursing the plants to maturity and harvesting were being 
done by poor farmers with utilization of animals. Thus, the production was low and the 
farmers sustained hardly subsistence farming. 
"Dalit" [(It is a Hindi term, which means: "A member of the former untouchable class in India) (see Tlie 
Chambers Dictionary, 10'*' Edition, P. 380)] community called "Mahar" in Maharashtra took a leading role 
in promoting the welfare of the untouchable castes and in elevating their status. Being the most highly 
educated untouchable in India, Dr. Ambedkar became the undisputed spokesman of the untouchables. He 
took many steps to reform the ways of the untouchables. He fought against many f the injustices done to 
the untouchables by establishing a political party and a couple of organizations for the uplift of the 
untouchables [(see Rao, C. N. Shankar. (Reprinted 2010). Sociology of Indian Society. New Delhi: S. 
Chand & Company LTD. pp. 607-609)]. 
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Agriculture at Present 
The process of mechanization farming in Pindrawal, just like, Pilakhna has 
already started. At present, most of the agricultural activities are implemented by tractors; 
meaning thereby the farming has become semi-mechanized; in Pindrawal village too. 
Although, agriculture in Pindrawal is not completely mechanized, yet, it seems that 
semi-mechanized is quite popular. Where, some farmers employ the new machineries, for 
their farming activities; while, others are still dependent on manpower; or better refer to a 
more polite term that, they depend more upon the "human capital". 
Approximately, 35 percent of agricultural lands in Pindrawal are under tree-
plantations (Orchards), and the rest 65 percent are under different types of agricultural 
crops. 
Agricultural Crops 
At present Rice (Chawal), Wheat (Gandum), Barley (Jow), Peas (Matar), Giam 
(Ghana), Pulses (Dal), Mung bean (Udad), Sugar-cane (Ganna), Mustard (Sarson), Potato 
(Aloo), Tomato (Tamotar), Onion (Piyaz), Garlic (Lahsun), Carrot (Gagor), Water Melon 
(Tarbooz), Melon (Kharbooza), and Maize (Makka), are the most significant crops of 
Pindrawal village. 
Vegetables 
For past several decade different kinds of vegetables such as: lady Finger 
(Bhindee), turnips (Shaljam), and radishes (Mooli) have been cultivated, in Pindrawal. 
Horticulture 
Basically, tree-plantation and maintenance fruit orchards, is comprehensively, the 
broad-based farming activities; in Pindrawal. So that most of the farmers have got their 
own orchards. It is worth mentioning, that some of the orchard owners, live in the cities; 
like: Aligarh, and Bulandshahr districts. Where (especially in Aligarh), they are busy, 
working both in private and public sectors or running some business activities; and at the 
same time, their children enjoy of better educational facilities. 
Animal Husbandry 
Animal husbandry plays a vital role in the life of Pindrawal's farmers. There are a 
number of different domestic animals, in Pindrawal, that partly is the consequence of 
White Revolution that led to the increasing of milk {Dud) production in the area. On the 
other hand some of the animals use for other activities; such as farming activities, 
carrying the cargos, and the agricultural products to the nearby consumer markets. 
At present, buffalos (Bhains) about 2,000, Cows (Gayein), bullocks, or oxen and 
calves, are amongst the most significant animals in Pindrawal village. 
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Loans and Subsidy 
While the government is supposed to grant loans to farmers for a variety of 
reasons, such as for mechanization of farming techniques, purchase of tractors, animal 
husbandry activities and for providing other means of production and services, so as to 
eradicate poverty; it should be pointed out that, like that of Pilakhna no financial 
assistance in the form of subsidies are given to the Pindrawal farmers, by the 
government. The only assistance, to be granted by the banks, to the farmers, is a loan; up 
to maximum Rs. 20,000, for a single season. 
Social Services in the Past and Present 
When I talked to the villagers, I tbund that there were no provisions for ithe 
inhabitants of Pindrawal to enjoy any social services like teaching or training programs, 
or financial assistance to the widows or schooling facilities. In fact, the peasants were tied 
to the landlords and worked for them day and night. This land lord tenant relationship, 
generally known as the jajma-kamin relationship continued until abolition of Zamindari. 
The peasant was paid either in grain or sometimes in cash. But, there seems to have been 
some change in the recent past. 
Effects of the Green Revolution 
As already stated above, the effects of the Green Revolution helped in the 
increased production of crops, even in those rural areas where it has not officially 
implemented. Previously, even though Pindrawal had better irrigation facilities as 
compared to other village, yet, lack of rainfall and droughts had created problems for the 
farmers and horticulturists alike. With newer technologies not only for irrigation , but 
also for better pest control facilities, better manure, and more knowledge about farming 
and horticulture with improved seeds and varieties of fruit, has more than doubled 
production. As a result the villagers could raise the cultivation by cultivating three crops 
in a year. In addition, earlier the farmers were completely dependent on physical labor. 
But at present, they use mechanized farming techniques to enhance the agricultural 
production and improvement the living conditions of the villagers. 
Effects of the White Revolution 
As it has already mentioned earlier, India is the largest producer of milk (Dud) in 
the world. White Revolution, with the objective of increasing the production of milk, not 
only to raised the quantity of milk production in the country; but it improved the level of 
living of the milkmen, and milk women. Government extended subsidies and loans to the 
milk producers. This resulted in the gradual increase of milk yield. In Pindrawal, like 
Pilakhna, the milk producers sell their product both in the village itself, and to the 




At present the main irrigation sources, in Pindrawal are underground water 
resources. Where, the farmers extract the water by Tube Well. It is to be added that, those 
farmers who own, a less plot of land, they share their irrigation's requirements from 
others. 
Drinking Water 
Drinking water in Pindrawal village is supplied by hand pumps; which are 
available in almost every house and in all the public places as well. There is no supply of 
running water from any source. In the past, there were no hand pumps and people used 
wells to draw water. Now the wells are almost dry after the installation of hand pumps. 
The Roads 
The main road of Pindrawal is good; it is fiilly asphalt; while most of other roads 
are dusty; some of them had been covered by bricks; which most of them are broken. 
Basically, the roads in Pilakhna, as compared to Pindrawal are in a much better 
conditions. Photograph 5.4 shows the main road to Pindrawal. 
Photograph 5.4 The Main Entrance Road 
Electrification 
Like Pilakhna, Pindrawal village is also fully electrified. But the shortage of 
electricity is common to both these rural areas. In fact the inhabitants of Pindrawal enjoy 
using the electricity for only about 12 hours per day. The electricity shedding is set 
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according to a weekly plan. There is a five hour electricity supply during the day and five 
hours at night. 
AdminstratioQ (Past and Present) 
Before abolition of the Zamindari system, the whole village was almost literally 
"owned" by the landlords. The peasants and tenants worked for the landlords. So the 
landlord was the master in every respect and his law was the law for the village. Many 
landlords were also "money lenders", I was told. They would lend money to the poor 
peasants and tenants and would exploit them by making them work. There were also 
stories about the atrocities of the landlords and some of their kindness. 
After Independence the scene changed and even before abolition of Zamindari 
the government targeted its efforts to organize the village self government, which later 
bloomed into the Panchayti Raj. 
Today, in Pindrawal, a Panchayat (a council of five) Hall (Ghar) is the most 
significant official place. In this building one finds the administrative set up of the 
Panchayat. Besides looking after the affairs of village the Panchayat is a liaison between 
the state government and the village. All developmental activities are dependent on the 
Panchayat which draws up projects and plans for the betterment of the village. 
Occupational Structures at Present 
The main occupation in Pindrawal is farming, clubbed with other agricultural 
activities like maintenance of fruit orchards. Some people are engaged in sheep farming, 
rearing sheep, or animal husbandry. Some members of the Sunni community (Qureshi 
Caste) are butchers, and slaughter either buffalo or goats to supply meat in Pindrawal and 
other neighboring towns. Among Sunni Muslims, service castes such as washer men, oil 
pressers are quite common. Some people have their shops and supply various 
commodities to the villagers. 
Education in the Past 
Although education in Pindrawal, like that of Pilakhna, is not compulsory; but 
the quality of education, in the past was much better than that in Pilakhna! I found that 
the inhabitants of Pindrawal, especially the older generation above the age of fifty five 
years were educationally more advanced. While, I talked to them I felt that education was 
part of their culture, rooted as a part of their inheritance. Somewhere along the past years, 
their basic educational training was well grounded, and, even though they have been 
living in this village all their lives, their knowledge of English was pretty good. I found, 
people above the age of eight years to be well conversant with English and could read 
and write well. They spoke English too, but were somewhat rusted as they do not have an 
opportunity to speak on a regular basis. They were not highly educated; and said they 
learned English in the primary school where they studied much before the partition of 
India. It seemed to me that the quality of education must have been very superior in those 
days. 
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People generally agreed that the standard of education in the past was very good. 
They seemed very dissatisfied with the educational system at present and complained 
that the quality of teaching was very poor. They pointed out that even though the mother 
tongue of the present generation of children was "Hindi", after completing class five, the 
children could barely write in Hindi. They told me that even though English was not their 
mother tongue; the teachers in the past were able to teach them this foreign language. 
Education at Present 
As in Pilakhna, Pindrawal too lacks high schools. There is only one government 
primary school. A junior school up to class VIII was established some years ago. As per 
the information that I collected, the teachers of this school are fairly well qualified and 
have better academic qualifications. Some also hold B.A. (Bachelor of Arts) or B.E.D. 
(Bachelor of Education) degrees. And, even though some of the teachers, teaching in 
Primary and Junior Schools, have just passed the Intermediate course (Shikshamitr) their 
teaching ability is lauded by the residents of Pindrawal. They appeared satisfied with the 
education system, but wished that the government would initiate a project for upgrading 
the existing school to the high school level. 
Comparatively speaking, the quality of teaching in both the rural areas under 
study in U.P. is quite low, but the Pindrawal schools provide better quality of education 
than that of Pilakhna."^' 
1 also noticed that the over all financial position of the people of Pandrawal was 
far better than that of the people of Pilakhna. Therefore, those who are in a financially 
better position, send their children to private schools. Some children go to the 
government primary school, while others attend private schools where strict measures are 
taken to ensure that students attend classes regularly. The government school does not 
have these strict measures. On the other hand, the children of rich people go to the 
private schools. Then, for fiirther studies, they usually go elsewhere; like: Bulandshar, 
Aligarh, and even some students go to Delhi; where the educational facilities are very 
good and satisfactory. 
There is thus, only one Government Primary School up to class five levels, and it 
is co-educational. Both the girls and boys study together in the same school. 
Besides this, there is just one public or government (Sarkari) Junior High School. 
I would like to point out here, that the population of Pindrawal is about one fourth 
that of Pilakhna, and yet, both these places have only one primary and one junior school 
run by the government. In Pilakhna, there are several private schools but none of these go 
beyond junior level of education. 
There is just one private Primary School in Pindrawal which is co-educational. 
There are three teachers (one lady, and two men), in this private school. There is again, 
like in Pilalkhna, no High school in Pindrawal. Thus, the schooling in Pindrawal is the 
same as in Pilakhna. 
It is so, while Pindrawal is simply^ village; but Pilakhna is a town area! 
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Religious Schools 
Sunnite and Shiite Religious Schools 
At present there is just one Sunnite Religious School (Madrasa), in Pindrawal; 
where, about 40 (15 girls and 25 boys) receive religious education. The students who 
attend the Madrasa are mostly small children between the ages of 4-12 years. They study 
Sunnite theology (Diniyat) and memorize the Holy Quran. (Muslim's religious book), 
they also learn Arabic and Urdu. 
There is no Shiite Religious School or (Madrasa) in Pindrawal. 
Health and Nutrition at Present 
There is a government (Sarkari) dispensary in Pindrawal'^ '"'"" to provide the 
primary medical services to the inhabitants. Obviously, for further treatment the patients 
have to go to the hospitals elsewhere, like: Bulandshahr or Aligarh, in order to receive 
regular medical services. In addition, there is a private medical store which provides the 
necessary medicines to the residents in their hour of need. Generally the medical store 
shopkeeper advises them and recommends medication for a few ailments. 
Housing Conditions in the Past 
Most of the houses in Pindrawal were built of brick. While, very few (roughly, 
one percent) houses which were owned by the poor class of people were constructed with 
mud (the term mud in Hindi language is called Mad and in Urdu it is called Mitti). It is 
very important to add that there are many huts (Bugga), in Pindrawal; they are being used 
for storage of the animal's food, or fodder, etc. The huts are also usable for keeping the 
animal's dung (Oupla or Oopla), for protection against the rain. 
Almost every family owned a house, in Pindrawal. There were some people, who 
originally belonged to Pindrawal, and had their own houses over there; but these owners 
did not live in Pindrawal. They were the absentee landlords, like their compatriots in 
Iran. They lived in other places, like Aligarh! They usually, came to Pindrawal to look 
after their agricultural activities; especially their orchards and enjoy mangoes in the 
summers. They also visited Pindrawal during the various ceremonies, festivals, rituals, 
etc. In addition to the variety of ceremonies, some people, especially, the Shiite 
community are the regular visitors of Pindrawal to participate in the staging of the 
passion play, in connection with their 3rd Imam {Imam Hussein) martyrdom; which had 
taken place on 10th, Muharram (the first month of the Arabic or Islamic lunar calendar) 
of the year 60 AH (lunar year after hegira); it is equal to 10th, October, 640. It has to be 
added that the 10th, Muharram is called: "'Ashura"' which means the tenth Day of 
Muharram. 
The houses were constructed side by side. There were four localities in 
Pindrawal, namely: Sunnis locality (Mohalla), they belong to Qureshi caste; who are the 
While there no any such health facilities in Pilakhna; though it is a town area! 
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butchers; washer men (Dhobi), potters or mud dish makers {Hatali or Ghara), shepherds 
(Gaddi), oil makers {Tail Wala), they produce oil (Tail) from seeds (Beef). 
There are two Shiite sects in Pindrawal, namely: Seyyed(s) and Khan(s). The 
fiwmer consider themselves as the direct descendants of the Holy Prophet Mohammad 
(UPBH). I was informed by the locals that, the latter [Khan(s)], which is in fact a title, 
were converts from the Hindu Thakur caste. They were the Rajput Hindus and they were 
mainly Zamindars; and later some of them have taken carpentry as their main 
occupation. Even after conversion to Shiite religion, they continued to follow their 
occupation of carpentry (Najjar^ :-_\ cxxix 
Housing Conditions at Presen 
There are approximately 500 houses in Pindrawal village; about 200 houses 
belong to the Muslim Communities (both Surmis and Shiite) and the rest 300 houses 
belong to the Hindus. The houses in Pindrawal are generally of satisfactory conditions. 
Where more than 85 percent of them are constructed by good building materials like: 
Inicks, cement, etc. and about 15 percent are either built of mud or a very few percent are 
thatched huts (Jhonpdi). It is very important to add that even today there are many huts 
(Buggd), in Pindrawal; which are being used for storage of the animal's food, or fodder, 
etc. The huts are also usable for keeping the animal's dung (Oupla or Oopla), for 
protection against the rain. 
Distribution of Population in the Past 
The religion-wise division of Pindrawal consisted of Sunni and Shiite Muslims as 
well as Hindus. On the basis of the statements made by some of Pindrawal's inhabit^ mts, 
in 1947 there was about 250 houses, owned by the Shiite Muslim Community, but 5>oon 
after partition of India, they migrated to other places of the country, and some of tfiem to 
Pakistan. In 1990 the number of houses decreased to 20 doors only. 
According to the statement made by said inhabitants, the population of Pindrawal 
is approximately between 5,000 to 7,000, people. While, the total number of houses is 
estimated about 1000, doors. So that some people have their house in the village, but 
lives elsewhere, they occasionally visit Pindrawal, to look after their orchards, visiting 
their relatives, and participating in festivals and so on. Besides, according to the voters 
list, about 2,500, cast their votes; in different elections. 
Pindrawal population comprises a mixture of Hindus and Muslims, (both Sunnis 
and Shiite) communities. 
It is mentionable that at present there are only 10 houses belonged to the Shiite 
Community; while, there were about 250 houses in 1947. 
Since 1970, there began a gradual decrease with migration to other urban areas, 
where they felt they would have access to a variety of urban advantages; especially in 
education, health, nutrition. 1 was told that it was the rich landlords who left Pindravral. 
It has to be mentioned that the tenn: "•Najjar" in Persian has the same meaning (carpenter). 
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Then came 1990 and the destruction of the Babri Mosque (Masjid), leading to religious 
conflict between the Hindu and the Muslim communities. This occurrence led to further 
migration of both Shia and Sunni Muslims. According to some of the Muslim inhabitants 
of Pindrawal, a number of Muslims were killed during the communal riots. They said 
that killing one a Muslim in Pindrawal, itself and many others on the road (like Mowlana 
Aftab Hussein) are some prominent examples of this conflict. In 1990 again their 
numbers decreased to 20 houses only. 
The inhabitants of Pindrawal as against those of Pilakhna were mostly distributed 
in a haphazard and an unplanned manner. There was hardly any locality-wise 
demarcation. Sunni, Shia Muslims lived side by side with Hindus and shared the 
facilities of the village in a friendly manner. 
Distribution of Population at Present 
The population of Pindrawal today, ranges about 5,000 to 7,000, persons. The 
total number of houses is estimated to be about 1000 doors. Pindrawal population 
continues to comprise of a mixture of Hindus and Muslims, (both Sunnis and Shiite) 
communities. The number of Shia houses has decreased further, and now there are, by 
count, only ten Shia houses, as opposed to 250 in 1947 and 400 in 1970. The owners of 
these ten houses do not live in Pandrawal. They have all have built houses in Aligaih. 
They visit their ancestral homes either during Moharram or during the summer to enjoy 
their mango crop. 
Hindus, who were in majority, were divided into various castes. Almost all 
castes and sub-castes were present in Pandrawal. These ranged from Brahmans, to 
Kshatryas, Vaishya, Sudra and various scheduled castes. 
Religious Places of Worship (Past and Present) 
There are a total of six mosques (Masjid) in Pindrawal Village. Of these, five are 
Sunni mosques and one is a Shia mosque. Each Sunni Mosque has its own religious 
leader (Imam). There is no Shiite leader (Imam or Mowlana) in Pindrawal. In addition to 
the mosques, there is one Imam's House (Imam Bara), which is an assembly hall, 
especially built for ceremonies commemorating the mourning the martyrdom of the 3"*, 
Shiite religious leader (Imam Hussein). It should be noted that the Shiite believers follow 
12 religious leaders (Imams). 
In the month of Moharrum or Muharram Shiite community usually, begin the 
month by staging an emotional play, in connection with their 3"^  Imam (Hazrath Imam 
Hussein) which had taken place on '"Ashura'' or 10**", Muharram (the first month of the 
Arabic or Islamic lunar calendar) of the year 60 AH (lunar year alter hegira); it is equal 
to 10*, October, 640. 
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It is also worth saying, that, in addition to the mosque (Masjid), Imam's House is 
one of the most significant religious gatherings of Shiite community.'^ '"" As it has already 
mentioned that most of the Pindrawal's Shiite members migrated to other places, some of 
them have still own their own houses in Pindrawal. During the Muharram and especially 
on 9* of Muharram (Tasu'a) and also 10* of Muharram ('Ashura) they come to 
Pindrawal to celebrate and pay tribute to the martyrdom Hazrath Imam Hussein. 
There are ten temples (Mandir) in Pindrawal; out of which three are for the lower 
castes, and the rest seven temples are for the upper castes. The lower castes are not 
allowed to enter the upper caste temples even today. 
There are seven priests or religious leaders (Prohit or Pujari) who are responsible 
for performing religious rituals in the temples and at homes of people as and when called 
for. They also try to resolve the religious problems of the Hindus and perform their 
religious rituals, in the village. The upper caste priests perform rituals for the lower 
castes in the latter's temples but they accept on Kaccha food as per tradition (As per 
Hindu tradition, Kaccha food denotes food material which is cooked in water, like dal 
and rice. As opposed to this is Pukka food which is cooked in oil. The upper castes will 
never accept either Pukka or Kuccha food from lower castes. 
The Style of Dress (Past and Present) 
The main style of dress, among women in Pindrawal, like that of Pilakhna, is a 
sort of cotton, synthetic or silk pajamas or ''§halvar"'^"°^' worn with long Kameez°°"" or 
"Shalvar-Kameez'"'^^^'" for women. At the same time. Sari as the most famous Indian 
women's dress (especially it is a very common Hindu dress code; and most of the Hindu 
women use it, most of the times) is worn by women. It is interesting to mention that, in 
the cities Muslim women wear Saris, but in the villages Sari is confined to the Hindu 
women only. Generally speaking, the Muslim giris and women wear ''Shalvdr suits" or 
''Shalvar-Kameez" before and after marriage. Rarely one finds that, a Muslim girl 
wearing Sari after marriage; but I observed in a marriage party and in a graduation 
ceremonies or the commencements in Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh India that 
some educated unmarried Muslims giris worn Saris, while Hindu women rarely wear 
Shalvar suits, and their set form of dress is Sari. The Hindu giris on the other hand wear 
Shalvdr suits before marriage but after marriage they wear 5am. This has been the 
tradition in Pindrawal too. During the rituals, Muslim women wear a long dress known 
as Gharara; and Hindu women also wears a long dress known as Lengha. This tradition 
'^ '"". The same case is true not only in Pindrawal, but in all other residential places of the 
Shiite community woridwide. 
cxxxi. Shalvar. Shalvar (Hindi), and Shalwar (Urdu), is a loose-fitting trouser wom (by both sexes) in 
many parts of south Asia (see The Chambers Dictionary, 10th Edition, p. 1404). In Iran, it is also called: 
"Shalwar'\ 
cxxxii. (In south Asia) A loose tunic with tight sleeves; wom by women (see The Chambers Dictionary, 
lOthEdition, p. 813). 
cxxxiii. Shalvar-Kameez: A south Asian outfit (for men and women) of loose-fitting trousers and a long 
tonic (see The Chambers Dictionary, 10th Edition, p. 1404). 
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continues even today and not much has changed except for the fact, that, at present some 
Muslim women wear Lengha, for ritual occasions too. 
On the other hand, Muslim men's dress is mostly a long shirt (Kurta), with 
Pajama though, the rich landlords would wear Achkan.'^'"^'' But for the common Muslim 
male, the former was his dress and continues to be so. Some young Muslim men wear 
pant and shirt as do the young Hindu men. Traditionally, the Hindu men wore white or 
sometimes cream color DAo//*""^ and long Kurta. The lower caste men generally wore 
colored Kurtas with off white Dhoti. Today, one rarely sees white Dhoti Kurta clad men, 
because most of them, especially the younger generation wear pant and shirt. 
Typically, just like that of Pilakhna, people of different tribes, castes, etc. in 
Pindrawal, usually wear their traditional clothes; which has already been discussed 
above. 
As pointed out earlier, some changes have taken place among the people, 
especially the youth and those who go to the cities regularly or stay there for studies or 
various other reasons. Such people generally wear pant-shirt or jeans-T-shirts while 
women continue to wear either Shalvar-Kameez or Saris. I noticed that those families, 
who have immigrated to cities and occasionally visit Pindrawal, have a certain air of 
"superiority" over the others. For example, I noticed that when such people visit 
Pindrawal to see their farmlands and orchards, they usually travel by car or taxi. This it 
raises eyebrows and curiosity. And then, when the "landlords" go walking towards their 
house in fancy jeans or pants, with an air of superiority, the locals are fascinated and 
sometimes full of awe and at other times jealous! But these are rare sights on rare 
occasions. 
The Style of Leader's Clothes at Present 
Like the style of Pilakhna's Leader's clothes, usually, different groups of people 
wear their traditional clothes; which is known as Dhoti and it is to be worn by Hindu 
men. Religious leaders also wear their traditional dress; which among Hindu leaders is in 
saffron color named: 'Wastar". Sunni Muslim leaders wear a long shirt (Kurta), with 
Pajama,'^'^'"'" and wear a long peace of cloth over their head known as: "'Ammameh"\ 
While, Shiite Muslim leaders (Molana), wear a long dress, open in front (Qaba), and a 
sleeveless outer garment over it (Qaba), named 'Aba, with a turban {'Ammameh). It 
should be mentioned that, the Seyyeds (a male descendant of the Holy Prophet 
Muhammad) Leaders {Molana), wear black 'Ammameh; while the non-Seyyed Molands, 
wear white 'Ammameh. 
cxxx.v jj j ^ g knee-length coat with a high collar, buttoned all the way down, worn by men in India 
[Hindustani Ackan] (see The Chambers Dictionary, 10th Edition, p. 11). 
cxxxv Q^gij Qj. DfjQoti is the Hindu loincloth; a cotton fabric used for this (see The Chambers Dictionary, 
10th Edition, p. 412). 
cxxxvi jjj Persian and Hindustani Paejamah from Pde leg, and Jamah clothing (see The Chambers 
Dictionary. 10th Edition, p. 1243). 
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Life Styles (Past and Present) 
The inhabitants of Pindrawal like those of Pilakhna and most of other Indian 
villages, as well, usually sat either on the floor or on a sort of cot made of bamboo and 
jute rope woven around the bamboo frame, known as Charpaif^^^' Some rich landlords 
sat on a Palang^"^^" which is a wooden frame with four legs and around and across the 
sides a 3-4 inches cotton tape was woven to make it comfortable to both sit and sleep. 
Apart from this, the use of fiimiture depended upon the financial capabilities of 
the people, but there have not been many changes on the style of living in Pindrawal; 
because people still sit either on the ground, or Charpai or Palang. 
The houses were barely Jiimished except for Charpais or Palangs. The men 
generally worked in their fields or their orchards, or tended sheep and other cattle while 
the women did their household chores in addition to helping the males of the house with 
lighter type of farm work like milking the cows or making cow dung cakes as explained 
above. In the evening the men would sit outside the house in the Chowpal!"""^ 
Generally, the Hindu men of the upper castes would sit in the Chowpal with their friends 
and smoke the Hugqa (Hubble bubble) and take in the gossip or exchange news or talk 
politics. The women were absent from the Chowpal which was the male domain. 
As per the custom, women were not to be seen or heard. If the lady of the house 
needed to talk to her husband, she would send her small child or a servant boy to convey 
her message quietly. Even when inside the house, the wife would speak indirectly to her 
husband in the presence of elders, especially mother or father-in -law and other relatives. 
The husband too would not speak directly or call his wife by her name. Both the husband 
and wife would accost each other by using a child's name viz: "Ramu's mother* ,^ please 
come here. Or Ramu's father, do you have a minute..." Alternatively, they would 
simply say "Are you listening?" 
The ladies of the house would not expose themselves to outsiders and would 
cover part of their face with a veil called Ghurtgat. It was customary for Hindu women to 
wear a Ghungat and this was a sign of respect towards an older person. The Ghungat also 
acted as a symbol of "avoidance" with various types of people with whom she was not 
allowed to mingle with. For example, she would wear a Ghungat in the presence of her 
father-in-law and husband's older brother but enjoyed a joking relationship with her 
husband's younger brother (Radcliffe-Brown, 1952).^ ° 
Among Muslims the norm was almost the same, except the place where the men 
sat was known as 'Mardana" and where the women sat (inside the house) was called 
"'""'", It is a sort of cot made of bamboo and jute rope woven around the bamboo frame. 
cxxxviu p^i^„g J5 a vvooden frame with four legs and around and across the sides a 3-4 inches cotton tape is 
woven to make it comfortable to both sit and sleep. 
cxxxix QIJ^J^P^I is generally the outer court enclosure of a village house where men gather together and 
generally smoke the Hqqa (Hubble bubble). 
'"'. The same custom was practiced in some places of Iran, where, instead of the wife, (who addressed her 
husband by his name) it was the husband, who instead of addressing his wife by her own name, would 
refer to her as his son or sons's mother, or just like that of above mentioned discussion, the husband would 
simply said: Majid's mother. Some men in Iran even used to accost their wives as God's Creature (Bandeh-
E-Khoda). 
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'"Zenana". Men were not allowed to enter the Zenana and vice versa. The patterns of 
avoidance were the same as those of the Hindu women, except for the fact that instead of 
a Ghungat the Muslim women wore a Burqa with a Niqab (i.e.cover the face with a fine 
veil) and avoided all men with whom they could possibly contract matrimonial alliance, 
regardless of their own or the male's marital status. 
There used to be a strict division of labor based on ascription. Physical labor was 
carried out by men and the women were confined to the household duties of cooking, 
washing nurturing the children. The girls and boys were socialized into learning the 
norms of rights and duties. This aspect was common to both Hindus and Muslims. 
In the past, the members of Muslim communities (Sunni and Shiite) spoke Urdu 
language. While, members of upper Hindu castes just spoke Hindi. 
The spoken languages of Pindrawal continue to be Hindi and Urdu. Muslims 
mostly prefer to speak in Urdu, and the Hindus usually speak in Hindi language. In 
addition to this, a very small minority of people who usually, live in the cities and 
especially those who have academic education, and come to the village to visit their 
relatives, or participate in various ceremonies, can speak English too. Besides, some 
people in Pindrawal know how to write English too. 
Muslim (both Sunni and Shiite) inhabitants of Pindrawal, like those of Pilakhna 
village, usually, take bread (Roti, Nan, or Chapati), with vegetables (Sabzi) and meat 
(Gusht), which has to be slaughtered in accordance with the Islamic rules {Halat). In 
facts they are multiple-eaters; who are vegetarians as well as non-vegetarians. 
Like that of Pilakhna, the members of Hindu Community in Pindrawal, were 
purely vegetarians, in the past times. 
Generally speaking, Hindu communities, who at present constitute about 75 
percent of the total population of Pindrawal, are completely vegetarians; although, 
nowadays some Hindus, especially those of new generation, occasionally take meat 
{Gusht), too. 
As it has already discussed in Pilakhna portion, it is said that Hindus have a 
festival everyday; in other word, they have 365 festivals throughout the year. The most 
important of which are: Holi, Diwali or Deepawali, Raksha Bandan, Dussehra,""' 
Amashtami, Ram Navami, Mahavir Jayanti, Jan, and so forth. 
There are some restrictions imposed on attending the various Hindu ceremonies, 
such as: During the marriages and wedding (Shadi) parties, etc., they sit together. But in 
the same occasions they are being served; according to their food habits, and depends 
whether they are vegetarians or non-vegetarians. 
The members of different tribes are allowed to take part in various Muslims 
festivals; unless some restrictions like: Hindus are not allowed to enter the mosques, and 
the Lower Hindu Castes are strictly forbidden to enter the Higher Castes Temples; 
Members of the Lower Hindu Castes are not permitted to sit together with those of the 
Higher Castes for being served in different occasions too, have been imposed on 
''. Dussehra: it refers to the tenth and final day of the Hindu festival of Navaralri. 
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participation of Hindus in some of the ceremonies, religious rituals and religious places; 
which has been discussed earlier. 
It is interesting to note that there is no restriction on participation of members of 
different Hindu Castes in some of the ceremonies and festivals held by the Muslims; 
such as: The feast marking the end of Ramadan, the Feast or Festival of Sacrifice the 
Muslim birth ceremonies (Aqiqa), in case of being invited by the host (Mezban), visiting 
of those Muslims who have made a pilgrimage to Mecca, the funeral occasions, unless it 
is held in a mosque, where non-Muslims are not allowed to enter. 
Mass Media and Means of Communication (Past and Present) 
In the past times, a very few people could read Newspapers. At the same time 
until recently (1970) only a few people had radio or transistor sets. There were no 
telephones or telegraph offices either. 
At present, television is one of the most accessible media sources for some people 
in Pindrawal. Those, who are financially affluent can buy television (T.V.) sets easily 
and watch T. V., programs at leisure, during their free and spare times. Besides, T. V., 
sets are available in almost all public places; such as: general shops, tea (Chai) shops, 
where people can sit and watch various television programs, easily. The newspaper 
circulation has also increased and Hindi and some Urdu magazines especially associated 
with cinema are usually available. There was no cinema hall in the past and there still 
isn't one. For watching movies, people satisfy themselves with cable T. V., programs. 
There are now a number of telephone booths with facilities to make phone calls 
not only locally but also within India and to foreign lands too. Mobile cell phones are 
now carried by a very large number of residents. The affluent classes have land line 
telephones as well. 
Caste Structure 
1. Sunni Castes 
The most dominant Sunni inhabitants in Pindrawal are divided into caste-like 
groups such as : Quraishi whose traditional occupation is: "butchery" {Qassai/Gushi 
Wala), Shaikh Abbasi drinking water distributors,(5Wj'//); Gaddi whose traditional 
occupation is to tend sheep, Rangrez (dyers), Taili or tail Wala known as {Malik who 
are oil pressers and sell oil), Thakur whose traditional occupation was weaving and they 
used to be called as: Vhulaha" or Sheykh Ansari in the past. Quraishis"'" among the 
Sunnis were traditionally butchers (Qassai or Gusht Wala) by profession and occupy as 
many as fifty houses. They are financially quite strong and are prominant inhabitants of 
"^".ureshi was originally a name given to those who were decedents of the Quresh tribe of Arabia. It has 
been reported that those persons in the Indian subcontinent who were butchers by profession took the 
appellate of Qureshi to gain respectability. Since then, the appellate "Qureshr is associated with butchers 
and hence, today, in India considered infra dig among Muslims. It is therefore difficult to distinguish 
between the true decedents of Quresh and those who have taken their appellate (see Ghouse Ansari, 1955 
Caste among Muslims" given in the end notes.). 
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Pindrawal. But all Qureshis do not practice the profession of butchery. Some of them 
own lands and cultivate their land. Others are shop keepers or indulge in business of 
various types. Like the Qureshis of Pilakhna they too are endogamous. 
Next in line is the Shaikh Abbasi; whose main occupation is distribution of 
drinking water. Locally they are called Bhishti. They presently occupy about thirty 
houses in Pindrawal. Gaddi, another Sunni Caste (the term Gaddi is derived fix)m the 
word Ghaazi which means sheep farmers or herding sheep), are next in the hierarchichy. 
Lower in the ranking system are the Rangrez whose traditional occupation is dyeing 
(Rangrez). The Taili (Malik) presses oil seeds and then sells oil and are ranked fifth in 
the hierarchical ladder. The sixth and the last position go to the "Thakur" whose 
traditional occupation was weaving and called Jhulaha or Sheykh Ansari* '^", in the 
Pandrawal hierarchy the Ansaris are coupled with the blacksmith or Lahar profession. 
While there is no apparent discrimination among these various caste-like communities, 
they all follow the rule of endogamy. I did not find any example of "inter-caste" marriage 
alliance. 
2. Shiite Castes 
In Pindrawal village the Shia were divided into (a) Seyyed Shia and (b) Khan 
Shia. When I inquired further into the origins of these two "castes" 1 was informed that 
the Seyyed Shia were the direct male* '^" descendants of the Holy Prophet Mohammad, 
while the Khan Shia were converts. The residents also told me that members of the Shia 
community in Pindrawal were decedents of the early Shia that came to India from Iran; 
during the reign of the Mughal Emperor Humayun. They narrated the history of 
Humayun's defeat by Sher Shah's army and the former's flight to Iran, where he took 
refuge. Subsequently, Humayun returned with an army from Iran and defeated Sher 
Shah.^ "'^  
What I could conclude from the version given by the residents shows that after 
regaining his throne, Humayun distributed land to the remaining Iranian soldiers for their 
services. The latter married locally and hence their progeny was Shia. Some of this land 
distributed to the soldiers was in the area of Jalali, Pilakhna and Pindrawal. So, this is 
supposed to be the historical background of the Shias of Pindrawal. 1 was also told that 
about seventy or hundred years ago the local Thakurs had converted to Shiaism. I was 
not able to locate any reference for this statement but 1 was given another version of the 
origin of Shias in Pindrawal. 
"'"'. Ansari is yet another appellate taken up by the local weavers. Originally the Ansaris were direct 
decedents of the Ansar tribe of Saudi Arabia. In India, since the weavers had taken up the q)pellate 
'"Ansarr the "real Ansaris consider themselves as decedents of Ansars residing in Farangi Mahal [ a 
locality in the city of Lucknow, U.P] Hence, the distinction is made between Ansaris of Farangi Mahal and 
Ansaris who are actually weavers but have taken the appellate of Ansari. See Ghouse Ansari). 
cxliv. Seyyedeh Shia: It refers to female descendants of the Holy Prophet Mohammad. The same word 
(Seyyedeh), with the same meaning, is used in Iran too. 
cxlv. (While I was able to locate the former part of this narration, there was no mention of Humayun 
bringing an army from Iran. See< http://www.boloji.com/history/010.htm>). 
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According to the new version the Shiites had come to Pindrawal much before the 
domination of Mughal Emperors of India, They had come to settled in PunjiU) from a 
small village, called Vaset in Iran. Some of the immigrant settlers were perhaps tribal 
chiefs of the Iranian village of Vaset. According to a Nawabzadeh of Pindrawal, whom I 
interviewed at length, informed me that the Seyyeds of Pindrawal were perhaps the 
descendents of the said Tribal Chief. Due to political rift with the British rulers, the 
immigrants drifted into Pindrawal and made it their home. All records of land ownership 
of the tribal chiefs from Iran were lost. My respondent however, believed that he was a 
Sey)'ed and a descendent of one of the tribal chiefs of Iran who had migrated to Punjab 
and then later to Pindrawal. He also claimed that some relatives have suddenly claimed 
to be Seyyed stating that they had found some documents proving their claim. He also 
told me, that the few Shiites, who still live in Pindrawal, are non-Seyyeds and they are 
only Shiites! The term Khan like Mir and Raja is only a title which some Shia continues 
to prefix in their name. He also said that at present there is no Khan in Pindrawal. The 
Rajput Hindus, who had converted to Shia religion, are neither Seyyeds nor Khan, they 
are only Shiites. My respondent's mother, for example was initially a Rajput, who 
converted to Shia religion, but his father was a Seyyed! Therefore, a converted Hindu 
Rajput or any other person to Shiite can only be a Shiite; and he or she can never be a 
Seyyed because only the descendants of the Holy Prophet are Seyyeds. 
According to my respondent, there is no Carpenter in Pindrawal who claims to be 
a Seyyed. There are but a minority Shiites in Pindrawal at present, and they are all 
ZamJndars, meaning thereby, that they own most of the land in Pindrawal. 
Nonetheless, all Shias, regardless of their origin, live amicably and without any 
hierarchical distinctions, the Khan Shia and the Seyyed Shia also intermarry. The main 
difference lies in the fact that the names of the latter have Seyyed as prefix while the 
former suffix Khan after their name. But generally, Shias do not marry Sunnis except in 
very rare cases. 
3. Hindu Castes 
The most significant Hindu Castes live in Pindrawal are broadly classified into: 
"Lower Castes" of Mochi (Shoemakers), Harijan (cleaners), Lodhe (laborers, working in 
farms, roads and building constructions, etc.).They are together categorized as 
Shubradradra Caste. The two important "Higher Castes" of Brahmans and Jaatt who are 
among Hindu community live in Pindrawal. 
All castes mentioned above were traditionally endogamous and still continue to 
be so. In the past, there was a strict rule of segregation between the upper and the lower 
castes. The lower castes were not allowed to enter the upper caste temples. But today, 
separate temples for the lower castes have been constructed and they offer their prayers 
in their own temples. They are still not allowed to enter the upper caste temples. While in 
the past, the lower castes could only follow their own traditional profession of sweeping, 
or shoemaking, today, they have entered other professions like shop keeping or are small 
businessmen. With this change of profession they have improved their economic status, 
but are socially not acceptable in the company of the upper castes. The latter, as in tlie 
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past, no longer can segregate them, but at times have to mingle with them socially on 
different occasions. The upper castes prefer not to inter-dine with the lower castes. 
Similarly, among Muslims, the socio-cultural relationships between Sunni and 
Shiite are concerned; there are hardly any differences between the two communities as a 
whole. They usually, during some occasions, and festivals, like the feast marking the end 
of Ramadan (JEid-ul Fitr), and the Feast or Festival of Sacrifice (Eid-ul Azha or Eid-ul 
Zohd) which is on 10* Zolhajje or Du'l-Hijja, that is the 12* month of the Islamic or 
Arabic lunar calendar; it is the month of Hajj pilgrimage to Mecca) visit each other. 
There are no restrictions of visiting one another, regardless of the castes and class. 
The other occasion in which people take part in Pindrawal is the initiation 
ceremony after birth which is head-shaving or (Aqiqa), which usually takes place after 7* 
day"^ "^ ' of the birth of a Muslim baby among both the Sunnites and Shiites. On tiicv^^/oa 
ceremony day they shave the head of the newly bom male baby and sacrifice a goat 
the goat meat is prepared for the feast and close relatives and friends are invited. 
The other common festive occasion among both the Sunnis, and Shiite, is the 
departure and return of Hajj pilgrims. The residents of the Pindrawal visit the homes of 
the Haji\ irrespective of their hierarchical rank or class. A number of Hindus also visit 
the pilgrims to congratulate them. The former, however, are not allowed to enter the 
mosques. 
While marriage, birth and pilgrimage unite the Pindrawal residents regardless of 
their caste, religion or class ranking on these happy occasions, there are other events 
which are not joyful. Such one occasion is that of death when all neighbors and friends 
join the somber funeral {Majlis or Tashyi'). This is the time when all Muslims usually 
join in {Mostahab). In the funeral, members of both the communities (Sunnis, and Shiite) 
take part in it. The bereaved families of Shiite community dress themselves in black 
clothes. In the same ceremonies, the Sunnis wear their ordinary daily routine set of 
clothes. It has to be noted that during the funeral and the death ceremonies, even non-
Muslims (Hindus) take part and pay their condolences. 
Despite such cordial display during various occasions, there is a line of division; 
this demarcates each caste or caste-like group to maintain certain restrictions. While, as 
stated above, there apparently appears to be no differences between the Shia sect and tlie 
Sunni sect, yet, both sects are endogamous. Extrogamous marriages are almost unheard 
of 
Similarly, each caste-like group in the Sunni Muslim hierarchy is endogamous. 
Marriage alliances outside each group are most uncommon. Hence the Qureshis prefer to 
marry within the Qureshis, the Teli within the Telis and so on. 
As discussed above, the Hindus are divided into Brahmin, Kshatrya, Vaishya, 
Shudra, and a number of Lower Castes including the untouchables. The latter fall in the 
lower caste category and, as such, is prohibited to enter the Higher Caste's temples 
cxI 
cxKii 
. It is mentionable that Aqiqa ceremony can also take place on any day after the seventh day of birth. 
. This action (sacrificing a goat or any other animals which their meat is religiously allowed) is called: 
''Qorbanr The same (Qorbani), is being done on the Feast or Festival of Sacrifice {Eid-ul Azha or Eid-ul 
Zoha) too. 
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(Mandir). At the same time, no marriages {Shadi) can be made between Lower Castes 
and Higher Gates. It is said that the Upper castes are the rulers while the Lower Castes 
are their obedient servants and underlings. 
In the past, apart from the social distinctions imposed by class differences, caste 
system, and all social and structural differentiations, people as a whole, especially in 
Pindrawal maintained a sort of harmonized relationship with one another. Besides, the 
mood of social sympathy, mutual co-operative, mutual admirable behavior, and all other 
praiseworthy social values were commonly existed among the people. 
Religious Leaders (Past and Present) 
Like that of Pilakhna, members of each community in Pindrawal have their own 
"leaders" or "heads", which they follow and respect. The senior Sunni leader among the 
five Sunni religious leaders in Pindrawal is the leader of the main Mosque. All members 
of the Muslim community respect him and follow his advice. 
The only Shiite Muslim leader of Pindrawal is also the most powerful religious 
leader among the Shiite Muslim Community in Pindrawal village. 
The senior-most Hindu priest among all the seven priests or Hindu religious 
leaders in Pindrawal is the most powerftil religious leader among the Hindus Community 
in the village. 
Social Relationships (Past and Present) 
In the past, apart from the social distinctions imposed by class differences, caste 
system, and all social and structural differentiations, people as a whole, especially in 
Pindrawal maintained a sort of harmonized relationship with one another. Besides, the 
mood of social sympathy, mutual co-operative, mutual admirable behavior, and all other 
praiseworthy social values were commonly existed among the people. 
At present social relationships among different communities, in Pindrawal, like 
that of Pilakhna is satisfactory. They visit each other every so often, and have peaceful 
coexistence life. In addition, during the various occasions, festivals, ceremonies, 
especially, on the mourning and lamentations, and the funerals, people meet each other, 
here in Pindrawal sympathetically. 
In spite of the cordial relations among all the communities of Pindrawal, it is 
interesting to note that, members of Shiite Community generally do not visit residences 
of either Sunni or Hindu communities! 1 was informed by some residents that, the 
members of Shia community believe that historically they (the Shla of Pandrawal) were 
once the rulers of Pindrawal. Consequently, they feel that when they participate in 
various ceremonies, festivals, and of course in the funeral procession etc., held by other 
communities, they participate merely as "patrons". In other words, they simply grace 
these occasions but, socially consider themselves superior to all other residents of 
Pandrawal. 
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The relations between Hindu upper castes and Muslims (both Shia and Sunni) are 
cordial. Here I did not see that the former made any distinction among Muslim "castes." 
The residents too did not show any signs of such distinction. The residents informed me 
that the same type of relationships existed in the past as well. 
Similarly, among Muslims, the socio-cultural relationships between Sunni and 
Shiite are concerned; there are hardly any differences between the two communities as a 
whole. They usually, during some occasions, and festivals, like the feast marking the end 
of Ramadan (Eid-ul Fitr), and the Feast/Festival of Sacrifice {Eid-ul Azha/Eid-ul Zoha) 
which is on 10* Zolhajje or Du'l-Hijja, that is the 12*^  month of the Islamic or Arabic 
lunar calendar; it is the month of Hajj pilgrimage to Mecca) visit each other. There are no 
restrictions of visiting one another, regardless of the castes and class. 
The other occasion in which people take part in Pindrawal is the initiation 
ceremony after birth which is head-shaving or {Aqiqa) and offering of sacrificial goat, 
which takes place after the seventh day of the birth of a Muslim baby among both the 
Sunnites and Shiites. 
The other common festive occasion among both the Sunnis, and Shiite, is the 
departure and return of Hajj pilgrims. The residents of the Pindrawal visit the homes of 
the Haji; irrespective of their hierarchical rank or class. A number of Hindus also visit 
the pilgrims to congratulate them. The former, however, are not allowed to enter the 
mosques. 
While marriage, birth and pilgrimage unite the Pandrawal residents regardless of 
their caste, religion or class ranking on these happy occasions, there are other events 
which are not joyftil. Such one occasion is that of death when all neighbors and friends 
join the somber fiineral (Majlis or Tashyi'). This is the time when all Muslims must join 
in (Mostahab). Usually members of both the communities (Sunnis, and Shiite), and take 
part in it. The bereaved families of Shiite community dress themselves in black clothes. 
In the same ceremonies, the Sunnis wear their ordinary daily routine set of clothes. It 
has to be noted that during the funeral and the death ceremonies, even non-Muslims 
(Hindus) take part land pay their condolences. 
Despite such cordial display during various occasions, there is a line of division-
this demarcates each caste or caste-like group to maintain certain restrictions. While, as 
stated above, there apparently appears to be no differences between the Shia sect and the 
Sunni sect, yet, both sects are strictly endogamous. Exrogamous marriages or inter-
community marriages are almost unheard of. 
Family Structure (Past and Present) 
In the past, families were close-knit and very large living under one roof and 
sharing the same kitchen. The rich landlords owned large houses called Haveli and this 
was the ancestral joint property. Since both Hindus and Muslims are patriarchal, almost 
three generations of cognates along with their affines and children lived in one Haveli. 
There was a cluster of huts and mud houses on the fann land of the Haveli. These were 
homes for the service castes of the owners of the Haveli. This arrangement provided 
mutual security for the landlord and his patrons. Usually, the oldest member of the 
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family was the head of the family. Therefore, the grandfather (Dada), if living, or the 
father was the head of the family (Parivar in Hindi and Khandan in Urdu). In his absence 
of grandfather or father, the eldest or the oldest son in the family was the head. Among 
both Hindu and Muslim families, women were segregated from the male section. The 
outer court and rooms of the Haveli were used for males and the inner court yard and 
rooms for women of the house. The nurturing of the child and socializing them was the 
task entrusted to women. The men were the decision makers and the world of women 
revolved around the men. 
At the same time the relationships among the members of the family was based 
on keeping mutual respect for each other. Holding elders in the greatest respect was a 
common value among both the rich and the poor. 
Today, the tradition of maintaining the joint family continues and most of the 
values have remained the same. There were hardly any nuclear families in Pindrawal. 
But the Havelis have decreased in size because most of the old landlords, had to sell their 
land, or it was acquired by the government after the imposition of land reforms. Most of 
the old landlords and their families moved out of Pindrawal and the land holding of the 
new landlords are much smaller. However, it is interesting to note that, the relationships 
among family members continue to be very cordial and affectionate. Some of the 
younger generation men have moved out of their joint families to find work in the cities 
while some girls have been married off outside the village. Thus, the number of members 
in the joint family has decreased considerably. 
In addition, despite of existence joint family system, in Pindrawal, the interaction 
between family members is structured on the basis of the socio-cultural cooperation and 
mutual assistance. Where, it seems that they are very close and fHendly with one anther. 
If a problem or a conflict occurs in a family, it will easily be resolved by the kind and 
benevolence intervention, mediation, and the advice of other members, especially the 
elder members of the family. 
There is some segregation, between men and women; such as: a sort of an Islamic 
dress code, known as Borqa; which is usually a long black gown, that covers the whole 
body, from head to the face and then down to the lower part of the legs just above the 
feet. 
Women's Position (Past and Present) 
The position of women in Pindrawal was based on the ascriptive criteria of sex, 
and, as such, pivitol in the performance of housekeeping chores. In addition to this she 
had to spend time looking after the animals, cattle, cows, buffaloes, and, like the women 
in Pilakhna, she also made dung cakes. Approximately, 50 percent of the women 
inevitably worked as farm laborers, helping with various cultivation chores and 
harvesting the agricultural products. Their daughters too learned the art of various chores 
from their mothers. 
At present, apart from housekeeping, looking after the animals approximately, 50 
percent of the women still continue to work as laborers and continue to make dung cakes. 
But some changes do appear to have taken place. .Today, some of the women of the 
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younger generation is being encouraged to attend the local schools. Some women do not 
encourage their daughters to help them in the farm work or in their labor. They have 
better dreams for their daughters and wish them to be educated so that they may migrate 
into the cities and marry there. 
The Styles of Marriage (Past and Present) 
Styles of marriage and wedding parties in Pindrawal follow the samePattem as in 
Pilakhna. It is said, that previously some Muslims wore various types of jewelry, like 
earring, finger rings, etc., after marriages. The guests too were heavily clad with richly 
embroidered bright clothes and jewelry depending on their economic status. But 
nowadays most of the people wear tend to wear simpler clothes and less jewelry. Other 
than this, all wedding procedures of Muslims and non-Muslim and the untouchable 
castes follow the same pattern as that described in the section on Pilakhna. 
Polygamy 
While most of the men maintain monogamous relationships, there are some thirty 
Muslims and three or four Hindus who maintain polygamous relationships. The number 
of wives ranges from two to four per male. These men have provided separate living 
quarters for each wife. Obviously, these are the more affluent farmers, owners of large 
land holdings. This is a convenient way to handle tension between co-wives. It is said 
that there is hardly any tension between the wives; perhaps because they live separately 
in their own houses. Besides, in some cases, the co-wives cooperate with each other and 
live in the same house. 
In addition to that, the relationship between children of both the wives, is usually, 
said to be satisfactory. 
It is interesting to note that the Hindus, who have more than one wife, stay in the 
village with their first wife, while the second wife lives somewhere out of the village; 
mostly in the cities. 
Funeral Ceremonies (Past and Present) 
Like that of the Pilakhna, in Pindrawal village, during the funeral and the death 
ceremonies, of Hindus who cremate the dead person. The cremation of dead body is done 
by his or her eldest son. If a dead person does not have any son, then the next of kin 
performs the last rites. Among the Hindus, after the death of a person related by blood, it 
is customary for the sons to shave off their hair. 
Among Hindus (especially the Higher Castes who are financially rich), food and 
clothes are distributed among the poor thirteenth days after someone's death. The Hindu 
house and family of the dead person are considered polluted until all the purification rites 
are over. These rites vary from caste to caste. These traditions from the past continue 
today as well. 
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Muslims Funeral Ceremonies 
Both Sunnis and Shiites bury their dead. They hold a ceremony, three days after a 
dead person; it is socially called "Soyam"; meaning thereby "The Third". On that day 
(the Third day after the dead person) all those who attended the fimeral and especially the 
poor {Charib) people {Admi) are invited for lunch or dinner. 
They have the same ceremony again after forty days of the dead person; which is 
so-called fortieth [40*] (Chelum). During these forty days, the Shiites mourn the 
dead by remembering the Martyr Hazrath Hussein and Majlis is held in addition to 
reading the Holy Qur'an. The Sunnis recite and read the Holy Quran only. The residents 
informed me that this was so in the past as well. 
Socio-Cultural Differences at Present 
As it has been pointed out in Pilakhna's portion, typically Muslim hospitality 
dominates the social life of Pindrawal! Hospitality is extended to all communities 
regardless of their religion caste or creed. But so far as the religious beliefs are 
concerned, there are some differences among the Sunni and Shiite communities. 
In cormection with the food habits, Muslim (both Sunni and Shiite communities), 
take bread (Roti, Nan or Chapati), with vegetables (Sabzi) and the meat (Gusht), 
slaughtered in accordance with the Islamic rules (Halal). 
On the other hand, Hindu communities, as a whole; and those residing in 
Pindrawal, are completely vegetarian; although, nowadays some of them, especially the 
new generation, occasionally take meat too. 
In addition to that, some Hindus live in Pilkhana, avoid taking some vegetables 
either; like: Onions and Garlic! 
Administrative Leaders at Present 
The Chairman (Gram Pradhan), who is elected by the people's vote; manages the 
office for a period of five years. He or she is the most powerful administrative authority 
of the village. 
The main duty of the Chairman is to solve different problems and issues of the 
villagers. The Chairman's position is an honorary one; and so there is no salary attached 
to the post. He, however, has a number of privileges and has a deputy; who controls the 
activities of the staff-members. The Chairman makes the suggestions, for the 
development and other aspects of betterment in the village, to the government; then, after 
acceptance his proposal, by the government, and the allocation of the budget; the 
implementation of the approved plans will be started, with the controlling and monitoring 
of the Chairman. The Chairman's office in Pindrawal runs on the same lines as that of 
Pilakhna and other villages in Uttar Pradesh. 
cxlviij 
. Chelum or Chellum in Iran is also being held after fortieth (40*) days of a dead person. 
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Public Services (Past and Pressent) 
In the past, the security of the village was maintained by village watchmen. The 
present Police Station (Chowki) is rather small and has replaced the village watchman. 
Similarly, while there was no telecommunication, today, as discussed earlier in 
this chapter, telephone lines are available for easy communication along with mobile cell 
phone networking. One post office, which has been there for more than ten decades, 
continues to province postal service to the people of the village. 
Handicrafts (Past and Present) 
The most important handicraft of Pindrawal is pottery-making (Mitti-K-Barton). 
The potter (Kumar) who are really the unknown artists, make various mud utensils, very 
beautiful vases or flowerpots, jars, pitchers or amphora, etc. This tradition of pottery 
making is handed down from father to son. The poor potters however, cannot make a 
living by selling their pottery, because of the influx of paper, plastic plates and cups 
which have come into tlie market and are now cheaper than pottery. As I have described 
above, the tradition of serving food in pottery has been replaced by newer inventions and 
so it is difficult to sell pottery to make a decent living. 
Participation in Development Projects (Past and Present) 
Like that of Pilakhna, People in Pindrawal have been also very keen to take part 
in development projects of their village. This seems to have been a tradition among die 
inhabitants of rural areas of both India and Iran as a whole, and Pindrawal, Pilakhna, 
Qal'ehnow, and Hesaroo'iyeh, in particular. As a result, one often sees the locals 
participating in road repairing and offer voluntary services, to repairing the roads and 
public passageways. 
Historical Places at Present 
The Nawab of Pindrawal Palace {Mahal) is the most ancient historical place in 
Pindrawal village. The palatial building has a unique design and is the only building of 
its kind. While the Nawwab's Palace in Pindrawal is most unique and represents the 
splendid cultural heritage, it is sad that it has fallen to neglect and requires protection, 
against further destruction of this valuable site. 
Apart from this, there is tiie Imam Bara which is very old; and as it has discussed earlier, 
it is an assembly hall, especially built for ceremonies commemorating the mourning the 
martyrdom of the third, Shiite religious leader Hazrat Imam Hussein. From the above 
findings it is clear that the four rural areas, in India and Iran have some similarities as 
well as some dissimilarity, which will be discussed in the Chapter VI that follows. 
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CHAPTER VI 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
The main objective of the present study was to make a comparative analysis of 
agricultural development and change in Iran and India with special focus on Qal'ehnow 
and Hesaroo'iyeh in Sistan-0-Balu5hestan in Iran and, Pilakhna and Pindrawal in Uttar 
Pradesh (U.P.) India. The objectives of the present research were to examine not only the 
two hypotheses, but also to study the impact of the processes of globalization and 
liberalization on agriculture and other related social institutions. Thus, the two 
hypotheses that I tested were: 
(A) Agricultural development leads to industrial development. 
(B)The processes of globalization and liberalization have affected rural life in 
general and educational, familial, religious and structures in particular. 
Additionally I also examined the effects of the Green and White Revolutions in 
the selected areas under study in India, as well as the effects of the White Revolution in 
the selected areas under study in Iran. 
Consequently, I hoped to understand the processes of development and change 
that may have occurred in the selected areas for this study. 
To test the above stated hypotheses and research objectives, personally collected data 
from the four villages and these are reported in Chapter V of the present thesis. 
I had set out to study the comparative nature of development and change in Iran 
and India by selecting two village/town areas from each country. This was an exciting 
and in a way adventurous experience for me. I lived in these villages, made friends with 
the villagers and gained insights into their lives. 1 learned a great deal from them not only 
from the villages of Qal'ehnow and Hesaroo'iyeh in Iran but also from Pilakhna and 
Pindrawal in India. All the inhabitants of the areas of my study were extremely 
hospitable, cooperative and kind. Had it not been for their warmth and friendship I would 
not have been able to collect some very invaluable data. 
Almost no literature was available on any of the four universes of discourse. I was 
able to find some statistical data collected published by the government departments but 
these too were not sufficient. Therefore, the findings of my field research are unique and 
original in several ways. First of all, I collected first hand data by living with the people, 
talking to them and making my own observations to verify their narrations. I compared 
two villages in Iran with one small town area (Kasaba), known as Pilakhna and one 
village in India. This in itself is distinctive as sociological studies at the grass root level, 
of two major advancing counfries, are not available. The present research then is an 
investigation of little known rural areas of Iran and India. The observations that I have 
recorded in this thesis from the relatively new settlement of the Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster and 
the old village of Qal'ehnow, have previously not been published by other social 
scientists. Similarly, no sociological analysis of Pilakhna or Pindrawal is available. Some 
historical publications of both these rural areas in Uttar Pradesh do exist and I was able to 
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use this material firuitftilly. I, therefore, feel that I have been able to make a small 
contribution, especially about the plight of the peasants and farmers in both Iran and 
India, their changing lifestyles, social relationships, hierarchical structures and tiie like. I 
have tried to show how abolition of land tenure and introduction of land reforms affected 
the peasants who earlier had spent generations as subservient beings to powerful (and 
many a times ruthless) land lords, Zamlndars and the Arbab or Khan. I have shown how 
the traditional patron-client relationship had turned sour and whether they were given a 
break and whether the system which had eroded the very roots of humanity had changed. 
I have written down my field woric observations in the foregoing Chapter V and in this 
last final chapter I will sum up my discussion and conclusion. 
To begin with I will bring out the similarities and differences in the four areas of 
study. 
During the period 1950 up until the introduction and implementation of the land reforms, 
the condition of farmers in all the areas under investigation was pathetic. The situation of 
the farmers in Pilakhna was also most appalling. The exploitation by the landlords did not 
stop with overworking the men folk - it went beyond into the exploitation of all members 
of the family regardless of gender or age. Women and children of the peasant families 
were forced to work in the landlord's home. The same order prevailed not only in 
Pilakhna, but also in Pindrawal and in Qal'ehnow. The case of Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster, 
however, was different because almost all residents of the Cluster were members of the 
wandering tribe called Baluchi. It was only after the declaration of abolition of land 
tenure in 1962, and subsequent efforts of the Islamic government, that the tribe was made 
to settle down in various hamlets of the Cluster. They, therefore, did not experience the 
exploitation and manipulation at the hands of the landlords. Instead, they had other 
problems like those of security, and unpredictability of food supplies, lack of education 
and housing etc. as will be discussed later. 
In both Iran and India, the landlords exploited the peasants and the patron-client 
relationship was more parasitic with the landlord taking full advantage of the peasant. It 
was with the abolition of the land tenure system in both the countries that the peasants 
were distributed land on which they farmed and became the owners. 
However, the eariy years of transition from peasant to landowner were not an easy 
task. The original landlords were rich, and, even though they did not have any technical 
support for mechanized farming, they exploited the human resources to till their lands. In 
Iran, the landlords owned the Qanavat' and hence, irrigation was no problem. Besides, the 
moist and fertile land of Qal'ehnow was supportive of agricultural activities and so the 
landlords made hay at the cost of the hard working peasants. By the time the peasant was 
able to get a share of the land after the land distribution scheme, I observed that, the 
Qanat" system in some parts of the country, like many Qanavat of Zarand, a township of 
1 . It is the plural form of the Persian word Qanat, which means a man-made subterranean water 
canal. 
ii . I has to be added that, though, due to the topographical conditions of land there has never 
been any 
Qanat in the Sistan Region, where Qal'ehnow is situated. However, the two Qanavat ot 
Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster 
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Kerman Province, had been destroyed and irrigation facilities dwindled to almost nil. In 
this situation, the landlords replaced the traditional Qanat system by either motor-pumps 
or electric-pumps or sold off the land (especially the land close to both the residential 
places, in rural and urban areas), for building and construction. At the same time the 
political dispute over water between Afghanistan and Iran and natural calamities of 
continuous drought for ten years left the peasant landlord in a hopeless state. While in the 
area of Qal'ehnow drought and politics had rendered the Sistan Basin dry, in Pilaidina and 
Pindrawal , situated in Uttar Pradesh, due to advancing desert from Rajasthan and 
drought over many years, led to increase in sodicity because of which cultivation became 
impossible.iii The failing monsoons too, and unprecedented increase in population 
growth led to shortage of water, both for irrigation and for drinking. These unfortunate 
situations left the farmers in a quandary. They had the land but no water! Obviously, the 
yield of grain was poor and despite landownership they remained poor. 
In India, the turning point was the experimental Green Revolution in Punjab and 
Haryana, and White Revolution in Gujrat. The effects of these revolutions were felt ten 
years later in other states— Uttar Pradesh being one of these states. 
According to the farmers whom I interviewed, the benefits of the Green 
Revolution in Punjab and elsewhere had helped them in production of crops in a very 
positive way. The U.P. farmers were able to procure HYV (High Yielding variety) of 
wheat, rice and other grains, applied new technologies and were thus able to increase 
crop production by about 400 percent. At present about 80 per cent of the farmers have 
their own wells; and they have their own land, on which they are busy cultivating and 
indulging in various agricultural activities. The amount of land owned by each farmer 
varied from one Bigha to 50 Bigha.'^  It is said that, ^proximately 14000-19000 square 
meters of land can provide the daily requirements of each household family with four 
members. The turning point in Iran too began in the early nineteen eighties^ with the free 
inflow of technological development which led to semi-mechanized farming and relieved 
the fanner of the burden of hard physical labor. Both the Indian and the Iranian fanners 
took advantage of this technology. The farmers started digging wells which were 
equipped with motor pumps, and a few wells equipped by electro-pumps^', which had to 
be used because of the j^ hortage of electricity. But because diesel engines were available, 
the farmers were able to produce grain for sustenance. The yield gradually increased. 
The main occupation of the inhabitants of Pilakhna, Pindrawal and Qal'ehnow and 
the Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster, is agriculture. Today, since the peasants have now become 
'landlords, therefore, all farmers cultivate their own land. At the same time, those who 
have more than 20000 meters square of land generally do not require outside labor. 
have long been destroyed; but still a number of Qanavat are existed and being used in other 




iv. Each Bigha is equal to 930 square meters in western U.P. The bigha measurement varies 
from state to state. 
V. It may, however, be noted that the mechanization had been gradually initiated after 1962. 
vi. In Iran the strategy of replacement motor pumps with electro-pumps, have long been started; 
following the said strategy most of the wells have already been equipped with electro-pumps. 
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Sometimes though, I observed that it became necessary for them to hire temporary labor 
to help with their farming activities. 
In addition, all the four areas have a rich tradition in horticulture. Therefore, 
besides food grain, which is consumed locally and the surplus sent to nearby cities for 
sale, the farmers also sell the fruits in the neighboring towns and cities. 
Although, since 1950, a number of improvements have taken place in various 
aspects of life in Pilakhna and Pindrawal, yet the inhabitants of these villages are of the 
view that nothing has been done by the government for the development of their village! 
The farmers believe that no specific strategy has been taken into account for agricultural 
development. Since 1980 the agricultural production has progressively improved. This 
improvement has obviously affected the living conditions of the people. Today, it can be 
seen that there is an all round socioeconomic improvement of Pilakhna. 
If I were to express what Puri (1992:67)' said, in my own words, I would say that the 
simple wooden plough has been replaced by "scientific cultivation." The yield per 
hectare of cultivated land has therefore made Pilakhna and Pindrawal self sufficient in 
food over the past twenty years. 
Some people, in Pilakhna, have privately engaged themselves in other activities 
affiliated with the agriculture, such as fisheries. It must be pointed out that even though 
there is no natural source of water for cultivation of fish in Pilakhna, yet, some 
enterprising farmers have taken to cultivation of fish in their man-made ponds on their 
own farmlands. They breed fish and sell them locally as well as in the nearby city and 
town markets. The government has not recognized their entrepreneur skills and so the 
fish market remains underdeveloped. If the government were to provide subsidies and 
introduce new technologies, the fish market of Pilakhna would have progressed well. 
1 noticed that the Pilakhna farmers had also taken advantage of the wide spread effects of 
the White Revolution. The farmers have also started their own milk diary business. They 
supply some milk locally and the surplus is sent to neighboring towns, cities and villages. 
These business activities bring in higher income for the farmers and they now enjoy a 
better standard of living than they had enjoyed earlier. They have enough savings to send 
their children to school. But where are the schools? It will be recalled that according to 
Todaro education is one of the prime indicators of development. And so, I proceed to 
analyze and discuss the various indicators of development as observed in the universes 
under study. 
INDICATORS OF DEVELOPMENT 
The first indicator of development stated by Todaro relates to improvement in the 
levels of living "including employment, education, health and nutrition, housing and a 
variety of social services". I would first like to discuss the status of education, then 
health and nutrition followed by condition of housing, and other amenities and services. 
It is most interesting to note that neither Pilakhna nor Pindrawal nor Hesaroo'iyeh 
have a single high school. It may be noted, that in Pilakhna with a population of 20,000 
and Pindrawal with a population of more than 6,500 have only one government run 
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primary school each. This single primary school in Pilakhna has been there since 1901. 
Obviously, this was established during the British rule. Over these past 109 years this 
primary school was up-graded to class eight. Recently, five private schools, administered 
by local businessmen (mostly of the Vaishya caste) have come up. But these too imparl; 
education only up to class eight. For a population of 20,000 inhabitants in Pilakhna and 
6,500 in Pindrawal, there is no high school in either of the places. The existing schools 
maintain very poor standards with teachers not taking interest in either the students or in 
their teaching skills. The student-teacher ratio is also appalling with four teachers to 
fifteen hundred students! 
Contrarily, in Qal'ehnow, for a population of 1,200 inhabitants and about 350 
students there is one primary school, one middle school and both these run in two shifts. 
There is also one high school with eight teachers. Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster on the other hand, 
with a population of a little more than 900 has seven primary schools, where, all the 
schools follow the co-educational system. The number of students at the above seven 
mentioned primary schools are 198 (100 girls and 98 boys).^ " It may be noted, that the 
ratio of girls, as compared to the past educational statistics, is slightly higher. In the past, 
there were less than fifty per cent girls attending primary school. Today, the split between 
boys and girls is fifty-fifty. There is only one Middle School for boys in the Hesaroo'iyeh 
Cluster. The number of students, studying in the said Boys' Middle School is fifty four.^ "' 
There is no high school there either. In Iran, schooling up to age 14 is compulsory 
whereas in India it is not. This shows that the tradition of schooling in Iran is of prime 
importance to the government of that country. The attitudes of both the parents and the 
children have changed regarding education. That is why recently there has been a spurt of 
enrohnent of Baluchi students at all educational levels, both inside and outside the 
country. It should be mentioned that those Baludhi women who study abroad are usually 
married and live with their husbands in foreign lands. It is more interesting to note that, at 
present there are four BaluChi women living in Aligarh, and of these, three (married 
women) are students at the Aligarh Muslim University (AMU). Besides, there are a few 
Baluchi young men who study at AMU too. 
At this juncture I would like to point out here that in Pilakhna and Pindrawal all 
the schools are co-educational while in Qal'ehnow girls and boys study in different school 
shifts. The Muslim population dominates in all the four areas of the universe of this 
study, and yet, while Muslims of Pilakhna and Pindrawal have no objection to co-
education but in Qal'ehnow this is not so. I would like to point out here that the schools in 
the Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster follow the co-education system. I enquired into this anomaly 
and 1 was informed that the main reason for the co-educational Primary Schools in the 
Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster was due to the fact that there are seven Primary Schools spread in 
hamlets all over the Cluster. Since a specific number of students are to be enrolled in 
each school, and because the hamlets are small in size, therefore due to administrative 
exigencies, the schools follow the co-educational pattern. On the other hand, in 
Qal'ehnow, which is a single village, the schools are all situated in the same place, and 
vii . The said data is directly obtained from: Deputy Director General SistSn & BalflChestan 
Educational Organization, Zahedan, Iran. 
viii . Deputy Director General, Sistan & BalflChestan Educational Organization, Zahedan, Iran." 
the said data is the latest one given to me directly, thus, the same is unpublished. 
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have to cater to the whole population of Qal'ehnow. Therefore, because of administrative 
reasons, and shortage of space and other facilities, the schools run in two shifts - one for 
boys and one for girls. The girls who attend school wear Hejab. The informants told me 
that the Islamic tradition of gender separation is followed as far as possible. This is 
exhibited in the case of Qal'ehnow where there are two schools, but this rule cannot be 
followed in the Cluster because of administrative reasons. 
I also observed that the school attendance of girls in Iran was higher than those in 
India. In Pilakhna, for example, only about forty per cent girls attended school. Most of 
these girls did not wear the Hejab or the Burqa. The parents too had no objection to 
sending their daughters to co-educational schools. This may be due to the fact, that even 
though Muslims in India follow the Islamic norm of gender segregation, yet, perhaps 
because of the long influence of the British, coupled with the cultural influences of 
Hinduism, they do not regard co-education as a taboo. Apart fix)m this, the Muslims of 
Pilakhna and Pindrawal whom I interviewed informed me that their daughters are sent to 
schools because they have not yet attained the age of puberty. Once they do, they may not 
be allowed to attend co-educational schools. Other respondents did not have any answer 
to my questions regarding Burqa for their daughters and I noticed that in their homes, 
apart from some married women, the urmiarried girls did not wear burqa. Besides that, 
they also informed me that since no other school education is available, they are forced to 
send their daughters to school otherwise they would remain illiterate! It may be noted 
that a consciousness for educating girls has been inculcated and, despite of religious 
norms of gender segregation, Muslim families in the said areas give preference to 
education. It seems quite possible, that being illiterate themselves, they had no awareness 
about segregating girls from the boys. It was also noted that the enrohnent of girls in the 
school was almost the same as that of boys, if not more! This is a healthy indicator of 
social development. All these efforts notwithstanding, the literacy rate in Iran is much 
higher as compared to that of India. In the year 1986 the literacy rate of Iran for the 6 
years old group was 61.7 percent and it increased to 74.3 percent in 1991. In rural areas, 
the literacy rate in the same year was 48.4 percent, and increased to 63.1 percent inl991.'" 
This increase was due to the bold steps taken by the government of Iran to educate the 
masses. Hence education for children in age groups 5-14 years was declared compulsory. 
The government of Iran, therefore, has taken necessary steps to ensure establishment of 
schools in all villages to achieve this goal. 
In India, the U.P. state government seems to have paid attention towards 
education with the help of the World Bank joint project on Primary Education in U.P. and 
Uttaranchal. This project was recently concluded under the title of Uttar Pradesh "Sabhi 
ke Liye Shiksha Pariyojna Parishad, Government of Uttar Pradesh"" The project period 
was between 1999 and March 2006, and the report submitted stated that the project 
"achieved its goals." The objective of the project was to "assist the governments of Uttar 
Pradesh and Uttaranchal in their effort to ensure that all 6-10 year old children, especially 
from socially disadvantaged groups, complete a five-year primary education cycle of 
appropriate quality (World Bank Report)." 
ix. http://www.unicef.org/iran/girls_education_l642.html 
X. Sabhi Ke Liye Shiksha Pariyojna Parishad, Government of Uttar Pradesh means Education 
for all Planning Commission (Uttar Pradesh). 
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I, however, found that in Pilakhna and Pindrawal, not only did there continue to 
be the only one primary school each but no other inputs had been made except the up-
gradation of that primary school up to class eight. The World Bank Project had also 
aimed at improving the quality of teaching and to improve and maintain educational 
standards, besides improving quality of classroom processes and enhance learning levels. 
This also called for comprehensive teacher development system with revised curriculum 
and monitoring of class room practices, and to improve student-teacher ratio. As 
opposed to these objectives set out by the Project, I observed that the quality of education 
in the private schools as compared with the government primary school was much better. 
In Pilakhna and Pindrawal, no inputs have been made so far despite of the fact that the 
World Bank Project was aimed at improving the school system especially for age groups 
from 6 years to 10 years. 
In the present case, it is difficult to say whether the World Bank Project was 
meant to cover the two particular areas of my universe. As per the aims of the Project, it 
was to target both the districts of Aligarfi and Bulandshehr, but the report did not pinpoint 
the villages that it had covered. In fact, when I asked the residents about this Worid Bank 
Project, "Sabhee ke Liye Shiksha Pariyojana Parishad, Government of Uttar Pradesh", 
they gave me a stupefied look and said they had never heard of any such project! Such 
project failures are a sheer waste of valuable resources. 
On its own, the one contribution of the U.P. state government has been to up 
grade the existing primary school to class eight level, and that too, over a period of one 
hundred and nine years! But even in these upgraded schools of Pilakhna and Pindrawal, 
school facilities are extremely limited and the teacher-student ratio is despicably low. For 
1,500 students spread into eight classes, and there are but four teachers to teach them all. 
The tax payers' money goes into providing the students with meals and a stipend but the 
students attend the school only especially on days when the stipend is being distributed. 
No one is responsible for checking the attendance of the students or the teachers. No one 
supervises the teachers nor seems to care whether or not they teach. The teachers take 
home of a hefty pay packet, obviously from the tax payers' money! Any voice of protest 
is ignored or labeled as "political." The school building is in a bad shape with no 
maintenance. 
The situation of the private schools may be slightly better, but the under-paid 
teachers care less about the students. They are generally under qualified local ladies who 
march themselves to the school in the morning to discharge their duties. What else can 
they do with over 1,000 students and once again only six teachers? 
I also found that the local administration was in no way concerned about 
educational facilities in their respective areas. They did not bother to check whether all 
children of the area between the ages of 6-10 years were attending schools. There 
appeared to be no efforts in the direction of improving the quality of teaching, or for 
maintaining educational standards. The objective to improve quality of classroom 
processes and enhance learning levels was not evident anywhere. The other aim of the 
Project also called for "comprehensive teacher development system with revised 
curriculum and monitoring of class room practices, and to improve student teacher ratio." 
None of these objectives had been achieved in the government schools in Pilakhna and 
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Pindrawal. I would say that the quality of education in the private schools was much 
better. No special efforts were made to induct the female child into education. 
Obviously then, all is not well on the aspect of facilities for education in either 
Pilakhna or Pindrawal by way of infra structure or by way of providing for female 
education. If, as Bhatt (1998:396)^ puts it, "...women's literacy ... holds the key to social 
change..,," then it would seem that if education inputs remain low, these would adversely 
affect the future of the country. While Pilakhna and Pindrawal are but small pockets in 
the larger state of Uttar Pradesh, which in turn along with 27 other states forms die whole 
of India, the consequences of under development at the grass root level tends to affect the 
larger entity that is India. A country cannot develop a strong super structure if the infra 
structure is weak. In other words, when the grassroots are weak the structure built on it 
cannot be strong. The existing situation in Pilakhna and Pindrawal show the separation of 
the masses from the state. The needs of the masses are not fulfilled by the State. Such a 
situation is dysfunctional as the material culture (provision of the school building, 
provision of meals and stipend to students, high pay packet for the teachers, etc) is 
unmatched with the non- material culture (ideology of the teachers who act 
unprofessionally, the students who are not disciplined and have no idea about education 
and its functions, and no professional ethos either among the teachers or the students). 
Projects which are initiated with the good intention of providing better education or 
health or other facilities for the masses have to be monitored closely to ensure their 
successful implementation. 
Ogbum'* had stated that imitation of material culture precedes changes in the non-
material culture. An example of this we see that people, especially in rural areas and 
town, have learned how to drive cars but continue to ignore or are quite unaware of 
driving rules. They drive along as though they were driving a slow moving bullock cart 
on the unpaved village paths mindless of traffic rules! I feel that this is what has 
happened in the case of Pilakhna and PindSrawal. Many material changes have occurred 
but the non-material culture has not changed. For example schools have been established 
but the educational values and ethos have not been inculcated either among the teachers 
or the students. 
To sum up this section on education, I would say that education, up to primar}' 
level is compulsory in both Qal'ehnow and Hesaroo'iyeh Hence, there are two primary 
schools (one for girls and the other for boys) in Qal'ehnow; and seven co-educational 
primary schools in the Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster; and all children of the both the areas, giris 
as well as boys attend primary schools. In Pilakhna and Pindrawal too, there is one 
government primary school, but education is not compulsory and hence all children do 
not attend school. In fact, only a small number of children attend school and a still 
smaller number of girls attend schools. 
Comparatively speaking, while in Qal'ehnow, there are two high schools (one for 
girls and the other for boys), in the Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster there is none. Like Hesaroo'iyeh 
, there are no high schools in Pilakhna or Pindrawal. While all the schools in the Iranian 
rural areas are run by the government, there are no private schools in Qal'ehnow and 
Hesaroo'iyeh, which are the areas under study over there. In the Indian rural areas under 
study, while the primary school which was upgraded to class eight and is run by the 
government, a number of private schools have been established by enterprising 
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inhabitants. This shows that the inhabitants of the Indian rural areas are not only 
conscious about education, but are also enterprising because, schools are a good source of 
income as well. Of course, while the underlying reason behind running these private 
schools is obviously economic, yet, if one makes money by providing an asset like 
education, then it is probably worth the effort. 
It should be pointed out, that in Iran there are no private primary, middle, senior 
high schools, or secondary schools in any of the rural areas throughout the areas under 
investigation. In India however, private schools and intermediate colleges have been 
established in quite large numbers in the rural areas. 
I, however, noticed that the students in the studied Iranian areas attended school 
regularly and the adults were very particular about sending their children to school. 
Besides, the teachers too were very serious and punctual in attending to their duties. On 
the contrary, in India, the students did not appear to be committed to their studies and 
barely attended schools. The teachers too were very careless and not punctual. This was 
probably because the student-teacher ratio is extremely skewed both in Pilakhna and 
Pindrawal. Statistics also show that the literacy rate of Iran is much higher than that of 
India. Education too is more widespread in Iran than in India. 
It is rather strange, and something that should be considered seriously, that despite 
such enormous expenditure on education the net result is negative. This negativity is true 
not only in the case of education but also in the case of health and hygiene, and other 
super structures which the government tries to super impose without first establishing a 
sound infra structure in various areas with the intension of development. 
HEALTH AND HYGIENE 
Health and hygiene are the other important indicators of development. In 
Qal'ehnow, there is a health and a sanitation facility center which provides training to 
villagers, especially to women and children, on various aspects of health and hygiene. 
The purpose is to create a consciousness regarding hygiene. Besides this, I found that 
while Qal'ehnow had a very well developed and fully equipped health centre, the health 
centre in the Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster was not that well established. In any case, both these 
villages have health centers to cater to the health problems of the residents. 
In contrast to this, in Pilakhna there is no health center and in Pindrawal there is 
only one clinic which is not properly equipped or staffed. In case residents need medical 
help they have to be taken to nearby towns which are at least fifteen kilometers away. 
DRINKING WATER 
Although drinking water has been provided to all four rural areas, yet it was 
observed that in spite of successive droughts in Sistan-0-Balu6hestan region, and, the 
existence of salty water in Hesaroo'iyeh, potable water is being supplied to the residents 
of Qal'ehnow and Hesaroo'iyeh. The water in these areas is far more sanitary than the 
drinking water supplied in the rural areas of Pilakhna and Pindrawal in India. I would 
supplement my statement on basis of the fact that I observed in the latter two areas that 
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water was supplied through hand pumps either installed in the homes of residents or in 
public places. But on enquiring I found that the depth at which the hand pumps were 
installed was very shallow (about 3-45 feet deep). This is contrary to the rules of hand 
pump installation which are specified at a depth of at least 60-75 feet. The installation at 
shallow depth is unhygienic as all surface water seeps in gets absorbed into the earth 
where the pump is installed. The surrounding areas of the pumps in the public places are 
more than just dirty, with all kinds of garbage and sewage and many times excrement 
lying around. Contrarily, there is no problem of either sewage or garbage disposal in the 
Iran's areas under study. Water for drinking, agriculture, and industry is supplied in the 
Sistan area through rivers. At the time of water shortage, water is stored in half well 
reservoirs. 
Unlike the general unhygienic vicinities of Pilakhna and Pindrawal, the Qal'ehnow and 
Hesaroo'iyeh areas are clean. The residents informed me that care is taken by the 
government to provide clean water. 
HOUSING CONDITIONS 
Although there is no homeless family in the areas studied in the present work, yet 
I have observed that the inhabitants of the rural areas in Iran enjoy a better residential life 
as compared to those of India. The houses of farmers in Iran are large and almost 
luxurious in contrast to the basic houses in India. Much of the population of both 
Pilakhna and Pindrawal lives under thatched roof construction and there are many parts 
of the area where housing is almost a small dump or a hovel. There are no public latrines 
and the hygiene is very poor. Of course the richer farmers live under better constructed 
roofs and have all the amenities possible to make their lives cleaner. Thus, there is again 
a contrast between the rich farmer with more land and the poor farmer with less land, and 
yet still the landless job seekers or marginally employed persons like the rickshaw puller, 
the shoemaker or the sweeper and basically the scheduled castes in general. The very few 
scheduled caste families who own land enjoy better living conditions and their houses are 
built closer to vicinity of the main village. Their poor landless compatriots are much 
farther away from the main stream of village life and live on the outskirts. This class-
caste distinction pervades the secular democratic framework of the Indian society and 
makes one realize that equality may still be a far cry. This also shows that despite of 
tremendous progress made in various aspects of Indian life, some traditions and customs 
continue to rule, and caste distinctions continue to be strong in the rural areas under 
study. I will discuss this aspect in more detail later in the present chapter. 
ELECTRICITY 
By the same token, it may be recalled that while both Pilakhna and Pindrawal 
have been electrified, there are daily power cuts for almost 12 hours. Hence, irrigation is 
interrupted and the water pumps which are run by electricity remain redundant. Besides, 
because of surplus income, some of the farmers have purchased consumer items like fans, 
coolers, refrigerators, TV sets, computers etc. With such cut in the power supply these 
items cannot be used. In Qal'ehnow and Hesaroo'iyeh there is a constant uninterrupted 
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electricity supply. At the same time, the majority of residents own different kinds of 
consumer goods that their Indian counterparts posses. 
I would sum up this section by saying that although, all four rural areas studied in 
this thesis, are fully electrified yet residents of the rural areas in India face hardships 
because of both scheduled and unscheduled power cuts. People in two rural areas studied 
in Iran like most of other Iranian rural areas enjoy using electricity twenty four seven 
(24x7). Meaning thereby, that there is very rarely power failure and power cut in the rural 
areas of Iran as compared to those of India. 
THE ROADS 
The condition of roads in Iran as a whole is far better, though India has a much 
larger network of national highways than Iran. This is perhaps because the higher 
population figures of India and the vast span of the country which has an area of 
3,287,590 km^ (1,269,346 sq mi).^  
In contrast to India, the land area of Iran which is 1.6 million square km. (636,294 
square mi.);^ people of Iran like to clean the mud roads in the vicinity of their homes 
regularly. Every morning, water is sprinkled by hand and roads are swept to keep them 
clean. The roads within the rural areas of Iran, the roads connecting and the areas of 
studied in the present work are more satisfactory than those of Indian. In Iran, people 
prefer to travel by road, motorbikes, pickup truck (pick), pickup truck with an extended 
cab"', or motor cars, or very comfortable buses, mostly AC (Air Conditioned) buses. 
In India, there is greater railway traffic than travel by road. There is no direct train 
connection to either Pilakhna or Pindrawal and to reach these destinations, people travel 
by road. In the previous chapter, I have already narrated the condition of the roads in 
these areas. So, much needs to be done for improvement of roads. This is again a concern 
because the World Bank, in collaboration with the U.P., state government had taken up a 
project to improve the roads in Uttar Pradesh (U.P. road World Bank project 2002-
2010).^ While the project is to end in 2010,1 still found no improvement in the Grand 
Trunk (GT) Road leading to Pilakhna and Pindrawal.'"' Whether this is because this part 
of Uttar Pradesh is not covered under this project or, alternatively, it has not yet been 
implemented. It leaves one to think, that despite targeted objectives, the work does not 
seem to get done. 
In spite of all the advantages of suitable rural roads, such as easy accessibility to 
the city centers, to supply agricultural produce to the urban markets may once again 
defeat the very purpose of development. The improvement of rural roads which normally 
would be considered as an advantage can prove otherwise, in some cases. Take the case 
of Qal'ehnow and Hesaroo'iyeh. The earlier mode of transportation in Iran was travel by 
donkeys or camels. Today roads have been built and this has resulted in greater and faster 
mobility for the villagers. Thus, I found, most of rural inhabitants have their ovwi 
xi . Motorbikes, pickup truck (pick), pickup truck with an extended cab, are usually used in 
rural areas. 
xii. Even during the process of writing the present thesis, perchance I had to travel to both areas 
to attend weddings, and I found the road travel to be no different. 
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motorbikes and/or pickup trucks. Sometimes these pickup trucks are converted into an 
extended taxi and use them as such and collect their fare from passengers. They not only 
earn well, but this helps them to improve their economic status. While this appears to be 
an advantage, the presence of good roads also enables them to easily access adjacent rural 
areas bordering Afghanistan and Pakistan. This free access allows them to smuggle 
gasoline to these countries. In a way, these villagers seem to have inadvertently entered 
into illegal trading and use their pickup trucks solely for the purpose of smuggling. If 
these types of illegal activities continue it would harm the future generations who may 
become extremely dishonest, lazy, and worthless. If the youth take this path to corruption 
what would happen to the ftiture of the country? 
MASS MEDU AND COMMUNICATION 
I observed that the Indian population in areas studied in the present work is more 
inclined towards print media than the people of Iran. I was surprised to see the male 
inhabitants (both in Pilakhna and Pindrawal) waiting for their newspaper-man. While the 
women worked inside their homes preparing meals etc. for the day, men were out in their 
chowpal reading the newspaper. Of course, I cannot say that all men did so, but surely, I 
do know that in Iranian rural areas one would rarely find any person with a newspq)er. I 
also observed that in the teashops, people would browse the newspfq)er as they made 
their way to work. 
Residents of all the four areas of the two countries enjoy telephone and mobile 
cell phone facilities. Besides owning their own phone connections and mobile cell 
phones, station to station and international station dialing (STD/ISD) services are also 
available. This has enabled the rural areas to be connected with not only within India, but 
also internationally. This appears to be the positive effect of globalization and 
liberalization. The far end of the world now seems closer. I recall that when I was a 
student in Aligarh almost thirty five years ago (1976-1981), it was so difficult to call Iran. 
Even within Aligarh it was difficult to get a telephone connection. One had to wait for 
hours to get connected to Delhi and sometimes for twenty four hours to get connected to 
Iran. Now, one can dial directly and telephone connections are for the asking and much 
cheaper. Over the past two years itself, mobile cell phone rates and The Bharat Sanchar 
Nigam (BSNL) telephone rates have gone down and the services have improved. Earlier 
BSNL was the only supplier of telephone facility. With liberalization came the cell 
phones and the BSNL monopoly vanished. This is another positive effect of liberalization 
of bringing people closer through the communication network. 
While radio and television networks were present in both India and Iran, the rural 
areas of both these countries could not enjoy these electronic media. In the late fifties 
only a few could enjoy this media. Today, in all the four rural areas studied in the present 
work, television viewing is more common than listening to the radio. Liberalization also 
brought in the cable television network thus connection far flung areas to each otfier. 
Now, the Indian rural areas can enjoy viewing many channels. In Iran too, television 
viewing has increased in the rural areas, but the population can watch only Persian 
Channels, and Iranian programs produced by the Islamic Republic of Iran Broadcasting 
(IRIB). On the other hand the said Iranian rural areas, enjoy viewing television programs 
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round the clock as there are no power cuts, which unfortunately is not true for the rural 
areas in India. The Pilakhna and Pindrawal population have liberal access to television 
but not to electricity! This is the contradiction of the Indian situation. On the one hand 
India has some of the most highly developed systems of communication and has sent 
communication satellites' into space, but, ironically cannot generate enough electricity or 
perhaps, alternatively cannot manage its equal distribution within the country! It appears 
that India has the capability of generating electric power but for bureaucratic and 
administrative reasons it could not be supplied to electrically deficient areas. TTiis, I 
believe is true for all project areas all over India. What must be pointed out is the fact, 
that when India has the capability of generating enough electricity, vs^y is there a 
shortage of electricity in the country? It was reported by the inhabitants that the shortage 
is due to pilferage of electricity not only in villages, but also in towns and even 
metropolitan cities. I too many times have noticed that people bring electricity directly to 
their homes by throwing a hook (tied to a rope) on to the main electricity supply lines 
outside their home. I have often wondered why this pilferage could not be controlled. It 
has often been alleged that there is a great deal of corruption in the departments of 
electricity. One possible explanation concerns the bureaucrats responsible for the 
department of electricity. I wonder, whether in this modem bureaucratic set up, officers, 
officials and workers, are bound to their office professionally and ethically? I think that 
answers to these questions may solve the mystery facing some of the electricity problems. 
This situation, I think can perhaps be attributed to what Merton called "bureaucratic red 
tape or bureaucratic dysftinction?"* 
The situation in the rural areas under study, then, seems to be similar to what 
social scientists like Landy and Chaudhari have shown as the negative effects of 
globalization. They report that the interaction of globalization and localization is not 
always fiiiitfijl. They argue that the increasing political power at the local level, and the 
challenges it poses to the national role in economic development affect the developmental 
processes adversely. They cite a case study about the complex nature of a large scale 
development project which cuts across the local to the global levels. The authors showed 
that the impact of the project which began in 1960, and affected the lives of peasants and 
tribes living in that area. They reported that eighty thousand local peasants were the first 
victims of the project as they lived their displaced lives without any provision of suitable 
agricultural land, or any project related jobs. It was ironic that in this whole process, the 
old power equations remained unchanged and favored local and regional elite. Moreover, 
no one cared much about the plight of former peasants and unskilled workers (Landy and 
Chaudhuri, 2004).'The case of Pilakhna and Pindrawal appears to be somewhat the same 
as described by Landy and Chaudhari. 
My observations reveal that while Qal'ehnow and Hesaroo'iyeh are smaller rural 
areas with very small populations, yet the indicators of development there are at a higher 
level in contrast to the universes studied in India. 
As I recall my stay in the various universes, I find that changes have certainly 
taken place by marginal improvement in levels of living. For example, where the 
peasants were at the mercy of the landlords, the farmer are now fi-ee and have become 
landowners, though they own only of small plots of land. But even this has enabled them 
to improve their health, education and housing to a certain extent. Of course, these 
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marginal changes cannot be labelled as "development" in Todaro's terminology. The 
desired change can come about not by the individual efforts of the farmers, but with the 
help of the government who is responsible for providing infra structural facilities to all its 
citizens. These facilities have not been provided to the farmers, as I have already pointed 
out. 
The second indicator of development stated by Todaro refers to "diminishing 
rural-urban differences" with regard to distribution of income. Here again I find, that 
while the residents of the universes are now leading comparatively better lives and have a 
substantial income to sustain themselves and their families, their economic status does 
not necessarily match that of their urban counterparts. For example, in the city of Aligarh 
I see a much larger percentage of population living in houses made of brick (pucca 
houses). In Pilakhna, a kasba of Aligarfi and Pindrawal a village of Bulandshehr, there 
are more mud and kuccha houses with thatched roofs. During the monsoon season, water 
seeps into the huts making the lives of the people miserable. Water in both these rural 
areas is mostly drawn by hand pumps, whereas, in the cities of Aligarh and Bulandshehr 
running tap water is available. Of course, one cannot vouch for the hygienic condition of 
the running tap water! 
Again sanitation and hygiene in both Pindrawal and Pilakhna is pathetic. In urban 
Aligarh and Bulandshehr people have latrines in their homes. The residents of the rural 
areas do not enjoy these facilities. A project for provision of public latrines in Pilakhna is 
in progress but it will take time until it is implemented. Again this is the failure of the 
state government who should have thought about this much earlier. 
Apart from this, cooking gas is available to the urbanites whereas in the rural 
areas, they use cow dung cakes and wood obtained by felling trees. This is not only 
unhygienic, because of the smoke which is detrimental to the lungs and eyes, and here, 
the women suffer the most because they are the ones who cook. This smoke is obviously 
'environment unfriendly.' Using wood for cooking has also affected the country's 
ecology what with the denuded forests, the wealth of the country. No cooking gas is 
available in either Pilakhna or Pindrawal. I saw that some homes used cooking gas, but 
when I enquired I learned that they bring gas from neighboring cities where gas agencies 
exist. 
Similarly, 1 also found almost the same shortcomings in Qal'ehnow and 
Hesaroo'iyeh but to a lesser extent. For example, the condition of housing is much better 
here as compared to those in Pindrawal and Pilakhna. But I also found that there was no 
regular gas supply in either Qal'ehnow or Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster, whereas, in the urban 
areas gas pipelines form a complex networic. In Qal'ehow and Hesaroo'iyeh, it is reported 
that extension of natural gas pipelines is underway, but when I was there, this facility had 
not been implemented. Some of the residents, who have the means usually, bring in gas 
cylinders from neighboring cities of Zabol, Zahak and Zahedan as the case may be. In 
addition, some shopkeepers collect the empty gas cylinders from the inhabitants, and 
provide them refilled cylinders which they bring from the neighboring cities. This is an 
additional source of income for them. 
While both the Iran and Indian governments seem to have targeted agricultural 
and rural development policies with the aim of improving rural areas and thus to bring it 
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at par with the urban area, my field research shows that in the areas that I studied, these 
efforts do not show success. As stated earlier, the rural area administrators in Pilakhna 
and Pindrawal lamented that the budget for rural development was not sufficient They 
gave the example of government subsidy and loans to the farmers. The farmers in 
Pilakhna and Pindrawal, they complained, could avail of loan only once a year, for a 
paltry sum of Rs. 20,000/ only. In contrast to this, government subsidy and bank loans in 
the urban areas are available for much larger amounts and for varied purposes. Again, in 
the rural areas, the rural development programs benefit the landowners and the landless 
laborers and menial workers are deprived of these benefits. They emphasized that there 
was a bias in favor of urban areas. It seems then, that the development policies do not 
necessarily target at reducing rural-urban imbalance. There is a greater canalizing of 
resources towards the urban centers in India. 
In Iran, however, the government has attempted to focus its attention on rural 
development as a whole and the first priority is given to the deprived or underdeveloped 
Provinces, like Sistan-0-Balu5hestan, where Qal'ehnow (in Sistan) and Hesaroo'iyeh (in 
BalQchestan) are situated. That is why, despite the successive droughts in Sistan-0-
Baludhestan Province, Qal'ehnow and Hesaroo'iyeh like other rural areas of Iran are 
being more rapidly developed. 
It should also be noted that in Iran, farmers can easily get loan from many public 
and private banks; it is mentionable that most of the banks in Iran, especially the 
Agricultural Bank of Iran supports the farmers financially in all the agricultural activities. 
In addition, there are many plans are being implemented freely, by the government in the 
rural development. 
The farmers in Pilakhna or Pindrawal complained that as per government policy, 
rationing provisions are allocated to urban areas, and these resources are transferred fi-om 
rural areas, thereby depriving the latter. At the same time the rural sector suffers because 
of the higher population in the urban areas where more budgets has to be allocated. 
There appears to be an urban bias as far as national development policies are concerned 
in India. One only has to look at the development of housing, roads, highways, fi:eeways, 
education, health and media facilities, and the quality of life in general in the uitan areas. 
These deficiencies have become evident in the present study by the few examples that 1 
have stated in the foregoing pages, showing the lack of resources for education, health 
and hygiene, housing, roads, electricity and innumerable other facilities in the rural areas 
under study. These amenities and facilities are easily available in the urban areas, but in 
dire shortage for the rural folks. This creates a conflict between the urban and rural areas. 
With growing urban expansion, the agricultural land is also under pressure. This again 
came to my knowledge during the course of my study. In Pilakhna and Pindrawal, the 
families who own orchards complained that because of utbm expansion their orchards 
had to be cut back because the bordering cities were expanding and were cutting into 
their agricultural boundaries. Apart fi-om this, there seems to be problem with growing 
industry as well. As I have already stated earlier, the Mango orchards in Pilakhna have 
succumbed to the environmental misbalance by smoke fit)m the brick kilns. So with 
urban expansion on the one hand, and industrial pollution on the other, agriculture, and 
agricultural land are in danger. Some serious thought has to be given to ensure that 
farmers maintain their connections to their agricultural roots. These problems cannot be 
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resolved at the grass root level without government intervention. The government should 
decide how best the farmers can utilize the land that they own and provide infra structural 
facilities. I found that the government support in Iran was much more liberal, especially 
in rural development and underdeveloped regions, like Sistan-0-Balu5hestan, as 
compared to that of the areas of U.P. Most of the farmers lamented that the government 
did not support the farmers of Pilakhna and Pindrawal. The loans are very meager and are 
given out only once a year. In Iran, formation of cooperatives has helped the farmers a 
great deal. If the rural areas are not protected and development does not progress, we will 
not be able to protect the vast treasure of rural production which helps in maintaining the 
ecological and environmental balance. 
The third indicator of development is the extent to which these rural sectors are 
"able to sustain and accelerate the pace of these improvements." From my observations I 
can say that no economic opportunities are available within the studied rural areas. 
People seemed to have no future plans. For those families whose children were studying 
in the village schools, the worry was of expenses to send their children to the nearby 
cities and towns for further education. How are they expected to meet the high cost of 
city education? Afler high school what will be the fijture of their children? Back to the 
farm? Then why invest in education? This is how most people felt. A high school 
certificate is not sufficient to land them a job in the urban area. And, there are no 
prospects in the rural area. 
In terms of Todaro's definition of development then, we can conclude that there 
was only a small marginal improvement in the levels of living, that is to say, the larger 
population was living more comfortably than it had been in the past, but their comfort 
was due to better farming techniques and not because of employment. This is true for all 
the four areas under study. As far as education is concerned, not much had been done by 
way of introducing compulsory primary education or trying to provide higher education 
in Pilakhna and Pindrawal. I found that the situation in Qal'ehnow and Hesaroo'iyeh is 
far superior as education is compulsory up to the primary level and there are two high 
schools {one for girls and other for boys) in Qal'ehnow. The situation in Hesaroo'iyeh is 
not at par with Qal'ehnow, perhaps because it is a newly formed Cluster whereas 
Qal'ehnow has a long history. 
In India, the health scenario is equally unsound with no clinics or hospitals or 
health centers to cater to the needs of the masses. In Qal'ehnow and Hesaroo'iyeh the 
health care facilities are far superior. It seems to me that the government of Iran has made 
greater efforts to provide for its rural areas and this, appears to be absent in India. 
On the housing front, again I would say the situation is not a happy one, because there are 
more kaccha mud houses with minimal or no latrine facilities thus making the area very 
unhygienic. There were no NGOs to provide counseling or legal advice or to provide 
various social services. On the other hand, while money economy is the norm, yet the 
poor laborers are paid in grain. So, the farm labor has to work hard to earn his/her daily 
bread. To this extent inequality, for the time being, is to stay. 
Apart from this, even though agricultural and horticultural activities are on the 
increase there are hardly any new economic opportunities. There are few enterprises, 
apart from agriculture and its related vocations that one can take up. These are shop-
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keeping, money lending, small time cycle repair shops. Pan (beetle nut) and Pan chewing 
Masala (chewable beetle-nut mixture) or tea-snack shops. There are no restaurants or 
hotels which have the capacity to offer employment opportunities. Obviously then, as 
compared to these, economic opportunities in nearby urban areas are much higher and 
therefore, there is inequality in the rural-urban income balances. Since there has been not 
much by way of improvement, there is then no ability in the present economic structure 
to even sustain (leave along accelerate) the present economic base. The state government 
will have to provide more inputs to bring about observable development of these rural 
areas. 
As opposed to the Indian scene discussed above, the rural areas in Iran have much 
improved economic conditions due to the existence of cooperatives. These cooperatives 
have helped the inhabitants to stand on their own feet and to improve their living 
conditions. In Iran, the houses and sanitary facilities are way ahead of the Indian rural 
areas. This leads me to reiterate, that though in many ways India as a country is far more 
industrially developed than Iran, yet, at the grassroots, Iranian government has provided 
more inputs for the betterment of the people there. It can be argued that the population of 
Iran and the area of the country are not as vast as that of India and hence, the latter is 
unable to cater to these larger populations. Also, Iran has the whole petroleum industry 
which India does not. This is true to a certain extent, but, one has to examine this in light 
of the fact, that when a nation like India can become industrialized within such a short 
span of time, what has prevented it from catering to the masses in the rural areas? It is a 
well known fact that changes in the villages is dictated by what happens outside the 
village. So if the outside world of the village is advancing at a high rate, what is 
preventing the village from moving ahead at the same pace? 
I know that neither Pilakhna nor Pindrawal represent the typical Indian village. 
But they do form an important part of the state of U.P., which in turn is the fifth largest 
state of India. Uttar Pradesh is an important state because two of the major rivers run 
across it and its land is extremely fertile. With such natural richness, this state continues 
to be one of the most backward states of the country? I think that one has to look and find 
the reason/s by trying to locate the source, if any, of gross neglect and mismanagement at 
the grass root level. 
Having examined the effects of abolition of ZamTndari system, and the nature of 
various indicators of development such as technological advances, increase in 
agricultural output, employment, education, health, housing, electricity, roads and other 
related issues, I proceeded to study the effects of the Green Revolution and White 
Revolution on agriculture in the Indian rural areas. Having examined these, I proceeded 
to investigate the effects of the Iranian "White Revolution'""" in the selected areas under 
study. I now turn to explore the effects of globalization and liberalization in the studied 
areas. 
In the eariier part of the present chapter, reference has already been made to the 
effects of the two processes of globalization and liberalization in regard to agriculture, 
xiii. "White Revolution" so named by the then Shah of Iran, in 1962-63 because it was supposed 
to be bloodless. 
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electricity and mass media. I also tried to show the negative aspects of these processes, 
which as has been reported led to industrialization at the cost of agricultural growth. 
Through the empirical data that I collected I have shown that these processes have 
enhanced industrial growth to some extent in both India and Iran. I have also shown that 
despite industrial growth at the macro level, vast disparities still continue to exist between 
rural and urban areas. The latter have expanded at the cost of the former, and have left the 
rural inhabitants with a handicapped economic growth. Hence, despite of the fact that 
India ranks tenth in industrial growth, its rural areas (especially those under present 
investigation) are not at par in development. 
AGRICULTURE AND INDUSTRIALIZATION 
In order to test the hypotheses regarding agricultural development and industrial 
development, and the effects of globalization and liberalization on ^cultural, 
educational, family and other related structures, the findings of my study show that in 
both India and Iran globalization had begun to spread rapidly. Certain changes were 
observed in the market economy in all the four areas that I studied. Each of these areas 
had begun to usher in newer forms of resources. For example, while agriculture remains 
at the economic base of these rural areas, some of its residents sought newer 
opportunities so as to move towards private capital, ushering in newer resources and 
opportunities. But these efforts were few and far between. Take for example, the 
emergence of brick industry in Pilakhna (which happens to be the only area w^iae some 
efforts have been made to move away from agriculture). While the brick industry 
expanded it began to export bricks to nearby towns and cities, but nothing more beyond 
that. I also found that the owners of the brick factory preferred to import labor from 
Bangia Desh, Orrisa Bihar and other far off places, rather than provide employment 
opportunities to the local poverty stricken unemployed inhabitants of Pilakhna. Much as 1 
tried to find the reason for this action of the managers of the brick factories, no one was 
able to provide a satisfactory answer. I can only surmise"'^  and say that perhaps the labor 
from these far off places was cheaper and so they were more welcome than the locals 
who would ask for a higher wage. The efforts of the factory owners were limited and 
localised. No other industry has developed in Pilakhna, since then. But 1 also found that 
the emergence of this brick industry led to indirect development and growth as it brought 
in resources like petrol and diesel pumps into the rural area. These economic 
opportunities provided the locals with other job opportunities and, with surplus income, 
the people were able to invest in purchase of consumer items. But is this sufficient for 
industrial growth? At most we can say that a small step forward has been initiated in 
Pilakhna, towards "industrialization" (if 1 dare to say so!). The economic base of 
Pilakhna continues to be agriculture, and enterprising persons have tried to digress and 
have begun to tap new economic resources, but progress in this regard has been slow. 
However, if we examine the findings of Pindrawal we find that not much has been done 
in Pindrawal by way of finding newer economic resources. The residents complained that 
nothing has changed in Pindrawal. No progress has been made in Qal'ehnow or 
xiv. This area needs to be investigated in future research in greater detail by collecting data 
from visits to the factories and interviewing the masses of workers. It was not possible for me 
to do this at this juncture for paucity of time and resources. 
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Hesaroo'iyeh where Zahedan and Zabol, lying close to the universes under study, have 
become industrialized. No effect of this has even touched Qal'ehnow and the 
Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster. 
The hypothesis that agricultural development leads to industrialization has not 
been proved in these universes under investigation. All the four universes have a strong 
agricultural base but none of them have moved towards industrialization. The boon of 
technology transfer did open newer avenues and the financial market became 
unpredictable as newer types of economic struggles emerged. Due to inherent weakness 
in the infra structure of all the areas under investigation, and, due to perhaps regional 
backwardness and lack of experience, the inhabitants were unable to compete in the open 
market. Results show that while they were able to better their own economic condition, 
they could not venture across borders to trade and cross the traditional economic barriers. 
It appears then, that the pace of globalization and liberalization are accelerating at a 
greater speed than the small time villagers and townsmen could cope with. 
EFFECTS OF GLOBALIZATION AND LIBERALIZATION 
The impact of globalization and liberalization was felt not only by India but also 
by Iran. The governments of both countries began to take measures to induct 
liberalization and globalisation strategy to allow growth of the public sector. But the 
processes of globalization and liberalization proceeded at different pace and directions in 
both these countries, and hence these areas, like other such areas in the two countries 
suffered. It is notable that domestic economies of both countries attained newer heights 
because of rapid industrialization (which, however, progressed at the cost of agriculture). 
While I do not wish to undermine the over all progress made by both India and Iran at the 
macro-level, I would like to point out that because of these two processes new 
technological inputs helped in greatly increasing agricultural production. But at the same 
time agricultural growth was not in surplus to allow diversion of farmers into other non-
agricultural economic ventures. 
The first of the two hypotheses which I had examined were not supported by 
observations and data obtained from either Qal'ehnow or Hesaroo'iyeh in Iran, or for 
Pindrawal and Pilakhna in India. Despite the fact that all the four areas have a strong 
agricultural base, there is no indusfrial growth in site, as shown above. 
I thus find that so far as the traditional agricultural aspects are concerned, there is 
a fundamental similarity between the two countries that have been studied. That is to say 
that agricultural activity in both India and Iran was traditionally based on domination of 
absentee landlords. Where in India this dominance arose from the 2^ amTndari System, in 
Iran it was based on Nezam-E-Arbab-0-Ra'iyyati (Landlord-Peasant System). It is 
interesting to point out that both ZamTndars in India, and Arbab or Khan in Iran, 
exploited the poor farmers and subjected them to social injustices within the traditional 
agrarian systems. In fact, both the Zamlndari, and Arbab-0-Ra'iyyati systems could be 
called the system of "absentee landlordism." Bhatt, further states: "The Zamlndari system 
was known as absentee landlordism. In this system between the actual state and the tiller 
there grew an intermediary who was interested in the land only to the extent of extraction 
of exorbitant rent. The Zamlndari tenure covered about 57 percent of the area of the 
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country." In the same article, Bhatt stated that the Zamlndari tenure covered about 57 
percent of the area of India. (Bhatt, n.d.)'° But the Arbab-0-Ra'iyyati system covered 
almost all the agricultural land of Iran, except a few plot of lands which owned by the 
small landowners/smallholders (Khordeh Malekin)."^ 
Over the years however, both India and Iran have moved forward towards 
agricultural development. As a result, agricultural affairs have been given high priority, 
especially the aspect of sustainable development in both the countries. This has resulted 
in the gradual decline of traditional agriculture and the move for agriculture to march 
forward on the path of achieving modem and mechanized systems of fanning. It is 
interesting to note that some agricultural areas of both the countries have already become 
fiilly mechanized; while attempts have been made to achieve mechanization in other 
agricultural areas as well. The progress has been rather lopsided and I would like to state 
that all four rural areas studied in the present research woric, farming can be considered as 
being semi-mechanized rather than being classified as totally mechanized. The irrigation 
systems too, in all the rural areas under study are almost similar and water shortage has 
been curbed to an extent. 
While Balakrishnan (2004)'' has reported that the worid borders were opened to 
anyone who wanted to compete, I found in my study, that this type of movement was not 
felt by either the inhabitants of either the Indian or Iranian rural areas. I found that at the 
grassroots the movement was moving at snail pace. It was rqwrted that the governments 
of both countries took measures to induct liberalization and globalisation strategy to 
allow growth of the public sector, my observations show that the processes of 
globalization and liberalization preceded at different pace and directions in the two 
countries. 
As a result of liberalisation, Indian domestic economy grew to new heights but 
not in the rural areas of Pilakhna and Pindrawal. And, as 1 observed, this was not so in 
Qal'ehnow and Hesaroo'iyeh either. 
The second hypothesis in this present study refers to the process of globalization 
which, theoretically should have brought about changes in the family, religious, 
stratification structures of these societies. I did find, as shown in the previous chapter, 
and earlier in this chapter, that while some changes have occurred in certain styles of life, 
like education, food habits, clothing of men and certain social mannerisms, almost no 
change has occurred in the familial and religious traditions or in the stratification 
structure of these societies. If one were to follow the pattern variables of Talcott 
Parsons,'^ one would say that traditions should have become universalized, occupations 
should have become achievement oriented, sentiments and values should have followed 
the individualistic path. In my observations I found, that rural inhabitants of my Indian 
universes, continue to hold collectivity as a virtue as opposed to individuality and it is a 
'matter of shame' if any member deviates from the established norms of society. Their 
common sentiments, beliefs and values create a strong bond between members. It is, 
perhaps for this reason that there was hardly any individual freedom in these societies. 
For example, in both Pilakhna and Pindrawal, women and girls continue to follow the age 
XV. By "country" Bhatt means India, but i have extended this to use it for the Arbab-0-Ra'iyyati 
system of Iran which was very similar to that of India. 
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old tradition of seclusion and inhibitive behavior. Women continue to pursue their 
accretive roles within the family, and are rarely allowed to leave the rural areas or their 
village to seek other types of jobs. The male members continue to be the bread-winners 
and dominate their women folk. Because of the introduction of "reservation" for women, 
one woman in Pilakhna was elected to the office of Sar Panch, but she too was forced to 
discharge her office duties through her husband. If she was called to the Panchayat 
meeting, she would arrive clad in full Burqa (covered from head to toe) accompanied by 
her husband. While she chaired the meeting, the husband would take charge to conduct 
the meeting and answer questions. So within a democratic system of freedom, the women 
continue to remain subjugated to men, with no voice of their own thus, following their 
age old traditions. 
The women in general, regardless of their religion, were confined to their homes. 
Some marginal changes seem to have occurred in the Uttar Pradesh areas under study. I 
found that some girls are sent to neighboring towns and cities for higher education. The 
residents informed me that all women who get education are not really allowed to work 
in neighboring towns and cities. This was fiuther confirmed by the small number of 
women who traveled on the commuter buses. I found that the early morning commuter 
buses leaving from Pilakhna and Pindrawal had very few women bus travelers. This 
shows that of the vast population of these areas, only a very small percentage of women 
were allowed to work. 
The situation in Qal'ehnow and Hesaroo'iyeh was quite different. While 
collectivity was emphasized, there was a slight deviation in matters of education and 
employment for women. I found that many women who had become educated ventured 
into nearby cities to work and earn a living. Some women would commute to work and 
return to their village by evening. Some others who worked in far off towns and cities 
established themselves there and lived under the protection of either relatives or with 
other women colleagues. Girls and women in Iran generally are not allowed to live alone. 
Free mixing of gender is not permissible and, as a rule, they must necessarily wear the 
Islamic dress of Chaddor covered from head to toe with only their face or eyes showing. 
This rule applies to women in all walks of life. The male-female divide continues. 
The uneducated women worked on the farms and also did their house work. Some 
women would make handicraft items either for pleasure or to sell them. I also observed 
that women who worked on the farm sometimes brought their children to help with farm 
work when they were not in school. Here, primary school children, both boys and girls 
worked and played together. There did not appear to be any segregation. But, when it 
came to formal education in the schools, they were separated. 
While the inhabitants, in all four areas under study, adopted different types of 
material culture, they continued to hold on to their non-material culture, that is, the 
traditional norms, values and customs associated with their social and religious 
institutions. As already noted above, in Pilakhna, the association of caste to land 
remained almost the same, with the difference that the previous land owners of upper 
caste groups (like the Thakurs and Muslim landlords) had sold their land and moved out 
of Pilakhna. The new owners were Mewatis who had now become the dominant caste of 
Pilakhna and owned most of the farming land. Additionally, the Vaishya too owned some 
land, but they were few in number. The head of the Panchayat - Sar Panch belongs to the 
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Mewati group. It is interesting to note that the landowners are Mewati Muslims, and 
while theoretically there is no caste hierarchy among Muslims, the Mewati Muslims in 
Pilakhna act as though they are an "exclusive" group, quite superior to the rest of the 
Muslim groups in Pilakhna. I noticed that Mewatis tended to remain close to each other 
and married into other Mewati families. The behavior of Mewati men was dominating 
and I noticed how their women of their group were generally not seen outside the home. I 
spoke to a number of Mewati men about this and all of Uiem told me that a woman's 
place was inside the home. They did not much appreciate the fact that their Sar Panch 
was a woman, but they said this was good because it gave them more political power. 
They pointed out that it was not the lady who wielded power as Sar Panch but her 
husband made all the decisions and his wife simply approved without any dissent! They 
proudly told me that she has no business to be in the office when there is no meeting as 
she has a lot of housework to do. Her husband attended the office daily and took care of 
all the routine work. 
In Pindrawal too the situation was the same. The poor women are seen to work 
either on the fields or in their homes in the kitchen. The women of the better economic 
class are generally not seen publicly. They remain within their homes and carry out their 
daily household duties. As compared to the past, Muslims in Pindrawal today do not 
enjoy a good financial position, and own only small plots of land. Some of them own 
guava or mango orchards and these families are comparatively better off financially than 
the other local Muslim population. The orchard owners, however, do not live in 
Pindrawal and mostly live in Aligarh. They travel back and forth to look after their 
orchards or to take part in religious rituals, especially for ceremonies commemorating the 
martyrdom of Imam Hosein/Hussein during the first month of the Islamic calendar, 
Moharrum. 
The other Muslims inhabiting Pindrawal are the Qureshi and Ansari 'castes'. I 
found that as in the past, no inter-marriage takes place between the Qureshis and Ansaris. 
In fact, people continue to maintain their endogamous relations similar to that of the 
Hindu caste population. 
In Pindrawal, there are only a few Brahmin homes. The Lodha caste there is quite 
powerful as they own most of the land. They can be called the dominant caste because 
they also wield political power because of their higher population number. As in the past, 
there are no inter-caste marriages. The lower castes continue to be housed in poor Kuccha 
thatched roofed huts on the outskirts of the village. The Brahmins perform their 
traditional duty of organizing Pooja""' in the temples and in the homes of the Hindu 
population. 
The situation in Pilakhna is almost the same as in Pindrawal. Both the Muslim 
and Hindu caste groups are strictly endogamous. 
About twenty years ago, Mishra (1982: 18-19)'^  had pointed out that there is a 
long historical association among castes, land and occupation in Indian villages. My 
field study at present shows that this continues to be the case even at the turn of the 
xvi. The term Pooja or Poojah or Puja (Hinduism) refers to an act of worship; reverential 
observation; a festival (see The Chambers Dictionary, 10th Edition; 2007: 1181 & 1234, the 
detail is given in the bibliography). 
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twenty first century. Not only do the middle castes have greater land holdings, they 
continue to dominate. I did not come across a single person of the low caste (in Pilakhna 
or Pindrawal) who owned land. All inhabitants of the low and scheduled castes lived 
outside the precincts of the main town/village area. All menial work was done by lower 
castes. Some changes were however seen in the pattern of social interactions. For various 
festive occasions all villagers were invited, regardless of caste, but, seating arrangements 
for those with a higher 'socioeconomic' status in the village, seemed to be more 
welcome. The tradition of serving food to low castes in separate areas or separate 
enclosures still continues. 
Apart fix)m continuing traditional barriers between castes, U.P. also has some 
of India's lowest human development indicators as seen above. For example, the literacy 
rate in U.P. is (57 per cent) as opposed to 65 per cent at the national level; female literacy 
is at 43 per cent as opposed to 54 per cent at the national level. (World Bank report 
2004). 
Besides this, urbanization in the state of U.P, is 19.84 as against the all-India 
figure of 25.73 (Bhatt, 1998: 360).i While the state's poverty rate fell from 40.9 per cent 
in 1993-94 to 32.8 per cent in 2004-05, there are still 59 million people living below the 
poverty line (World Bank Report, 2004). 
The second hypothesis relating to the effects of globalization and liberalization 
on rural life in general and educational, familial, religious and other structures in 
particular was also examined. 
I found that in a marginal way, globalization and liberalization have made a dent 
on the rural areas under study. They have influenced farming techniques, but at the same 
time, they have also influenced the material culture which I could see in the use and 
possession of consumer items. These consumer items included both "fast moving 
consumer goods (FMCG), as well as what are called 'capital' consumer goods. Among 
the former 1 saw changes in styles of clothing, food, and use of items like toothbrush, 
toothpaste, shampoos, powder, cream, perfume (instead of Itar)""", costume jewelry and 
other fineries etc. Among the latter, I found that in all the four universes, mobile 
telephones, television and radio sets, and refrigerators had become the order of the day. 
The men's style of dress, more in Pilakhna and Pindrawal, had changed from the 
traditional pajama Kurta to pant and shirt, especially when they left the fields and 
traveled to cities and towns. The style of dress for women, however, remained the same. I 
did not see any girls who wore jeans and blouses. In fact, I would say that girls continued 
to wear the traditional dresses in all the four universes under study. In fact, in Iran, 
traditionally the women wore bright colored long dresses but now they generally only 
wear black dresses. There was also a great deal of effort to learn English and it was 
considered a prestige to be able to speak in the English language. I remember, when 1 
spent time with the men in Pilakhna and Pindrawal, they would often talk with pride 
about some persons who could speak English well. 
It was also observed that the family structure in Pilakhna and Pindrawal have 
maintained its traditional joint family system and most of the values have remained the 
xvii. Itar (in Persian it is called 'Atr) is an exotic perfume of the middle East made of actual 
flower extracts with oil as its base instead of alcohol. 
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same. In Pindrawal, for example, these large joint families had lived in large Havelis. 
Today the size of these Havelis has decreased as they were sold off in parts by the old 
landlords along with their land. Some of the land was acquired by the government and 
distributed to the landless families. Yet, regardless of the size of the Haveli, the joint 
family system continues. I noticed that there were hardly any nuclear families in 
Pindrawal. I also observed that the relationships among family members continued to 
follow the old pattern of cordial and affectionate relationships. Some of the younger 
generation men have moved out of their joint families to find work in the cities while 
some girls have been married off outside the village. Thus, the number of members in the 
joint family has decreased considerably, but the tradition remains. Those members who 
have moved out to find work elsewhere, visit their ancestral homes regularly especially 
during occasions of festivals, weddings or Moharrum. The same pattern was observed in 
Pilakhna. Here too interaction between family members is structured on the basis of the 
socio-cultural cooperation and mutual assistance. In case of conflict in a family, it is 
easily resolved by intervention, mediation, and the advice of older members. 
Similarly, certain traditions in maintaining family names also continue to exist In 
Pindrawal, the people of the Shia community can still be identified by the prefix of 
"Seyyed" in their name. This is also the case in Iran."'"" 
In Pindrawal all Non-Sayyeds have taken the name (title) Khan. 
Keeping in view the three criteria given by Todaro as indicators of development, I 
found that as far as inequality in the distribution of rural incomes and in rural-urban 
balances in incomes and economic opportunities are concerned, all four universes almost 
at par. That is to say, that rural incomes and rural-urban balances are not being 
maintained in any of the two Indian universes. It seemed to me that in India more 
emphasis is being given to the urban areas at the cost of the rural areas. While, in Iran 
more emphasis is given to the rural areas and the deprived areas, like Sistan-0-
Baluchestan Province. Yet, it cannot be assumed that rural-urban balances are at par in 
Iran areas under investigation. 
In addition, where the third indicator of development is concerned, none of the 
rural sectors under study have shown much capacity to sustain and accelerate the pace of 
xviii. Non-Sayyed Shias are those who converted to Shia religion. It is the local converts to Shia 
religion who are considered non-Sayyeds, and use the suffix 'Khan'. Descendents of the 
original "Sayyeds" are those who were boni Sayyeds and traveled to India from Iran with the 
army that the King of Iran (Persia) sent with the second Mogul King Humayun to defeat Sher 
Shah in 1520.it is also reported that once Humayun defeated Sher Shah, some members of the 
army settled down in Pilakhna, Pindrawal and elsewhere in India. On basis of this information 
we can say, that the Shia in Pindrawal who claim to be Shia of Persian descent uses the prefix 
"Sayyed". It is also reported that some Rajput Hindus of Pindrawal converted to Shia religion. 
They however maintained their traditional occupation of carpentry. This information, however, 
was not confirmed by the locals, and I also did not find any such Rajput Hindu. I also found 
that while many Sunnis had converted to Shia religious faith, there was no record or 
recollection (by the residents) of any Shia converting to Sunni religious faith. Quoted from: 
https//mail.google.com/mail/html/compose/static_files/blank_quirks.html#_ftn 1 
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these improvements, as is clearly seen from the foregoing results and discussion. But In 
Iran, despite the successive droughts in Sistan-0-Balu5hestan, the government has 
attempted to focus its attention on rural development. 
It then would not be out of place to say that the results of the field study show that 
while Qal'ehnow and Hesaroo'iyeh are concerned indicators of development for 
education, health, hygiene and housing are high, but they fall short in the other two 
indicators of development. On the other hand, both Pilakhna and Pindrawal lag behind in 
all three indicators of development. 
But as far as agriculture is concerned, both India and Iran have been moving 
forward towards the agricultural development, and this is supported by the results 
obtained from all the four universes under study. It seems that agriculture has been given 
high priority, especially the aspect of sustainable development in all the areas under 
study. This has resulted in the gradual decline of traditional agriculture and the move for 
agriculture to march forward on the path of achieving the modem and mechanized 
systems of farming. It is interesting to note that some agricultural farms in all areas 
studied have already become semi-mechanized, probably because of the lopsided inputs 
by both concerned countries. While Iran is busy with its petroleum industry, India is busy 
with improving its industry as a result of which it has gained new heights and recognition 
as an industrialized nation. But this recognition has been at the cost of agriculture. 
On the basis of my findings, I would like to conclude, that all four rural areas studied in 
the present research work, agricultural farming can be considered as being semi-
mechanized. The irrigation systems in all the rural areas under study are almost similar. 
But it was observed that agricultural development did not lead to industrialization in any 
of the areas under study. Thus, the first hypothesis was not supported by evidence 
obtained from the field study. 
As far as the second hypothesis is concerned, I did find that both the processes of 
globalization and liberalization have partially affected rural life, where there is a greater 
influence on possession of material culture as opposed to non-material culture in terms of 
the educational system, familial and religious life. 
While there are a number of similarities in the agricultural aspects of the four rural areas 
under studies, I also found, that both the green and the white revolutions in India had to a 
great extent affected agricultural practices in both Pilakhna and Pindrawal. In Iran, the 
white revolution of the early sixties too had brought in changes in landownership and 
agricultural practices and this was fiirther given impetus by the government after the 
1979 Islamic Revolution. 
Despite the above stated similarities, there are a number of dissimilarities in the 
"development" indicators of the two countries. One of these is education. To begin with, 
education, up to primary level is compulsory in both Qal'ehnow and Hesaroo'iyeh. Hence, 
there are primary schools in both the areas and all children of the area, girls as well as 
boys attend primary school. In contrast, Pilakhna and Pindrawal have only one 
government primary school each, but education is not compulsory and hence all children 
do not attend school. In fact, only a small number of children attend school. Additionally, 
in Qal'ehnow, there is one high school; while in Hesaroo'iyeh there is none and neither is 
there a high school in Pilakhna or Pindrawal. 
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While all the schools in the rural areas of Iran are run by the government, there 
are no private schools there. In the Indian rural areas under study, however, while the 
primary school which was upgraded to class VIII is run by the government, there are a 
number of private schools as opposed to Iran, where there are no private primary, middle 
or secondary high schools in any of the rural areas of Iran. In India, private schools and 
intermediate colleges exist in large numbers. But even then, both in ttie urban as well as 
in the rural areas of Iran, the literacy rate is much higher than literacy rate in India, even 
at the level of the selected universes under study. 
My field work in Qal'ehnow and Hesaroo'iyeh revealed that all girls and boys 
between the ages of 6 to 14 years attend schools. But, obviously more is required for 
making these children self sufficient in their future life. To this end, they need to go in for 
higher education, but unfortunately the facilities for higher education are not available in 
the rural areas and because of cost and distance young inhabitants of these rural areas are 
deprived of higher education. 
In the rural areas of Iran, all girls attended primary school because education is 
compulsory up to the age of fourteen years. But then, these girls, though still immature, 
study in separate educational centers, up to the end of pre-university. There are also no 
co-educational schools in Qal'ehnow. The one observable change lies in the fact that 
whereas earlier girls did not attend school, now they were doing so, but only up to the age 
of fourteen years. As per a report of the UNICEF, while education facilities have been 
made available in Iran, there is a great deal of inconsistency among various provinces. 
For example, while the government statistics show an overall school enrolment rate of 
97.2 percent, in the Sistan-O-BaluChestan area, the enrolment for boys is 81.8 percent as 
opposed to girls which is 71.5 percent.""' Contrarily, my field work results show that both 
in Qal'ehnow and the Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster, all girls attended schools. Obviously then, 
there are still some other areas in the Sistan-0-Balu6hestan province where education is 
still lacking and not at par with the national statistics. 
But, despite this, I however, noticed that the students in the Iran areas under 
study, attended school regularly and the adults were very particular about sending their 
children to school. Besides, the teachers too were very serious and punctual in attending 
to their duties. In India, on the contrary, the students did not appear to be committed to 
their studies and were not much motivated to attend schools. The teachers too were very 
careless and not committed to their profession. One of the reasons could be the student-
teacher ratio, which is extremely high both in Pilakhna and PindrSwal. Statistics also 
show that the literacy rate of Iran is much higher than that of India.''* Education too is 
more widespread in Iran than in India. In the Indian rural areas, the ratio of boys to giris 
who attended school is fifty- fifty. 
I also found that both Indian and Iran villages under study have changed 
considerably as far as the material culture is concerned. But all the four areas under study 
showed much similarity in maintaining their traditional values, norms and customs. I 
could even go to the extent of saying that 1 did not observe much change in their non-
xix. http://www.unicef.org/iran/girls education_1642.html 
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material life. The fanner for example, while he used the new technology, (material 
culture) he did not consider using similar technological innovations. 
In all the four universes of the present study, as a result of globalization and 
liberalization, the material culture has changed to a far greater extent than the non-
material culture. For example, the traditional form of agriculture using the wooden 
plough and human labor has been replaced by use of tractors and other machines. 
Irrigation, which in Iran was traditionally based on the Qanat system and wells, has been 
replaced by oil and electric motor pumps. In India too water for irrigation is supplied by 
oil and motor pumps. Theoretically, these technological changes should have brought 
about simultaneous changes in the non-material culture of these universes. That is to say, 
with technological inputs, the burden on human resources and time should have 
decreased, leading to a higher income and, subsequently leading the way to a better 
economy with newer jobs in the market. My observations show that this has not 
happened. The technological changes have entered the rural areas at a greater speed than 
the non-material culture. The simultaneous changes in the non material culture have not 
entered these areas at par with the technological developments. For example, new jobs 
with non-agricultural-base have not been created. Areas that have high agricultural output 
have not seen the development of industry. People do not try to be innovative, because 
the value of innovation does not appear to have been instilled. 
Not many changes were observed in the social relationships of the inhabitants and 
customs, traditional beliefs and values continue to rule. While apparent changes seem to 
have occurred in the political structure of the rural areas where a woman was elected as 
the Sar Panch, the status of women continues to be subordinate to that of men, and 
women are confined to their homes with their traditional ascribing roles. 
On the other hand, while mass media and patterns of communication have been 
revolutionized with the incoming of land-line and mobile cell telephones, television and 
radio sets, the masses have learned the new art of using the material objects, but there is 
no indoctrination of values associated with these material changes. I found that homes in 
which television and radio sets were available, the entire family would sjjend all their 
times viewing or listening to programs quite mindless of the fact that children are either 
not attending school or are not doing their homework and are instead glued to the 
television set. Similarly, they did not watch educative programs on the television sets. 
The local government, for example in Pilakhna and Pindrawal, tried to show 
documentary films on family planning, health issues etc. but the public was not interested 
in watching these programs. This attitude indicates that with technological development 
the associated values have not been instilled in them. While television viewing is meant 
for entertainment, this is not the sole purpose of this marvelous means of communication. 
The primary value associated with this is to bring all kinds of information to the doorstep 
of the viewers, with the underlying idea that they would use their discretion and sift 
through the programs accordingly. But instead I found that people generally did not even 
watch the daily news! ITieir only emphasis was on films, dance and music. They did not 
seem to know the value of various programs which would enlighten them and create an 
awareness of the happenings around the worid, or in their own country or about the 
advances in science and technology. They also did not know how to maintain their TV 
sets which were connected to the electric inputs by almost naked electrical wiring. 
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Since television programs in India are far more developed than in Iran, the television 
networks try to cater to all types of audiences. For example, I found an interesting 
program on agriculture, which gave all information about the types of soil, seeds, season 
for sowing etc. I found that the inhabitants, who were basically farmers, were not 
interested in watching this program. So while they use the technology for cultivating their 
land and obtain their sustenance from it, they did not want to learn more about this 
technology or to gain further knowledge, so that they may be able to increase the grain 
productivity. 
Another case in point is that of the tractor which has helped in minimizing use of 
labor while saving time. The farmers are simply satisfied with the tractor, which they 
used very roughly without almost proper maintenance and used it for transporting 
wedding parties from one place to another. While there may be no harm in making dual 
use of the tractor, it certainly shows that they have no consciousness about the noise and 
smoke pollution that is created as this heavy tractor travels through public streets and 
houses. A tractor, for all purposes is meant for the fields where, because of large open 
areas, any kind of environmental pollution is minimized. Besides, the time that they save 
through this machine is not used to seek newer job opportunities, or to utilize the saved 
time for other social activities related to the betterment of rural life. There is also an 
unnecessary expenditure of fuel which is becoming more and scarcer. All the above 
stated examples and analysis shows that the cultural lag, as visualized by Oghbum 
(1922)'^ holds true for the universes that I studied. We could perhaps anticipate that once 
the material culture has been adopted the changes in the non-material culture could not be 
far behind. In this process all the four universes under study are far off the mark. 
The parameters of development as enumerated by Todaro could not be 
substantiated by the findings of the study. Both the hypotheses set out to be examined 
were not supported by the data of the field study. It was fiirther seen that some of the 
changes that have taken place mostly show adoption of material culture with what seems 
to be a long wait for embracing the non-material culture. Thus, in this study at the micro-
level, Oghbum's theory of cultural lag seems to hold true. Similarly, I would say that the 
Parsonian model of pattern variables is applicable to the findings of this study. At the 
same time, this study also brings out, in no mean terms, the pattern of social behavior and 
relationships quite associated with Parsons' pattern variables as discussed earlier in this 
chapter. 
To put it in a nut shell, I would conclude, that while some variations are visible in 
the four areas under study, very little agricultural development and change have taken 
place. I think these findings are very significant for the areas under study, but I must 
caution that I do not wish to make generalizations solely on bases of my findings which 
have a very limited scope. This area needs fiirther investigation and 1 would venture to 
say that many such field studies must be conducted in other rural areas to draw some 
broad generalizations. 
I must however add that no study, to the best of my knowledge reports the 
sociological analysis of Pindrawal and Pilakhna, U.P. in India or of Qal'ehnow and the 
Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster, Sistan-0-Baluchestan in Iran. Moreover, no published work 
reports the comparative aspects of the nature of existing styles of life, social, familial 
and caste relationships, as they exist at the grass roots, within the ambit of agricultural 
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scenario. The present field work was carried out by the present author, using the method 
of participant-observation combined with open ended interview schedule during 2006-
2009. Hence the study was limited in its scope and, I would suggest, that future work 
should involve exploring further and in depth the social problems that have arisen as a 
result of globalization and liberalization and the nature of the cultural lag that has already 
been reported in the present thesis. Such detailed study could lead to a better 
understanding of the lack of development and change in these selected areas. The fact 
that the two hypotheses were not supported by the findings of this study also needs to be 
investigated further in terms of collecting and analyzing statistical data from the district 
and administrative offices. Such an elaborate study would require more financial in puts 
and well trained researcher. This prospective comprehensive field study would require 
collection of data from varied aspects of socioeconomic life of the inhabitants of the rural 
areas, so as to complete the socioeconomic profile of each village in more detail than has 
been done in the present study. Single handedly, and under constraints of time and 
finances, it was not possible for the present author to do so. 
However, having gone so far, I take the liberty, most humbly, to pen down certain 
recommendations which might aid the planners at some point of time. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
The foregoing analysis shows that some changes and agricultural development 
have taken place in the rural areas of Iran and India under study, but larger government 
inputs are required to bring them at par with 'developed' areas. While we welcome the 
advantages associated with these changes, we cannot afford to overlook some of the 
drawbacks which hamper rural development. Keeping this in mind, I would like to mdce 
some suggestions that might prove useful for further researchers and perhaps the 
planners. 
It seems that despite of all advantages of rural development, some disadvantages 
are also associated with this type of rural development. I feel that if we have to achieve 
sustainable rural development, it is necessary to work on rural human development as 
well. For example, training the villagers and making them conscious aboui the positive 
aspects of rural development is necessary. I have experienced that the rural folk are 
generally not aware of the vast natural resources that they have and hence do not seem to 
be making necessary inputs to increase their ability to cultivate greater amounts of grain 
yield This may be so either because of their lack of knowledge or a feeling of desperation 
that nothing can be done. If they are trained in the right direction, they will thrive in the 
rural environment itself, rather than being lured to immigrate to the cities or towns. This 
move would certainly overburden the already congested urban areas and would lead to 
rise in the rate of unemployment, and other vagaries of social and economic life. Apart 
from these, I feel that the other significant disadvantages of rural development could be 
identified as follows: 
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The New Landlord Class 
With the abolition of the ZamTndari system, a new class of landlords appeared. 
This new class is the former peasants and tenants who were subjugated to the traditional 
landlords. It is quite possible that this new class or 'landlords' may, unwittingly behave in 
the same ruthless manner as the previous lords, and may in time gradually lead to almost 
the same form of corruption, exploitation. 
Electrification 
Rural electrification in Iran as a whole and in the villages under study in 
particular, has led to changes in the traditional way of life among the rural folk and paved 
the way to ownership of modem consumer items which are available in the urban areas. 
This new experience could lure the younger generations to immigrate to the urban areas 
and this would mean that, they may gradually become consumers; instead of being 
producers. Efforts have to be made to contain the rural population within the healthy 
country-side environment so that the urban-rural balance is not disturbed. In order to do 
this, the governments of both Iran and India will have to make special efforts to bring in 
urban amenities into the rural areas so as to give the rural folk the benefits at par with the 
urban cities. 
Roads 
In spite of all the advantages of suitable rural roads, such as easy accessibility to 
the city centers, supplying rural production to the urban markets, and vice-versa, these 
gravel and paved rural roads, seem to have many disadvantages. For example, in Iran, 
some of the farmers who previously did not even own a donkey, are now able to afford 
motor vehicles. 
This spurt of fast moving vehicles has resulted in use of the latter in aimless 
cruising up and down the streets. The people, especially the youth, use their private motor 
vehicles to pick up passengers from the cities and transport them to other adjacent areas. 
While this new taxiing operations bring additional income, they now seem to have now 
become a danger to the well being of the area. This is so because of the physical and 
geographical situation of Sistan-0-Baluchestan which lies adjacent to Afghanistan and 
Pakistan. Because of the lure for money, the vehicles and the roads are now being 
commonly used for illegally "importing" (i.e. smuggling) fuel and other commodities not 
available in the area. Hence such an illegal trade has been introduced quite unwittingly 
thereby corrupting the population of the rural areas. Such unlawful activities have given 
rise to avarice and a dishonest means of living. The youth in the area have become lazy 
and are more and more inclined to make a "fast buck" through such dishonest means. 
Thus, on the one hand, construction of good roads is a sign of prosperity on the other this 
excellent resource is being used to the advantage of illicit trading. This factor should be 
brought to the notice of the concerned authorities so that they may find ways and means 
of controlling further deterioration in the area. 
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DECISION-MAKING PROCESS 
I noticed in both the rural areas of Iran and India that I studied, that while the 
government seems to make efforts for improving the rural areas, yet, it lacks knov l^edge 
about the specific problems of the concerned areas. The government thus, without being 
aware about the circumstances, takes decisions behind closed doors in meetings without, 
generally, involving representatives of the area. For example, as I have stated earlier, 
there is a great deal of potential in Pilakhna for establishing fish trade, thus giving the 
opportunity to enterprising inhabitants to cultivate various types of fish. Similarly, the 
government of Iran in collaboration with the Italian government began a project on 
aquaculture, in the Sistan basin, but unfortunately the areas which I studied had not been 
targeted and the people of the area did not know anything about this project. 
Similarly, no inputs have been made for enhancing education in Pilakhna, 
Pindrawal or Hesaroo'iyeh. As a result, there are no high schools in the said areas. In 
Pilakhna and Pindrawal, the infrastructural facilities are extremely poor and the teacher-
student ratio unbelievably low. On the other hand in the Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster there are 
schools in every hamlet, with very few students. As opposed to this in Qal'ehnow, the 
schools have to run in separate buildings in different shifts for boys and girls. So, the 
demand for more schools is higher in Qal'ehnow than in Hesaroo'iyeh! If these facts had 
been verified by the authorities then certainly more infi^tructural facilities would have 
been provided. If more facilities are provided then people would not gradually migrate to 
the said urban areas for providing education to their children. 
If the government agencies would examine the actual needs of the people, then 
their decisions would be far more effective and would be targeted at the right places. 
Keeping the above in mind, I wish to pen down a few suggestions. 
1. Preparation through Training 
The primary stress should be laid on training the villagers and acquainting them 
with various aspects of rural development. This will prepare them to face the new 
circumstances with greater confidence and knowledge, and, will build a strong 
foundation for achieving sustainable rural development. It will certainly, lead to higher 
production, and instead of migrating to urban areas, the villagers will feel more settled in 
their own environment. 
2. Education 
So far as education is concerned, the study shows that in Iran both the parents 
and children are well aware and conscious of their rights to education. As a result, 
modem education has gradually become institutionalized among different classes of 
society in Iran, for more than five decades. But the case is different in both the Uttar 
Pradesh rural areas (Pilakhna and Pindrawal) in India. The following features need to be 
taken into consideration. 
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2.1. Motivation 
Training primary school teachers and acquainting them with proper techniques 
and ethos of education is necessary. This will enable them to deliver knowledge to the 
students in a more meaningful manner. It is necessary to train all teachers to interact in a 
professional manner. The teachers should be provided opportunities for upgrading 
themselves and to learn the newer techniques of education. They should set examples for 
their students through their own friendly behavior and positive attitudes. 
2.2. Motivating the Parents and Students 
Motivation of parents to send their children to school is also very necessary. This 
can be done with the help of film-makers, by making entertaining movies, documentary 
films, television serials, etc., for them, especially in India, where people are movie-goers. 
This could effectively enhance the motivational aspects of parents to send the children to 
school. 
Motivating teenagers to continue their education can be done through showing 
feature films, cartoons and other popular ways like well organized street plays and the 
like. In this way, the Indian children who are fond of seeing the Indian movies, would get 
motivated to further their education 
3.2. Creation Green Pre-Primary Schools 
Creation Pre-primary school education, for children, in happy circumstances, 
which can be called: "Green Pre-primary Schools"; along with the friendly teachers, in 
order to make the children pleasantly inclined to continue their studies. 
4.2. Parent Awards 
Encouraging the sample of superior parents (among those parents who give higher 
priority to educate their children, (especially the poor and lower class of Indian villagers), 
every year, by giving them commendation letters with some sorts of awards. Such awards 
when presented by concerned authorities would boost the morale and motivate both the 
parents to send their children to school, and the children, to study. 
5.2. Establishment of Teachers' and Students' Day 
In India, the national Teachers' Day (Shikshak Devas) is celebrated each year on 
5th September. It marks the birthday of Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan, a great teacher, 
philosopher, former President and Vice-President and great statesman and son of India. 
Dr. Radhakrishnan said "Instead of celebrating my birthday, it would be my proud 
privilege if 5 September is observed as Teacher's Day." Since then his birthday has been 
celebrated as Teachers' Day in India.'™ 
XX http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sarvepalli_Radhakrishnan 
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But, as far as I know, there is no Student's Day celebration in India. I feel that it is 
important to establish a National Students' Day (NSD), on a specific day. The NSD 
should be celebrated in different rural areas and outstanding students should be given 
appropriate awards. This would send a positive message to students excel further in their 
studies. 
6.2. Introduction of Literacy Classes 
While the creation of literacy classes for adults, especially for women as well, has 
progressed well in India, yet it needs further inputs. Perhaps the pattern adopted by Iran 
would benefit if implemented in India. 
In Iran that the creation of literacy classes has had a long history and after the 
revolution, the fight against illiteracy reached new heights under the title of: "The 
Literacy Campaign" (Nehzat-E-Savadamuzi). Under this scheme High School Alumni 
[after training four months in army as "Soldier-Teacher" (Sarbaz-E-Mo'llem) was sent to 
rural areas to teach and educate the villagers. This way the literacy rate in Iran today is 
much higher than that of India. 
3. Educational Services 
1.3. Creation of boarding educational complexes, at least at the pre-primary 
schools up to the middle schools, can be another step to encourage the teenagers 
(especially the poor children of adjacent rural areas), to attend such schools where they 
are provided board and lodging at a minimal cost. 
2.3. Rich entrepreneurs and philanthropists should be given incentives by the 
government and encouraged, to construct educational centers in rural areas, under their 
own names and should be responsible to maintain and bear the cost of education. 
4. Health and Nutrition 
1.4. Short Term Health Services Solution 
It seems that an urgent solution for maintenance of villagers' health care, 
especially in the Indian rural areas of Pilakhna and Pindrawal where there is no provision 
of health care services is a significant primary step towards the development of rural 
health. At the same time, it is necessary to create at least temporary health camps 
regularly so that the inhabitants can benefit from it. 
2.4. Long Term Health Services Solution 
Construction of a health center/dispensary or any other health building, in 
accordance with the Ministry of Health patterns and plans, in these areas would be ideal. 
The state government should look into this on a priority basis. 
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5. Housing 
Although, housing conditions in Pilakhna and Pindrawal is somewhat satisfactory, 
yet those inhabitants (especially in Pilakhna) who presently live in huts should be 
provided Pucca houses. The government should provide financial (by way of bank loans 
on no interest basis) as well as technical support for construction of houses for these poor 
people. Alternatively, the government could implement a scheme and make a housing 
complex in which houses could be rented and eventually can be owned by these people. 
Something like a rent-and-own scheme. 
6. Electrification 
There is no specific suggestion in connection with the rural electrification. 
Because, so far as electrification in Qal'ehnow and Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster are concerned, 
both of them, like almost of all other eligible rural areas of the country have already been 
electrified. On the other hand, although there are some power cuts in Pilakhna and 
Pindrawal, but, the problem should be resolved through planned government programs. 
The government should find ways and means of controlling electricity theft so that 
electricity may be provided to the vast majority of the Indian population that lives in the 
rural areas. Despite India's rapid development, it is unable to eliminate complete power 
failure, especially in rural areas, where 72.2 percent of India's total population lives."" 
7. Drinking Water 
Like electrification, sanitary drinking water has also already provided to the 
inhabitants of Qal'ehnow and Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster, like all other eligible rural areas. 
Drinking water in Pilakhna is supplied through a very big tank or through hand pumps 
which are either available in the homes or on various cross-roads. Drinking water in 
Pindrawal is supplied by hand pumps; which are available in some houses and in the 
public places as well. But the question is not just provision of water, but of sanitary 
drinking water. I feel that this must be taken care of by the government.. 
8. Occupation 
1.8. Creation of different occupations for the rural development as a whole and in 
four rural areas studied in the present research work in particular, has to be taken into 
consideration. So that, workforce or what we call human capital or resource in the said 
rural areas can be fruitfully utilized for the purpose. It is mentionable, that land reforms 
in the shape of transferring land to the eligible landless farmers in Qal'ehnow and 
wasteland distribution among the farmers in Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster, has, to a large extent, 
solved the intricate problem of unemployment. But, I feel that for the youth who are 
xxi. "Number of villages." Government of India. (2001). Census of India. Quoted from: 
http://www.censusindia.gov.in/Census_Data_2001/Census datafinder/ASeries/NumbrofVill 
age.htm. Retrieved in 2008-12-04. Quoted from: 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_states_and union territories of_lndia_by_population#cite 
note-Number_of_villages-9 
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indulging in illegal and unlawful activities of smuggling petrol etc. should be provided 
job opportunities. Similarly, the inhabitants of Pindrawal where the orchards dominate 
about 35 percent of the land, has to be given the first priority. To achievement this 
organization and direction of the human capital along with training, financial support 
should be given to the jobless people in Pindrawal as the first priority. Such opportunities 
should also be given to the inhabitants of Pilakhna where there is potential for fish trade 
and fioiit trade as well. For these rural areas with the following suggestions could be 
applied: 
2.8. Development of Animal Husbandry, in favor of the landless farmers with 
making especial efforts by the government to provide financial assistance, and give 
subsidies for hay, fodder, and other feeding requirements of the domestic animals and 
livestock, so that the landless farmers can become livestock farmers. 
3.8. Development of Rural Handicrafts, through training, financial assistance, etc., 
can be another step to be taken in favor of the landless farmers. It is doubtless to state 
that, considerable infrastructural and financial support should be extended to the potters 
and this will be a valuable step towards the sustainable development of these rural areas. 
4.8. Directing the landless farmers, especially the young landless groups towards 
secondary agricultural services, such as working on tractors, combined harvesters, etc., 
by providing the training facilities, machinery and financial assistance. 
5.8. Provision of technical services to the young landless farmers by training them 
to become skilled workers in different fields, especially in repairing the different 
agricultural machineries, motor pumps, etc. 
6.8. Development of small scale industries, in rural areas of the present study, 
especially in Pindrawal, which, can be another step to create job opportunity there. 
7.8. Making attempts to give the priority to the unemployed villagers of the rural 
areas as a whole, and the rural areas studied in the present work in particular, to employ 
in the industries which are going to be set up as well as those which have already started 
(like the brick factory which is already running in Pilakhna village). 
9. Rural Development Report 
It seems to be a very important point to report all the performance aspects of rural 
development at least once a year, before ending the fiscal year, by the chairman of the 
village in a rural public meeting, and in the presence of the related authorities or their 
agents. So that, it would reduce the present misunderstanding, in connection with the 
budgeting expenditure existed among the inhabitants of Pilakhna and Pindrawal. 
10. Development of Rural Craft 
Revival of rural crafts like production of shovel (Bil) and pick, crane, pickaxe, 
sickle (Das), scythe, and a sort of adz (Tisheh) known as: 
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"Tisheh-E-Panj Mikheh",'"" which was previously common in most of Iranian 
rural areas like Qal'ehnow, can be very helpful, for creating job opportunities and up to 
some extent rural self-sufficiency. 
1.10. Paying especial attention to the development of rural craft through financial 
assistance, interest-free loans, outright aids or gratuitous grant, could certainly help the 
present handicrafts. It could also be a practical encouragement for creating job 
opportunities that would lead to development of rural craft. 
2.10. Creation of Rural Vocational Training Center, for training the interested 
jobless persons, especially the young female and male groups, to learn the present crafts 
as well as reviving old crafts in all four rural areas studied in the present thesis. 
3.10. Supporting rural women (especially the youth) to engage in present rural 
handicrafts, and bringing back the traditional rural handicraft, through training at the 
center of each village. Women can be engaged for the purpose and provided with 
financial assistance, outright aids, interest-free loans, etc., for the development of rural 
handicrafts. 
4.10. Creation die Rural Handicrafts Week, to introduce the rural handicraft 
products not only to the rural inhabitants but also to be publicized in nearby towns and 
cities, so as to create a market for rural handicraft.. 
5.10. Similarly, in Sistan-0-Balu5hestan, such handicraft markets should be 
established. 
11. Protection of Historical Heritage 
Protection of historical buildings which are an important part of a country's 
cultural heritage is very important. It seems that some of such buildings especially in 
rural areas, like that of Nawab's Palaces in Pindrawal have been forgotten. While, they 
could easily become a source of income for the government, and help in creating jobs for 
the jobless of the said areas, as well. Even if, the said buildings are privately owned, they 
have to be taken over by the government, in order to protect their further ruin. These form 
part of the valuable cultural heritage of India, and needs to be protected. 
Similarly, the Jami' Mosque or the Congregational Mosque (Jami' Masjid), the 
traditional Villas, that once were the glory of the Seyyeds and Zamlndars of Pilakhna 
need to be saved. The Pilakhna-fort (Quila) unfortunately has been destroyed. The 
safeguard of the other legacies is necessary. 
12. People's Participation 
I found that people of all four rural areas under study are very keen to take part in 
development projects of their respective areas. Therefore, I would like to suggest that 
xxii. It was special agricultural tool (similar to an ax, with an arched blade set at right angles to 
the handle,) produced in the Sistan Region, where Qal'ehnow is located. The said adz was 
previously used by the farmers. 
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voluntary contribution'"'" by philanthropists'""' or self-help'"'' by inhabitants would 
benefit all. 
People of rural areas of both India and Iran as a whole and Pindrawal, Pilakhna 
and Qal'ehnow, and Hesaroo'iyeh in particular are very keen to take part in development 
projects. They participate in repairing the roads which are in bad condition. Besides, 
during the rainy seasons, people volunteered their services to repair roads and public 
passageways. 
Co-operation of the rural inhabitants in implementing different agricultural and 
irrigational activities, and to jointly confront any natural disasters is necessary. 
Thus, participation of villagers in development projects of the rural areas where 
they live is a value that must be inculcated among the rural people; so that, they may 
participate in different activities like repairing the roads, school or other public buildings. 
These joint activities and common interest of the members of the area will help in 
lowering the caste barriers. When people work together for a common cause, they forget 
their caste identities and concentrate on other aspects of their lives. Much stereotypic 
prejudice associated with caste or religion may decrease. 
13. Industrial Inputs 
Of late, Pilakhna has seen the rise of brick factories owned by some local caste of 
Vaishya. According to the inhabitants, these people are "millionaires" the factories are 
run by managers and the actual owners do not live in Pilakhna. The inhabitants informed 
me that the most of the laborers of the brick factory have come from other places! Some 
of them belong to Bihar; some belong to Orrisa, and also from Bangladesh! There are 
only about thirty local persons who are in the employ of the brick factory at Pilakhna. If 
the government could launch a project to develop the brick industry then it would provide 
employment to the locals and improve their economic situation. 
14. Strategies, Policies and Programs 
As stated earlier in this chapter, about 75 percent of the farmers in Pindrawal are 
landless. This is due to the fact that the broad-based farming activities in this village are 
basically, tree-plantation and maintenance fruit orchards. Thus, there was not much land 
to be distributed among the landless farmers. Apart from this, despite the fact thai many 
changes have taken place in the lives of Indian people as a whole in general and 
Pindrawal and Pilakhna particular, since 1976. 
Yet some of the inhabitants of the Pindrawal and Pilakhna are of the view that 
nothing has been done by the government for the development of their areas! On the 
other hand, some inhabitants believe that the government has taken steps to remove 
poverty and allocate enough financial and other infrastructural support for the 
development of these areas. Some were of the opinion that no specific strategy has been 
xxiii . In Iran it is called: "Komakhaye Mardommi." 
xxiv . In Iran it is called: "Khayyerin)." 
XXV . In Iran is called: "Khodyari." 
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taken into account for agricultural development, and, that whatever development and 
change have taken place, are due to the individual efforts of the farmers. 
In view of the varied situations described by the inhabitants, I would like to 
suggest follows: 
1. Creation of job opportunities, like: development of animal husbandry with a view of 
roping in the landless farmers to take this up on a full time basis with government in-puts. 
2. Development of rural handicraft: in the form of training, provision of financial 
assistance, etc., can be another step to be taken to help the landless farmers. In this, the 
women can be easily benefited too. 
I found that the potters are suffering a great deal and the craft of pottery seems to 
be dying out. Thus, the potters need financial support, along with training and marketing 
facilities with government intervention. 
3. Provision of technical services to the landless farmers, especially the younger ones, to 
train them in various secondary agricultural services, such as training them to drive 
tractors and repair various agricultural machineries, motor pumps, 
4. Distributing land among the landless farmers in other areas by transferring and 
resettling them in those areas where land is available. 
15. Bank Loans 
In Iran, due to the formation of cooperatives and generous loans extended by the 
government to the farmers, the condition there is far better. In India, however, I was 
informed by the inhabitants that bank loans are very restricted and hence the farmers are 
unable to do many especially in periods of drought or floods. It is therefore necessary that 
government should not only allow frequent bank loans but should also encourage banks 
to grant loans on very low interest rates on easy installment plans for other reasons such 
as purchase of mechanized equipment for farming, other than tractors'™ '^, animal 
husbandry activities etc. But besides these loans, provision should be made to send out 
volunteers who would assist and train the farmers the proper use of the purchased 
equipment etc. Without technical help, the farmers' loans would be wasted. This will help 
in removing inequalities and eradicating poverty to a certain extent. 
In order to implement the above stated suggestion, it is necessary for the 
concerned governments to find ways and means of reaching the rural people by 
undertaking more specific targeted studies to understand the problems that these people 
face. Without an in-depth analysis at the grass root level, in-puts made by the government 
can be wasted, as I have explained earlier in this chapter. 
xxvi. The Banks do give loans for purchase of tractors. 
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Present glossary consists of two broad parts; the first one is related to the India; which 
itself divided into Hindi and Urdu terminologies. At the same time, the second part which 
is related to Iran is also sub-divided into Persian, Zaboli, and Baludhi local languages. 
Meaning thereby, except English five local languages spoken by the inhabitants of rural 
areas that have constituted universe of the present study, have been employed in this 
glossary; which are as mentioned below: 
I. Hindi: it is spoken by inhabitants of Pilakhna (situated in Aligarh district), and 
Pindrawal (situated in Bulandshahr district); it is especially spoken by Hindu 
communities; 
2. Urdu: it is a common language, also spoken by the inhabitants of Pilakhna, and 
Pindrawal; it is especially spoken by the Muslim communities; 
3. Persian, it is the national language of Iran; at the same time, people with different 
local tongues in different regions of the country, can easily speak it; such as the 
inhabitants of Qal'ehnow with their Zaboli, and Hesaroo'iyeh, with Balu6hi local 
languages, can speak it; 
Zaboli is the local language of Sistan Region; where Qal'ehnow which is a village 
of the universe of present study is situated; 
Baluchi which is the mother tongue and local language of the inhabitants of 
Baluchestan Region; which a part of it is situated in Iran (other two parts are in 
Afghanistan and Pakistan), this region combined with Sistan Region, constitutes 
Sistan-0-Baluchestan Province of Iran. BaluShi language is spoken by Baluchi 
inhabitants of Hesaroo'iyeh cluster, this is another rural area studied in Iran as a 
part of the present work. 
However, I have broadly, divided the glossary into two parts namely India and 
Iran's glossaries. In addition, in order to prevent the readers fi-om getting confused the 
arrangement of the said local languages, in the following glossary has been done 





















It is a sleeveless outer garment worn by Arab Sheikhs and Muslim 
clerics. 
[Hindustani Ackan], It is a knee-length coat with a high collar, 
buttoned all the way down, worn by men in India. 
Justice and court. It is interesting to mention that, the same word 
with slightly difference in pronunciation ('Edalat) also means 
Justice and equity. 
[Hindi term], it refers io the Hindus of very low caste, or members 
of the scheduled castes. It literary means the untouchables. 
A man. 
Ajlaf or Non-Ashrafs are considered to be converts from Hindus. 
Potato. 
Turban; it is a head-covering, worn by Shiite Muslim clerics, in 
India and Iran. 
Guava. 
Egg. 
Originally the Ansaris were direct decedents of the Ansar tribe of 
Saudi Arabia. In India, since the weavers had taken up the appellate 
"Ansari" the "real Ansaris consider themselves as decedents of 
Ansars residing in Farangi Mahal [a locality in the city of Lucknow 
Uttar Pradesh)] Hence, the distinction is made between Ansaris of 
Farangi Mahal and Ansaris who are actually weavers but have taken 
the appellate of Ansari. [(See, the endnote in chapter five; (Ghouse 
Ansari, I960)]. 
Scheduled caste. 
Aqiqa ceremony, which is celebrated by the Muslims, on the 
occasion of a newly birth baby. In Aqiqa ceremony, they shave the 
head of the newly bom baby and sacrifice (Qorbani) a goat; then 
invite their close relatives to feast. It is mentionable that, the said 
word (Aqiqa) in Iran is pronounced as "Aqiqeh". 
(Sanskrit: Arya, Old Persian: Ariya, Avestan: Airya) is an old Indie 
and old Iranian language self-designator that first appears in the 
ancient religious literature of the Indians and of the Iranians. The 
adjective is significant to Hindus, 2^roastrians, Jains, Buddhists and 
Sikhs. 
Excluded, degraded persons and considered as Muslim Dalits (Dalit 


















It refers to the noble bom Muslims. Literature on caste among 
Muslims shows that Muslims are divided into Ashrafs (noble bom 
and Ajlaf or non Ashrafs (considered to be converts from Hindus), 
and Arzal (excluded/degraded persons and considered as Muslim 
Dalits). 
The tenth Day of Muharram [(which is the anniversary of the 
martyrdom of Imam Hosein/ Hussein; both 9th (Tasu'a), and 10th of 
Muharram are days of solemn mourning for Shiites]. 
It is a Hindi word; this means the funeral pyre; in which the eldest 
son of a Hindu dead person lights the dead body of his father. 
Baali or Baliyan: earring. 
Bajra also Bajri or Bajree, is a kind of Indian millet. 
Bamba is a small canal that runs through the village and is 
connected to larger canals which bring water from the river. 
Baniya is a generic term used to refer a diverse set of Hindu 
communities. In some cases, communities from the Vaishya social 
order of the Indian caste system are generally known as banias; 
while in other cases, it is used as an occupational term referring to 
various businesspeople and other traders irrespective of their caste. 
Baniya is derived from the Sanskrit word Banijya which means 
trade and commerce. The modem usage of the term was popularized 
by the Rajputs. 
Wedding procession; which among Muslims is perform rather 
silently; while; among Hindus the Barat is accompanied by both 
men and women and there is a lot of music and dancing. 
A seed of a plant. 
It means brotherhood. 
Bhai Dooj is one of the major festival of India, also spelt as 
Bhaidooj, Bhaiduj or Bhai Duj. The festival is celebrated between 
brothers and sisters to strengthen the bond of love they share. On 
this auspicious day, sisters put tilak on their brother's forehead and 
pray for their long life. In return, brothers pamper their sisters and 
promise them to stand by their side in all hardships of life 
(http://www.bhaidooj .org/). 
Buffaloes. 
It is a local drink made of herbs mixed with mild. 
Persons who clean toilets and latrines. 
It is a klin for baking bricks. At the same time, it is illegally used for 
making local alcohol. 















India, also spelt as Bhaidooj, Bhaiduj or Bhai Duj. The festival is 
celebrated between brothers and sisters to strengtfien the bond of 
love they share. On this auspicious day, sisters put tilak on their 
brother's forehead and pray for their long life. In return, brothers 
pamper their sisters and promise them to stand by their side in all 
hardships of life. 
lady Finger. 
It locally refers to Shaikh Abbasi Sunni Caste; whose main 
occupation is distribution of drinking water. Though claim that, they 
have come to India from Saudi Arabia; and are the upper Sunni 
caste. 
The term Bidi, Beedi, or Beedie is referred to a cheap thin Indian 
cigarette, sometimes fruit-flavored. 
Bigha is a land measure. One Bigha is equal to 0.4 hectare. 
An Indian dish made with fine quality rice meat or chicken; among 
Hindus and vegetarians, instead of meat or chicken; vegetables are 
used; it is known as: "Veg-Biryani". It is interesting to mention that, 
in Iran there is a dish known as: "Estamboli Polow", which is made 
with rice, tomato juice, lamb and aubergines; that is like Biryani. 
It refers to an Islamic dress code, which Muslim women usually 
wear when they stir out of their homes. This is a long cloak usually 
made of black material and covers the whole body, from head, face 
up to the lower part of the legs. 
The first God of the Hindu triad, the creator of the universe (The 
Chambers Dictionary, 10th Edition, p. 180). 
The land of sages and saints. 
The eternal impersonal Absolute principle (The Chambers 
Dictionary, 10th Edition, p. 180). 
English word coined from the Sanskrit term Brah'mana (from which 
is also derived the Anglicization 'Brahmin') meaning a member of 
the Indian priestly caste. The term Brahmanism is best reserved for 
the early phase in Indian religion (roughly 800 ce to 500 ce) in 
which ritual sacrifices offered by the priestly caste were the 
dominant form of orthodox religious practice. The term thus denotes 
the early form of the religion subsequently known to the West as 
'Hinduism'. 
It means a Hut; which is used for storage the animal's food, or 
fodder. The huts are also usable for keeping the animal's dung 



















Someone who is concerned with making tea; or running a tea shop. 
Gram. 
Chapatti or Chapati [PI. Chapat(t)'i, Chapat(t)'is or Chapat(t)'ies] is a 
thin flat price of unleavened bread (Hindustani). 
It is a sort of cot made of bamboo and jute rope woven around the 
bamboo frame. 
It is a lightweight Indian bedstead or cot, made up of webbing 
stretched on a four-legged frame. 
The term Chaupal is very ancient, from Vedic times. It is a place 
which holds great sanctity and offers space for social, political, 
judicial and medical activity in the village. It is a place which 
belongs to all people irrespective of caste, creed, religion, social 
status, etc. 
Crossroads, intersection. The same word with slightly difference in 
pronunciation (Charrah or C^haharrah) is used in Persian language 
too. 
Rice. 
Chawpal is generally the outer court enclosure of a village house 
where men gather together and generally smoke the Huqqa (Hubble-
bubble). 
The Urdu term: "Chelum", means: "fortieth"; this is an age old 
tradition among both Sunnis and Shias in India, which continues to 
date. In which, they (Sunnis and Shias), hold a ceremony forty days 
after a dead person. Chelum or ^helium is also held in Iran 
(especially among the Shiites). 
Police Station. 
It is an area in one part of the house (usually the outer courtyard), 
which men (outsiders of the circle of close kinship, which would 
allow the women to appear in front of them unveiled) were sitting; 
where food and drink used to be sent to them through their children. 
Ten million Rupees, or one hundred lakhs (each lakh is equal to one 
hundred thousand Rupees); Crore is commonly used in India and 
Pakistan. 
The term "Dada", means grandfather. It also refers to a Mewati 
person who owns a larger share of land than the members of any 
other caste. He is rich and has muscle power too. A "Dada", is both 
feared and respected by all. 
Pulses. 


















Among Hindus (especially the Higher Castes who are financially 
well off), on the thirteenth day after the death of a person, wiiich is 
called: "Teraveen," food and clothes are distributed to the poor 
person, which in legal term is known as: "Dan Dakchana". This is a 
common practice even today. 
Beard. 
To shave one's beard. 
The term "Dasa", is applied to the Vedic Indians (the Indo-Aryans 
comprising the Romans, the Iranians, the Spanish, the Portuguese, 
and the Anglo-Saxons after migrating from Central Asia in about 
2500 B.C. settled in the Gangetic plain in India. Since their religion 
represented the early Vedic religion, they can be called "Vedic 
Indians") who spoke of themselves as "Arya" and described the 
native population as "dark colour" people without noses, which in 
Iranian language stood for "enemy" (Ahuja, 1993:255). 
It is a literary Hindi term; for the English word: "Fanatical". 
Dhobi is a sub-caste both among Muslims and Hindus. They are 
generally known as "service castes" which include the washer 
men/women. 
Dhoti or Dhooti is the Hindu loincloth; a cotton fabric used for this 
(The Chambers Dictionary, 10th Edition, p. 412). 
It is also a traditional Indian dress for males for the lower part of the 
body, consisting of a piece of unstitched cloth draped over the hips 
and legs; worn in various ways in different parts of India. 
Theology, and religious education. 
[Hindi divali] (The Chambers Dictionary, 10th Edition, p. 440). It is 
one of the biggest festivals of Hindus, celebrated with great 
enthusiasm and happiness in India. The festival is celebrated for five 
continuous days, where the third day is celebrated as the main 
Diwali festival or "festival of lights". 
Laundress. 
Milk. 
Bridegroom, or groom; refers to a man on his wedding day. 
Bride; it refers to a woman on her wedding day, or a newly-married 
woman. 
Dupatta is a scarf or wrap worn with most Indian girls' and boys' 
outfits. It can be worn in countless ways - for example, it can be 
draped over one or both shoulders (for both girls & boys) or can be 
used to cover the head like a veil (for girls only). 
The tenth and final day of the Hindu festival of Navaratri. 
XXXVil 
Eid-ulAzha: Eid-ul Azha or Eid-ul Zoha (Id-ul-Zuha) popularly called: "Bakra 
Eid"; which is the feast or the festival of sacrifice. The said festival, 
in Iran it is called: '"Eyd-E-Qorban". 
Eid-ul FUr: Eid-ul Fitr (Id-ul-Fitr) is the feast marking the end of Ramadan. In 
Iran it is called: '"Eyd-E-Fetr"; in which the term: "Eyd", means a 
festive day, a festival, and a feast; and the term: "Fetr", refers to the 
act of breaking one's fast. 
Efika: It is a wooden cart with horizontal planks on both sides for seating 
passengers; Ekka is pulled by a horse. 
Gaddi: Gaddi is a Sunni Caste (the term Gaddi is derived from the word 
Ghaazi which means sheep farmers or herding sheep), Shepherds. 
Gajar. Carrot. 
Gandum: Gandum or Gaihoon means Wheat. The term Gandum with same 
meaning (wheat) is used in Persian too. 
Ganna: Sugar-cane. 
Garib: Poor. 
6arib Admis: The poor people. 
Gaye: A cow. 
Gayein: Cows. 
Ghaazi: It means sheep farmers or herding sheep. 
Ghara: It means an earthenware jar, a pitcher, or an amphora. 
Gharara: It is a long dress which Muslim women wear during the rituals. 
Ghar: House. 
Gharib: The poor. The same word ((jharib), in Persian literature means: 
"strange, stranger; freakish; exotic"; which refers to a person who is 
far away from his home. 
Ghungat: It was customary for Hindu women to wear it as a veil for the ladies 
of the house; which would not expose themselves to outsiders and 
would cover part of their face with it. The Ghungat also acted as a 
symbol of "avoidance" with various types of people with whom she 
was not allowed to mingle with. 
Govardhan: Govardhan (Sanskrit) is a hill located near the town of Vrundhavan 
in India, considered as sacred by a number of traditions within 
Hinduism. It is especially important to those traditions which 
worship Krishna or Vishnu as the Supreme God (Ishvara) such as 
Vaishnavism and Gaudiya Vaishnavism, which are popular around 
the Govardhan area. A great number of pilgrims visit Govardhan 
each year and perform Parikrama, circulating around the area of the 





















The hill and surrounding area are believed to be the sites where 
Krishna and Balarama performed specific pastimes (Li las) during 
their last incarnation on the planet Earth 
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Govardhanhill). 
It is a Hindi word means an Indian village. But the inhabitants of 
Pilkhana pronounce it as: "Gaon", and believe that it is a mixture of 
Hindi and Urdu languages. 
The chairman of an Indian village. 
A sweet cane sugar. Gur is crude form of sugar and is hard and light 
brown in color. 
It is a traditional product of sugarcane. 
Round balls of Jaggery. GuSht: Meat. In Iran is also called: 
"GuSht". 
Necklace. 
It refers to a man who has made a pilgrimage to Mecca. He (Haji) 
sometimes is also called: "Al-Haj". 
A woman who has made a pilgrimage to Mecca. 
Hatali or Kumhar means the potters or mud dish makers. 
It refers to the large lavish houses, which in the pre-partition days 
the rich Indian landlords Muslim Caste lived in. 
Hajj or Haj or Hadj The annual Muslim pilgrimage to Mecca. 
A Haji or Hajji is a man who has made a pilgrimage to Mecca. 
A woman who has made a pilgrimage to Mecca. 
Local Muslim medicine man. The same word (Hakeem or Hakim), 
in Persian means a wise person; a philosopher, and a physician. 
It means the meat (Gusht), which is slaughtered in accordance with 
the Islamic rules. 
The cleaners. 
It referred to the large houses, where the rich landlords owned. This 
was the ancestral joint property. 
Diamond. 
Holi or Holli, also called the Festival of Colors, is a spring festival 
celebrated by Hindus, Buddhists, Sikhs and others. It is primarily 
observed in India, Nepal, Sri Lanka, and countries with large Indie 
Diaspora populations, such as Suriname, Guyana, South Africa, 
Trinidad, UK, USA, Mauritius, and Fiji. In West Bengal of India it 
is known as Dolyatra (Doul Jatra) or Basanta-Utsav ("spring 

















vibrant of all. It is a festival of colors which generally falls on a full 
moon in March. It is also a festival of love and unity and celebrates 
the triumph of good over evil. Holi is celebrated with vibrant colors. 
Hindus believe that, these colors are actually colors of joy, colors of 
love and colors that fill people's life with happiness to the core of 
their hearts. In which, they try to wash away all the evils in their 
hearts along with the colors and allow the color of love to stay there 
forever and ever. This is the true spirit of Holi. 
(http://in.answers.yahoo.coni/question/index?qid=20100302103636 
AA3MCMF). 
Hubble-bubble. It is called: "Qalyan" in Iran. This was previously 
very common over there (Iran); especially mnong middle and upper 
classes, it is still more or less used in the country. 
A religious leader. 
It means Imam's House, which is an assembly hall, especially built 
for ceremonies commemorating the mourning the martyrdom of the 
3rd, Shiite religious leader (Imam Hussein). 
It refers to the leader of a Sunni Mosque. 
It is one of the two important Hindu "Higher Castes"; the other one 
is: "Brahmans" (the details is given above; under the "Brahmans 
Caste". 
A coarse, dark sugar made from palm-sap. 
A member of a religious group in India that believes people should 
not be violent towards any living creature. 
Waira Manega Man: This is a Hindi proverb, meaning that: "the 
quality of food that one takes, will decide his or her mental 
perspective". 
Higher castes; landlord. 
Landlord-peasant. 
The concept Jajmani system consists of two words; namely: Jajman 
(landlord) - and Kamin (peasant). The said concept formed a 
traditional hereditary relationship. 
The concept Jajmani system can also defined as a system of 
traditional occupational obligations. This system with the durable 
relation between a landowning family and the landless families that 
supply them with goods and services is called the Jajmani system 
(Ahuja, 1993: 322). 
Bum. 






















It is the joyfiil celebration of Lord Krishna's birth Major 
celebrations of Krishna. Janmashtami takes place at midnight as 
Krishna is said to have made his drivine appearance in that hour. 
Fasting, Bhajans, Pujas and many other rituals mark Janmashtami 
celebrations in India, (http://www.krishnajanmashtami.com/). 
Animal. 
Basically, it refers to class. But sometimes a caste may also within 
the preview of Jati. 
It refers to the Thakur Sunni Caste whose traditional occupation was 
weaving and they used to be called as: "Jhulaha" or Sheykh Ansari 
Sunni Caste. 
Barley. 
It refers to shepherds. 
It is unbaked food. 
[Punjabi] The short trousers traditionally worn by Sikhs (The 
Chambers Dictionary, 10 Edition, p. 812). 
A loose tunic with tight sleeves; worn by women. 
The peasant. According to Ram Ahuja Kamins (lower castes) who 
provide specialized skills and services to their Jajmans (higher 
castes) they need the goods and services of others (Ahuja, R. 323). 
It is a Hindi word; which means: "clothing"; some people pronounce 
it as: "Kapra". 
Karbala or Karbela is a city situated in Iraq; it is the place where 
Imam Hussain was martyred; and his tomb is situated there too. At 
the same time, among the Shiites of India, Karbala refers to a place 
where local mourning of Imam Hussain is held. 
It is a small town; or a rural town with an agricultural base. 
It is a common Hindi term; for the English word: "Fanatical". 
Khadi or Khaddar is a Hindi word, which means: a hand woven 
cloth. 
Khar or Olag means ass, and donkey. 
It is a Shia caste that was originally Hindus and converted to Islam 
later on. The same term (Khan) with different meanings (a tribal 
chief; honorific title added to the name of a gentleman, and also the 
rifling of a gun barrel), is used in Persian literature. 
Food. 
It is an Urdu word which means: "family". The same word 
(Khandan), in Persian means an extended family, clan, and house. 
xli 
Khandsar: It is a crude form of sugar, which is sticky. 
Kharbooza: Melon. 
kisfin or A farmer. 
krishak: 
Kuccha: A dusty road, or an earthen path. 
Kullahr: It is an earthen cup, in which water and tea were served. It is still 
used, usually, for serving tee, as disposable cups in some tee shops, 
especially in rural areas. 
Kumhar. The potter. 
Kurta: Kurta or Khurta [Hindi] is a long and loose-fitting collarless shirt 
(mostly worn by Muslim male) or tunic worn in India. 
Kurta Pajama: It is a long and loose-fitting collarless shirt, with l i^ t loose-fitting 
trousers mostly worn by Muslim male in Indian subcontinent. 
Kutchi: The Kutchi people (also Cutchi, Kutchhi or Kachchhi) traditionally 
reside in the Kutch region of the northwestern Indian state of 
Gujarat and Sindh province of Pakistan. Modem day Kachhis have 
moved out of Kutch to nearby commercial havens such as 
Ahmedabad, Baroda, and Mumbai, and to neighboring states such as 
Rajasthan, Maharashtra, and Punjab. While in Pakistan, Kutchi 
people have migrated from rural areas and settled in Karachi and 
Hyderabad. 
Kumhar: Kumhar or Hatali means the potters or mud dish makers. 
Lahsun: Garlic. 
Laash: Hindu dead body to be burned. 
Lakh'. The number 100000, especially in referring to Rupees; an 
indefinitely vast number. It is equal to one hundred thousand 
Rupees; which is also commonly used in India and Pakistan. 
Lehanga: It is an Indian female's occasional dress. 
Lengha: It is a long dress which Hindu women wear during the rituals. 
Lodhe: It refers to Hindu lower castes, whose traditional occupation was 
"laborers"; and they have been working in farms, roads and building 
constructions, etc. 
Lohaar: The blacksmith. 
Lok Sabha: It is a combination of two Hindi terms; in which "Lok", means 
people, and "Sabha", means assembly. Thus "Lok Sabha", refers to 
the lower house of the Indian parliament 
Madrasa: Religious School. The said term in Persian with slightly difference 
















broad meaning and refers to all the primary school, middle school, 
secondary or high school, boarding school, and college. 
Mahr (dower) is a sum of money or other property which a wife is 
entitled to get from her husband in consideration of the marriage. 
The word Mn consideration' is not used here as in the Indian 
Contract Act. Under the Muslim Law, dower is an obligation 
imposed upon husband as a mark of respect to wife. It is thus not 
bide-price. Its main objectives are to put a check on husband to 
divorce wife and to enable a woman to look after herself after her 
husband's death or divorce (Ahuja, 1993: 151). 
It refers to the men with whom the Muslim women can have a 
marital alliance. 
The birthday of Lord Mahavir, celebrated by followers of Jainism. 
It refers to the occasion of death of a Muslim in India. In which, 
usually members of both the Muslim communities (Sunnis, and 
Shiite), take part in it and join the sombre fiineral. 
House. 
Maize, Indian com. 
It was a customary norm of separate place for Muslim men and 
women; to be sat separately from each other, in front the outsides at 
home. Where, the place where the men sat was known as "Mardana" 
and where the women sat (inside the house) were called "Zenana" 
(where the women sat, inside the house). Both these words are still 
being used in Iran; not only in the house; but other places, like in 
different ceremonies; festivals; religious rituals (like in Shiites 
mosques (In Iran), and Hoseyniyyeh, which in India is known as: 
"Imam Bara", and other gatherings. 
Peas. 
Majlis or Ta§hyi' is the funeral of a Muslim, which is a 
recommended/desirable (Mostahab) affair for all the Muslim to 
participate. 
The Hindi word: "Mandir" or "Mandira" is a Hindu or Jain temple. 
A necklace of black and gold beads. According to the definition 
given in the Chambers Dictionary it is a bead necklace worn by a 
married Hindu woman whose husband is living. 
Mosque; in Persian the same term is pronounced as "Masjed". 
It is a Hindi word; which means mud. At the same time, the 
Urdu spoken people call it Mitti. 
Mauza is an Urdu word which means the village; while in Hindi 

















(Mauza) is also referred to a cultivated land in a rural area. 
Henna. It is a small Oriental shrub (genus Lawsonia) of the 
loosestrife family, with fragrant white flowers; a red or reddish-
orange pigment made from its leaves, used for dyeing the nails and 
hair and for skin decoration (The Chambers Dictionary, 10 Edition, 
p. 695). 
Mewat is a region and, Mewatis is referred to the people who belong 
to that region. It is also a place where peasants and laborers wiio 
worked on the farms owned by the Sheikhs. In the present thesis, 
Mewatis are referred to the sub-caste of Muslims; who belonged to 
the lower class of the society; and their main profession was 
connected with the musical activities. 
The host. It is mentionable that the same word with slightly different 
in pronunciation (Mizban), and the same meaning (host, and the 
hostess), is also used in Iran. 
It is an Urdu (usually spoken by Muslims) word; which means 
mud. 
It means: "pottery-making". 
It refers to Hindu lower castes, who are Shoemakers by occupation. 
Locality, It is mentionable that, the Urdu term: "Mohalla", which 
slightly difference in pronunciation in Persian called: "Mahalleh", 
this has the same meaning as Urdu. 
Moharrum or Muharram Shiite community usually, begin the month 
by staging an emotional play, in connection with their 3rd Imam 
(Hazrath Imam Hussein) which had taken place on '"AShura" or 
10th, Muharram (the first month of the Arabic/Islamic lunar 
calendar) of the year 60 AH (lunar year after hegira); it is equal 
tolOth, October, 640. 
The term: "Molana", or (Imam), refers to a Shiite's Muslim leader. 
Radish. 
Pottery. 
The first month of the Arabic/Islamic lunar calendar. 
It refers to a social custom in which, after the fiineral and the death 
ceremonies of Hindus the dead person's son is required to shave 
(Darhi Banana) off his hair, which is called: "Mundan". It is 
mentionable that, in another occasion the term: "Mundan"also refers 
to first shaving of a newly bom baby (both boy and girl). 
It is a temporary marriage which is occasionally, practiced among 



















Carpenter. The same word (Najjar), with the same meaning 
(carpenter), is used in Iran too. 
The canal. 
Nan or Naan is a Hindi word, referring to a type of slightly leavened 
bread, as baked in hidia and Pakistani cookery, similar to Pitta 
bread. In Iran the term: "Nan" has a broad meaning and refers to all 
kinds of breads. 
Canal. 
Naskh or Nasx refers to a style of writing; While, Naskhi or Neski 
or Neskhi, refers to an Arabic cursive handwriting. It is a 
calligraphic style widely used for copying Arabic religious texts and 
also in typesetting. For example: The Holy Qur'an calligraphed in 
the Naskhi script by Osman Taha. 
One's barber's wife, brother-in-law. 
The term "Nawab" refers to those Indian Muslims who were given 
land and authority by Britishers; after 1857; it should be added that 
if the same was given to a person of Hindu religion, he was called: 
"Raja". It has also been defined as a deputy or viceroy in the Mogul 
empire; a Muslim prince or noble; an honorary title bestowed by the 
Indian government. 
Marriage; or the marriage contract. The same word with slightly 
different pronunciation (Nekah), is used in Iran too. 
The official document bearing the marriage contract; in which, it has 
to obtained the signature of the groom next to the signature of the 
bride. The two witnesses from the groom's side sign the marriage 
contract paper too. The said term (Nikkahnama), in Iran is called: 
"'Aqdnameh". 
Niqab or Nikab is a veil covering the face, worn by Muslim women. 
The same word with slightly different in pronunciation (Neqab) is 
also used in Iran. At present Neqab, or Niqab, is used merely among 
the cleric women, cleric's wives, and other ladies who are 
religiously very loyal to the Islamic dress code or veil (Hejab). 
It is the cow and buffalo dung cakes, which Indian villagers 
(especially women) make. 
In Persian and Hindustani, it has originated from: "PaSjamah"; in 
which, Pae means leg, and Jamah clothing (The Chambers 
Dictionary, 10th Edition, p. 1243). It should be mentioned that: in 



















above (Jamah), is pronounced as: "Jamah". 
It is a wooden frame with four legs and around and across the sides 
a 3-4 inches cotton tape is woven to make it comfortable to both sit 
and sleep. 
A village or town council. Basically, the Hindi term "Panchayat" 
derived from Sanskrit word "Panch" (five) refers to a village council 
in India; therefore, such councils originally consist of five members. 
The term "Panchayat", literally means a council of five members; 
and "", means: "hall". 
It is a kind of local governance initiative at village level. 
It means a Hindu learned in Sanskrit and in Hindu culture, 
philosophy and law. 
The veil, a female Islamic dress code, in India. 
Pargna or Pargana or Pergunnah: A division of an administrative 
district or Zillah in India. 
It is a Hindi word which means: "family". It (Pargana) means a limit 
of Tahsil in the same area. 
Parsees or Parses: It refers to the Zoroastrians (Zoroastrians), living 
in India. 
Leaf-plates. 
The Hindi term: "Pattal" or "Done" means whatever which is made 
of the leaves of particular trees in India. It especially refers to the 
plates and small bowls which were previously very common and 
used as the disposable utensils in the country (India). It is still is 
used in some rural areas. 
Leaf plates; which previously were very common in India; while, at 
present they are still being used in some rural areas. 
Bean. 
Onion. The same word (Piyaz), with the same meaning (onion), is 
also used among the Persian spoken people in Iran. 
The Pradhan Mantri Gram Sadak Yojana (PMGSY) is a 
nationwide plan in India to provide good all-weather road 
connectivity to unconnected villages. It is under the authority of the 
Ministry of Rural Development and was begun on 25 December 
2000. The goal was to provide roads to all villages (1) with a 
population of 1000 persons and above by 2003, (2) with a 
population of 500 persons and above by 2007, (3) in hill states, 
tribal and desert area villages with a population of 500 persons and 
above by 2003, and (4) in hill states, tribal and desert area villages 













The term: "Puja", (Hinduism) means worship; reverential 
observance; a festival (The Chambers Dictionary, 10 Edition, 
2007:1234). At the same time, Pujari or Purohit, means a Hindu 
priest. 
Pukka or Pakka means thoroughly good; thorough; complete; 
solidly built; settled; durable; permanent; full-weight; 
straightforward; genuine; sure; high-class (The Chambers 
Dictionary, 1234). 
It basically refers to the occasional or festival food and consist of 
Poori (an oily bread), Sabzi (vegetable), Kheer (a sweet dish made 
of milk and rice, and dry fruits), and Mattha (a milk product). 
It is an Urdu word, which refers to the Islamic dress code (the veil), 
which in Muslim and even Hindu communities, the seclusion of 
women from the sight of strangers, by means of a screen or curtain 
in the home or by a veil worn in public. This is what in Iran is 
called: "Hejab". 
It is a long dress a long dress, open in front and without a collar, 
worn by Shiites Muslim leaders (Molanan). The same dress, with 
same word is also worn by Shiite clerics, in Iran. Besides, it was 
previously worn by the villagers. However, it is still worn in some 
rural areas of Iran. 
Qassai or Qasab or GuSht Wala: The butcher. 
Qazi is a representative of the marriage registrar; in Muslims, 
marriage; which is a contract. Thus, Qazi is pre-arranged by the 
bride's side (this is not a strict rule, but generally this was so). 
Fort, castle, and fortress. 
It was originally a name given to those who were decedents of the 
Quresh tribe of Arabia. It has been reported that those persons in the 
Indian subcontinent who were butchers by profession took the 
appellate of Qureshi to gain respectability. Since then, the appellate 
"Qureshi" is associated with butchers and hence, today, in India 
considered infra dig among Muslims. It is therefore difficult to 
distinguish between the true decedents of Quresh and those who 
have taken their appellate (Ansari, 1955. Caste among Muslims" 
given in the end notes of Chapter five). 
The sacrifice, or slaughter of a goat, a sheep, or a buffalo, by 
Muslims in India, on the Feast of Sacrifice (Id-ul-Zuha). In addition 
sacrificing a goat; on the Aqiqa ceremony common among Indian 





Raja or Rajah: 




Raiy'atwari or Ry'otwari: A system of land-tenure by which each 
peasant holds directly of the state. 
Sovereignty; government, The British Government of India, 1858-
1947. 
An Indian prince or king; a Malay or Javanese chief. 
In the Indian subcontinent, a peasant or tenant farmer. It is also refer 
to a tenant with permanent or 'occupancy' rights to his land. At the 
same time, in Persian language, the same word pronounces as: 
"Ra'yyat", means a farm labourer or a landless peasant, or a peasant 
working on somebody else's farmland. 
Rakhi is basically a sacred thread of protection embellished with the 
love and affection of a sister for her brother. 
It refers to nine days of Hindu fasting. 
It is a Sunni Caste. Their traditional occupation is dyeing. It is 
mentionable that the term: "Rangrez", is used in Iran too; especially, 
previously it was used in those places where the carpet industry was 
flourishing; like Kerman (especially in Kerman, Sirjan, Baft, and 









Sari: Sari or Saree (plural Saris or Sarees) a length of fabric draped 
around the body, worn by women from the Indian subcontinent 
(Sara, Hawker, 2009: 615). 
Sarson: Mastard. 
Sarkari: Public or government school. 
Satvik: Vegetarian. 
SeyyedShia: It refers to male descendants of the Holy Prophet Mohammad. The 
same word (Seyyed), with the same meaning, is used in Iran too. 
Seyyedeh Shia: It refers to female descendants of the Holy Prophet Mohammad. The 
same word (Seyyedeh), with the same meaning, is used in Iran too. 
Shravana: In India this frail of thread of Rakhi is considered as stronger than 
iron chains as it binds the most beautifijl relationship in an 
inseparable bond of love and trust. Rakhi festival also has a social 
significance because it underlines the notion that everybody should 


















Shamiyana is a large temporary structure made of bamboos and 
heavy cotton material. This is generally erected on large vacant plot 
to accommodate marriage parties. 
Marriage, or unionof man and woman as husband and wife. It is 
mentionabie that, in Persian the term "Shadi", means: joy, and 
happiness. 
Turnips. The same Urdu word (Shaljam), with slightly difference in 
pronunciation (Shalgam), is used in Iran. 
A south Asian outfit (for men and women) of loose-fitting trousers 
ad a long tonic (see The Chambers Dictionary, 10th Edition, p. 
1404). 
Shalwar (Urdu), and Shalvar (Hindi), is a loose-fitting trouser worn 
(by both sexes) in many parts of south Asia (see The Chambers 
Dictionary, 10th Edition, p. 1404). In Iran (especially among all 
Persian spoken people) it is also called: "Shalwar". 
This is a large temporary structure made of bamboos and heavy 
cotton material. This is generally erected on large vacant plot to 
accommodate marriage party. 
It refers to a Muslim Caste, who in the pre partition days were rich 
landlords and lived in large lavish houses called Haveli. Sheikh or 
Sheik is also an Arab chief It also means a Hindu convert to Islam. 
The same word in Persian is an honorific title used for a venerable 
older man (especially in the tribes). 
It refers to a Sunni Muslim Caste, whose traditional occupation was 
distributors of drinking. 
Intermediate course. 
It refers to some of the most significant Hindu Lower Castes; who 
are broadly classified into: the "Lower Castes" of Mochi 
(Shoemakers), Harijan (cleaners), Lodhe (labourers, working in 
farms, roads and building constructions, etc.).They are together 
categorized as Shubradradra Caste. 
It is a small quantity of vermillion, which the groom applies on the 
forehead of the bride. 
Carminative. 
The Urdu word: "Soyam"; means: "The Third". This is referred, to a 
ceremony which Indian Shiites hold three days after a dead person. 
The term "Soyam", is pronounced as: "Sewom", in Iran; this rarely 
held there; but, another memorial service for a deceased person 
usually held seventh day after a dead person; which is called: 

















Poor women who could not afford gold would simply wear black 
beads with some gold like beads in the centre of the necklace 
(Haar), Gold bangles mixed with colorful glass bangles were 
another way of symbolizing the married status of a woman, 
generally known as Suhagan (symbolizing the liveliness of her 
husband). 
Self governance; independence, and Home Rule. 
A coffin or a casket. 
Commentary. 
In India, a division of a district for revenue and certain other 
purposes. In the present TTiesis, it refers to The Sub-Divisional 
Magistrate (SDM); SDM itself is also known as Pargna magistrate. 
For example, the boundary of Aligarh district is known revenue 
boundary. While, each district is further divided into Tahsils, every 
land under each Tahsil recorded in Tahsil. 
Oil. 
The oil makers. Taili (Malik) presses oil seeds and then sells oil and 
are ranked fifth in the hierarchical ladder of Sunnis. 
Taluqa or Taluk or Taluka or Talooka: A hereditary estate; a sub-
division of a district (Taluqa means a sub-division of Tahsil), for 
revenue purposes; a collectorate. Taluqa is therefore, subdivision of 
Tahsil. 




The 9th day of Muharram which precedes 'Ashura; the anniversary 
of the martyrdom of Imam Hosein / Hussein; both are days of 
solemn mourning for Shiites. 
The cooperatives; its singular form is: "Ta'avoni", which means: "A 
Cooperative". 
It means: mourning, and lamentation. But in the present thesis it 
refers to the period of mourning for martyrdom of Imam Hosein or 
Hussein. Which, is on 10th day of Muharram (AShora); this is the 
anniversary of his martyrdom (Imam Hosein). It should be added 
that, both the 9th (Tasu'a), and 10th (AShora), of Muharram are days 
of solemn mourning for Shiites. 
The Hindi and Urdu term: "Tera", means thirteenth; thus, the Hindi 
word: "Teraveen", refers to the distribution of food among the poor 















are financially well off), dead person. 




Aprofessor, a master, a master craftsman. 
Any of the four great Hindu castes. 
Local Hindu medicine man. 
Vijayadashami is also known as Dasara, Dashahara, Navaratri, and 
Durgotsav. It is celebrated in the lunar month of Ashwin (usually in 
September or October) from the Shukla Paksha Pratipada (the next 
of the New moon day of Bhadrapada) to the Dashami, or the tenth 
day of Ashwin. In India, the harvest season begins at this time; and 
as mother earth is the source of all food, the Mother Goddess is 
invoked to start the new harvest season and to reactivate the vigor 
and fertility of the soil. This is done through religious performances 
and rituals which invoke cosmic forces that are believed to 
rejuvenate the soil. On the day of Dasha-Hara, statues of the 
Goddess Durga are submerged in the waters of the river. These 
statues are made with the clay, and the Pooja is performed with 
turmeric and other Pooja items, which are powerftil disinfectants 
and mixed in the river waters. This makes water useful for the 
farmers and yields better crops 
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wikiA^ijayadashami). 
It is the birthday of the Holy Prophet. In Iran it is called: "Veladat-
E-Hazrat-Mohammad". 
It refers to someone employed in, or concerned with, a specific type 
of work; some one who occupies an eminent position in an 
organization, etc. [Hindi-Wala, properly an adjective suffix, in one 
sense comparable to L-arius or Eng -ar, -er, -or] (The Chambers 
Dictionary, 10th Edition, p. 1728). 
It is the traditional dress of Hindu religious leaders; which is in 
saffron color. 
It is a Hini word; which means: "widowed". 
Zamlndar or Zemindar: Under the Mogul emperors of India, a tax 
farmer responsible for collecting revenue from land held in common 
by the cultivators; later, the actual native proprietor paying revenue 
direct, and not to any intermediate suprietor. 
ZamTndari or Zamlndary or ZemTndari/ZemTndary: The jurisdiction 
of a Zamlndar; the system of land-tenure and taxation involving 
ZamTndars. 
ZamTndari Adslat. Ancient court of judicature at village level. 
Zarda'. Sweet rice, it is in orange colour. 
Zenana: The term Zenana has explained above; under the word: "Mardana". 
Zolhajj: Zolhajj or Du'l-Hijja: It is the 12th month of the Islamic or Arabic 
lunar calendar; it is the month of Ha]j pilgrimage to Mecca. In 
addition to that, in Iran it is usually called: "Zihajjej", too. 









Water, aqua (=H20); it also refers to any liquid resembling water. 
Hamlets or settlement. 
Drinking water. 
It is a popular stew made with mutton, certain pulses, onions and 
potatoes. 
Ab-0-Jaru or Ab-0-Jarub means broom and sprinkling the water. 
Supplying of drinking water; and supplying water to farmlands as 
well. 
Irrigation and watering. 
Non-dredging. 










A teacher of religion; cleric, clergyman. 
Musical instruments. 
Potato. 
Turban; it is a head-covering, worn by Shiite Muslim clerics, in 
Iran as well as in India. It is also worn in some rural areas of Iran, 
like Khorasan, and Yazd Provinces; as well as in Sistan rural 
areas like Qal'ehnow. Some Shiite Seyyeds: (male descendants of 
the Holy Prophet Mohammad), also wear the green colour of it. 
Means the estate, landed properties, and real estate. It is the plural 
form of the Persian term "Melk". 
AmlaK-E-Saltanati: The royal estates or the crown land. 





















Anbar-E-6alleh or Ambar-E-6alleh means a "Granary". In fact, 
the Persian term: "Ambar or Anbar", means: "storehouse, 
warehouse, storage area", and "(jalleh", means: "grain, cereal(s), 
com", thus, the combined: words: "Ambar or Anbar-E-Galleh", 
means: "Granary", which refers to the past times; where Sistan 
Region was over-producer of "grains", while, producing a large 
quantity of grains, especially: "wheat". It is said that, Sistan 
Region not only could easily supplied the requirements of the said 
region; but some other parts of the country. That is why it used to 
be called the: "Iran's Granary". 
According to the Islamic Law such lands which are a part of the 
natural resources, belong to the Islamic State, which can be 






The marriage ceremony (as distinct from the wedding, and held in 
the bride's house) 
It has been discussed in detail; under the concept of "Aqiqa", in 
the first part of the present glossary related to India. 
Arazi-E-Klialeseh or Khalesehjat", or "AmlaK- refers to the 
crown land; or a property owned by the State. 
It means the Natural Resources Lands. 
Wasteland, dead-land. 
The cultivable lands that had never been cultivated before. 
A landlord, proprietor. It also means the lord, a master, and an 
employer. 
In Sistan and some other parts of south-east of Iran like some 
places of Kerman (such as Zarand township), it referred to a 
bride. While at present most people usually pronounce it as: 
"'Arus". 
The Baluchi term "Arusi" among the Baluchi tribes, of north part 
of Balufihestan Region (where the Hesaroo'iyeh Cluster is part of 
























Paved, asphalted, macadamized. 
Drinkable, potable. 
The nomadic tribes. The singular form of the Persian term 
'"AShayer" is AShireh means a nomadic tribe. 
The tenth Day of Muharram [(which is the anniversary of the 
maityrdom of Imam Hosein/ Hussein; both 9th (Tasu'a), and 10th 
of Muharram are days of solemn mourning for Shiites]. 
A mirror. 
Wind. 
It refers to the strong and frightful winds. Theduration of the said 
winds is one hundred and twenty days; that is why they are called: 
"120 days winds" (Bad Haye Sad-0-Bist Ruzeh). The intensity of 
these winds is beyond measure! So that everywhere turns into 
darkness; thus, the traffic, or coming and going of the means of 
transportations becomes extremely difficult and almost 
impassable! While, the public places and buildings, farmlands, 
and agricultural areas, and even vehicles and different means of 
transportations are severely damaged. 
A windswept place, or region. 
An orchard. 
Creation and maintenance of fruit orchards, fruit growing or 
farming 
Landlord's share of the harvest. 
Districts. 
A lamb; its plural form is "Bareh Ha", which means: "the 
lambs". 
Electrification. 
Harvesting. The Persian term: "Bardasht", also means: 
withdrawal of money from a bank account; it also means: 
"understanding, and impression". 
The Balu5hi term: "Bat", refers to a dish prepared with rice and 
mung which used to be served, usually in Baluchi wedding parties 
in the past. The said food in Persian is called: "Ma§h Polow"; 
which is an Iranian dish made with rice, and mung bean. 
It is type of lentil/pulse. 
Hygiene or sanitation. 
Hygienic or sanitary. 
liv 
Bibh 
BimS rests n: 
Bizamin: 
Holiness; and Highness (female). It also means to an elderly lady; 
and a grandmother. 
A hospital. 
A landless farmer. 






A goat; its plural which is "Boz Ha", means: "the goats". 
Kid, or a young goat; its plural form is "Boz 6aleh Ha", which 
means: "The kids or the young goats". 
Orchard and garden. 
Chader or Sirig was usually made of a light printed fabric with a 
floral pattern; worn by most of the south-eastern parts of Iranian 
women, over their cloths. It was worn everywhere, especially at 
home when saying their prayers. It used to be called: "Chador". 
Almost the same was wearing over all Baluchi female's wears, as 
well as Hesarooieyeh's women too. The only difference between 
the said light printed fabric, between BalO^hi and non-Baluchi 
females, was the pronunciation of the term; in which among 
BaluChi people, it has been called: "Chader/Sirig"; while non-
Baludhi people have called it: "Chador Chadur". 










The wells; its singular form is: "Chah", which 
means: "A well". 
Polygamy. 
ft refers to the very vast cavities available (both "Natural" 
as well as '"man-made") in Sistan Region; for supplying drinking 
and irrigation water. At the same time, they are used for farmed 
fishing activities too. 
It is the plural form of the Sistani or Zaboli term "Chah Nimeh". 
This refers to the vast natural or man-made Cavities, existing in 
Sistan Regionn. 
Multipurpose. 
It is boiled and steamed rice; af^ er straining off the excess water. 
It is served with mutton. 
Kebabs served on steamed rice. 
It refers to an Iranian meal; which is prepared with steamed rice; 
and served with a juicy mutton stew. 








Damad or §hah: 










Dayereh: Dayereh or 








excess water. It is served with chicken. 
A shepherd. 
Dabirestan or Madreseh-E-Motavasseteh, means a secondary 
school, or a high school. 
A broker's job, brokering. 
A masseur in a public bath; and also a barber. 
Livestock, cattle and sheep; and domestic animals. 
It means bridegroom; this term (Damad), is almost used 
everywhere in Iran. 
Both the terms (Damad or Shah), means bridegroom; 
while the former (Damad), is almost used throughout the country; 
but the latter (Shah), is only used in Sistan & Balu£hestan 
Province 
In Sistan (in Zaboli local language) Region, it refers to a 
ceremony taking place before wedding; in which the bridegroom 
is taken to a place where a river or a stream (Nahr) flows; where 
he (bridegroom) would take a bath, to be prepared for the 
wedding ceremony. The same action in Baluchi language is 
called: "Sambaheng". 
A cattle farmer; a sheep farmer; or a livestock farmer. 
Animal husbandry, livestock breeding. 
It is the plural form of "Dam Dar", means cattle farmers, sheep 
fanners, livestock farmers. 
The first outpatient clinic. 
Therapeutic. 
A plain, a stretch of flat meadowland. 
Nursing the plants to maturity. 
Plural form of the Persian term "Dastmozd"; means wages. 
It means a tambourine 
The Rural Administrative Office. 
The plural form of "Dehestan" is "Dehestan Ha' 
A kettledrum. 
Planting trees or tree-planting. 



















rental, leased; for rent, to or for let.Ekhtelafat-E-Khanevadegi: 
the Persian term: "Ekhtelafat", is the plural form of: the word: 
"Ekhtelaf', which means: "difference; discrepancy; disagreement, 
quarrel, and feud"; at the same time, the Persian term: 
"Khanevadegi", means: "pertaining to the family, familial, and 
family"; therefore, the combined term: "Ekhtelafat-E-
Khanevadegi", refers t the "family feuds'. 
Revolution 
White Revolution. 
The Islamic Revolution. 
It means to follow somebody's leadership (especially during the 
prayers); and walking in somebody else's footsteps. 
To settle down, resettlement. 
Espeet Rish or Sardar: The BalOdhi tribe term: "Espeet", means 
white, and the common Persian and Balu5hi term: "Ri§h", means 
beard; thus the combined terms of: "Espeet Ri§h", "Sefid RiSh or 
Ri§h Sefid", therefore, the mentioned combined term: "Sefid Ri§h 
or Ri§h Sefid", or better to say:"Espeet Ri§h", in technical terms 
means: "the elders". 
Secondary, subordinate, minor, and lesser. 
The position of a governor, governorship, govemorate; and the 
governor's office. 
Carpets, rugs; and flooring. It refers to all kind of carpets and 
rugs; regardless of being handmade or producing by machine. 
Hand-woven or machine-made rugs, carpets, or a pileless 
hand-woven (Gelim). 
It is the 1st month of the Iranian solar calendar (31 days); and it is 
corresponding roughly to April. 
Religiously forbidden action. 
Opportunity, its plural form is "Forsat Ha", means opportunities. 
Job opportunities. 
Store, shop, and emporium. 
A cooperative store. 
































A tourists; its plural (tourists), is: "GardeShgaran". 
Heat, warmth. 
Absenteeism, absentee, hidden from view. 
Gas; small bubbles of gas, fizz. 
Ameal; a dish; and Food. 
It is a Baludh word which means: "black tent". In Persian the said 
term (Gedan), is called 'Siyahfihador'. 
Gel-E-Ros: 
It is a pileless hand-woven (rug). 
Rug weaving. 
It is a BaluCh' word, which refers to the formal visit of a suitor 
to a BalQ6h' girl's house in order to ask for her hand in marriage. 
Embroidery. 
A rose garden. In chapter five of the present thesis, it refers to: 
"The prologue to Saadi's Golestan [(the Rose Garden), which is 
one of the finest examples of Persian prose"; like his other book 
(Bustan) which has been mentioned above)]. 
Cupola. 
The Baluchi word "Goptan", refers to a sort of hand made 
(separate hand made fabric embroidery), sewn round, the lower 
part of the Baludhi female cloth. 
Cavities; hole; pit; and ditch. 
A man who has made a pilgrimage to Mecca. 





It is a ceremony, in some parts of Iran Like: Sistan & Baluchestan 
province; where before the wedding, the relatives and close 
friends of bride and bridegroom's family apply henna on their 
hands and the sole of the foot. 
It is one of the four sects of Sunnite Muslims, the others being 
Shafaii, Hanbali and Maliki. 















Scope and outer limits. 
Fertile (land). 
Mat weaving. 
Holiness; and Highness (male). 
The veil or the Islamic dress code. 
It is the plural of Persian term: "Hekayat", which means: a tale, a 
story. 
It is the style of pronunciation of the English word: "henna", by 
Baluchi' people. 
Watermelon. 
It refers to a vocational school. 
Assembly halls especially built for ceremonies commemorating 
the mourning the martyrdom of Imam Hosein / Hussein. It is what 
in India is called: "Imam Bara". 














An asphalted road; a macadamized road, or a paved road. 
An unpaved road. 
As it has mentioned above, the term "Jadeh", mean "road"; 
and "Shuseh", means a road which is surfaced with gravel; thus, 
the combined terms "Jadeh-E-§huseh", means: A gravel road. 
A BalQChi' word which is referred to a long shirt (Jamak); worn 
by Baluchi' males over a loose-fitting pair of trousers called: "Pa 
Jamak". 
Feast, festivity, festival, and celebration. 
Nowruz celebrations or Nowruz festival. Which is the first of 
Farvardin (21st March). 
The trousseau. 
South. 
Southern, from the south. 
Barley. 





























Khali Az Sakaneh: 
KhSliseh or 
KhOleseh: 
A very large city or a metropolis. 
It means a poorly educated or semi-literate person. 
A worker, a labourer; it also refers to a daily servant. It's (Kargar) 
plural form is Kargaran, which means workers, labourers. 
Skilled workers. 
The old and respected laborers; those workers who consider as 
the village elders. 
The term: "Kaseh", means a bowl; and "Chini", means 
something which is made of: "porcelain"; therefore, "Kaseh-E-
Chini", means a bowl made of: "porcelain". 
The term: "Kaseh", means a bowl; and "Mes'i", means something 
which is made of: "copper"; thus, "Kaseh-E-MesT', refers to a 
bowl made of "copper". 
The term: "Kaseh", means a bowl; and "Nikeli", means 
something which is made of: "Nickel"; thus, "Kaseh-E-Nikeli", 
refers to a bowl made of "Nickel". 
False, and untruthful. 




The tribal chiefs; it is the plural form of "Khan". 
Mud brick (s), or sun-dried brick(s). 
Road; street, and avenue. 
A Side Street. 
Dusty. 
A non-residential area. 




A landlord, a tribal chief. It was previously added to the name of 
a gentleman in Iran. In ancient Persia, it also used to be a title for 
a governor. 












Hygiene House or Health Center. 
House of Equity. 
It means an ass or a donkey. 
Melon. 
A donkey ride. 
It is a Persian word, which means "proposal"; this is the formal 
visit of a suitor to a giri's house in order to ask for her hand in 
marriage. 
The term "Khavanin" or "Khan Ha" is the plural form of Persian 
term "Khan", means the tribal chief 
Private car. 
Self-help or a voluntary contribution. 
Khorassan-E- Southern Khorassan. 
Janabi: 










Hat, Cap; also helmet, and head-gear. 
It refers to a sort of hat (Kolah), made of the lamb (Barreh) 
skin, and called: "Kolah-E-Barrehi". 
A green hat. 
A maidservant. 
In some places of Iran especially in south- east part of Iran, it 
refers to a kid of camel or a young camel. Its plural form (Korreh 
Hasi Ha) means "the kids of camels or the young camels). 















An alley or a lane. 
Chemical fertilizer. 
The Baludhi term "Kor" means a river; while in Persian it is 
called: "Rudkhaneh". It is mentionable that the term: "Kor 
water", in Islamic orders (religious edicts), refers to the minimum 
amount of clean water that will cleanse anything washed in it 
(enough to fill a cube measuring about 80 Cm. on each side). 
It was a kind of long scarf; which women in Sistan used to cover 
their hair. It is still used more or less. 
The way of speaks, accent, Dialect. 
It is a long cloth, which the Sistani males worn over the knit-
wearing hat. It is still used by some people, especially the 
farmers. 
It is a length of usually red cloth tied around the waist by men in a 
public bath-house. It was previously also used as a pinafore for 
hair-cutting. 
A paternal grandmother. 
Madreseh: 
Madreseh-E- 'AH: 
Madreseh -E-Din i: 
Madreseh means: a school; and a seminary. 
A college or school. 
A Sunni religious school. 
Madreseh-E-
Ebteda'i: 














A secondary school or a high school. 
A middle school or a junior high school. 
It is a vocational school. 
It means a boarding school. 
It is a sum amount of money that the bridegroom undertakes to 
Ixii 






















pay the bride on demand, the wife's marriage portion. The same 
in India is called: "Mehr". 
Skilled, skillful, and dexterous. 
Subsistence and livelihood. 
A Cluster; collection; set; series; and system. 
It is a sort of loose outer garment coat, worn by the females, 
especially by youth, and the new educated generation. 
Shalvar is a pair of pants, like that which is used by male; almost 
everywhere (woridwide), outdoors. At the same time, Manto is a 
sort of loose outer garment coat; while the combined of which 
(Manto and Shalvar), is called: "Manto-Shalvar". This has 
become fashionable after the Islamic Revolution in Iran. 
A memorial service held or a recently deceased person. Which, 
for a Muslim (especially Shies) it is being held in a Shia Mosque. 
But the Sunnis (like the Balufihi inhabitants of Hesarooieyeh 
cluster who are in majority), usually held the said occasion at the 
house of the dead person; and sometimes in the house of dead 
person's son (especially the eldest one). 
A Cluster. 
Maktab Khaneh refers to an old-style school with just one teacher 
where all the pupils regardless of their age sat together to learn 
the Holy Qur'an. Some times, after completing the Qur'an, some 
of these students, were taught other religious and poetry books, 
like: "Bustan" (orchard), or "Golestan" (Rose Garden) prologue 
to Saadi; who was the seventh century of Iranian poet. 
The landlord; the proprietor, and the owner. 
Ownership, possession. 
Region, zone, area. 
Rural area. 
Central part of urban centers. 
Mosque; in India the same term is pronounced as "Masjid". 
Fine granite-like material 
Residential, habitable. 
Dead, lifeless. 
The term: "Mavat", means: "dead, or lifeless", and "Belesaleh", 





















combined term: "Mavat-E-Belesaleh", refers to the cultivable 
wasteland (dead-land), which had never been cultivated before. 
According to the Islamic law these lands are a part of natural 
resources, or in Islamic term: "AnfSI"; and belong to the Islamic 
State. Thus they can be utilized on the basis of Islamic laws. 
A landed property or a country estate. 
A joint property. 
It is pertaining to an estate or landed property. 
It is a title given to a male whose mother is a Seyyed Shiite 
(Seyyedeh), but his father is a non-Seyyed Shiite male. 
An agent of the landlord; a steward, a supervisor, an overseer, or 
a foreman. 
Emigration, immigration. 
Moharrum or Muharram Shiite community usually, begin the 
month by staging an emotional play, in connection with their 3rd 
Imam (Hazrath Imam Hussein) which had taken place on 
"'A§hura" or 10th, Muharram (the first month of the 
Arabic/Islamic lunar calendar) of the year 60 AH (lunar year after 
hegira); it is equal to 10th, October, 640. 
Telecommunication. 
An Islamic scholar, a learned person, or a Mullah. 
Feudal system of holding land, or the central feudal estate 
governed. 
Square. 
It refers to a property which is jointly owned (without 
demarcation of each share-holder's portion) 
It refers to what, which is not a religious duty, but it is a 
recommended affair for all the Muslim to implement. 
A leaseholder. 
The leaseholders; it is the plural form of "Mosta'jer". 
It is a unit of counting the camels; and people as well. It also 
means an individual; or a person. 
Oil, naphtha, and petroleum. 
A stream or a canal. 
The term: "Namad",means felt; thus the Persian word "Namadi", 
refers to what which is made of felt. By which there was making a 
kind of waistcoat, which usually was worn by some males 




























Iran like Sistan Region, and Kermansh Province were wearing, 
during the winters; whicii is ver>' warm; and protected them 
against the cold. 
An outsider. It refers to one (especially a man) outside the circle 
of close kinship (which would not allow a woman to ^pear in 
front of him unveiled). 
Prayer(s). 
Prayer for the feast marking the end of Ramadan or Id-ul-Fitr. 
Prayer for the feast or festival of Sacrifice or Id-ul-Adha. 
The congregational prayers. 
Friday prayers. 
In Persian it has broad meanings and refers to all kinds of breads; 
while, generally it means: "bread"; and "livelihood". 
The French loaf or baguette. 
It is a type of thick flat bread, especially popular in Tehran, 
West and Northern of the country. 
Toasted bread. 
Oven fresh bread. 
(European-style) loaves. 
Rye bread. 
It is thin flat bread, especially popular in Tehran West and 
Northern parts of Iran. 
Pita bread or Arab bread. 
It is a type of round flat bread popular in central parts of Iran. 
Whole-meal bread. 
(European-style) white bread. 
(Russian-style) dark bread. 
It is a type of flat Iranian bread baked on hot pebbles (rusk, 
zwieback). 
It is a solemn promise to do an act of charity etc. in exchange for 
a divine favor. 
It means marriage; in which the marriage contract takes place. 

























It is the first day of the New Iranian year; which is celebrated on 
the first of Farvardin (21st March). 
A room or a chamber. 
A drawing room. 
Fodder, hay, or provender. 
The term '"Orf' means:"long-standing practice; common law' as 
distinct from religious law or §hariah"; and "Mahal", means: 
"place, location; locality; and site"; thus, "'Orf-E-Mahal", in the 
present thesis refers to the plot of land which can be fulfill the 
daily economical requirement of a household agricultural family. 
Province. 
In some south-east parts of Iran like: Sistan and some places of 
Fars (like Fasa), and Kermam Province (like Zarand), in local 
language it means water. 
It is a Baludhi word; refers to a loose-fitting pair of trousers, over 
which a long shirt (Jamak) is worn; by males. 
Pasgtah-E-Nirooye Enteztami; The Police Post. 
A shallow part of a lake; it (Payab) was using for daily 
requirement water of the people, as well as taking bath during the 
summers in it. 
It is a Persian word, which means reception, entertainment; and 
showing hospitality to somebody, especially to the guests. 
It refers to a specific kind of pinafore, to be tied around the neck 
of the men during the haircutting. 
It is a Baluchi word with a broad meaning. Typically, it refers to 
all kind of "clothes" and "dress", regardless is being the women 
or men "clothes or dress. 
Smuggling. 
It means a nursery for plants or a nursery garden. 
Carpet. 
These two Persian words are the plural form of the term: "Qanat", 
which means a man-made subterranean water canal. 
The Provisional Law, or the Temporary Act; of farming; 
according to which after the Islamic Revolution, a plot of land 
was given to a farmer (usually the farmer who had worked on it, 









RiSh Sefidan or 
RiSh Sefid Ha: 
RowhSni: 










Sakenin or Ahdli: 
Sambaheng: 
for a period of one year, for cultivation; this period was under 
some conditions, extendable. 
It is the winter quarter with a mild climate, where the nomadic 
tribes were living during the winter. 
The head of an organization, department etc., the chief, the 
president, the boss, the CEO (Chief Executive Officer). 
A minor road. 
A unit for counting livestock; the head (in Arabic); and the top. 
Dance. 
It literary means: "sword dance"; which is a traditional dance, 
performed by a group of men; in Sisan Region. 
Rial or Rial is the monetary of Iran (Rls.). It is also the monetary 
unit of some other Asian Countries, like Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, 
etc. 
It is the plural form of "Ri§h Sefid", means the old and 
respected men; an elders. 





A villager, a fanner, a rustic; also means rural. 
Hundred (100), one hundred, or a hundred. 
Dam, dyke. 
The Persian term: "Sadd-E-Khaki", means: an "Earthen Dam", 
and "Gelek", is name of a seasonal river over which the Gelek 
Earthen Dam (Sadd-E-Khaki-E-Geiek), is constructed. 
It is the plural form of the Persian term "Sahm", which means a 
"Share" 
It is the 6th month of the Iranian solar calendar; it is 31 days, and 
corresponding roughly to September. 
The inhabitants, and residents; its singular form is: "Sakanh or 
Ahl", means "an inhabitant, and a native". 
It is a Baluchi' word; refers to a bathing ceremony; performing by 
Baluchi' tribes; on wedding day. In the said ceremony the 
bridegroom is taken to a River closed to the place where marriage 
ceremony is taking place, for shaving, taking bath, and getting 




















Shalvar or Koteh: 
Shariah: 
Sheikh: 
in Sistan Region, where Qal'ehnow which is a universe of the 
present study is situated is called: "Damad or Shah Ru Ow 
Bereh". 
Benevolent Fund for Small Interest-Free Loans. 




It refers to the head of an "Agricultural Joint Cooperative". 
It is a stage of wedding ceremony in Sistan Region; in which, the 
bridegroom's haircutting and shaving takes place. 
On horseback. 
BalQ5hi people in daily conversations pronounce the term: 
"Sayyed", as "Sed". 
It refers to the radio and television. 
Coin-working. 
Flood, torrent, inundation, deluge. 
A male descendant of the Holy Prophet. 
A female descendant of the Holy Prophet. 
The term: "§hah", refers to bridegroom in both Sistan and 
Baluchestan Regions. But, the interesting point is that, the said 
term (Shah), among BaluShi tribes is only used on wedding day! 
While, before the said day or better to say after the formal visiting 
of the suitor to the bride's house for asking her hand in marriage; 
and after the wedding day he (bridegroom), is commonly called: 
"Zamas" ; by everybody, not only in his father-in-law's family 
households, but by all other people too. 
Town. 
Township. 
A green shawl. 
It was a pair of loose-fitting trousers, which used to be worn by 
the women in Sistan region; where, Qal'ehnow is a rural area 
situated in it. 
The term Shariah or Shari'at means religious law. 
A Shaikh or Sheikh or Sheykh or Sheyx is an honorific title used 













Showraye Deh or 










The term: "§herkat", means: "company, firm, partnership; and 
participation", "Ta'avoni", means: "cooperative",and "Rusta'i:", 
means: "A villager, a farmer, a rustic; and rural"; therefore, the 
combined above three mentioned terms (§herkat-E-Ta'avoni-E-
Rusta'i:), means: "A Rural Co-operative Society". 
A Twelve-Imam Shiite or a twelver. Shirbaha: A sum amount of 
money which used to be paid by the bridegroom to the bride's 
family, in the past, in some places of Iran. 
It is the plural form of the Persian term "Shogl", which means 
Employments, jobs, vocations, professions. 
Illegal activities. 
It refers to the act of ploughing or plowing. 
It means a camel; its plural form is "Shotor Ha", which means: 
"the camels". 
The Islamic Village Council 
The village Council. 
Dispute Center of the village. 
Salty. 
An apple. 
It is a temporary marriage which is occasionally, practiced among 
the Shiites. In Iran it is called: "Muta". 
It is also a word; which refers to a light printed fabric with a floral 
pattern veil (using indoors, in front of the outsiders; or during the 
prayers). At the same time, another type of it which is usually in 
black is usually outdoors. It should be added that both types of the 
said Balu5hi' terms (Sirig) is being worn over the females cloths. 
It is mentionable that, the term BaluChi' word "Chader", which is 
pronounced as "Chador", among non-Balu5hi' people has the 
same meaning (veil), among Balu5hi' tribes. 
Pertaining to the Sisan Region; or one who is from Sisani; or a 
native of Sisan. 
It is the 13th day of Farvardin, (corresponging roughly to April); 
which marks the end of Nowruz festivities; it is a public holiday 






















Agricultural Joint Cooperatives. 
Drum. 
The base drum. 
Commentary. 
Vineyard. 





The Nomadic Tribes Resettlement Plan (NTRP). 
The 9th day of Muharram which precedes 'AShura; the 
anniversary of the martyrdom of Imam Hosein / Hussein; both are 
days of solemn mourning for Shiites. 
Holidays; and vacation. 
Nowruz holidays. The duration of it (Nowruz holidays), for the 
various pubic and government offices is five days (first to fifth of 
Farvardin or 21st to 25 March); and for all the educational centers 
is thirteen days (from first to thirteenth of Farvardin or 21st to 3rd 
of April). 
Telefon-E-HamrtSh: A mobile phone, a cell phone. 
Tuman: An unofficial monetary unit in Iran; it is equal to ten Rials. For 
example one hundred Tuman(s) is equal to One thousand Rials. 
Tut: Mulberry. 
Tut-E-Sefid: White mulberry. 
Tut-E-SiySh or iShah Black mulberry 
Tut: 




Pickup truck with an extended cab. 

























It is a sort of waistcoat worn over long shirt by BalQChi' males. It 
is like what in India is called: "Mairzai". 
The inheritors. The singular form of the term "Vorras" or 
"Varesin" is Vares, which means an inheritor. 
A Jointly Owned Production Cooperative. 
It refers to the summer quarters of the nomadic tribe or a summer 
resort, where the said tribes were stay during the summers. 
Daily. 
Alfalfa or Lucerne. 
Pertaining to Zabol town or township; or one who is from Zabol; 
or a native of Zabol. It is the center part of Sistan Reion. 
It is a Baludhi' word; which means: "bridegroom"; the detail of 
which is given under the term: "Shah". 
It is a Persian word, which means a woman, a female; and also a 
wife or one's wife. 
A barber's wife; or a lady's hairdressing. 
Is a unit of length (= 41 inches, 104 Cm) which was officially in 
use in Iran until 1925. 
Fanning and agriculture. 
It was previously used as a unit of land measurement in some 
parts of Iran; like in Sistan Region, which was approximately 
equal to 33.3 hectares. 
Zelzeleh or Zaminlarzeh is a Persian word which means 
earthquake, quake, and tremor. 
It is a Balflchi' word referring to a smock and separate 
embroidered piece of cloth sewn on the front part of the women 
cloths, right from the neck down. 
The Persian word "Zirbana", means: "infrastruce", and the term: 
"Zirbana'i", mean: infrastructural. 
Apricot. 
Charcoal. 
It is plural of the Persian term "Zarf' (utensil); which means 
utensils. 




"AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT AND SOCIAL CHANGE IN 
IRAN AND INDU: A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF 
SISTAN & BALUCHESTAN AND UTTAR PRADESH" 
The main objective of the present study is to make a comparative analysis of 
agricultural development and change in Iran and India, with specific focus on 
"Qal'ehnow" (situated in Sistan region), and "Hesaroo'iyeh" the second village situated in 
the "Baludhestan" region. The villages selected in India are "Pilakhna" in Aligarh District 
and "Pindrawal" in Bulandshehr District situated in the northwest part of Uttar Pradesh. 
Both of these are adjoining districts of Uttar Pradesh. The period of the study is 1950 to 
2008. 
I prepared an outline of the interview schedule to use as a guide and help me 
while I lived in the universes and participated in the lives of the inhabitants there. This 
allowed an in-depth understanding and helped me to obtain more information. 
At the end of each day, I sat down and noted my observations and prepared 
myself for any cross-information that was required. An outline of the Schedule used for 
the study is given below: 
1. PHYSICAL STRUCTURE OF THE UNIVERSE 
1.1. Geographic Location and Landmarks, 
2.1. Pattern of internal arrangements/situation -of streets, houses places of worship and 
other community centers. 
2. PATTERNS OF LAND OWNERSHIP 
1.2. Distribution pattern of land 
2.2. Ownership structure of land 
3.2. Nature of cultivation and use of land 
3. ECONOMIC AND OCCUPATIONAL STRUCTURE 
1.3. Traditional Categories of Occupation, 
2.3. Occupational differences among various groups e.g. caste/tribe etc. 
3.3. Pattern of ascription and achieved occupational structure 
Pattern of employment, 
Ixxii 
4.3. Nature of inter / intra-tribal/caste/class economic and social relationships, 
Handicraft specialties of the village, 
5.3. Agriculture bases versus industrial occupations. 
4. DISTRIBUTION OF POPULATION 
1.4. Whether planned or haphazard, 
2.4. Differentiation/discrimination on bases of class/caste/tribe/religion, 
3.4. Whether proximity of housing is based on their caste/other affiliations. 
5. INDEXES OF DEVELOPMENT 
Availability, nature and type of schools/ hospitals/ dispensaries/electricity/telephone/TV 
cable/radio station/etc. 
6. EDUCATION 
1.6. Infrastructural facilities in schools (School building/ writing and seating facilities 
etc.), 
2.6. Qualification of teachers, 
3.6. Accountability of teachers, 
4.6. Student-teacher ratio, 
5.6. Pattern of co-educational and single sex schools. 
7. HEALTH 
1.7. Availability of Health Centers, 
2.7. Hospitals/Clinics/Doctors etc. 
8. PUBLIC UTILITIES 
1.8. Availability of public baths/ latrines/water pumps/wells/reading rooms, and halls etc. 
2.8. Supply of electricity/cooking gas etc. 
3.8. Availability of other amenities: telephone/Radio/TV cable / computer cyber cafes 
etc. 
9. HOUSING AND TERRITORIAL LAYOUT OF HOUSES 
1.9. Main features, 
2.9. Tribal/caste/class/power /religious housing structure, 
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Type of housing hierarchy 
10. SOCIAL AND RELIGIOUS IDENTITIES AND THEIR SIGNIFICANCE 
1.10. Nature of tribal/caste/class/religious identities, 
2. JO. Religious Structure: (in terms of denominations, viz: Sunni /Shia/high caste/tribe, 
3.10. Diversities and discrimination in food habits/ style of dress/ style of living/ 
education etc. 
11. PLACES OF WORSfflP 
Negative and positive sanctions in terms of worship 
12. IMPACT OF MASS MEDIA 
1.12. Life styles/ consumer pattern, 
2.12. Styles of dress of common people, 
3.12. Styles of dress on ritual/festive occasions such as marriage and initiation 
ceremonies, etc. 
4.12. Differences in cleric/men/women habits, 
5.12. Use of consumable goods /(consumerism). 
13. NATURE OF RELIGIOUS HIERARCHY 
1.13. Religious bases of social Interaction at: 
1.1.13. Festivals, ceremonies birth, marriage, death etc. 
2.1.13. Presence/absence of sanctions on bases of identities during festivities/ceremonies 
etc. 
3.1.13. Presence/absence of inter-tribal-inter-caste-religious interaction, 
2.13. Pattern of food habits on bases of tribe/castes/religious sects etc. 
14. POWER AND LEADERSHIP STRUCTURE 
Hierarchy of class/caste 
15. FAMILY STRUCTURE 
1.15. Nature of family hierarchy, 
2.15. Family type: Nuclear family/joint family/ extended family, 
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3.15. Position and roles of women, 
4.15. Segregation between men and women, 
5.15. Joking/avoidance relationship. 
16. POLYGAMOUS UNIONS 
1.16. Nature of relationship between co- wives/children, 
2.16. Average size of the family according to religion/caste/tribe. 
17. URBAN-RURAL DIFFERENCES IN TERMS OF: 
1.17. Employment, 
2.17. Education, 
3.17. Health and nutrition, 
4.17. Housing. 





4.18. Rural craft, 
5.18. Industries. 
19. GOVERNMENTAL EFFORTS TO IMPROVE DEVELOPMENT IN RURAL 
AREAS 
1.19. Inputs for agricultural development/industrial development, 
2.19. Implementation of liberalization policies, 
3.19. Inputs for creating urban-rural balance. 
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> PHOTOGRAPHS OF QAL'EHNOW 
A Road under Renovation (Quoted from Mehr Site Google) 
An Alley after Renovation (Quoted from Mehr Site Google) 
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A View of Entertaining the Guests Taken Part in a Marriage Party; Piioto Taken By the 
Researcher 
/ : * • 
A View of a Newly Constructed Girl's High School (Fatemiyeh); Photo Taken by the 
Researcher 
Ixxxi 
An Old Woman Belonged to Qal'ehnow 
(Quoted from Mehr Site Google) 
An Old Man Belonged to Qal'ehnow 
(Quoted from Mehr Site Google) 
A Farmer (Mr. Rashki) at His Drawing 
Room, Showing a Traditional Sieve; 
Photo Taken by the Researcher 
A View of Showing Two Traditional 
Sieves; Photo Taken by the Researcher 
m 
Farmers Showing Two Types of Spades; 
Photo Taken by the Researcher 
I 
Farmers Showing Two Types of 
Traditional Agriculture 
Instruments; Photo Taken by the 
Researcher 
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> PHOTOGRAPHS OF HESAROO'IYEH CLUSTER 




A View of a Small Mosque in Baluchestan; Showing Two Men Offering Prayers (Quoted 
from Mehr Site Google) 
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A View of a Middle Class Farmer's House; Photo Taken by the Researcher 
A View of a Rich Farmer's House (Mr. Changiz narroi); Photo Taken by the Researcher 
Ixxxiv 
An Electro-Pump, an Irrigation Canal, 
and a Small Pool in a Farm; Photo Taken 
by the Researcher 
A Pool in a Farm; Photo Taken by the 
Researcher 
> PHOTOGRAPHS OF PILAKHNA 
The Mai Road to the Pilakhna Town Area; Photo Taken by the Researcher 
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A Chimney of Brick Factory in Pilakhna; Photo Taken by the Researcher 
An Alley under Renovation in Pilakhna; Photo Taken by the Researcher 
The Husband of the Pilakhna's Chairman Hajji Bondu Khan (Middle) With Two Men of 
the Said Village; Photo Taken by the Researcher 
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A View of a Mosque; Photo Taken by the A Mud Hut; Photo Taken by the Researcher 
Researcher 
> PHOTOGRAPHS OF PINDRAWAL 
The Above Photograph Shows the Sign Board of Pandrawal, Which in Most of the 
Sources Has Written as: "pindrawal."; Photo Taken by the Researcher 
Ixxxvii 
An Entrance Alley to One of the Residential Area; Photo Taken by the Researcher 
A View of a Mosque; Photo Taken by the Researcher 
»5Sij*aBss?tKiaj 
A Symbol of a Shrine Used By Shiites 
during the Moharam; Photo Taken by 
the Researcher 
A Coffin Called the Holiness Abbas 
Coffin (Tabut), Worship by Shiites; 
Photo Taken by the Researcher 
Ixxxviii 
A Man Responsible for Cemetery and the Holiness Abbas Coffin (Tabut): Photos Taken 
by the Researcher 
Two Photographs of a Temple in Pindrawal; Photos Taken by the Researcher 
Two Men in the Village (Right), and a Bed (Left): Photos Taken by the Researcher 
Ixxxix 
Horticulture and an Indian com (Maize) in Pindrawal; Photo Taken by the Researcher 
'^ ^^ '¥«¥• 
Pottery Malcing in.Pindrawal; Photos Taken by the Researcher 
Animal Husbandry in_Pindrawal; Photo Taken by the Researcher 
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